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THE TEXTILE AND APPAREL TRADE
ENFORCEMENT ACT

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable John Dan-
forth (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Chafee, Heinz, Grassley, Matsunaga,
Baucus, Bradley, and Mitchell.

[The press release announcing the hearing, background informa-
tion on S. 680, and the prepared statements of Senators Mitchell
and Pryor follow:]

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC, September 11, 1985.
Memo from: Finance Committee Staff (Len Santos 4-5472).
To: Members, Finance Committee,
Subject: Trade Subcommittee Hearings on S. 680, "The Textile and Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act of 1985".
The Finance Committee's Trade Subcommittee will conduct additional hearings

on S. 680 on September 12 at 2:00 p.m. and September 23 at 9:30 a.m. A witness list
for the September 12 hearing is attached.

The updated statistical chart in Table 8 indicates that imports of textile and ap-
parel products for the first two quarters of 1985 were comparable to 1984. Also at-
tached at Tables 9, 10 and 11 are GAIT statistics comparing U.S. production, em-
ployment, and import atid export trends in textiles and apparel with those of other
countries. These statistics indicate that U.S. production indices in textile and appar-
el were higher than the E.C., Japan or Scandinavia, but substantially lower than
Korea, Yugoslavia, Brazil or Poland. U.S. employment in textiles and apparel has
dropped less than in the E.C., and, in textiles, less than Japan, but has dropped
more than Canada or most of the ASEAN countries. Textile and apparel imports
have grown faster in the United States than in any other country, but Japan and
Canada have experienced substantial import growth as well.

The Committee memorandum prepared for the July 15, 1985 hearing on S. 680 is
also attached.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC August 9, 1985.

Press Release No. 85-0062

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE RESErs DATE, TIME FOR S. 680 HEARING

A September hearing on S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act
of 1985, has been reset by the Senate Committee on Finance, Chairman Bob Pack-
wood (R-Oregon) announced today.
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Senator Packwood said the hearing before the Committee's Subcommittee on
International Trade originally scheduled for Monday, September 16 will instead be
held at 2 p.m., Thursday, September 12, 1985. An additional hearing will be held as
originally scheduled at 9:30 a.m., Monday, September 23.

Both hearings will be held in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building
in Washington.

Senator John C. Danforth (R-Missouri), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Inter-
national Trade, will preside at the hearings.

Senator Packwood noted the Subcommittee had opened hearings on S. 680 with a
five and one-half hour session July 15. Senator Strom Thurmond (R-South Carolina)
is chief sponsor of S. 680.

A markup of S. 680 is to be scheduled by the Committee on Finance in October,
Senator Packwood has said.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON TRADE SUBCOMMIrEE HEARING ON S. 680, "THE TEX-
TILE AND APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT AcT OF 1985," PREPARED BY COMMr'rIEE
ON FINANCE STAFF

The Subcommittee on International Trade of the Finance Committee will conduct
a hearing on Monday, July 15, 1985 at 2:30 p.m. on S. 680, the Textile and Apparel
Trade Enforcement Act of 1985. A list of the witnesses testifying at the hearing is
attached.

1. ANALYSIS OF S. 680

Sections I and 2 of the Act cite S. 680 as "The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforce-
ment Act of 1985" and state its purpose as being to provide orderly, nondisruptive
imports growth, implementing the objectives of the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA).
Section 3 provides a general analysis of industry and trade conditions.

Under Section 4 of the Act, imports from Canada and members of the European
Community (EC) would be excluded from all of the Act's restrictions. In addition,
imports from Mexico and the Caribbean Basin would be excluded from the defini-
tion of major supplying countries; therefore they would be subject to the less restric-
tive quotas given to imports from smaller supplying countries. Imports from Mexico
and the Caribbean Basin would also be excluded from the definition of import sensi-
tive categories and therefore would be exempt from the tighter growth restrictions
placed on import sensitive categories from other smal-ler suppliers.

Section 4 would include many products and fibers which heretofore have not been
part of the quota program. Products of all textile fibers, including those of silk,
linen, ramie, and jute, would be subject to restrictions, whereas the current Multi-
fiber Arrangement (MFA) covers only products of cotton, wool, and man-made
fibers. In addition, many products of MFA textile fibers, not currently defined by
MFA categories, such as raw man-made fibers, furniture of textile materials, para-
chutes, and stuffed dolls, would be categorized and automatically subject to restric-
tions.

Section 5 of S. 680 would separate textile and apparel import sources into major
suppliers (those other than Canada, Mexico and the EC countries which account for
1.25 percent or more of imports for a given year) and smaller supplying countries.
For imports from major supplying countries, it would establish 1985 quotas on tex-
tile and apparel imports wh ich would result in substantial rollbacks from the 1984
import levels from each of these countries and in total. During 1984, imports from
the 12 countries categorized as major suppliers by S. 680-Taiwan, Korea, Hong
Kong, Japan, China, Pakistan, Indonesia, India, the Philippines, Thailand, Brazi!
and Singapore-accounted for 73 percent of total textile and apparel -imports by
quantity. In contrast, for imports from smaller supplying countries, Section 5 would
set 1985 quotas at levels that would permit increases in their overall market shares.
Further growth in both cases would be controlled, with higher annual growth rate
being permitted on imports from smaller supplying countries (six percent) than on
imports from major suppliers (one percent). The exceptions to this would be imports
from import sensitive product categories or a wool product category which would be
permitted only a one percent annual growth, even if sourced from a smaller supplier.

Section 6 of the Act would establish an import licensing system to be adminis-
tered by the Secretary of Commerce. Importers from all countries, including Canada
and the EC, would be required to obtain permits and pay fees to cover costs of the
system. Section 7 provides for annual reporting by the President. Finally, Section 8
provides for the effective date and permits utilization of 1986 quota allocations for
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1985 imports in cases where goods already entered at the time of S. 680's enactment
exceed the Act's new 1985 import limits.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE DOMESTIC TEXTILE AND APPAREL INDUSTRY

Apparel was manufactured in approximately 23,300 establishments and textile
mill products in 6,600 establishments during 1982, representing declines of about
eight percent from their 1977 levels. Major apparel manufacturing states were in
New York, Pennsylvania, and California, which together accounted for approximate-
ly 30 percent of apparel employment. The production of textile mill products was
heavily concentrated in the states of North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia,
which together accounted for about 60 percent employment.

Employment in the apparel industry declined during 1980-1984 to 1,20600 work-
ers representing a loss of almost 62,000 workers, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Similarly, employment in the textile mill products industry declined
during 1980-1984 to 752,900 workers, a loss of about 95,000 workers. Wages for pro-
duction workers during 1984 were $5.53 per hour in apparel and $6.46 per hour in
textile mill products. See Table 1 for employment, wage, and related data.

Although employment in textiles and apparel has declined in the eight largest
producing states accounting for 95 percent of all textile and apparel employment,
those states have experienced net gains in employment.

There has been a large increase in employment in those states. 1,900,000 new jobs
were created in those states in the non-manufacturing sectors, while 170,000 manu-
facturing jobs were lost, a net gain of 1,600,000 jobs between 1980 and 1984.

In three of those states, North Carolina, Georgia and California, there have been
increases in employment in other manufacturing industries which more than ac-
count for the jobs lost in textiles and apparel.

In addition, unemployment rates in the textile and apparel employer states are
not necessarily higher than in other states. Most notably, in North Carolina and
Georgia, the two largest employers in the industry with 500,000 of the 1.8 million
jobs had manufacturing unemployment rates of 5.8 and 5.6 percent in 1984, com-
pared to the national rate of 7.5 percent. See Table 2.

II. PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION AND TRADE DATA

During 1980-84, producers' shipments of apparel rose by 25 percent to $57 million
and apparent consumption rose by 38 percent to $70 billion (see Table 3). In con-
trast, apparel imports rose by 114 percent to $14 billion in 1984. For textile mill
products, producers' shipments rose by 23 percent during 1980-84 to $58 billion and
consumption rose by 28 percent to almost $60 billion while imports rose by 73 per-
cent to $3.5 billion. Exports of apparel and textile mill products declined over 30
percent in the period to $1 billion and $1.6 billion respectively. In dollar terms, im-
ports rose to 20 percent of apparel consumption and 5.9 percent of textile mill pro-
duction consumption in 1984. Several other methods are used by industry and labor
to calculate import penetration. The Textile Economics Bureau uses the raw fiber
equivalent of yarns and fabrics imported for apparel production, as well as actual
apparel imports. This method shows that imports supplied 42.6 percent of the fibers
available for domestic apparel consumption during 1984 (see Table 4). Calculations
by the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, which adjusts the value of
imports to equivalent U.S. dollar values, show a projected 1984 import penetration
of 49.8 percent for apparel (see Table 5).

Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, China and Italy were major sources of textile apparel
imports during 1984 (see Table 6). Imports from column 2 countries accounted for
less than one percent of total imports.

Apparel imports of linen, ramie and silk, which would be subject to restrictions
for the first time under S. 680, increased by 143 percent during 1984 to $1.2 billion.
Similarly subject to restrictions under S. 680 for the first time, fabric imports of
silk, linen, ramie and jute rose by 44 percent during 1984 to 360 million, while fiber,
yarn and thread imports of these materials increased by 19 percent during 1984 to
$39 million.

IV. HISTORY AND STRUCTURE OF THE MFA

The Arrangement Regarding International Trade in Textiles, known as the Multi-
fiber Arrangement or MFA, went into affect on January 1, 1974 with the basic ob-
jective of ensuring: "the expansion of trade in textile products, particularly for the
developing countries, and -progressively to achieve the reduction of trade barriers
and the liberalization of trade in textile products, while, at the same time, avoiding
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disruptive effects on individual markets and on individual lines of production in
both importing and exporting countries."

The MFA, which was renewed in 1977 and in 1981 and is again up for renewal in
July 1986, is the successor to other less comprehensive multilateral textile agree-
ments that were initiated in the early 1960s.

The MFA is an exception to the most-favored-nation principle of the GATT in
that it allows importing countries to apply restrictions selectively in terms of prod-
ucts and exporting countries. GAIT rules would ordinarily require no less favorable
treatment to all members countries and a product by product determination of
injury before import restraints could be imposed. Exporting countries accepted this
arrangement in part because it appeared to provide assurance of access to developed
countries' markets and to reduce the likelihood of other less predictable forms of
trade restrictions.

The MFA endeavors to balance the interests of its participants by providing
standards for year to year quota growth and flexibility for the exporting countries,
but also sets forth criteria under which importing countries can negotiate or set
quotas. However, when the MFA was renewed in 1977 and in 1981, the developed
countries negotiated authority to depart from certain MFA standards and enter into
some bilateral agreements, perticularly with major suppliers, which provided for re-
duced growth and/or flexibility.

The MFA also established the Textile Surveillance Board which reviews all ac-
tions taken for conformity with the MFA standards and, where disputes arise,
makes nonbinding recommendations to the governments involved. The United
States, the European Community and Japan are permanent members of the TSB.
Other members are chosen for annual terms by other MFA participants. The GATT
Textiles Committee consists of all parties to the MFA. It annually reviews oper-
ations of the Arrangement and deals with matters referred to it by the TSB.

As of mid 1984, the United States had bilateral agreements limiting exports of
textiles with 28 countries, of which 24 were negotiated under the MFA and four
others under the authority under section. 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956 (see
Table 7). In addition, the United States unilaterally controlled specific itetns from
three other countries, one of which was a MFA signatory. These agreements and
unilateral controls provided for limitations on approximately six billion square yard
equivalents (sye) of textiles and textile products on either a specific or a consulta-
tion basis.

During the first ten years of the MFA (1974-83), U.S. textile and apparel employ-
ment declined by 15 percent, from 2,328,000 to 1,980,000, and U.S. textile output in-
creased by an average of less than one percent annually. The overall quantity of
imports fluctuated with no definite trend during 1974-80, but increased from 4.9 bil-
lion sye in 1980 to 7;6 billion sye in 1983 and increased to 9.8 billion sye in 1984, or
by 100 percent. As a result of imports growing at a faster rate than domestic con-
sumption, the ratio of imports to consumption (based on the quantity of fiber used),
increased from 8.4 percent in 1974 to 16 percent in 1983 and to an estimated 22 per-
cent in 1984.

v. EFFECTS OF S. 680

Under S. 680, quotas on imports from major supplying countries would be based
on the 1984 levels which would have occurred had imports from these countries, by
product category, grown since 1980 by six percent per year. Where a country en-
tered into an agreement with the United States providing for a lower than six per-
cent growth rate, the quota is based on actual 1984 imports. The 1985 quota levels
for major suppliers would be calculated by adding one percent to the 1984 import
levels described above. Import quotas for 1985 by product category for smaller sup-
pliers would be 15 percent above the actual 1984 imports. In the case of import sen-
sitive categories from smaller suppliers, the 1985 quota levels would be one percent
above actual 1984 imports. The effect of these quota levels would be dramatic in the
case of certain major supplying countries. The Department of State calculates that
the bill will result in a 90 percent rollback on imports from Indonesia and Brazil, a
70 percent rollback on imports from Thailand, and almost a 60 percent rollback on
those from China.

A number of questions may be raised about the consistency of S. 680 with the pro-
visions of the MFA. The Protocol of Extension to the MFA, adopted in 1981, states:
"in exceptional cases where there is a recurrence or exacerbation of a situation of
market disruption, a lower positive growth rate for a particular product from a par-
ticular source may be agreed upon between the parties to a bilaterial agreement."
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In contrast, S. 680 provides for automatic quotas following specific formulas, with-
out a finding of case by case market disruption or the threat thereof. In addition,
quotas would be applied unilaterally by the United States, rather than by being"agreed upon between the parties."

Within the MFA, article 3 section 5 states that after a finding of market disrup-
tion and after a request for consultations to limit imports has been made, two coun-
tries cannot reach an agreement, then unilateral restraint levels may be applied for
a "twelve month period." S. 680 would impose no time limit on its unilateral ac-
tions.

Finally, this legislation would estsablish an import licensing system and charge
permit fees to cover its costs. To the extent that these fees are construed as being
additional import duties, they would raise tariffs above those duty rates negotiated
during the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

TABLE .- APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS: U.S. PRODUCERS' SHIPMENTS IN 1972 DOLLARS,
EMPLOYMENT, WAGES, PAYROLL INDEX, AND PRODUCTIVITY, 1974-84

Average hourly
Year Producers' Total emloyment Total payroll Production wages, Index ofshiTment workers product productivity

workers

(MMns 1972 (In thousands) (1974-100) (In thousands) (In real dollars) 1971-100
dollars 8)

Apparel (SIC 23)

1974 ................ 26,557 1,362.6 100.00 1,174.8 2.98 88.5
1975 ....... ......... 26,606 1,243.3 96.73 1,066.6 3.17 94.5
1976 ................ 27,913 1,318.1 112.60 1,134.3 3.40 94.5
1977 ................ 30,549 1,316.2 118.41 1,129.4 3.62 100.0
1978 ................ 31,377 1,332.3 130.43 1,144.6 3.94 104.2
1979 .................................... 29,763 1,304.3 135.53 1,116.7 4.23 98.1
1980 ................................... 29,717 1,263.4 141,91 1,079.4 4.56 97.3
1981 ......................... -........ 30,018 1,244.4 152.90 1,059.5 4.97 103.3
1982 .................................... 30,908 1,161.1 144.19 9812 5.20 4
1983 .................................... 3 31,617 1,164.1 155.66 984.3 5.37
1984 .................................... 31,947 1,201.6 166.47 1,016.5 5.53 4

Textile mill products (SIC 22)

1974 ......................... ........ 25,572 965.0 100.00 842.2 3.20 80.7
1975 ................ 25,251 867.9 94.83 752.4 3.41 89.6
1976 ................ 27,771 918.8 111.06 800.4 3.69 91.8
1977 ................ 30,347 910.2 119.68 792.3 3.99 100.0
1971 .................................... 30,593 899.1 127.69 783.1 4.30 102.3
1979 ................................... 30,889 885.1 136.19 770.9 4.66 104.8
1980 ................................... 29,511 847.7 140.65 736.9 5.08 104.8
1981 .................................... 28,694 823.0 146.23 7125 5.52 106.6
1982 .................................... 27,360 749.4 131.84 642.1 5.83 4

1983 .................................... 3 30,260 743.5 150.50 641.1 6.18 4

1984 .................................... 0 31,077 752.9 157.44 651.2 6.46 4

'Representsoutput pun employee hour index of oulput/indesx of employee tours), and was compded trum unpubished data of the Bureau of
Libor Stat based utatad r the Bureau ut the Census edata mus be used ih caution, as t does not meet the publication
standards of BLS,

Calculated by the Bureau of Economic Anals, U.S, Department of Commerce.
3 Estimated by the Bureau of Economic Anats. US. Department of Ccn erce.4 oavailale.
Source Conpiled from official data of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, except as noted.
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TABLE 2.-EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN MAJOR TEXTILE AND APPAREL EMPLOYER STATES
(Employees in tivusands]

Number of employees Annual
State and ,nype ot employment Emp ctant percentage1980 1984 change

North Carolina:
F o ta l . ...... .. .. ... ... ... . .... .. .. ......

Textile and apparel .... .... ..... . .................
Other manufacturing ........... ............. . ...........
Nonmanufacturing .........................

Georgia:
Total .................. ... ...................... . .

Textile and apparel ........ ....... ...... . ..............
Other manufacturing .........................
N onn manufacturing ................................................. . .

New York:
Total .............................

Textile and apparel ...........................
O ther m anufacturing .......................................................
Nonm anufacturing .... ..................... ................ ..

South Carolina:
Total .......................................................... . .

Textile and apparel ...........................
Other manufacturing ........................
Nonmanufacturing .............................

2,380 2,562 182 1.8

3.34 312 -22 -1.7
486 519 33 1.6

- --1,560 1,731 171 2.6

2,159 2,458 299 3.2

190 180 -10 -1.3
329 365 39 2.5

1,640 1,913 273 3.8

7,207 7,557 350 1.2

206 177 -29 -3.8
1,239 1,153 -86 -1.8
5,762 6,227 + 465 1.9

1,189 1,270 81 1.6

183 163 -20 -2.9
209 215 6 0.7
797 892 95 2.8

Pennsylvania:
Total ................................................................... 4,753 4,647 - 106 - 0.6

Textile and apparel ...........................
Other manufacturing ........................
Nortmanufacturing .........................

Total ...............................

Textile and apparel ........................................................
Other manufacturing .................................
N onm anufacturing ........................................................

T o ta l ......................................................................

Textile and apparel ...........................
O ther m manufacturing .......................................................
Norimanufacturing .... ......................

168
1,160
3,425

148
972

3,527

-20
-188
+102

-3.2
-4.4

0.7

9,852 10,553 701 1.7

121
1,887
7,844

123
1,924
8,506

2
37

662

0.4
0.4
2.0

1,747 1,809 62 0.9

96
407

1,244

95
403

1,311

-1
-4
67

-0.3
-0.2

1.3

Alabama:
Total ........................................................... .

Textile and apparel ...........................
Other manufacturing .......................................................
Nortmanufacturing ...........................................................

1,356 1,384 28 O.5

97
266
993

94
264

1,026

-3
-2
33 0.8

*AMl nnniagnculural employmnt.
Soure U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau ot Labo Statistics

Calif

Tene
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TABLE 3.-APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS: U.S. PRODUCERS' SHIPMENTS, EXPORTS,
GENERAL IMPORTS, AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1974-84

[In miltiois of dollars]

Raio
Yer r Producers' Expools Ipos Apparent (percent) of

shiprnents consumptiOconsmto

Apparel (SIC 23)

1974 ............................................................... . . ..... 30,632 593 2,465 32,504 1.6
1975 ..- ................................. 31,430 603 2,775 33,602 8.3
1976 ..................................... ... ..............- .. ......... 34,759 740 3,912 37,931 10.3
1977 ................................ 40,245 859 4,393 47,779 10.0
1978 ............................................................................... 42,742 1,035 5,722 47,429 12.1
1979 ..................................... .............................. ........ 43,030 1,387 5,902 47,545 12.4
1980 ....... ....................................................................... 45,782 1,604 6,543 50,721 12.9
1981 ................................................................................ 49,823 1,628 7,750 55,945 13.9
1982 .......................................................................... 53,406 1,236 8,432 60,602 15.4
1983 ................................................................................ 2 55,435 1,049 9,897 64,183 15.4
1984 . ................................. ....................................... 2 57,287 1,099 14,000 70,188 20.0

Textile mill products (SIC 22) 3

1974 .............................................................................. 32,789 1,284 1,407 32,912 4.3
19 75 .......................................... . ............................... 3 1,064 1,157 1,107 31,0 14 3.6
1976 ............................................................................. 36,389 1,399 1,392 36,382 3.8
1977 ................................................. ............................ 40,550 1,345 1,489 40,694 3.7
1978 ................................................................................ 42,281 1,466 1,855 42,670 4.3
1979 ................................................................................ 45,053 2,130 1,834 44,757 4.1
1980 ................................................................................ 47,160 2,488 2,034 46,706 4.4
1981 ................................................................................ 50,120 2,326 2,482 50,276 4.9
1982 ................................................................................ 47,791 1,766 2,225 48,250 4.6
1983 ................................................................................ 2 53,984 1,560 2,557 54,981 4.7
1984 ................................................................................ 2 57,834 1,583 3,519 59,770 5.9

1Appaiel as reported in SIC 23 includes home furnishings other than Iloor coverings, and some miscellaneous f*.cated textile products.
E Estmatod by the Internatioal Trade Administration, US. Departure of Commerce.

$Textile mill products as reported in SC 22 includes some underwear, hosiy, sweaters, and other garments wholy manufactured In W"
mills.

Source Compiled froml offkicl statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

TABLE 4-APPAREL:' U.S. PRODUCERS' SHIPMENTS, IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, EXPORTS OF

DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE, AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1980-84

Item 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

U.S. prodtcers' shipments of materials for manufacture into
apparel (million pounds) ................................................................. 4,359 3,895 3,502 3,900 3,483

U.S. imports of:
Yarn for apparel (million pounds) ............................................. 107 201 186 287 361
Fabric for apparel (million pounds) ............................................ 262 398 343 461 579
inished apparel (million pounds) .............................................. 885 983 1,044 1,258 1,529

Total (million pounds ) ....................................................... 1,254 1,582 1,573 2,006 2,469
U.S. exports of finished garments (million pounds) ............................ 313 249 158 146 150
Apparent apparel consumption (million pounds) .................................. 5,300 5,228 4,917 5,760 5,802
Ratio'of imports to consumption (percent) ......................................... 23.7 30.3 32.0 34.8 42.6

1Represents raw fter eurvalent of cotton, wod, aid manmade fter products available for domestic apparel production. AM data estimate by
Textie 1onomi Bumau.

Source Compiled trom data of the textile Economics Bureau, Inc.
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TABLE 5.-APPAREL: U.S. IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
(Valued in US pries; in millions of 1957-59 dolrs)

OOetic Imports as percent of
Year Imporls production ProdtiOn Consumption'

1974 ..................................................................................... ........ 4,508 .8 16,284.2 27.7 21.7
1975 ....................................................................................................... 5,490.2 16,234.3 33.8 25.3
1916 .................................................................................................... 6,877.8 17,037.7 40.4 28.8
1977 ...................................................................................................... 7. ,237.1 16,994.7 42.6 29.9
1978 ................................... 9,288.8 18,096.3 51.3 33.9
1979 .................... ........................................ ........................................ 9,028.3 18,698.7 48.3 32.6
1980 ...................................................................................................... 9,852.2 18,852.6 52.3 34.3
1981 .................................................................... 11,544.9 18,935.8 61.0 37.9
1982 ..................................... 13,134.5 18,301.4 71.8 41.8
1983 2 ...... ........................................................................................... . 13,865.3 18,88 7.1 73.4 42.3
1984 3 ...................................................... ................................... 19,367.0 19,486.7 99.4 49.8

'brirp us - pouctn.
'Preliminy.
'Proeed.
SumcI L.W.U. Research Department based on data of the US, Bureau of the Census, US. Department of Agricutur, U.S. Buram o Labor

Statistic, and Textile Economic Bureau.

TABLE 6.--APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS, U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION
(Customs values, in thousands of dollrs]

Commodty/country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Textile mill products SIC 22:
Japan .................... 1........................... 316,466 446,604 456,808 494,174 568,123
Italy ................................................... 189,883 240,928 211,459 227,768 379,982
Korea, South ..................................... 98,972 143,127 154,036 210,032 259,555
China ................................................... 108,173 175,563 153,933 175,213 255,277
Taiwan ............................................... 52,018 79,463 85,924 121,243 179,812
India ......................... 1.......................... 181,896 155,641 110,753 113,866 159,352
United Kingdom .................................. 115,199 121,532 109,893 109,570 152,900
Hong Kong .......................................... 87,6 6 121,842 85,442 117,943 134,605
Brazil .................................................. 73,043 73,633 64,281 86,829 115,235
France ................................................. 79,849 73,072 73,824 81.515 111,126
Canada ............................................... 41,609 49,970 55,730 68,006 104,247
Germany, West .................................. 49,783 59,512 54,484 70,506 97,179
Belgium and Luxembourg .................... 60,193 54,670 46,652 58,132 95,126
Bangladesh .......................................... 78,243 70,053 49,839 62,297 73,439
Pakistan .............................................. 55,009 65,551 40,398 51,188 72,116
Thailand ............................................ 15,000 30,666 36,146 30,358 54,136
Mexico .................... 45,363 58,700 43,481 48,917 51,696
Australia .............................................. 24,221 39,914 27,179 33,324 47,415
Switzerland ......................................... 31,460 31,968 32,724 33,523 45,695
1donesiam ........................................... 739 3,007 2,236 11,458 42,524

All other .................... 329,367 370,497 305,886 318,408 469,171

All countries ............................... 2,034,180 2,465,914 2,201,108 2,524,270 3,468,810

Apparel and other textile products:
Hong Kong .......................................... 1,673,905 1,907,219 2,033,158 2,294,042 3,012,225
Taiwan ............................................... 1,263,717 1,383,247 1,568,973 1,820,272 2,331,976
Korea, South ...................................... 942,498 1,227,180 1,347,674 1,570,686 2,185,808
China ................................................. 282,075 456,948 671,638 808,499 1,005,189
Italy .................................................... 174,724 182,108 203,389 263,612 545,109
Japan ...................... ....................... 204,939 287,572 283,538 355,388 502,621
Phirines ......................................... 202,178 251,039 252,090 297,926 388,012
India .................................................... 166,394 201,510 176,017 238,290 304,019
Singapore ............................................ 135,566 148,593 172,865 191,230 296,480
Mexico ................................................ 254,756 247,321 176,368 194,226 267,582
Thailand .............................................. 61,874 76,990 102,598 132,75 232,866
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TABLE 6.-APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS, U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION-Continued
[Customs vatues, in thousands ol dollars]

Commodity/country 1980 1981 1992 1983 1984

Maca ........................... 98,662 123,700 130,365 157.893 214,500
Sri Lanka (Ceylon)_ 62,108 85,551 102,121 126,872 203,535
Dominican Republic 91,054 112,811 126,208 145,493 185,924
Canada ..................... 62,472 80,932 100,051 118,950 177,186
France....................................... 114,684 97,285 96,854 109,115 115,467
Indonesia ........... ...... 6,855 35,223 63,292 74,088 Mf0,939
United Kingdom .............. 73,069 69,882 76,891 98,191 164,746
Malaysia ..... ... 34,403 44,181 60.608 79,331 142,268
Brazil ... 23,796 31,815 32,390 45,486 126,620
All other .... ..... .......... 562,593 633,943 654,432 774,613 1,282,933

All countries .... 6,492,320 7,691,049 8,431,521 9,897,518 13,916,007

Source C ed fron, official statistics of the U S Department of Commerce

TABLE 7.-MFA SIGNATORIES WITH WHICH THE UNITED STATES HAS BILATERAL AGREEMENTS (AS OF
SEPTEMBER 1984)

(xpiration date

A. With specific restraints:
Brazil ............... ............. ......... . .... Mar. 31, 1985
China ............................... ........... .. .... Dec, 31, 1987.
Culombia ................... ... ...... . .... ..... . .... ...... June 30, 1986.
Hal!i .. ......................... ...... ......................... ...... Dec, 31, 1986.
Hong Kong . . . . . ................................ ............. ........ . . . Dec. 31, 1987.
Hungary.......... .......................... ................. Dec 31, 1986
India ........ ........ ................................. ........... Do.
Indonesia .. . . .................. . ........ ....... ............ ..... ... June 30, 1985.
Japan ................. ............ .. ............ ......... . ........ ............. ....... ..... ........................ . . . . D ec. 3 1, 1985.
Korea ..... ....... ......... .. ....... .......... .. .... ............................. .... Dec. 3 1, 198 7.
M aca u ....... . ....... . ... .. ...................... ....... ..... . ........................... ...... ... . ..................... ... D ec 3 1 , 19 8 8
M alaysia .................................. .............................................. ...................... . ...................... Dec. 3 1, 1984.
M aldives (in process of renegotiation) .... ................ ............... .................. ..................... ............ Sept. 28, 1984.
M exico .......... .............................................. ...... .............................. ........... . . . . . . . Dec . 31, 1985.
P a k ista n ................................... ..................................................... .. ....... ........................................ D ec. 3 1 , 19 8 6
Phitippines ............ .............. ....... ........................ .................. ......................... .................... . . D ec . 3 1, 1986.
Poland (in process of renegotiation) .................................. Dec, 31, 1984.
Rom ania (cotton ) .Dec.31,.1981............................. ................. .............. ...... ......................... Dec. 3 1,-1987.
Romania (wool and man-made fiber) will be renegotiated to end Dec, 31, 1981 ............................... Dec. 31, 1984.
Singapore .................. ......................................................... ......................................... . . . . . .. Dec. 3 1, 1985.
Sri Lanka ................................. ............. -....... ............................................. .... ........... .... . . . ....... M ay 3 1, 19 88 .
T haila nd ............... ... ..... .. .. ....... ................ ..... ..................... ................................... ........... . . D ec 3 1, 19 8 7
U ruguay ........................................... ........................... ....................................... . .. . . . . . . July 3 1, 1986.
Y ugo sla via .............................. . ............................................ ................ ............. ....................... ........... D ec . 3 1, 19 8 5 .

E g Yp t ...... ........................ ..................................... .......................... . ............ . ..... ........................... .. N one ,
D om inica n R ep public ................................................................................................ ............... .......... .. M ay 3 1, 19 88 .

B Without specific restraints:
Ja m a ic a ..................... n... ...... e........................................... ... ..... ....................................... ....... N one

MFA nonsignatories with which the United States has bilateral agreements
With specific restraints:

M au ritius .................................................................................. ............ .............................. ................. . Sept. 3 0 , 19 8 5.
C csta Rica .................. . . ....................... . . ............................................................................................ Dec. 3 1, 1988.
Taiw an ..... .. ...................................... ............................................. ..................... ....................... D ec. 3 1. 19 8 7.
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TABLE 8.-APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS: U.S. PRODUCERS' SHIPMENTS, EXPORTS,
GENERAL IMPORTS, AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1974-2D QUARTER 1985

(In nhmlio ol dollatsj

Ratio
Year o S Ivort Aarent percent ) of

Year , nts consomptio' ipot s to

Apparel (SIC 23)

1974 ...... .................................. ................................... 30 632 593 2,465 32,504 7.6
1975 .............................................................................. 31,430 603 2,715 33,602 8.3
1976 .................... ......................................................... 34,759 740 3,912 37,931 10.3
1971 ............................................................................... 40,245 859 4,393 47.779 10.0
1978 ............................................................................... 42,742 1,035 5,722 47.429 12.1
1919 ............................................................................... 43,030 1,387 5,902 47,545 12.4
1980 45.............................................................................. 45,782 1,604 6.543 0 .121 12.9
1981 ................................. ...... ................................. . 49,823 1,628 7.750 55,945 13.9
1982 ......................................................... ................... 49,830 1,236 8,432 57.026 14.8
1983 .............. .................... ......... ............. ..... 55,179 1,049 9,897 64,024 15.5
1984 .......................................... 54,933 1,065 14,000 62,834 20.6
1985 Ist Quarter ........................................ 13,368 233 3,712 16,847 22.0
1985 2d Quarter ......................................................... 13,471 265 3,512 16,718 21.0

Textile mill products (SIC 22) 2

1914 ................................ 32,789 1,284 1,407 32,912 4.3
1975 ............................................................................... 3 1,064 1,157 1,107 3 1,0 14 3.6
1976 ................................ 36,389 1,399 1,392 36,382 3.8
1977 4............................................................................... 40,550 1,345 1,489 40,694 3.7
1978 ....................................................................... ...... 42,28 1 1,466 1,855 42,670 4.3
1979 ................................................................................ 45,053 2,130 1,834 44,757 4.1
1980 ......... 2.4 ....... ....... ...................... 4.4............ ..... 47,160 2,488 2,034 46,706 4.4
1981 ................... ........................ ............... ... 50,120 2,326 2,482 50,276 4.9
1982 ............................................................................... 47,217 1,766 2,225 47,676 4.7
1983 ................................ 52,203 1,560 2,557 53,200 4.9
1984 ................................................................................ 55,054 1,541 3,519 57,032 6.4
1985 1st Quarter ............................................................. 12,791 351 667 13,327 6.7
1985 2d Quarter .............................................................. 12,834 385 908 13,357 6.8

'Apparel as repored in SIC 23 includes home fur s ings other than flor coverings, and some miscellaneous fabrated textile products.
mText ill products as reported in SIC 22 inclWes some anderwe, hose, sweaters, and other garments wholly manufactured in kngtlig

mills.
Source. Compled from official stlatist of the U.S Cepaitment of Commerce.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR GEORGE J. MITCHELL

This nation is now engaged in a great debate over trade policy and the appropri-
ate response to take to our very serious trade problems.

We have before this committee a bill that seeks to respond to one aspect of this
problem by enforcing the Multi-Fiber Arrangement which controls the growth of
textile and apparel imports. The Administration has expressed strong opposition to
this and other legislation which seeks to respond to our deteriorating trade position.
Unfortunately, it has so far failed to offer any meaningful alternative trade policy.

The White House has just recently turned down the recommendation of the Inter-
national trade Commission to limit the surge-of shoe imports. It blindly repeats that
free trade is our salvation and there is no alternative to sitting passively by as more
and more American industries are crippled under a flood of imports.

In recent days we have heard pronouncements from the White House that it is
preparing a trade package but we all have to be a little skeptical that this will
amount to little more than a smokescreen. For the fact is, that the Administration
already has the tools available to respond to our trade problems. If it aggressively
enforced the existing Multi-Fiber Arrangement there would be less of a need for
this legislation. If the Administration aggressively enforced our unfair trade laws
we would not have the trade deficit we have today.
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At the July 15 hearing before this subcommittee, the President's trade representa-
tive told us that this legislation is not the solution. What is needed, he said, is an
aggressive posture to open more foreign markets to U.S. goods. That makes good
sense but we have seen absolutely no response from the Administration to respond
to the unfair trade practices of other nations.

I have here two volumes which document the extent that other nations protect
and subsidize their domestic textile/apparel industries. One volume prepared by the
Department of Commerce takes 249 pages to go through all of the restrictions to
import of US. textiles. You would think the Administration could make good use of
this. The other volume was just recently prepared by a Washington law firm for the
Fiber, Fabric and Apparel Coalition for Trade. It examines in detail the subsidies
and market barriers that almost every nation in the world uses to protect its textile
and apparel industries.

While we wring our hands in this nation over legislation to enforce existing agree-
ments controlling textile/apparel trade, every other nation pursues protectionist
policies that harm U.S. industries. It is particularly interesting that the nations
that are screaming the loudest about this legislation have the most protectionist
policies. They threaten retaliation even while adopting more subsidies for their in-
dustry and more barriers to imports.

I have here two articles which appeared in the Journal of Commerce on July 16.
One article discusses threats made by foreign governments to take action against
U.S. import restrictions on textiles and shoes. It says "the government of China in a
letter to U.S. Trade Representative Clayton Yeutter, meanwhile condemned efforts
in Congress to impose tighter curbs on textile and apparel imports." On the same
day, in the same paper, there is an article entitled 'Chinese Effect New Import
Taxes". On top of what I am told is a 200% tariff the Chinese have imposed an addi-
tional 40%. According to the article, the new import taxes apply to, among other
products, processed polyester yarn and synthetic fabrics.

Please note what is occurring here. The same day the Chinese government threat-
ens the USTR over this roposed textile/apparel legislation, it imposes new import
taxes on U.S. textiles and fiber products.

That, however, is only a small part of the picture.
Korea is one of the largest exporters of textile, apparel and footwear products into

the U.S. What kind of policies does it have towardU.S. imports. Well, according to
the Department of Commerce, Korea imposes four different types of import taxes
including a national defense surtax, a value added tax, a special consumption tax,
and a special charge. Then it requires a prior import guarantee deposit. That is a lot
of taxes on imports but it doesn't make much difference because non-tariff restric-
tions effectively prevent the import of any textile and apparel goods.

Note that if a U.S. textile company wants to export product to Korea it has to get
the approval of the Korean textile association. And the U.S. product can be kept out
simply if it is producible in Korea. I am sure the U.S. textile industry would love to
be in a position of approving all import licences on textile products.

Another leading importer of textile and apparel products into the U.S. is Taiwan.
It has similar controls on textile imports through a licensing system. Furthermore,
it imposes ad valorem duties that average 51%.

U.S. textile and apparel companies should not even consider exporting to Brazil.
It imposes 5 different import taxes in addition to temporary tariff rates ranging up
to 205%. Most goods may simply not be imported at all if similar goods are manu-
factured in Brazil. But in the event that there is a U.S. product that slips through
the maze of import restrictions, Brazil imposes a special tariff on U.S. textiles and
garments at a rate that is 100% above the rates assessed for all other countries.

I could go on and on, page after page of import restrictions, many targeted specifi-
cally against U.S. goods. This is all documented by the Commerce Department yet
no action is being taken by the administration to respond to these unfair trade prac-
tices.

Restrictions on imports only tell half the story. Our major trade competitors in
textile and apparel products heavily subsidize their exports. According to Alan
Wolff, "global textile and apparel trade is tightly managed by virtually all foreign
governments." Many lesser developed countries have designated textiles and appar-
el as "export strategy" industries entitled to financial incentives and export subsi-
dies.

Europe and Japan have responded to these policies by adopting tough restrictions
on textile and apparel imports. The result has been that U.S. imports have account-
ed for almost all the growth in world textile and apparel trade.

U.S. per capita imports of clothing from the lesser developed countries has dou-
bled since 1980; the European Community level has -declined and imports by Japan
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have increased only slightly. As of 1984, U.S. per capita imports of clothing from the
developing nations was five times the level of imports by Japan and three times the
per capital level of imports by Europe.

The only conclusion to draw is that we in the United States are a bunch of suck-
ers. Our competitors heavily subsidize and protect their textile and apparel indus-
tries. Meanwhile we wring our hands for months over legislation designed simply to
enforce existing, trade agreements governing textile and apparel trade.

[The articles referred to follow:]
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US Warned
- I, Foot

By RICHARD LAWRENCE
4O4Mfl 01 Co"ft4fCe San

WASHINGTON - Foreign gov.
ernments are warning the Reagan
administration against imposing new
cu rbs on imports of textiles and
sboes.

The 10-nation European Commu-
nity. in a note to the State Depart.
meant, said that new U.S. restrictions
on footwear would be 'unjustflled."
They would damage prospects for a
new multilateral trade round, the
EC said.

The EC also cautioned that if the
United States, as the International
Trade Commission recently recom.
mended, applied import quotas on
footwear, the United States might
face trade reprisals from abroad.

President Reagian is due to decide
by early September whether to act
on the ITC quota recommendation.
Italy, an EC member country, is L
major shoe exporter.

The government of China. in a
'letter to'U-S' Tride'RepresentativE

Clayton Yeutter, meanwhile c6--
-- eifin.-"-fiorts in Congress to im...

thghter curs oTntextile and ap.
_arel imports.

The pending le-gislation, which is
.ponsored by 53 senators and 290
House members. would cost China
over $500 million a year in dollar
earnings, said Chinese ambassador
Han Xu.

)n Imposing
wear Curbs

Not only would the legislation vi.
late US. interaition4- obigatf6ii-
it would force China t cut' ba--
sharply on its U.S... purebases,.he
warned.

Jack Sheinken, secretary-treasur-
er of the Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers union, urged that

-Congress pass the bill.

KOREA. REPUBLIC Of

REMARKS

Since July 25. 1967, Korea has had
an import plan based on a negative
list (Restricted List) of items whost
import license must-be-.approved-by
the..ppcopriate mk.ni stry or tr.j.e
associationsL. Within the Restricted
Lfit, certain items are specifically
banned. Others are *subject to re-
gulations to be announced separ-
ately. Essentially this involves
a further set of implementation
orders (not all have been issued
yet.whi, tc ,plates-a de-
facto banontmpor~ts) In which the
iC gives further details on eligi-
bility or delegates approval author-
ity to manufacturers associations.
The ma u~r&EESres as iili -"Fi-
Vies that a given import license
application involves a product or
products not produced or producible
locally. &- -
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Chinese Effect
New Import Taxes

By P.T. BANGSBERG

HONG KONG - Cbina imposed
new import taxes in an effort to
curb what off cfi£Ls-call "blind" pur-

* chasing and to conserve foreign-f6"
serves.

A-clrbular from the State Council,
the day-to-day governing body, did
not state the amount of the levy.

It applies to cars, motorcycles,
min.-usesan off-road vehicles,
video cassette recorders, large.
screen color television projection
sets, mini-computers and peripher-
als,_pr.c.esed polyester yarn, syn.
thetic chemical fabrics and other,U-.i[ifea items .

The new taxes, which took effect
Monday, also apply In the four spe-
cial economic zones and Hainan Is.
land, another developing area, the
circular said. The SE2s were created
especially to attract foreign invest-
ment with a variety of tax and other
incentives and a relaxation of bu-
reaucratic controls.

The circular said the taxes were
being imposed because "some locali-
ties and uniLs had Lmported in a
blind way commodities with big
price differentials. This had an unfa-
vorable impact on domestic econom-
ic development."

The new levies are In addition to
existing customs and other imposts
and are likely to rankle with foreign
investors.

Some overseas companies already
complain about the lack of access to
the domestic market - which they
thought they had been promised -
and about the high cost of doing
business, particularly accommoda-
tion in major cities.

China's foreign reserves have

dwindled due to the buying spree,
especially of consumer goods. Fig-
ures published last week showed a 30
percent'fall to $11,3 billion In the six
months to March 31, from $16.3 bil-
lion. Overseas debt rose in the same
period from $3.7 billion to $3.9 bil-
lion, according to the People's Bank
of China, the central bank.

Hu Yaobang, head of the commu-
nist party, told a pro-Peking newspa-
per in Hong Kong last week that
China would slow the pace of its
economic growth over the next five
years "to concentrate on efficiency
and management."

In a meeting in Peking on Mon-
day with the visiting prime minister
of Trinidad and Tabago, George Mi.
chael Chambers, Supreme Leader
Deng Xiaoping nevertheless ex.
pressed confidence that China's eco-
normic reforms would be successful.

The reforms and the policy of
opening to the outside world were an
important test, he said. "We must
pass this test. If we do not persevere,
It will be impossible for us to attain
our strategic objective of economic
development," he said.

Mr. Deng, who has spearheaded
the reforms, said there would be
"twists and turns and even mistakes
of various degrees," but that China
would correct them.

He went out of his way to reiter.
ate that the "experiment" with spe-
cial economic zones was correct,
though there were problems to be
solved on imports of foreign technol.
ogy and earning of foreign exchange
through exports.

Diplomatic sources in Peking,
however, say China plans to curtail
the number of coastal cities open to
foreign investment because of prob-
lems with their development.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID PRYOR

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity to participate in this hear-
ing. Although I am not a member of the Trade Subcommittee, I have many concerns
about this country's trade posture, so it is helpful for me to join today with you in a
discussion of this important issue.

Fear is pervasive across this land in the manufacturing sector of our economy. As
I traveled across the State of Arkansas during the recent congressional recess, and
as I spoke with Arkansans about our trade problems, I felt the grip of this fear.
Where will these displaced textile, apparel and shoe workers go? What will they do?
How will they feed their families or enjoy a decent quality of life? As I pondered
these questions I realized that in America they cannot be answered simply by
macro-economic theory, as the Administration might prefer, but must involve a cer-
tain amount of care and concern for the welfare of our fellow citizens.

Like most of my colleagues, I've grown tired and frustrated with the Administra-
tion's failure to adopt any meaningful trade policy. I've often stated that we cur-
rently have "no" trade policy. As an example, the President recently turned his
backs on the shoe workers and their families by rejecting the International Trade
Commission's recommendation that he implement global quotas for footwear. I
remain committed to securing import trade relief through legislation for this critical
industry.

Mr. Chairman, like the shoe industry, the textile and apparel industry in Arkan-
sas is reeling. In 1984, nine plants closed their doors throwing over 3000 people out
of work. In 1985, three plants have closed and 734 more Arkansans found them-
selves without employment. The prospects for the future are even more grave unless
S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act, or similar legislation be-
comes law.

The Administration opposes S. 680. It attacks it relentlessly as protectionist, and
says it invites retaliation. But, the Administratiop has failed to enforce the Multi
Fiber Agreement (MFA), which supposedly governs our bilateral trade in textiles
and apparel. This isn't the only instance where existing-trade laws have been ig-
nored. As I understand it, S. 680 simply insists on the enforcement of the MFA, so
that orderliness can be restored and that growth in import levels can be reasonable
rather than staggering. Enactment of this measure would help not only the apparel
workers and their families, but also Arkansas cotton producers who've seen markets
disappear due to a flood of apparel imports.

Mr. Chairman, I noticed in this morning's paper that the President has now de-
cided, after thousands of jobs have been lost, that it is time now to write new trade
law. If this trade law offers hope to textile, apparel and shoe workers in the State of
Arkansas, then I will be quick to lend it my support. However, if it is more of the
same, then I will continue to advocate that Congress go its own way and adopt sub-
stantive import relief for these struggling industries.

Again, thank you, Mr. Chairman for this opportunity. I thank you for your leader-
ship in this critical area.

Senator DANFORTH. We have an exceptionally long list of wit-
nesses this afternoon and a great deal of interest in this hearing.
This is the second day of what will, I think, be 3 days of hearings
on the textile bill. And because of the long list of witnesses, the
staff originally gave you 5 minutes and tried to contact as many of
you as possible and ask you if it would be possible to make your
statement in 3 minutes.

I want to assure everybody that, without even asking permission,
your written statements will be included in the record as though
presented in full. They will be read and they will be analyzed; so a
short statement of the gist of your message would be'very much
appreciated.

Want to say just a few words at the outset, because things have
changed since the last time we had a meeting on the textile bill,
due to the President's announcement of no relief for the shoe in-
dustry in the 201 case that the shoe industry brought. ,
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Ladies and gentlemen, I don't like what we are doing here. I
don't like the idea of Congress taking over the business of manag-
ing trade policy. I think that it is a mistake.

I don't think that there is any substitute for a trade policy which
is managed from the White House. Now, the President has a trade
policy--some people say that he doesn't. He does It is a very free
trade policy, and I respect that. But what is at stake is some sem-
blance of an international trading system which is maintained in a
law or a system of law which, to use a sports term, is able to bend
but not break. That, to me, is the nature of the international trad-
ing system; it is a flexible system. It is a system which accommo-
dates a great deal of pressure. It is a system which is able to deflect
pressure into useful channels. That is the way the international
trading system is supposed to work.

When people bring cases under section 201 of the Trade Act,
thoy should have some reasonable chance of getting -relief. The
system should accommodate emergencies; the system should accom-
modate undue dislocation and provide, under a legal structure, the
ability to provide some relief for American industries for a limited
period of time, provided that compensation is paid as required
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. That is the
way the system is supposed to work.

hen the system is not allowed to work, when section 201 relief
is no longer available to affected industries, the result is that all of
the action shifts from the legal structure to the Congress. Existing
remedies are abandoned. Existing remedies are viewed as being of
little or no use. And there is increasing pressure on Congress to
take trade into its own hands on a sector-by-sector basis, and that
is exactly what we are seeing in this country right now.

I had resisted supporting the shoe quota bill, and I had told the
shoe people that they should proceed under section 201 and see if
they could utilize the system to help themselves, and that is what
they did. And in effect they were told, after years of effort, that
they were suckers.

If section 201 is not applicable to provide relief to the shoe indus-
try, it is not applicable to any industry at all; it's a dead-end street.

So, there is now pressure for us to pass a shoe quota bill. I had
hoped to resist support for a textile bill. I had hoped to do so by
pointing the textile people to existing remedies and to the forth-
coming renegotiation of the Multifiber Arrangement, to utilize ex-
isting structures and existing systems rather than to use purely po-
litical pressure coming to Congress asking for relief.

However, if the administration cannot provide some hope for
management of difficult situations within the administration, then
the result is what we see today, with large groups of people waiting
outside the hearing room to get in to appeal to Congress for special
legislation. And that's what this is.

Well, hope springs eternal. We had a good meeting at the White
House yesterday. And I do have hope that somehow we can reach
an accommodation so that control of this situation can be assumed
again by the administration and not by Congress.

I do not relish a situation when I get letters that have as a salu-
tation, "Dear Senator Smoot." I don't relish that role as a heavy.
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And my hope is still that we can work out a situation so that this
press for quota legislation doesn't get totally out of hand.

We are happy to have three Senators with us today, Senator
Specter, Senator Evans, and Senator Gorton.

Gentlemen, I don't know who would like to proceed first.
Arlen. Glad you are here.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I commend your leadership, Senator Danforth, on so many

issues, and I thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I shall
be as brief as possible and will summarize the statement which will
be made a part of the record.

I appear to testify in support of legislation which I had pending
in the 97th and 98th Congresses, and have pending in the 99th
Congress-legislation I discussed with the chairman in the past. Es-
sentially stated, this legislation would enforce existing trade laws
by allowing the Federal courts to have jurisdiction to grant injunc-
tions to stop goods from coining into the United States which are
subsidized, dumped, violate customs laws, or otherwise are in viola-
tion of existing law.

I suggest to you, Mr. Chairman, that this bill is targeted to meet
many of the circumstances which you have raised in your opening
statement.

It is not protectionist, because it does not establish any new
quota or any new substantive limitation on imports. The facts show
that millions of Americans have lost jobs because of the failure to
enforce existing trade laws. It is now against the law of the United
States to import subsidized goods. It is now against the law of the
United States to import dumped goods. It is now against the law of
the United States to import apparels and textiles in violation of the
Multifiber Agreement. But the fact is that existing laws are not en-
forced, for a variety of reasons.

The recommendation of the ITC on shoes was changed by the ex-
ecutive branch. Exactly 1 year ago the recommendation of the ITC
to limit steel imports was reversed by the executive branch. For too
long American industry has been sacrificed on the altar of foreign
policy. It is time, in my judgment, that the laws be enforced-and
they can be enforced if an additional remedy were to be supplied so
that the courts would have the power to issue injunctive relief.

A similar situation exists regarding the Multifiber Agreement.
That law is being violated when importers, for example, having
used their allocation from Taiwan, circumvent the law by sending
the goods through New Zealand; or, where there is a minor change
in the fiber content, and the importers avoid the intent of the law;
or, where there is fraudulent mislabeling.

Stated simply, the Customs authorities in this country have in-
sufficient resources to do the job.

My bill would authorize private injured parties-companies,
unions, anyone who is injured-to take their case to court. I sug-
gest that the judicial remedy would be very effective. Private ac-
tions have been very effective to enforce the antitrust laws in this
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country. It is possible for Federal courts to decide complex, factual,
and legal situations in a relatively brief period of time. Illustrative
of that is the case of Marathon v. Mobil Oil, which was decided in
6 weeks with a very complex, factual and legal situation.

The bill which I have proposed would vest jurisdiction in the dis-
trict court in the District of Columbia analogous to the Voting
Rights Act, so you would not have, for example, a textile case in a
South Carolina court perhaps raising any issue of bias in favor of
the textile industr

The bill also a liows intervention by the President in extraordi-
nary import cases.

Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that this legislation is a good
medium ground to avoid a trade war on protectionism and yet to
provide a very realistic remedy.

My State, Pennsylvania, is a microcosm of the Nation. We are
among the five major shoe-producing States; we are second in tex-
tiles and apparel; we are the leading steel producing State. Penn-
sylvania is in deplorable shape. In the Mon Valley, our unemploy-
ment rate is 35 percent. The same in Alliquippa. In the textile and
shoe areas of the State, unemployment is in the 20-percent range.

One brief word in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, about my efforts to
build a coalition within the Congress.

Senator Dole, as of yesterday, has stated his support of this legis-
lation. I had an opportunity to discuss the matter briefly with the
President, who was favorably disposed. Although the President did
nnt make a final commitment, he did say that he was in favor of
enforcing existing laws. The matter has been discussed with other
department heads and interested parties, including Treasury Secre-
tary Baker, former Treasury Secretary, now Chief of Staff Don
Regan, Bill Brock, Clayton Yeutter, and Malcolm Baldrige. I wel-
come this opportunity to further comment upon this legislation.
Senator Dole has also assured me of an opportunity to bring the
bill to the floor at an early time. I very earnestly solicit the sup-
port of this very distinguished subcommittee for this legislation.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Specter, thank you very much for

your testimony.
[Senator Specter's written testimony follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ARLEN SPECTER

Mr. Chairman, I will soon introduce legislation to expand even further the ambit
of S. 236, the "Unfair Foreign Competition Act of 1985." When Senators Heinz,
Byrd, Kennedy and others joined me in introducing S. 236 earlier this session, we
sought to give American industries direct access to federal courts to promptly halt
the injurious import of dumped and subsidized products, and to deter future dump-
ing and subsidy.

My new bill will make several improvements upon S. 236 to accommodate con-
cerns which have been voiced about venue, standing, and preferred remedies. More
significantly, the bill will now extend the central component of S. 236's approach-a
private right of action and the availability of swift injunctive relief-to include not
only dumping and subsidy but to Customs fraud as well.

I have discussed this bill with President Reagan, and can report that he is very
interested in it as a non-protectionist means of responding to our trade crisis. Given
the President's favorable attitude toward vigorous enforcement of existing trade
laws-which is the very heart of my bill-I think it is safe to say that this bill
would not face the Presidential veto that the President has virtually promised to
exercise in the event Congress passes a protectionist bill. That is the beauty and the
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practicality of this bill: tangible, significant, and effective relief for the hardest hit
American industries, by virtue of vigorous private enforcement in federal court, not
resort to protectionism.
. The evidence is plain that enormous quantities of dumped and subsidized prod-
ucts, and goods which violate the Customs laws, are entering this country every
year. Equally clear is that the current laws prohibiting such imports are-for vari-
ous reasons-not being effectively enforced.

Illegal dumping, subsidy, and Customs fraud have cost hundreds of thousands of
Americans their jobs in recent years. Yet present laws prohibiting dumping, subsi-
dy, and Customs fraud have been little if any help to the critically injured Ameri-
can industries. Proceedings brought before the International Trade Commission
typically consume months or even years, by which time dumpers have captured new
markets and gathered huge ill-gotten profits. Indeed, even when the ITC last year
recommended that new tariffs and quotas be imposed on foreign steel because of
clear evidence of widespread dumping, the President rejected the recommendation
in favor of voluntary restraints.

By the government's own admi.ksion, Customs fraud is rampant with regard to
textiles, apparel, computer software, hand tools, sugar, electronics, automotive prod-
ucts, chemicals, petrochemicals, agricultural products, pharmaceutical products, and
other industries. Illegal dumping is severely injuring American steel, chemical,
glass, textile, electronics, agriculture, rubber, and cement industries, among others.
Foreign subsidies injure American manufacturers of footware, steel, textiles, appar-
el, glass, wool, leather, tires, cement, sugar, iron, railway cars and other products.

The bill I will soon introduce would in no way interfere with the Administration's
pursuit of voluntary import restraints. It would offer no new tariffs or quotas or
protectionist barriers. Rather, it would reduce the pressures for resort to such disfa-
vored measures, by allowing vigorous enforcement of laws already on the books.

Mr. Chairman, there is nothing like the vigor of private plaintiffs when it comes
to enforcement of trade laws. We have many decades of evidence of this with regard
to private enforcement of our antitrust laws. The theory that private plaintiffs
would find strong incentive to bring such antitrust suits-and in so doing would
both recoup deserved compensation for their injuries and advance strong national
public policy interests-certainly has proved correct. There is no reason that the
same would not be true of private suits to enforce our international trade laws.

As noted, the bill broadens the approach of S. 236 in an extremely important way,
by providing for private suits to enforce not only the existing dumping and subsidy
laws but the Customs laws as well. Violations of the Customs law are flagrant, wide-
spread, and extremely debilitating to some of our most basic domestic industries:
textiles, apparel, footware, and many others.

Customs violations are rampant in several pernicious forms. Massive "country of
origin" fraud occurs, whereby a country which has reached its permissible quota for
a given item or product circumvents the quota by trans-shipping the continued im-
ports through another country which has not yet reached its quota. Most common-
ly-indeed, in hundreds of thousands of cases-imports are fraudulently misla-
belled. Given the sheer volume of imports and the limited resources of the Customs
Service, many imported textiles, apparel and footware simply are declared to be
something which they are not or are immensely underdisclosed in number-again,
in order to evade quotas fixed by the Administration.

Domestic textile, apparel and footware manufactures and their employees pay a
very heavy toll for these illegal imports. Beyond the individual injury, our national
goals and policies are thwarted. In my state alone, more thani15,000 textile jobs
were lost in the last year.

Mr. Chairman, we should not be surprised by recent protectionist calls for new
tariffs against goods from countries with large trade surpluses with the U.S. I sym-
pathize with the frustrations which lead to such efforts, even as I question their ap-
propriateness. The way to avert such counter-productive measures is to enforce the
trade laws which already are in place. My bill will greatly increase the enforcement
of those laws, by letting injured American businesses go directly to federal court-
just as they can for violations of the antitrust laws-and seek quick injunctions
against continued illegal importation.

We desperately need the vigorous private enforcement this bill would spur if we
are to successfully chart a course between the grave dangers of increased protection-
ism and the certain peril which would result from unabated illegal foreign imports.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you all want to testify one at a time and
then answer any questions? Your testimony was on really a differ-
ent topic?
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Senator SPECTER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to be excused at
the earliest moment because of other commitments. If you have a
question, I would prefer to take it now, if I may.

Senator DANFORTH. OK.
Well, I very much appreciate your testimony. You and I have dis-

cussed your idea before, and I think you have offered it as an
amendment to bills on the floor before. I have expressed to you
some of my concerns.

My view is that the judicial system tends to be even more of a
bog than the administrative system, and that perhaps some parties
complaining of unfair trade practices would not like to subject
themselves to the discovery rules. Those are just two concerns that
pop into my mind.

Senator SPECTER. Well, if I may make a very brief comment, my
remedy is an additional one. If plaintiffs do not wish to subject
themselves to the discovery rules, they don't have to use the
remedy; they can proceed under currently existing remedies.

The discovery rules would offer a party an opportunity to get the
facts from the other side. I believe if the Japanese want to sell
steel here or the Brazilians want to sell steel here, they ought to be
subjected to the jurisdiction of our courts and ought to answer
questions as litigants do when they want to take advantage of our
trade opportunities.

Speed also is present when an injunction is issued; it can be
issued promptly and it stays in effect, even during lengthy appel-
late procedures, unless someone posts a bond and obtains a super-
sedeas. Obtaining supersedeas, however, is not realistic considering
the large dollar amounts at issue. Thus, a decision would remain in
effect until overturned. An injunction would stand. It would be
very fast.

I close by saying that blacks and women didn't get justice in this
country until they could take their cases away from the legislative
branch and the executive branch, where we are all influenced by so
many political considerations, and take their cases to the courts.

If a judge is sitting with life tenure, especially in the District of
Columbia, he or she is in a position to administer the laws in a fair
way. We have seen such objectivity injected into the Voting Rights
Act. It is high time.

Senator DANFORTH. Any questions for Senator Specter? Senator
Baucus, Senator Grassley?

Senator GRASSLEY. I have no questions.
Senator BAucus. No questions.
Senator DANFORT. Senator Specter, thank you very much for

your testimony.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Gorton, would you like to proceed

next? Or Senator Evans?
Senator GORTON. I will, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
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STATEMENT OF HON. SLADE GORTON, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator GORTON. I want to start by thanking you, Senator Grass-
ley and Senator Baucus, for giving this opportunity to the two of us
from the State of Washington to speak to you here today.

America's international trade crisis is a real crisis: Hundreds of
thousands of jobs depend on exports and imports in this country,
yet the balance of trade is painfully lopsided. As a nation, our im-
ports will exceed our exports by close to $150 billion this year. One
of the biggest threats created by this imbalance, however, is that in
our attempt to correct it we will tip the scales too far in the direc-
tion of dangerous protectionism.

American clothing and textile manufacturers have legitimate
concerns. Those concerns, however, are no different from those of
many other industries which find themselves besieged by unprece-
dented competition from imports. For a Senator from the State of
Washington, of course, the first one that comes to mind is the wood
products industry. Over the past 10 years, the Canadian market
share in lumber has nearly doubled, from 18.7 percent in 1975 to
roughly 31 percent last year. Tens of thousands of people have lost
their jobs, in large part because of this wave of imports. Is it a
lesser tragedy when a lumber mill worker's job is lost than when a
textile worker's is? Although I continue to oppose unfair import
quotas under any circumstances, I must ask myself how Congress
can justify imposing heavy restrictions in one area but not in
others which are equally impacted by imports.

I must also ask what sense it makes to pass legislation to protect
workers in one sector, textiles, while endangering workers in such
exporting industries as wheat, wood products, and aircraft. There is
little question but that these industries will be the targets of harm-
ful retaliation if this bill is passed.

The bill makes even less sense when the harm to exporters is
compounded by the harm to consumers, estimated at $14 billion a
year.

In addition to this indirect damage, the bill also inflicts direct
harm in certain instances. For example, the legislation is drafted
so broadly that it inadvertently covers products such as toys, which
have never been considered textiles in the past. This oversight
could wipe out more than 500 jobs in Seattle. Hasbro Industries
brings all of its toys and stuffed animals into the United States
through Seattle. More than 350 people are directly employed in
packaging and repackaging those toys there. Others are employed
in the production of packaging materials and in printing.

It is worth noting, I believe, that Hasbro's employment in the
United States has tripled since it began manufacturing overseas. It
has enabled that company to grow and to enter new markets, cre-
ating new jobs here in the United States.

On top of those jobs, 1,300 jobs at the Port of Seattle are directly
related to textile imports. Hundreds of these will be lost if this bill
becomes law.

All of these industries share a common problem in remaining
internationally competitive-the strong dollar. Over the course of
the past several months, my highest priority has been to help fash-
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ion a budget that would make significant progress toward reducing
our destructive deficit, and in turn to bring down the value of the
dollar. It will come as no surprise that I was terribly disappointed
with the budget finally adopted, and I remain firmly convinced
that when we do develop the self-discipline and foresight to adopt a
responsible budget, we will truly aid our industries in becoming
more competitive in the international marketplace.

I would like to note that the American textile industry is not
alone in its battle against inexpensive imports. Rather, it is experi-
encing the same market shifts as have other developed countries
around the world. Canada, for example, has experienced the same
kind of growth as we have.

I want to agree with you, Mr. Chairman, in stating that the best
source for a solution to these trade problems is not the Congress of
the United States but the President of the United States. While we
all agree that we are faced with a tremendous imbalance in trade,
the true question before us is whether or not the best policy is to
balance up by allowing ourselves to develop policies under which
we can export more, or to balance down by depriving our consum-
ers of their freedom of choice by restricting imports.

I am convinced that it is far better to balance up in that sense,
and that only the President of the United States, using the kinds of
powers which he was given by the Danforth bill of last year for the
use of reciprocity, is truly able to open up those markets.

I do not believe-and in this I share these views with the chair-
man of this subcommittee-that the President has acted nearly ag-
gressively enough in opening up those other markets, in solving
this problem in a way which will benefit both us and our foreign
trading partners. This bill is not the appropriate approach, but we
cannot ignore the problem; something must be done. If it is not
done by the President, the best source, it almost inevitably will be
done by this Congress.

Thank you.
[Senator Gorton's written testimony follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR SLADE GORTON

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and Senators Grassley and Baucus for this
opportunity to present my views here today.

America s international trade crisis is real-hundreds of thousands of jobs depend
on exports and imports in this country, yet the balance of trade is Painfully lopsid.
ed. As a nation, our imports will exceed our exports by close to $150 billions of dol-
lars this year. One of the biggest threats created by this imbalance, however, is that
in our attempt to correct it we will tip the scales too far in the direction of danger-
ous protectionism.

American clothing and textile manufacturers have legitimate concerns. Their con-
cerns, however, are no different from those of many other industries that find them-
selves besieged by unprecedented competition from imports. For a Senator from the
State of Washington, of course, the first one that comes to mind is the wood prod-
ucts industry. Over the past ten years, the Canadian market share in lumber has
nearly doubled, from 18.7 per cent in 1976 to roughly 31 per cent last year. Tens of
thousands of people have lost their jobs, in large part because of this wave of im-
ports. Is it a lesser tragedy when a lumber mill worker's job is lost than when a
textile worker's is? Although I continue to oppose unfair import quotas under any
circumstances, I must ask myself how Congress can justify imposing heavy restric-
tions in one area, but not in others that are equally impacted by imports.

I must also ask what sense it makes to pass legislation to protect workers in one
sector-textiles-while endangering workers in such exporting industries as wheat,
wood products, and aircraft. There is little question but that these industries will be
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the targets of harmful retaliation if this bill is passed. The bill makes even less
sense when the harm to exporters is compounded by the harm to consumers, which
is estimated at $14 billion annually.

In addition to this indirect damage, the bill also inflicts direct harm in certain
instances. For example, the legislation is drafted so broadly that it inadvertently
covers products such as toys, which have never been considered textiles in the past.

This oversight could wipe out more than 500 jobs in Seattle. Hasbro Industries
brings all of its toys and stuffed animals into the U.S. through Seattle. More than
350 people are directly employed in packaging and repackaging those toys there.
Others are employed in production of packaging materia s and in printing.

It's also worth noting, I believe, that Hasbro's employment in the U.S. has trip-
pled since it began some manufacturing overseas. It has enabled the company to
grow and enter new markets creating new jobs in this country.

On top of these jobs, 1300 jobs at the Port of Seattle are directly related to textile
imports. Hundreds of these will be lost if this bill becomes law.

All of these industries share a common problem in remaining internationally
competitive-the strong dollar. Over the course of the past several months, my high-
est priority has been to help fashion a budget that would make significant progress
toward reducing our destructive deficit, and in turn, bring down the value of the
dollar. It will come as no surprise that I was terribly disappointed with the budget
that was finally adopted, and I remain firmly convinced that when we do develop
the self-discipline and foresight to adopt a responsible budget, we will truly aid our
industries in becoming competitive in the international marketplace.

Finally, I would like to note that the American textile industry is not alone in its
battle against inexpensive imports. Rather, it is experiencing the same market
shifts as have other developed countries around the world. For example, Canada has
experienced growths in imports similar to our own.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to share my views on this very important
issue with the Committee. [I want to make clear that I agree wholeheartedly with
Senator Danforth's eloquent statement regardin this roblem. The source of trade
policy ideally should not be the Congress of the nit States, but the President of
the United States. The President should use the powers granted him in last year's
trade bill (sponsored by Senator Danforth) to vigorously enforce our existing trade
laws. Our overall policy should be one of balancing up, not down-by opening for-
eign markets and expanding our nation's exports, rather than closing our markets
off.) I Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator Gorton, for your charac-
teristically strong and very lucid presentation.

Senator Evans.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL J. EVANS, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly associate myself with the remarks of my colleague

from Washington and appear also to strongly oppose S. 680. At the
last hearing in July, I signaled my intention to appear before this
committee, and I appreciate this opportunity, Mr. Chairman.

I would start by just asking the rhetorical question: If present
laws are not enforced, which seems to the drive for new laws, what
makes us think that new laws will be enforced any more vigorous-
ly? It seems to me that the answer is not in new laws and new bur-
dens but in insisting that the current laws are carried out to their
fullest. And I think we are well on our way to sending that mes-
sage to the administration and having an administration's re-
sponse.

Mr. Chairman, this, by itself, is dreadful legislation. In fact, it is
a real sham. Rather than help the American economy, it will cost

SPLwz A cyrz.-The remarks in brackets are not a direct quotation, but rather are a staff
paraphrase of the Senator's comments. A verbatim transcript of the testimony will be available
from the Finance Committee.
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the American consumer dearly, will burden the Government with
additional expenditures, will blatantly discriminate against our
Asian trading partners, and in addition it sets a bad precedent by
singling out an industry that already is well protected.

The textile and apparel industry has preferential treatment now.
In fact, this bill wil1likely attract a score of other import-restricted
bills as each sponsoring industry sees this bill as a vehicle that
may pass.

Mr. Chairman, I have just returned from a trip to East Asia with
Majority Leader Dole and five other Members of the Senate, so
memories are still fresh of that trip. We visited and talked with the
leaders of Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and China, and the
trip served to reinforce my belief that this bill ifpassed, will quick-
ly backfire on American interests.

Each of those countries is unique in its export profile, in its de-
pendence on textile and apparel for export earnings, in its level of
defense expenditures and the degree to which they are assisting
the United States in maintaining its worldwide defense posture,
and in its overall political situation.

Japan, by far the biggest country in terms of trade imbalance,
won't even be greatly affected by this bill, since it is only about 2
percent of their total export. The anti-Asian sentiment which is
clearly behind this bill disturbs and concerns me. Of the 12 coun-
tries most affected, 11 are in Asia. And yet in the past year or so
the fast growth in textile imports has come from the European
Economic Community and from Canada.

Let me just speak briefly to the costs of this bill. My colleague
talked about $14 billion per year, but let's translate that into the
additional cost of $164 to $330 for the average American household.
This translates into an additional cost of living, and the cost-price
index. And the cost-price index is going to have a direct effect on
governmental expenditures. It is our estimate that the portion of
the market basket, which is reflected in the cost-of-living allow-
ances, if increased by this 10 percent would add almost $1 billion a
year in direct U.S. Government expenditures for those cost-of-living
allowances. Our tariff losses will be close to $800 million a year.
Federal procurement of clothing, mostly for the military, will go up
from $60 million to $1.00 million a year, adding a direct cost to this
country of $1.8 to $2.8 billion.

Mr. Chairman, the job losses my colleague has responded to. But,
put in perspective, the job losses over the last few years in the tex-
tile industry are measured at about 9 percent of their total labor
force; we, in the Northwest, in the State of Washington alone, have
undergone a 29-percent reduction in jobs in the last 8 years in our
timber products industry.

Let me just end by speaking briefly of what we might do. I think
the members of the committee, Senator Roth and Senator Bradley,
have proposed constructive and intelligent prowls to deal with
trade adjustment problems. I think we could do more in that re-
spect.

I think, by all odds, the best thing we can do is to utilize our ex-
isting laws and institutions effectively. And with regard to textiles,
the Multifiber Arrangement is due to be renegotiated in the
summer of 1986. And while it isn't perfect, it is an international
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institution and a proper forum to discuss these detailed, difficult,
and unique problems as they are applied to each of our trading
partners.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I think we could do a whole lot better if,
instead of spending weeks on the floor of the Senate debating trade
legislation, we spent substantial time in the next month on addi-
tional attempts for deficit reduction. Rather than further trade
protectionism, we would do far more for American industry, Amer-
ican workers, and American families; lower deficits, lower interest
rates, a reasonably valued dollar will make much of our production
competitive in the world markets. And frankly, Mr. Chairman,
rather than admit that we cannot compete, by adding trade bar-
riers, we ought to make ourselves competitive in world markets so
we can effectively show that American industry, American work-
ers, and the United States, as a whole, can continue to be effective
and can continue to be part of a worldwide trading partnership.

[Senator Evans' written testimony follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DANIEL J. EVANS

Mr. Chairman, I appear before the subcommittee today to strongly oppose S. 680.
At the last hearing in July, I indicated to you my intention to testify at your next
hearing, and I appreciate the opportunity a ord by the chairman today.

Mr. Chairman, this is dreadful legislation. In fact, it's a sham. Rather than help
the American economy, it will cost the American consumer dearly, will burden the
Government with additional expenditures, and blatantly discriminates against our
Asian trading partners. In addition, it sets a bad precedent by singling out an indus-
try that is already well protected-the textile and apparel industry-for further
preferential treatment. In fact, this bill will likely attract a score of other import-
restrictive bills as each sponsoring industry sees this bill as a vehicle that may pass.

The proponents of the bill make dubious assertions about the number of job losses
and its direct causation to imports of textile and apparel products. They consciously
overlook the impressive gains in productivity that the industry has made over the
past decade. They consciously ignore the negative impact that this bill will have on
other regions of the country such as the Pacific Northwest. They consciously ignore
the impact that the bill will have on low- and fixed-income people who rely on pur-
chases of inexpensive apparel imports. And they downplay the impact of the huge
U.S. budget deficit on the U.S. trade deficit, and specifically the decline of their tex-
tile and apparel product exports over the past five years.

Mr. Chairman, I have just returned from a trip to East Asia with Majority Leader
Dole and five other Members of the Senate, so memories are still fresh. We visited
Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and China. The trip served to reinforce my
belief that this bill, if passed, will quickly backfire on U.S. interests. Each of those
countries is unique in its export profile, its dependence on textile/apparel for export
earnings, its level of defense expenditures, and its overall political situation. Japan,
for example, won't be greatly affected by this bill since its textile/apparel exports to
the U.S. account for only 2 percent of total exports. The anti-Asian sentiment which
is clearly behind this bill disturbs and concerns me. Of the twelve countries most
affected by the bill, nine are in East Asia and two are in South Asia. One is in,
South America. The bill's emphasis on Asia is ironic when one considers the large
surges in import growth over the past year have come not from Asia, but from the
European Community and Canada.

THE COST TO THE GOVERNMENT

The Council of Economic Advisers has estimated the gross cost to the American
consumer to be $14 billion, per year, if S. 680 is adopted. It is estimated that this
would result in a price increase of 10 percent or more. Imports will be limited to a
very low growth rate of 1 percent per year indefinitely. It is not unrealistic to con-
sider price increases of at least 20 percent. From a pocketbook perspective, price in-
creases of this magnitude will create additional costs of $164 to $328 for the average
American household. -

Given this increase in the clothing and textile components of the CPI market
basket, the Federal Government will be forced to pay higher COLA's to programs
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indexed to the CPI-most of which serve fixed-income recipients. In addition, the
Government will lose the revenue it currently receives from the high tariffs im-
posed on imported apparel and textile products. We must remember that the aver-
age duty on such products is already 22 percent. Finally, we will bear the increased
procurement costs for Federal Government apparel and textile goods, a majority of
which goes for military clothing. An approximate estimate of those costs are:

(In millios of dolIar$]

10 percent 20 percent
increase increase

C O LA 's ............................................................................................. .................................................. $ 9 3 6 $ 1,8 7 2
Ta riff losses .................................................... ............................................. .................................. .... 7 9 5 7 9 5
Federal procurem ent .............................................................................. ...................................... ....... 67 134

Total ................ .. ............. .................... ................................................................................... 1,7 9 8 2 ,8 0 1

Furthermore, the Government may incur other substantial responsibilities such
as the cost of administering the import licensing system contained in the bill. Com-
merce Department offIcials have testified that there are currently 250,000 import
entries of textile and apparel products into this country per month, or 3 million per
year. Significant costs would be imposed on the Commerce Department to monitor
and license such a huge number of entries.

This ain't peanuts, Mr. Chairman. We all know too acutely the painful efforts we
made in the Senate to pass a significant deficit reduction package. Despite our
modest success, deficit reduction should remain the number one fiscal and trade
policy priority on this Congress.

JOB LOSSES AND REGIONAL IMPACT

Proponents of the bill argue that 300,000 jobs have been lost since 1980. This
figure is exaggerated. Based on the Department of Commerce statistics, the actual
job losses for the 1980-84 period are approximately 168,000. These can be broken
down as follows: 102,000 in textile mill and 66,000 in apparel products.

No Government or private economist can ascribe the direct causation of these job
losses. But it is undeniable that many of these job losses can be attributed to the
increasing productivity in the textile mills. While domestic production has remained
relatively constant over the 1980-§4 period, the number of workers has been re-
duced by 12 percent and the number of man-hours (average weekly) has been re-
duced by 13 percent. Productivity increases have averaged 5.2 percent over the past
decade.

Mr. Chairman, many other domestic industries face similar difficult problems of
maturity and structural readjustment. In the Pacific Northwest, the forest products
and aluminum industries have lost a large number of jobs and are facing stiff inter-
national competition today. I am sure that each region of the country can cite an
industry that is in difficulty and could appeal to us in Washington, D.C. for import
protection.

But what is the justification for singling out one industry or one region of the
country for preferential treatment? One especially must ask that question when
considering that the textile-apparel industry already receives unusual protection:

--An average tariff rate of 22 percent, 600 quotas that cover approximately 80 percent
of textile/apparel trade, and tighter country-of-origin rules established earlier this
year.

Furthermore, unemployment rates in the major textile-producing States are gen-
erally lower than the national average, and lower than that of my State. For exam-
ple, in June 1985, the unemployment figures for a few selected States were: 8.2 per-
cent Washington, 5.5 percent in North Carolina, 6.1 percent in South Carolina, and
7.0 percent in Georgia. While the 168,000 job losses nationwide are certainly sub-
stantial, they do represent only 9 percent of the total textile/apparel labor force of
approximately 1.94 million. To put this in perspective, the lumber and wood indus-
try in the State of Washington alone has undergone a 29 percent reduction in Jobs
since 1977-a total of about 16,000 displaced workers.
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RELATIONS WITH OUR TRADING PARTNERS

Mr. Chairman, let's make no bones about it-this bill is clearly directed against
the major Asian exporters. It throws them all into one category of the "major ex-
porting country" based on the volume of their exports to the United States in 1984.
I think this is a serious mistake.

First, each of these countries has a different trade profile and will be affected by
this bill differently. The total outstanding foreign debt and debt service ratios of
each country are different. Also, Korea and Taiwan confront difficult security di-
lemmas and have unique ties to the United States. Consequently they are spending
a large percentage of their GNP on defense expenditures. Many proponents of S. 680
are sympathetic to these factors. Do we really want to group all of these countries
into one category?

Second, many of these countries badly need the export earnings from textile/ap-
parel products in order to purchase other U.S. products and repay their debts. By
arbitrarily depriving them of export earnings, we run serious risk of a reduction in
overall trade and increased financial exposure on both sides.

Third, we are flirting with the real and serious risk of retaliation against U.S.
exports. Let's not kid ourselves that we are the only supplier in the world of various
agricultural and manufactured products to these countries. There are usually ample
alternative sources of supply for most products. We will really be shooting ourselves
in the foot if we pass S. 680 hastily and unilaterally.

Finally, Asia and the Pacific rim represent one of the most dynamic economic
areas in the world. This affords unparalleled challenges and opportunities to Ameri-
can companies. China is the best example of opportunity over the longer term.
China is poised, economically and politically, to make permanent the economic re-
forms and open door policy that Deng Xiao-Ping initiated in the late 1970's. I be-
lieve that it is in the U.S. interest to strongly support and encourage the present
Chinese leadership in that effort. But China needs foreign currency to purchase
products from foreign countries, which has become especially evident in the past six
months. And textile/apparel exports account for 41 percent of China's 1984 exports
to our country. This bill would reduce China's textile imports into the U.S. by 56
percent, depriving its blossoming economy of about $700 million in export earnings.
The bill would do this unilaterally without consultation with China. In my view,
nothing could be more short-sighted and ill-advised.

SUMMARY

In summary, Mr. Chairman, this is bad legislation that should be defeated sound-
ly. I realize the bill has a large number of cosponsors. But frustration with our large
trade deficit and the administration's decisions on trade should not, by themselves,
lead members of this body to vote for S. 680. We must recognize that our huge
budget deficit, the high value of the dollar, and readjustment to the new interna-
tional economic environment are elements that confront all domestic industries in
this country. We will set a terribly disturbing precedent by singling out one indus-
try for protection, especially when it is already well protected.

What are the alternatives? First, we simply must do a better job in handling the
p recess of adjustment and displaced workers. Several members of this committee-
Senators Roth and Bradley, in particular-have proposed constructive and intelli-
gent proposals to deal with trade adjustment problems. I applaud their actions and
urge the committee to take prompt action as part of an overall trade policy.

Second, I believe that we should try to use existing laws and institutions as much
as possible to resolve our trade disputes. With regard to textiles the multi-fibre ar-
rangement is due to be renegotiated by the summer of 1986. While not perfect, I
believe that an international institution such as the MFA is the proper forum in
which to discuss international textile issues. Also, more vigorous enforcement of our
existing trade laws on unfair and discriminatory practices of our trading partners is
necessary. I am pleased to see the administration recently taking steps in that direc-
tion.

Finally, and most importantly, we have to do a better job in reducing our huge
budget deficit. In my view, this is the single most important step we can take today
to reduce our trade tensions. We should not now endanger our delicate trade rela-
tionships, because we earlier fell short of realizing the benefits of substantial deficit
reduction.

If we spent substantial time in the next month on additional deficit reduction
rather than further trade protectionism, we would do far more for American indus-
tryr and workers. Lower deficits, lower interest rates, and a reasonably valued dollar
will~make much of our production competitive in world markets.

56-287 0 - 86 - 2
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Senator DANFORTH. Thank you both very much.
If we pass the textile bill, would you two intend, then, to support

a quota bill for lumber? And if not, how do you say no to your con-
stituents if we pass the textile bill?

Senator EVANS. Well, I don't propose to support either this or
probably the other kinds of specific protective legislation that is
likely to come before the Senate and, as such, wouldn't propose
that we jump on the bandwagon with an unusual kind of quota
system.

Senator DANFORTH. But it is hard as a politician, isn't it, to ex-
plain to your constitutents that, "Yes, we passed a quota bill on
textiles but, I'm sorry, we are not going to pass a quota bill when
import penetration is, say, 77 percent as it is in shoes," or what-
ever?

Senator GORTON. We face the same kind of dilemma you do Mr.
Chairman. You were extraordinarily eloquent in your explanation
of your philosophy and how you felt as a result of the President's
action on shoes. And we face the same dilemma. We greatly prefer
not to pass quota bills of any kind, because we are convinced that if
we pass quota bills on 10 or 12 commodities, and almost inevitably
a bill like this will attract amendments to add another 10 or 12
commodities, and that even if timber is one of them, from Canada,
the net effect on our economy will still be negative.

Senator EVANS. I would just add, Mr. Chairman, we, like almost
every other Member of the Senate, are going to be placed in the
unhappy position of saying, if we go this extra mile to provide
trade protectionism and quotas on something like lumber, we clear-
ly are going to be faced with the retaliation, and we will be trading
off lumber jobs on the one hand for aerospace jobs on the other, or
jobs in one industry for jobs in agriculture. And I think that that is
to no one's benefit.

Senator DANFORTH. On the other hand, the trading system as it
is supposed to exist, which is supposed to provide at least some pos-
sibility for remedies under controlled situations, that trading
system is not now functioning. Is that not a fair statement?

Senator GORTON. That is substantially correct. At the very least
one can say that the President has not used the weapons, the tools,
which the Congress has given him in a way which would positively
work toward removing this trade imbalance by balancing upward,
by increasing exports, or even by enforcing laws with respect to im-
ports, as you so eloquently outlined yourself.

Senator EVANS. I would say, Mr. Chairman, too, that if the
American dollar today were 30-percent cheaper in the world cur-
rency exchanges, as it once was, we wouldn't be here; we wouldn't
have these kinds of hearings, and we wouldn't have the kinds of
unemployment and trade problems that we do.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, we fought the battle of the budget, and
we lost.

Senator EVANS. Well, I am not willing to admit defeat very
easily. I think we- would be better off to reenter that parade than
We would to do this.

Senator DANFORTH. Maybe we will win the war.
Senator Baucus.
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Gentlemen, I want to commend you on the thrust of your state-
ments, which is, basically, let's not do something that is going to
boomerang, come back and hurt us.

I very much agree with you that the bigger problem is the dollar,
that the bigger problem is that this kind of legislation has a tend-
ency of admitting that we are not going to compete, we can't com-
pete, but rather we should be spending our time being more pro-
ductive, building better products and trying to export much more
aggressively, learning the languages of other countries, learning
the cultures of other countries, and learning the styles and tastes
of other peoples in other countries, so that our markets are not
only in this country but much more in other countries as well.
There is no doubt about that.

On the other hand, I think it is true that some countries do take
advantage of us, and we have to in some way stop that.

There are various examples that one could cite: Perhaps the
predatory pricing that some companies in some countries exercise,
some targeting that some countries and companies participate in.
In addition to that, when we ask for countries to open up, to lower
their barriers, reduce their quotas, we rant and rave, we beat our
chests and threaten with all kinds of action, talk big, and not much
happens.

It seems to me that we have to show that we are going to stand
up for what we believe in, and we have to back up our words when
we say that countries have to open up and share greater access.

My question to you is: If this legislation in your view is not a
good idea because it is too protectionist, how do we get other coun-
tries to open up more? How do we get them to do what they know
they should be doing but they are not going to do until they have
to do it?

I am thinking of Japan, for example, in processed forest prod-
ucts. Japan still have very high tariffs in processed forest products.
They are not about to reduce those tariffs until they have to.

Canada, too, subsidizes its dumpage, its timber sales. It knows
that that is a subsidy, and it is not about to change those practices
until it has to.

My question then is: If we don't pursue narrow self-defeating leg-
islation that is protectionist, how do we, on the other hand, force
other countries to do what they know they should be doing? And I
will precisely ask you about Canada's dumpage, because that is a
product that is very near and dear to all of us in the Pacific North-
west, and also Japan with respect to processed forest products-
plywood, liner board, et cetera.

Senator GORTON. Well, if I were to start with the specifics that
you have mentioned last, the most attractive idea I have heard is
one which tests the Canadian claim that there is no subsidy of
stumpage prices. And that can be tested best by the administra-
tion's aggressively negotiating with Canada to open up that stump-
age-you know, open up that Canadian timber-for purchase by
American mills. That will test it better than anything else. Then,
of course, those who purchase it will be competitive. I find that
idea an extremely attractive one. It is one that has been suggested
to us by several of our constituents who face this precise problem.
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Your overall question, however, is a broader, more philosophic,
and in some respects a more difficult one to answer.

I had the privilege to be on "that side of the desk" in a hearing
which the Banking Committee held on computer products and our
relationship with Japan, in which was detailed the fact that as in
so many other areas we have an open market and they have a
closed market-essentially a closed- market-and what is there to
be done about an area in which we are preeminent with respect to
our own technology?

It is probably easier to answer your question as to what doesn't
work than to what does. Clearly, we have not been successful with
the Japanese by negotiating commodity by commodity for the re-
moval or the lowering of specific kinds of restrictive trade prac-
tices. Clearly we are not believable with Japan when we simply ask
them, unilaterally, to reduce those trade barriers.

That is why, in my view, probably the greatest single step for-
ward we could take would be the aggressive use by the administra-
tion of the powers which last year's Danforth bill gave to the Presi-
dent of the United States, to say in effect that even though they
may be restrictionist, if other countries like that one are not going
to be open to our products, we are going to impose reciprocal re-
strictions on their ability to sell in the United States.

I have a bill before this committee which has the same kind of
direction, by imposing a tariff on goods from Japan until and
unless they increase their purchases of American goods, and one
which goes up and down on a sliding scale depending upon how
much they do so.

What we have to find, however-and I wish I had a perfect solu-
tion to this, and do not, Senator Baucus-is a way in which to
reduce this trade balance by going up, by having markets in other
countries which are open to us as we are to them. I really don't dee
that we can succeed in that unless we are willing to put teeth into
our negotiating postures and have a stick as well as a carrot in our
hands when we negotiate with those countries.

Senator BAUcus. I agree with that. I appreciate your answer.
Without taking too much of the committee's time, let me just ex-

plain one experience I had.
Last year, in trying to get Japan to increase their quotas on

American beef-as you know, Japan has very tight quotas on
American beef-I explained to the Japanese that, even though I
am opposed to domestic content legislation, I was going to help lead
the effort in the Senate to get that bill passed if Japan did not
open up its quotas on beef. And that caused a big flurry. My photo
was all over Japanese newspapers. I can't read a word of Japanese,
but I have an idea of what it said. [Laughter.]

But I got some letters back from American businessmen in
Tokyo, and one in particular I thought was very interesting; it was,
essentially, "Dear Senator Baucus, I don't know who you are, we
have never met before. The Japanese are very courteous, decent,
polite people; but they only understand one language, and that is
power.

And I firmly believe that is human nature: people generally
don't do much until they have to do it for some either short- or
long-term gain.
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I think that, yes, we have to be broadminded and open; but we
also have to show them we mean business. And the kind of
approach you talked about I think makes some sense. Similar ap-
proaches make some sense. And frankly, I think it will help the
Prime Minister and other members of the ministries over there do
what they know they should be doing so that we get some results.

Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Danforth, the chairman, is going to

go vote and then come back. Senator Mitchell requested if you
folks could come back after the vote, because he had some question
he wanted to ask you.

Third, I have a comment-since it is my turn for questioning --
in regard to what Senator Evans said, that he believes the message
is getting through, I guess you said to the White House. It may be
getting through to the White House; but I think the important
thing is that the message gets through to our trading partners, and
I think it is very important that it get through very early, because
I think there just is not very much patience left. And the message
that Congress is trying to send here isn't just to the White House
but is to a lot of our trading partners, people who express free
trade but don't necessarily practice it.

I would like to express for the committee that I won't be able to
participate anymore, because I have to go testify before the Higher

ucation Subcommittee. But I do want to introduce to the com-
mittee and make known a constituent of mine who is on panel 4,
Mark Markovitch, president of the Boyd Co. in Iowa Falls, IA. He
will be testifying for the Luggage Leather Goods Manufacturers of
America.

I had an opportunity to visit with him previously, and privately
in my office, and he will have good testimony that I hope the com-
mittee will pay very much attention to.

I would suggest, since I am the only one that is left here, that
you will want to go vote and then come back. Right?

Senator EVANS. We were just talking about that. I think, unfor-
tunately, the action on the floor shortly after this vote will affect
our State, and Senator Gorton probably will. remain over there. I
will be happy to come back for at least some period of time.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Senator EVANS. I might just say, in terms of our trading part-

ners' understanding, I suppose that remains to be seen. But I do
think that what is going on here in this hearing, and what has
happened in terms of congressional expressions on trade, have all
been valuable in getting that message across.

Senator Dole asked the Japanese to send a special high-level del-
egation back to Washington, DC, on this specific issue, and they
will arrive here shortly, and we will see what kind of reaction
there is. And that may guide us into what we may have to do, both
through legislation and through further executive action.

But I do think we have to look at our trading partners' differen-
tially. We have a huge trading deficit with Japan and a big prob-
lem in opening markets. In terms of China, we don't have a very
big trading relationship currently; we don't have a very big differ-
ential in terms of exports and imports. But the potential is abso-
lutely enormous. And for us, at this early stage, to stagger that
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growing relationship by cutting back very, very sharply the one
export that they can earn foreign exchange on, and that is textiles
and apparel, it seems to -me would do long-term harm for the
United States that would be very difficult to overcome.

Senator GRASSLEY. The committee will recess until Senator Dan-
forth returns.

[Whereupon, at 2:44 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator DANFORTH. Ladies and gentlemen, I apologize. We just
had a vote on the floor of the Senate, and we had to leave for a few
minutes.

Senator Evans, thank you very much for returning.
Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Evans, I commend you for your statement. As usual, it

was very forceful and a persuasive presentation of your point of
view.

This morning when you testified before this committee, I agreed
with that point of view. This afternoon I do not, but I recognize the
persuasive nature of your statement.

Senator EVANS. Fifty percent isn't bad.
Senator MITCHELL. Fifty percent isn't bad, right.
Mr. Chairman, I would ask that a statement that I have, opening

remarks, be inserted in the record at the appropriate point.
Senator DANFORTH. Without objection.
Senator MITCHELL. Senator Evans, did I understand you to say in

response to Senator Danforth's question that you are opposed to
any action by Congress to deal with the problem of lumber imports
into the United States from other countries?

Senator EVANS. Not necessarily "any action." I think that the
question, as I understood it, was primarily on setting quotas or
something of that nature, and I join with Senator Gorton in believ-
ing that the course we ought to pursue instead is one that is per-
haps unique to the timber industry, but with the claim that they
are subsidizing stumpage, we are going to move as strongly as we
can and encourage the help of the administration in opening up
the opportunity for American bidders to bid on that stumpage. And
if it in fact is unusually cheap, we can ship the logs south and have
a considerable benefit, and be competitive with the Canadians in
the United States. I think that is a far better direction to take than
establishing quotas.

Senator MITCHELL. But if that fails, and your answer indicating"not necessarily," you are acknowledging that under certain cir-
cumstances, in some industries, some form of relief from import
surges may be appropriate; isn't that correct?

Senator EVANS. Well, I think that we may find over time that
some industries, just as we have in past years, that some industries
are simply difficult to continue at least at their former levels,
based on competitiveness and international trade. We are more
competitive in some things than we are in others.

We could, presumably, virtually be self-sufficient. We could
produce everything we need in this country for the people of this
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country. We could withdraw very substantially from the whole
field of foreign trade. I am not sure that that would be in our best
interests at all, or would produce all that more in the way of jobs.

Senator MITCHELL. And of course, no one has proposed that, to
your knowledge. Right?

Senator EVANS. Of course. I understand. I am just talking about
the potential end result of moving in that protectionist direction.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, I think, of course, the word "protection-
ist" has now achieved a pejorative connotation in this country. I
would like to put it in a different perspective.

You have acknowledged, at least implicitly, that in some cases,
under certain circumstances, some form of action by the Govern-
ment may be appropriate. And I would argue that this is such an
industry and these are such circumstances. And I would like to just
ask if you are familiar with the restrictions placed upon American
textile exports into those countries which now export their own
textile goods into this country.

Senator EVANS. I think to some degree. I may not be acquainted
with all of them as they affect each of the other nations, but I am
certainly aware that those do exist.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, I think it would be useful, Senator, for
all to become familiar with them, because they are a very relevant
part of this discussion.

I have here a document published by the U.S. Department of
Commerce entitled "Foreign Regulations Affecting U.S. Textile Ex-
ports." It is a dramatic and I think very revealing catalog, showing
the extent to which other nations, and particularly those who are
complaining most vigorously about this proposed legislation, re-
strict our exports.

I would just point to Korea, where there is an import plan based
on a restricted list, that in order to gain access for textile imports
into that country an applicant must receive the approval of the do-
mestic manufacturers-that is, the competitors. And the manufac-
turers, before giving that approval, must certify that the applica-
tion involves a product or products that are not produced or pro-
ducible within that country.

Brazil virtually prohibits completely any American textile ex-
ports into that country. China, of course, is affected by this legisla-
tion. A supreme irony: I have before me excerpts from "The Jour-
nal of Commerce," Tuesday, July 16, 1985. On one page of the
headline is "U.S. Warned on Imposing Textile Footwear Curbs."
The story goes on to say how foreign governments are warning
against imposing new curbs on imports of textiles, and refers to the
Government of China. On a separate page of the same newspaper
on the same day, the headline is, "Chinese Effect New Import
Taxes." A 200-percent levy on American textile exports to that
country was increased by 40 percent, on the same day that the Chi-
nese protested against the United States considering any legisla-
tion here.

My question is: Given these circumstances, in which each of
these nations is aggressively pursuing policies that are limiting or
prohibiting American exports of these products into their coun-
tries, what specific recommendation do you have for our policy in
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this area, given the repeated unwillingness of other nations to
change their policies

Senator EVANS. Senator, I believe we have plenty of existing
laws on the books to handle those kinds of problems. And I know of
no other industry, or at least few other industries, with as many
quotas and opportunities for protection as the textile and apparel
industry.

So, the existing laws already are significant. We are part of a
Multifiber Agreement and Arrangement, and we may say that it
doesn't work perfectly, and I would agree with that. It is subject to
renegotiation, and that renegotiation is already starting. And I
think that those international institutions are the proper forum in
which to discuss and to bring about necessary change in this kind
of circumstance.

Unilateral action, country-by-country, only brings us to the point
of each on trying to out-do the other. Senator Gorton says, we will
end up working toward the minimum instead of building toward
the maximum. I think that is in no one's best interests-ours or
an of our trading partners. -

I would suggest-and perhaps I have some of the same frus-
trations you have-that the administration has not always used
the existing laws to the degree they might have, to be as aggressive
as they might have been. Frankly, I think we are seeing some
change now, and that change is being brought about because of the
congressional initiatives and because of what is being said and be-
cause of hearings like this. I think we ought to much prefer that as
a course of action, rather than adding another series of laws to an
already-extensive series of laws and then come back a year from
now and complain that these laws are not being enforced adequate-ly.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, I will just say, in conclusion, you are
vigorously and appropriately representing a State in which the
largest employer is a major exporter. We certainly understand
that. There are many others of us not in that fortunate circum-
stance, where we have domestic industries that face this challenge.

When you talk about unilateral action, it implies the United
States acting in this area in the absence of action by other coun-
tries. And I simply point out to you that every other country is
doing it except us. The consequence is that we are paying the price.

And I suggest to you that this course of action is necessary, par-
ticularly given the administration's refusal to act in this area.

I thank the Senator for your comments.
Senator EVANS. Just as a correction, my intent in speaking about

"unilateral" was the Untied States taking action independent of
anyone else as being unilateral action. Other countries would take
the same kind of action. I think we would all be better off if there
were more bilateral or multilateral approaches to this whole ques-
tion, industry-by-industry or in a broad sense, because be take the
unilateral actions in one commodity-they will take them in an-
other commodity.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Evans, thank you very much for
your testimony.

Now we have two Members of Congress: Congressman Zschau
and Congressman Heftel.
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Congressman Zschau, you are first on the list. Maybe you have
worked out something between yourselves, but your name is first
on the list.

Mr. HEFTEL. Alphabetically and otherwise, California being
larger than Hawaii, I think my colleague should proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. ED ZSCHAU, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. ZSCHAU. I thank my collegue for yielding; and I appreciate,
Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to share some thoughts on this
issue.

As you well know, I represent not a textile-producing area but
the Silicon Valley area of California. And you might wonder why I
testify on this.

It is my sense that this bill, along with many other so-called pro-
tectionist bills, although targeted on specific industries, could have
significant and adverse effects on electronics and other export-ori-
ented industries like agriculture.

Senator Gorton and Senator Evans talked about the negative im-
pacts of this legislation on jobs in this country, when you consider
all jobs including retail jobs. They talked about the cost to consum-
ers and some of the negative impacts of that nature. I agree and
want to underscore those.

But I would also like to point out that, if this legislation were
passed, the United States would be an outlaw in international
trade. We would be forced to abrogate 34 bilateral agreements. In
my opinion, that would undermine our ability to encourage and in-
fluence others to abide by their agreements, not just in textiles but
in many other areas. It would invite retaliation where we are ex-
porting the most-namely, agriculture, electronics, and many other
areas-and it would keep out of the hands of some of our trading
partners hard dollars, so that they would by unable, even if they
didn't retaliate, to purchase to the degree that they would other-
wise purchase equipment like telecommunciations equipment and
agricultural products.

So, the impact would be felt not just in the industries of focus
but throughout the entire country.

What I would like to do in the short time that I have is examine
the assumptions on which this legislation is based and protectionist
legislation in general is based.

It seems to me protectionist legislation is based on the assump-
tion that imports are bad, that imports cost jobs, and therefore im-
ports ought to be curtailed.

My opinion is that imports are also a natural reflection of rapid
economic growth in the United States. Since the bottom of this re-
cession, imports have been up 55 percent and jobs have been up $8
million. So we have had a surge of imports, but we have also had a
surge of employment.

We have had, over the past 15 years, a positive correlation be-
tween imports and jobs. It seems to me, rather than imports being
the problem, lack of exports is the problem in our trade deficit.
And if you look at the same data, since the depth of the recession,
in real dollars our exports are exactly the same as they were in the
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recession. And it seems to me the conclusion one reaches is that
our focus should be on increasing exports rather than curtailing
imports.

Going to S. 680, it seems to me also that it is based on the as-
sumption that the job loss in the textile undustry is due to the
growth of imports; but the data, in my opinion, doesn't support
that assumption. The textile industry lost 10 percent of its jobs, or
234,000 jobs, since 1979. However, when I examined the data I
found that the job loss occurred by the end of 1982, before the
period of the rapid growth of imports that occ'irred in 1983 and
1984. And, as a matter of fact, when those imp.arts surged in 1983
and 1984, jobs in the textile industry increased by 30,000 during
that period.

So, we had a surge of imports, but we also had an increase in
jobs in the textile industry.

The culprit, in my opinion-if you could call it a "culprit"-is
that the textile industry has had improved productivity, a very
high level of manufacturing productivity growth. And as a matter
of fact, while the employment was falling 10 percent during that
period of 1979 to 1984, manufacturing output in the industry actu-
ally went up. You would expect that, if imports were causing the
job loss, you wouldn't have improved output or increased output
from the textile industry.

So it seems to me that when we look at solutions to the problem,
we ought to look at the facts and the assumptions behind the solu-
tions and see whether or not we are really dealing with the issue
that we suppose we are dealing with.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Congressman.
Congressman Heftel.
[Mr. Zschau's written testimony follows:]

STATEMENT BY ED ZSCHAU, MEMBER OF CONGRESS

S. 680, THE TEXTILE AND APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1985

Summary
1. The basic assumption of protectionism- imports cost jobs-is not supported by

history. Since the bottom of the recession in 1982, imports have increased by 55 per-
cent (1972 dollars), while employment has increased by 8.2 million. A lack of exports
is the real culprit.

2. S. 680 is based on the faulty assumption that job loss in the textile industry was
due to a surge in imports. The facts speak otherwise.

The job losses in the textile industry between 1979 and 1984 occurred before the
rapid growth in textile imports which was experienced in 1983-84. Textile and ap-
parel jobs increased by 30,000 during the period when imports were rising rapidly.

Textile and apparel imports are now decreasing. Imports were down 1.3% during
the first seven months of 1985 compared to 1984. Imports from countries targeted by
the bill have fallen 3.3% over the same period. In July, textile imports were down
13% compared to a year earlier.

Fewer jobs in textile manufacturing are the result of significantly improved pro-
ductivity. Over the past decade the textile industry's labor productivity growth rate
has been 5.2% per year, one of the highest of any U.S. industry. Manufacturing
output of the industry increased by 7 percent from 1980 to 1984 while employment
fell by 10 percent.

3. Passage of S. 680 would not significantly increase U.S. jobs but it would in-
crease the cost of clothing for consumers.

Clothing prices would increase by at least 10_percent, costing American consum-
ers $14 billion per year. The poor would be hardest hit.

The legislation might "save" a net of 9,000 jobs, but at a cost to consumers of $1.5
million per job.
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4. Implementation of S. 680 would make the U.S. an outlaw of international trade,
undermining our influence to enforce trade agreements and inviting retaliation.
That could curtail our exports even more.

The legislation violates 34 bilateral agreements and would undermine our ability
to insist that our trading partners abide by trade agreements.

Retaliation could be directed at the industries in which the United States exports
beft such as agriculture, aviation, and technology products.

5. America must rise up to meet its competitive challenge and not run from it.
That means that we must aggressively negotiate and enforce fair trade agreements
and stimulate U.S. competitiveness.

The Multi-Fiber Agreements should be re-negotiated;
Congress should enact many of the recommendations of the President's Commis-

sion on Industrial Competitiveness with a focus on increasing U.S. exports.
The budget deficit must be reduced if industries like textiles and apparel are to

have a chance at becoming competitive.

STATEMENT BY ED ZSCHAU, MEMBER OF CONGRESS

S. 680, THE TEXTILE AND APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1985

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished
committee to express my views about S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforce-
ment Act of 1985.

My congressional district in Northern California-commonly known as "Silicon
Valley"-is known for its electronics industry and not for textile and apparel manu-
facturing. However, this legislation, although intended to focus on just the textile
industry, could have significant and adverse effects on electronics and other indus-
tries across the country. I also believe that it would be counterproductive to the U.S.
textile and apparel industry when considered as a whole. I'd like to explain why and
how. I'd also like to suggest what Congress and the Administration should do to
reduce our trade deficit and help to create more U.S. jobs.

Before addressing the specifics of S. 680, I'd like to make a general observation:
Protectionist legislation such as this is based on the assumption that imports are
bad, that they cost jobs, and that they should be. curtailed. The data doesn't support
that assumption. Specifically, I wouldpoint out that a surge in imports is a normal
result of rapid economic growth in and is, therefore, usually associated with higher
rather than lower U.S. employment.

Since the bottom of the recession in 1982, total U.S. imports have increased by 55
percent (in 1972 dollars), while employment has increased over the same period by
8.2 million jobs. In fact, import and GNP data over the past 15 years show a strong,
positive correlation between imports and economic growth. However, imports have
remained flat since the fourth quarter of 1984 coinciding with a slowdown in U.S.
economic growth.

This observation suggests that rather than focusing on curtailing imports, we
should be focusing on increasing exports. Our U.S. exports are at about the same
level today (in constant 1972 dollars) as they were at the bottom of the 1982 reces-
sion. Our ability to compete in the international marketplace has not kept up with
the growth in the U.S. economy. Expanding exports through negotiation and en-
forcement of fair trade agreements and >y increasing U.S. competitiveness is the
theme of my testimony today.

S. 680 is based on the assumption that job loss in the textile industry is due to
imports. The data does not support that assumption.

Employment in our textile and apparel industry is down by more than 234,000
jobs since 1979, according the Fiber, Fabric, and Apparel Coalition for Trade. How-
ever, these jobs were lost in the period 1980-82, before the rapid growth in imports
that was experienced in 1983 and 1984. In fact, U.S. textile and apparel jobs actually
increased by 30,000 when imports were increasing most rapidly.

Recently, textile and apparel imports have subsided. Imports were down 1.3%
during the first seven months of 1985 compared to 1984. For July 1985, textile and
apparel imports were 13% lower than in 1984. Moreover, imports from the countries
that are targeted by S. 680 are falling faster than the average. Even if imports were
the problem, this bill has both the wrong timing and the wrong target.

Instead of imports, lower employment in textile manufacturing is the result of im-
proved productivity in the industry. Labor productivity in the textile industry has
increased by 5.2 percent per year compounded between 1974 and 1982. This in-
creased efficiency enabled the industry's roduction to increase (in 1972 constant
dollars) by 7 percent between 1980 and 1484, while at the same time reducing its
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employment by 10 percent. Unfortunately, while the industry's productivity im-
provements have been impressive, the over-valued dollar has prevented them from
achieving competitiveness in international markets. As a result, the volume of U.S.
textile exports fell 46 percent from 1980 to 1982 and has not recovered since then.

Passage of S. 680 would not significantly increase U.S. jobs but it would increase
the cost of clothing for consumers.

A study conducted by the International Business and Economic Research Corpora-
tion found that S. 680 would cause only a net increase of 9,000 jobs in the textile
and apparel industry-but at a cost to the American consumer of $1.5 million per
job. According to the study, some 62,000 jobs would be lost in the retail apparel in-
dustry.

Limiting textile imports would hurt American consumers. Competition helps keep
clothing prices down, so reducing competition would result in price increases. It's
difficult to estimate the exact impact on the U.S. consumer, but it would be substan-
tial. According to the Reagan Administration's estimates, S. 680 would cost Ameri-
can consumers a total of $14 billion per year. Other testimony this committee has
already received indicates that clothing prices would increase by 10% because of
this legislation, and selected merchandise would increase considerably more. Low
income consumers would be particularly hard hit since a larger portion of their
income is spent on clothing.

Implementation of S. 680 would make the U.S. an outlaw of international trade,
undermining our ability to enforce trade agreements and inviting retaliation. That
could curtail exports even more.

In addition to the impact on jobs and consumers, this legislation is in blatant vio-
lation of existing international trade agreements. It wouldcause the United States
to abrogate the Multi-Fiber Agreement and 34 bilateral trade agreements now in
effect. This is not the kind of leadership that the United States should be exercising
in the international trade arena. Instead, it will undermine our ability to influence
our trading partners to abide by fair trade practices and agreements. This adversely
affects our position not only on textile and apparel trade, but on all trade issues.

Finally, it is foolish to believe that these nations would just accept the bill's provi-
sion lying down. Retaliation would almost certainly occur. According to the Admin-
istration, retaliation would be aimed at three targets: U.S. corn and wheat exports,
which accounted for $5.1 billion in 1984 exports to the 12 major textile and apparel
importing nation, aircraft, which account for nearly $3 billion, and cigarettes and
tobacco, accounting for $750 million. Also, retaliation could be directed at industries
like semiconductors, telecommunications, and other electronics exports, especially
by the Japanes... S. 680 would reduce textile and apparel imports from Japan by 18
percent.

For the last ten years, U.S. semiconductor marketshare in Japan has been held at
only 10 percent while the Japanese share in the U.S. has more than doubled to over
20 percent. The Semiconductor Industry Association has filed a petition under Sec-
tion 301 of the Trade Act requesting that the correction of this problem be made a
primary U.S. trade objective. At a time when real progress might be made on this
issue, legislation like S. 680 would be very counterproductive.

America must rise up to meet its competitive challenge and not hide from it.
Mr. Chairman, as a Member of Congress I realize that if the choice on the trade

issue is between enacting protectionist legislation or "doing nothing", then protec-
tionism will win.

If we must "do something" about international trade, and I believe that we must,
it should be the right thing. Instead of surrendering to the challenge from abroad,
we should rise up and meet it. Instead of hiding from the competition, we should
make sure that government is doing the right things to insure that American work-
ers can compete at their very best.

In my view, there are three things that government should be doing to address
the competitive problems suffered by the textile and apparel industry: (1) Renegoti-
ate and improve the Multi-Fiber Agreements; (2) Enact many of the recommenda-
tions of the President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, and (3) substan-
tially reduce the federal budget deficit.

Advocates of this legislation often state that textile and apparel imports have ex-
ceeded the levels indicated in the Multi-Fiber Agreements. If this is true, then the
nation that is the true leader in the international trade area would seek better en-
forcement of the existing agreements or a re-negotiation of the agreements. A true
leader would not unilaterally abrogate 34 agreements.

Innovation, growth, and exports cannot be forced by protectionist measures or
government "targeting" of seleted industries. Rather, economic growth and pros-
perity result from the vision and genius of individuals who have the money and
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courage to take risks in exploring new ideas. As such, innovation can be fostered by
government policies that promote free trade and entrepreneurship.

The Steering Committee of the Republican Task Force on High Technology Initia-
tives, which I chair, will soon publish an Agenda for U.S. Leadership in Technology
and Industrial Competitiveness which contains 10 initiatives that we believe the
99th Congress should take to strengthen the prerequisites that are fundamental to
the process of innovation. We have given special attention to the recommendations
of the President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, which reported to the
President recommendations earlier this year on what government can do to help
American workers and businesses to compete in the international marketplace. Our
recommendations will include suggested changes in tax policy, hieflectual property
rights, science policy, worker retraining, and trade policy.

Finally, the massive federal budget deficit continues to help keep capital costs
high and the dollar strong, which discourages U.S. firms from expanding into for-
eign markets.

Unfortunately, the budget resolution that passed on August 1, 1985 just doesn't do
the job of bringing down the deficit to a level that would help spur exports. Instead,
we need program changes that will place the deficit on a downward path toward
reducing the deficit to 2 percent of GNP by fiscal year 1988.-We had an opportunity
to do this earlier this year, but Congress lacked the will power to make the neces-
sary budget changes that would improve the trade situation, Unless additional cuts
can be made this month, Congress will have effectively made scapegoats out of the
leading importing countries to hide our inability to take the necessary actions on
the budget.

CONCLUSION

In summary, Mr. Chairman, the cause of the problems that face the U.S. textile
and apparel industry-like many U.S. industries-is not imports. Our problem is a
lack of competitiveness and insufficient exports. The correct solution is one that fo-
cuses on the real problem. Protectionism will not help. If protectionism were the
solution, then the textile and apparel industry would not have a problem, as tariffs
already average more than four times the average tariff of any other U.S. industry.
The correct solution is the enactment legislation aimed at spurring exports and
competitiveness.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify today.

STATEMENT OF HON. CECIL HEFTEL, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF HAWAII

Mr. HEFTEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to have
this opportunity to discuss the problem at hand with you and my
esteemed colleague from Hawaii, Senator Matsunaga, who I would
like to say hello to.

I think that all of us, as a body, as a Nation, as individuals,
Members of Congress, are suffering from a dilemma. And I think
Hawaii and myself serve as an example of that dilemma.

We have a sugar industry with at least 20,000 jobs at stake. And
in the marketplace today, interestingly enough, there is dumping
occurring at something around 3 cents a pound. The countries
dumping at 3 cents a pound spend 18 cents a pound to produce, and
so does Hawaii, and that isn't including a profit margin.

Now, obviously we have to be concerned with anything that
occurs which would permit that 3-cent sugar to put an end to the
domestic sugar industry. It isn't in the national interest, and it cer-
tainly isn't in the interest of the 20,000 people whose jobs would be
lost.

Now, at one and the'same time, we have the textile problem.
And in this instance we have 3,000 jobs in a growing industry,
reaching about $100 million in volume, and those jobs are going to
disappear if the present textile legislation were allowed to pass. It
would just simply end the industry. There is no way that, from the
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American manufacturer, those producers of garments in Hawaii
could obtain the fabrics in the color and form that they get them
from the foreign sources.

And so it is a classic of how, if we just irresponsibly pursue our
selfish interests, ignore anything except the target at hand, we can
hurt ourselves inadvertently.

I have a feeling that, when this textile legislation originally sur-
faced, it wasn't a serious piece of legislation which people thought
would be the hearing of today and might be forced on the Presi-
dent's desk for veto.

But there is a message in that legislation that is what I heard
the members talking about: We don't have an adequate policy; we
don't have a methodology whereby the President of the United
States either has what he needs or knows how to ask for what he
needs to protect sensibly American industry from exploitation from
foreign sources.

Our trading partners will take advantage of us as long as we
allow them to. And you can't keep talking about free trade-there
is no such animal. Our trading partners don't want free trade; they
want free access to our markets. They don't care what the price is
to us. They are not going to give us free access to their markets.
And so we've got to get smarter; we have to get more concerned
with our self-interest and our self-protection. And you can't have a
national policy determined partially by what is needed in the do-
mestic marketplace and partially by what the State Department
wants in negotiating foreign affairs.

Right now, our trade problems are partially a product of the fact
that what is good for us domestically is traded away for objectives
in our foreign relations arena.

So we have to develop, with a sensitive Presidency-and today's
paper, and in the last few days, indicates the President is getting a
little more sensitive to the problem-some kind of a resolution to
what confronts us.

Now, there is one potential solution that surfaced in this body
from former Senator Tsongas, because he presented it to me, in
which you elevate the Trade Representative, allow him to resolve
301 problems, and give him the vested power without recourse for
what is needed to protect domestic industry when we are being ex-
ploited.

Now, if we don't come up with an overall solution out of the ad-
ministration or the Congress, then these problems will continue to
plague us, and we will all get hurt at different times and in differ-
ent ways.

If you go back not that many years when our garment industry
wasn't a factor, we would have been delighted with protected sugar
or wouldn't have paid much attention to what the price was for
that protection. Today we've got a garment industry; we've got to
be concerned.

So I hope that this body will continue what I heard in the dialog
previously about the fact that we've got to look at the deficits, the
value of the dollar, and the way that we negotiate and how tough
we get in letting people know you can't exploit us.

I would hope that out of these hearings will come either the leg-
islation or, in the alternative, action on the part of the President to
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bring some commonsense protection to our industry, and let people
know we understand what it means to be fair, and that we are will-
ing to be fair but we will not allow others to be unfair to us and
exploit us in the name of free trade, which is what is now occur-
ring.

I thank you, again, for being given this opportunity.
[Mr. Heftel's written testimony follows:]

TESTIMONY OF CONGRESSMAN CEC HErrEL

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for allowing me to
-appear before you this afternoon to discuss an issue that has not only become a

major source of concern in my state of Hawaii, but threatens to create a divisive
national policy if enacted by Congress. Specifically, I am here to discuss the textile
import legislation now pen ding in both houses of Congress, and bring to your atten-
tion what I believe are major flaws in the legislation.

In my state of Hawaii, where aloha shirts and muumuus are synonymous with
the islands, our garment industry is important to our local economy. Yet, for a
number of reasons, the fabrics with which we make our sportswear and swimwear
must be imported.

Though important to our island economy, our garment industry is nevertheless
small when compared to apparel manufacturers on the mainland. The 138 or so
small firms that make up our garment industry import 80 to 90 percent of their
textiles from the Orient. Hawaii firms can order fabrics at competitive prices from
Japan in quantities as small as 3,000 yards, which is about a third the size of a typi-
cal order from a mainland manufacturer. U.S. mainland manufacturers are unwill-
ing to provide such small quantit needs where screen printed, multi-colored fabrics
are generally in less demand, of iower quality, and more expensive to produce. Our
local industry has furthermore had unsatisfactory experiences with purchasing fab-
rics from the mainland because of poor delivery and high damage rates.

Congress is now considering legislation to stem the import of textiles because of a
perception that foreign-made fabrics are putting our textile manufacturers out of
business. Certainly, the unemployment numbers speak loudly. But it is simplistic to
think that imposing additional protections will solve the problems of our domestic
industry. Rather, Congress is attempting to take a shotgun approach to trade policy
that will not solve our problems.

The predicament of our textile industry is not unlike that of any other American
ind iiry suffering from competition abroad. One of the causes of our problems
stemZAfrom an overvalued dollar abroad, which has resulted in a monumental trade
deficit. Unemployment problems are further exacerbated by an increased technolog-
ical efficiency in the production of the goods, which has resulted in fewer labor
needs. In the final analysis we cannot escape the fact that the Administration has
failed to effectively use the bargaining tools that it has to persuade our trading
partners to open their markets to American goods.

I am not convinced that implementing new textile import barriers, which would
be in addition to the already existing Multi-Fiber Agreement and the average 22
percent tariff we now impose on imports, would accomplish anything except to cost
jobs in the apparel retail industry and raise clothing prices for consumers.

Mr. Chairman, we clearly need to address the more urgent problems of budget
deficits and overall trade policy if we hope to save American industry. The piece-
meal approach we are taking to protect individual industries as they are on the
verge of collapse will not work.

The legislation under consideration by Congress has furthermore been designed to
be applied in a highly discriminatory fashion and would not even include restric-
tions against the nations most responsible for exporting textiles. The.Textile and
Apparel Enforcement Act would limit imports primarily from Asian countries in-
cluding China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, and Korea. Most of the growth in the
rate of imports, however, has been from the European Community, where imports
were up 70.2% from 1983 to 1984, compared to 24.7% from the Asian nations. In
fact, comparing the first six months of this year to the same time frame last year
shows that Asian imports have decreased while EC imports have increased at a rate
of 36%.

In recognition of the fact that Congress is determined to enact some kind of legis-
lation to limit textile imports, I will shortly be introducing legislation to broaden
the focus of the current bill by, imposing a world-wide restriction on imports. My bill
would become effective only if the International Multi-Fiber Arrangement has not
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been renegotiated satisfactorily and is in effect by July 31, 1986. It would also use a
base year of 1984 instead of 1980, as proposed in the current legislation, since the
more current year better reflects the source of the imports.

As a member of the Trade Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee, I will promote my bill as a responsible alternative to the current legislation. I
nevertheless firmly oppose legislation to impose new quotas on textile imports be-
cause it will not be constructive and will, in fact, create new and more devastating
problems in both the short and long run.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify before your Committee. I
will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your
very helpful testimony.

I am told that Congressman Rostenkowski has either announced
or let it be known that the Ways and Means Committee will mark
tp this bill at the subcommittee level on the 19th of this month,
September, and then the full committee on the 26th, and that if
the bill is reported out of the Ways and Means Committee with rel-
atively few amendments, it would be his intention to put it on the
suspension calendar. As I understand the rules of the House, that
means that it would be voted on without amendments, that a two-
thirds vote would pass it, and that there are two-thirds of the
Members of the House who are cosponsors of the bill.

Mr. HEFTEL. I think that the overall strategy is to bring the legis-
lation without amendment both through the committee and to the
floor.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you mean there would be no amendments
in committee, either?

Mr. HEFrrEL. That is the intent, at this point.
The reasoning, frankly, is that if you don't amend or improve the

legislation, it is less likely to either pass on the floor, or it is more
mandatory for the President to veto it. The overall attitude is that
this bill is bad enough that, if you don't improve it, the President
has to veto it; but that the message from the Congress would be,
"This is what we are willing to do; we are so desperate for action
from the White House on trade matters."

Senator DANFORTH. But your hope is that the White House
would take matters into its own hands?

Mr. HEFTEL. That is what we are waiting for, and that is what
this is all about. Their lack of action is what is producing a bad
piece of legislation like this.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, as I said in my opening comments, I
think that is exactly right.

Of course, if that practice were followed, that would mean that
there would be no shoe provision in the House bill.

Mr. HEFTEL. That is correct. It is a token, at best.
Senator DANFORTH. That would make it much more difficult to

pass in the Senate, I think.
Mr. HEFr EL. I think the intent is not to have it pass. I think the

intent is to force it to be vetoed, and to force the President to take
action. You can't ignore the plight of the textile, of the shoe indus-
try, of the steel industry. You can't ignore what is happening in
this country to its jobs. And the President, for some reason, thinks
somehow it is all going to take care of itself. And, like the deficit, it
won't take care of itself; we have to take action.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Mitchell.
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Senator MITCHELL. I thank both Congressmen for very forceful
and effective statements.

I would say, Congressman Heftel, that we all share your hope
about administration action; but, since the most reliable indicator
of future human behavior is past human behavior--

[Laughter.]
Do you have any indication that the administration is about to

reverse its position 180 degrees and adopt the stance that you have
suggested it should?

Mr. HEFTEL. No, I don't. In fact, my Democratic colleagues hope
the President will keep his head in the sand long enough to lose
the Senate race of 1986 and the Presidency for the Republicans in
1988. I think that is too great a price to pay for winning those elec-
tions, and I would hope the President would realize what he is
doing.

But you are correct: There is no reason to believe he understands
well enough that he will take the kind of action that is needed.
That is why I think we need overall constructive legislation that
addresses the problem in a very realistic way and doesn't just
create more problems than it solves.

Senator MITCHELL. Congressman Zschau, during your statement
'ou reached several conclusions regarding a correlation between

imports and new jobs. I would apprec-iate it if you would supply to
the committee the statistics upon which you based those conclu-
sions, including their source, so that we may look at them and
evaluate them in that regard.

Mr. ZSCHAU. Yes. Senator, I appreciate your interest in that, and
I would be delighted, in a written statement I that has some other
points in it, to also include those pieces of data and the sources for
the record.

Senator MITCHELL. All right. That would be very helpful.
Mr. ZSCHAU. Thank you.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Matsunaga?
Senator MATSUNAGA. I want to congratulate you both. And I ask

this question not to embarrass my colleague from Hawaii in any
way, but more to set him up as an example for others to emulate-
that is, others who are sponsors of S. 680 and the similar bill in the
House.

Were you not originally a cosponsor of the House measure?
Mr. HEFrEL. Yes, I was, to send a message, without any question.

And I have never been hesitant or reticent to point out that I was
both on the bill and why I was on it.

I have no doubt that Members will be on additional pieces of leg-
islation, because they have no other method of expressing both the
frustration and the need to let their constituents know they are
doing something about the problem.

Senator MATSUNAGA. So, the observation made by the chairman
that it could be put on the suspension calendar may not necessarily
happen, because there may be others such as yourself who may

'Congressman Zschau's written statement starts on page 711.
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begin to see difficulties with the bill and not even support it on the
floor?

Mr. HEF-rEL. I think that there will be a number of us who will
not support it on the floor. But I think it is desirable that it come
to the floor on suspension. I think it delivers the best possible mes-
sage to the White House. And I think there is a chance that the
need for the Members to express themselves in terms of sensitivity
to the problem may still produce enough votes to pass it on suspen-
sion.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Fine. Thank you. Thank you both.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you both.
The next two witnesses are the Honorable John Waihee and the

Honorable Edward Reyes.
And, Senator Matsunaga, would you like to introduce your Lieu-

tenant Governor?
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, it is indeed my pleasure to introduce the Lieuten-

ant Governor of Hawaii, the Honorable John Waihee. It is appro-
priate that he addresses the issue of discrimination against the Pa-
cific raised-in S. 680-not only on behalf of Hawaii's Governor,
George Ariyoshi, but also on behalf of all the chief executive offi-
cers of the U.S. territories and affiliates who constitute the govern-
ing body of the Pacific Basin Development Conference.

I make this observation in light of Mr. Waihee's Polynesian
roots, as well as the position he holds as the State government's
second-ranking elective officer.

While a native son, and a native Hawaiian of the Aloha State,
Mr. Waihee lived for several years in Michigan, where he graduat-
ed from Central Michigan University and was employed by commu-
nity development organizations before returning home to Hawaii to
become a social worker in the Honolulu Model City's Program.
Subsequently, he entered the University of Hawaii Law School and
was a member of the first graduating class in 1978, the same year
he was elected to membership in the Hawaii State Constitutional
Convention, where his leadership among younger delegates was
soon evidenced.

From this beginning in political life, Mr. Chairman, he went on
to become a member of the Hawaii State House of Representatives,
where he served for two terms before being elected to his present
position of Lieutenant Governor.

I am certainly pleased to present Lieutenant Governor Waihee.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator Matsunaga.
Governor Waihee, would you like to proceed?

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN WAIHEE, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
STATE OF HAWAII, ACCOMPANIED BY REXFORD C. KOSACK,
ATTORNEY GENERAL, NORTHERN MARIANNA ISLANDS
Governor WAIHEE. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the

members of this subcommittee, for allowing us the opportunity to
testify on S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act
of 198 5.

I will be testifying on behalf of Governor Ariyoshi of the State of
Hawaii and the Pacific Basin Development Council.
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The PBDC is a nonprofit organization governed by the Governors
of Hawaii, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianna Islands. Sitting next to me on my left is Rex
Kosack, who is the attorney general from the Commonwealth of
the Northern Marianna Islands. He also will be here representing
the PBDC.

We are strongly opposed to the passage of this legislation, be-
cause it will adversely affect the Hawaii garment industry, the
State of Hawaii, and the U.S. territories in the Pacific.

I would like to amplify a little bit on the background that was
presented by Congressman Heftel regarding the garment industry
in Hawaii.

It is composed of about 138 establishments and employs approxi-
mately 3,000 workers. Now, from its inception this industry has de-
pended very heavily on Asian textiles to produce what we call our
"island wear," or 'aloha shirts." And since Hawaii's industry has
always depended upon Asian sources for its textiles, the jobs that
are affected were never taken away from domestic mills, and
American workers were never, in our view, affected as a result of
this importation.

As much as, conservatively, 64 percent of the materials used by
Hawaii's manufacturers come from foreign countries. The reason is
that the quality of prints, the colors, and the special screened fab-
rics that are used are available only essentially from Asia and
cannot be produced in sufficient quantities in the United States to
meet the demands of our industry.

And since the legislation applies only to certain exporting coun-
tries, it obviously creates a bias against those manufacturers in
Hawaii who are dependent on textiles produced in Asia.

This kind of unequitable and unfair treatment, we believe, will
cause at least a 30-percent reduction in the types of materials that
dan come into the State of Hawaii.

The decline of Hawaii's garment industry will not only affect the
people directly employed but also will have an effect on our tourist
industry, which is so heavily dependent on the garments and ap-
parel produced in the State of Hawaii. As a matter of fact, tourist
expenditures on clothing and accessories topped $400 million in
1983.

Over 33 percent of the visitors to Hawaii were foreign residents,
many of them from Japan, and we believe that the garments pur-
chased by these individuals have contributed substantially to re-
ducing the imbalance of trade with the United States.

We believe it would be inequitable and unreasonable to single
out Asia as the cause of this trade deficit.

We hope that, if we are concerned about the increasing market
share of Asian textiles, as we all should be, we hope that this
would be better addressed or should be addressed when we meet in
July 1986, on the Multifiber Agreement.

The State of Hawaii and the Pacific Basin Development Council
were also shocked that this legislation treats the-U.S. territories
such as Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianna Islands as foreign countries. It is incomprehen-
sible to us that these U.S. territories receive less favorable treat-
ment than Canada, member states of the European Economic Com-
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munity, and countries which are eligible to designation as benefici-
aries of the Caribbean Basin Initiative.

The Pacific territories have looked at apparel manufacturing and
textile operations as part of their future economic independence.
These operations have provided needed employment and have less-
ened the territories' dependence on the Federal budget. And we be-
lieve that this legislation, if passed, would lead to a dismantling of
this very promising industry.

The act also provided an import-licensing program which would
be very burdensome for people as far away as the territories and
the State of Hawaii.

Accordingly, for these reasons, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee, we would urge that you recommend to the Senate
Finance Committee that the legislation be tabled.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Governor Reyes.
[Lieutenant Governor Waihee's written testimony follows:]

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-TEriMONY OF LT. Gov. JOHN D. WAIHEE

1. POSITION

The State of Hawaii and the Pacific Basin Development Council (PBDC are
strongly opposed to the passage of S. 680.

II, BACKGROUND ON HAWAII'S GARMENT INDUSTRY

The garment industry in Hawaii consists of 138 establishments, employs an esti-
mated 2,950 workers, purchases about $46.7 million of materials annually and has
an annual gross product of approximately $80 million. As much as 64 percent of the
materials used by Hawaii's manufacturers come from foreign countries because the
quality of prints, colors and the prices and special screened fabrics used are avail-
able only from a few domestic mills and are not produced in sufficient quantities to
meet the demand of Hawaii's industry.

From its inception, Hawaii's "Island wear" garment industry has depended upon
Asian textiles due to the uniqueness of this industry. Thus, these textiles have
always been provided by Asian sources and jobs have not been directly taken away
from domestic mills.

III. IMPACT OF LEGISLATION ON HAWAII

It will create a bias against garment manufacturers in Hawaii which depend on
Asian textile producers and favor those garment manufacturers buying froln Europe
and the Caribbean. The estimated 20-30% reduction in imports from Asian coun-
tries resulting from the quota provision, will cripple Hawaii's industry.

This legislation will also hurt tourism, the state's largest industry. In 1983, visitor
expenditures on clothing and accessories totalled $417.8 million. Over 33% of Ha-
waii's overnight visitors in 1983 were foreign residents, many of these visitors pur-
chased garments made in Hawaii. Thus, Hawaii's apparel industry contributes fa-
vorably to the U.S. balance of trade.

IV. IMPACT OF LEGISLATION ON U.S. TERRITORIES

This legislation treats U.S. territories such as Guam, American Samoa and the
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands as foreign countries. These U.S. terri-
tories receive less favorable treatment than Canada, member states of the European
Economic Community and Countries which are eligible for designation as benefici-
aries of the Caribbean Basin Initiative. This legislation would lead to the disman-
tling of their apparel manufacturing and textile operations which will result in in-
creasing the territories dependence on the federal budget.

V. IMPORT LICENSING PROGRAM

This is the first licensing program of its kind. The Commerce Department is not
set up to handle the proposed import licensing program and it would be very bur-
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densome on small potential importers who are located a long distance from Wash-
ington, D.C.

VI. NEED FOR ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

It is inequitable and unreasonable to single out Asia as the cause of the textile
deficit. The increasing market share of Asian textiles should be properly addressed
during July, 1986 when negotiators will meet on the Multi-Fiber Agreement.

VII. CONCLUSION

I urge the Subcommittee on International Trade to recommend to the Senate Fi-
nance Committee that this legislation be tabled.

TESTIMONY OF LT. Gov. JOHN D. WAIHEE

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the International Trade Subcom-
'rnittee of the Senate Finance Committee, thank you for allowing me this opportuni-
ty to testify on S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.

I am testifying this afternoon on behalf of Governor George R. Ariyoshi of the
State of Hawaii and the Pacific Basin Development Council rPBDCI. The PBDC is a
non-profit organization governed by the Governors of Hawaii, Guam, American
Samoa and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. The purpose of
this organization is to conduct economic and social research on behalf of the Gover-
nors.

First, I'd like to present the State of Hawaii's position.
We are deeply concerned that this bill will adversely affect the Hawaii garment

industry, the State of Hawaii and the U.S. territories in the Pacific. Accordingly, we
are strongly opposed to the passage of this legislation.

1 have personally received numerous calls from small businessmen in the local
garment industry who are alarmed by this legislation. They have expressed fear
that the economic viability of their businesses are at stake if the legislation is
passed.

I'd like to give you a little background on our industry. The garment industry in
Hawaii consists of 138 establishments, many of which are small businesses employ-
ing less than 20 people. The industry employs an estimated 2,950 workers, pur-
chases about $46.7 million of materials annually and has an annual gross product of
approximately $80 million. These numbers may sound small to some of you, but in
Hawaii, let me assure they are significant.

From its inception, Hawaii garment industry has depended heavily on imported
textiles due to the uniqueness of our "Island wear" industry. Since Hawaii's indus-
try has always relied on Asian sources for textiles, jobs have never been directly
taken away from domestic mills and American workers as a result of this importa-
tion.

As much as 64 percent of the materials used by Hawaii's manufacturers come
from foreign countries, either directly or indirectly through domestic fabric houses.
Only 13 percent of the dollar value of imports would not be affected by the proposed
legislation since restrictions under this measure apply only to exporting countries
other than Canada, the Caribbean region, and European Economic Community
member states.

You may ask why Hawaii depends so heavily on Asian textiles. The reasons are
that quality of prints, colors and the prices and special screened fabrics used are
available only from a few domestic mills and are not produced in sufficient quanti-
ties to meet the demand of Hawaii's industry. In addition, smaller minimum quanti-
ties of fabrics are available from Asian producers than from domestic mills. This is
crucial to Hawaii's garment industry in which apparel is generally not manufac-
tured in large quantities as compared to apparel produced by other domestic manu-
facturers because of the uniqueness of our apparel.

The proposed quota rollback provision under the Textile and Apparel Trade En-
forcement Act of 1985 will reduce the total amount of imported textiles needed to
maintain Hawaii's current production. Since the legislation applies only to certain
exporting countries, it will create a bias against those garment manufacturers such
as those in Hawaii with established connections to, and dependence on, Asian tex-
tile producers and favor those garment manufacturers buying from Europe and the
Caribbean. This is inequitable and unfair treatment and with the estimated 20-30%
reduction in imports from Asian countries resulting from the quota provision, will
cripple Hawaii's industry.
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The decline of Hawaii's apparel industry will not hurt this industry only but will
also hurt tourism, the state s largest industry. The Hawaii apparel industry is a
unique and integral part of Hawaii's economy. "Island wear' has developed and
flourished with the state's visitor industry. Since statehood, visitor expenditures on
Hawaii clothing and accessories have increased at the same rate, or nearly the same
rate, as total visitor expenditures. Clothing and garments are an important segment
of the visitor market basket of goods and services. In 1983, for example, visitor ex-
penditures on clothing and accessories totalled $417.8 million.

Over 33% of Hawaii's overnight visitors in 1983 were foreign residents, many of
which are Japanese visitors. Hawaii is a popular destination for Japanese visitors
who spend an average of $234 each day during their stay. This is two and one-half
times more than visitors from the U.S. mainland. Many of these foreign visitors
purchase garments made in Hawaii to take home. Thus, Hawaii's apparel industry
contributes favorably to the U.S. balance of trade.

As I have indicated, our apparel industry is an important part of the entire
Hawaii vacation experience. Tourism, as you are aware, has become one of the
world's best growth industries, and the competition for the international tourist
dollar becomes keener each year. While Hawaii imports textiles from the Asian na-
tions, the state produces the wearing apparel which is sold in Hawaii and carried to
every nation of the world. Our apparel industry is a positive factor in correcting the
imbalance of trade. This bill will penalize the fastest-growing region in the world,
an area where we should be more aggressive in pursuing markets, not more regres-
sive in jeopardizing our trade interests with Pacific and Asian nations. This bill will
likely result in a decline in Asian visitors to Hawaii, which we so heavily depend
upon.

This textile quota bill would impose punitive actions against Asian nations and
even our territories in the Pacific. To impose such a quota would do significant
damage and further add to the area's political insecurities. Other disturbing activi-
ties taking place in this part of the world include the Soviet Union moving closer to
completing its first fishing rights agreement with a Pacific island nation and disso-
lution of the ANZUS Regional Security Treaty that has upset regional harmony.
This proposed textile bill which would unfairly focus its action on one area of the
world will only heighten tensions.

I believe that it is unfair and unreasonable to single out Asia as the cause of the
textile deficit. If we are concerned about the increasing market share of Asian tex-
tiles, as we all are, we should address this issue through negotiations. Negotiations
will allow this issue to be resolved without unnecessarily penalizing segments of the
U.S. garment industry which rely heavily on Asia's unique brand of textiles.

I believe this legislation violates the spirit and possibly the letter of U.S. obliga-
tions under the Multi-Fiber Agreement (MFA) and the numerous bilateral agree-
ments negotiated under the auspices of the MFA. While other nations may be vio-
lating these agreements, we should not lower ourselves. I understand that the nego-
tiators for the MFA will convene again in July 1986. This is the proper place where
problems and issues relating to the international trade of textiles and apparel prod-
ucts should be addressed. This international forum was established for this purpose
and should be used for such in order to promote orderly international trade agree-
ments.

The State of Hawaii and the Pacific Basin Development Council are shocked that
this legislation treats U.S. territories such as Guam, Americar Samoa and the Com-
monwealth of Northern Mariana Islands as foreign countries. It is incomprehensible
to me that these U.S. territories receive less favorable treatment than Canada,
member states of the European Economic Community and Countries which are eli-
gible for designation as beneficiaries of the Caribbean Basin Initiative.

The proposed quotas in this bill will prevent any growth of the garment industry
in the Territories of Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands and the establish-
ment of any such industry in the Territory of Samoa.

Historically, Congress has sought to reduce the territories' financial dependence
upon the federal budget as providing incentives for economic development. An ex-
ample of these incentive programs is Headnote 3(a) of the Tariff Schedules of the
United States (TSUS) which provides quota free and duty free entry of products pro-
duced in the insular possessions provided that in the case of garment, the foreign
materials in the garment do not contain over 50% of their total value.

After repeated efforts the federal government has been successful in recruiting
garment factories to locate in the territories. These manufacturers have invested
millions of dollars to build and operate garment factories in Guam and the North-
ern Mariana Islands. The Pacific territories have looked at apparel manufacturing
and textile operations as part of their future economic independence. These oper-
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ations have provided needed employment and have lessened the territories' depend-
ence on the federal budget. This legislation would lead to the dismantling of this
promising industry.

This bill discriminates against the people of Guam who are U.S. citizens, the
people of the Northern Mariana Islands who are interim U.S. citizens and the
people of American Samoa who are U.S. nationals. These people are members of the
American family and should be treated as such. They should be able to trade freely
with American states. In addition, even if these territories were removed from the
provisions of this legislation, the established quotas would be disruptive to their cur-
rent industry.

This act also provides an import licensing program that is to be the first of its
kind. Any textile importer, however small, would be required to obtain a license
from Washington, D.C. The Commerce Department is not set up to handle this pro-
gram and it would be very burdensome on small potential importers who are locat-
ed a long distance from Washington, D.C. such as those from Hawaii and our dis-
tant Pacific territories.

I urge the Subcommittee on International Trade to recommend to the Senate Fi-
nance Committee that this legislation be tabled.

Thank you again, for the opportunity to testify.

STATEMENT OF RON. EDWARD REYES, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
TERRITORY OF GUAM

Governor REYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Lieutenant Governor Reyes from Guam, and on

behalf of the people of the Territory of Guam and the Governor of
Guam, I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify today on
S. 680.

Guam, too, opposes the passage of S. 680. 1 appreciate the Lieu-
tenant Governor of Hawaii's comments regarding the Pacific Terri-
tories.

Guam's textile industry was built on the prernse of freely enter-
ing Guam textile products into the U.S. markets, but this vital and
advantageous concession now faces disruption as the result of U.S.
textile import regulations that attempt to protect the jobs and
earnings of U.S. citizens.

In the restraint measures currently presented, the categorization
of U.S. territories as "foreign" for purposes of S. 680 is clearly in-
appropriate and should be reassessed.

The vulnerability of Guam's textile industry to textile restraint
measures will continue to impede the development of a viable in-
dustry which is currently dependent upon favorable U.S. textile
provisions. Until these vulnerability issues are properly addressed,
the current textile industry on Guam will continue to be subjected
to such adverse legislative measures as those proposed in S. 680.

The island's only textile firm is a pioneering entity, Mr. Chair-
man, currently employing about 275 garment workers, with plans
to-implement substantial expansion projects. This type of industry
lends positive benefits to Guam's economy.

Guam's reaction to the legislative measures introduced here is
that they should be revised to reflect Guam's status as a U.S. flag
territory and her population's status as U.S. citizens. We hope to
gain treatment on a par with other U.S. subdivisions in trade mat-
ters and find it difficult to understand why Guam is treated as
"foreign" for the purposes of this bill, with trade concessions inferi-
or to those granted to Canada, the more developed European na-
tions, and nations encompassed by the Caribbean Economic Recov-
ery Act.
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It is undeniable that trade policies intended for larger exporting
countries clearly disrupts small-scale industries, and often times
Guam is left without any recourse.

The United States insular possessions in the past' were obviously
in the need of a Pacific trade policy which should allow for flexibil-
ity and the opportunity to adjust accordingly to trade and market
conditions. More specifically, a textile policy designed for United
States insular possessions allowing for equitable treatment and spe-
cific trade advantages is needed. Granting such a policy may be the
ke to our effective and timely development.

Senate bill 680, Mr. Chairman, the effect of that on the U.S. Ter-
ritory of Guam is catastrophic. It would kill Guam's only textile in-
dustry, Sigallo Pac, Inc., which employs, as I said earlier, 275
American employees.

Sigallo Pac, Inc., represents a light in the tunnel for the Guama-
nian people as far as manufacturing is concerned. Until Sigallo
Pac, however, we were not able to do any manufacturing in Guam.
Sigallo took that chance, investing millions of dollars and hiring
local Guamanian Americans. It only took that chance because we
were an American territory, and because of the favorable provi-
sions of headnote 3A which permitted them to ship sweaters manu-
factured in Guam without quota or duty.

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, please allow me
to stress that we all stand to lose when Guam trade policies are
adversely affected. There is an inherent desire of Guam s people to
become a leading economic entity in the world's most active trade
region.

Guam already serves as a strategic military presence in this
region, and this, Mr. Chairman, symbolizes a stability envied by
our neighbor countries. To weaken this posture through an adverse
economic policy would not do justice to this great Nation of ours. I
believe that the strong national defense policy is in part designed
to protect the democratic and economic principles which guide our
actions. It may appear to be ironic that certain provisions of S. 680
would place Guam in an uncompetitive position with respect to the
economically aggressive nations that surround us.

The American presence is known in Guam, and to maintain this
prestige we ask the committee to consider carefully any restrictive
trade measures that would counter all that we have worked for in
Guam.

May I close, Mr. Chairman, by saying that the people of Guam
look upon the territory as both a staging area for national defense
as well as trade. The concept of developing as America's gateway to
Asia and the Pacific is one that the people of Guam would be hon-
ored to serve and protect.

By initiating policies that would strengthen Guam's economic
base, the citizens in Guam can be less dependent upon federal sub-
sidies provided. By ensuring Guamanians the right to jobs through
economic diversification, the Congress can be fully confident that
Guam will continue to grow as a gleaming example of free enter-
prise in a democratic society in the region. To achieve this, Mr.
Chairman, I suggest and recommend that we look at Guam as
America's asset with the nearest proximity to Asia and the Pacific.

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony.
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[Lieutenant Governor Reye's statement follows:]

TESTIMONY OF HON. RICARDO J. BORDALLO, GOVERNOR OF GUAM, PRESENTED BY HON.
EDWARD D. Riuys, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR OF GUAM

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. On behalf of the people of Guam, I
would like to express gratitude for the opportunity to testify before you today on S.
680.

Guam's textile industry was built on the premise of freely entering Guam textile
products into U.S. markets, but this vital and advantageous concession now faces
disruption as a result of U.S. textile import regulations that attempt to protect the
jobs and earnings of U.S. citizens. While we try to provide an assessment of the
direct impact of such legislation, it m'nu.. be recognized that such impacts are diffi-
cult to measure because the protectionist measures reading Guams trade status
have unfairly affected the proper development of Guam s infant industry so that ex-
isting conditions quite probably deviate widely from what they would be in the ab-
sence of inconsistent trade regulations. Nevertheless, in the restraint measures cur-
rently presented, the categorization of U.S. territories as "foreign" for purposes of
these bills is clearly inappropriate and should be reassessed.

The contention of S. 680 regarding the existing turmoil in the U.S. textile and
apparel markets is indeed a reality: However, market conditions have spawned a
growing concern among domestic textile manufacturers to request that Congress
impose protectionist measures upon "foreign" manufacturers by controlling import
levels, and further, by categorizing countries via current export levels. Guam, for
purposes of this bill, is considered to be an exporting country. Realistically, this
would be the ideal status as an island economy to achieve; however, given the
nature of the textile industry and past experience, Guam can only hope that this
august body will grant to it more liberal and equitable trade treatment for purposes
of generally promoting the national and economic interest of the United States, as
they apply to all of her citizens. The questions and concerns that remain lie with a
positive and progressive treatment of Guam's developing trade potential, particular-
ly for the only significant local manufacturing industry at present. The vulnerabil-
ity of Guam's textile industry to U.S. textile restraint measures will continue to
impede the development of a viable industry, which is currently dependent upon fa-
vorable U.S. textile provisions. Until these vulnerability issues are properly ad-
dressed, the current textile industry on Guam will continue to be subjected to such
adverse legislative measures as those proposed in S. 1680.

The island's only textile firm is a pioneerinL entity, currently employing about
275 garment workers, with plans to implement substantial expansion projects. The
first phase would require an additional 75-100 garment workers; the second phase
involves a pilot program designed to manufacture other lines of apparel items, re-
quiring an additional 100 garment workers. In terms of employment generation, a
total of 500 garment workers would be required. Also, these expansion phases will
require that an additional 111,000 square feet of factory space be added to the cur-
rent plant size of 40,000 square feet. Further, equipment investment and plant fix-
tures will also be needed. Such investment considerations afford the opportunity for
Guam to develop and utilize local resources to support an industry that can proper-
ly and independently operate of its own accord. This type of industry would lend
positive benefits to Guam's economy.

Guam's initial reaction to the legislative measures introduced here is that they
should be revised to reflect Guam's status as a U.S.-flag territory, and her popula-
tion's status as U.S. citizens. We would hope to gain treatment on par with other
U.S. subdivisions in trade matters, and find it difficult to understand why Guam is
treated as foreign for purposes of the bill, with trade concessions inferior to those
granted to Canada, the more developed European nations and nations encompassed
by the Caribbean Economic Recovery Act.

It is clear that the U.S. textile and apparel industry will continue to impose re-
straint measures on imports to prevent further disruption of the U.S. textile and
apparel markets. U.S. insular possessions have in the past been subjected to Federal
constraints inappropriately applied and in many instances have served as trado lab-
oratories that have been unfairly treated: for purposes of the bill Guam will not be
an exception.

It seems clear that the U.S. Federal Government may choose to impose restrictive
trade measures, in an attempt to prevent further disruption of the U.S. textile in-
dustry. Textile manufacturers engaged in U.S. textile trade are forced to reassess
their options and adjust accordingly to the conditions imposed. At this stage, we
find it to be very peculiar that foreign citizens in Canada, Europe and the Caribbe-
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an region are extended more favorable treatment by Congress than are U.S. citizens
in the Pacific.

It is undeniable that trade policies intended for larger exporting countries c-learly
disrupt small-scale industries, and, oftentimes, Guam is left without any recourse.
U.S. insular possessions as in the past, are obviously in need of a Pacific trade
policy which should allow for flexibility and the opportunity to adjust accordingly to
trade and market conditions: more specifically, a textile policy designed for U.S. in-
sular possessions allowing for equitable treatment and specific trade advantages.
Granting such a policy may be the key to our effective and timely development.

The effect of this legislation on the U.S. territory of Guam is catastrophic. It
would kill Guam's only textile industry, Sigallo Pac, Inc., which employs more than
275 American employees. Sigallo Pac, Inc., represents a light in the tunnel to the
Guamanian people. It was the very first garment manufacturing industry to take a
chance on America's most distant territory in the Pacific. As proud Americans, we
wanted and needed light manufacturing industries to provide employment and a di-
versified economic base. We cared not then, nor now for Federal doles. Until Sigallo,
however, we were unsuccessful in doing so. Sigallo took that chance investing mil-
lions of dollars and hiring local Guamanian Americans. It only took that chance be-
cause we were an American territory and because of the favorable provisions of
headnote 3a, which permitted them to ship sweaters manufactured in Guam with-
out quota or duty.

Headnote 3A regulations specifically recognized Guam and the other insular pos-
sessions unique relationship to the U.S. In enacting general headnote 3A of the
tariff schedules of the United States [TSUS], Congress recognized the need for spe-
cial treatment for products of the insular possessions. The headnote 3A program
was established to attract businesses to come to the insular possessions, thus creat-
ing jobs and revenue from local taxes. Congress knew that Guam's economy needed
and deserved special consideration in view of its relationship to the U.S. pursuant to
this tariff provision, specific country-of-origin rules were developed for products of
the possessions. The country-of-origin rules defined by S. 680 repeal these special
congressional rules.

Last year alone, Guam's only textile industry shipped 140,000 dozen sweaters to
the U.S. If it were not for the implementation of the new country-of-origin rules,
Sigallo Pac would have been able to ship 160,000 dozen sweaters. S. 680 and its
House counterpart, H.R. 1562, would devastatingly reduce the number of sweaters
that could be shipped to the U.S. The consequences being that Guam's only textile
industry would be forced to close its doors, lay off its 275 employees, deprive Guam
of a much needed source of revenue, and more importantly, dampen any other U.S.
business notions of coming to do business in Guam.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, please allow me to stress that we
all stand to lose when trade policies adversely affect Guam. There is an inherent
desire of Guam's people to become a leading economic entity in the world's most
active trade region. Guam already serves as a strategic military presence in the
region and this, Mr. Chairman, symbolizes a stability envied by our neighbor coun-
tries. To weaken this posture through adverse economic policy would not do justice
to this great nation of ours. I believe that the strong national defense policy is in
part designed to protect the democratic and economic principles which guide our ac-
tions. It may appear to be ironic that certain provisions in S. 680 would place Guam
in an uncompetitive position with respect to the aggressive counterpart nations that
surround us. The American presence is known in Guam and to maintain this pres-
tige, we ask the committee to consider carefully any restrictive trade measures that
would counter all that we have worked for in Guam.

May I close, Mr. Chairman, by saying that the people of Guam look upon the ter-
ritory as both a staging area for national defense as well as trade. The concept of
developing as America's gateway to Asia and the Pacific is one that the people of
Guam would be honored to serve and protect. By initiating policies that would
strengthen Guam's economic base, the citizens in Guam can be less dependent upon
Federal subsidies provided. By ensuring Guamanians the right to jobs through eco-
nomic diversification, the Congress can be fully confident that Guam will continue
to grow as a gleaming example of free enterprise in a democratic society in the
region. To achieve this, Mr. Chairman, let us look at Guam as America's asset with
the nearest proximity to Asia and the Pacific.

I thank you.
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RESOLUTION

TEXTILE and TRADE ENFORCENEHT ACT OF 196%

WHEREAS. H.R.l62 and 9.66o, Xnowfl 4s the Textile
and Trade Enforcement Act of 1985, place the

3,0uMP. ae" territories of the United States within the definition
twr"Mae SOo N*a oreflvn countries" end

WHEREAS, garment end apparel produota of the
United Statea Pacific territories will be placed under
quotas as the products of foreign countries. and

oes" WHEREAS, the proposed quotas will prevent any
growth of the garment Industry In the Territories of
Guam and the Northern Marlana Islands and will prevent

lw~ om L 3.0 the foundation of any such Industry in the Territory
IIMIN of American Samoa& and

WHIREAS, the garment industry in the Territories
of Guam end the Northern Mariane Island& provides the
people of the territories with employment
opportunity le and the governments with significant
revenues. and

WHEREAS, tho people of Guea are U.S. cItizens,
the people of the Northern Mariana Zslands are Interim
U.S. aittseno and the people of American Samoa are
U.S. nationals, and

WHEREAS, the people of the United States
territories located in the Pacific are members of the
AmerLcaA f a ly, and

WHEREAS, It Is basic to such a relationship that
the AmerLen territoriec be able to trade freely with
American state,

THERIEFORE, SE IT RESOLVED by the Board of
Direotora of the Pacific Basin Development Council
that the Governors of the American Peoafic Islands ere
strongly opposed to the passage of either N.A. 1562 or
S. 660 or any legislative effort which attempts to
define American territories as foreign countries end
excludo them from eabership in the American family,
and
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RESOLUTION
August 23. 15S
Page 2

39 IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copajq of this
resolution be treneaLtted to the kembers of the
CongreaeeoneI commLttee whiah are now or &ay later
undertake the review of theee legislatLve bills.

Augut 23. 1965 0ZCA LO................ 0eh and

Date of Approval .' e ovarnor of Guem

Vice President and
I T ., MGovernor of American Samoa

No irris '"Ziia-TNOM II
eCutivo Director Seareevy and

Governor of the
N. Nriena Islande

Director of Planning
and Programs

Treasurer and
Governor of Hawe1
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Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Senator Matsunaga.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am certain that people of Guam were shocked to be treated as a

foreign country, and so were the people of the Northern Marianas.
Since we haven't had any expressions from anyone from the North-
ern Marianas, how will the Northern Marianas be affected by this
bill before us?

Mr. KOSACI. Senator, the Northern Mariana Islands will be af-
fected in the same devastating way that Guam is going to be affect-
ed. Our three companies, which we have, will end up shutting
down, because the amount that will be allocated for the Northern
Mariana Islands will be too small for an industry to flourish. And
as a result, our unemployment, which is presently at 11 percent,
will raise to 18 percent as a result of this bill.

For us, the garment industry means employment-that is the im-
portant benefit of that industry. This is our very first manufactur-
ing industry in our small island. The island of Saipan is only 12
miles long and 4 miles wide-a very small population.

We are training our people to learn how to work in the manufac-
turing industry for the Job Training Partnership Act, and we have
been very successful in placing a large number of local people into
the manufacturing industry.

Our Government has mandated higher employment figures of
local people on an escalating basis through the years. So it is a
very significant employer at present, the second-largest employer
in our economy, other than tourism. And for the future, it is basi-
cally where our future lies.

Senator MATSUNAGA. What about the concern expressed by pro-
ponents of the measure that the U.S. territories in the Pacific will
serve as the site for transshipment of Asian products?

Mr. KoSAcK. This is a concern to us, as well. And as a result of
that, the U.S. Customs Service sent two officers-for that and actu-
ally other purposes as well-in May of this year to the Northern
Mariana Islands. They spent 1 week there. At the end of I week's
stay, our Government asked then, "What could we do to tighten
up our anti-transshipment enforcement procedures, under an ideal
system?" They gave us ideas of inspecting every single garment
panel that comes in, every box that comes in, comparing it with
styles that have been approved, the rulings from Customs. We have
gone ahead and adopted that. They were very surprised by that, be-
cause they felt that was an ideal type, that it was not cost-effective.
The U.S. Customs themselves doesn't have that sort of enforce-
ment.

But the industry is important enough to us that we want to show
that we are going to take very strong action to prevent it.

We have also penalized it, as well, by making it a criminal viola-
tion, which could result in 5 years' imprisonment, and administra-
tive procedures for loss of quota for any manufacturer who is
caught engaged in transshipment.

Senator MATSUNAGA. If I may ask one more question of Lieuten-
ant Governor Waihee, Mr. Chairman?

SenatorDANFORTH. Yes, Senator.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. I am sure you agree with the intent of the
bill, just as I do, that we ought to do whatever is possible to save
American jobs.

Now, in your statement, you seem to express the view that by
inclusion of Hawaii in the bill, that no American jobs would be
saved on the mainland of the United States, but in fact, about 3,000
jobs would be lost in Hawaii. What is your rationale for that?

Lieutenant Governor WAIHEE. Well, essentially, Senator, that is
what it is all about for us, and that is the protection of American
jobs-and we are looking at Hawaiian-American jobs.

We have an industry which uses material that can only be gotten
from the countries that would be affected by this bill. It began as
the result of the importation of these materials.

So, it is a situation where an industry arose which did not arise
as a result of substitution of foreign materials for domestic prod-
ucts, No. 1. Second, at the price of materials that we use, it is not
conducive to be produced on the mainland United States. So, we
find ourselves in the strange position of not being able to purchase
these goods.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Have you made any effort to get similar
products from mainland textile manufacturers?

Lieutenant Governor WAIHEE. The industry in Hawaii has at-
tempted to do that; but for a number of reasons which make good
economic sense, the industry in America, mainly because of the
quantities involved in the garment industry in Hawaii-the quanti-
ties involved would be too small to make it economically feasible,
really, for American mills to get into it in a realistic way.

Senator MATSUNAGA. I see I am exceeding my time, Mr. Chair-
man. Do you have any questions?

Senator DANFORTH. I don't have any questions.
Gentlemen, thank you both very much for your testimony.
Lieutenant Governor WAIHEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. ZSCHAU. Thank you.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you for your indulgence, Mr. Chair-

man.
Senator DANFORTH. We have 16 witnesses to go, and I am going

to have to leave, myself, in a bit. My hope is that another Senator
will come to take over the chair.

I am going to ask the witnesses to please try to observe the time
limit, and even beat it if possible.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, before we go to the next
panel, I ask unanimous consent that the opening statement of Sen-
ator Pryor be included in the record in the appropriate place.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you. Without objection.
The next panel: Mr. Kirk Rovinsky, president, Burk Manufactur-

ing Co., Bossier City, LA; Mr. Norman Rubenstein, president, Para-
mount Cap Manufacturers Co., Bourbon, MO, on behalf of the
Headwear Institute of America; Mr. James Hagale, president,
Hagale Industries, Ozark, MO; and Mr. William Scheyer, North
Bergen Piece Dye Works, North Bergen, NJ, on behalf of Silk &
Rayon Printers and Dyers Association of America.

Gentlemen, if there is no objection on your part, we will proceed
as your names appear on the witness list.
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Mr. Rovinsky, woald you go first?
Mr. ROVINSKY. Sure.

STATEMENT OF KIRK ROVINSKY, PRESIDENT, BURK
MANUFACTURING CO., INC., BOSSIER CITY, LA

Mr. ROVINSKY. Thank you, Senator Danforth.
My name is Kirk Arthur Rovinsky; I am president of Burk Man-

ufacturing Co, Inc. Burk Manufacturing is a privately owned man-
ufacturer of outdoor clothing, officing in Bossier City, LA. We oper-
ate three manufacturing facilities and one distribution center cur-
rently employing 150 people. We possess employment capacity of
300 people. I am the third generation of family leadership since the
company founding in 1926.

Mr. Chairman, it is my desire not to repeat statistics concerning
garment comsumption and employment, previously mentioned in
prior testimony.

Between 1981 and 1984, 1,610,000 American jobs were lost across
various industries due to imports. This figure is sufficient.

Today, I hope to communicate the impact that no viable import
legislation has on my firm and our local economy.

Burk manufacturing facilites are located in Magnolia, AR; Hope,
AR; and Mansfield, LA, which are basically small towns between
4,000 and 8,000 people in rural trade areas. Ninety percent of our
work force is female. Women of all races and national origin com-
pose this work force. Although many males are employed in agri-
cultural sectors, our facilities provide the only viable employment
for females in these rural economies. Many of these women are
single parents, heading households and supporting children.

Since 1973, imports have gained a consistently larger share of
the domestic market. Consequently, a tremendous number of gar-
ment manufacturers in our local trade area have gone completely
out of business. Results include high unemployment figures and an
increased burden on welfare and other social service roles.

These companies are not closing due to an inefficient work force;
my people are excellent. They provide an efficient day's work and
only ask a reasonable day's pay. Our facilities are state of the art.

Garment plants close because of improper import legislation. A
brief list of local garment plant closings during this decade in our
local trade area is documented in the statement I-have submitted.

Over 2,500 jobs were exported by these plant closings. Needless
to say, thousand of companies across the Nation and hundreds of
thousands of workers are also affected.

Prior to 1985, the AT&T assembly plant in Shreveport, LA, pro-
vided additional female employment opportunities. Now, with mas.
sive Shreveport and nationwide permanent cutbacks, this is no
longer an alternative. High-technology industries has not arrived
in these rural areas and will not be a presence in coming years. It
is our responsibility to strengthen our basic industries. Senate bill
680 moves in the right direction.

From a national security standpoint, the Defense Personnel Sup-
port Center states its concerns over a shrinking textile and cloth-
ing industry. The industry's ability to outfit our forces in a state of
emergency can be questioned. Burk Manufacturing Co., Inc., sup-
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plied the U.S. military for World War II and the Korean and Viet-
nam requirements. S. 680 will ensure our ability to respond in a
crisis.

I am not here to cry about import competition. There are no se-
crets to importing, as any businessman may explore these avenues.
However, Burk Manufacturing has not produced one garment over-
seas, out of commitment to our employees, our American suppliers,
and our industry. My grandfather produced clothing in the United
States for our U.S. markets; currently my brother and I are pro-
ducing in the United States for our U.S. markets; hopefully, one
day our children will produce clothing in the United States for our
markets. Without S. 680, this is an improbability.

As you can see, Senator Danforth, I am not looking at short-term
bottom-line profitability. Our desire is continuous modernization
through implementation of state-of-the-art equipment. Without the
elimination of the loopholes presently a problem in our current
import legislation, we cannot continue to commit the capital neces-
sary to do so. S. 680 will allow Burk Manufacturing and thousands
of others to pursue these opportunities.

Retailers, importers, and domestic manufacturers are all in the
same boat: we depend on a strong U.S. economy for survival. All
segments can work together. S. 680 will promote fair and free en-
trance to U.S. markets while preserving the backbone of our econo-
my: sufficient employment opportunity for all.

Please pass S. 680.
Senator Danforth, I appreciate the opportunity to express my

views.
Sanator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Rubenstein.
[Mr. Rovinsky's written testimony follows:]
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Thank you Mr. Chairman, my name is Kirk Arthur Rovinsky; I am President of

Burk Manufacturing Company, Incorporated. Burk Manufacturing is a privately

owned manufacturer of Outdcor Utility clothing. Officing in Bossier City,

Louisiana, we operate three manufacturing facilities and one distribution

center currently employing 150 people. I am the third generation of family

leadership since company founding in 1926.

Mr. Chairman, it is my desire not to repeat statistics concerning garment

consumption and employment previously mentioned in prior testimony. Between

1981, and 1984, one million, six hundred and ten thousand American jobs were

lost due to Imports. This figure is sufficient. Today I hope to communicate

the impact no viable Import Legislation has on my firm, and our local economy.

Burk Manufacturing Company facilities are located in Magnolia, Arkansas Hope,

Arkansas, and Mansfield, Louisiana, which are basically small towns in rural

trade areas. 90% of our work force is female. Women of all races, and national

origin compose this work force. Although many males are employed in

Agricultural sectors in these rural economies, our facilities provide the

only viable employment for females. Many of these women, are single parents

heading households, and supporting children. In many two parent families,

our employees are the sole income earners.

Since 1973, Imports have gained a consistently larger share of the domestic

market. Consequently, a tremendous number of garment manufacturers in our

local trade area have gone completely out of business. Results include high

unemployment figures, and an increased burden on Welfare, and other Social

Service rolls. These companies are not closing due to an inefficient work
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force. Our people are excellent. They provide an efficient days work, and

only ask a reasonable days pay. Garment plants closed because of improper

Import Legislation. A brief list of local garment plant closings during this

decade in the Burk Manufacturing trade area is documented in this statement.

Over twenty five hundred jobs were exported by these plant closings. These

plant closings are limited to a 150 mile radius of Bossier City, Louisiana.

Needles to say, thousands of companies accross the nation are also affected.

Prior to 1985 the AT & T assembly plant in Shreveport, Louisiana, provided

additional female employment opportunities. Now, with massive Shreveport,

and nationwide permanent cut-backs this is no longer an alternative. High

Tech industries have not arrived in these rural areas, and will not be a

presence in coming years. It is our responsibility to strengthen our basic

industries. S.680 moves in the right direction.

From a national security standpoint, the Defense Personnel Support Center

states its concerns over a shrinking Textile and Clothing Industry. The

industry's ability to outfit our forces in a state of emergency can be

questioned. Burk Manufacturing Company, Incorporated supplied the U.S.

Military for World War II, Korean, and Vietnam requirements. S.680 will ensure

our ability to respond in crisis.

I am not here to cry about Import competition. There are no secerets to

Importing, as any businessman may explore these avenues. However, Burk

Manufacturing has not produced one garment overseas out of commitment to our

employees, our American suppliers and our industry. My grandfather produced

clothing in the U.S.A. for our U.S.A. markets. My brother and I are producing
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clothing in the U.S.A., for our U.S.A. markets. Hopefully, one day our children

will produce clothing in the U.S.A. for our U.S.A. markets. Without S.680,

this is an improbability.

As you see Mr. Chairman, I am not looking at short term bottom line

profitability. Unlike many large corporations, who have testified before

you, Burk Manufacturing is committed to doing what is right. S.680 will allow

Burk Manufacturing and thousands of others to pursue these opportunities.

Retailers, Importers, and Domestic manufacturers are all in the same boat.

We depend on a strong U.S. economy for survival. All segments can work

together. S.680 will promote fair and free entrance to U.S. Markets, while

preserving the backbone of our economy; sufficient employment opportunity.

Please Pass S.680.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to express my views on behalf of

Burk Manufacturing employees, our suppliers and industry. I commend your

interest in these difficult problems. I will be pleased to answer any questions

you may have.
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GARMENT PLANT CLOSINGS-

ARKANSAS-

Magnolia, Arkansas
Hope, Arkansas
Junction City, Arkansas
Prescott, Arkansas
Stephens, Arkansas
Arkadelphia, Arkanas
Crosset, Arkansas
Hamburq, Arkansas

LOUISIANA

DuBach, La.
Plain Dealing, La.
Vivian, La.
Many, La.
Jonesville, La.
Port Barre, La.
Olla, La.
Shreveport, La.
Nachictoches, La.
Mansfield, La.
Ringold, La.
Farmerville, La.
Coushatta, La.
Pleasant Hill, La.

TEXAS

Marshall, Tx.
Kilgore, Tx.
Longview, Tx.
Carthage, Tx.
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GAIUOINY PLANT CLOSINGS- Within a 150 wile radius of Shrevoport
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STATEMENT OF NORMAN RUBENSTEIN, PRESIDENT, PARAMOUNT
CAP MANUFACTURERS CO., BOURBON, MO, ON BEHALF OF THE
HEADWEAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Mr. RUBENSTEIN. Like the gentlemen before me, we thank you

for the opportunity to speak here.
My name is Norman Rubenstein. I am a director of the Head-

wear Institute of America and the president of Paramount Cap
Manufacturing Co. of Bourbon, MO. We have been in business close
to 60 years, and through that time have enjoyed a prosperous busi-
ness, and our employees have been happy. We operate in rural Mis-
souri, and our people are average working people who depend upon
our industry, upon our business in many of the towns where we are
the sole industry in three different counties in Missouri.

But recently we have had severe problems. The domestic head-
wear industry has attempted to work within the Multifiber Agree-
ment to obtain proper relief from market disruption and in some
cases illegal imports of headwear; but we have been extremely dis-
satisfied with the results obtained.

For this reason, the headwear industry is supporting the passage
of the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.

The industry's frustration with the current system is exemplified
by current fraudulent imports of manmade fiber headwear from
Taiwan and Korea. These people have been cheating, lying on their
visa statements, and we think have stolen -bs from our employees.

For example, there is a dozen caps which everyone in the indus-
try knows weighs close to 2 pounds. So they have been lying and
cheating orn their visa statements, and they have been shipping, re-
ducing it to 1 pound per dozen, where they are sending in twice as
many caps as they normally would.

Fortunately for the industry, the customs people in Seattle dis-
covered this fraud and called it to the attention of CITA. But after
1/2 years, little or no action was taken. And finally, at the behest
of the industry, they decided to respond to this problem and to
limit shipments to 750,000 pounds over a 3-year period. This 3-year
period is insignificant, because it means nothing to the people from
Taiwan.

I might add that that penalty was subjected only upon Taiwan;
nothing was done about Korea. And here we are, 1V2 years later,
and nothing has been done about the fraudulent understatement of
visa weights from Taiwan.

So far as the headwear is concerned, the MFA is not worth a
damn.

Not only are they stealing our jobs, but in order to avoid the
quotas that have been set up they are cutting goods in Taiwan and
Korea, sending them to the Philippine Islands, and from the Philip-
pine Islands in the last 4 or 5 years we have documentation to
show that their imports of this product have increased 500 percent.

And now we are faced with monumental-market disruption. The
People's Republic of China is now sending goods in. Our ware-
houses are full of goods. Our customers' warehouses are full of
goods. There is no bottom to the price. There is total disruption in
the marketplace. And everyone in our industry is running scared.
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Frankly, sir, after 60 years in business, for the first time in our
history we are running scared, and we don't know what the future
will hold for us.

We urge you and plead with you to pass this new bill to give us a
chance to succeed in the future.

Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Mr. Hagale.
(Mr. Rubenstein's written testimony follows:]
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S. 680

Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985

September 12, 1985
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STATEMENT OF NORMAN RUBENSTEIN, DIRECTOR OF THE
HEADWEAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA AND PRESIDENTj

PARAMOUNT CAP MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Summary

0 The domestic headwear industry has attempted to work
within the 1WFA to obtain proper relief from market-
disrupting, and in some cases illegal, imports of head-
wear, but has been extremely dissatisfied with the
results obtained under the Multi-Fiber Arrangement
(MFA), as it is currently being enforced. For this
reason, the domestic headwear industry is supporting the
passage of the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act
of 1985.

" The industry's frustration with the current system is
exemplified by fraudulent imports of man-made fiber
headwear from Taiwan and Korea. In early 1984, the U.S.
Customs Service discovered that imports of man-made
fiber headwear from Taiwan and Korea were entering the
United States with understated visa weights, thus cir-
cumventing the existing quota levels.

* Customs halted this practice, but prior to its discovery
such understating occurred in earlier years, resulting
in substantial overshipments beyond legal quotas in
these periods as well.

* Beginning in March 1984, the domestic headwear industry
urged the Committee for the Implementation of Textile
Agreements (CITA) to quantify the volume of overship-
ments of man-made fiber headwear from Korea and Taiwan
which occurred in earlier years due to understating and
to deduct this quantity from current quota levels. Such
compensation for fraudulent shipments is called for
under the terms of our bilateral agreements, which were
negotiated under the auspices of the MFA.

* After a full year of repeated requests for response to
this massive fraud, no action had yet been taken.

* It took one and one-half years after the initial disco-
very of this problem for the U.S. Government to respond.
However, rather than charge the fraudulent shipments to
the 1985 quota, the U.S. allowed Taiwan to allocate the
total overshipments of 750,000 pounds over three years.
The domestic headwear industry was outraged by this
decision by the U.S. Government to stretch the "penalty"
for Taiwan's dvershipments over so many years, which is
virtually painless for the Taiwanese and amounts to no
penalty at all.

* To date, no action whatsoever has yet been taken by the
U.S. Government with respect to Korea, which was just as
guilty as Taiwan of understating visa weights on man-
made fiber headwear.
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STATEMENT OF NORMAN RUBENSTEIN, DIRECTOR OF THE
HEADWEAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA AND PRESIDENT

PARAMOUNT CAP MANUFACTURING COMPANY

My name is Norman Rubenstein. I am a member of the

Board of Directors of the Headwear Institute of America, a

trade association ofrepresenting domestic manufacturers of

headwear, and the president of Paramount Cap Manufacturing

Company, headquartered in Bourbon, Missouri. I am pleased

to have the opportunity to testify before you today

regarding the total dissatisfaction of the domestic headwear

industry with the current administration of the Multi-Fiber

Arrangement, which has prompted the industry's vigorous to

support the passage of the Textile and Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act of 1985. I would also like to call your

attention to the joint written statement which has already

been submitted to the Committee on behalf of the Headwear

Institute of America and the Amalgamated Clothing and

Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO. The statement treats in

more detail some of the concerns which I will address today.

The Multi-Fiber Arrangement and the bilateral agreements

that the United States have negotiated under the MFA have

been a miserable failure. They have failed to achieve their

stated purpose -- the prevention of market disruption in the

United States. The central reason for this failure has been

the ineffective administration of the bilateral agreements,

including the constant failure of the United States to

avail itself of the actions plainly allowed for in the MFA

and the bilateral agreements. The experience of the

domestic headwear industry with surging headwear imports and
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massive fraud perpetrated by foreign suppliers provides a

microcosm, in all aspects, of the failure of the MFA, as it

is currently being administered and enforced.

In early 1984, the U.S. Customs Service discovered that

man-made fiber headwear imports from Taiwan and Korea were

entering the United States with understated visa weights,

thus enabling the Taiwanese and the Koreans to enter

hundreds of thousands more dozens of headwear than was pro-

perly allowed under the existing quotas, which are expressed

in pounds. Following the discovery of this problem in early

1984, due to the diligent work of the U.S. Customs Service,

man-made fiber headwear shipments from Taiwan and Korea with

suspected understated visa weights were held up and not

allowed to enter the United States until a proper visa

weight was obtained from the foreign suppliers. Proper

charges to quotas have reportedly been made since the time

of the initial discovery of the understated visa weights.

Domestic headwear producers were concerned about the

damage caused by this fraudulent practice in earlier years,

which had resulted in the shipment of substantial quantities

of imports of man-made fiber headwear from Taiwan and Korea

well above the allowed quota levels in these earlier years.

From March 1984 on, the domestic headwear producers and

workers strongly and continually urged the Committee for the

Implementation of Textile Agreements (CITA), which is the
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responsible government agency,-/ to quantify the volume of

overshipments which occurred in earlier years due to

understating and to deduct this quantity of illegal man-made

fiber headwear imports from the current year's quota levels

for Taiwan and Korea. Such a quota adjustment for fraudu-

lent imports was not only called for under the terms of our

bilateral agreements with Korea and Taiwan, but was the

minimum action that should have been taken to maintain the

integrity of the agreements and to discourage further fraud.

CITA reported in the Federal Register of May 9, 1985

that following consultations held with the Taiwanese in

mid-April, and pending the results of further negotiations

scheduled for May 20, the U.S. Government had decided to

charge the calculated overshipments of 750,000 pounds to the

current quota level for Taiwan, an action which the domestic

industry had been recommending since the problem first

became known. This poundage of overshipments, which under-

takes the magnitude of the problem in our view, translates

into 5.5 million pieces of headwear. In early June, the

domestic industry was shocked to learn that at the May 20

negotiations, CITA had backed off its original decision to

charge the 750,000 pounds of overshipped headwear to the

current year, and instead caved in to the Taiwanese request

I/ The Committee for the Implementation of Textile
Agreements is an interagency body comprised of represen-
tatives from the Commerce Department, the Office of the
United States Trade Representative, the State
Department, the Labor Department, and the Treasury
Department.
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tocharge the illegal shipments in equal amounts of only

250,000 pounds in each of the next three years -- 1985,

1986, and 1987 -- virtually gutting the remedy originally

decided upon.

The domestic industry was told by U.S. Government offi-

cials that one reason for the decision to spread the calcu-

lated quota reduction over three years was that the full

charge of all illegal shipments to the 1985 quota would have

caused problems and inconvenience to the Taiwanese. The

domestic industry fails to accept that this inconvenience,

no matter how great, has any relevance at all to a proper

response to the years of systemic, fraudulent headwear ship-

ments by the Taiwanese. The domestic industry, which was

hurt by these illegal, fraudulent imports, was outraged by

the final resolution of the problem with respect to Taiwan,

particularly since the industry spent more than one year and

an enormous amount of time and effort with the Executive

Branch and on Capital Hill to have this matter looked into

and resolved under the procedures available under the MFA.

To add insult to injury, it must be emphasized that no

action whatsoever has ever been taken by the U.S. Government

with respect to Korea, which was just as guilty as Taiwan of

understating visa weights on man-made fiber headwear.

Direct evidence of this understating by Korean producers is

contained in a June 1984 telex from a major Korean headwear

producer and exporter, which explicitly describes the quota
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shortages of approximately 35 percent then being faced by

the Koreans due to the enforcement of proper visa weights by

the U.S. Customs Service. (See Attachment A.) The domestic

industry has repeatedly provided the U.S. Government with

copies of this telex on several occasions, but to date, no

action has been taken to adjust the Korean quotas for ille-

gal overshipment of man-made fiber headwear in earlier

years.

The outrage does not stop here. The events described

above have not been occurring in a vacuum. While the

domestic industry was waiting for the resolution of the

problem of understated visa weights on man-made fiber head-

wear from Taiwan and Korea, these two countries were busy

implementing additional ways of circumventing the man-made

fiber headwear quotas.

For example, industry sources learned that in mid-1982,

a new man-made fiber headwear operation was established in

the Philippines; reportedly, all of the fabric and other raw

materials are made available from Taiwan and are then

assembled in the Philippines. In 1982, following the set-up

of the new headwear operation supplied by the Taiwanese,

imports from the Philippines rose by over 500 percent from

the 1981 level and have risen in every year since that time.

The domestic industry has requested that a separate quota be

established on man-made fiber headwear from the Philippines
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in order to control this surge, and to prevent the Taiwanese

from circumventing the quota on their shipments, but no

results have been forthcoming.

Another means utilized by Taiwan and Korea to circumvent

the restraints on man-made fiber headwear has been to change

the fiber blend of the fabric in order to change the import

classification from man-made fiber headwear to cotton head-

wear, which is not currently covered by quotas, resulting in

a harmful surge of imports of cotton headwear. To make mat-

ters worse, the domestic industry has recently learned that

much of the cotton headwear which has been entering from

Korea and Taiwan is actually man-made fiber headwear which

is being misclassified. If, as the domestic industry

believes, this misclassification was rampant in earlier

years prior to its discovery by the U.S. Customs Service in

early 1985, then, like the understating of visa weights,

this is another way in which the Taiwanese and the Koreans

have managed to illegally ship man-made fiber headwear into

the United States at levels well above those allowed by the

mutually agreed-upon quotas determined by the bilateral

agreements negotiated under the MFA.

The disruption to the domestic industry caused by these

various practices of the Taiwanese and Korean headwear manu-

facturers has been compounded by the emergence of the

People's Republic of China (PRC) as a major supplier of

headwear to the U.S. market in recent years. In 1984, the
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PRC was the largest supplier of cotton headwear to the

United States; furthermore, in 1984 and in the first quarter

of 1985, the PRC was the fastest growing supplier of man-

made fiber headwear to the United States. The rapid

emergence of a new market player of this size has further

intensified the market disruption already being caused by

surging low-priced imports from Taiwan, Korea, and other

suppliers.

Thus, the experience of the domestic headwear industry

encapsulates all of the many reasons which have prompted the

introduction of S. 680 and the massive support which it has

gathered. The problem is exemplified by the problem of

understated visa weights on man-made fiber headwear from

Korea and Taiwan, where delay between discovery of the

problem and action by the U.S. Government was unconscionably

long and the final result has been a weak "penalty" which

effectively rewards the Taiwanese exporters responsible for

fraudulent, illegal headwear shipments. Furthermore, no

action has yet been taken by the U.S. Government to adjust

the quota on man-made fiber headwear imports from Korea for

illegal shipments from that country.

Therefore, due to the ineffectiveness of the MPA in pro-

viding relief for the import problems confronted by the

domestic headwear industry, such as those cited in this sta-

tement, the domestic headwear industry is strongly sup-

porting the passage of the Textile and Apparel Trade
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Enforcement Act of 1985. This legislation offers the only

viable means of correcting the weak and ineffective admini-

stration and enforcement of the MFA. The passage of S. 680

is necessary to achieve the goals for which the MFA was

designed.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES A. HAGALE, PRESIDENT, HAGALE
INDUSTRIES, INC., OZARK, MO

Mr. HAGALE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Jim Hagale, president of Hagale Industries, and I am pleased to
have the opportunity to represent our 1,100 coworkers in nine
rural communities in the State of Missouri.

Our concern is that the United States is being reduced to a con-
sumer nation. We imported a record $123 billion more in goods in
1984 than American industry was able to sell abroad. That figure
takes on even more significance when you look at the rate of esca-
lation of the trade deficit, which stood at just $40 billion in 1982
and is projected to reach between $160 billion and $180 billion in
1985.

Virtually every major industry is being affected by import pene-
tration. The Commerce Department reflects a negative trade bal-
ance in 15 of the 20 major industries that they track. It is a trend
that threatens the economy, the social fabric, and the security of
the Nation. We are losing jobs, we discourage investment in capital
goods and technology, we diminish our zeal for research and devel-
opment, and we reduce our capability to manufacture products vi-
tally necessary to the defensive posture of this country.

The international trading system is not functioning properly.
Our Government has neglected it, while foreign countries have
abused it.

As Americans, we have always been willing to share our re-
sources, our technology, and our markets; but we are unwilling to
give up access to our own developed economic environment.

The steel and automobile industries are very visible examples of
the U.S. trade problems; yet, a much larger industry, the fiber, tex-
tile, and apparel complex, is now staggering under the weight of
uncontrolled import penetration. Although already heavily impact-
ed by imports, which captured 50 percent of the American market
in 1984 compared with import penetration of only 25 percent in the
steel and automobile industries, this vital industry still provides
employment for more than 2 million Americans in 49 of the 50
States.

Between 1980 and 1984, textile and apparel imports increased at
an average rate of 19 percent, displacing 300,000 American work-
ers. The growth of the U.S. market for textile and apparel products
during that same 4-year period was only 1 percent.

The combined wages in 1983 of the U.S. textile and apparel
workers amounted to $24.6 billion. To allow these jobs and these
incomes to be further eroded seems to ignore the impact on the
lives and the communities where alternative job opportunities do
not exist. The textile and apparel jobs are helping those who need
help most in supporting their families and in trying to ensure that
their children have a little better chance. Sixty-five percent of the
workers in this industry are women, and 27 percent are minori-
ties-highest percentage of any industry for these two groups.

The American textile and apparel industry is the most modern
and productive of any in the world. Productivity has increased 4.2
percent in textiles and 3.9 percent in apparel in each of the years
between 1974 and 1984. This compares with productive gains for all
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manufacturing of only 1.9 percent for the same period. In addition,
wage-rate increases have been held to only 75 percent of the na-
tional average. Nevertheless, imports have continued to grow at an
ever-increasing rate.

America is no longer the dominant giant, selling its goods to war
torn and economically and technically inferior countries. Our Gov-
ernment can no longer hold on to the philosophically praiseworthy
but terribly outdated commitment to free trade in a world where
free trade is a myth.

Our Government's efforts to stop unfair trade practices have
been embarrassingly ineffective. It is obvious that more decisive
and specific action is necessary.

The American worker only seeks the opportunity to earn his own
way and to leave for his children an environment filled with oppor-
tunities and incentives that has been the birthright of Americans
for generations. The American worker, who is simultaneously the
American taxpayer and the American consumer, is no longer inter-
ested in theoretical discussions of textbook economics; they seek
practical solutions to very real problems.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Scheyer.
[Mr. Hagale's written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT BY JAMES A. HAGALE, FOR HAGALE INDUSTRIES, INC.

1. U. S. has become a consumer nation.

A. Trade deficit amounted to $123 billion in 1984, compared to $40
billion in 1982, and projected at up to $180 billion in 1985.

B. Composition of imports has changed from primarily fuel and raw
materials to manufactured goods.

C. Primary exports now are corn, soybeans and coal, primary imports
are autos/trucks, electronics and apparel products.

D. Change in imports to manufactured items has resulted in loss of
job opportunities.

II. Fiber, Textile and Apparel complex is now staggering under uncontrolled
imports.

A. Imported apparel items - 50% of American market in 1984, compared to
25% in the highly affected steel and auto industries.

B. Textile and apparel industry provides 2,000,000 jobs directly.

C. Between 1980 and 1984, textile and apparel imports increased 19%
annually, displacing 300,000 workers.

D. Textile and apparel imports account for 13% of trade deficit.

E. Textile and apparel workers - 65% women and 27% minorities.

F. Every producing country seeks to sell products in America.

G. Competition is primarily from Far Eastern countries with $1.00 per
hour average earnings and as low as .16C.

III. Textile/Apparel Enforcement Act of 1985 designed to apply KFA import
growth rates to major low wage Far Eastern producers who are shipping
substantially above their appropriate level of imports.

A. Provide additional support which is required.

B. Evidence exists that increased imports result in higher profit
margins not reduced prices for the consumer.

C. A continued trade deficit will further erode America's position
in the world economy.

D. Need to provide American textile and apparel worker with opportunity
to earn his own way and provide opportunities for his children.

IV. Congressional support of Senate Bill 680 is needed to demonstrate to the
world that we are determined to defend our home markets and unwilling to
deprive our workers of their right to earn a decent wage.
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Mr. Chairman and Honorable Members of the Senate Subcommittee on

International Trade:

I am James A. Hagale, President of Hagale Industries, Inc., and I am

appreciative of the opportunity to speak on behalf of the Textile/Apparel

Trade Enforcement Act of 1985, Senate Bill 680.

The United States, once the merchandiser to the world, is being reduced

to a consumer nation. We imported a record $123 billion more in goods in 1984

than American industry was able to sell abroad. Not only is this a staggering

figure when taken alone, it takes on even more significance when you consider

the rate of escalation of our trade deficit which stood at just $40 billion

in 1982 and is projected to reach between $160 and $180 billion in 1985. In

addition, the nature of our trade deficit has changed dramatically in its

composition. In the 1970's, we were importing primarily fuel and raw materials

with the trend almost totally reversing by 1984 when 72% of the deficit was

manufactured goods. Virtually every major industry is being affected by

imports. The Commerce Department reflects a negative trade balance in 15 of

20 major industries that they follow. In 1984, the three major imports into the

United States were automobiles, trucks and electronic products, the three

major exports were corn, soybeans and coal. This scenario Is the classic

definition of a colonial economy. An economy that exports raw materials
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and agricultural products and imports manufactured goods. It is certainly

not the description of the kind of economy we envision ourselves to have

as the dominate industrial power of the world. It is a trend that threatens

the economy, the social fabric and security of the nation, as we lose job

opportunities, discourage investment in capital goods and technology,

diminish our zeal for research and development and reduce our capability to

manufacture products vitally important to the defensive posture of our

country.

The International trading system is not functioning properly. Our

government has neglected it, while other countries have abused it. We

cannot afford as a country nor can the rest of the free world afford to see

the trading system destroyed but, to be effective, the system must be

creditable and it can only be creditable if we enforce existing trade

agreements and defend our trading rights. As Americans, we have always

been willing to share our resources, technology and markets but we are

unwilling to give up access to our own developed economic environment.

Government cannot be expected to solve every problem but it can put

emphasis on a fair and equitable trade policy and give American producers

and workers a fair-chance. The steel and automobile industries are highly

disable examples of the United States trade problems. Yet a much larger

industry, the fiber, textile and apparel complex, is now staggering under

the weight of uncontrolled import penetration. Although already heavily

impacted by imports which captured 501 of the American market in 1984,

-2-
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compared with import penetration of only 252 in the steel and automobile

industry, this vital industry still provides employment for more than two

million Americans in 48 of the 50 states. One out of every ten manufacturing

jobs is a textile/apparel created job. More people depend upon the textile/

apparel industry for their livelihood than the steel and automobile industries

combined.

Between 1980 and 1984, textile and apparel Imports increased at an

average rate of 192, displacing 300.000 American workers. The growth of the

U. S. market for textile and apparel products during that same four year

period increased at an average rate of one percent. In 1984. Imports rose

by 322 over the 252 increase registered In 1983. We now have a textile/

apparel trade deficit of $16.5 billion or 132 of the record $123 billion

trade deficit for 1984. The textile industry alone accounts for $45 billion

of our Gross National Product, more than basic metals, more than automobiles,

more than petroleum, refining or aerospace. It Is not too late! The

battered textile and apparel Industry is still a viable and vital segment

of our manufacturing base. We are not just talking about the two million

jobs directly related to the textile and apparel industry nor are we talking

about the other two million jobs in support and allied industries. We are

talking about people, we are talking about families, we are talking about

small towns and inter-city areas all over America whose economic well being

and family structures depend on textile and apparel jobs. The combined

wages in 1983 of the U. S. textile and apparel workers amounted to $24.6

billion. To allow these jobs and these incomes to be eroded further t to

-3-
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ignore the impact on the lives and the communities where alternative job

opportunities do not exist. These people are entitled to maintain their

dignity and pride and their faith in the American system that has always

allowed us to pay our own way. The textile and apparel Jobs are helping

those who need help most in supporting their families and in trying to

insure that their children have a little better chance, 65% of the workers

in this industry are women and 27Z are minorities, the highest percentage

of any industry for these groups. The employment level in 1973 was

2,448,000 and in 1984 had declined to 1,955,000, a loss of 20% of the

industry work force.

Why has the import penetration been so dramatic in the textile and

apparel industry? And, why does the trend seem unlikely to change without

some kind of trade legislation to reverse it? The answers to these questions

are probably as varied as the number of problems themselves. The textile

and apparel industry is considered basic to all nations. Every developing

country looks very early to the building of the textile and apparel industry

as being in its national interest. Initial capital requirements in apparel

manufacturing and to a lessor degree in textile manufacturing are relatively

lower than in other industries giving developing countries easier and quicker

access to a consumer market. The industry is very labor intense and,

consequently, puts a large number of people into the mainstream of a

developing economy. These factors make the industry particularly appealing

to countries with scarce capital and abundant cheap labor. Production is

managed politically to take advantage of the United States market in order

to maintain employment, to acquire U. S. currency and to achieve a more

-4-
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favorable balance of trade. It is time for us to face the realities of

trading with countries that have non-market economies. Every producing

country in the world seeks to sell its products in the United States

because America has the most viable consumer base in the world. For

these reasons, many foreign governments have used any means necessary to

maintain high exports at any cost. These means are characterized by a host

of direct and indirect government subsidies, high import tariffs, Import

quotas and outright import prohibitions. The domestic industry cannot nor

should it be expected to compete with foreign industry subsidized by their

governments. By allowing big American business to import from countries

with desperately low wages, we are taking Job opportunities from Americans

without creating a consumer in that trading country capable of buying any

American products because of the inherent low wage structure. American

workers should not be expected to compete with wage rates that fall far

short of American standards and government regulated minimum wage laws.

Average hourly wages in East Asia are $1.00 per hour and as low as .160

in China.

The foreign textile and apparel industry further operates free of the

health and environmental and other governmental regulations we believe

essential to the protection of our own workers and environment, further

lessening their relative cost of production. Management and labor have made

every effort to modernize and compete. The American textile and apparel

industry is the most modern and productive of any in the world. Productivity

has increased 4.22 in textiles and 3.9% in apparel in each of the years

-5-
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between 1974 and 1984. This compares with productive gains for all manu-

facturing of 1.9% for the same period. In addition, wage rate increases

have been held to only 752 of the national average. Never-the-less, imports

have continued to grow at an ever increasing rate.

In the post World War II period, the free world developed a vehicle

known as General Agreement of Tariffs and Trades (GATT) to promote trade

and help developing countries strengthen their economies. CATT was

created in a climate marked by American supremacy in the world economy

and the U. S. policy of lending a helping hand to less developed nations.

World conditions have changed dramatically since that time, America is no

longer the dominate giant selling its goods to war torn and economically

and technically inferior countries. The United States experienced a 30

year period, after World War II, of economic expansion unmatched in any

prior period of history. Our government can no longer hold on to the

philosophically praise-worthy. but terribly out-dated. commitment to free

trade in a world where free trade is a myth. The reality is a world where

managed trade is necessary as foreign countries continue to circumvent

existing trade laws, flooding imports into the U. S., idoling factories and

depriving American workers of incentive, opportunity and self-esteem.

In 1973 the first Multi-Fiber Arrangement (KFA) was designed to provide

orderly growth of trade and increase the market share for developing

countries. The MFA was agreed to by the major GATT members. Since then,

the HFA was extended in 1977 and 1981. The MFA comtemplated a six percent

annual growth rate for imports for most exporting countries and provided for

-6-
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a lower rate of growth for imports from major exporting countries. Since

1980, the objectives of the MFA have not been achieved as evidenced in my

previous comment of the annual 19% increase of imports during that period.

The disruptive serge in imports of textile and apparel products which

occurred from 1981 through 1984 resulted ftom the failure of the United

States to enforce adequately its rights under the agreement. The other

major textile and apparel producing countries have enforced their rights,

maintained their domestic industries and improved their employment levels.

We owe no less to our American workers. Despite the best intentions of

HFA, an orderly market has failed to materialize. The Textile/Apparel

Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 is designed to apply MFA import growth rates

to major low wage far eastern producers who are shipping substantially above

their appropriate level of imports to the United States. It would allow less

developed countries to further develop their industry through increased

imports to the United States. Our governments efforts to stop unfair trade

practices have been embarrassingly ineffective, It is obvious that more

decisive and specific action is necessary.

It has been argued that the textile/apparel industry is already one of

the most protected In the United States. If, in fact, this were true, taking

into account all of the agreements that are in place, how could imports of

these products increase by 32% in 1984 following a 25X increase in 1983

allowing Imports to capture 50X of the American market? This indicates weak

trade agreements, poor enforcement or both. It has beev further argued that

American business should take advantage of the lower wage base in other

-7-
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countries and retrain our workers for better jobs. It is difficult to

conceive of an effective retraining program that would provide better jobs

when it is a matter of government documentation that 15 of our 20 major

industries are impacted by foreign competition. The only growth industries

are in the service sector where wages are generally lower than those in the

manufacturing sector and seldom exceed the guaranteed minimum wage. This

rationale requires the American worker, in the best case, to trade down and,

in the worst case, to be unemployed. Either alternative leaves him with

reduced consumer ability. We would, thereby, be importing a lower standard

of living for. the American worker. The strong dollar has been blamed as

the prime culprit of the rapid escalation of imports. The strong dollar

has only made imports more profitable for importers. There has been no

apparent reductions in price points of imported products. (See illustration

01) The long term trend is toward increasing import penetration, with or

without a strong dollar, because the underlying need of foreign countries

to ship products to the United States market is not tied to the value of

our dollar. It is not the high value of the dollar that is causing our

import problems but the low value that has been placed on an effective trade

policy by the United States. We have stood idly by while the other

developing and developed nations of the world have given trade top 'priority

in an effort to establish and maintain an Industrial base and maximize

employment for their people. The fear that foreign countries would

retaliate if we were to establish controls to provide an orderly market

seems to ignore the reality that those same foreign countries are already
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protecting their industries, setting limits on imports and providing

whatever politically motivated incentives are necessary to gain market

dominance. Tying import growth more closely to the growth of the domestic

market will not have a significant affect on consumer prices of apparel

products. There is considerable evidence that any savings on imported goods

merely results in higher profit margins for imports not reduced prices for

the consumer. (See illustration 2 and 3) Apparel prices, as reflected in the

consumer price index of December, 1984, reflect the most restrained prices

of any major consumer category.

CONSUMER PRICES
Dec. 1984, Index 1967-100

Apparel 185.9
Food 305.1
Transportation 315.8
Housing 341.2
All Items 315.3

The consumer has been the beneficiary of heavy capital investment by the

industries, the genuine growth of productivity and wage restraints by

textile and apparel workers as reflected by the 1984 hourly wages in the

textile industry of $6.57 and in the apparel industry of $5.65, compared

with average wages of all manufacturing Jobs of $9.40. It cannot be said

that textile and apparel management or workers have taken advantage of the

American consumer in any way. In fact, they have done more to preserve

the purchasing power of the consumer than any other component of basic need.

The enormous trade deficit is devastating the American economy and,

if allowed to continue unchecked, will further erode America's position

of leadership in the world economy. The American worker only seeks the

-9-
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opportunity to earn his own way and to leave for his children an

environment filled with opportunities and incentive that has been the

birth right of Americans for generations. The American worker who is

simultaneously the American tax payer and the American consumer is no longer

interested in theoretical discussion of text book economics. They seek

practical solutions to very real problems. It is increasingly difficult for

the average American who is working for hourly wages, having his taxes

withheld from every pay check, to see his job and that of his friends be

eroded by his governments inability to establish a viable trade policy.

At the same time he sees big business and big government increasingly

insensitive and apparently disregarding the long term consequences of our

present course. We seek spirited and overwhelming congressional support for

Senate Bill 680 that will demonstrate to the world that we are determined

to defend our home markets and that we are unwilling to deprive our workers

of their right to earn a decent American wage.

-10-
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. SCHEYER, TREASURER, NORTH
BERGEN PIECE DYE WORKS, INC., NORTH BERGEN,-NJ, ON
BEHALF OF SILK & RAYON PRINTERS & DYERS ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA, WAYNE, NJ
Mr. SCHEYER. Senator Danforth, Senator Matsunaga, I am Wil-

liam Scheyer, and I represent my own company, North Bergen
Piece Dye Works; Silk & Rayon Printers & Dyers Association of
America, an employer association; and the Hudson County Cham-
ber of Commerce and Industry, Small Business Council Committee.

My company and the other members of the association, as well
as various members of the Chamber of Commerce are engaged in
the processing of textiles. And I wish to thank you for appearing
here today.

We in the domestic textile industry are competing against gov-
ernmentally subsidized companies in foreign lands who not only
have the benefit of lower labor costs but are also not required to
comply with costly governmental regulations such as those man-
dated by OSHA, EPA, et cetera.

To illustrate the impact of textile imports on the textile economy
of New Jersey, I will use my own company as an example.

My company is one of the oldest textile companies in New
Jersey, established by my father in 1937. By the mid-fifties the
entire plant had been modernized in order to lower the per-unit
cost of production. During that time, our Government was display-
ing to our new friends from Japan the new technology and ad-
vances being employed by American industry, in an effort to assist
in the post-war rebuilding of the Japanese economy.

As a child, I can remember Japanese businessmen touring our
plant and observing how we operated our business.

By the 1960's we began to receive Japanese fabrics to be proc-
essed in our plant. At first, those fabrics were of poor quality in
comparison to American fabrics; however, by 1970 the Japanese
fabrics were clearly superior to the fabrics made in America. In
about 1973, finished textile products began to be imported into
America on a steadily increasing basis. By that year my family's
plant, as well as virtually all textile plants in northern New Jersey
had been modernized and offered a diversity of processes never
before readily available in the industry. Mw ver, with the ever-in-
creasing amount of imported textile products ready for the market-
place, our plants' orders began to fall drastically despite our con-
tinuing modernization efforts, and by 1984, production orders had
fallen to their lowest point since 1958. The decrease has continued
this year.

Throughout all this time, everything our Government asked of us
we did. We installed pollution equipment, we cut energy consump-
tion, we modified our machines to provide for greater workplace
safety, and perhaps most importantly, we continued to employ
members of the American work force. Yet, now, when we need
something from our Government, it has failed us by inaction.

Annexed to my written testimony, as appendices A and B, are
statistics illustrating the steady decline of goods shipped by my
family's plant, the decline in employment in our industry, and the
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continuing plant closing, all of which are attributable to the in-
crease in imported textiles.

Mr. Chairman, the people I represent do not intend to espouse
protectionism as a means to curb imports. We understand that
America needs free international trade; but, just as all, free soci-
eties are governed by laws and regulations enacted for the purpose
of maintaining orderly interactions amongst their peoples, so it
must be with international trade.

We understand that the Department of Defense needs military
bases throughout the world, and the State Department must
commit the United States to trade agreements where those coun-
tries have our military bases located in them; furthermore, we rec-
ognize that in developing nations it is in the best interest of the
United States to demonstrate the benefits of free enterprise and
free trade; however, the price tag affixed to foreign imports must
not mean the death of basic and essential industries at home.

Undoubtedly, there will be people testifying before you that will
argue that imports create jobs in the retail portion of our economy
and that the people of America either want or can only afford
lower-priced textiles and textile products. If these agreements are
advanced, I submit the question which you should ask is: Are the
profits of those making such arguments greater when they use im-
ported textiles as opposed to domestic textiles?

Senator DANFORTH. If you could wrap it up, we will submit the
whole statement for the record, and I assure you that it will get
very careful attention.

Could you just, in a sentence or so, finish your thought?
Mr. SCHEYER. All right.
Senator Danforth, I therefore recommend that you enact S. 680

into law without delay, and let the word go out from this subcom-
mittee that America will no longer permit the decay of her basic
and essential industries at home, and that the continued life of the
American workers and American industries is more important
than the continued growth of the profits of the few who benefit
from imported textiles and textile products.

[Mr. Scheyer's written testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY BY WILLIAM E. SCHEYER

REPRESENTING:

SILK AND RAYON PRINTERS AND DYERS

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

HUDSON COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

SMALL BUSINESS COUNCIL COMMITTEE

NORTH BERGEN PIECE DYE WORKS, INC.

BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

SEPTEMBER 12, 1985
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Representing:

Testimony:

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
OF

WILLIAM E. SCHEYER

(I) North Bergen Piece Dye Works, Inc.

(Family Business).

(2) Silk and Rayon Printers and Dyers

Association, Inc. ("SRPDA", an employer

association: 54 plants,2340 employees)

(3) Hudson County Chamber of Commerce and

Industry, Small Business Committee.

American textile technology given to foreign

countries is now being used to crush the domestic

textile industry.

Those advocating the continued unfettered

importing of textiles and textile products are

advancing their own financial interests and are

foresaking the American labor force and American

industry.

Number of yards of textiles processed and

shipped by family business has declined steadily

since 1973.

Number of employees employed by members of

SRPDA has decreased drastically from 1969 to

date.

Ninety-nine (99) out of One hundred fifty-three

(153) SRPDA member plants have closed since 1969.
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TESTIMONY

Chairman, Senator Danforth, and others members of

Senate International Trade Subcommittee: My name is William E.

Scheyer, and I am representing my own company, North Berqen Piece

Dye Works, Inc.; Silk and Rayon Printers and Dyers Association of

America, Inc., an employer association; and the Hudson County

Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Small Business Council

Committee. All of these entities are located in the State of

New Jersey.

My company and the other members of the Silk and Rayon

Printers and Dyers Association of America, which I will herein-

after refer to as the "Association", are processors of

textiles. Various members of the Hudson County Chamber of

Commerce, which I will hereinafter refer to as the "Chamber of

Commerce" are also engaged in the processing of textiles. Our

businesses are service oriented, processing raw textiles into

finished products ready to be manufactured into garments and/or

home furnishings. Some of the members of the Chamber of Commerce

are embroiderers and garment manufacturers producing products

directly for the marketplace. We are all small businesses as

defined by the Small Business Administration.

I wish to thank you for the opportunity to appear here

today. Hopefully, what I have to say will influence you in your

deliberations on S. 680, the "Textile and Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act of 1985".

-2-
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Modern social, economic and international developments

are putting American businessmen into the most competitive en-

vironment of this century. We in the domestic textile industry

are competing against governmentally subsidised companies in

foreign lands who not only have the benefit of lower labor costs,

but are also not required to comply with costly governmental

regulations such as those mandated by OSHA, EPA, etc. On the

other hand, our Government and our society requires the domestic

textile industry to conduct its business in a manner so as to

provide the highest standard of living ever to exist on earth.

The fact that the American "smoke stack economy" has

fallen victim to foreign competition is no secret. Senator

William Bradley of N.J., in his speech at a luncheon during

October of 1982, said America must realign its economy from that

of heavy manufacturing to that of high technology and service. I

am sure the learned Senator is aware of the fact that only

because our forefathers began the manufacturing of essential

goods in America, following the revolutionary war with England,

did our infant country grow into the great nation it is today.

Our forefathers knew that if America remained dependent upon

foreign suppliers for essential products, America would not

survive for long.

Domestically produced essential products are America's

key to continued freedom from control by foreign interests. Cer-

tainly, the clothes we wear on our backs must be considered as

essential products.

-3-
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The current trend of dramatically increasing imports of

textiles and textile products has shown a willingness on the part

of some people to risk our independence for the quick buck; or a

quick fix for inflation. Imagine if you will, the long term

effect of the present trends. Our domestic textile industry will

continue to shrink until it is only a skeleton of the great

industry-it once was, and consumers will became nore and more de-

pendent upon imports for the clothes on their backs. If an

international crisis should develop, or an embargo should be used

against America, the prices of the now cheap imported textile

products will sky rocket, just as did oil prices when the Arab

nations imposed the oil embargo in 1973.

I ask you is it worth the price of today's quick fix

for inflation, or the quick buck made by relatively few business-

men, to risk such consequences. Two hundred years ago our fore-

fathers said No and today I say No.!

We can no longer stand the decay of America's "smoke

stack economy". If we do, we will become dependent upon foreign

interests and we will lose our independence. America has already

lost much of its consumer electronics industry, our shoe

industry, our ship building industry, and steel industry to name

only a few. It is now time to stop the decay of America as a

producer of goods.

To illustrate the impact of textile imports on the tex-

tile economy of New Jersey, I will use the history of my cwn

company as an example. My company is one of the oldest textile

-4-
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companies in New Jersey, established in 1937 by my father.

During the years between 1937 and 1942, he struggled to keep the

company alive, the effects of the great depression still being

felt across America. During World War II, government contracts

provided the shot in the arm necessary to get the economy rolling

once again. When our company began to be profitable,, those pro-

fits were reinvested in our business to modernize the plant.

By the mid-fifties, the entire plant had been

rebuilt. Old, insufficient methods of producing our product were

discarded and replaced with new continuous methods of production

designed to lower the unit cost of production. During that time,

our Government was displaying to our "new" friends from Japan,

the new technology and advances being employed by American in-

dustry, in an effort to assist in the rebuilding of the post-war

Japanese economy. As a child, I can remember my father escorting

many Japanese businessmen through our plant, explaining to them

how we operated.

By the time the sixties came along, we began receiving

fabric woven in Japan to be processed in our plant. At first,

the fabrics were of poor quality and the Japanese workmanship was

a "joke" in comparison to American fabrics. However, by 1970,

the Japanese fabrics were clearly superior to American made

fabrics. The only advantage maintained by American textile pro-

ducers was the fact that relatively few fabrics were made in

Japan.

In or about 1973, finished textile products began to be

-5-
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imported into America on a steadily increasing basis. By that

year, my family's plant as well as virtually all textile plants

owned and operated by members of the Association and the Chamber

of Commerce, had been modernized, and offered a diversity of pro-

cesses never before readily available in the industry. Our plant

had increased production capability by approximatey 60% over the

production rates of the early sixties in an effort to keep the

per unit costs to a minimum. However, with the ever increasing

amount of imported textile products ready for the marketplace,

our plant's orders began to fall drastically, despite our contin-

uing modernization efforts. By 1984, production orders had

fallen Lo their lowest point since 1958 and the decrease has con-

tinued this year.

Throughout all this time, everything our government

asked of us, we did: we installed pollution equipment; we cut

energy costs and consumption when energy became short; and we

modified our machines to provide for greater workplace safety.

Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, we continued to employ

members of the American workforce. Yet, now, when we need some-

thing from our government, it has failed us by inaction.

Today, our industry is left with small, difficult

orders, while the foreigners get the high volume, profitable

work. Can you imagine how difficult it is to run a modern plant

when the only orders received are either leftovers or unwanted

orders?

Annexed to my written testimony as Appendix A are stat-

-6-
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istics illustrating the decline in the volume of goods shipped by

my family's plant since 1958. In addition, I have annexed as

Appendix B, statistics illustrating the steady decline in the

number of employers and employees in our industry, in the New

York Metropolitan Area, during the years 1969 through 1985. As

you can see from these figures, the increase in imported textiles

and textile produts has had a disastrous effect on employment

within our association. Employment statistics for the Chamber of

Commerce members would likewise show this drastic decrease.

Mr. Chairman, the people I represent do not intend to

espouse protectionism as a means to curb imports. We live in the

real world; we understand that America needs free internatonal

trade. But, just as all free societies are governed by laws and

regulations enacted for the purpose of maintaining orderly inter-

actions amoung their people, so it must be with international

trade.

Presently, certain foreign countries restrict their

imports of American made products while simultaneously flooding

America with their textile products. This s-imply cannot be-

allowed to continue any longer.

We understand that the Department of Defense needs

military bases throughout the world and the State Department must

commit the United States to trade agreements with those countries\

where military bases are located. Furthermore, we recognize that

in developing nations, it is in the best interests of the United

States to show the people the benefits of free enterprise and

-7-
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free trade. Moreover, we know that the textile and apparel

industry can provide a great number of jobs to unskilled workers

in developing nations in a relatively short period of time. How-

ever, the price tag affixed to foreign imports must not mean the

death of basic and essential industries at home.

There are in existence laws, regulations, treaties,

pacts, arrangements, etc., to protect our domestic textile

industry. Yet, these enactments are not being enforced. This

lack of enforcement must stop immediately if our industry is to

survive.

Undoubtedly, there will be people testifying before you

that will argue that imports create jobs in the retail portion of

our economy; that the people of America want lower priced

textiles and textile products; and that the people of the United

States can only afford lower priced imports. If these arguments

are advanced, I submit that the question which you should ask the

entities making these arguments is whether their profits are

greater when they use imported textile goods as opposed to

domestic textile goods. Certainly, if a group's profits rise

with an increased use of imported textiles, its argument should

be discounted as prejudiced, biased, and founded upon personal

greed. Your concern must be for the American workforce and

American industry, rather than for the profits to be derived by

importers and high volume retailers.

Don't be fooled by manipulated statistics which do not

reveal the volume of textiles and textile products channeled into

-8-
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this country through non-textile producing countries in order to

circumvent existing restrictions on imports. Nor should you be

deceived by data which excludes from the imported volume items

which only have belts, buttons or zippers put on them in the

United States in order to be classified as finished in America.

These are economy destroying games played by the greedy in order

to turn a quick buck.

The job of the government is to govern. You, as elect-

ed officials, are the ones chosen to carry out that most

important function. Part of the governing function is the en-

forcement of established laws, regulations, treaties, pacts and

arrangements pertaining to the importation of textiles, There-

fore, I urge you to recommend the enactment of S.680 into law

without delay. Let the word go out from this Subcommittee that

America will no longer permit the decay of her essential in-

dustries, and that the continued life of the American workforce

and American industry is more important than the continued growth

of the profits realized by importers and retailers of imported

textiles and textile products.

Thank you for your time and attention.

-9-
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NORTH BERGEN PIECE DYE WORKS, INC.

Average Actual Actual
Year Production Employees Production Man/Hours Yardage Shipped

52

54

63

52

63

129,000

152,291

140,000

113,161

115,025

17,500,000

21,236,000

23,963,000

18,135,000

14,101,000

Note: All figures have been taken from reports
submitted to the U.S. Department of Commerce.
The years presented represent all of the years
for which reports were required.

APPENDIX A

1958

1967

1973

1977

1984



Year

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985
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EMPLOYEE/EMPLOYER STATISTICS*

Number of Employees in

New York Metropolitan Region

7144

6703

6347

6166

6129

5611

5337

4998

4188

4384

3632

3622

3586

3006

2780

2801

2340

*These figures represent only plants which are or were part of
the Silk and Rayon Printers and Dyers Association, Inc., and the
employees who are working or did work in those plants.

APPENDIX B

Number of Plants
(Employers)

153

141

136

127

119

111

107

103

100

93

84

79

78

65

60

57

54
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Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
This bill is, I think, unusual in that it asks for a permanent

quota. Most quota provisions or suggestions for quotas ask for
short-term relief. For example, in 1981 the auto quota bill was for a
limited period of time. The International Trade Commission's rec-
ommendation for shoes was for 5 years. And the theory is that
quotas generally should not be permanent, but that they should be
sufficient to provide for a period of adjustment, a period of rebuild-
ing an industry, and then be phased out or be terminated. Now,
sometimes that doesn't work out that way; but that is at least the
theory of quotas in general, that they should not be permanent.

You are asking for a bill that would provide permanent quota
relief. Do you think that's right? Or do you think you could settle
for something less than forever?

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. Sir, how do we plan? How do we know? We
tend to be stifled when we say they are bringing in unlimited
quotas, and when they permit cheating and lying in understated
visa information. We have no opportunity to even maintain our
business relationships. And the inevitable thing that will happen is
that we will have to go out of business; there is no question about
it.

Senator DANFORTH. But do you think it has to be forever? That 5
years wouldn't be enough?

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. We don't think so, because the same abuses will
occur, the subsidization of foreign employees will happen, and we
will be lost.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Rovinsky.
Mr. RovINSKY. I think that for the next 5 to 6 years, an enforcea-

ble quota system is necessary. Personally, I am not worried about
imports or afraid of imports. I just flew to Washington from a tech-
nology show in Atlanta which showed state-of-the-art equipment,
and I firmly believe that the American manufacturers can contin-
ue to modernize and update their equipment and compete on the
world market.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think 5 or 6 years would do it?
Mr. RovINSKY. Well, I think that right now 5 or 6 years is neces-

sary, and I think we always have to be aware of the way that these
other large exporting nations operate.

I would hope that their economies and their way of life for their
employees would develop, and we could all operate together. But I
know in our case, as I say, we have a state-of-the-art operation; but
we have to continually modernize. And right now there is no way
that you can plan, whatsoever.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Hagale.
Mr. HAGALE. Well, if this bill were to have a sunset provision,

Senator, the concern that I would have is that in a 4- or 5- or 6-
year period, that the conditions that exist today that have caused
imports to achieve such a high level of penetration would still exist
at that time.

Senator DANFORTH. I understand. But your industry has already
been protected-for what? 23 years?-since 1962. It has received
quota protection since 1962. Now you are asking for a much stiffer
protection, forever.
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Mr. HAGALE. There has been quotas imposed that have still al-
lowed the industry to lose 50 percent of the domestic market up to
1984; the projections of those losses to 1990 are devastating.

Senator DANFORTH. But you are not asking for first-aid; you are
asking for a permanent life-support system.

Mr. HAGALE. Well, I think the thing that has to be taken into
account is the fact that the industry in total has spent a lot of
money to modernize and be productive. That is not the problem.
We are not in the same situation as some other industries that
have been overtaken by technology. The problem is the relative
cost of labor in those other countries and the government subsidi-
zation of those industries. They have a different reason for export-
ing to the United States than we have for exporting to them: They
need to maintain their labor forces, they need to generate U.S. cur-
rency, and they need to improve their balance of trade. So, I don't
think those conditions will change in 4 or 5 or 6 years.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Schey~r.
Mr. SCHEYER. Senator Danforth, 5 years would certainly be more

than adequate if, at the end of 5 years, someone could assure me
that the situation would be more equitable. Would we still be com-
peting against governmentally subsidized companies in foreign
lands, when our Government requires us to continually provide
higher and higher standards of living that exist nowhere else in
the world? Would we be competing against companies who target
an American industry while at the same time do not even afford us
the opportunity to ship 1 square inch of textiles to their country?
How can you continue like that if it is not reciprocal? It must be a
reciprocal agreement.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I'm for that.
Senator Matsunaga.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I am inclined to agree with you on that, because of the unfair

practices in the manufacturing of products by foreign countries,
that you do need protection-not by means of subsidies but at least
by limitation of imports and quotas-I am opposed to this present
measure, however, because the bottom line is American jobs; and it
would mean 3,000 American jobs in Hawaii if the bill is passed in
its present language.

I have one other question. From your testimony, I take it that
competition comes not only from the Orient but from the other
countries as well. By the language of the bill, as you know, Canada
and the European Economic Community are not touched at all,
even though the fact is that in the last 2 years the greatest per-
centage increase of imports have been from those two areas.

Also, Mexico and the Caribbean Basin would be subject to less
restrictive quotas given to imports than from the Pacific Rim na-
tions. And you heard testimony earlier that American territories
are being treated as "foreign countries."

Now, would you object to having a bill extended to all of these
other areas which give you competition as well?

Mr. Schievey? I call you "Schievey" because you adressed me as
"Matsugawa." [Laughter.]

Mr. Scheyer.
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Mr. SCHEYER. Senator, I am not going to fall into the trap again.
[Laughter.]

Senator, I am not in a position-except for my presence here
today-to amend the bill. But certainly you are correct: the citizens
of the territories and possessions of the United States should be
exempt from this bill, and this is the only opportunity I have to say
that.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
Mr. Hagale.
Mr. HAGALE. My personal view is that the American territories

should also be exempted from the bill And in response to the em-
phasis being placed on limiting the import penetration from the
Oriental countries, it simply so happens that, even though they
were not the largest percentage increase, they represent the largest
piece of the total in terms of the import penetration into the appar-
el and textile market in this country. So, that is where the largest
effort needs to be placed.

In terms of the Caribbean countries, this country has already
taken a stance that we intend to help develop the economic region
in this hemisphere, and I think that was probably the logic behind
eliminating those countries from the strict requirements that we
placed on the other foreign countries.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Rovinsky, or Mr. Rubenstein?
Mr. RUBENSTEIN. Senator, the competition and the loss of jobs

that we are experiencing are coming from the Pacific Rim coun-
tries that you described, not from Mexico and not from the Carib-
bean countries but from Taiwan, Korea, the Philippines, and the
People's Republic of China. They are the ones that are dumping
this type of goods into the country.

Senator MATSUNAGA. [Pointing to sun caps on witness' table.] Is
that made in Korea?

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. No, sir. This is made in the U.S.A. by American
people. This is the type of goods that they are dumping into the
country today, and they are the ones who are giving us this and
threatening our very existence.

Senator MATSUNAGA. But they are not printing "Made in USA"
and shipping from their countries, are they?

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. They probably would. They might. [Laughter.]
I would put nothing past them in many regards, because if they

would lie and cheat about visa weights, I can see where nothing
would stop them.

Senator MATSUNAGA. I think, of course, just as you yourself
would that I would be more likely to exceed the 55-mile speed limit
if there was no cop around--

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. Not really, sir. [Laughter.]
Senator MATSUNAGA. I mean we all suffer human frailties-and

tend to do that which we would not do if we were being watched.
Mr. RUBENSTEIN. I would beg to differ with you.
Senator MATSUNAGA. What I'm trying to say, Mr. Rubenstein, is

that we should have a cop watching over suspected exporters so
that they would cease their falsifying activities you mentioned.

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. But the cop that we have is not working, sir; he
is not doing his job. He is turning his eyes to everything that is
going on.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Then we should do something about the
cop, should we not?

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. Right. That is why we are asking you to pass
this new bill.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, I think maybe if we put better cops
there, we may not necessarily have to pass the bill in its present
language.

But I am glad to know that those caps which you display were
not sent from Korea, because they are clearly marked "Made in
USA."

Well, Mr. Rovinsky.
Mr. RovINSKY. Well, first of all, I would like to respond to your

comment about maybe we need to get better cops.
I think if this bill provides for both better enforcement and

proper legislation-it is very hard for you to comprehend the prob-
lems we face in modernizing and planning strategies when our
competition consists of countries that have a much lower wage
than we pay, and countries that are, as Mr. Rubenstein said, ship-
ping merchandise in ways completely different than the current
agreements allow for.

There is absolutely no way for us to document what we are up
against.

And as far as your question about the U.S. possessions being ex-
empted, I see no problem with that. I think if you look at the whole
pie, that your employment problem is in the mainland as well as in
the possessions, but the numbers in the mainland, of course, are
far greater.

But I see no problem with all of the possessions being included.
Senator MATSUNAGA. You mean excluded?
Mr. ROVINSKY. I am sorry-excluded. Yes, sir.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and let me wel-

come Mr. Scheyer in particular to the hearing today, and thank
the panel for their testimony.

I am sorry I missed some of the testimony, but I think all of us
on the committee are concerned about the amount of job loss and
decline in the textile and apparel industry, and I think there is a
real sensitivity to the workers who have either lost their jobs or
are faced with the loss of their jobs.

I think the purpose of these hearings should be to look at the
bill, S. 680, and ask whether, considering all interests, and particu-
larly those of people who are directly involved in the competition,
there aren't aspects of the bill we could change in a way acceptable
to you.

One of the things that I am concerned about is the permanent
nature of the legislation. I don't know if any other Senator asked,
but could you accept a time limit on the quotas that are in the bill?
As you know, now it is permanent, and I wonder if you could
accept a time limit during which time you think you could adjust.

Maybe we could go right down the witness list.
Mr. RovINSKY. We have responded to a similar question. In my

opinion, 5 or 6 years would be sufficient, assuming that we were
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able to predict what our trading partners' stance would be in 5 or 6
years.

Personally, I feel that, with the technology available today, we
are not going to have problems competing with imports-again, as
long as we know what the rules are.

Right now, I haven't seen any evidence to display to me what the
position of the trading partners is going to be in 5 or 6 years; but,
in theory, I am for some sort of 5- or 6-year limitation.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Rubenstein?
Mr. RUBENSTEIN. Senator Bradley, being from Missouri, we have

an old saying, "You have to show me." And so far they haven't
shown us that they can play the game fair. You set rules, and they
violate the rules. And in our case where they were to ship one
dozen, they understated their visa weights and shipped close to two
dozen. And we think there needs to be permanent rules so that we
can adjust our manufacturing facilities and plan our budgets and
plan our expansion, if that is possible, and help our people main-
tain their jobs. But the way it is now, we having nothing that will
assure that, and everything is in a state of chaos.

Unless the people in the Pacific rim realize that these are the
rules by which the game is played-you have to run to first base
first, and then to second base, and not run straight to third base as
they are doing now, and making us lose jobs, and hurting our in-
dustry seriously.

Senator BRADLEY. The point you raised is primarily an enforce-
ment point, and I think you made an interesting observation earli-
er about looking at the weight of goods in addition to the volume.

Would everyone here like to see the imports checked on the basis
of weight in addition to volume? Just Yes or No down the list.

Mr. RovINSKY. Yes.
Mr. HAGALE. Yes.
Mr. SCHEYER. Yes.
Mr. RUBENSTEIN. In our case, volume would be the important

factor. In other words, a cap is a cap is a cap, no matter what it
weighs.

Mr. ROVINSKY. Both volume and weight. You make the two fig-
ures check, and that way you have a good defense against fraud.

Senator BRADLEY. And all of you could check customs, right?
Mr. RUBENSTEIN. We would have no control over that.
Mr. ROVINSKY. I like the idea of S. 680 utilizing the Department

of Commerce and asking the importers to obtain licenses. That way
it can be checked on both ends. I think that is fantastic.

Can I make another point, please? One of the problems under
the existing agreements has been transshipment of merchandise--
garments originating in one country being shipped to another
country, and coming in under a third country.

I think you asked me about a 5- or 6-year timetable or some sort
of timetable. In theory, I think that is fine; but we have to watch
out about some of the Pacific rim manufacturers setting up oper-
ations in countries that aren't governed by quotas 5 or 6 years
down the road. That can be a tremendous problem.

Senator BRADLEY. Is that a problem that most of you face, the
transshipment problem?

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. Yes.
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Mr. HAGALE. Yes.
Mr. SCHEYER. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, what do you think of this as an idea to

get at that problem directly? Many of these countries do benefit
from GSP, general system of preferences. What if there were a pro-
vision in our law that would say no country can benefit from GSP
unless they have revealed their capacity to produce textiles and ap-
parel to our International Trade Commission, Department of Com-
merce, or whatever, so that independently of that country we could
check what their maximum capacity would be? So that, if suddenly
you found goods coming in from Afghanistan, as they are now, or
from Sri Lanka, in quantities that they are now, and it exceeded
the maximum capacity, they would automatically lose their GSP. It
would be a major disincentive for them to be a transshipment
point. Would you favor that?

Mr. RUBENSTEIN. I don't know how you would enforce it.
Mr. HAGALE. How would you enforce it?
Mr. RUBENSTEIN. That is the problem. How would you police

that, sir? We have already had policing problems in the existing
agreements.

Senator BRADLEY. How would we police S. 680?
Mr. SCHEYER. We can police all of this very simply: if you want

to ship textiles to my country, I ship textiles to your country, or
you are not allowed to ship textiles to my country.

Mr. ROVINSKY. I like the idea of having the importer obtain a li-
cense and having our trading partner work within a quota system,
again so that we can check from both ends.

You are talking about an exporting country reporting to our Cus-
toms Service their manufacturing capacity on a yearly basis. And
assuming that we can hold them to their figures, the ideal is good.
But in the needle trades, we would have to be very diligent in our
enforcement; because you can set up a sewing shop in a week's
time in some cases, where they utilize very cheap labor.

Senator BRADLEY. All right.
It's up to you, Mr. Chairman; the bell rang a few minutes ago.
Senator DANFORTH. Yes; it sure did.
Senator Matsunaga, any other questions?
Senator MATSUNAGA. No questions.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. No; Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Very well. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Our next panel consists of three witnesses. Would you all please

come forward?
The Chair would announce that we have 12 more witnesses, and

we are going to have to observe the 3-minute rule on testimony.
The clock is going to run, as appropriate. And the Chair would like
to announce its attention to hold questions to a limited time. If
people need another round, fine; but let's try to observe the clock
so that we have an orderly procedure.

This panel consists of Nilda Quintanilla and Eleanor Kuhns, on
behalf of the Amalgamated Clothing & Textile Workers Union; Joe
Moore, Murray Merle, and Tom Li, on behalf of the Ladies Gar-
ment Workers; and Beverly Reed, Anne Marazita, and Wing Fong
Chin, on behalf of the Ladies Garment Workers.
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Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Nilda Quintanilla of McAllen, TX, is accompa-

nied by a constituent of mine. Eleanor Kuhns is from Shamokin,
PA.

Ms. Quintanilla and Ms. Kuhns, we welcome you to the commit-
tee. You are appearing here on behalf of the Amalgamated Cloth-
ing & Textile Workers Union. Would you please be our leadoff wit-
nesses?

Ms. Quintanilla.

STATEMENT OF NILDA QUINTANILLA, McALLEN, TX, ON BEHALF
OF THE AMALGAMATED CLOTHING & TEXTILE WORKERS
UNION, ACCOMPANIED BY ELEANOR KUHNS, SHAMOKIN, PA
MS. QUINTANILLA. Thank you very much.
My name is Nilda Quintanilla, and I appreciate this opportunity

to tell you today something of the concerns about imports.
Those of us who work in the Rio Grande Valley in Texas and I

ask you to pass the Textile and Apparel and Trade Enforcement
Act. I want to tell you how we are afraid for our jobs and how we
hope you will help us by stopping all of our work from being taken
to other countries.

I work as a material handler at the Levi Plant in McAllen, TX.
My plant now has a bit over 500 employees, and the work is good.
We are lucky, though; many Levi plants were closed last year; and
we got work from those plants. That is why we are better off this
year, but we still have fears.

In the valley, like in McAllen and Brownsville, there is a lot of
unemployment, especially in Brownsville and the little towns
around it. I understand that unemployment in Hidalgo County
around McAllen runs from 22 percent. In the county next to us,
Star County, unemployment is 40 percent.

I worked only part-time from around June of last year, at vaca-
tion time, all the way to December. I worked a couple of hours a
week, 20 hours, 16 hours, then 8 hours. Then there would be a
whole month when I didn't work at all. And not only myself-there
are a lot of employees like that. We had four lines, then it went
down to three, then it went down to two, and we were afraid they
were going to make it only a one-line plant.

After that we started getting work from other Levi plants, and
that kept us open. Now there is a lot of work, because, as I said,
there are 17 to 20 Levi plants that closed last year.

We are beginning to be aware of all this twin-plants concept that
we are having in the valley. They are cutting in this country, and
they are sending the cloth into Mexico to be assembled.

There is a lot of work in McAllen which is going elsewhere.
There is a lot of fear among my friends of plant closings, especially
people who have been working here at Levi's. It would be hard if a
plant like Levi's was to close down. It would be hard for employees
to get work. Some are old and feel they are not capable of being
retrained.

Last year I was laid off a lot. I began to think about this import
thing and started doing a survey, checking the merchandise that I
was going to buy. I told my plant manager at Levi's last week how
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I went to buy some jeans. I picked up a Levi, and when I saw that
it was made in Mexico I just threw is back. I didn't even fold it. I
went and bought another pair of jeans that said "Made in USA."
To me, I felt bad, like a traitor; but I wasn't going to buy import
goods anymore. It is getting to the point that my job is at stake.

I come here to urge you to help us pass this bill and help us pro-
tect bur jobs.

Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Ms. Quintanilla, thank you very much.
Ms. Kuhns.
[Ms. Quantanilla's written testimony follows:]
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STATEJT OF

NILDA QIINTANILLA

NcALLE, TEXAS

Good morning. My name is Nilda Quintanilla. I appreciate this opportunity

to tell you today something of the concerns about imports those of us who

work in the Rio Grande Valley area of Texas have over the future. And I ask

you to pass the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.

I want to tell you how we are afraid for our jobs and how we hope you

will help us by stopping all our work from being taken to other countries.

I work as a material handler at the Levi plant in McAllen, Texas. I

have also been a supervisor and machine operator in the eight and one-half

years I have worked there. My plant now has a bit more than 500 workers and

the work is good. We are lucky though. Many Levi plants were closed last

year and we got work from those plants. That is why we are better off this

year. But we still have fears.

In the Valley, like in McAllen and Brownsville, there is a lot of unemployment,

especially in Brownsville, and the little towns around it. I understand that

unemployment in Hidalgo County, around McAllen, runs about twenty-two percent.

In the county next to us, Starr County, unemployment is forty percent.

When there is a layoff, it affects a lot of people. It goes into a 25

mile radius, and even further. We have people from all over, not just from

McAllen, and when they are on short-time, they come to work four hours and

it takes them 30 minutes to get here. For gas alone, it's very expensive.

That's what was happening last year and into the beginning of this year.
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I worked only part time from around June last year, at vacation time,

all the way to December. I'd work a couple of hours a week, 20 hours, 16

hours, then 8 hours. Then there would be a whole month when I didn't work

at all.

And not only myself, there were lots of employees like that. We had

four lines, then it went down to three, then it went down to two, and we were

afraid they were going to make only a one-line plant.

After that we started getting some work -- as a matter of fact some of

it was from Tyler, and so we got work from other plants and that kept us open,

and now there is a lot of work,because as I saldAhere are seventeen to twenty

one plants that closed last year.

I have been married for 20 years now and I have four children. I have

two teenagers that are going to high school, and high school is a little bit

expensive. My husband works for a freight line company, and a lot of times

in McAllen, when the peso devaluates in Mexico, business goes down. And every

time business goes down, my husband gets less and less work, which means that

if I get laid off and he gets laid off it puts a strain on our household budget.

As it is, we are barely able to make both ends meet. We're not behind, but

I'm not saying we're ahead either. It's a type of situation that involves

a lot of people around here, not Just myself. They have problems. They get

laid off.

We are beginning to be aware of all these imports and this twin plants

concept that we are having in the valley. They are cutting in this country
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and they are sending the cloth into Mexico to be assembled. I just got word

that another clothing company is cutting on work in McAllen because they are

thinking about moving to Mexico also. Another company, which makes parts

for TV's and electronic equipment, used to work 5 and 6 days a week. Now

they have cut down to four. There is a lot of work in McAllen which is going

elsewhere.

There is a lot of fear among my friends of plant closings. Especially

people who have been working here at Levi's. More than half of the people

who are working for Levi once worked in the fields or went up north to find

work. Those jobs have been eliminated, or have been cut down or the expense

of going up there is not worth it. So they work here. It would be hard if

a plant like Levi, like our plant in McAllen, would close down. It would

be hard for the workers to get Jobs. Some of them are old, and they feel

they are not capable of being retrained. It is pretty hard. I'm 34, and

I personally feel that if I were to lose my job, I'd get another job, but

it would take me a little while because jobs are very scarce.

There isn't much alternative employment available in the area. And what

is available has bad conditions and low wages.

Last year, when I was laid off a lot, I began to think about this import

thing. I don't know for a fact that our work is going abroad, but I hear

a lot of conversation about it. A lot from workers that get laid off at other

plants too.

So last year I began going into stores comparing things, checking where

they were made. What was happening didn't hit me, until I was actually in

the stores and saw where all this merchandise was coming from.
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I told my plant manager at Levi last week about how I went to get my

children clothes. I saw this beautiful blue Jean by Levi -- that's the first

thing I usually do, check for Levi -- and I picked it up and found it fit

my kid's size. Then I looked inside the label, which I never did until I

understood this import thing, and the label said "Hecho en Mexico," Made in

Mexico, so I threw it back. I didn't even fold it. I just threw it back.

I went to another rack that had Lee's jeans which said, "Made in UA".

So I bought Lee's.

And to me, I felt bad. Like I was a traitor or something, but I wasn't

going to buy imported goods anymore. It's getting to the point that I feel

my job Is at stake.

I know people in Mexico must work too, as well as people in other countries.

But, to me, my family comes first. My husband and my children. I was born

in this country. My father was born here. I am an American.

I feel that anything in excess is harmful, no matter what it is. And

this import thing, I don't have anything against bringing things in from other

countries, but not excessively, so It will hurt people here. We need to be

strong. We need to be able to work. What I feel is, we don't need a lot

of government handouts, what we need is work. And the best way to do that,

to have work here, is not to get so many things from other parts of the world.

To be able to do them here. To make our own clothes here. So that people

can have a sense of security, of pride, in doing their own thing here.

Being able to work for what you want to do. That has always been the

American way. How are we going to get strorger? Not by bringing things here

from other places, but by doing them here. Giving people work to earn their

own way. I think that's the most Important thing to me.

Thank you for letting me speak to you today.
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STATEMENT OF ELEANOR KUHNS, SHAMOKIN, PA, ON BEHALF
OF THE AMALGAMATED CLOTHING & TEXTILE WORKERS UNION

Ms. KUHNS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank the Senate
Trade Subcommittee for the opportunity to tell you about the dis-
tressing effect of textile and apparel imports and to urge you Lo
pass Senate bill 680.

I am here to speak for the thousand workers who used to work at
the Arrow plants in Lewistown and Elysburg, PA. Our jobs are
gone-but you can save the jobs of hundreds of thousands of other
workers by passing this bill.

The major industry in our area of Pennsylvania since the an-
thracite coal mines closed has been the garment factories, and now
even that is being taken away from us.

The Arrow Shirt Co., which was my bread and butter for 241/2
years closed their doors in May 1985. I wish all of you could come
with me to Shamokin and Lewistown and see the desperation of
the people first-hand.

I could go on endlessly about the problems faced by many co-
workers and friends who have lost their jobs because of imports,
but let me tell you of the trauma and the heartache of a few.

Ruth Ann lost her job in November 1984 when the Shamokin
Dress Co. closed-250 jobs were lost because of imports. In April
1985 her husband Joe lost his job at the Arrow Shirt Co., closed be-
cause of imports. For a year and a half now, this family's 18-year-
old daughter has had cancer; with surgery and chemotherapy, their
bills are so high and not entirely covered by insurance. And Joe's
health insurance terminated in August.

Put yourselves in this family's position.
Another worker lost her husband. She worked steady for 33

years, and when she went up to sign for unemployment, the full
impact of losing her job hit her at that time. And because for a
moment, she momentarily forgot her name, she even lost her
vision, they said, "If you are in this condition, you are not available
for work," and they even denied her unemployment benefits. Be-
cause her husband is dead, she has a son who is 29 who gets epilep-
tic seizures and nobody will hire him, what are the two of these
people going to do?

There are so many cases like this, that I could go on and on. And
most of the people who lost their jobs are elderly people. There is
no work for the young, let alone for those who are older.

I don't think it is too harsh a term for me to say to you that the
flood of these imports is economic murder; it is economic assassina-
tion of people who have worked loyally, committed, and hard, when
our government hasn't returned that loyalty to the people.

We are proud people. We have always worked hard. And we
don't want handouts; all we want is a chance to earn our way. It
hurts our pride to have to ask for handouts. Just give us jobs,
that's all we ask.
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I am so proud of you, Senator Heinz, and of our other Senator,
Arlen Specter, because 1 know you realize the seriousness of this
problem, and I know you are supportive of controlling imports and
of the trade adjustment assistance, to extend it. Help us to survive.
Our fate is in your hands. Treat us kindly, and God will reward
you.

[Ms. Kuhns' written testimony follows:]
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Statement of
Eleanor Kuhns

on S. 680

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank the Senate Trade Subcommittee for

the opportunity to tell you about the distressing effect of textile and apparel

imports, and to urge you to pass S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement

Act. I am here to speak for the 1000 workers who used to work at the Arrow

plants in Lewistown and Elysburg, Pennsylvania. Our jobs are gone -- but

you can save the jobs of hundreds of thousands of other workers by passing

this bill.

It's ironic that an immigrant, my mother, came to this country many years

ago from Czechoslovakia because there were jobs and she could make a better

life for herself and her family. Now, a generation later, there are no jobs

even for the American-born. The Federal Government has done practically nothing

to protect domestic industries from imports.

The major industry in our area of Pennsylvania since the anthracite coal

mines closed has been the garment factories, and now even that is being taken

away from us. The Arrow Shirt Company, which was my bread and butter for

24h years, closed their doors in May 1985. Just a year ago, the two Pennsylvania

plants took top honors for quality and production. Workers were lauded and

praised to high heaven, and now we have nothing. Nearly 1,000 people were

thrown out of work when imports closed the doors of the Arrow Elysburg and

Lewistown plants. Dedicated employees were discarded like broken down machines

with very little notice, no time to adjust, And no other place to go because

garment factories have been closing one after the other for the last decade

or so.
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In other words, Senators, our people are victims of a flood of imports,

left twisting in the wind by a government who does not see things in terms

of human beings but makes decisions on a maze of statistics which do not show

the empty supper table or the cold house because there isn't enough money

to heat it. Work hasn't been plentiful these last years. Workers had days

off each week or didn't work 8 hour days because of imports taking their work

away. So, their unemployment benefit rates are low, and often benefits are

already drawn out when a plant finally closes. Sometimes, only 2 or 3 weeks

of unemployment benefits remain.

In the past, workers who lost their Jobs through imports could count

on receiving Trade Adjustment Assistance and job training. Now, even that

will come to an end within 2 weeks unless Congress extends it. We pray that

you will.

I could go on endlessly about my many coworkers and friends who have

lost their jobs because of imports. But let me tell you of the trauma and

heartache of Just a few.

Ruth Ann lost her job in November 1984, when the Shamokin Dress Company

closed because of imports (250 jobs lost). In April 1985, her husband, Joe,

lost his job when Arrow Shirt Company closed because of imports. For a year

and a half now their 18 year old daughter, Joann, has had cancer. With surgery

and chemotherapy their medical bills have been high and not totally covered

by insurance. Joann gets extremely severe headaches, convulsions, hallucinations,

and has recently started getting chest pains. Joe's health insurance terminated

56-287 0 - 86 - 5
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in August. Their other daughter, Maureen, 21 years old, had surgery in July

for a malignant growth, cancer in the lymph nodes, and needs chemotherapy

for 8 months. A recent check-up shows high levels in the liver area, and

she has to go for a liver scan.

Put yourselves in this family's position, Senators. They've been denied

medical assistance because their unemployment income is too high. Ruth Ann

receives $80.00 a week, and Joe receives $160.00 per week. They've been trying

to find work, but most of our garment factories are gone, and those that are

left are only hanging in by a thread, and don't have enough work for those

already on the payroll. Trade Adjustment Assistance for a family in this

predicament would be like a miracle from heaven. It would give them extra

months to find work, but only if Congress extends it.

The despair and desperation is like being caught in a rat trap with no

place to go and no way out. I wish all of you could come with me to Shamokin

and Lewistown, and see the desperation of these people first hand.

Three weeks ago a newly-married young couple came to me and gave me an

envelope with $470.00 in it and asked me to give it to Ruth Ann and Joe.

She wasn't looking for any glory because she asked to remain anonymous. She

said she and her husband collected this money from friends and co-workers

and they put over $100.00 of their wedding money toward it. She said, "We

don't really need it." Then she smiled and said "I mean we really do need

it, but we have the things that we really need, and we feel that this family

needs it more than we do." I had tears in my eyes when she left. If a young

couple just starting out in life can feel the pain and desperation of people
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like this, why can't our'President and Congress see it also, and do something

about foreign imports that put Americans out of work?

Another worker lost her husband in an accident 4 months before the Arrow

plant closed. She has a 29 year old son of normal intelligence, but he gets

epileptic seizures and no one will hire him. She had worked steadily for

33 years and almost never collected unemployment benefits. The day she went

to sign up for Unemployment the full impact of how she and her son would survive

hit her. She began to tremble like a leaf, momentarily lost her vision, and

couldn't remember her name. Instead of sympathy she was told, "You're not

available for work in this condition. You should be on disability." She

was refused unemployment benefits. So, with all her problems, she now had

the expense of a doctor she could ill-afford. Until the doctor would give

her a statement that she was available for work, she was denied benefits.

Another friend, because of a broken ankle, lost time from work, and when

she was available for work again, there were short weeks because of imports.

Now because of this, when the plant closed her unemployment rate was low.

She had to sell many of her personal possessions at a yard sale, so she can

meet her monthly expenses. When that's gone she'll have to sell her car also.

She's 58 years of age. She doesn't know who will hire her with so little

of the garment industry left, and how she will manage to survive until she's

62 and can collect her Social Security.

Some of these workers are full of rashes that look like measles - caused

by nerves - knowing they probably can't find work, not knowing if T.A.A. will

be extended. They're half crazy with worry. Some cry themselves to sleep
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at night, others just sit in a rocking chair, rocking the night away because

they can't sleep.

The young ones have mortgages on their homes. Even with their youth

there are no jobs available to them.

Many of the workers who had their children in college will have to pull

them out. Education of our children is this country's most valuable resource.

How long can this country remain great if we have no jobs to pay for the education

of our children?

One woman lost her husband several years ago. Now she's 50 years old

and has a retarded daughter. How are they going to survive?

Another woman is throwing up after every meal. She knows her chances

of finding work are about zero. How will she live after her unemployment

benefits run out?

Some of the people laid off at Arrow are so worried that when you speak

to them, their minds are wandering, and they're not alert like they were when

they were working. Some have already had their phones disconnected. They

can no longer afford them. Others are preparing to sign their homes over

for welfare when their unemployment runs out -- homes they worked hard to

pay for. Only a dozen or two in each plant have been able to find other jobs

since the plant closed in May. There was a job open for a seamstress about

30 miles from home. Three hundred people applied for that one job.
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More than 35% of the Arrow workers were 50 years of age or older when

the plants closed. They've never done any other work. They're probably too

old to find another Job, too young to die, and years away from Social Security

benefits.

Another woman worked and kept her unemployed husband for 2 years. He

passed away recently and now, at age 57, she lost her job. She has excruciating

pain with a hip injury, but is afraid to have surgery because she worries

about the bills. She took care of her husband and now there's no one to care

for her. How do people like this survive?

Arthur worked until the last day work was available at the Arrow plant.

He appeared to be in good health. Two weeks later he was dead of a heart

attack.

I wish you would come see some of them checking out their grocery order.

Two marrow bones with a speck of meat on them to make some soup. These people

are facing a future with virtually nothing unless you help them.

The garment industry has dwindled to about two million workers. If we

don't roll back apparel and textile imports now, before we lose more of those

jobs, we could find even our servicemen at the mercy of the enemy in time

of war for their uniforms, shoes, etc. Common sense dictates a country should

remain self-sufficient.

I do not think it's too harsh a term for me to say to you that the flood

of imports into this country is nothing short of economic murder -- economic

assassination of the American workers who have worked loyally, committed, and
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hard. Our own government In not controlling imports has not returned that

loyalty to its citizens.

Plant closings bring out violence in people who are ordinarily easy going,

because of stress and trauma, the fear of losing the family home, the fear

of going hungry, the termination of health benefits at a time when they're

needed the most. Stripped of all dignity, the feeling of failure creeps In.

These people desperately need help.

We're proud people who have always worked hard. We don't want handouts.

It hurts our pride. We want jobs so we can earn our way. When I suggested

to Sam, who was laid-off, to seek medical assistance for his medical problem,

his face flushed and he looked like I had struck him with lightning. It was

against everything within him to seek help. He was proud to have always earned

his way in the past.

It's a complex problem and I commend you for having this hearing on the

Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act.

I'm proud of our Pennsylvania Senators, John Heinz and Arlen Spector.

They are aware of the seriousness of our problems and are supportive of controlling

imports and extending Trade Adjustment Assistance. I pray that all of you

and President Reagan will see us as human beings, not as statistics, and help

us. Our fate is in your hands. Treat us kindly and God will reward you.

I would like to leave you with this thought: When the Continental Bank

of Chicago went bust, it took a few men in the right place only 24 hours

to save it. Yet It appears that all our leaders on all levels can't save

the manufacturing base of this great nation. They're letting us rapidly become

a nation of fast-food restaurants -- a service society. We deserve better

than that.
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Senator HEINZ. Ms. Kuhns, thank you very much. I hope all the
members of the committee read your testimony or see it on video-
tape, because both you and Mrs. Quintanilla have been very com-
pelling. It would be a shame for anybody not to understand the
degree and depth of heart-rending, just tearing emotion that you
have aptly described with the term "economic assassination." And
I thank you both for coming so far to appear today.

Our next witness is Mr. Joe Moore of St. Louis, Missouri, accom-
panied by Mr. Murray Merle and Mr. Tom Li.

STATEMENT OF JOE MOORE, ST. LOUIS, MO, ON BEHALF OF THE
LADIES GARMENT WORKERS

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Senator.
I want to thank you for this opportunity to testify on Senate bill

680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act.
In addition to our panelists, we have with us Mr. Warren Levi,

president of New City Sportswear, Havershaw, NY; Mr. Sherman
Ing, president of Cam-Fee Fashions, New York City, NY; and Mr.
Edgar Romney, manager of local 2325, New York City, and vice
president of the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union.
They are here to support the legislation and to answer any ques-
tions you may have of them.

My name is Joe Moore. I am executive director of the Associated
Garment Industries in St. Louis. I am very sorry that Senator Dan-
forth, my Senator, can't be here.

Senator HEINZ. He has a meeting with a fellow named Clayton
Yeutter.

Mr. MOORE. I am glad I don't have to pronounce that, Senator.
[Laughter.]

Our organization represents manufacturers in eastern Missouri,
southern Illinois, as well as one in Oklahoma and one in Kentucky.

At one time this organization numbered more than 100 members;
now our membership has dropped to less than 30 firms. This may
be attributed to several causes, but one of the primary reasons is
unfair competition from low-wage countries. I would therefore like
to urge that you take action against such imports.

I grew up in the garment industry. My mother was a manufac-
turer for many years, and I was a manufacturer prior to accepting
my present post. Consequently, it is natural for me to be concerned
about manufacturing. But my concern is also about workers in the
textile and apparel industries and the productivity of our country.

I served in the Navy in World War II, and I am well aware that
we won the war because we could produce tanks, planes, ammuni-
tion, shoes, uniforms, needed to assure victory. Could we do that
today with our many vital industries depressed and imports at an
all-time high?

Today we are becoming a nation of service people, not producers.
In the past several years, a large percentage of our new jobs cre-
ated have been in the low-wage service sector, not in the manufac-
turer where high pay is the rule. I don't mean to imply that the
garment industry can be termed "high wage" in any way; as a
matter of fact, statistics from the Department of Labor reflect that
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workers in the apparel industry are at the low end of the manufac-
turing scale, earning less than $6 an hour on average, hardly
enough to survive in the face of rising utility rates, housing, medi-
cal costs, transportation, and other necessities.

It is not that manufacturers wish to take advantage of their em-
ployees; it is that they too are fighting to survive and are often
faring little better than the workers. Frequently, it is simpler for
them to close their doors than to continue operating when their
profits are drained to the lowest possible level.

In order to compete, firms are forced to accept ever-decreasing
percentages of profits in order to stay in business. Despite their ef-
forts toward more efficient operation, there is no amount of engi-
neering, no amount of machinery, no amount of state-of-the-art
technology which will enable them to compete with firms where
labor costs are, for instance, 12 cents an hour in Bangladesh or
$1.18 an hour in Hong Kong. Even if money were available to mod-
ernize factories, today's high interest rates make the cost prohibi-
tive because the returns are just not there.

Once the apparel industry was characterized as "sweat shops,"
but today it is not true; today's workers enjoy decent working
hours and conditions, paid holidays and vacations, and retirement
benefits. Many companies have received cooperation from their em-
ployees, who are willing to accept a moratorium on wage increases
in an effort to keep their employers afloat and save their jobs.
They are as well-aware of the problems imports pose as is manage-
ment.

All too often, when they shop, they see two garments of compara-
tive value side-by-side at the same identical price, one made in the
United States and the other in a low-wage country. Under these
circumstances, they find it hard to believe that the retailer is pass-
ing any savings on to the consumer; rather, they believe the retail-
er is taking an additional markup to increase his profits.

Looking specifically for clothing made in the United States is be-
coming more of a challenge every day, because there is less and
less of it; in little more than 10 years, imports in apparel have
grown more to more than 50 percent of the market. This means
that more than a million apparel workers have seen their jobs ex-
ported, and many communities have been devastated by the closing
of factories. To name some of these Missouri towns so affected, I
can cite Festus-and I am sure that Senator Bradley remembers
Festus, where they had members of a coed garment company that
employed over 125 people, over half of them coming from Crystal
City.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Moore, I am going to have to ask you to sum-
marize the rest of your testimony.

Mr. MOORE. Well, I could name off 32 towns, Senator.
Senator HEINZ. We will put your entire testimony in the record

as it is.
Mr. MOORE. I appreciate that, but I want to say that these people

are dedicated workers, pay taxes uncomplainingly, participate in
community activities, educate their children, work and vote for
candidates of their choice in each election. In short, they are the
type of citizen who is the backbone of America.
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The industry needs your help, and the workers need your help,
and the 32 Missouri communities who have lost their manufactur-
ing plants and jobs need your help. If you act now, perhaps the ap-
parel industry can be spared the fate of the shoe industry, which
today is almost nonexistent in the United States. If you act now, it
may not be too late for us.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Moore, thank you.
Mr. Merl.
[Mr. Moore's written testimony follows:]
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Telephone: 436-2141

ASSOCIATED QARAIENT INDUSTRIES 1015 Locust St., St. Loai, Misjouri 63101

For additional information:
Call Joe Moore or Lucy Englandat 314-435-2141

TESTIMONY FOR SENATE SUB-COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL
TRADE OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Let me Introduce myself. My name Is Joe Moore and I am

executive director of the Associated Garment Industries of St.

Louis, an organization which represents manufacturers In

eastern Missouri and southern Illinois. At one time this or-

ganization numbered more than one hundred members. Now our

membership has dropped to less than thirty firms.

This may be attributed to several causes, but one of the

primary reasons is unfair competition from low wage countries.

I would therefore like to urge that you take action against

such imports.

I grew up in the garment industry where my mother was a

manufacturer for many years, and I was a manufacturer prior to

accepting my present post. Consequently, It 4 natural for me

to be concerned about manufacturers, but my concern is also

for the workers in the textile and apparel industries and the

productivity of our country.

I served in the Navy during World War II and I am well

-l -
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aware we won that war because we could produce the tanks,

planes, ammunition, equipment, shoes and uniforms needed to

assure victory. Could we do that today, with many of our

most vital industries depressed and imports at an all time high?

Today we are becoming a nation of service people, not pro-

ducers. In the past several years a large percent of the new

Jobs created have been In the low wage service sector, not in

manufacturing where higher pay is the rule.

I do not mean to imply that the garment industry can be

termed 'high wage' in any way. As a matter of fact, statistics

from the Department of Labor reflect that workers in the apparel

industry are at the low end of the manufacturing scale, earning

less than $6 an hour on the average - hardly enough for mere

survival in the face of rising utility rates, housing, medical

costs, transportation and other necessities.

It is not that manufacturers wish to take advantage of

their employees. It is that they, too, are fighting to survive

and often faring little better than the workers. Frequently

it is simpler for them to close their doors than to continue

operating when their profits have been drained to the lowest

possible level.

In order to compete, firms are forced to accept an ever

decreasing percentage of profit just to stay in business. De-

spite their efforts toward more efficient operation, there Is

no amount of engineering, no amount of machinery, no amount of

state-of-the-art technology which will enable them to compete

with firms whose labor costs are, for instance, 12€ an hour

(Bangladesh) or $1.18 a nour (Hong Kong). Even if money is

available to modernize factories, today's high Interest rates
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make the cost prohibitive because the returns are not there.

Once the apparel industry was characterized by sweat shops,

but that Is not true today. Today's workers enjoy decent working

hours and conditions, paid holidays, vacations and retirement

benefits.

Many companies have received cooperation from their employees

who were willing to accept a moratorium on wage increases in an

effort to keep their employers afloat and save their Jobs. They

are as well aware of the problems Imports pose as Is management.

All too often, when they shop, they see two garments of com-

parable value side by side at the same Identical price - one

made in the U. S. and one In a low-wage country. Under those

circumstances, they find it hard to believe that the retailer

is passing any saving on to the consumer; rather, they believe

the retailer is taking an additional markup to Increase his

pro-fits.

Looking specifically for clothing made in the U. S. A. is

becoming more of a challenge every day because there is less

and less of It. In little more than 10 years Imports of apparel

have grown to more than 5V) percent of the market. This means

that more than a million apparel workers have seen their jobs

exported, and many communities have been devastated by the

closing of a factory.

To name some of the Missouri towns so affected I can cite

Festus, Ste. Genevieve, Cape Girardeau, Sikeston, Perryville,

St. Charles, Eminence, Wentzville, Troy, Clarksville, Vendalia,

HigginsvIlle, St. James, Poplar Bluff, Maiden, Chillicothe,

Webb City, St. Joseph, Neosho, Lamar, Newburg, Willow Springs,

-3-
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Fredericktown, Carl Junction, Platsburg, Springfield, Aurora,

Puxico, Marceline, and Garden City. Kansas City has lost

approximately 10 factories and St. Louis 12.

In some Instances, these communities have seen a shop close,

re-open later with a new owner, and close again when it became

evident they could not compete in today's market. These plant

closings cost the jobs of some 5,000 Missourians. Ask them how

they feel about unfair imports; how they feel about losing

their jobs.

When you hear their answers you will understand why those

remaining in the industry - from the owner to the janitor - live

in constant fear that they may not survive unless something Is

done to help them compete. "Creative solutions' - whatever that

means - Is not the answer. What they need Is some protection

from unfair imports - Imports from countries where the average

Income amounts to slave gages and the standard of living Is

far below ours.

I would like to point out that the garment Industry has

always prided itself on being the first to accept new Immigrants

to our shores, to hire the disadvantaged, to help minorities

become part of the mainstream of American life. It was certainly

among the first to recognize the contribution and worth of

women - more than 90% of those employed In the industry ARE

women - and to promote them to positions of responsibility.

Though some of the Jobs create a second family income, many

of the women are the sole support of families. To see them lose

their Jobs because of imports is a sad commentary on our society,

to say nothing of the prevalent feeling that this represents

-4-
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discrimination against the weakest, least influential persons

In our midst. These are workers who believed in the American

dream, worked for it, and now find it ebbing away with the ris-

ing tide 9f imports.

I appeal to you to limit imports and help save the textile

and apparel Industries In this country. If the manufacturers

can survive, earn a reasonable profit and expand, they can in-

crease employment and save the jobs of e vast number of dedicated

workers who pay taxes uncomplainingly, participate in community

activities, educate their children, work and vote for candidates

of their choice In each election. In short, the type of

citizen who is-the backbone of America. The Industry needs

your help, the workers need your help, and the 32 Missouri

communities that have lost manufacturing plants and jobs need

your help. If you act now, perhaps the apparel Industry can be

spared the fate of the shoe industry, which today is almost

non-existent in the United States. If you act now, it may not

be too late for us.

STATEMENT OF MURRAY MERL, TARRYTOWN GARMENT CO.,
TARRYTOWN, NY; AND PRESIDENT, SPORTSWEAR APPAREL AS.
SOCIATION
Mr. MERL. My name is Murray Merl. I am president of the Tar-

rytown Garment Co., and I am also president of a small trade asso-
ciation, the Sportswear Apparel Association, with member factories
in New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and the Connecticut area.

What has happened to my company is very much the same as
what has happened to many companies within the industry, and I
will try to briefly give you a little history of it.

The Tarrytown Garment Co. is a sewing contracting business,
not a manufacturing business. We make garments for other manu-
facturers who sell them.

The company was formed in 1947 by my father and has been in
business ever since. We manufactured ladies' dresses and materni-
ty wear. I joined the company in 1959, and we have continued to
grow throughout the 1960's and the 1970's, expanding our company
twice, physically, in size as well as by employees. At the end of the
1970's we reached a peak of about 130 employees.

Starting in 1979, is when the decreases be an. The people that
we were manufacturing for could no longer a ord to pay the prices
that we needed to manufacture, and as a result we have continual-
ly lost our volume and have continuously laid off people to the
point that we were down to 80 people this past season.

We started to go into specialized products such as swimwear,
which were primarily domestically made, in order to combat the
import problem. This past season, swimwear began to come in as
an imported product, and we suffered a 25-percent drop in volume
this past year. It was necessary for us to virtually shut down the
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entire plant through April, May, June, and July of this past year.
We are just now beginning to try to get people back to work.

Our association was made up of 200 members. We have lost 50
percent of those members, for the same types of reasons that have
affected my business. An average number of employees in member
plants is about 60, with a loss of 100 factories in the last 36
months. There are 6,000 jobs lost within our association alone.

We certainly urge your support of this bill.
Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Merl.
Mr. Li.
[Mr. Merl's written testimony follows:]
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STATEENT

OF

MURRAY MERL

Prepared by Murray Merl, owner, for presentation to appropriate

Congressional committees considering the Textile & Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act of 1985.

Tarrytown Garment Company is a sewing contracting business

that was established in 1947 by Louis Merl, father of the current

owner. It is a business which has always been labor intensive

and has provided employment for hundreds of people in this area

over the 38 years of its existence. The company has grown through-

out its history until the late 1970's when imports stopped its

growth and caused its decline to its present condition.

When Tarrytown Garment first began contract manufacturing,

only a handfull of people were employed. The founder and his

family supplemented the work force. Used sewing machines were

purchased and installed in a store-front building which housed

the first factory, Ladies dresses and maternity wear were produced.

By the early 1950's larger quarters were found and the company

moved and increased its work force. In 1959 after graduating

from college, the current owner joined the firm.

In 1960 the family purchased a small commericaland residential

combination building. New sewing machines were purchased. These

machines were the latest model self lubricating sewing machines

available on the market. The product line was expanded to include

ladies sportswear such as skirts, pants and jumpers. With the
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introauction or sportswear came new proceedures and methods of

garment construction or engineering. Section piecework became

the assembly system replacing whole garment production. We were

rapidly becoming one of the most modern sewing factories in our

area. At that time there were five sewing contracting factories

in the Village of Tarrytown.

In 1965 the first of our major expansions was undertaken,

The residential portion of our building was renovated and converted

to commercial space for factory use. We were doubling our size

and increasing the number of employees to 65 people. As contractors

we would adjust our product lines to our customers' needs and

accordingly began swimwear production to replace dresses.

We continued to purchase new equipment and update the

equipment we already owned. Swimwear required many specialized

machines and attachments. Some early electronics and air operated

systems were installed. We continued to be one of the most modern

sewing plants in our area. We further expanded by acquiring the

assets of one of the other contract sewing factories in Tarrytown

and absorbed most of their personnel.

The period from 1965 to 1974 continued to be one of growth.

Our expertise, quality control and service to our customers kept

the factory at full employment year round. Although the industry

has always been seasonal, we worked 12 months a year because of
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the diversity of products we produced and our ability to change

to what-ever was the current fashion.

As contract manufacturers we only worked with one or two

customers at a time. It was always important that we made up a

significant percentage of their production needs so as to secure

our continuous workflow. As our customers' volume grew, we decided

to expand again to keep pace. In 1974 and 1975 we built a two

story addition to our existing building which more than doubled

its present size. As in the past, we purchased new equipment and

increased employment to over 100 people. From 1975 through 1978

we increased production and personnel peaking at 130 people in 1978.

Beginning in 1979, our customers began to run into price

resistence in their markets. We, in turn, were asked to reduce prices.

This was the beginning of the end. As our customers began to

loose orders, our volume began to drop and our profit margins

began to disappear. We were never a high profit business, but

with sufficient volume, we were able to sustain ourselves. Our

customers began to import some of their products from the Orient

in order for them to compete, and our volume continued to drop.

We began to lay-off people and stopped all capital expenditure

for new equipment.

After more than 35 years in the business, we were not about

to give up at this point. A new direction was needed to combat

the effects of the imports. We decided to offer more and diversified
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services to replace some of the business lost. We set up a

pattern-making and sample-making department offering manufacturers

and jobbers these services complete with salesman's samples

and specifications for import production. A production consulting

service was offered whereby our personnel traveled to the Orient

and the Carribean to secure and supervise production. The income

produced by these new services contributed to keeping Tarrytown

Garment in business but the number of employees continued to

decrease as the domestic production continued to drop.

As domestic production of sportswear eventually disappeared,

we put all our emphasis on swimwear, since this was still a

domestically manufactured product. In 1984 and 1985 major retailers

began to import swimwear from the Orient and our volume dropped

2Y. This staggering blow brought us to our knees. From a peak

of 130 employees, we had dropped to 80 and then to a virtual shut

down. Beginning in April, 1985, we started extended lay-offs

of most of our employees. Our management staff has been severly

reduced. Through May, June, July and August of this year, we

have operated with a skeleton staff of about 18 people.

The demise of Tarrytown Garment has not been caused by lack

of effective management or obsolete equipment. It has been caused

by in-effective control of imports which have taken over the major

portion of our market. There is no effective way that we can

compete with the wage scale paid by the major exporting countries.
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There is no technology available to off-set the enormous dif-

ferential in wages. The only way that Tarrytown Garment can

stay in business and for that matter, the overall apparel industry,

is by the implementation of control of imports by passage of the

Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act.

Without passage of this bill, Tarrytown Garment will have

to cease operations at the end of the 1985-86 swimwear season.

As a prudent businessman, I should have closed Tarrytown Garment

two years ago. It is very difficult to give up a business that

you have worked at for 25 years of your life. A business that

employed the newly arrived immigrant to this country, providing

a job and the dignity of earning a living and not being dependent

on public assistence. We contributed our $1,000,000 a year

in payroll to our local economy as well as all the goods and

services we purchased. We are the last remaining sewing con-

tractor in Tarrytown, and by the summer of 1986, we will have

to close permanently.

Tarrytown Garment is a member of the Sportswear Apparel

Association, which is a trade group of sewing contractors with

factories in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New England.

As president of this Association, I can testify that the problems

of Tarrytown Garment are mirrored by most members of the Sports-

wear Apparel Association. In the past 36 months, our membership
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has dropped 50% from 200 firms to 100. All our members rely

totally on domestic production. The average member employees

60 people and the resulting lose of member firms has put over

6000 people out of work.

The problem very simply is our inability to compete with

low wage countries. We can not reduce our standard of living

to their level and an industry employing hundreds of thousands

of workers can not be expendable.

RespectfullSubmitted,

Murray
President

STATEMENT OF TOM LI, COK FASHIONS, NEW YORK CITY, NY
Mr. Li. Mr. Chairman, my name is Tom Li. I am a contractor in

the garment industry, employing about 150 workers in New York
City, Chinatown. My shop is named COK Fashions. My business de-
pends on the amount of work I get from jobbers in the industry,
but in recent years it has become harder and harder to obtain
work. The reason is imports.

I have spent many years building my business. I have always be-
lieved that the United States was a land of opportunity for every-
one who was willing to work hard and to keep trying. Until now, I
have never had any reason to doubt my belief.

But now I find that business is getting worse. I am still ready to
work as hard as I ever have. I know that my shop is as productive
as it has ever been, but the competition from imports just gets
worse all the time.

I am ready to compete against any employer in the United States
who must do business under the same conditions as I am. I have
proved that I can succeed when everyone is playing by the same
rules. There is no more competitive industry than the garment in-
dustry, but garment shops in many other countries don't play by
the same rules; they don't have any rules at all.

I must pay the minimum wage; in other countries there is no
minimum wage law. I must pay for health benefits; workers in
these other countries get no health benefits. I must keep my shop
clean and safe; elsewhere, there are no laws on health and safety.
How can I or any other shopowner in the United States compete
under these unequal and unfair conditions?
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I do not object to paying my workers a decent wage or to obeying
the laws of the United States; but I do object when others don't
have to obey the same laws and can then take advantage by under-
selling me.

We must do something about imports that are destroying the
laws of the United States and the rules of fair competition. I do not
see how we can ask employers in other countries to obey American
laws; so, instead, we have to control the garments they ship to us.

If you want the garment industry to survive in this country, if
you want it to go on providing opportunities for those like myself,
then I urge you to vote for the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforce-
ment Act.

Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Li, thank you very much.
(Mr. Li's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

TOM LI

My name is Tom Li. I am a contractor in the garment industry employing

about 150 workers. My shop is COK fashions. My business depends on the amount

of work I get from jobbers in the industry, but in recent years it has become

harder and harder to obtain work. The reason is imports.

I have spent many years building up my business. I have always believed

that the United States was the land of opportunity for anyone who was willing

to work hard and to keep trying. Until now I have never had any reason to

doubt my belief.

But now I find that business is getting worse. I am still ready to work

as hard as I ever have. I know that my shop is as productive as it has ever

been, but the competition from imports just gets worse all the time.

I am ready to compete against any employer in the United States who must

do business under the same conditions as myself. I have proved that I can

succeed when everyone is playing by the same rules. There is no more competitive

industry than the garment industry. But garment shops in many other countries

don't play by the same rules. They don't have any rules at all.

I must pay the minimum wage. In other countries there is no minimum wage

law. I must pay for health benefits. Workers in these other countries get

no health benefits. I must keep my shop clean and safe. Elsewhere there are

no laws on health and safety. How can I, or any other shop owner in the U.S.,

compete under these unequal and unfair conditions?

I do not object to paying my workers a decent wage or obeying the laws

of the United States, but I do object when others don't have to obey the same

laws, and can then take advantage by underselling me.

We must do something about the imports that are destroying the laws of

the United States and the rules of fair competition. I do not see how we can

ask employers in other countries to obey American laws. So instead, we have

to control the garments they ship to us.

If you want the garment industry to survive in this country, if you want

it to go on providing opportunities for those like myself, then I urge you

to vote for the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act.
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Senator HEINZ. We now have Ms. Beverly Reed of Decatur, IL;
Ms. Anne Marazita of Mount Vernon, NY; and Ms. Wing Fong
Chin, all on behalf of the Ladies Garment Workers.

Ms. Reed.

STATEMENT BY BEVERLY REED, DECATUR, IL, MEMBER OF
INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION, LOCAL
210

Ms. REED. My name is Beverly Reed. I am from Decatur, IL-
that is in the Midwest.

I worked at Roffley's Garment Factory for 13 years. At one time
in Decatur we had Pearlmutters, Shaws, S&W, Osgoods, Home
Manufacturing, Alvorado, Simplicity Garment, Keeling Manufac-
turing, Roffley's, and Darlene's. That was just in the city where I
lived. Today we don't have one shop. I worked for Kaufmann, who
owns seven shops, and in the last 4 years he has closed Fairfield,
Decatur, and the Spring Valley Shop. And I am one of those who
can tell you first-hand exactly how it feels.

I was a widow in 1970, and I had three children ages 3, 7, and 11.
I worked those 13 years in the shop. I had insurance, I had securi-
ty, I had health benefits, and stuff for my kids that I wouldn't have
had if I hadn't worked there.

When my shop closed in January of 1983, I had a heart attack 2
weeks afterwards, on February 14. It was due to stress. I was very
emotionally involved with my factory, my company, and the people
that I worked with. I had no insurance, because my company had
closed. I couldn't draw unemployment, because I was not able to
work. I went through all of the sign-ups for unemployment, went
through to get the food stamps, and I stood in line to get my
cheese. I was embarrassed. And I had girls, then, in college. I had
one girl in college and one girl in high school. It was very embar-
rassing to tell them, "We don't do things like we did anymore; we
have to conserve. I don't have the rent for this month, and I'll have
to worry about it at the end of the month."

It's very sad to see my co-workers that had worked there 30
years that wanted to work. We are ready and willing to work. We
asked people to come in and give us a job, and it was fruitless.

So I am asking your help to control the imports, and to make
sure that my family and other families in the United States have
jobs.

The dislocated workers? I had a woman go to the dislocated
workers. She registered, and she had to have a high school degree.
She graduated from high school in June. The lady is 61 years old.
Nobody wants to hire her. But this is the kind of help we are get-
ting, and we need your help, we need your support to stay behind
US.

Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Ms. Reed, thank you very much.
Ms. Marazita.
[Ms. Reed's written testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF BEVERLY REED

International Ladies Garment-Workers Union
Member from Decatur, Illinois

My name is Beverly Reed.

I am from Decatur, Illinois.

I am member of the International Ladies' Garment Workers'

Union, Local 120.

I began working for the R & M Kaufmann Garment Company,

Decatur Shop in 1970.

I went to work a few months before my husband died in

November of 1970, leaving me as the sole provider for 3 daughters,

aged 3, 7, and 11.

I began as an unexperienced worker on a single needle sewing

machine setting pockets and darts on middle priced dresses, pants

suits, jump suits and holiday clothing.

The union had helped me get this needed job and the company

provided the training to afford me the ability to provide for my

family.

I had health insurance, retirement and vacation benefits and

I had job security. And I put in a full days work for a full days

pay.

We work hard in the garment industry. We are paid by piece

rate, meaning the harder you work, the more productive and efficient

you are, the more you make.

And the company had made it easier for us, they had spent a

lot of money in our Decatur Shop on new and more productive machinery

which made it easier for us to produce more.
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In our shop we had 120 workers, about 110 of them were women.

About half of the women workers had been working for Kaufmann's

for over 20 years. They were hard workers and very highly skilled

at their trade. The younger women used to kid them that the factory

was built around them.

I remember at one babor Day union picnic some of us younger

members were talking to the older women about their lives at Kaufmanns'

and we found out some amazing things; that like ourselves, over half

of them had been sole providers for their families. But more

amazing was the fact that about 90% of their children graduated

from college. I remember that among their children there were

medical doctors, lawyers, several college professors, engineers,

school teachers, one scientist and some business owners. And not

one oi those women had a high school degree.

I bring this up because we in the garment industry are basically

a working women's industry. We don't make a lot of money and we

work very hard. But what we do have is our children; they are our

future and our hope that life will be better. In the past our

industry has always guaranteed that future.

But something went terribly wrong for us.

Beginning in the late 1970's garment shops began closing all

over Illinois.

In 1977, two garment factories closed in Decatur.

In 1978, Pearlmutter and Osgood Garment Shops closed and in

1979 Alvorado closed. And in 1980 Decatur Garnent Company closed.
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In 1981, Kaufmann's, who had over 1000 workers in 7 sewing

shops and 4 cutting rooms, in 6 different towns, closed a sewing

shop in Spring Valley, Illinois.

That same year the company came to us and told us that because

of imports they might be forced to close more shops. They asked

our Local to take concessions. They asked that we take a 20%

wage reduction on a promotional line of dresses. They also

requested that we give up vacation time and some of our health

benefits.

In December of 1980 we accepted all of the concessions. Our

wages went from an average of $5.30 an hour to about $4.60 per hour.

Our work load stayed the same, but the paycheck shrunk.

But even with the concessions things grew steadily worse. By

the middle of 1981 the company began cutting the hours of work.

The members of my Local were frantic in trying to figure out

solutions to save our jobs. We passed petitions asking for

community support to control imports. We visited local retail

stores asking them to "Buy American." We appealed to other unions

and civic organizations; we put booths at festivals and fairs to

appeal to local folks to buy American made clothing.

But all of this was to no avail. The Decatur R & M Kaufmann

Shop closed in 1983, and within three years six more Kaufmann shops

closed.

By 1984 all five garment factories in Decatur had closed, with

1000 people, of whom 850 were women, were out of work.
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The members of Local 120 are not normally an aggressive

bunch. I don't thing that most people would call us feminist or

radical or anything like that; we vote, work hard, go to church

and generally do what most women across America do every day.

But when you back a mother into a corner, and when the future

of her children is at stake, we'll fight back.

To save our jobs and our children's future we took on a

desparate fight for survival; we formed committees, delegations

and began our struggle.

We wrote the President, appealing for assistance - no response.

We went to see the Governor - his answer was that we should

get together and buy the factory.

We make $4.60 an hour and that adds up to little more than

keeping yourhead above water, let alone buying our factory.

We went to our Congress, who was supportive and tried to

get the company a military clothing contract, but the company

couldn't afford to redesign the shop to produce specifications

needed by the military.

We went to our State Senator, State Representative and office

after bureaucratic office from the Federal to the State to the

local asking for help. But there was not help.

We finally exhausted the places that we could go and the

little money that we had left. We surendered to the reality that

we could not save the shop nor the 120 jobs of our members.

We were forced to turn to our local community college for

retraining.
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The college calls the program the Dislocated Worker

Retraining Program. Its supposed to retrain workers for new

jobs. The problem is there are not jobs to train for. Like

cities across the midwest factory after factory in Decatur has

closed. Decatur used to be the largest manufacturing center

in Central Illinois, but now Decatur has a double digit un-

employment rate with hundreds of people out of work. We don't

have jobs, what we have are job retraining programs.

In the case of my Local, we had 120 workers who had a future,

who were able to provide for their families but now have nothing.

And those of us that were able to find work ended up althe Seven-

Eleven, working the late night shift, or at McDonalds or as cleaning

women, all for low wages.

Many of us have lost our homes, I know of ten women and their

children who have been evicted. A lot of my friends are on welfare.

And all of these women are hard workers who had planned to send

their children to college, who had hopes and dreams now dashed

against the rocks.

We used to believe that if you worked hard you would be

rewarded. In our shop we had a consistently good record, our orders

got filled and shipped on time. We excelled in the company as a

shop that was known for speed, no mistakes and highly productive.

And we were loyal. When the company asked for a helping hand

because they were in trouble, we accepted all the concession, but

now we have nothing.
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Some of our women had worked for Kaufmann's for 30 Vears -

not old enough to retire, but too old to be hired elsewhere, even

if there were jobs. And some of our women are young heads of

households with children to feed, clothe and educate, who now

buy food with food stamps.

We meet once a year now, about 85 of us, and we always ask

the same question. Why?

The company told us that they simply could not compete with

cheap imports and low foreign wages without protection from the

government.

The government told us to retrain for jobs that weren't there.

Or they told us who to get food stamps, Aid to Dependent Children,

and sometimes the government didn't even care enough to respond.

Today, most of us have lost hope. Most of us think there

is no help.

We are embarrassed because we are on welfare, or we have

borrowed from family and friends with no way to repay. We stand

in line at the Public Aid office or the Unemployment Office or

some other government office.

And it takes its toll. For me it meant a heart attack and

medical bills far beyond my ability to pay. The union stood by

me during that time and paid my bills. For others the story is

similar, stress attacks, financial humiliation and loss of hope.

The tragedy of imports is simply that the trade decisions

made in Washington D.C. offices have had a horribly human impact

in communities and neighborhoods like Decatur, Illinois.
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Imports have taken our jobs and our health. They had taken

our homes and our pride. Worst of all they have taken away our

futures and our dreams.

We workers in Decatur are not numbers, we are human beings.

We are mothers and widows, we are old and we are young, and we

want to work.

I appeal to you today, please help us.

Please let me go home to Decatur Local 120 and tell my

members that there is hope for us, that the Congress of the United

States cares for us and will give us back our future.

STATEMENT OF ANNE MARAZITA, NANCY FASHIONS, NEW RO-
CHELLE, NY, ON BEHALF OF THE INTERNATIONAL LADIES'
GARMENT WORKERS' UNION
Ms. MARAZITA. My name is Anne Marazita. I am a sewing ma-

chine operator, and I work at Nancy Fashions, a bridesmaid and
gown factory in New Rochelle, NY. I started in the garment indus-
try in 1933, 52 years ago. I have watched many changes take place
in my industry.

In the early 1940's, our industry flourished as immigrants came
to this country seeking work. The industry provided an easy means
to earn a living, because one did not need to speak or understand
English. Immigrants came here with some basic skills, ready to
learn, ready to work. They were young and optimistic. The gar-
ment industry provided for many years a decent wage for these
people, and through the years they have been able to raise their
families.

In the late 1940's, Westchester County reached its peak: It had
150 factories employing approximately 5,000 workers. However, by
the mid-1960's, I noticed we were losing workers and shops as well.

From_1973 through 1983 we lost 1,800 jobs in Westchester and
Rockland Counties. The loss of these jobs was attributed to imports
entering our borders from countries such as Taiwan, India, and
other countries.

From January 1985, to the present, in my area we have lost an
additional 600 jobs in just 6 months. There are but 1,200 workers
left in the Westchester-Rockland Counties area, and their future is
dismal. When they lose their jobs and go to the unemployment
office, they are told to look for some other type of work, as long as
they get paid the minimum wage.

Senators, tell me: Women who have no high school education,
who speak a minimum amount of English and are supporting or at
least helping to support a family, with today's high cost of living,
what will they do?

However, these workers want to work and earn a living. They
don't want to go on welfare. But they might be forced to do so.
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What are the workers in my industry asking for? An opportunity
to work 50 weeks a year. They want to help support their families
and put food on the table, and help educate their children. Those
are not high expectations.

If this industry does not get help now, it will virtually disappear.
The future Americans who will be entering this country will find
no work, and the ones who are now helping to build the cities and
the towns will find themselves on welfare. This is a sad comment
today, that workers who only want to work cannot find it because
our Government allows countries who pay subhuman wages to
dump their goods on our shores.

Our workers do not want food stamps, our workers do not want
unemployment; what they want is to work. So, if you can help us
by passing this legislation, you can send the food stamps to China
and Taiwan, and you can help bring back the bundles to this coun-
try, so once again the garment workers can be a proud group and
be an important part of this country.

Thank you very much.
Senator HEINZ. Ms. Marazita, thank you.
Ms. Chin.
[Ms. Marazita's written testimony follows:]
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ANNE MARAZITA
118 Rich Ave.

Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550

September 12, 1985

Members of the United States Senate:

I would like o take this opportunity to thank you for

allowing me to speed these hearings regarding the garment and

textile industry.

My name is Anne Marazita. I am a sewing machine operator

and I work at Nancy Fashions, a bridesmaid and gown factory in

New Rochelle, N.Y. I started in the garment industry in 1933, 52 years

ago. I have watched many changes take place in my industry. In the

early 1940's our industry flourished as immigrants came to this

country seeking work. The industry provided an easy means to earn

a living because one did not need to speak or understand English.

Immigrants came here with some basic skills, ready to learn, ready

to work. They were young and optimistic. The garment industry pro-

vided for many many years a decent wage for these people and through

the years they have been able to raise their families. Many of their

children have goneon to college and some have become doctors or entered

other professions. In the late 1940's Westchester County reached

its peak. It had 150 factories employing approximately 5,000 workers.

However, by the mid 1960's I noticed we were losing workers and

shops as well.

From 1973 through 1983 we lost 1800 jobs in Westchester

and Rockland Counties. The loss of these jobs were attributed to

imports entering our borders from countries such as Taiwan, Bangladesh,

India and countries that even today, I do not know their location

on the map but I do know they send in their goods because of their

cheap wages and subsidies many of their governments give them.

56-287 0 - 86 - 6
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Back in 1983 we asked our government to help us. We

held rallies all over the United States and had resolutions passed,

but nothing has been done. We told our government that additional

workers would be lost and unfortunately, this proved true. From

January 1985 to the present, in my area we have lost an additional

600 jobs in just six months. There are but 1200 workers left in

the Westchester/Rockland counties area, and their future is dismal.

These workers range in age from 20 to 70 years. Most of them in

their 50's or 60's. When they lose their jobs and go to unemployment

they are told to look for some other type of work. Senators, tell

me, what should a 50 year old Portugese woman do, who has no high

school education, or speaks a minimal amount of English and is

supporting or at least helping to support a family with today's

high cost of living? Should she apply with I.B.M. or Union Carbide

to work as a computer operator or as a cleric? I think fou will

agree this is not a reasonable expectation. Most of these companies

would not hire such applicants and to retrain these displaced workers

in those industries is virtually impossible.

However, these workers want to work. These workers want

to earn a living. They do not want to fall into the so-called

"Safety Net." They don'twant to go on welfare. But, they might be

forced to do so. The rest of the community who work, the rest of

the country who work, will end up having to support these people.

This seems like a very foolish system. What are the workers in my

industry asking for? They are asking for an opportunity to work

50 weeks a year. They want to be able to put food on the table, buy

nice clothing, go on vacation once in a while, go out to dinner

occasionally. These are not high expectations. These are what many
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people who land on our shores look for from this country. People

who come to America now, be it from China, from Taiwan, from Portugal,

from anywhere, do not come here believing they will become rich.

They come here with the will to work, as they have done in the 1930's

and 1940's hoping to find a garment industry or an industry like it

that will not require them to immediately learn English or have a

college diploma. If this industry is not helped now, it will virtually

disappear.

The future Americans who will be entering this country

will find no work. And, the ones who are now helping to build the

cities and the towns, will find themselves on welfare. It is a sad

comment today, that workers who only want to work, cannot find this

because our government allows countries who pay sub-human wages to

dump their goods on our shores. Our workers do not want food stamps.

Our workers do not want unemployment. What they want is to work.

So, if you can help us by passing this legislation, you can send the

food stamps to China and Taiwan and you can help bring back the

bundles to this country so once again, the garment workers can be

a proud group and be an important part of this country.

Thank you very much.

Name: Anne Marazita

Occupation: Sewing Machine Operator

President, Lower Hudson District Council
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STATEMENT OF WING FONG CHIN, FUTURISTIC FASHIONS, NEW
YORK CITY, NY, ON BEHALF OF THE INTERNATIONAL LADIES'
GARMENT WORKERS' UNION
Ms. CHIN. My name is Wing Fong Chin. I am a worker at Futur-

istic Fashions in New York City's garment industry. I am here to
urge you to vote for the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement
Act. Your vote will help to save my job and the jobs of other recent
immigrants who work in the garment industry.

I want you to understand how difficult it is for an immigrant
from an Asian country to find work in America. The laws and cus-
toms are so different. If you don't speak English, there is almost no
place outside of Chinatown where a Chinese immigrant can get a
job. Very often, the only choice someone like myself has is to work
in a Chinese restaurant or in a garment shop. Even if you have a
professional degree or special training, it is extremely difficult.
There are many, very educated people who work in the garment
industry in order to survive. Their years of schooling are wasted,
because they can't speak English and don't have the right degree.
But everyone can find a job in a garment shop.

Wages are extremely low, yet we manage to raise our families.
We want to see our sons and daughters have what we cannot have,
an education, a profession, a good steady job, and a home of their
own. A large percentage of our children go on to college, and we
are very proud of the fact that many children of the garment work-
ers are attending the top schools-Harvard, Yale, and MIT.

I want to ask you: If you let imports destroy the garment indus-
try, where will people like myself find work? How will we be able
to provide for our families? Each year more immigrants arrive
from China, Taiwan, Korea, Cambodia, and Hong Kong. What will
they do if there is no American garment industry?

Please understand that we are not asking for special favors. We
don't want handouts or welfare. All we are asking for is the chance
to earn a living. It is very hard right now, but it is not impossible.

But if you ignore us, the message you will send is that there is
no room in the United States for people like myself. Please vote to
save our jobs.

Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Ms. Chin, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Wing Fong Chin follows:]
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STATEMENT

My name is Wing Fong Chin. I am a worker at Futuristic Fashions in New

York City's Garment Industry.

I am here to urge you to vote for the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement

Act. Your vote will help to save my job and the jobs of other recent immigrants

who work in the garment industry.

I want you to understand how difficult it is for an immigrant from an

asian country to find work in America. The laws and customs are so different.

If you don't speak English, there are almost no places outside of Chinatown

where a Chinese immigrant can get a job. Very often, the only choice someone

like myself has is to work in a chinese restaurant or in a garment shop.

Even if you have a professional degree or special training, it is extemely

difficult. There are many very educated people who work in the garment industry

in order to survive. Their years in schooling are wasted because they can't

speak English and don't have the right degree. But everyone can find a job

In a garment shop.

Wages are extremely low, yet we manage to raise our families. We want

to see our sons and daughters have what we cannot have -- an education, a profession,

a good steady job and a home of their own. A large percentage of our children

go on to college, and we are very proud of the fact that many children of garment

workers are attending the top schools -- Harvard, Yale, MIT.

I want to ask you: If you let imports destroy the garment industry, where

will people like myself find work? How will we be able to provide for our

families?

Each year, more immigrants arrive from China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. What

will they do if there is no American Garment industry?

Please understand that we are not asking for special favors. We don't

want hand-outs or welfare. All we are asking for is the chance to earn a living.

It is very hard right now, but it is not impossible. But if you ignore us,

the message you will send is that there is no room in the United States for

people like myself. Please vote to save our jobs. Thank you.
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Senator HEINZ. Senator Matsunaga.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As the son of an immigrant laborer who worked in Hawaii for 75

cents a day and then $1 a day, and one who worked in the cane
fields and the pineapple fields from the age of 12, I can sympathize
definitely with the garment workers of America today, particularly
with the lady garment workers, because my mother used to carry
her infant children on her back while working out in the pineapple
fields and sugar cane fields.

It seems to me that Ms. Quintanilla perhaps suggested something
that we should take up nationwide; that is, a Buy American Pro-
gram. If the Prime Minister of Japan can say "buy foreign goods in
order to help reduce the deficit," at least we can say to all Ameri-
cans "buy American to save American jobs," and in many in-
stances as was the case with the lady who had a heart attack, to
save American lives, even.

Would you support a national program of "Buy American?" Let's
say we proclaim 1986 a buy American year and have the President
proclaim Buy American, and have the Congress pass a resolution
to that effect, so that Americans throughout this country can
become conscious of what you are going through now? Not so much
just to say buy American, but to make every American citizen con-
scious of what is going on in this country?

Many people don't know that Americans are suffering the way
they are suffering.

I will go right down the list. Mr. Li, would you support such a
plan?

Mr. Li. Yes, sir, I support it. At least make more opportunity for
more American citizens who are working ior them.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Merl.
Mr. MERL. Senator, I certainly would support that.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. I would support it, but I don't consider it a substi-

tute for the current bill.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Ms. Reed.
Ms. REED. I agree. I would support it. But we need an import bill,

also.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Ms. Kuhns.
Ms. KUHNS. I believe that is a start, but only a start. It is the

jobs we've got to save, before it's too late.
Senator MATSUNAGA. All right.
Ms. Quintanilla.
Ms. QUINTANILLA. Yes, I support it.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Ms. Chin.
Ms. CHIN. I support it, but, more importantly, stop the imports.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Ms. Marazita.
Ms. MARAZITA. Yes, I will support that; but I just would like you

to know that we do have and have had rallies throughout the coun-
try stating "buy American-made garments." We have had leaflets
and everything has been given out. So I think a lot of people do
know about it.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, basically, as I see it, because Ameri-
can consumers continue to buy foreign products in preference to
American-made goods, foreign manufacturers are able to sell their
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products in America. We must realize that America is the only free
market of the world. I know from good authority, no less than Sen-
ator Long, who just returned after touring some of the factories in
Korea, that they are building factories there for the specific pur-
pose of manufacturing goods for American consumers. So long as
American consumers continue to purchase foreign goods in prefer-
ence to American goods, foreign manufacturers are going to be
able to sell their products in America to depress our domestic in-
dustries.

So, I think it is so important that Americans realize that, in
order to keep American workers on the job, we have got to buy
American goods whenever and wherever possible. For that matter,
I have always driven American-made cars, despite all the mechani-
cal problems I've had with them. So, they can t accuse me of help-
ing the foreign economy.

I'm sorry I must leave now. I wish I could stay, but I was just
handed a note reminding me that I am already late for my next
meeting.

Ms. KUHNS. Before you leave, Senator, I would like to make a
comment. Those thousand ex-Arrow workers in Shamokin that lost
their jobs, they would dearly love to have those jobs as cops that
you were talking about earlier. [Laughter.]

Senator MATSUNAGA. Maybe they would make better cops than
those we have now.

Ms. KUHNS. They will be good ones, because they lost their jobs
because of imports.

Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Senator Matsunaga.
I would just observe, before I call on Senator Bradley, that on

Tuesday we will be having a markup of the budget reconciliation
bill. A number of us, I think, have argued that one way to improve
the protection of jobs from imports is to have sufficient Customs in-
spectors. And a number of us, certainly myself, will be pushing for
an amendment to increase the number of Customs inspectors by
800 when we get into markup next week, and I fully expect that to
pass, because the revenue estimate that we will gain by employing
those additional cops is over a billion dollars of additional revenue
through better Customs collections.

So, it is short of the thousand, Ms. Kuhns, but it is a start.
Ms. KUHNS. It is a start.
Senator HEINZ. But it is not a substitute for this legislation.
Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I simply want to thank the entire panel for what I think was

powerful testimony, in large part because it was personal testimo-
ny. I regret that there weren't more members in the committee
room to hear your testimony, and I assure you that if we are going
to embrace change as a country, change in some cases that is very
exciting and innovative, we have to be concerned about the lives of
those people who are affected by that change in ways that is not
always positive. And I think that that responsibility is important
for us to assume. I believe we will, and I think your testimony was
enormously helpful in letting us sense the need for some kind of
action in each of your individual circumstance.
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So, I thank you for your testimony.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Senator Bradley.
I have one question. Every time an industry or workers ask for

protection from the Congress, critics of that request often say,
"Well, the people who are asking are very overpaid, unproductive
workers. They don't work hard. They earn $15, $20, $25 an hour.
Somehow they have had it too good; they have had it too fat." I am
making Senator Chafee's speech for him, and he has made it on
many occassions.

What are the wages in this industry? Are they $15 or $20 an
hour?

Ms. Kuhns.
Ms. KUHNS. At our own Lewistown plant, at the time it closed,

the plant average was $5.41 an hour. At the Elysburg, PA plant
the average was $5.61 an hour. And that certainly isn't a high
wage with today's economy and the prices when we go out to buy
our groceries.

Senator HEINZ. Now the minimum wage is $3.50 an hour.
Ms. KUHNS. $3.35.
Senator HEINZ. Excuse me, $3.35 an hour.
How long would you say the average employee had been working

at either of those establishments.
Ms. KUHNS. More than 35 percent of those workers were over 50

years old. I would say many of them had anywhere from 20 to 35
years. They were in the majority.

Senator HEINZ. So, maybe the average amount of seniority there
was, say,in the neighborhood of 10 years?

Ms. QUINTANILLA. Oh, more than that.
Ms. KUHNS. Yes; or better.
Senator HEINZ. Or better?
Ms. KUHNS. Or better.
Senator HEINZ. I am trying to be on the conservative side.
What you are saying is that, after working 10 years, 15 years, 20

years, in some cases more, those workers were earning maybe, as
much, on the average now, as $2 more than the minimum wage,
which hasn't been raised since I don't remember when.

Ms. KUHNS. Since Jimmy Carter.
Senator HEINZ. Since Jimmy Carter. [Laughter.]
Ms. KUHNS. And, thank him. We got three raises under Carter,

and nothing since.
Senator HEINZ. And where is he today? [Laughter.]
Ms. KUHNS. Yes; right. We could use him. We could use a higher

minimum.
Senator HEINZ. Ms. Marazita, I can't believe this, but you said-

and your looks belie it-that you started work in 1933?
Ms. MARAZITA. Yes; in 1933, and I worked for 52 years on and

off, according to the season that we had. You know, it is not steady
work, so there are times when you work maybe 2 days a week and
sometimes you work 4 days a week. But the only time I took out
was when I had my daughter, 1 year, and that was it. But I have
been working since then.

Senator HEINZ. Are you a pieceworker?
Ms. MARAZITA. I am a strict pieceworker. I do not get $20 an

hour; I get what I work for.
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Senator HEINZ. So you would say you are one of those productive
workers? You earn it, and you have been working for all those
years.

Ms. MARAZITA. That's right. I have to work to earn it, if it is
there. But if the bundles are not there, I am not there, I am not
earning it.

Senator HEINZ. Does anyone else want to make a comment? Mr.
Moore?

Mr. MOORE. I would like to say that the Department of Labor sta-
tistics that they publish show that the average wage in the gar-
ment industry is under $6 an hour. Thank you.

Senator HEINZ. I think that makes the point.
Mr. Merl.
Mr. MERL. Senator, the average wage in our plant is around $6

an hour, and I would say the average length of employment is
about 20 years for the average worker.

Senator HEINZ. Is about how many years?
Mr. MERL. About 20 years with the firm.
Senator HEINZ. $6 an hour, for 20 years.
Mr. MERL. Right. And that is piecework.
Ms. QUINTANILLA. That's piecework.
Senator HEINZ. No one, I don't think by any definition, could say

that workers in the garment and apparel industries are overpaid.
Mr. MERL. Not by any means.
Senator HEINZ. Do any of the workers think they are overpaid?
Ms. KUHNS. No.
Ms. QUINTANILLA. No.
Mr. MERL. And we still can't compete.
Ms. KUHNS. And there are a lot of times that there are materials

that are very difficult to handle. And although you can make
maybe $5 or $6 per hour 1 week, you may be working for $3.35 per
hour the next week. Sometimes they can't even make minimum if
the work is hard to handle. But they work hard for their money.

Senator HEINZ. Every time I visit a garment or apparel mill or
shop in my home State of Pennsylvania, each time I am there I try
to sit down and do at least one of the jobs. And often I have an
owner or a foreman who is courageous enough to let me mess up a
garment or two, and somebody on piecework who is generous
enough to move aside for a few minutes while I absolutely take
bread out of their mouths until I see for myself how hard some of
those operations can be. At the same time, people who are working
there do it as if it is magic.

To those of you who are still working, I promise not to come and
visit your shop and mess up your piecework.

Thank you all very much.
One thing. Congressman Ben Gilman is here someplace. Oh,

there you are, Ben. I know you have one constituent you would like
to introduce.

Mr. GILMAN. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the
committee. I regret that I wasn't here earlier when my constituent
Mr. Merl, of the 38-year-old Tarrytown Garment Co., testified. We
were engaged in House business.

You have heard a goodly number of the same textile and apparel
workers and manufacturers who appeared before our congressional
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textile caucus just yesterday, focusing on the ravaged textile and
apparel industry problems.

Recent studies, Mr. Chairman, have showed us that in 1984,
some 46,000 domestic textile and apparel jobs were lost to imports.
And to date, in 1985, we estimate that there are some 66,000 Amer-
ican jobs that have been lost in the same industry.

As 1 of the 291 cosponsors of H.R. 1562 in the House-the com-
panion measure, as you know, to legislation that has been intro-
duced by Senator Moynihan and Senator Thurmond, S. 260, herein
the Senate, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act-we
are encouraged by the President s pledge earli e this week to place
trade legislation on the front burner. And we hope that this com-
mittee and the Senate will continue to work with the House in a
bipartisan effort to return fairness and prosperity to the ailing tex-
tile and apparel industries.

Mr. Chairman, it is anticipated that our House measure will be
reported out of the House Ways and Means Committee by the end
of September and will be on the floor for early consideration, and
we hope that you will have the same good fortune over here in the
Senate.

I thank you for the opportunity to appear today.
Senator HEINZ. Congressman Gilman, you have been a good

friend of this industry over the years, going back to when I served
with you in the House, and we are delighted to have you over here.
I am not at all surprised to see you working very hard on behalf of
not only your constituents but this vital industry, and I commend
and congratulate you.

Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Senator, and we do miss you over in the
House.

Senator HEINZ. When I moved, the House Members said it im-
proved the intelligence of both bodies; I have been trying to get my
colleagues here to agree to that.

There is one last question I have. It goes back to the fact that in
1974, when Congress implemented by legislation what was then
called The Tokyo Round, we renewed and strengthened a program
called Trade Adjustment Assistance, or Trade Readjustment Assist-
ance. It consisted of help for workers, training and job search al-
lowancesF and a kind of extended unemployment compensation pro-
gram and help for firms. I am just wondering if any of you have
received any assistance under the Trade Adjustment Assistance
Program? Because the notion was, if you are going to have free
trade, there are going to be some casualties, some serious ones,
taken in the change that Senator Bradley has described, through
free trade, and there needs to be a safety net to catch those who
may be pushed off the rung of a ladder that they are trying very
hard to climb.

Ms. Kuhns.
Ms. KUHNS. It is more than a safety net, Senator Heinz. A lot of

these people, because of imports, they were getting days off, they
were working not an 8-hour day because there wasn t enough work.
And by the time a plant closes, almost all of their unemployment is
drawn out, with sometimes only 2 or 3 weeks left. And even with
trade adjustment-it is a wonderful thing, but sometimes they
have to wait. Like, now, the Arrow Co.-an application was filed by
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the Amalgated Union for them, and it was approved. Some of them
waited 5 and 6 weeks before they got a check on trade adjustment
assistance. They are very, very grateful for it; they couldn't survive
without it. But it was awfully hard waiting that 5 or 6 weeks until
they started getting their checks.

There is a woman here today, Jenny Daniels, who was one of
them who had to wait. She has lost her job for the fourth time now
because of imports. She is 601/2 years old, and she doesn't know
what she is going to do until she gets to be 62. But at least trade
adjustment assistance is helping her for now. And until they have
a chance to look around, it is a true blessing.

Senator HEINZ. Trade adjustment assistance will expire on Sep-
tember 30, just 22 weeks from now, unless we in Congress do
something about it.

Ms. KUHNS. We are praying hard that they will.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Thank you all very much.
[Congressman Gilman's written statement follows:]

GILMAN SEEKS LIMITS ON TEXTILE IMPORTS

WASHINGTON, DC.-Rep. Benjamin A. Gilman [22nd District-New York] today re-
newed his pledge to America's textile and apparel workers and manufacturers to
carry their fight for jobs and domestic production through the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives.

"The time has finally come where we must demand that free trade be fair trade",
Rep. Gilman told the Congressional Textile Caucus. The Caucus heard testimony
from textile and apparel workers from various regions of the country on the disas-
trous effect imports have had on our domestic apparel and textiles industries.
Speakers sharing their stories with the Congressional Textile Caucus included sever-
al mayors, a California cotton farmer, seamstresses from small towns in the North-
east, as well as two manufacturers from the 22nd Congressional District in New
York.

Mr. Murray Merl, President of the 38 year-old Tarrytown Garment Company, told
the assembled Members of Congress, "The problems Tarrytown Garment has been
suffering over the past 5 years, have not been caused by lack of effective manage-
ment or obsolete equipment. Rather they have been caused by ineffective control of
imports which have taken over the major portion of the garment manufacturing
market."

Warren Levin, President of New City Sportswear in Haverstraw, New York, at
one time employed as many as 200 people in a village of 7,000. Mr. Levin told the
Caucus, "After more than 45 years of continuous business activity the firm was
forced to cease operations. The socio-economic displacement to the workers and to
the community has been catastrophic." In speaking of the inability of current U.S.
trade policy to meet the ever-changing needs of our domestic apparel manufacturers
Mr. Levin noted, "Given the wage differential that exists between this nation and
our foreign competitors, U.S. manufacturers will continue to remain uncompetitive
no matter how rapidly or completely we modernize."

The major focus of the Textile Caucus' meeting was support for H.R. 1562, the
Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985. This legislation would restore
ti, U.S.'s rightful share of its own market, while imports would be maintained at a
comfortable 38 percent of the marketshare with an opportunity to increase imports
each year thereafter. Stated Rep. Gilman, "As a co-sponsor of H.R. 1562, I am
Leased to note the strong bi-partisan support for an effective, sensible trade policy.

his legislation enjoys the endorsement of 291 Members of Congress; Members rep-
resenting both sides of the aisle, from all regions of the country. I am hopeful that
we will be able to bring this bill before tho full House post-haste and that the
Senate will act accordingly."

In closing Rep. Gilman noted, "It is imperative that we regain a level-playing
field for the American worker. I commend the Caucus for their diligence in shaping
a sound trade policy and I am joining with my colleagues in their efforts to adopt
this legislation.'
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Senator HEINZ. Would our next panel please come forward and
take their seats?

[Pause.]
Senator HEINZ. Ladies and gentlemen, there is a vote on the

floor. The Chair is going to recess for about 10 minutes so that the
Chair and the other members of the committee may record them-
selves.

Thank you very much. We will recess for 10 minutes.
[Whereupon, at 5:23 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator HEINZ. The committee will come to order.
The committee will observe the 3-minute rule without exception.
I welcome a panel of Mr. Mark Markovich, Mr. Gerry Pike, Mr.

Jack Shamash, and Mr. Howell Woltz.
Mr. WEINBERG. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I am sitting in, Sidney

Weinberg, for Mr. Shamash.
Senator HEINZ. You are a substitute for Mr. Shamash. I thank

you very much.
Mr. MCLEAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is McLean. I am a substi-

tute for Mr. Woltz, also.
Senator HEINZ. Very well. I was working off an old witness list;

thank you very much.
'Our first witness is Mr. Markovich.
Mr. Markovich, please proceed.
Mr. MARKOVICH. And I am Mr. Markovich.
Senator HEINZ. Two out of four? Not bad. [Laughter.]
Mr. MARKOVICH. Not too bad, sir.

STATEMENT OF MARK MARKOVICH, PRESIDENT, WELSH SPORT-
ING GOODS, IOWA FALLS, IA, ON BEHALF OF THE LUGGAGE &
LEATHER GOODS MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA, INC., ACCOM-
PANIED BY STANLEY NEHMER, PRESIDENT, ECONOMIC CON-
SULTING SERVICES INC.
Mr. MARKOVICH. My name is Mark Markovich. I am president of

Welsh Sporting Goods in Iowa Falls, IA-and that is the Midwest.
We are solely domestic manufacturers of luggage, sporting goods,

and art cases constructed totally from man-made fiber and cotton
materials. Our products are marketed under the trade name Boyt,
and we presently have 165 employees. We are one of the few manu-
facturing enterprises in an otherwise farming community.

I also serve as vice president and a director of the Luggage &
Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, on whose behalf I
appear hear today.

The association represents virtually all domestic firms in the lug-
gage, business case, and flat goods industry. Our members manu-
facture these items from textile materials as well as leather, vinyl,
or plastic. Some of our members also import these products.

Textile products manufactured by our industries are covered by
the MFA. Our association supports S. 680, but with an amendment
that takes into account the relatively recent coverage of textile lug-
gage and flat goods under the MFA.
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The association asks your support for an amendment to S. 680
that would affect only those textile luggage and flat goods under
quota as of the date of enactment of the bill. For these products,
the amendment shifts the base year of the quota for the major ex-
porting countries, which in the legislation is 1980, to the date of
enactment of the legislation.

Currently, the only quotas in effect are man-made fiber luggage
and flat goods from Taiwan, and man-made fiber luggage from
Korea. All other provisions of S. 680 would apply.

This amendment is necessary because of the unique circum-
stances of the luggage and flat goods industry relative to the rest of
the textile/apparel sector. The textile import program is new to
our industry. Our products were added to those covered by MFA
only in 1982. Before that time there were simply insufficient vol-
umes of man-made fiber luggage and flat goods to warrant atten-
tion under the MFA. The tremendous growth in imports of man-
made fiber luggage and flat goods occurred in 1983 and 1984. The
first quotas on textile luggage and flat goods under the MFA went
into effect just last year; therefore, application of the formula in S.
680 would result in massive cutbacks of imports of man-made fiber
luggage and flat goods from Taiwan and Korea, as much as 60 and
75 percent, respectively.

The proposed quota base in the amendment is consistent with
the intent of the legislation, in that it provides the kind of orderly
import growth comtemplated by the MFA as renewed in 1981.

We cannot be unmindful of the impact that the current formula
of S. 680 would have on those of our members who began to import
before any restraints were imposed on Taiwan or Korea, or indeed
before any restraints were thought possible under the MFA.

Many manufacturers have done so to round out or complete a
product line.

The amendment will provide a less disruptive and more equita-
ble transition to the quota restraints called for in S. 680. Our mem-
bership supports the need for such restraints, but we ask that they
be done in a reasonable way. The amendment provides a transition
period which may allow those in our industry who have import op-
erations to gradually phase in or increase their domestic manufac-
turing of textile luggage and flat goods.

Due to the fact that importing often provides the revenue to help
support domestic manufacturing operations, we believe that with-
out the amendment these businesses could be so crippled by the
massive cutbacks under the quota formula of S. 680, that the only
alternative open to them may be to close their domestic operations.
In effect, our proposed amendment would prevent disruption in the
marketplace. At the same time, it would help create new jobs in
the industry.

It is our understanding that no other textile or apparel segment
or product would be faced with such a massive reduction in import
levels by applying the quota formula using 1980 as a base with re-
spect to the major exporting countries. Thus, we are urgently re-
questing your support for S. 680 with an amendment which adjusts
the base year for textile luggage and flat goods for the major ex-
porting countries.

Thank you very much for your time.
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Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much.
Mr. Pike.
[Mr. Markovich's written testimony follows:]
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Summary Statement of

LUGGAGE AND LEATHER GOODS MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA, INC.

Presented By Mark Markovich

September 12, 1985

Our Association supports S. 680, the Textile and Apparel
Trade Enforcement Act of 1985, but with an amendment that
takes into account the relatively recent coverage of textile
luggage and flat goods under the MFA.

The LLGMh asks your support for an amendment to S. 680
that would affect only textile luggage and flat goods. For
these products the amendment shifts the base year of the
quota for the major exporting countries (which, in the
legislation, is 1980) to the date of enactment of the
legislation. This shift would affect solely those textile
luggage and flat goods quotas in effect at the time of
enactment of S. 680; currently these quotas are only on man-
made fiber luggage and flat goods from Taiwan and man-made
fiber luggage from Korea. All other provisions of S. 680
would apply.

This amendment is necessary because of the unique cir-
cumstances of the luggage and personal leather goods
industries relative to the rest of the textile/apparel sec-
tor. Our products were added to those covered by the MFA
only in 1982. The first quotas on textile luggage and flat
goods under the MFA went into effect just last year.
Therefore, application of the formula in S. 680, which uses
1980 as a base for major exporting countries, would result
in massive cutbacks of imports of man-made fiber luggage and
flat goods from Taiwan and Korea. We estimate that imports
of man-made fiber luggage from Taiwan would be cut back by
60 percent and imports of the same product from Korea by 75
percent if the formula in S. 680 is applied. it is our
understanding that no other textile or apparel segment or
product would be faced with such a massive reduction in
import levels by applying the quota formula using 1980 as a
base with respect to the major exporting countries.

The proposed quota base in the amendment is consistent
with the intent of the legislation in that it provides the
kind of orderly import growth contemplated by the MFA as
renewed in 1981. The amendment corrects what we believe was
an unintentional inequity in S. 680 by establishing a quota
base more in keeping with the purpose of the legislation.
Such an amendment recognizes the unique situation involving
luggage and flat goods, and, as such, does not establish a
precedent for other requests for exceptions which might be
made.
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Statement of

LUGGAGE AND LEATHER GOODS MANUFACIURERS OF
AMERICA, INC.

Presented By

Mark Markovich
President

Welsh Sporting Goods Corporation
Iowa Falls, Iowa

To The
Subcommittee on International Trade

Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate

On S. 680
The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985

September 12, 1985

This statement is made on behalf of the Luggage and

Leather Goods Manufacturers of America, Inc. (LLGMA), the

trade association representing virtually all domestic firms

in the luggage, business case, and personal leather goods

industry. Our members manufacture these items from a

variety of materials, primarily textile materials of man-

made fiber (mostly nylon) and cotton, and from leather,

vinyl or plastic. Some of our members also import these

products. Textile products manufactured by our industries

are covered by the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA).

Our Association supports S. 680, the Textile and Apparel

Trade Enforcement Act of 1985, but with an amendment that

takes into account the relatively recent coverage of textile

luggage and flat goods under the MFA.

The LLGMA asks your support for an amendment to S. 680

that would affect only textile luggage and flat goods. For

these products the amendment shifts the base year of the
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quota for the major exporting countries (which, in the

legislation, is 1980) to the date of enactment of the

legislation. This shift would affect solely those textile

luggage and flat goods quotas in effect at the time of

enactment of S. 680; currently these quotas are only on man-

made fiber luggage and flat goods from Taiwan and man-made

fiber luggage from Korea. All other provisions of S. 680

would apply.

This amendment is necessary because of the unique cir-

cumstances of the luggage and personal leather goods

industries relative to the rest of the textile/apparel sec-

tor. The textile import program is new to our industry.

Our products were added to those covered by the MFA only in

1982. Before that time, there were simply insufficient

volumes of man-made fiber luggage and flat goods to warrant

attention under the MFA. The tremendous growth in imports

of man-made fiber luggage and flat goods occurred in 1983

and 1984. The first quotas on textile luggage and flat

goods under the MFA went into effect just last year.

Therefore, application of the formula in S. 680, which uses

1980 as a base for major exporting countries, would result

in massive cutbacks of imports of man-made fiber luggage and

flat goods from Taiwan and Korea. Since S. 680 would use as

a base year a year in which imports of man-made fiber

luggage and flat goods were not considered covered by the

MFA, we estimate that imports of man-made fiber luggage from
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Taiwan would be cut back by 60 percent and imports of the

same product from Korea by 75 percent if the formula in

S. 680 is applied. .

Moreover, using 1980 as a base year would require

substantial estimation as to the actual level of imports in

that year, since the U.S. Government did not begin to

collect data on the quantity of such imports until May 1982.

The proposed quota base in the amendment is consistent

with the intent of the legislation in that it provides the

kind of orderly import growth contemplated by the MFA as

renewed in 1981. The amendment corrects what we believe was

an unintelitional inequity in S. 680 by establishing a quota

base more in keeping with the purpose of the legislation.

We cannot be unmindful of the impact that the current

1980 base year for the major exporting countries of S. 680

would have on those of our members who began to import

before any restraints were imposed on Taiwan or Korea, or,

indeed, before any restraints were thought possible under

the MFA. Many manufacturers have done so to round out or

complete a product line. The amendment will provide a less

disruptive and more equitable transition to the quota

restraints called for in S. 680. Our membership supports

the need for such restraints, but we ask that they be done

in a reasonable way. The amendment provides a transition

period which may allow those in our industry who have import
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operations to gradually phase in or increase their domestic

manufacturing of textile luggage and flat goods. Because

importing often provides revenue to help support domestic

manufacturing operations, without the amendment, these busi-

nesses could be so crippled by the massive cutbacks under

the current quota formula of S. 680 that the only alter-

native open to them may be to close their domestic opera-

tions. In effect, our proposed amendment would prevent

disruption in the market place. At the same time it would

help create new jobs in the industry.

It is our understanding that no other textile or apparel

segment or product would be faced with such a massive reduc-

tion in import levels by applying the quota formula using

1980 as a base with respect to the major exporting

countries. Thus we are urgently requesting your support for

an amendment which adjusts the base year for textile luggage

and flat goods for the major exporting countries. Such an

amendment recognizes the unique situation involving luggage

and flat goods, and, as such, does not establish a precedent

for other requests for exceptions which might be made.

IMPORT GROWTH IN TEXTILE LUGGAGE AND FLAT GOODS

Imports of textile luggage and flat goods, like imports

of other textile products have experienced an astounding

growth in recent years. Overall, textile and apparel

imports grew by 32 percent in 1984, following a 25 percent
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increase in 1983. Imports of textile luggage by comparison,

jumped by almost 50 percent between 1983 and 1984 alone.

Luggage of man-made fibers accounts for the vast

majority of textile luggage imports. Imports of man-made

fiber luggage in 1984 represented about 281 million square

yard equivalents, according to Department of Commerce data.

Taiwan and Korea combined accounted for about 90 percent of

the man-made fiber textile luggage imported into the United

States in 1984. During this period of incredible import

growth, U.S. market demand grew to some extent, but imports

captured all of the market growth and more.

Overall, import penetration for luggage of all materials

is currently estimated to be about 55 percent.

U.S. imports of textile flat goods, while not as large

as imports of luggage, have followed a similar pattern of

large growth. In dollar terms, imports in 1984 were more

than double the level that existed in 1980.

In terms of pounds, imports of man-made fiber textile

flat goods grew from an estimated 4.2 million pounds

in 1982 to 6.7 million pounds in 1984, an increase of 60

percent. Taiwan alone accounts for about 55 percent of the

textile flat goods imported into the United States.

The U.S. market for textile flat goods, and specifically

for nylon wallets, was developed by U.S. manufacturers

entering the market with an innovative product. The product
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was rapidly copied by suppliers from the Far East,-par-

ticularly Taiwan. Thus, the import growth came largely at

the expense-of domestic production. The result has been

virtually a complete loss of U.S. market share to imports.

Overall, import penetration in the market for flat goods

of all materials is currently estimated to be about 35 per-

cent.

IMPORT RESTRAINTS ON MAN-MADE FIBER TEXTILE LUGGAGE AND FLAT

GOODS

The LLGMA has sought a solution to the growing import

problem affecting its members' textile products through the

Multifiber Arrangement. In 1984, man-made fiber textile

luggage from Taiwan and Korea and man-made fiber flat goods

from Taiwan were placed under restraint. The import levels

originally imposed represented the normal restraint formula

used by the Administration -- import levels based on the

first twelve of the last fourteen months prior to the month

in which the call is made. As is often the case when a new

product is brought under restraint for the first time, there

was considerable disruption in the market during 1984.

However, as the 1985 import restraint levels were agreed

upon, market uncertainty was replaced by certainty as to the

level of imports in 1985. The level of man-made fiber tex-

tile luggage imports under the bilateral agreements in 1985

represents a substantial reduction in imports from 1984

levels.
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CONCLUSION

The LLGMA wishes to reiterate its support of the Textile

and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985. Our proposed

amendment is not to exempt textile luggage and flat goods

from the provisions of the bill, but merely to take into

consideration the unique circumstances of these products in

determining a base year for the quotas.

We urge the Subcommittee to give its support to S. 680,

but at the same time, to accept the modification proposed by

the LLGMA limited to luggage and flat goods from countries

under quota.

STATEMENT OF GERRY PIKE, VICE PRESIDENT, ROYAL SILK,
LTD., CLIFTON, NJ, ACCOMPANIED BY PAK MELWANI, PRESI-
DENT, ROYAL SILK, LTD.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I am Gerry Pike, and together with my

colleague Pak Melwani I represent Royal Silk, Limited, the Na-
tion's largest ready-to-wear silk clothier.

We understand and sympathize with the problems that some of
our colleagues in the textile industry are facing and that Senate
bill 680 attempts to redress.

We have just witnessed on the previous panel some poignant sto-
ries. We do not want to see a repeat of such human tragedy in our
silk industry.

We oppose Senate bill 680 because we are convinced that many
of the remedies proposed, particularly those relating to silk, are
shortsighted and will cause serious damage to to silk industry.

First, I would like to address the question of why silk should not
be included in this measure at all. The silk industry in the United
States is virtually nonexistent. There is no sericulture industry
here, no silk fabric is woven here, and the dying of silk cloth is in-
substantial, as is silk garment manufacturing. The kind of highly
specialized hand labor that silk requires does not exist in this coun-
try.

Restricting the importation of silk into the United States cannot
be justified on the basis of a threat to domestic jobs. The threat
does not exist, because the jobs do not exist.

There are some who claim that silk should be restricted so that
consumers will be forced to buy garments of other domestic fab-
rics-not domestic silk fabrics, but other entirely different fabrics,
particularly synthetic imitations. Frankly, this is akin to restrict-
ing the importation of diamonds to protect the domestic costume
jewelry industry. To invert a familiar expression, it's like trying to
turn a silk purse into a sow's ear.
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It is indefensible to deprive the American public of opportunity
to buy the genuine article so as to protect producers of a lesser imi-
tation. There is in fact no direct substitute for silk. There is no dis-
puting the fact that silk is different in feel and wear and use from
any other fabric.

That fact is, silk imports have, de facto, been restricted and for an
extended period. Since the founding of the People's Republic of
China until this decade, silk was a victim of the trade embargo
against China. Since China produces 75 percent of the world's silk,
the American public was effectively denied access to silk products.
Only when most-favored-nation status was granted the People's Re-
public of China in 1980 did the average American once again enjoy
the opportunity to own this luxury fiber.

It is true that imports of silk garments have grown significantly
on a percentage basis between that year and this, but that is not
surprising; any increase from a zero base will seem dramatic. The
total number of silk garments in this country is miniscule vis-a-vis
all garments of other fibers. In fact, in my discussions with the In-
dustrial Assessments Division of the Office of Textiles of the
Census Bureau, I was informed that they consider the comsump-
tion of silk fabric and apparel so small as to be without effect on
the annual total apparel consumption figure.

Imports of silk in dollars before wholesale markup represented
about eight-tenths of 1 percent of the wholesale dollar amount of
apparent consumption of apparel in the United States for 1984.
Mill consumption of U.S. silk imports equals only eight thou-
sandths of 1 pound per capita, or only about one-tenth of an ounce
for each of our citizens

Pound deliveries of raw silk to the United States for 1983, repre-
sented only nine-tenths of 1 percent of the unmanufactured wool
imported, and less than seven-hundredths of 1 percent of imported
manmade fiber production. It represented seven-thousandths of 1
percent of domestic manmade fiber production. Certainly, not
enough silk is available to be considered a threat to any domesti-
cally manufactured apparel as a substitute fiber.

The fact is, silk imports have decreased, and decreased substan-
tially from prewar levels. Prior to the establishment of the People's
Republic of China, China exported 3,000 tons of silk to the United
States annually. Today it averages but 300 tons, a precipitous 90-
percent drop.

This bill is being promoted to save jobs. In our case, it will be a
job loser. Royal Silk has created jobs; we want to continue to do so.
We tell you that the bill as written is not in our interest, and we
would like to see an amendment made for silk. It would not save
jobs in our industry; it would be the cost of American jobs. Thank
you. I appreciate the time.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Pike, thank you very much.
Mr. Weinberg.
[Mr. Pike's written testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF GERALD R. PIKE BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE

SUBCOMMITTEE, U.S. SENATE, ON S.680, SEPTEMBER 12, 1985

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

I am Gerry Pike, and, together with my colleague Pak Melwani,

I represent Royal Silk, Ltd., the nation's largest ready-to-wear

silk clothier. We are a New Jersey corporation that has grown

rapidly in the past half decade from six employees to about 200.

We have twice been named to the Inc. 500, the prestigious listing

of the nation's fastest growing companies, and we enjoy annual

sales in excess of 30 million dollars. We design fashions of pure

silk and chief-value silk and distribute directly to millions of

consumers throughout the United States.

I am here to voice our serious concerns about S. 680, the

Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985. While we

understand and sympathize with the problems that some of our

colleagues in the textile industry are facing, we are convinced

that many of the remedies proposed, particularly those relating to

silk, are short-sighted, and would cause serious damage to the

national interest at many levels.

1
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First I would like to address the question of why silk should

be included in this measure at all. The silk industry in the

United States is virtually nonexistent. There is no sericulture

industry here, no silk fabric is woven here, the dying of silk

cloth is insubstantial as is silk garment manufacturing. The kind

of highly specialized hand labor that silk manufacture requires

does not exist in this country.

Restricting the importation of silk into the United States

cannot be justified on the basis of a threat to domestic jobs.

The threat does not exist because the jobs do not exist.

There are some who claim that silk should be restricted so

that consumers will be forced to buy garments of other domestic

fabrics--not domestic silk fabrics, but other, entirely different

fabrics, particularly synthetic imitations. Frankly, this is akin

to restricting the importation of diamonds to protect the domestic

costume jewelry industry. To invert a familiar expression, it's

like trying to turn a silk purse into a sow's ear. It is

indefensible to deprive the American public of the opportunity to

buy the genuine article so as to protect the producers of a lesser

imitation. There is, in fact, no direct substitute for silk.

There is no disputing the fact that silk is different in feel,

wear and use from any other fabric.

2
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The fact is, silk imports have decreased--and decreased

substantially--from prewar levels. Prior to the establishment of

the People's Republic, China exported three thousand tons of silk

to the United States annually. Today it averages but three

hundred tons a precipitous, 90 per cent drop.

As you go into markup on this legislation, we implore you to

reconsider including silk in the proposal for imposing quotas on

imported garments. Quotas would be deadly for our industry

because our industry has, from its inception, been supplied from

abroad. Unlike cotton, wool, or synthetics there is no domestic

silk industry. Quotas on these other products can be supplied by

American manufacturers. However, quotas on silk will prevent us

from satisfying the demand for silk because there is no domestic

company we can ask to fulfill our demand. Silk cannot be

purchased domestically at any price. We would, therefore, be

forced to stop our impressive growth, and, in fact, actually

shrink it.

I realize there is some concern about blends. Any chief-

value silk, blended garments brought into the United States have

been imported according to classifications established by our own

representatives through GATT negotiations. Chief-value silk is,

briefly, anything that is more than 50 per cent silk by weight.

At one time it was whatever the predominant fiber was. That, of

course, was ridiculous and the classification was changed

4
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significantly. If proponents of this bill believe that the 50 per

cent figure is still too low (although it is higher than for most

fabrics) we suggest that they increase it to what they consider a

fair level, instead of imposing hurtful quotas or high tariffs,

which have so many negative consequences.

There are other remedies. Tariffs and quotos can be adjusted

in some reasonable manner. Imports would be less detrimental to

our business than quotas. At least we could continue to do

business.

That leads me to my next point. This bill is being promoted

as a job-saver. In our case, it will be a job-loser. We are a

growing entrepreneurial company, the kind of company that

statistics have shown to contribute most to employment growth in

this country.

In fact, a study by the International Business and Economic

Research Corporation has found that a net loss of 22,000 U. S.

jobs will result if this bill passes. I am submitting a summary

of this report for the record. No new jobs are coming out of the

American textile industry, although it is the best-protected

industry in this country. Royal Silk has created jobs and

continues to do so.

5
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Finally, it is important to consider the ramifications of

restricting reasonable access to the U. S. market for a non-

competitive natural fiber such as silk. Two of the countries most

responsible for world silk production -- China and India--are very

important to our foreign policy. These countries are upset by the

threatened limitation of silk exports to the United States. They

may be able to understand our desire to help industries here that

compete directly with their exports. But how can we, with any

sincerity, tell them they cannot even export their non-competitive

products, such as silk, to earn the dollars necessary to buy

American products? Do we seriously believe that these giant

countries, virtually shut out of the American market, are not

going to retaliate against American exports and seek closer

trading ties with our adversaries? In the case of China, we would

be violating bilateral treaties negotiated only five years ago,

when we granted it Most Favored Nation status. This is not an

encouragement for the infant entrepreneurial forces in that

country.

During 1984, silk exports to the United States from China

totaled only 59 million dollars. U. S. exports to China were more

than 3 billion dollars for the same year. Under this bill,

imports from China would be reduced by 57 per cent from last year.

Yet China has a trade deficit with us of over 10 billion dollars

in the decade. Our surplus with China represents domestic jobs,

too. What about those jobs in agriculture, new technologies and

industry?
6
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To sum up, we believe this bill, as written, would not be in

the national interest. It would cause great harm to our industry,

deprive the American consumer of free access to a wonderful and

unique product and substantially increases its price for those

able to find it. It would not save jobs. In our industry it

would be cause for the loss of American jobs. It would alienate

two great countries of strategic importance to our nation whose

friendship we have been working hard to gain. I ask you to exempt

silk from this bill.

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY WEINBERG FOR JACK SHAMASH, DIREC-
TOR, INTERNATIONAL SILK ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED
STATES, NEW YORK, NY, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT E. RUG-
GERI, ATTORNEY, ROGERS & WELLS
Mr. WEINBERG. Mr. Chairman, my name is Sidney Weinberg, and

1 am here today to testify on behalf of S. Shamash & Sons of New
York. We are a silk importing and converting company and have
been in this business for over 100 years. I am vice president of the
company and am sitting in for Mr. Jack Shamash today, who is the
director of the International Silk Association, and I am testifying
on our behalf.

The specific purpose of our testimony is to urge that all products
in chief value of natural silk be excluded from this bill, because
they are not like or competitive with any textile products produced
in the United States and do not pose a threat to any sector of the
textile or manufacturing industries in this country.

In hearings of silk imports held by the U.S. Tariff Commission in
1959, which we testified at, it was determined that since there was
basically no viable silk industry in the United States to protect,
quotas on silk products were completely unjustified. Silk raw mate-
rials are not produced in the United States. Raw silk cannot be
processed, nor is silk fabric dyed, printed, or finished in this coun-
try except in minute quantities. Moreover, the level of silk imports
does not threaten the U.S. textile or apparel industry with any
injury. The silk market for both apparel and home furnishings is a
high fashion, high cost market. Silk is one of the most expensive
fibers in the world. At $12 per pound, silk is 20 times more expen-
sive than cotton or polyester, which sell at approximately 60 cents
per pound. Silk is not washable, and the average cost of dry clean-
ing a silk garment is $4 per piece. Demand for silk products has
always been supplied predominantly from abroad, without any dis-
cernible negative impact on the domestic textile industry.

Furthermore, there is not a garment manufacturer in the United
States that is interested in or capable of manufacturing fine or or-
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namented silk blouses or dresses, because of the delicate nature of
the fabric and the painstaking labor-intensive type of manufacture
required. And I can elaborate on that point during any questioning.

This is a market for luxury goods that American manufacturers
are not interested in supplying, even with the substantial protec-
tion which may be offered by the U.S. Government. To place quan-
titative restraints and universal import licensing, we would be pe-
nalizing China for an almost nonexistent U.S. domestic industry.

I am going to paraphrase-I see the yellow light on.
The inclusion of silk in S. 680 would be a blow to Chinese export

sales of silk products to all markets, and would cause a substantial
reduction of foreign exchange earnings that China needs to buy
American grain, computers, and other U.S. goods which were
worth over $3 billion to U.S. companies in 1984. Silk is one of the
few products left that can be bartered with China for American
technology and goods. Our company is currently doing this via a
joint venture with the 3M Corp. of Minnesota. The unjustified re-
striction of fair U.S. market access to noncompetitive silk products
presently included in 680 is a violation of the most-favored-nation
status granted to China in 1980 by Congress, and might provoke re-
taliation by China against United States imports to this market.

Thank you very much.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Weinberg, thank you very much.
[The prepared testimony of Sidney Weinberg and Jack Shamash

submitted for the record follows:]

STATEMENT BY SIDNEY WEINBERG, VICE PRESIDENT, S. SHAMASH & SONS, NEW YORK,
NY, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT E. RUGGERI, ATTORNEY, ROGERS & WELLS

Mr. WEINBERG. Mr. Chairman, my name is Sidney Weinberg, Vice President of S.
Shamash & Sons of New York, and I am here today on behalf of Mr. Jack Shamash,
Director of the International Silk Association, to strongly urge that all products in
chief-value of natural silk be excluded from S. 680.

Natural silk products are not like or competitive with any textile products pro-
duced in the United States, nor do they pose a threat to any sector of the textile or
manufacturing industries in this country. Demand for silk products has always been
supplied predominantly from abroad, without any discernible negative impact on
the domestic textile industry. We speak from experience: S. Shamash & Sons hag
been in the silk importing and converting business for over 100 years.

In 1959, we testified at silk import hearings conducted by the U.S. Tariff Commis-
sion. It was determined that since there was basically no viable silk industry in the
United States to protect, quotas on silk products were completely unjustified. Raw
silk materials are not produced in the United States. Raw silk cannot be processed,
dyed, printed or finished in this country except in minute quantities.

The silk market for both apparel and home furnishings is a high fashion, high
cost market. Silk is one of the most expensive fibers in the world. At $12 per pound,
silk is 20 tines more expensive than cotton or polyester, which sell at approximate-
ly $.60 per pound. The care of silk, too, is more costly. It is not washable, and the
average dry cleaning bill for a silk garment is $4.

Because of the delicate nature of the fabric and the painstaking labor-intensive
type of manufacture required, there is not a garment manufacturer in the United
Staes that is interested in-or capable of-manufacturing fine or ornamented silk
clothing. So you see, there is no threat of injury to the U.S. textile or apparel indus-
try.

This is a market of luxury goods that American manufacturers are not interested
in supplying, even with the substantial protection which may be offered by the U.S.
Government. Instituting quantitative restraints and universal import licensing
would be penalizing China for an almost nonexistent U.S. domestic industry. Fur-
thermore, the inclusion of silk in S. 680 would be a blow to Chinese export sales of
silk products to all markets, and would cause a substantial reduction of the foreign
exchange earnings China needs to buy American grain, computers and other U.S.
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goods which were worth over $3 billion in 1984. Silk is one of the few articles left
that can be bartered with China for American technology and goods, which our com-
pany is currently doing through a joint -venture with the 3M Corporation of Minne-
sota.

The unjustified restriction of fair U.S. market access to noncompetitive silk prod-
ucts currently included in S. 680 is a violation of the Most Favored Nation status
granted to China in 1980 by Congress, and might well provoke retaliation by China
against U.S. imports to this market.

TESTIMONY OF JACK SHAMASH OF S. SHAMASH & SONS, INC.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Jack Shamash and I am here today to testify on
behalf of S. Shamash & Sons Inc. of New York, a silk importing and converting
company with a history of over 100 years in the silk business. I am President of that
company and a Director of the International Silk Association. I am grateful for the
opportunity to testify today on S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Enforcement Act of
1985. While we object in general to the protectionist nature of the bill's provisions,
the specific purpose of our testimony is to urge that all products in chief-value of
natural silk be excluded from this bill because they are not like or competitive with
any textile products produced in the United States, and do not pose a threat to ally
sector of the textile or manufacturing industries in this country.

In hearings on silk imports held by the U.S. Tariff Commission in 1959, it was
determined that since there was basically no viable silk industry in the United
States to protect, quotas on silk products were completely unjustified. Silk cannot be
processed, nor is silk fabric dyed, printed, or finished in this country except in
minute quantities. To our knowledge, American textile companies spinning and
weaving silk products are limited to a few firms making silk-synthetic blended doup-
pioni for neckties and a few blended upholstery fabrics with a limited natural silk
content. We are aware of only two small plants in Pennsylvania that make any
pure silk textiles whatsoever and these plants are exclusively devoted to the manu-
facture of neckties.

Moreover, the level of silk imports does not threaten the U.S. textile or apparel
industry with any injury. In 1960 U.S. total imports of silk fabrics were valued only
at approximately $100 million. According to the Department of Commerce, imports
of silk fabrics from all sources in 1984 were $137.3 million, an average annual in-
crease of only some 1.5% for 24 years. Commerce Department figures also indicate
that U.S. imports of silk fabric even declined 17% from January through April 1985
over the same period last year.

The silk market, for both apparel and home furnishings, is a high-fashion, high-
cost market. Silk is oie of the most expensive fibers in the world. At $12.00 per
pound, silk is twenty-times more expensive than cotton or polyester, which sell at
approximately 60¢ per pound. Silk is not washable and the average cost of dry-
cleaning a silk garment is $4.00 per piece. Demand for silk products has always
been supplied predominantly from abroad without any discernable negative impact
on the domestic textile industry. Furthermore, there is not a garment manufacturer
in the United States that is interested in, or capable of, manufacturing fine or orna-
mented silk blouses or dresses because of the delicate nature of the fabric and the
painstaking labor-intensive type of manufacture required. This is a market for
luxury goods that American manufacturers are not interested in supplying, even
with the substantial protection which may be offered by the U.S. government. To
place quantitative restraints and universal import licensing requirements on im-
ports of silk products, such as are proposed by S.680, will raise the prices of these
products in the U.S. market even further. Thus the American consumer will be pe-
nalized in order to offer protection to an almost non-existent domestic industry.

Although the Asian nations of the Pacific Rim are most often accused of disrupt-
ing the U.S. textile market, Italy is actually the largest exporter of silk fabric to the
United States. At an average cost of $9.00 per yard, most of this fabric is made into
neckties in the United States which retail at an average cost of $20.00 per piece.
The People's Republic of China is the second ranking supplier of silk to the U.S.
market, but its domestic silk industry is the largest in the world. The Chinese are
responsible for approximately 75% of total global production of silk products. In
fact, most of the silk which enters the U.S. from Europe Hong Kong, and Japan is
made of raw materials sourced in China. The inclusion of silk in this bill is creating
havoc in Chinese circles. Silk is produced in 27 of the 29 provinces in China and it
employs over 10 million people. Silk is to China what wheat is to the United States.
It is evident, therefore, that silk is a far more important export for China than
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might be gathered from the relatively small U.S. import figure of just over $59 mil-
lion in 1984. -

The inclusion of silk in S. 680 would be a blow to Chinese export sales of silk
products to all markets and would cause a substantial reduction of the foreign ex-
change earnings that China needs to buy American grain, computers, and other
U.S. goods which were worth over $3 billion to U.S. companies in 1984. Silk is one of
the few products left that can be bartered with China for American technology and
goods. U.S. manufacturers are particularly interested in getting pilot products into
China through silk barter, but including silk imports in this bill will eliminate
many projects for American companies who would receive compensation through
silk barter.

The totally unjustified restriction of fair and reasonable U.S. market access to
manifestly non-competitive silk products presently included in S. 680 is a violation
of the Most Favored Nation status granted to China in 1980 by Congress and might
possibly provoke retaliation by China against U.S. exports to their market.

For these reasons, we urge you to exclude specifically all products in chief-value
of silk from any and all provisions of S. 680.

I would like to thank the Committee for the opportunity to describe the adverse
and unfair impact this bill, if passed, would have on our trading partners, while not
benefitting any substantial U.S. interest. I would be happy to respond to any ques-
tions you might have.

Thank you.
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Study by: International Business and Economic Research Corporation, June 28, 1985
2121 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 955-6155

ANALYSIS OF THE COST OF THE TEXTILE
AND APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1985

1. The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985
would' further restrict imports of textile and apparel products by
rolling back current import levels from 12 major foreign suppliers
and reducing future growth possibilities for all remaining
suppliers. These new limitations would be over and above already
existing tariffs and quotas that are estimated to cost the
.-. nerican consumer some $23 billion annually. -

2. The additional rest ictions being proposed would cut
trade dramatically. Overall, apparel imports from countries
targeted by the legislation (all but Canada and the EC) would be
reduced by 20 percent. Similarly, total textile imports would
fall by 36 percent. Several countries would be particularly hard
hit. 11r,,ports from China, for example, would be reduced by 57
percent frcm 1984 levels; Indonesia by B5 percent; Brazil by 66
percent. moreover, while the legislation does not roll back
imports from the many smaller suppliers serving the U.S. market,
it effectively eliminates any meaninaful growth opportunities for
them in the future.

3. The costs of these restrictions to the A.erican consumer
are significant. It will cost acrarel consumers an extra $2.4
billion annually and textile consumers, $1.0 billion annually.

In the first five years, the total ccst to the apparel
consume would be an estimated $11 billion in 1984 dollars, and to
the textile consumer, $4 billion.

4. hAcrnel irport prices w,:ould increase on average by 16
percent at , o.tsile. Textile import prices would increase an
aver ze of 33 percent. These gains reflect both quota-induced
rice tncr3ses and product upgrading as foreign producers
concentrate on the export of higher unit-value goods.
Lower-incore consumers ,ould pay the heaviest penalty as product
up-grading reduced or eliminated the availability of lass expensive
merchand ise.

56-287 0 - 86 - 7
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5. weighted average apparel prices (domestic and imported)
will rise by a minimum of 3 percent; textile prices will increase
by 3 percent. These estimates understate what may actually happen
because they do not take into account the domestic price response
to rising import price levels.

6. The additional import restraints on apparel would support
only 36 thousand jobs in the domestic apparel manufacturing
industry, at a cost of $66 thousand per job. Moreover, the quota-
induced decline in overall domestic apparel consu-mption would mean
the elimination of some 58 thousand jobs in the retail industry.
In the apparel sector, therefore, more jobs would be lost in the
retail sector than would be supported in the apparel sector.

7. The legislation would support 35 thousand jobs in the
domestic textile manufacturing industry, at a cost of $27 thousand
per job. The quota-induced decline in overall textile consumption
eliminates almost 4 thousand jobs in the retail industry.

8. A state -by-state analysis of the distribution of
empo'l:ent benefits and costs shows that at least 36 states would
experience net job losses if the legislation were enacted.
Although, as one wocld expect, labor in three southern states
(North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia) would be the prime
beneficiaries of additional quotas, labor in numerous midwestern
and northeastern states, as well as California, would be prime
losers frcm additional quotas.

9. The U.S. government would incur significant costs, a
factor t.Dtally ignored by supporters of the legislation. The
government will lose nearly $800 million dollars annually through
reduced tariff revenues. The proposed licensing provisions would
be extraordinarily expensive to inclement and administer and would
further raise costs to the consumer because of the disruption to
import and retail operations. Increased costs would feed
inflation, widen the budget deficit, and perhaps ultimately put
upward pressure on interest rates.

10. Cc,:.petitive U.S. expo-ters would face the risk of
retaliation by textile and apparel exporters.
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Senator HEINZ. Mr. McLean.

STATEMENT OF C.C. McLEAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, W.
KOURY CO., SANFORD, NC, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN-CAR-
IBBEAN TRADE ASSOCIATION, MIAMI, FL
Mr. McLEAN. Thank you.
My name is C.C. McLean. I am senior vice president of W. Koury

Co., a slack manufacturer located in Sanford, NC, employing 400
people in that town. Bennett Marsh of Sandler & Travis Attorneys
and..Irade Consultants, is accompanying me.

Thank you for the time and the opportunity to testify on behalf
of the American-Caribbean Trade Association. We represent U.S.
apparel makers sucessfully competing with 100 percent foreign im-
ports by using TSUS-807.

The number of U.S. apparel firms pursuing this strategy has in-
creased dramatically in the last 2 years, and now includes both
large and small firms, publicly and privately owned.

Our strategy is very simple and is effective in lowering prices to
American consumers while also benefiting the American textile in-
dustry and other supporting industries, including the transporta-
tion and packaging industry as well as U.S. manufacturers of zip-
pers, threads, buttons, linens, and other garment components.

We purchase the raw materials from U.S. manufacturers employ-
ing U.S. workers. Using U.S. workers, we handle, schedule, spread,
cut, pack, and ship the fabricated parts by U.S. transport, through
U.S. ports, to our neighboring countries in the Caribbean and Cen-
tral America. There, they are sewn into garments and shipped
back to the U.S. company for warehousing with domestically pro-
duced garments and distributed by U.S. workers.

The results of this strategy is that, in most cases, 70 to 80 per-
cent of the value or the cost of the product when it arrives back at
the U.S. port of entry is of U.S. origin. We pay duty on the value
added outside the United States.

We are finding that we can then compete with other imports.
Unfortunately many of us have just recently begun to take ad-

vantage of TSUS-807, and many of our suppliers of U.S. raw mate-
rials have yet to comprehend the advantage of TSUS-807 and real-
ize that it could substantially increase the consumption of their
products.

Also, while we have found a way to compete, we are now limited
and will continue to be limited in our ability to compete under leg-
islation now before Congress. This is due to the fact that our prod-
ucts, of chiefly U.S. raw materials and labor, receive the same
quota treatments as products of 100 percent foreign origin. This, we
think you will agree, is not reasonable or equitable.

We ask that, in the best interests of all concerned, this commit-
tee recommend free reimportation of apparel products cut in the
United States of 100-percent U.S.-manufactured raw materials.

Thank you for your consideration, and we would be happy to pro-
vide the committee with statistical facts to support this position.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. McLean, thank you very much.
[Mr. McLean's written testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATE SENATE
SEPTEMBER 12, 1985

Presented by Mr. C.C. McLean
Senior V.P. of W. Koury Company

on behalf of the American-Caribbean Trade Association

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American-Caribbean Trade Association (ACTA) would like to

thank you for the opportunity you are giving our membership to

testify on the subject of U.S. trade in textiles and apparel. Our

Association was formed to advance the common interests of more

than 70 United States apparelmakers who have prospered by pursuing

a joint production strategy with apparelmakers in more than fif-

teen Caribbean Basin countries.

The Association was formed when it became absolutely clear

that the United States Government was pursuing a counterproductive

U.S. trade policy with respect to imports of jointly-produced

apparel- This policy resulted in the application of quantitative

restrictions to apparel made exclusively from U.S. fabrics, yarns,
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buttons, zippers and other materials. These restrictions have

made it easier for major apparel exporting countries to dominate

the U.S. market and to speed the demise of the United States tex-

tile and apparel industries.

The member firms of ACTA, like other U.S. apparelmakers are

under a constant threat from surging imports of apparel manufac-

tured principally in Far East countries. At Koury, the affects of

Far East imports became critical in 1980. Our market in the

United States was eroding quickly. We had to begin laying off

workers and it appeared that we would not be able to sustain suf-

ficient production runs to justify continuation of our operations

in Sanford, North Carolina.

Koury found itself in a situation in which it had to decide

whether to cease operations completely or to find some way to pro-

duce a line of garments that could be priced competitively with

Far East imports. Koury found that to lower costs sufficiently it

would be necessary to move the final assembly of garments

offshore. Offshore assembly meant implementing a joint production

strategy with a foreign country where the costs associated with

the assembly of apparel would be far below those in the United

States.

Our move to joint production resulted in only 20 percent of

our manufacturing value-added leaving the United States. When we

started in Haiti, we lost some jobs in our plants in North

Carolina, but most of our workers were able to stay with us. It

-2-
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was well understood by our staff that unless Koury could better

compete with Far East imports, that the jobs of all our workers

would be in jeopardy.

During the last 4 years our business has prospered and grown.

We are a stronger and healthier U.S. manufacturer today than we

were in 1980. We provide direct employment for more than 400

people in Sanford, as well as help promote employment in the many

textile mills throughout the United States from whom we buy our

fabric and other textile materials. In our view, Koury still is

an all-American manufacturer of apparel.

Today, Koury and companies like it are in a position not

only to compete effectively with imports from the Far East, but to

displace those imports in the U.S. market. We have loyal U.S.

customers who know that our products will be made from the finest

and most durable fabrics available -- that is, U.S. fabric. They

know they will be getting a garment that accurately reflects U.S.

consumer preferences and is easy on the wallet.

The member firms of the American-Caribbean Trade Association

are competing effectively with the Far East manufacturers and will

be increasingly able to do so provided they can rely on a joint

production strategy for part of their production runs.

Regrettably, U.S. textile policy and our Textile Agreements

Program will not allow us to expand our assembly operations in

Haiti and Mexico. We are under strict U.S. quotas. Even though

more than 70 percea~t of the value of our garments is of

-3-
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U.S.-origin, our goods returning from the Caribbean Basin are

still considered a foreign product, and are treated on the same

basis as products originating in Far East countries. The latter

contain no U.S. value-added.

We are here today to request that this Committee recommend an

immediate change in U.S. textile policy with respect to the reim-

portation of apparel which has been merely assembled abroad and

which is made exclusively from U.S. fabrics, yarns and other

ornamentation. These goods should not be subject to any U.S.

quantitative restrictions so long as U.S. materials are used

exclusively.

Further, these products should not be dutiable. Today, pro-

ducts originating from Israel enter this country duty-free. These

Iraeli-origin apparel products aren't likely to contain a thread

of U.S. content. We cannot understand how the Congress can con-

tinue a policy which discriminates against goods that are essen-

tially U.S.-origin. Businesses and workers prosper because of

this activity, and yet we are more willing to grant preferential

access to foreign origin products than we are to goods made

through joint production.

The members of our Association strongly believe that the

actions we have proposed would be a logical and practical way to

reduce the negative impact that Far East apparel imports are

having on our textile and apparel industry. The best policy for

the United States is to give its own apparelmakers the optimum

-4-
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-environment in which to displace Far East imports. Moreover, our

proposal would give friendly nations of the Caribbean Basin a

chance to put many more workers into a modern production setting

to learn U.S. management techniques and to become accustomed to

the purchase and use of U.S. textile fabrics and materials.

The American-Caribbean Trade Association believes that U.S.

trade statutes must be honored by our trading partners if those

countries are to continue to have access to the U.S. market.

Further, our member firms recognize that the joint production

strategy is threatened whenever there is a trade dispute between

the United States and the country in which assembly is taking

place. Therefore, we would welcome the implementation of a strict

system of customs monitoring and inspection to assure that the

liberal U.S. policy we advocate can be implemented without

problems of transshipment or other means of circumvention.

We urge the members of this Subcommittee and all members of

Congress to seriously consider our proposals. Our industry has

experienced an extremely threatening surge in imports from Far

East countries over the past 5 years. The adjustments that our

industry has made in order to retain its basic American character

are irreversible. It would be foolish for the Congress to believe

that further restriction of the joint production option is going

to mean a healthier U.S. apparel industry. In fact, continuation

of a policy which is limiting the possibilities of joint produc-

tion while allowing Far East imports to continue to increase

rapidly is weakening our industry on a daily basis.

The American-Caribbean Trade Association respectfully submits

this testimony on behalf of U.S. apparelmakers whose continuing

viability depends upon the outcome of your debate on the future of

U.S. Textiles Agreements policy.
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Senator DANFORTH. I want to thank everybody on this panel. I
am sorry that I was not here to hear the testimony of three of you,
but I was unavoidably in my own office during the past hour or so.
Your testimony will be reviewed with great care, and it may be
that we will have some questions to submit to you in writing at
some point. 1 thank you very much for being here.

The next witnesses are Ms. Doreen Brown, president, Consumers
for World Trade; Mr. Wayne Gable, director of trade policy, Citi-
zens for a Sound Economy; Dr. Peter T. Nelson, president, Interna-
tional Trade Council; Mr. Eugene Milosh, president, American As-
sociation of Exporters & Importers; and Steven S. Weiser, Siegel,
Mandell & Davidson, New York.

Thank you all for your patience in waiting so long to testify. It
must seem as though it is an awfully long afternoon for you.

Let's proceed, if it is all right with you, as the names appear on
the list.

Ms. Brown, would you like to proceed?
Ms. BROWN. Yes.

STATEMENT OF DOREEN L. BROWN, PRESIDENT, CONSUMERS
FOR WORLD TRADE, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. BROWN. Thank you, Senator.
For the record, CWT [Consumers for World Trade] is a national

nonprofit organization established in 1978, concerned with the con-
sumer interest in international trade policy, both imports and ex-
ports.

Many of the points which are included in our full statement and
in the summary that is attached to it have already been made and
will sound familiar to you, because they have been made by many
of the past witnesses, both today and at earlier hearings, represent-
ing a variety of trade interests. Much to my gratification, I must
say, they have all cited the effect on consumers of S. 680, and the
fact that this negative effect is the most disturbing characteristic of
the bill.

So, in the interest of time, I will not repeat all of the figures con-
cerning costs to the consumers and costs per job, et cetera, that are
included in our statement.

However, I would like to add a few words that are neither in my
statement nor in the summary.

I am constantly asked-and it came to mind again when the
panel of ladies testified a short while ago-"Doesn't CWT"-my or-
ganization-"have any compassion for the workers of America?"
And my answer is emphatically, "Yes." We are very concerned
about the unemployed workers and with those in export-import re-
lated sectors who will lose their jobs when one industry is protect-
ed from foreign competition at the expense of others. Because a
worker employed or unemployed still consumes, although some ad-
vocates of trade restrictions would have us think otherwise. And it
is the currently unemployed workers, it is these ladies who were
here a short while ago, who are the most hurt by cost increases in
the marketplace and by the unavailability of cheaper goods when
imports are restricted.
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I think American labor, unfortunately, has been caught in a
trade situation, in a political situation I might say, which is not of
their doing and which could very well be their undoing. They are
being handed a quick-acting aspirin with no warning about its side
effects, and they are being told that it will cure the ills which
threaten their jobs, while the reality is that we are in a period of
industrial adjustment, and that in order to compete in today's
world an industry must modernize and cannot afford to be as labor-
intensive as in the past.

Our workers are being killed by kindnes&, if you will, as well-in-
tended as it might be. And if I were in today's labor force, I would
be very angry at having been misled into believing that sectoral
protection is going to mean job security.

I am also frequently asked whether I am not concerned about
the industries that are in trouble, about the demise of some of our
smokestack industries. And of course, the answer, again, is em-
phatically, Yes. And I am also concerned about our poor export
performance. I am also concerned about our growing trade deficit.
And this is why CWT keeps insisting that the real causes of these
problems should be addressed-the fiscal causes, the monetary
causes, and there is no need for me to list them in detail, the host
of other macroeconomic problems which are radically affecting our
competitive posture in the world market.

Turning to protectionist measures to solve these problems is
merely delaying, and I might add ensuring, the prompt demise of
American industry and increased unemployment.

I am also told by some, and in no uncertain terms, that my orga-
nization, by speaking up for expanded trade and against trade re-
strictions, is not dealing with the real world, that we are idealistic,
that we are not pragmatic. I submit that we are dealing more with
the real world than our accusers think we are, because we are look-
ing at the real world not only at this very moment but at tomor-
row's real world as well, and tomorrow is closer than we think.

Thibs isn't free-trade rhetoric, Senator. It is a plea to the formu-
laters of trade policy to look at the real world, at the real prob-
lems, and to commit themselves to finding the real solutions, while
avoiding the use of quick fixes that will only exacerbate those prob-
lems.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Ms. Brown.
Mr. Gable.
[Ms. Brown's written testimony follows:]
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-STATEMENT BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE'S

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

"The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act

of 1985, (S. 680)"

Consumers for World Trade (CWT) is a national,

non-profit membership organization established

in 1978. CWT supports expanded foreign trade

tq help promote healthy economic growth; provide

choices in the marketplace for consumers; and

counteract inflationary price increases. CWT,

believes in the importance of increasing

productivity through the efficient utilization of

human and capital resources. CWT conducts its

educational programs 1to keep American consumers

informed of their stake in international trade

policy and speaks out for the interests of

consumers when trade policy is being formulated.
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THE TEXTILE AND APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT ACT OF
1985-S. 680

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Doreen Brown. I am the President of

Consumers for World Trade (CWT), a nor-profit

organization which concerns itself with the interests

of American consumers in international trade policy,

both exports and imports. One of our primary goals

is to bring to the attention of the American public

and of the formulations of trade policy the high

price consumers are paying for the protection of

specific industries and products in the form of

hidden taxes and the reduction of the availability

of lower priced goods in the marketplace.

U.S. textile and apparel trade policy is a classic

example of the unwarranted and unjustified economic

burden being borne by consumers. Our concerns

about textile and apparel trade policies started many

years ago with the original Multifiber Arrangement

(MFA). Our organization (CWT) did not exist in its

present form in 1973, but we came about a few years

later, in time to look back and see what damage had

been dune since the MFA was instituted.
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2.

In 1979, we commissioned a study from David Hartman, a

Harvard professor of economics, in which he quoted the

Council on Wage and Price Stability as reporting in 1978

that protection due to the MFA had cost consumers $2.7

billion a year, because of tariffs which then averaged

29.3 percent, and $369 million a year due to quotas. A

much more recent study, published in 1983 by Michael Munger

of the Center for the Study of American Business at

Washington University in St. Louis estimates that the

restrictions cost consumers about $18.4 billion a year

(in 1980 dollars) $3.160 billion for textiles and

$11.795 billion for apparel due to tariffs, and $3.416

billion for apparel and textiles due to quotas.

These figures ar. frightening enough, but it is safe to

say that these amounts, based on 1980 and 1982 data,

have and will continue to increase with the rash of

bilateral agreements which have taken place since then

and with the recent adoption of more stringent controls

on textiles and apparel trade. For example, in mid-

January 1983, when the U.S. set quotas on many categories

from China, retailers predicted that the price of im-

ported clothing would go up 20% or more over a period

of 12 months. This estimate was exceeded in less than

6 months. It is now reported that imported apparel

went up 25 to 35 percent in 1984.
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3.

As I mentioned earlier, restraints affect consumers not

only in price but also in choice and availability. The

President of the American Retail Federation, William Kay

Daines, explained it this way for a CWT Newsletter inter-

view:

"The MFA has had a very interesting effect in a
number of ways upon consumer goods. Years ago
when the MFA first came into being, you did not
have, from the Far East, competition in the high-
lytailored suits, blouses and other apparel that
has now developed as a result of the MFA. Be-
cause of the quantitative restrictions the man-
ufacturers abroad kept building to a higher pro-
duct, trading up, and now you have sharp compet-
ition to American apparel in the exact categories
where they were highly competitive many years ago.
That type of competition does eliminate lower-end
goods; however, if the MFA were liberalized or
ended, those lower end goods would return very
rapidly."

Kay Daines hit on a very important point in this statement:

the fact that the cheaper goods, the ones that attract many

American consumers to buy the import in the first place,

become scarce and are eventually eliminated. So that it is,

unavoidably, the lower income, the fixed income individual

the one who is shopping price, the one who can least afford

it who bears the heaviest burden. Import restrictions are

thus the equivalent of regressive taxes - a system which

America has long condemned.

I have been discussing the price and availability effects

of trade restrictive policies, but there is one other factor

to be considered. What of retaliation? China did, of

course, in 1983 against U.S. exports of soybeans, cotton,
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and chemical fibers, and has indicated that it will do

so again. We don't believe any trade expert would be

surprised by this action - he or she would be more sur-

prised perhaps if other major supplying countries did

not retaliate also. Hong Kong, of course, being a free

market, has a problem, and the Third World countries,

which we claim to help on one hand and hit with export

quotas on the other, are not in a position to do so.

But how long will this keep up? How long before the

agricultural community, pitted against the textile

sector, pressures trade policy formulators into counter-

retaliatory actions? And how long before the consumer

feels the devastating effects of an escalated trade war?

The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985,

(S.680), because it is a trade limiting action, can be

expected to bring about all of the negative consequences

attributed to past protection for the domestic industry.

The Act substantially tightens MFA. provisions, discriminates

among the exporting countries, extends quotas to textile

products not even covered under the present M4FA not

produced in significant quantities in the U.S. such as

linen, silk and ramie and imposes an import licensing scheme.

By differentiating in the growth allowance to exporting

countries 1 percent for a major exporting country (even

though that county may only have one-quarter of one percent

of the U.S. market) and 6 percent for the smaller exporters-

the legislation would cause an immediate reduction of imports.
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Since the major suppliers represent 85 to 90 percent

of textile trade, it has been estimated that total

textile trade in the United States will be reduced from

20 to 30 percent. Such action is bound to result in

more highly inflated prices than before and even less

availability of cheaper goods.

Certain retaliation - justified retaliation since the

bill which exempts Canada, Mexico and the EC is in

violation of the GATT and the Most-Favored-Nation principle-

will- undoubtedly direct itself to our agricultural sector.

If this legalization were \endcted the U.S. would be taking

a further step away from an open multilateral system -

the goal which we are all allegedly seeking.

This bill is totally unacceptable to American consumers

who have been subsidizing protected American industries

to the tune of $58.5 billion a year for far too long.

The MFA was instituted as a temporary arrangement 14 years

ago and as agreed to in the 1981 extension, should

be phased out as rapidly as possible.

CWT will continue to stress the need for a radical change

in U.S. textiles and apparel trade policy for as long as

necessary and will continue to call for the liberalizing

of bilateral agreements and the elimination of the MFA.

The open-ended program of protection for the domestic

manufacturers, a program which, by its very nature, has
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6.

failed to provide the challenge necessary for the

industry to adjust to and confront foreign competition

and market-oriented world trade. American consumers

must not be forced to subsidize an ineffective policy

which has proved to be detrimental to the industry,

its workers and the public interest.
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SUMMARY

Consumers for World Trade (CWT) is a non-profit organ-
ization concerned with the interests of American con-
sumers in international trade policy, both exports and
imports. One of our primary goals is to bring to the
attention of the American public and of the formulators
of trade policy the high price consumers are paying for
the protection of certain industries and products in the
form of hidden taxes and the reduction, if not elimin-
ation, of lower priced goods in the marketplace.

2. Our concerns about U.S. textile and apparel trade pol-
icy date back to the original Multifiber Arrangement of
1973, and are backed up by a 1983 study by Business at
Washington University in St. Louis which estimates that
the MFA has cost consumers $18.4 billion yearly (1980
dollars): $14.955 billion due to tariffs and $3.416
billion due to quotas. It is safe to say that these
figures have and will continue to increase with the rash
of bilateral agreements and the adoption of more string-
ent trade controls which have taken place since then.

3. Trade restraints affect consumers not only in price but
also in choice and availability. Cheaper goods become
scarce and are eventually eliminated. Lower and fixed
income individuals, therefore, bear the heaviest burden.

4. Retaliation by our trading partners is an additional
concern. China did in 1983 and has announced it will
do so again. This could eventually lead to counter-
retaliatory action and consumers will feel the devastating
effect, of an escalated trade war.

5. The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985,
S. 680, can be expected to bring above all of the neg-
ative consequences of trade limiting actions. By tight-
ening MFA provisions, extending quotas to textile pro-
ducts not covered under the MFA nor produced in signif-
icant quantities in the U.S., imposing an import licens-
ing scheme, and limiting the major suppliers who repres-
ent 85 to 90 percent of textile trade to 1 percent annual
growth, the legislation will cause an immediate reduction
of imports. This will, in turn, result in inflated costs
and even fewer cheaper goods. It is totally unaccept-
able to American consumers who are already paying 58.5,
billion dollars yearly to protect American industries.

6. CWT will continue to call for the liberalization of
textile trade, the elimination of the MFA and the defeat
of proposals such as S. 680. The open-ended program
of protection for domestic textile and apparel manu-
facturers has failed to provide the challenge necessary,
for the industry to adjust to and confront foreign compet-
ition and market-oriented world trade. Consumers should
not be forced to subsidize an ineffective policy which has
proved to be detrimental to the industry, its workers and
the public interest.
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STATEMENT OF WAYNE GABLE, DIRECTOR OF TRADE POLICY,
CITIZENS FOR A SOUND ECONOMY, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. GABLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Wayne Gable, and I am director of trade policy at

Citizens for a Sound Economy. On behalf of our 200,000 members, I
want to call the subcommittee's attention to the heavy burden that
Senate bill 680 would place on consumers, importers, and retailers.

I know that there have been a lot of statistics thrown out over
today's hearing, and I am going to repeat a few of them because
think they are important, and because further restrictions on tex-
tile imports would reduce the range of choice available to consum-
ers and would probably trigger retaliation on the part of many tex-
tile importing countries.

As a broad-based citizen's group, Citizens for a Sound Economy is
especially concerned with the heavy burden that Senate bill 680
would place on consumers. In an August 1984 study, the Federal
Trade Commission estimated that import quotas from only one
major textile-producing area, Hong Kong, cost the American con-
sumer over $218 million per year in higher clothing costs. This
$218 million is only a small part of the overall costs of textile
quotas, because Hong Kong only provided about 20 percent of the
textile imports during the estimation period. This $218 million is
an estimate of what the current quota system cost consumers; the
Textile and Apparel Act of 1984 proposes to increase consumer
costs to even higher levels.

I am sure that you are aware that the Reagan administration
has estimated that it would cost consumers up to $14 billion a year.

The impact that Senate bill 680 would have on textile prices is
clear: It would raise them. You can't cut back imports on textiles
by up to 30 percent and not expect to significantly raise prices. But
even if imports were frozen at current levels, prices for foreign tex-
tiles would still increase. With restrictions on the quantity of for-
eign imports, foreign countries would naturally replace quantity in-
creases with quality increases; that is, they would import the same
quantity with higher quality and that would increase the price of
the goods. This substitution of quality and expensive extras for
quantity has a precedent in the case of the voluntary automobile
restraints, and it would happen again in textiles.

Because of the impact on textile prices, this bill amounts to a tax
on consumers in order to shield the domestic textile industry from
competition from countries which often provide a better deal for
the money. Not only is it a tax, it is a regressive tax. By increasing
the cost of necessities like clothing, the bill would place a heavier
burden on low-income groups, which must spend a larger propor-
tion of their income on these necessities.

We are told by supporters of the bill that higher quotas are nec-
essary to preserve jobs in the textile industry. While these quotas
may temporarily savejbbs in one industry, they will destroy many
other jobs in other industries, such as the importing and retailing
industries, which are dependent on textile imports.

As you probably know, the International Business and Economic
Research Corp. has estimated that the proposed quotas would
result in the loss of 62,000 jobs in -retailing industries. These
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import-dependent jobs are just as important as the textile jobs; yet,
import quotas will certainly destroy many of them.

And there is another class of jobs which are endangered by in-
creasing textile quotas, those which are dependent on exports. Re-
taliation is a very real possibility, especially since foreign countries
may be interested in taking strong action in order to discourage
further protectionist legislation. If retaliation occurs, it will mean
even more jobs destroyed, and stagnation in industries which are
healthy today.

Those who are confident that retaliation is not a credible threat
should remember that it was also not considered a credible threat
by many when the Smoot-Hawley Tariff was passed in 1930; but
then retaliation did occur, and many historians believe that stifled
international trade was a major contributor to the Great Depres-
sion which followed.

I would like to conclude by noting that open trade is one of the
few policies which almost all economists support, and there are
good reasons for this consensus: Open trade between nations, like
open trade between individuals, leads to the greatest satisfaction
for the greatest number of consumers.

On behalf of the 200,000 members of Citizens for a Sound Econo-
my, I therefore urge you to consider reversing directions on the
question before us today. For greater economic growth, the subcom-
mittee ought to seriously consider removing the burdensome web of
import restrictions that already cost the American consumers
dearly and keep the domestic textile industry from adjusting to
changes in the world market. In other words, the subject of this in-
quiry should be reducing protectionism and not expanding it.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Gable.
[Mr. Gable's written testimony follows:]
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Testimony on Textiles and Apparel
by Wayne E. Gable, Citizens for a Sound Economy

Presented to the Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee

September 12, 1985

Chairman Danforth, Members of the subcommittee:

On behalf of the 200,000 members of Citizens for a Sound
Economy, I ask the Subcommittee on Trade to reject further
restrictions on textile Imports. The subcommittee ought to
seriously consider removing the burdensome web of Import restric-
tions that already costs American consumers dearly and keeps the
domestic textile industry from making the appropriate adjust-
ments to the world textile market. In other words, the subject
of inquiry should be free trade, not protectionism.

S. 680 Is Ill-conceived and inconsistent with economic
progress and consumer soverIgnty. The American economy became
the envy of the world because It left freedom of choice in the
hands of consumers. This prompted entrepreneurs to seek ways to
satisfy consumers, and in the process they and American workers
built the most advanced economy in history. But cause and effect
cannot be reversed. It is only by leaving consumers free to buy
from whomever they wish that we can have a thriving growing
economy that benefits everyone.

As Adam Smith noted long ago, the purpose of the economic
system is consumption. A job is mere physical exertion unless it
ultimately satisfies consumers. Consumers should have every
right to buy at the best price possible, regardless of where
the products are made. This not only lets consumers get the most
for their money, it enables the economy as a whole to get the
most of the resources available.

Protectionism inevitably raises prices and misallocates
resources. This may be done In the name of saving jobs, but In
the end protectionism destroys jobs and hurts everyone. A robust
economy is In everyone's long-term best interest. A stagnant
economy will haunt the very people protectionist measures are
intended to help.

Nowhere is this more apparent than In the textile and
apparel industries. If the people advocating protection were
correct, one should have expected those industries to have
stopped seeking shelter from world competition long ago. In
modern times the textile and apparel interests started asking for'

CITIZENS FOR A SOUND ECONOMY. 2cZstREErNw
X IltE 700

WASHING ON, DC 20M01
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"temporary" relief in the 1930s. In 1935 Japan succeeded in
selling a significant amount of textiles here despite an average
46-percent tariff on cotton goods and 60-percent tariff on wool
and woolen goods. The result was a "voluntary" quota agreement
forced on the Japanese by the Roosevelt administration. When
Japan's textile industry rebuilt itself after World War II,
so-called voluntary restrictions were again forced on that
country. By this time the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
had started to limit tariffs, so nontariff barriers were the
alternative.

In the 1950s and 1960s, when Hong Kong increased its textile
and apparel exports to the United States and refused to bow to
American pressure and restraint, the U.S. government worked to
get textiles exempted from the GATT tariff ceilings. This
strategy ultimately triumphed. Then in 1974 the first Multi-
Fiber Arrangement (MFA) was instituted to regulate world trade in
textiles. Since then the MFA has become more restrictive.

Temporary relief has a way of becoming permanent and more
stringent as time goes on. This has been our experience in the
American textile and apparel industries. The excuse may change
-- low wages in foreign countries, subsidies to foreign indus-
tries -- but the objective never varies: shelter from the
consumers' freedom of choice. We can conclude that these
industries do not wish to face the market without help from the
U.S. government.

S. 680 is more readily understood when seen in this con-
text. This bill would roll back to 1983 levels imports from the
20 largest textile-producing countries. It would extend the
quotas to a wider range of products. It would set up a special
import-licensing system. It would limit the growth of imports to
1 percent for products that directly compete with American
products and 6 percent with products that do not. What is that
but a blatant attack on consumer sovereignty?

This legislation comes at an especially important time.
General protectionist sentiment is running high. As you know,
there is considerable support for the "import surcharge" bill,
which could be a replay of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff of 1930.
Further, the last few years have been accelerated protectionism
for American textile and apparel interests. In 1984 the country-
-of-origin rules were changed to further restrict consumer
choice. In the last two years quotas have been imposed on 220
kinds of goods from 23 nations. S. 680 is another sign of the
misguided protectionism that is headed on a collision course with
the U.S. economy's recovery.
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This bill will have the same adverse effects that all
protectionism has. It will constrict consumer choice and force
Americans to pay more for clothing. It will hurt American
exporters -- such as farmers -- by reducing the purchasing power
of foreign buyers. It will, of course, hurt the millions of
American workers--retall employees, for example--who make their
living selling imported clothing and textiles in the United
States. Why should this multitude be sacrificed to a relative
few whose industry cannot complete effectively?

S. 680 would be nothing less than special priv'iege confer-
red on a small group at the expense of most of the American
people and producers in Third World countries. Supporters of
the bill extol orderly markets and decry "disruption" from
foreign producers. Let's examine these things. There is nothing
disorderly about a rapid increase in Imports, which, by the way,
can be no more rapid than our consumers wish. It is presump-
tuous and arbitrary for anyone to dictate that Imports should
grow at some fixed rate. That is a matter for individual
consumers to decide, and it is unfair to citizens that others
have arrogated to themselves the right to make that determina-
tion.

Moreover, "disruption" is the flip-side of economic advance-
ment. When Edison invented the light bulb, he disrupted the
candle industry. When Ford mass produced the auto, he disrupted
the horse and buggy industry. To protect an economy from this
kind of disruption Is to consign it to stagnation, which means
unemployment, lost opportunity, and a lower standard of living
for consumers.

If we want to assure that today's American textile workers
have better long-term future job opportunities, we must have free
trade, for only then will the economy flourish and produce
maximum opportunities fot advancement. Protectionism promises
only the opposite: stagnation and unemployment. It cannot be in
the interest of textile workers to be locked into industry
stagnation. If adjustment to economic reality has to be made, it
is better to know sooner rather than later. I do not wish to
underrate the hardship on people whose jobs are jeopardized by
the ccmpetitlve market process. But that is not a problem
peculiar to the foreign trade issue. Someone working in a
textile mill In South Carollna can lose his job because of a
superior producticr process elsewhere in the United States, or
because consumer preferences change.

The best protection for people who are forced to adjust to
new conditions is a thriving economy that vigorously produces
new opportunity. But we cannot have that without economic
freedom, which includes open trade.

Throughout history, the greatest bursts of economic progress
have followed periods of trade liberalization. These were not
coincidences. We can have the same degree of progress again-if
only we learn the lessons of history and economic theory.

I therefore urge you, on behalf of the 200,000 members of
Citizens for a Sound Economy, to reject any additional restric-
tions on textile imports. Thank you for this opportunity to
address the subcommittee.
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Senator DANFORTH. Dr. Nelsen.

STATEMENT OF I)R. PETER T. NELSEN, PRESIDENT,
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, 1C

Dr. NELSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am Peter Nelsen. I am chairman of the Interna-

tional Trade Council, and I am chairman of the International De-
velopment Institute. My trade association has producing companies
with divisions in about 49 States, representing more than 200,000
people employed.

We are against S. 680 because of the sectoral protectionism that
it applies. There are about 10,000 industries listed in the Standard
Industrialization Classification Directory, which was printed in
1972, and now there are actually more than that. If each industry
asks for protection, then eventually nobody ends up with protection
because all international trade would cease.

We have to recognize that our problems are oftentimes passed on
to other countries. If their productivity is reduced because of invest-
ment in this country, because of our high dollar, we will induce
them to retaliate with protectionism.

Even if they don't retaliate, any action in this area has an infla-
tionary effect. If inflation zooms, then even if our dollar goes down,
our exports will be less marketable overseas.

What this country really needs is more export expansion, pro-
grams that allow our producers to be competitive with overseas
producers in a free market.

Each billion dollars' worth of export produces about 25,000 or
more jobs. We live in a dynamic society in which companies have
to look ahead and retool, employees have to look ahead and retrain
if necessary. Maybe they have to retrain several times in their life-
time, but that is part of living in a competitive society.

If you look at the list of the countries where the MFA was im-
posed, all but three of them are geopolitically very important to
the United States. We are spending $4.5 or $5 billion a year on for-
eign aid to these countries-most of them are on this list. A majori-
ty of the foreign aid in the past has been spent helping these coun-
tries become productive. Now we are turning around and saying,
"Buy our exports, but we don't want your imports."

What we need to-do is the same thing that they did: We have to
see where we have economic advantage, where we can produce
from a point of comparative advantage, and produce those things
where we have this advantage. Without that, we are going to be
left behind.

We have lost, percentagewise. I think 15 or 20 years ago we ex-
ported 24 percent of the world's exports; now we are down to 17
percent. In volume, we may still be level; but we are losing market
share.

Regressive legislation never has positive results, therefore we
need to look at the underlying effect of the proposed legislation.

Let me just finish by saying that we have a lot of compassion for
displaced workers. We must have compassion for the people that
were here talking about how bad things are. They need retraining
into new jobs. But in the last quarter, I think we produced 300,000
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new jobs; our unemployment rate is going down. So, look at the
overall picture and don't look at a single sector of industry, and in-
stitute a program that benefits the entire economy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Milosh.
[Dr. Nelson's written testimony follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we thank you for this

opportunity to sumbit testimony on Senate Bill 680 before the Committee

on Finance of the Uhited States Senate.

I an Dr. Peter Nelsen, an economist, President of the International

Trade Countil (ITC), and Chairman of the International Development Institute.

The ITC is a trade association dedicated to the expansion of free inter-

national trade between all countries of the world. Our members produce

goods and services in 49 states. The International Development Institute

is a research and educational organization dedicated to the development

of international trade and the transfer of appropriate technology to

meet basic human needs.

The multi-fiber arrangement was last renegotiated in 1981 and extends

through July 31, 1986, and is intended to provide for orderly growth in

trade on a nondisruptive basis. Lnder this arrangement, themajor textile

and apparel producing nations of the world have agreed to a regimen of
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import control on textile and apparel products. These controls are freely

negotiated and conform with obligations incurred under the General Agreement

on Trade and Tariffs, on a bilateral basis between MFA signatory countries.

The International Trade Countil regrets that the U.S. experience has been

that the FA negotiated agreements have been ineffective In stabilizing the

growth of imports. While it is the intention of S. 680 to ensure a stable,

nondiscriptive flow of imports, it would nontheless be better for the FA

signatories and the world trading system as it now exists, to pursue enforce-

ment at the international level through the existing HFA agreements. This

would increase world confidence in the integrity of such agreements, help

stabilize world trade with the U.S. and work toward the perfection of the

international trading system. What S. 680 does is to attempt to remendy a

multinational trade Issue on an isolated, domestic level for a specific

sector of the U.S. industrial spectrum. The International Trade Council

takes the position that no positive result can derive from negative measures

of law or regulatory action. Therefore Congressional and Presidential action

should be limited to measures that mitigate foreign protectionism in the

form of direct and indirect trade barriers against U.S. producers.

The multilateral trading system is premised upon free trade through

voluntary negotiation among partners. The intent of S. 680 is to enforce

existing bilateral agreements. The effect of S. 680 tips the scale toward

protectionism. If this perception is accurate, this legislation could

invite a wave of new pressures on Congress to produce similar measures

for other domestic Industries. All types of quotas, restrictions and non-

tariff barriers jeopardize the multilateral trading system and reduce the

importance of GATT. Today's world is one in which the preferences and

needs for products are becoming Increasingly similar and consumers will
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always desire the best product for the best price from anywhere in the world.

The U.S. must view trade imbalances in a global context and U.S. industry

must continue to pursue world markets and not simply Its own. While S. 680

intends to correct a current imbalance, it is only a question of time before

the textile/apparel industry, even as modernized, will have to face the

need to enter and penetrate world markets. U.S. producers must invest in

the creation of more productive enterprise in present product lines and

if he can't compete there then he has to change to a product line where he

can achieve a competitive advantage in the world market place.

The present trade imbalance in the textile/apparel industry must be

seen In light of the present economic environment, that Is, a strong dollar

and an expanding U.S. economy which attracts imports to the U.S. Even with

import quotas enforced as S. 680 proposes, however, the world trade climate

would still face the same conditions. The U.S. is faced with the need to

devise an overall trade policy, as Sen. Mattingly pointed out in his remarks

accompanying the introduction of this legislation. Sen. Hollings in his

remarks, proposes the establishment of a National Trade Council to better

focus on these issues. This is the type of conceptualization which is needed

to take a balanced, overall approach to resolve trade issues which will often

be common to many industries.

Nations, companies and individuals who refuse to learn from history are

often doomed to relive it, We therefore reiterate that no positive economic

result can derive from negative legislation.

We believe that If the U.S. producer is not limited by regressive

legislation, tax or uncompetetive export government programs, then he will

be able to compete in the world market, If he is willing to participate

In the world market. Most U.S. producers have never tried to export as
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evidenced by the fact that the U.S. has never exported mnre than 9 - 10%

of GNP while European and some newly industrialized countries export more

than 50% of their GNP.

S. 680 strikes a balance for Import levels from "major exporting

countries" and smallerr exporting countries." Exports from major exporters

would be limited to levels that would have prevailed if exports had grown

at six percent per year since 1980 as designed by the MFA in 1981, and levels

for smaller exporters would be set at 115 percent of the 1984 level. Growth

would be set at one percent for import sensitive products and those produced

by major exporters and growth for smaller exporters would be limited to six

percent a year.

The International Trade Council supports the emphasis upon growth for

the economies of the developing countries at a time when many of them are

experiencing high Inflation, debt payment problems and a sluggish economy.

The licensing scheme in the bill, however, would Impose a significant burden

upon these countries. Many smaller countries do not have the administrative

mechanism to comply with such a detailed scheme and can Ill afford added

burdens to trade. Such potential trade barriers should be reconsidered.

Moreover, should this licensing scheme be implemented, it would in any

event be better for those revenues to be earmarked to fund export financing

and export marketing rather than simply revert to the general treasury.

There is a precedent for such designation of these funds In the Agricultural

Stabilization Act of 1936. Section 32 of this Act allows for a set aside

of up to 30 percent of the Import duties on foreign agricultural commodities

to be used for export financing and export marketing.

I shall close my remarks by noting that In 1921 President Harding

claimed that Europe after WW I would become "unfair" competition to
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U.S. workers. In 1929 the Hawley Smoot Tariff bill became law and more than

50 nations retaliated with higher tariffs. The economic downturn that quickly

followed was a major factor leading to the "great depression" of 1929.

When the consumer has the right of choice of purchase in a free market,

no U.S. consumer will purchase a foreign product unless the price and/or

quality and/or deisgn is better in his opinion than a comparable domestic

product. Thus U.S. producers are only at a disadvantage if they are non-

competetive. Negative legislation such as S. 680 cannot produce positive

results. It can only in the end, hurt the U.S. consumer's pocketbook

ard defeat U.S.-economic objectives of low inflation.

In the last economic quarter, the U.S. economy created 300,000 new

jobs. The unemployment level dropped from 7.3 percent to 7 percent. The

United States economy is growing while those of most other nations are weak

or stagnant. These are real and significant facts I hope you will also

consider. I therefore recommend that you consider S. 680 as a Senate

resolution only.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee for the opportunity

to submit this testimony.
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Summary of

the Statement of Dr. Peter Nelsen
International Trade Council

The International Trade Council reconnends that Senate Bill 680 before

the Senate Committee on Finance be considered and passed as a Senate resolution

only. We make this recommendation with the following observations:

-S. 680 is a remedial measure designed to enforce the Multi-Fiber Arrange-

ment. This domestic legislative solution to an international trade

question diminishes the need for greater integrity by means of existing

International agreements and procedures.

-The multilateral trading system is premised upon free trade through

negotiation among partners. This legislation in its effect tips the

scale toward protectionism. Such measures invite retaliation and damage

relations with partners. All U.S. industry must follow an expansive

rather than restrictive approach and seek increased cooperation. No

positive result can derive from negative measures.

-The present trade Imbalance in the textile/apparel industry must be

seen in light of the present economic environment, that Is, a strong

dollar in an expanding U.S. economy which attracts export to the U.S.

Because U.S. trade policy is still in the developing stages, it is

difficult for U.S. industry and governance to take a long term view.

-S. 680 strikes a balance for import levels from major exporters and

Smaller exporters. This stabilizes levels of imports and at the same

time allows for growth of the developing countries' export levels.

The licensing scheme proposed in the bill however, would burden-

developing countries. Additionally, licensing revenues should be

applied to U.S. International export financing and export marketing

rather than to the general treasury.
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE J. MILOSH, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN AS-
SOCIATION OF EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS, NEW YORK, NY, AC-
COMPANIED BY MICHAEL DANIELS, ESQUIRE, VICE CHAIR-
MAN, PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS, AND MANAGING PARTNER,
MUDGE ROSE GUTHRIE ALEXANDER & FERDON, WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. MILOSH. Mr. Chairman, I am Gene Milosh, president of the

American Association of Exporters & Importers, headquartered in
New York City.

AAEI, an organization of over 1,000 member firms, was founded
in 1921, and is dedicated to the promotion of fair and open trade.
Our member companies produce and trade a broad range of prod-
ucts. As such, our comments will address the broad international
issues.

I am accompanied by special counsel to AAEI, Martin Lewin, of
the member law firm Mudge Rose Guthrie Alexander & Ferdon.

We are here today in complete opposition to the passage of S.
680. AAEI shares the concerns of Congress with our trade prob-
lems: Our country simply cannot long sustain the enormous deficit
in our trade account. We believe, however, that the fundamental
problem facing U.S. trade is not bad trade policy; the fundamental
problem is the overvalued dollar which is a direct result of poor
fiscal and monetary- policies. Our soaring budget deficit is the
prime reason behind the high U.S. interest rates and the stubborn
overvaluation of the dollar- We must act immediately to reduce our
budget deficit.

In addition, we need to adopt a more expansive monetary policy
to reduce interest rates. The high dollar has made it impossible to
increase our exports, at the same time that it has led to major
import gains across a broad spectrum of products and industries.

The protectionist trade proposals before the Congress do not ad-
dress the budget deficit and high interest rates that sustain the
present exchange rate misalignment. Indeed, reducing our imports
through protectionism may actually exacerbate our problems.
Other countries will certainly retaliate, particularly due to the per-
manent nature of the quotas, and our exports will decline as a
result. Inefficiencies in our economy will be increased, not de-
creased.

S. 680 does not even begin to provide a solution to the problems
we face. In fact, S. 680 merely assures that our problems will
worsen. It will choke off imports from developing countries. Many
of these countries need to export their competitive products to serv-
ice their debt, much of which is owed to U.S. major banks and re-
gional banks.

Developing-country debt problem is also another prime contribu-
tor to the slump in our exports. Debt-service needs have caused de-
veloping countries to sharply reduce imports and to erect new
import barriers.

The Congress needs to consider methods to provide new finance
to developing countries. S. 680, meanwhile, is a giant step back-
ward; it will deny developing countries to foreign exchange to pur-
chase U.S. products and will lead them to retaliate against the
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United States and to turn elsewhere for the products they remain
able to purchase.

The campaign on behalf of S. 680 by the domestic industry is
being waged despite the fact that it would be an outrageous and
unjustifiable repudiation of our international commitments under
34 bilateral agreements, the MFA, and the GATT.

We need the cooperation of the developing countries, targeted by
the bill, to succeed in multilateral negotiations within the GATT
and in bilateral negotiations. We have a long trade agenda-serv-
ices, high technology products, intellectual rights, agriculture and
performance requirements, some of our major strengths. If S. 680 is
enacted, developing-country suppliers who have negotiated unsa-
vory export restrictions in the past will feel betrayed, and they will
ignore and even oppose our interests in the future.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Milosh.
[Mr. Milosh's written testimony follows:]

56-287 0 - 86 - 8
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Executive Summary

of the

Statement of

Mr. Eugene J. Milosh

Introduction

S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of

1985, represents an attempt by the domestic textile and apparel

industry to use our present trade crisis as a smoke screen to

advance its efforts to obtain further unwarranted protection from

developing country imports. The bill will do nothing to solve our

economic problems, and it will create grave damage to an already

strained international trade system.

1. Textiles and Trade Policy

S. 680 would violate our international commitments under

Mi) bilateral agreements with over 30 countries, (ii) the

Multifiber Arrangement (MFA), and (iii) the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The MFA was negotiated by the United

States under pressure from the U.S. textile and apparel industry.

The MFA represents a wholesale departure from Article XIX of the

GATT concerning safeguards, because it permits the selective

imposition of restrictions without the payment of compensation.

The existing framework on textile trade is discriminatory against

developing countries, and severely strains the GATT system. Under

the MPA, the United States is committed to a gradual elimination

of restrictions on international trade in textiles and apparel.

S. 680, however, would represent a complete repudiation of U.S.

obligations, and would be met with deep resentment from developing

countries. At a time when the forces-of liberalization are

diminished, and when the United States is seeking developing
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country cooperation to further its trade agenda on services, high

technology products, agriculture, intellectual property and

performance requirements, S. 680 would be a monumental step

backwards.

2. The Fundamental Trade Problems Facing the
-United States are Unrelated to S. 680

The huge merchandise and current account deficits facing the

United States will not be even slightly reduced by enactment of

S. 680. U.S. imports have soared due to an overvalued dollar and

a strong economic recovery. The overvalued dollar is largely a

function of high budget deficits and a restrictive monetary

policy. Thus, solutions should concentrate on fiscal and monetary

policies, not narrow and discriminatory protectionism.

A reduction in our imports of textiles from developing

countries under S. 680 will merely result in retaliation against

our exports and a reduction in the foreign exchange required to

purchase U.S. products. Likewise, the bill will exacerbate the

developing country debt service problem.

3. The Textile and Apparel Industry is Already
the Most Protected Sector of our Economy

Through the negotiation of the MFA, and a variety of U.S.

regulations and enforcement procedures, the domestic textile and

apparel industry is by far the most heavily protected sector of

our economy. Largely as a consequence of this protection, imports

from the major developing country suppliers have declined in the

first seven months of 1985. The additional protection sought
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by the industry under S. 6M0 will merely impose further huge costs

on the U.S. consumer.

4. Conclusion

The solution to our trade problem lies in (i) reducing the

overvalved dollar, which is a function of high interest rates and

the federal budget deficit, (ii) eliminating foreign country trade

barriers, and (iii) solving the developing country debt crisis.

S. 680 is only a selfish attempt by the domestic textile

industry to exploit the present mood of the Congress in order to

satisfy its already bloated appetite for ever more protection.
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Mister Chairman.

My name is Eugene J. Milosh.

I am President of the American Association of Exporters and

Importers, headquartered in New York City. AAEI, an organization

of over 1,000 members, was founded in 1921, and is dedicated to

the promotion of fair and open trade. Our member companies pro-

duce a broad range of products, including chemicals, machinery,

electronics, textiles and apparel, footwear, food, automobiles,

wine and specialty items. In addition, many support elements of

the international trade community -- customs brokers, freight

forwarders, banks, attorneys and insurance firms -- are active

members of AAEI. I am accompanied by special counsel to AAEI,

Michael P. Daniels of the law firm of Mudge Rose Guthrie

Alexander & Ferdon.

Introduction

We are here today in complete opposition to the passage of

S. 680, the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.

AAEI shares the concerns of Congress with our trade problems.

Our country simply cannot long sustain the enormous deficit in our

trade account.

We believe, however, that the fundamental problem facing U.S.

trade is not bad trade policy. The fundamental problem is in the

overvalued dollar which is a direct result of poor fiscal and

monetary policies. Our soaring budget deficit is the prime reason

behind high U.S. interest rates and the stubborn overvaluation of

the dollar. We must act immediately to reduce our budget
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deficit. In addition, we need to adopt a more expansive monetary

policy to reduce interest rates. The high dollar has made it

impossible to increase our exports, at the same time that it has

led to major import gains across a broad spectrum of products and

industries. The trade proposals before the Congress do not

address the budget deficit and high interest rates that sustain

the present exchange rate misalignment.

The AAEI believes that the trade crisis is not resolveable

through protectionist actions. Indeed, reducing our imports

through protectionism may actually exacerbate our problems. Other

countries will certainly retaliate, and our exports will decline.

Inefficiencies in our economy will be increased, not decreased.

Import surcharges, now a popular "quick fix" proposal, are a

chimera. Instead of bringing the dollar down, they will increase

its value. Other sector or country-specific bills also have

little to recommend them. Neither single sector protection such

as the textile bill, nor surcharges which purport to reduce the

trade deficit will accomplish their goals. Surcharges, like

quotas, will, according to the Congressional Budget Office report

completed for this Committee, result in reduced prosperity:

inflation, high interest rates, and an even higher dollar are the

hallmark of such protection.

S. 680 does not even begin to provide a solution to the

problems we face. On the contrary, the bill is a prescription for

even worse problems. It will choke off imports from developing
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countries. Many of these countries need to export their

competitive products to service their debt, much of which is owed

to U.S. banks. The developing country debt problem is also

another prime contributor to the slump in our exports. Debt

service needs have caused developing countries to sharply reduce

imports and erect new import barriers. Under the bill, developing

countries will be denied the foreign exchange necessary to

purchase U.S. products, and it will lead them to turn elsewhere

-for the products they remain able to purchase.

The Congress needs to consider methods to provide new finance

to developing countries. Only a resolution of the debt problem

will permit renewed developing country trade liberalization and an

expansion of U.S. exports to them.

In short, S. 680 is a giant step backwards. It represents an

opportunistic effort by the textile industry to use the current

crisis in our trade picture to satisfy its appetite for ever more

protection. AAEI sees no useful purpose to be served from the

consideration of S. 680. It will not address those problems

crying out for solutions.

Let us examine our national priorities and see where S. 680

fits in.

First, AAEI has always opposed protectionism. At the same

time, we need to remove foreign barriers to the export of our

products. Any additional protection provided to the U.S. textile

and apparel industry will cause retaliation against other export
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sectors of our economy, and will increase the barriers to U.S.

exports. S. 680 will impose other huge costs on the American

consumer.

Second, the textile bill now before the Congress would

clearly repudiate our international commitments, and would

exacerbate a discriminatory control system that leaves our trade

policy without credibility in the developing countries of the

world. We need the cooperation of the developing countries

targetted by the bill to succeed in multilateral negotiations

within the GATT and in bilateral negotiations. If S. 680 is

enacted, developing countries will feel betrayed. And they will

ignore or even oppose our trade interests in the future.

Third, the textile and apparel industry is already the most

protected sector of our economy, and no further protection is

justified. We can discern no logical argument for the "special

case" scenario advanced by the domestic textile and apparel

industry. The growth in imports experienced in 1982-84, is now

controlled. A rollback of imports, as contemplated by S. 680, is

unwarranted.

Let me expand on each point.

1. The Cost of Protection

I do not think there can be any doubt that S. 680 will.

sacrifice U.S. exports in other sectors to wrap the textile

industry in an even tighter cocoon of protection. U.S. exports

will suffer in three ways. First, passage of the bill will lead
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to "primary" retaliation. China, for one, has clearly promised

retaliation if S. 680 is enacted, and China has kept its promises

in the past. In 1983, China cancelled large grain purchases from

the United States in response to the unilateral U.S. imposition of

restraints on Chinese textile and apparel exports.

The Chinese example also illustrates the second aspect of

the price to be paid by other U.S. export sectors. This can be

described as "diversionary" retaliation. Once a country diverts

its sourcing away from the United States to other nations, the

United States will find it difficult to recover the market. The

percentage of the Chinese grain imports supplied by U.S. shippers

remains depressed from pre-1983 levels. Thus, a permanent loss in

U.S. markets caused by retaliation could be felt in a variety of

sectors.

Third, even if the countries adversely affected by S. 680

undertake no direct retaliation, they would suffer a decline in

their foreign exchange earnings. Consequently, they would be able

to purchase fewer goods from abroad, including U.S. goods.

Countries most affected by the bill, such as China and Brazil,

would be forced to reduce their imports as a result of foreign

exchange losses from S. 680. In the case of China alone, the loss

would be approximately $600 million. Minimum estimates for the 13

largest controlled suppliers defined as 'major" under the bill,

indicate an annual loss of approximately $3.5 billion in foreign

exchange.
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In addition, the bill will also place a heavy new burden upon

the American consumer. The Administration estimates that the cost

of the bill to the consumer will be $14 billion. Prices of

imported textiles and apparel would increase 15 to 30 percent, and

overall prices would jump 10 percent or more. In a recent study

by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the cost of the current

protection on clothing alone was estimated at $8.5 to $12 billion.

This study did not estimate the cost of restrictions on textiles.

In 1984, according to Gary Hufbauer of the Institute for

International Economics, the level of protection enjoyed by the

entire textile and apparel industry was probably about $26

billion.

Thus, the bill under consideration would raise the cost to

the consumer to more than $40 billion annually ($26 billion in

existing protection plus $14 billion of new protection under

S. 680), or $167 for every man, woman and child in the United

States.

2. The Textile Bill Sacrifices Broader U.S. Interests

Our second point is that the passage of S. 680 will sacrifice

broader U.S. trade policy goals for the selfish interests of a

single U.S. industry.

The bill contemplated would unilaterally abrogate the MFA, 34

bilateral agreements negotiated within the framework of the MFA,

and the GATT.
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The domestic industry fought long and hard to establish the

existing framework for' textile trade which allows discriminatory

import restrictions on a product-by-product and country-by-country

basis. The system represents a retreat by the United States from

its international commitments under the GATT, and it has strained

the entire GATT-system. The present MFA is inconsistent with the

safeguard provisions of Article XIX of the GATT, which prohibit

the "selective" imposition of import restrictions, and require

that compensation be provided when import restrictions are

imposed. The present system is also blatantly discriminatory. We

no not control imports from Canada or the EC. There is no basis

for this discrimination. The textile bill will exacerbate this

discrimination.

In February 1985, the report of a special GATT commission, on

which Senator Bill Bradley served, tabled a unanimous report.

Among the fifteen recommendations made in the "Wisemen's Report"

was one specifically on trade in textiles and apparel. It is

worth quoting:

No clearer example exists of the mistakes
in deviating from the essential principles of
a multilateral trading system then the Multifiber
Arrangement which since 1973 has restricted
the development of trade in textiles and
clothing. Sectoral and discriminatory in
nature, directed against developing countries
as a whole, and inimical to the operation of
comparative advantage even among developing
countries, it should be brought to an end.

The present NMFA III" expires in July
1986. This presents an opportunity to set in
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place procedures to bring trade in textiles
and clothing back within the normal GATT rules
over a clearly-defined time period. Such a
transition would have to be gradual. Even when
completed, industries in trouble would of course
still be able to make use of the safeguard
protection available to them under the GATT
rules. Adjustment policies aimed at improving
the ability of companies and workers to deal
with change would undoubtedly be necessary to
ease and speed up the process of transition.
The more far-sighted and generous the adjust-
ment policies are, the more rapid the transition
can be.

Certainly, creative adjustment programs must be implemented

to smooth the route toward liberalization in the textiles sector.

In the meantime, the MFA negotiations will provide the necessary

forum to manage international textile and apparel trade. We

strongly urge the Committee to pursue the options of adjustment

and negotiation, rather than unilateral protection.

S. 680 is particularly ill-advised sin a new MFA

negotiating session commenced in July in Geneva. The negotiations

are designed to lead to a new framework for textile trade when the

present MFA expires in 1986. The interests of the U.S. industry

will, as they have in the past, be reflected in the position of

the U.S. negotiators. By pressing for passage of S. 680, the

domestic industry is once again trying to "change the rules",

without regard for the integrity of the United States as a negoti-

ating and trading partner, the viability of the GATT, or the

interests of all of 'he other sectors of our economy. The passage
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of the bill now before the Congress would torpedo the MFA

negotiations.

The members of AAEI believe that trade policy issues should

be addressed in both a multilateral and a bilateral context. Most

importantly, we need to negotiate a reduction in foreign country

barriers to our products. Protectionism, as the experiences of

the 1930s proved, will reduce prosperity, not increase it.

A.AEI supports U.S. efforts at improving market access abroad

for U.S. exports. AAEI believes that these efforts, in conjunct-

ion with monetary and fiscal reform, and a resolution of the

developing country debt problem, can help restore the U.S. trade

position in a way beneficial to our economy as a whole.

Meetings are underway to initiate a new GATT round of multi-

lateral trade negotiations. Our agenda is a long one: services,

high technology products, intellectual property, agriculture, and

performance requirements. We need the cooperation of the

developing country textile suppliers to both initiate the new

round and to assure attention to our agenda. If this bill passes,

our requests for cooperation will be ignored. If we tear up the

already bad deal that we have handed the developing countries, can

we possibly be surprised in the future when they reject our agenda

at the GATT. Likewise, we are now looking to augment our efforts

at trade liberalization though bilateral initiatives, and many of

these efforts are aimed at the textile suppliers. Again, the

textile bill will damage these efforts. Indeed, without trying to
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sound hysterical or shrill, AAEI believes that international trade

policy is at a watershed: either we will keep pushing the world

towards the option of open trade, or we will succumb to a protec-

tionist spiral that will have results no less disastrous then

those of the Smoot-Hawley era. The textile issue, as the

Wisemen's Report recognized, is a touchstone of the international

system.

3. Textile and Apparel Import Growth is Already Controlled

Our final point concerns the fact that the domestic textile

and apparel industry is already the most protected sector of our

economy. Additional forms of protection are not warranted. The

rapid growth in imports experienced in the 1982-84 period has not

continued in 1985. For the first seven months of this year,

textile and apparel imports have declined compared to the same

period in 1984. The decline in imports is in part the consequence

of a steadily tightened import control program that the United

States has established through bilateral agreements under the MFA,

the expenditure of vast government resources on the administration

of its existing textile control program, including stricter

regulations, and the implementation of over 650 quotas on products

from more than 30 countries. The Administration has not been lax

in its enforcement efforts pursuant to the MFA. In addition, the

domestic industry enjoys average tariff protection of 22.3

percent, compared to average U.S. tariff protection of under

5 percent.
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According to data published by the U.S. Department of

Commerce, for the period of January-July 1985, compared to the

same period in 1984, imports of MFA products have fallen from all

of the major controlled suppliers: Taiwan by 11.15 percent, South

Korea by 9.12 percent, Hong Kong by 7.80 percent, China by 20.19

percent, and Japan by 8.39 percent. These five suppliers account

for 50 percent of total MFA imports. But, as the experience thus

far in 1985 indicates, potential growth from these suppliers has

been virtually eliminated. Almost all of the MFA trade from these

countries is now under quota: Taiwan - 90 percent, Hong Kong - 95

percent, Korea - 92 percent, China - 75 percent. Indeed, total

U.S. textile imports would have fallen further during the first

seven months of 1985 except that imports from uncontrolled

suppliers such as Italy, West Germany, the United Kingdom, France,

and Spain increased.

Other smaller developing countries have increased their

imports to the United States. These suppliers all start from a

modest base, and the bill before the Committee would cause their

industries to be choked off in favor of imports from uncontrolled

OECD nations. For example, although India, the Philippines and

Thailand have registered gains in 1985, their import market shares

vary from only 2.39 to 2.65 percent. Other developing countries

that have increased their exports all have market shares between

0.13 and 1.48 percent. In supporting S. 680, the domestic

industry is attempting to "nip in the bud" imports from these new
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producers, which need textiles and apparel exports for their

economic development, by establishing quotas on all products from

even the tiniest supplier.

Conclusion

In short, AAEI does not see that any case can be made for the

passage of S. 680. The domestic textile and apparel industry

enjoys more protection than any other sector of our economy.

Import growth from the most significant developing country

suppliers has been controlled. Import growth in the 1982-84

period was related more to the expanding U.S. economy and

strengthening dollar than "loopholes" in the MFA or faulty

administration of bilateral agreements. Passage of S. 680 risks

serious retaliation and export losses in other sectors of the

U.S. economy.

We cannot permit our frustrations over our trade and current

account deficits to lead us to adopt easy but wrong solutions.

Our trade policy concerns are far too important to be sacrificed

to the demands of the textile and apparel industry. Barriers to

imports will not create economic gains. We must seek fundamental

solutions in fiscal and monetary measures, and in creative trade

policies aimed at reducing foreign barriers to our exports.
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Weiser.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN S. WEISER, ESQ., COUNSEL, SIEGEL,
MANDELL & DAVIDSON, P.C., NEW YORK, NY

Mr. WEISER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Steven S. Weiser, of the law firm of Siegel, Mandell

& Davidson. I am accompanied by Robert Katchen of my firm. We
are appearing today on behalf of Adorence Co., Marisa Christina,
Ellen Tracy, and United States Shoe Corp. to voice our opposition
to S. 680.

Our firm specializes in the practice of customs and international
trade law, with an emphasis in the area of textiles and wearing ap-
parel.

It is not without compassion that those of us within the interna-
tional trade community view the displacement of American work-
ers within the manufacturing sector by foreign imports. However,
as consumer demand for textile products fairly coincided with the
strong dollar, overall growth in textile imports between 1982 and
1984 was significant. Consequently, we are now presented with S.
680, which conceptually has as its two prime elements the globali-
zation scheme and the establishment of an import-licensing system.

In the short time allotted, I think it would be profitable to look
at a precise illustration of how this bill would work if applied to a
single major exporting country.

As most of us are especially concerned with the impact of this
bill on developing countries, and in view of the unsuccessful coup
attempt earlier this week which was allegedly staged by reason of
unstable economic conditions, Thailand will serve as our test coun-
try.

Looking at all wearing apparel of manmade fibers under quota,
pursuant to the original bilateral agreement of 1983, which was ne-
gotiated within the framework of the MFA, the restraints in the
current-year stand at individual levels totaling 2,772,184 dozens.
Under S. 680 the total of the individual categories would equal
1,357,526 dozens, or a rollback of over 51 percent.

Not included in these figures is men's woven shirts, category 640,
for which an amendment to the agreement was just finalized in
late July at 320,000 dozens for the period May 1, to the end of this
year. Under the bill, the quota would be rolled back to 31,219
dozens, a decrease in excess of 90 percent.

If such a legislative measure passed, would we not be sending a
message to the Government of Thailand that we are indifferent to
its economic plight? Can we in good faith turn our face away from
a country which is in the grasp of an aggressive Communist threat
and not expect a reaction when we unilaterally abrogate both long-
standing and recent agreements on trade in textiles? And can we
not reasonably expect retaliation against such punitive measures?

Although the answers seem easy and obvious, especially when
one views the larger picture, we appreciate that the options for
members of this body are much more difficult in light of the ever-
mounting domestic pressures which are being exerted. We submit
that this is the time for courage and leadership, and that, if there
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are instances where protection of a domestic industry should be
heightened, this is not one of them.

The costs to the American consumer and to the United States as
a whole are simply too high. The perils of this bill have been well
documented. No right-thinking American is desirous of a trade war
and what will ensue therefrom.

Therefore, we sincerely recommend the rejection of S. 680.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your patience and fortitude

throughout this late hearing. We so appreciate the opportunity to
be heard on this very important piece of legislation, and we would
welcome any questions you may have.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I think the witnesses deserve the pa-
tience and fortitude medal.

[Mr. Weiser's written testimony follows:]
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS OF TESTIMONY

The globalization of textile quotas which S. 680 seeks to impose
would act as a unilateral abrogation of the Arrangement Regarding
International Trade in Textiles (MFA) as well as all United States
bilateral textile agreements. This would run the grave risk of
initiating widespread retaliation among our trading partners and
could result in a 1930's-style trade war.

The de minimis criterion used to define a "major exporting country"
(i.e., 1.251 or more of total U.S. textile/apparel imports) is well
below what is reasonable as many third world nations, relatively
tiny in size, most of which are underdeveloped and striving to have
stable economies, will be discriminated against under S. 680 (e'&.,
Thailand, Singapore, the Philippines, and Pakistan).

Severe quota "rollbacks", i.e., decreases in previously negotiated
quota levels for particuldri quota categories, would likewise
inflict severe harm on third world nations which can ill-afford
reductions in their textile imports. Thus, the bill represents not
only poor trade policy but illogical foreign policy that strikes at
areas of the world in which the U.S. has a vital interest in
fashioning economic stability.

S. 680 violates the MFA and our bilateral textile agreements not
only through globalization of quotas but also by unilaterally
increasing product coverage to non-MFA fibers (e.&., silk, linen
and ramie) without the consent of other signatorie-.

The import licensing system created by S. 680 is dangerously vague
and ambiguous and poses a significant non-tariff barrier in view of
the unrestricted delegation of power granted to the Secretary of
Commerce. This system would inflict dual administrative and
financial burdens on importers.

The cost of protecting our domestic textile industry has now
reached proportions which are economically injurious to not only
American importers but also to the American consumer. The dQmestic
textile industry is already one of the most highly protected
industries in the United States, and-is the beneficiary of a wide
array of special measures designed to curtail textile imports.

In view of the fact that S. 680 is clearly inconsistent with our
international obligations, is inflationary, and burdens rather than

romotes our own exports (as it virtually guarantees to trigger a
ombardment of retaliatory measures against U.S. imports), we voice
our strong opposition to it.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on

International Trade, my name is Steven S. Weiser of the law

firm of Siegel, Mandell & Davidson, P.C. I am here today on

behalf of a number of our clients: Adorence Company, Inc.,

Marisa Christina Holdings, Inc., Ellen Tracy, Inc. and U.S.

Shoe Corporation. We appreciate this opportunity to present

our views in opposition to S. 680, also known as "Thu Textile

and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985".

We are constrained to state that we regard this proposed

piece of legislation to be an extremely ill-advised, however

tempting, foray into protectionism vis-a-vis textile imports.

The primary sims of the proposed bill, S. 680, are to

"globalize" textile quotas and to establish an import licensing

system. As we will discuss, both of these objectives are, for

multi-faceted reasons, potentially injurious to the United

States in economic and political spheres and, in the final

analysis, inimical to our national interest.

"Globalization" - Discriminatory and Antithetical to U.S.
Trade and Foreign Policy Goals

The first area which we will focus on is the so-called

"globalization" of textile import quotas which Section 5 of S.

680 seeks to effect. Summarily, the globalization of textile

quotas mandates the complete disintegration of our system of
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bilateral textile agreements, which system has been extant for

approximately the past 15 years. Replacing it would be a

creature of statute, based not on the consensus of the United

States and its trading partners, but rather solely upon the

unilateral action of our government. Irrespective of

considerations which would dictate otherwise, individual

nations would be treated indiscriminately (with certain

exceptions for the EEC, Canada and the Caribbean region) based

upon a quantitative comparison of their total imports into the

United States as compared with the world-wide figure.

Thus, countries whose exports to the United States equal or

exceed 1.25 percent of total United States textile/apparel

imports would be termed "major exporting countries" while

countries whose exports to the United States represent less

than 1.25 percent thereof would be deemed "exporting

countries". Overall, quota levels in 1985 would be sharply

reduced for "major exporting countries" (estimates range

between 25 to 45 percent) and growth would be limited to one

percent per annum in every quota category irrespective of the

"import sensitivity" of a particular product.

It is not debatable that this bill would act as a

unilateral abrogation of the Arrangement Regarding

International Trade in Textiles, commonly known as the
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Multi-Fiber Arrangement ("MFA") as well as all United States

bilateral textile agreements. The United States currently has

over thirty bilateral agreements establishing quantitative

restrictions on imports of textiles and textile products.

These agreements were generally entered into under the

framework provided by the MFA which was, in turn, negotiated

under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT). Article 3, Section I of the MFA provides that no

new restrictions on trade in textile products shall be

introduced by participating countries nor should existing

restrictions be intensified unless the same were justified

under the provisions of the GATT or the MFA. The restrictions

in S. 680 drastically reduce imports and clearly depart from

the remedial procedures available under Articles 3 and 8 of the

MFA which allow signatory countries to enforce their rights

under the MFA and avoid circumvention thereof.

Congress has heretofore seen fit to delegate its

Constitutional power to the President to negotiate and

implement trade agreements, not only in the textiles area but

for all other product sectors as well. This delegation has led

to the development of goodwill between the United States and

its trading partners and, most importantly, to a high degree of

reliability that the United States will honor its international

trade commitments. The proposed legislation, if enacted, will
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violate our international obligations and severely undermine

the integrity of the Executive branch to negotiate and maintain

trade agreements. While we do not challenge the power of

Congress to abrogate such Executive agreements, we seriously

question the wisdom in so doing, particularly in the present

case where the MFA will expire in July, 1986 and negotiations

for renewal are scheduled to begin forthwith in Geneva. What

certainty and reliability can there be in international

relations if succeeding administrations (or Congresses) permit

the negation of agreements reached among foreign countries and

prior administrations? Congressional abrogation of all of our

textile agreements runs the grave risk of initiating a

1930's-style trade war. Widespread retaliation by our trading

partners against United States goods is the logical outcome of

this legislation with agricultural exports being a major

target.

Another objection to globalization is the de minimis

criterion used to define a "major exporting country". As

previously discussed, with certain exceptions, a major

exporting country is defined as a country whose exports to the

United States equal or exceed 1.25 percent of the total U.S.

textile/apparel imports. The designation of a 1.25 percent

factor to determine a major exporting country is well below
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what is reasonable as many third world nations, relatively tiny

in size, most of which are underdeveloped and striving to have

stable economies, will be discriminated against under S. 680

(e.&., Thailand, Singapore, the Philippines and Pakistan).

One of the most objectionable aspects of this legislation

involves the application of quota "rollbacks", i.e., decreases

in previously negotiated quota levels for particular quota

categories. These rollbacks would inflict severe harm to these

same third world countries which nations can ill afford

reductions in their textile exports. Of particular concern is

the adverse effect upon the People's Republic of China as our

computations reveal that rollbacks against China would be among

the most drastic.

Our relationship with China is viewed by many learned

observers to be our most vital in the third world. China

represents a vast potential reservoir for United States

exports. The economic, political, and strategic benefits which

the United States can reap through access to the Chinese

marketplace are enormous. However, S. 680 assists to block

this access by placing an insurmountable obstacle in the paths

of United States businessmen seeking to nurture trading

relationships. Over five years ago we opened the "trade door"
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to the People's Republic of China by treating her as a "most

favored nation" under our tariff laws. S. 680 will close

rather than open export opportunities for U.S. manufacturers

and farmers and worsen the U.S.-China relationship in the

process.

When one ponders that China and India together (the latter

would also be considered a "major exporting country" under the

bill) hold in excess of one-third of the world population

within their borders and represent a relatively untapped

marketplace, one may shudder at this attempt to severely

restrict those countries' most important exports, textiles and

textile products. Does our government really believe that

these and other countries will idly stand by in the face of the

abrogation of our freely negotiated agreements?

Through the years, developing countries have been

increasingly reliant upon the production of textiles in order

to obtain the foreign currency they need to spur their

economies. There is an economic evolution that occurs in most

countries (the United States is an example), whereby the

agricultural industry is the forerunner of all industries with

textiles next in succession. After textiles, there is a

progression into higher technological operations. This

progression is typified by Japan which twenty years ago was the
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world's leading textile and apparel manufacturer and today has

moved into more advanced areas. Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan

have now moved into the forefront of textile manufacturing

allowing them to become prospering and stable economies.

Currently, a new group of countries which, in addition to China

-and India, includes Indonesia, Thailand, Pakistan, Bangladesh

and Malaysia, is struggling to prosper and become stable

economically through current dependence upon textile

production. We are hard-pressed to understand the rationale

used by the drafters of S. 680 which treats these developing

countries in a harsher manner than the EEC, Canada or the

Caribbean Basin nations. It would appear that such a

distinction makes S. 680 a discriminatory piece of legislation.

The enactment of S. 680 would injure these countries and sends

them a clear message of the United States' indifference to

their economic plights. Ironically, our trade deficit will in

all likelihood, get worse as these and other developing

countries will have less revenue to purchase U.S. goods.

Consequently, this bill represents not only poor trade

policy but illogical foreign policy that strikes at areas of

the world in which the United States has a vital interest to

assist in frshioning economic stability. Trade is our most

effective peaceful tool against Soviet incursions and

aspirations. Our trade policy should reflect our national
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interest and help to strengthen and not weaken our position in

the turbulent third world. A nurturing relationship between

the United States and the third world demands a closer economic

nexus - S. 680 is inconsistent with this objective.

Non-KFA and Wool Fibers - Anomalous Results

Another major area of concern involves the inclusion of

non-MFA fibers (i.e., silk, linen, ramie) within the

globalization scheme contemplated by S. 680. Products of these

fibers are beyond the ambit of any of our current bilateral

agreements. To the best of our knowledge, these fibers are not

domestically produced in significant commercial quantities. We

are not familiar with any large-scale breeding farms in the

United States where silk worms are reproduced for silk

production nor do we believe that linen and ramie are

meaningful domestic crop. Therefore, we are somewhat confused

as to exactly which United States industry requires protection

from foreign textiles made of these fibers.

Moreover, these relatively very expensive non-MFA fibers

possess qualities which are not comparable to cotton, wool, or

man-made fibers. Silk is a very fine, lustrous and resilient

fiber which is esthetically enhancing. Linen and ramie are
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also very fine, long staple, smooth and glossy fibers noted for

their resiliency. The characteristics embodied in these fibers

are very distinct from any fibers produced domestically and,

therefore, imports of non-HFA textile products pose no threat

to U.S. industries involved in the manufacturing of non-MFA

products.

Furthermore, it is important to note that under Article 12,

Section 1 of the MFA (and under all of the bilateral textile

agreements negotiated thereunder) the United States has agreed

to quantitive restrictions with respect to only the following:

. ... tops, yarns, piece goods, made-up
articles, garments and other textile manu-
factured products (being products which derive
their chief characteristics from their textile
components) of cotton, wool, man-made fibers
or blends thereof, in which any or all of those
fibers in combination represent either the
chief value of the fibers of 50 percent or more
by weight (or 17 percent or more by weight of
wool) of the product.

Thus, S. 680 would again be in direct contravention of the

KFA and the bilaterals thereby breaching the terms of both. In

effect, S. 680 violates the KFA and bilateral textile agreements

not only through globalization of quotas but also by

unilaterally increasing product coverage without the consent of

other signatories.
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Morever, there are several technical problems in the bill

which make it impossible to effectuate when applied to non-MFA

fibers. Because there are no textile agreements covering these

fibers and, consequently, no data going back to 1980, the

formulas for computing textile imports from "major exporting

countries" are useless. The unreasonableness of S. 680 is

further seen by applying its "import sensitive" criteria to

these fibers. Pursuant to Section 4 of the bill, an "import

sensitive category" is a category in which the imports are 40%

or more of domestic production for the preceding year and,

therefore, mandatorily subject to a 1% annual growth rate. All

non-MFA merchandise will be "import sensitive" by definition as

domestic production is virtually nil. Therefore, an absurd

situation would result in that non-MFA products would be

categorized as "import sensitive" because of the lack of

domestic production rather than the presence of same.

We believe that this is a basic flaw in the bill which is

applicable to not only non-MFA products but also to products

which, for whatever reason, are not substantially produced

domestically.

The term "wool products" as defined in S. 680 represents

yet another problem area. The definition encompasses those

articles containing over 17 percent by weight of wool thereby
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representing a significant departure from current law. Under

the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS), an article

80% acrylic and 20 wool would currently be classified for

tariff and quota purposes as an article of man-made fibers.

Accordingly, pursuant to S. 680 this article would be subject

to wool quota limited to a 1 percent annual growth rate. This

anomalous result would also be obtained under the Harmonized

System which is proposed to go into effect January 1, 1987.

Import Licensing System - Ambiguous, Costly and Dangerous

The second primary focus of this bill is the initiation and

implementation of an import licensing system in Section 6.

Such a system would require an importer to obtain a license

from the United States government to import specific textile

products thereby creating a dual burden on importers who

already must comply with the export license or visa systems of

many exporting countries.

A most disturbing feature of S. 680 is that it provides no

guidelines or parameters for the Department of Commerce to

follow in order to implement an import licensing system.

Instead, S. 680 delegates unlimited authority to the Secretary
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of Commerce to promulgate regulations without any clue as to

what shape the system is to have. Consequently, a significant

potential for a monumental non-tariff barrier exists in view of

this unrestricted delegation of power. Without a clear

statement of Congressional purpose and direction, it is

submitted that this measure is dangerously vague and

ambiguous.

Although at this juncture we can only speculate, an import

licensing system can take one of only a limited number of

forms. One possible version of the system would consist of a

scheme whereby the importer would apply to the appropriate

agency of the United States government (e.&., Department of

Commerce) for a license to import particular merchandise and

allocation would be made on a historical basis according to the

importer's previous import performance. This type of system

would favor large-scale importers whose past performance record

would entitle them to a greater license allocation thereby

disadvantaging smaller businessmen and discouraging new market

entrants. Consequently, a small number of large importers

would control a disproportionate percentage of the textile

licenses severely curtailing competition and driving prices of

imports upward.

However, the historical basis of allocation is, by iLself,

inadequate as a method of distributing licenses, as it is based

on performance levels and for many developing countries, which

56-287 0 - 86 - 9
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either never produced or commenced production in new product

categories, performance data i3 non-existent. Therefore,

development of an ancillary measure to distribute licenses

would be necessary to address these instances.

Another possible version of the import licensing system

would be an auction system whereby licenses are sold by the

government to the highest bidder. In fact, this is precisely

the type of system recommended to the Presidenc by a majority

of the International Trade Commission in a recent footwear

escape clause case (Nonrubber Footwear, Report to the President

on Investigation No. TA-201-551  USITC Publication 1717, July

1985). Once again, larger and wealthier importers would

benefit because of their ability to pay higher prices for

licenses. Not only would an inequitable allocation of licenses

be the likely outcome of the implementation of such an auction

scheme, but the high price for these licenses would necessarily

lead to higher prices charged for merchandise at the wholesale

and retail level.

Regardless of the scheme (historical or auction system),

the requirement that an importer obtain an import license

presents many other problems and questions. For instance, how

far in advance of shipment must the license be purchased? Lead

times are very important to wearing apparel importers and

assurance of getting the goods into the country is essential.
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Furthermore, once the license is purchased, can it be

cancelled, refunded, or transferred if no longer needed or is

it forfeited? The textile industry is a very fashion-conscious

business and if licenses are purchased too far in advance, they

may not be needed for the particular merchandise at a later

date. In addition, one can envision a scenario where an

importer's foreign supplier obtains the necessary quota

allocation to export merchandise but the importer is unable to

obtain the necessary licenses to import the same goods. Thus,

the importer would be caught in a "Catch-22" situation whereby

goods have been paid for and exported from the manufacturing

.country but cannot be imported into the United States.

Under a scenario where importers are allowed to transfer

licenses, a system similar to the Hong Kong export quota system

might prevail whereby licenses are bought and sold much like a

commodity future or stock. Contingent on market conditions of

supply and demand, import licenses would have a value

independent of the value of the wearing apparel itself and it

is conceivable that the cost of procuring the import license

might surpass the cost of manufacture of the article itself.

In fact, this is precisely what happened in Hong Kong in 1984

when quota prices for wool sweaters became so astronomical that

manufacturers which held quota found it more profitable to sell

the quota than to use the quota by producing garments. Nor was

that a unique case; it has happened many times in the past.
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One can clearly perceive the dual administrative and

financial burden that would be inflicted upon importers under

the guise of an import licensing system. Importers would pay

for quota at the exporting end and then be forced to pay a fee

to procure an import license for the privilege of bringing the

textile goods into the United States. However, it is painfully

clear that the American consumer will ultimately bear the

additional costs that such a system would entail by being

forced to pay higher prices for textile goods at the retail

level. Moreover, if a secondary market develops for the

trading or resale of import licenses, retail prices for soft

goods would spiral still higher.

Protectionism - A Level Playing Field?

The cost of protecting our domestic textile industry has

now reached proportions which are economically injurious to not

only American importers but also to the American consumer. In

a 1984 Federal Trade Commission study entitled "Import Quotas

on Textiles: The Welfare Effects of United States Restrictions

on Hong Kong", it was concluded that the cost to the American

economy of maintaining quotas on only thirteen wearing apparel

quota categories from Hong Kong for 1980 equalled $308

million. The study went on to state that, as an employment

factor, some 8,891 jobs in the textile industry were created by
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maintaining these quotas. Thus, the cost of these quotas could

be computed as roughly $34,500 per worker annually. If we can

interpolate by including all product categories from all

countries, the total drain on the American economy and, hence,

the consumer, is staggering. In effect, we are subsidizing

employment at a rate which is many times the earnings of the

textile worker - and we are doing this year after year. S. 680

can only serve to exacerbate this situation further.

The proposed legislation would act in a multi-faceted

manner to increase prices for textile arid apparel imports. The

rollback of quotas which S. 680 seeks to impose would decrease

the availability of quota which, in effect, would increase the

prices for quota. Moreover, the reduction in quota would

encourage exporting countries to produce higher quality and

higher priced merchandise in order to reap higher profits.

This would naturally affect the availability of children's

clothing as well as that of low priced imports which our lower

income population are dependent upon.

Another way in which S. 680 will cause prices to increase

is that sourcing will move from the developing countries of the

Far East to the EEC, Canada, the Caribbean and South America

where wages are much higher. Furthermore, as previously

mentioned, the import licensing scheme will also cause prices

to increase by forcing importers to incur an additional cost in

order to import goods.
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The domestic textile industry is already one of the most

highly protected industries in the United States, and is the

beneficiary of a wide array of special measures designed to

curtail textile imports. Textile importers have been forced to

face a heavy barrage of tariff and non-tariff barriers

including the following:

Extensive Quota System: The Customs Service, in conjunction

with the Commerce Department, administers a vast quota and

visa system in order to ensure compliance with the MFA,

unilateral restraints and our bilateral agreements. The

Committee for the Implementation of Textile Agreements

("CITA") is responsible for monitoring approximately 650

distinct quota categories covering 34 countries. In recent

years there has been a drastic increase in consultation

calls leading to the imposition of restraints in previously

uncontrolled quota categories. In fact, the Reagan

Administration has instituted over 300 new quota restraints

since 1981. The basis for these calls has been simplified

by a "presumption" of market disruption which was

established by the Administration at the end of 1983.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the quota system

represents much more than just a quanti-tative restriction on

imported goods. The quota system is inherently plagued with
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additional non-tariff barriers which impede the American

importer. For instance, a significant non-tariff barrier

exists in the fact that there is no written administrative

procedure within the Customs Service or the Commerce

Department whereby an importer can obtain a ruling on quota

category determinations. This is quite distressing in view

of the comprehensive system of quota categorization. For

example, a ladies' 12 gauge knit pullover made of 100%

acrylic might be categorized as either a shirt under

Category 639 or as a sweater under Category 646. Actual

discrepancies as to categorization exist and have serious

ramifications as different categories from a particular

country have different quantitative limitations and

different visa requirements. If garments are not visaed

under what is allegedly the "appropriate" quota category,

they will not be permitted entry into the United States.

Although the Customs Service has administrative procedures

with respect to the issuance of binding rulings as to

tariff classification, it has absolutely no formal

procedure for quota categorization; rather decisions are

made on an ad hoc basis. Consequently, an importer cannot

safely plan in advance and be certain that he is obtaining

the correct quota category for his merchandise. The

average wearing apparel importer usually has three or four

seasons of merchandise, with anywhere from one to two

hundred styles per season. Thus, the absence of appropriate
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procedures acts as a severe non-tariff barrier,

transcending mere quantitative restraints, which leaves

importers behind a curtain of uncertainty.

High Tariffs: Textile articles are assessed with extremely

high tariffs, averaging 22.3%, compared to all other goods

which together have an average tariff of approximately 5%.

New Country of Origin Regulations: Effective April 4, 1985,

the Customs Service implemented a new set of regulations

which were allegedly designed to prevent circumvention of

the HFA and our bilateral agreements. Under this guise,

the regulations have drastically altered traditional

country of origin rules and have created an administrative

burden and additional cost for importers who must comply

with extensive documentation requirements. The regulations

redefine "Country of Origin" thereby altering the manner in

which quota is charged in situations where multi-country

manufacturing of textiles and textile products occurs.

Exemptions from Trade Liberalizing Agreements: The domestic

textile industry has received special treatment under the

General System of Preferences (GSP) and Caribbean Basin

Initiative (CBI) by having almost all textiles excluded

from the list of articles eligible for duty-free treatment.
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Phased Entry System: As of January 1, 1985, when an annual

limit goes into effect on a textile category which is

currently under embargo, the Customs Service may act to

limit entry into the United States for comsumption, or

withdrawal from warehouse, of goods which were exported

during the previous restraint period. The flow of goods

into the United States may be limited to a rate of not more

than 20% of the new annual limit during each cf the first

five months of the new restraint period. This system was

initiated in order to prevent market disruption when a

category reopens. However, it has served to hinder the

efforts of importers to import their products in a timely

fashion. In most instances, these embargoed goods have

been fully paid for prior to shipment from the exporting

country. The phased entry system may force these goods to

stay embargoed long after the category has reopened. The

warehouse costs are often substantial and by the time the

merchandise is allowed to enter, it is often outdated due

to its highly fashionable and trendy nature. Thus, another

roadblock has been effectively placed in the paths of

textile importers.

Conclusion

In summary, we submit that the proposed legislation is a

protectionist bill whereby the goals of free and fair trade are
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thwarted. Because this bill is clearly inconsistent with our

international obligations, is inflationary, and burdens rather

than promotes our own exports (as it virtually guarantees to

trigger a bombardment of retaliatory measures against U.S.

imports), we voice our strong opposition to it.

We trust that this Subcommittee will carefully address the

information before it and conclude that it is not in the

national interest to impose the extreme measures that S. 680

attempts to exert on the American public and our trading

partners.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you and the members very much

for the opportunity to state our position and I welcome any

questions you may have.

Senator DANFORTH. I want to thank each one of you.
Let me ask you this: Do you feel that the textile and apparel in-

dustries should have any kind of import restriction? Or do you
think that they should have none at all? Do you oppose this bill
because you view this bill as going too far? Or do you think every-
thing goes too far? Do you think-4hat we should be looking for
some way to help this industry through renegotiation of the MFA
or possibly other means? Or do you think we should provide them
with no import relief at all?

Mr. WEISER. Mr. Chairman, certainly the latter would be prefera-
ble.

Senator DANFORTH. The latter is nothing.
Mr. WEISER. No, n-,, no-the latter suggestion that you made

with respect to renegotiation of the MFA.
Senator DANFORTH. In other words, I guess what I am asking is:

If the President decided to take this on and tighten up the multi-
fiber arrangement, close some loopholes, provide better protection
for textiles and apparel, would you choke over that also? Are you
purists in international trade, or are you more concerned about
this particular bill?

Mr. WEISER. I am personally much more concerned about this
particular bill. We are not living in an era of total protection or
total free trade; we work within a framework of controlled markets
and controlled trade. This is not a free-trade country. This bill is
extreme in my view. In my opinion, the textile industry does have
the most protection of any industry in the United States, and I am
very afraid of the sacrifice of the bilateral framework which this
bill would engender.
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Senator DANFORTH. No, I understand that you are opposed to the
bill. I just wanted to know whether you--

Mr. WEISER. I would keep the President as a negotiator of our
textile agreements.

Senator DANFORTH. What is your view, Ms. Brown?
Ms. BROWN. We would certainly prefer the gradual elimination

of the MFA.
Senator DANFORTH. You really are a free trader?
Ms. BROWN. We believe in an open trading system and we want

to aim toward free trade, and we do not see any way of achieving
what everyone claims they want in terms of free trade if we are
going to take steps backward through our trade policies.

Senator DANFORTH. Right, but I mean, far from tightening up the
multifiber arrangement, you want it--

Ms. BROWN. Eventually eliminated. Very definitely. I think that
the long history of textile-trade protection has shown that it is the
worst thing that could have been happening to the textile and ap-
parel trade industry. And if something doesn't work, then I think
there is no sense in renewing it.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Gable, what do you think?
Mr. GABLE. Citizens for a Sound Ecomony believes that the bill

goes in the wrong direction. If we are going to spend resources to
help those in the textile industry and other industries that are
hurt by imports, we should make it explicit and be upfront about
the costs to consumers and taxpayers. We should provide some sort
of explicit welfare, in other words.

Senator DANFORTH. You are for something like trade adjustment
assistance; but your idea is- that any kind of protection is wrong?

Mr. GABLE. Any kind of protection that distorts the market and
increases the price to consumers.

Senator DANFORTH. So, for example, if one of the options would
be to tighten up the MFA, you wouldn't like that, either?

Mr. GABLE. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. You agree with Ms. Brown.
Mr. GABLE. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. How about you, Mr. Milosh?
Mr. MILOsH. To begin with, the MFA would be abrogated by this

bill. Second, the MFA is highly restrictive in its own right. There
have been 300 calls recently under the MFA. I think there is a le-
gality, a legal question, and I would like to refer that to our coun-
sel.

Senator DANFORTH. No, no; it is really a matter of policy. Your
counsel can speak if he would like, but I am more interested in
your view of whether the textile and apparel industries should be
receiving any protection at all, whether we should be phasing out
all kinds of protection, or whether you are just against this bill.

Mr. LEWIN. If I might speak to that for a second.
My name is Martin Lewin.
Senator DANFORTH. Martin who?
Mr. LEWIN. Lewin, L-e-w-i-n.
We have generally taken the view that textile and apparel im-

ports should return to the GATT system. We recognize that an im-
mediate return is not possible, and we believe that a gradual
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return is appropriate. We hope that in the upcoming MFA negbtia-
tions this issue can be addressed.

The question should be, which segments of the industry should
be protected? Which segments do not need protection? And which
segments cannot benefit from protection? And that, I think, is the
distinction between negotiations under the MFA and the legisla-
tion.

So, we do favor, at this point, negotiation toward an extension of
the MFA, with the idea of phaseout at a certain date.

Senator DANFORTH. But if you were the administration, you
would not be offering much hope to the textile and apparel indus-
tries as to what could be accomplished by a renegotiated MFA?

Mr. LEWIN. Well, the real question is: What has been accom-
plished? I think part of the problem we have is that we are looking
backward rather than looking to the present and looking forward.
The quotas that Mr. Milosh alluded to have had an impact and
have tightened up controls on textile and apparel imports already.
These were done within the context of the MFA.

During the first 6 months of this year, textile and apparel im-
ports to the United States have declined slightly, and if you look at
the larger suppliers, the suppliers which the bill focuses its concern
on, you will see that trade from these suppliers has declined signifi-
cantly. That includes Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Korea, and
Japan.

So, Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, and Korea are all controlled with
75 to 90 percent of their trade. So the issue is not necessarily
whether it should be tightened, but rather what has happened and
has it been effective. We think it has been effective. We think we
are seeing the impact now, and that we will continue to see so. And
we don't anticipate the type of growth in the future that we saw in
the past 2 Dears.

Senator D}ANFORTH. Dr. Nelsen.
Dr. NELSEN. We are in a political environment, and no Member

of Congress wants to go home and say that he ignored the problem.
What I think might solve everyone's problem is a resolution call-

ing for a strict enforcement of the MFA. That would not necessari-
ly send a signal overseas that we are now closing the door.

The bill is a very regressive bill. It has many, many bad factors
to it. And at the same time, we have an election year coming up,
and there is no way of ignoring that.

Senator DANFORTH. Every year is either an election year or one
with an election year coming up.

Dr. NELSEN. Right. So, a statement to our friends giving the
intent of Congress that strict enforcement will be implemented
ought to accomplish both concerns.

Senator DANFORTH. How about closing some of the loopholes? I
mean, some of the new products that just escape all the others?
Would you mind that?

Dr. NELSEN. No.
I think one of the things you have to recognize is that there are

many U.S. textile manufacturers who have overseas manufacturing
facilities, you have overseas ownership of U.S. manufacturing, and
it is very difficult to look at the whole thing with one clear answer,
because there are many aspects to it.
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Nobody likes loopholes, and so a statement that the loopholes are
going to be closed would accomplish the public's or the constitu-
ents' desire without messing up the trading system.

Senator DANFORTH. So basically you are in agreement with Mr.
Weiser?

Dr. NELSEN. Yes, I believe so. The bill is not a good bill; it has
more negative aspects to it than positive. And if I may reiterate,
negative legislation hardly ever has positive effects. The way to
solve the problem is: Export expansion will create more employ-
ment.

Senator DANFORTH. I understand your basic point. It is just with
respect to textiles and apparel, whether you offer any kind of
solace to those industries. And I think I hear you saying, yes, pro-
vided it is through the MFA.

Dr. NELSEN. It is the responsibility of the individual and the cor-
poration to look ahead. And if the market looks like it is diminish-
ing, then diversify. Of course, they can't do that overnight, and the
ones that have been living on wishful thinking might have to bear
the pain of that.

Senator DANFORTH. You know, I was thinking about this during
your testimony when you said the overall health of the economy is
all right, and a lot of people are gaining jobs, and that we should
look at the total picture, the economic picture. That is fine, except
for the people in Windsor, MO.

Dr. NELSEN. The real problem, Senator, is that our economy is
fantastic compared to most of the countries in the world. Take
countries with 2- to 300-percent inflation.

Senator DANFORTH. I understand that. But the people in Wind-
sor, MO, are worse off compared to the people of say Greenwich,
CT.

Dr. NELSEN. Well--
Senator DANFORTH. In other words, they would get no satisfac-

tion from you saying, "Well, why do you complain? Other people
are doing fine."

Dr. NELSEN. The constituency always resists change-I mean,
people resist change, in any area.

Senator DANFORTH. Suppose they are 60 years old and they live
in Windsor, MO, and you are saying, "Pack your bag and move to
Greenwich, CT?", And they say, "Where is that?"

Dr. NELSEN. Move to the Sun Belt where the jobs are. And there
are parts of the country where there is a lack of skilled labor or
even unskilled labor.

Senator DANFORTH. But they want to stay in Missouri. I don't
blame them. [Laughter.]

Dr. NELSEN. I understand your point, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Weiser?
Mr. WEISER. I am afraid, Senator, the retort to that would be: If

we do take such action, and there is retribution abroad, next year
you will have before you an entire panel of people who depend on
export industry crying the same thing-and I don't use "crying" in
the pejorative sense-as the people from Missouri.

Senator DANFORTH. Right.
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Thank you all for your testimony and especially for your pa-
tience in waiting so long to testify. You have been very generous
with your time. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 6:32 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[The following prepared statements of Sherman Eng, Brian

Lawlor, Paul Winslow, and John Warren Levin were submitted for
the record:]
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STATEMENT OF
SHERMAN ENS

I am Sherman Eng. I own a garment shop named Cam Fee Fashions in New

York City. I employ about 200 workers. I am one of hundreds of small businessmen

in Chinatown who have succeeded in building up a business in the garment industry.

The garment industry is extremely important to the entire Chinatown community.

If you walk through Chinatown you will see and understand why. Building after

building contains garment shops. Each building has several floors, and on each

floor is a garment shop. These are not large shops. They employ 10, 20, 50

workers. But there are so many of them that thousands of people depend on

the garment industry for their jobs.

When the garment industry is in trouble, the entire community of Chinatown

is in trouble- and because of the growing flood of imports, the garment Industry

is in very serious trouble, that is shy I support the Textile and Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act, and ask you to support it. If we don't stop the imports soon,

larege numbers of people in Chinatown will lose their jobs and the community

will be devastated.

Tte garment industry is one of the economic foundations of Chinatown. The

employers and workers directly involved in the industry are not the only ones

who depend on it. The money that comes in as a result of the clothing we produce

is spent in hundreds of small shops throughout the community. If the garment

industry continues to decline, many shopkeepers will have to close their doors.

They will not longer have enough customers to go on.

Chinatown is a community of small businesses. Shops survive because the

entire family chips in and every penny is counted. I am sure you know that

small businessmen have very narrow profit margins. Any change or disruption

can ruin us.
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page two

All that I am saying is that it would be a tragedy if the government allowed

the imports to continue. The toll would be enormous.

I could lose my business and my workers would lose their Jobs. The hundreds

of other employees in the industry could lose everything they have. A huge

percentage of the workers in Chinatown would be affected. Small grocery stores

and produce dealers would be in trouble and might have to close. Thousands

of families who have come to America and struggled to make a life for themselves

would end up with nothing. And it would not even be their fault.

We cannot allow this to happen. I believe I speak for the entire Chinese

community of New York City when I say you must pass the Textile and Apparel

Trade Enforcement Act.
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STATEMENT

OF
BRIAN LAWL.OR, MAYOR

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS

MY NAME IS BRIAN LAWLOR. I AM THE MAYOR OF NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHU-

SETTS. NEW BEDFORD HAS A POPULATION OF APPROXIMATELY 100,000. MOST OF

THESE PEOPLE RELY ON THE APPAREL AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES FOR SURVIVAL.

IF THEY ARE NOT DIRECTLY EMPLOYED IN ONE OF THESE INDUSTRIES, SOME

MEMBER OF THEIR FAMILY IS. I COMMEND THE COMMITTEE FOR HOLDING THESE

HEARINGS ON APPAREL AND TEXTILE IMPORTS, AND I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUN-

ITY TO GIVE YOU MY VIEW AND EXPLAIN HOW IMPORTS AFFECT A COMMUNITY SUCH

AS NEW BEDFORD.

I AM NOT HERE TO RECITE NATIONAL STATISTICS TO YOU. I AM HERE TO.

EXPLAIN THE DEVASTATING IMPACT THAT IMPORTS HAVE ON THE COMMUNITY OF

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS AND THROUGHOUT NEW ENGLAND.

THE APPAREL AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES ARE MOST CRITICAL TO THE NEW

BEDFORD ECONOMY. TODAY, THE APPAREL INDUSTRY ALONE REPRESENTS 40Z OF

MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT AND 17Z OF ALL JOBS IN THE NEW BEDFORD AREA.

ANYTHING THAT AFFECTS THE GARMENT AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES AFFECTS THE

CITY AND RESIDENTS OF NEW BEDFORD.

THE NEW ENGLAND ECONOMY RELIES HEAVILY ON THE APPAREL AND TEXTILE

INDUSTRIES. IN 1950, THERE WERE 264,000 PEOPLE EMPLOYED BY TEXTILE

MANUFACTURERS IN NEW ENGLAND, COMPARED TO THE 62,000 TEXTILE WORKERS

EMPLOYED IN NEW ENGLAND TODAY. THE APPAREL INDUSTRY EMPLOYS AN ESTI-

MATED 36,000 WORKERS IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, MAKING IT
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ONE OF THE LARGEST TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES IN THE STATE. CLEARLY, ANY

CONDITION THAT THREATENS THE FUTURE OF THESE TWO INDUSTRIES ENDANGERS

THE WELL-BEING OF THE ENTIRE COMMONWEALTH AS WELL.

THE DECLINE OF THE APPAREL AND TEXTILE JOBS IN THE COMMONWEALTH

HAS BEEN DEVASTATING SINCE r950, WIIH APPAREL JOBS DECLINING 38% AND

TEXTILE JOBS DECLINING 83%. AND, THESE FIGURES DON'T REALLY GIVE YOU

THE ENTIRE PICTURE. ALONG WITH THE LOSS OF THESE JOBS, THE SITUATION

HAS BEEN WORSENED BY THE DECREASE IN THE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK AND

THE NUMBER OF WEEKS PER YEAR WORKED BY THOSE STILL EMPLOYED IN THESE

INDUSTRIES.

THE RECENTLY-ANNOUNCED CLOSING OF THE BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY TEXTILE

COMPLEX, WHICH AT ITS PEAK EMPLOYED CLOSE TO 5,000 WORKERS AND NOW

EMPLOYS APPROXIMATELY 800, IS THE END OF THIS TYPE OF MANUFACTURE IN

THE NORTHEAST UNITED STATED. IN SPITE OF VAST INVESTMENTS ON THE PART

OF BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY IN AN ATTEMPT TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE, SUCH EFFORTS

WERE FOR NAUGHT IN LIGHT OF THE WAGE SCALES PAID AND SUBSIDIES PROVIDED

TO FOREIGN PRODUCERS.

ACCORDING TO THE MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION ON MATURE INDUSTRIES,

THE LOSS OF JOBS IN THE APPAREL AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES IS DIRECTLY

RELATED TO IMPORTS. MAJOR RETAILERS IN NEW ENGLAND, AS WELL AS THE

REST OF THE COUNTRY, HAVE BYPASSED LOCAL CONTRACTORS AND MILLS.

INSTEAD, THEY HAVE PURCHASED MATERIALS AND PRODUCED GARMENTS ON FOREIGN

SOIL.

APPAREL AND TEXTILE WORKERS IN NEW ENGLAND ARE NOT OVERPAID; THEY

CANNOT BE BLAMED FOR PRICING THEMSELVES OUT OF JOBS. THE AVERAGE

PIECE-RATE WORKER IN THE APPAREL INDUSTRY IN MASSACHUSETTS MAKES ABOUT

$5.75 PER HOUR. THE PROBLEM IS WITH THE LOW WAGE PAID TO FOREIGN

WORKERS. U.S. WORKERS SHOULD NOT HAVE TO COMPETE WITH 16t PER HOUR IN

CHINA OR $1.18 IN HONG KONG.
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You MIGHT BE WONbERING WHY WE CAN'T RETRAIN THE WORKERS IN NEW

BEDFORD WHO HAVE BEEN DISPLACED BECAUSE OF THE LOSS OF JOBS IN THESE

INDUSTRIES AND BRING OTHER INDUSTRY TO NEW BEDFORD. THE ANSWER. IS NOT

COMPLICATED. GARMENT AND TEXTILE WORKERS ARE OFTEN THE MOST VULNERABLE

AND LEAST MARKETABLE MEMBERS OF OUR SOCIETY. OVER 80Z ARE WOMEN. MANY

ARE MINORITY MEMBERS. MANY ARE NEW IMMIGRANTS, ESPECIALLY THE

PORTUGUESE IN NEW BEDFORD AND THE CHINESE IN BOSTON. MANY DO NOT HAVE

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS. MOST HAVE NO FINANCIAL RESOURCES. THEY RELY ON

A WEEKLY PAYCHECK FOR THEIR SURVIVAL.

GARMENT AND TEXTILE WORKERS ARE INDEED SKILLED WORKERS WITHIN

THEIR OWN INDUSTRY, BUT THESE SKILLS ARE NOT FLEXIBLE. HENCE, THEIR

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ARE VERY RESTRICTED. MANY OF THESE WORKERS

HAVE LANGUAGE PROBLEMS WHICH LIMIT THEIR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN

OTHER FIELDS.

EVEN IF THESE WORKERS ARE LUCKY, THEY MAY FIND A JOB IN ANOTHER

LABOR INTENSIVE INDUSTRY. BUT IT IS JUST A MATTER OF TIME UNTIL THESE

JOBS ARE LOST BECAUSE OF IMPORTS. IN THE 1960'S AND 70's WHEN IMPORTS

FIRST BECAME A MAJOR THREAT TO AMERICAN JOBS, IT WAS HOPED THAT THOSE

WORKERS DISPLACED IN THE TEXTILE AND APPAREL INDUSTRIES COULD BE

ABSORBED BY OTHER INDUSTRIES, INCLUDING ELECTRONICS, TV, AUTO, ETC.

TODAY, THESE JOBS IN THESE INDUSTRIES ARE DECLINING BECAUSE OF IMPORTS.

THIS LOSS OF JOBS IN THESE INDUSTRIES HAS HAD A TREMENDOUS AFFECT

ON THE NEW BEDFORD COMMUNITY, AS WELL AS THE REST OF MAtSACHUSETTS AND

THE NATION. BECAUSE A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF NEW BEDFORD RESIDENTS

DEPEND ON THE APPAREL AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES FOR ALL OR A PORTION OF

THEIR LIVELIHOOD, THE NEW BEDFORD CITY GOVERNMENT IS, IN TURN, DEPEND-

ENT UPON THESE INDUSTRIES TO PROVIDE A TAX BASE FOR-ITS SUPPORT. THE

RISK OF FAILURE BY THESE INDUSTRIES IS A SERIOUS THREAT TO THE ENTIRE
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NEW BEDFORD COMMUNITY. THE LOSS OF JOBS IN THESE INDUSTRIES HAS MEANT

A DETERIORATING TAX BASE TO THE CITY OF NEW BEDFORD.

THIS LOSS OF JOBS ALSO MEANS AN INCREASED NEED FOR SERVICES PROVI-

DED BY THE CITY, SUCH AS WELFARE. IT ALSO MEANS INCREASED USAGE OF

SERVICES SUCH AS UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, IT MEANS INCREASED

PRESSURES ON THE LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS AT A TIME WHEN THEIR TAX

BASES ARE ERODING.

UBVIOUSLY, ANYTHING THAT HELPS THE APPAREL AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES

WILL HELP NEW BEDFORD AND THE ENTIRE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS. I

URGE YOU TO DO ALL YOU CAN TO KEEP ALIVE IN THIS COUNTRY THE APPAREL

AND TEXTILE INDUSTRIES WHICH HAVE HISTORICALLY PROVIDED DECENT JOBS TO

HARD-WORKING AMERICANS.
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STATEICT

OF
PAUL WINSLOW

Gentlemen:

My name is Paul Winslow, of St. Louis, Missouri. I am the Regional

Director for the Central States Region of the International Ladies' Garment

Workers' Union, AFL-CIO. I want to thank the committee for the opportunity to

describe the impact of imports on our organization and our industry.

The Central States Region provides services to members of the ILGWU

through four District Councils, composed of 37 locals in Missouri, Southern

Illinois, Southern Indiana, Western Kentucky, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas. As

an indication of the adverse effect of imports on our organization, a year ago at

this time we also represented workers in Kansas and Nebraska, and five years ago

we represented additional workers in Minnesota, Iowa and Tennessee. Shops have

closed and no others have opened to take their place. In 1964, when imports were

a mere four percent (4%) of the American market the Central States Region repre-

sented 15,000 workers. Today, with imports taking up more than fifty percent

(50%) of our market we represent 6,500 workers.

Our Union in Central States represented workers in both rural and urban

areas. In our major urban areas of St. Louis, Missouri, Kansas City, Missouri and

Minneapolis, Minnesota we have seen good paying apparel jobs disappear. In

St. Louis our Union once represented 7,000 workers in 1964; today its 3,900. In

Kansas City and the surrounding area the ILGWU once represented 4,900 workers;

today it stands at 570. In Minneapolis , where we now do not have one single member

we once represented 1,000 workers.

While the decline in urban membership is dramatic, the truly tragic

impact of import spurred shop closings has been in rural areas. Our union has rep-

resented workers in Grand Saline and Andrews, Texas, Ziegler and Millstadt, Illinois;

Piggott and Beebe, Arkansas; Paola and Ossawatomie, Kansas; Cynthiana and Hunting-

burg, Indiana6 Osceola and Knoxville, Iowa; Hastings, Nebraska; Winona, Minnesota;

Dresden, Tennessee; New Madrid and Frankfort, Missouri, and in1O8 other communities.
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In many communities apparel shops represented the only industrial employment

available and union shops offered decent wages, decent treatment and the only

health plan in town. Our members were the wives of struggling young farmers and

small business people who tried to make a living off the farm economy.

Keeping the farm, sending the kids to college along with making ends

meet brought many rural women into employment in small town garment shops. An

effect of rising imports and the subsequent decline in apparel employment has been

the closing of 125 shops in the Central States Region.

Much of the decline has occurred in the past ten years. In 1974 we still

represented 15,000 workers and imports accounted for twenty-five percent (25%) of

the American market.

The high interest rates of the early 1970's weakened the industry sub-

stantially. Apparel firms, even in the best of times, are marginally profitable.

They are most successful when closely held and operated by hands-on entrepreneurs.

The industry is labor intensive, price competitive, and always under capitalized.

When interest rates went up only a few firms qualifed for prime rates. At the

height of the interest crunch many firms borrowed money at twenty-four (24) to

twenty-six percent (26%) interest Just to stay in business. You see, the hope was

that next season would be better and the loans could be paid off. But next season

did not get better and the subsequent seasons were worse because imports were taking

up more and more of the market. The end result in Central States Region was that

from 1974 to 1984 imports rose from 25% to 50% of the market, our membership declined

from 15,000 members to 6,500 members, and the number of shops fell from 175 to 50.

American workers cannot compete with the wages paid foreign workers.

American workers cannot compete with subsidized foreign production. Our members, our

industry need protection from unfair competition to save the apparel Jobs that are

left. We urge you on behalf of our 6,500 members and of the 7,000 to 9,000 workers
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who have been displaced to pass the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of

1985.

Thank You.

Paul F. Winslow

Attached is a list of union shops that have closed.
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FIRM

ACAPULCO FASHIONS

CALVIN-KLEIN/CENTERFOLD

CORINITH STREET INC

KILGORE MFG

LAREDO MFG
NARDIS
NARDIS

SCOTTEX CORPORATION

WENTWORTH MFG
AMEDEE FROCKS

BROOKS MFG CO.

INTUITIONS
MARTHA MANNING

MODERN TEXTILES

MODERN TEXTILES

PICKNEYVILLE GARMENT

WAYNE CITY MFG

MODE 0' DAY
ARTEMIS, INC

PRINCESS PEGGY

FORREST CITY FASHIONS

H.W. GOSSARD

LAWARANCE MFG

SUBURBAN CASUALS
WESTPORT CASUALS

CLIMATIC of CLINTON

VILLAGER, INC

KELLWOOD

BRAEMOOR GARMENT*

COURTNEY APPAREL
MODE O' DAY

NODE 0' DAY

CITY

EL PASO

EL PASO

IRVING
KILGORE
LOREDO

DALLAS
GRANDSALINE

CARROLTON

ANDREWS

LOREDO

ENFIELD
ZIEGLER
MASCOUTAH

CLAY CITY
ALTAMOUNT

PINCKNEYVILLE

WAYNE CITY
MT. VERNON

MILLSTADT

VANDALIA

FORREST CITY

PIGGOTT

WLANUT RIDGE

BEEBE
BATESVILLE

CLINTON

LITTLE ROCK

LITTLE ROCK

PLEASANTON

KANSAS CITY

OTTAWA
OSAWATOMIS

STATE

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

PAGE 1
DATE
CLOSED

1983
1 984
1981
1982
1983
1982
1 981
1974
1971
1 966

IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

KS
KS
KS
KS

1980

1980
1 978
1979
1981
1984
1973
1975
1974

1978
1981
1982
1984
1983
1970
1973
1983

1985
1981

1982
1973
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PAGE 2
DATE

FIRM CITY STATE CLOSED

GAY GIBSON KANSAS CITY KS 1977

GAY GIBSON MERRIAM KS 1977

GAY GIBSON ATCHINSON KS 1975

GAY GIBSON HORTON KS 1975

ANNSHIRE GARMENT PITTSBURG KS 1973

BRAEMOOR GARMENT* PAOLA KS 1970
HORTON GARMENT HORTON KS 1975
HORTON GARMENT ATCHINSON KS 1975
SMITH A COMPANY PAOLA KS 1978
LYNN MFG CO. (JANE COMPTON)LEAVENWORTH KS 1969
MODERN AMERICAN MFG. LAWRENCE KS 1970
MCDONALD ENTERPRISES MERRIAM KS 1977
ONAGA SPORTSWEAR ONAGA KS 1970
PRO-FIT INC. PAOLA KS 1982
SLIMAKER DRESS CO. OSAWTOMIE KS 1973

SLIMAKER DRESS CO. HORTON KS 1973
SHAWNEE MFG CO. PAOLA KS 1960
OSAGE MFG. CO OSAGE KS 1971

BROOKS MFG. CO. EVANSVILLE IN 1984
CYNTHIANA MFG CYNTHIANA IN 1984
H.W. GOSSARD HUNTINGBURG IN 1981

NODE 0' DAY HASTINGS NE 1984

SNOWDEN INC OSCEOLA IA 1980

SNOWDEN INC KNONVILLE IA 1980
OAJ INC MINNEAPOLIS MN 1980
KATHRYN CONOVER MINNEAPOLIS MN 1984
JEAN LANG, INC MINNEAPOLIS MN 1978
JULLETTE FASHIONS MINNEAPOLIS MN 1976

SANFORD INC. MINNEAPOLIS Mm 1975
SWEARIGEN MFG. WINOWNA MN 1973
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Page I

CLOSED SHOPS IN MISSOURI

Number
of

Employees
Date
Closed Location

Ann Groesch
Alfred Werber
Alfred Werber
Alfred Werber
Brand & Puritz
Barad & Co.
Courtney Apparel
Fox Mfg.
Garden City Apparel
General Sportswear
H. Daust Mfg.
H.W. Gossard
H.W. Gossard
H. W. Gossa rd
Krest Originals
Master Pleating
Mendels Dresses
Missouri Fashions
Modern Textiles
Modern Textiles
Modern Textiles
Nadine Formals
Nelly Don
Nileyn
Oldani Enterprises
Ottenheimer & Co.
Phil Jacobs
Robinson Mfg.
Rosewin
Sew Rite
Stern Slegman Prins
Superior Dress
Vandalia Garment
Warrenton Mfg. Co.
Wonder Maid
Vic - Gene
Jane Compton
Mafair Mfg. Co.
Jane Shoulder Pad Co.
Mc Fall's Inc.
P.A.M. Inc.

15

85
100
250
81
28
55
33
77

165
165
75
40

200

250

65
47
40
92

350

8
25
75

125
40
40
125

1984
1978
1983
1983
1980
1985
1979
1980
1982
1981
1979
1981
1981
1981
1978
1984
1983
1979
1979
1978

1979

1984
1978
1979
1982
1980
1983
1980
1980
1979
1981
1977
1983
1970
1969
1969
1969
1968
1973

St. Louis, MO.
New Madrid, MO.
St. James, MO
St. Louis, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Troy, MO.
Hayti, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Garden City, MO
St. Louis, MO.
St: Louis, MO.
Malden, MO
Poplar Bluff, MO.
Troy, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
St. Louis, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
St. Louis, MO.
Clarksville, MO.
Frankford, MO.
Maryland Heights, MO.
St. Louis, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
St. James, MO.
New Madrid, MO.
Warrenburg, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Clarksville, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
St. Louis, MO.
Vandalia, MO.
Elsberry, MO.
St. Louis, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.

Name of Firm
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N urber
of

EmployeesName Of Firm

Briny Marlin Inc.
Gay Gibson Inc.
Louis Walter
Patches Garment Co.
Travables Inc.
Youthcraft Coat & Suit

(was manufacturer Employed
now jobber employed - 25 workers)

Maurice Coat & Suit
Phillips Fashions
Roberts Fashions
Nelly Don Inc.
Nelly Don
Nelly Don

(Now Junior House -
Plant with 118 Workers)

Clinton Mfg. Co.
( Contractor for Phil Jacobs)

Lafayette Sportswear
Slimaker Dress Co.
Linda Lane,
Country Set
R. Lowenbaum Mfg.
R. Lowenbaum Mfg.

Page 2

Date
Closed

1980
1977
1977
1977
1980
1983

75
250
200
150

65
3D0

100
50
45

250
150
200

1979
1976
1981
1977
1973
1978

1971

1977
1970's
1970's
1977
1974
1970's

60

100
250

200

Location

Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.

Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Kansas City, MO.

St. Joseph, MO.
Nevada, MO.

Clinton, MO.

Odessa, MO.
Kansas City, MO.
Excelsior Springs, mO.
St. Louis, MO.
Cape Girardeau, MO
St. Louis, MO.
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STATEMENT
OF

0W1 WARREN LEVIN

My name Is John Warren Levin. I reside in Spring Valley, Rockland

County, New York.

I am President of New City Sportswear Co., Inc. in Haverstraw, New
York. New City Sportswear was a manufacturer of knitted sweaters and
tops; at one time employing as many as 200 people in a Village of 7000.
Product was nationally distributed to the retail trade.

After more than 45 years of continous business activity the firm was
forced to cease operations. The soclo-economic displacement to workers,
community and principal has been disasterous.

Of the employees of the firm approximately 70% came from minority
groups; mostly Hispanic and female. These were people with good manual
skills, language barriers and lower educational levels. In labor intensive
industries such as knitwear they could become productive members of the
community using their existing skills and manual dexterity. It was for
many a first step on the economic ladder to the security of earned income,
economic Independence, a piece-of the action and their share of the
American Dream. Textile mills, such as New City Sportswear, have for
years been a major part of that upward mobilIty afforded by the American
economy to the thousands of diverse groups that came to these shores.

Today approximately 70X of the sweaters sold at retail in this Nation
• -m.frnr # ffshrre AS this IPrcrptao , has grown the domestic industry

has correspondingly shrunk. The differential In wage rates between the
United States and the Far East makes It impossible to compete. New City
Sportswear Co., inc. as a manufacturer and vendor of goods was no longer
competitive In this market place. The prices, concessions and
inducements offered by offshore manufacturers, particularly from the Far

East could not be met by this domestic producer.

Certainly wage rates, labor standards workplace rules Imposed on us
by our Society In the Interest of the public good effectively raise our

productive costs beyond any competitive levels In an international trade
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situation where such social welfare goals are all but ignored and

subsistance levels exist that are totally unacceptable to us.
Knowing the severity of market conditions and hoping that a

modernization would Improve our competitive position through increased
productivity we first sought help through the Department of Commerce

Trade Adjustment Assistance Program In 1978. We were rejected because
by 1980 our business had been deemed as having Improved to the point that

such aid was not necessary. Nothing was farther from the truth because
that minor recovery was due to other external market conditions, and the

basic reasons for assistance being needed still existed. We again sought
aid through this program In July 1982, and were certified as eligible to
apply for such assistance In October 1982 by the Department of Commerce.
Various business complications such as stockholder withdrawals delayed

the submission of the recovery plan until August 1983.

The completed application for financial assistance was finally

submitted April of 1984 In the Interim at the end of 1983 and beginning

of 1984 1 lent the Firm an additional $200,000 and subordinated same so

as to supply necessary working capital. Federal Funds were finally offered
In February 1985. By that time capital was so severly depleted and

outstanding debt so great that we were no longer economically viable as a
firm. To have added additional debt would have been suicidal and our

situation was such that trade credit would no longer be extended. We were

past due on Bank obligations and these creditors were rightfully becoming
Impatient. The decision to discontinue operations and liquidate assets to

meet existing obligations was therefore made.

We exhausted ourselves in waiting for a program that would enable us

to modernize. Reality was that regardless we could no longer compete In

the market place as a domestic producer.
The planned modernization would not have helped and wcuild Iave been
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in retrospect a waste of capital. The same equipment we would have
purchased Is available to the rest of the world. Given the wage
differential that exists; no more than 20X of our existing average wage
and in most cases far less, we would still remain uncompetitive.

We know approximately 70X of the sweaters sold at retail come from
offshore. The primary reason for this is not style or quality but rather the
higher gross margins given to our retailers by these "low price" Imports.
The domestic producer therefore becomes an unfavorable source of supply.
The average gross mark-up afforded the retailer by Far Eastern offshore
vendors is 759. Domestically produced sweaters only give the retailer a
keystone or 50%.

This lower cost of import is not necessarily reflected in lower costs
to the consumer. In reality the explosion in imported goods reflects the
higher gross margins afforded to the retailer.

There is no way the domestic producer can compete with that

situation.
We have Imposed on ourselves certain minimum standards. We

resultingly have enjoyed a standard of living envied by most of the world.
Our competition is mostly without such inhibitions. They are not more
"efficient" they just work for less. Retraining our labor force will not be
the panacea to overcome this overwhelming wage differential. This is
evident by the jobs permanently lost not just in textiles but steel, autos,
communications and 'high technology" sectors as well.

Are we to trade our standard of living for that of the less developed
nations so that we can become competitive? I think that Is the real
question before this august Representative body.

I cannot envision a full employment society engaged in "the

production of Fish 'n Chips and Micro Chips'; and even in that we have
become uncompetitive in the latter.

Free trade exists only in theory and the United States is the freest
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market in the world. Similar access has not been granted to us. At one
time I could and did export sweaters to Canada. The subsequent rise in the
U.S. dollar made me uncompetitive.

Given the present deficit, real Interest rates, and wage differentials
we cannot compete In the market place without some help from our
Government. Further we shall become even less competitive. We can
compete on a level playing field. We need your assistance to overcome the
inequities.
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Aide-?eoire

on

Thai-US Tade and Ecooncnmic Relations

Thailand is a market-oriented econany that is fully integrated to

the world eooncmic system. Wb share the US conviction that an open world

trade system plays a crucial role in advancing global economic interests

and world prosperity and should therefore be maintained ard preserved. In

this regard, Thailand, along with her ASEAN partners have repeatedly voiced

deep concern over the rising tide of protectionism which has eroded the

open world trade system and weloome an early preparation for the launching

of the New Found of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. Thailand fears that

the recent surge of protectionism, from the US as well as other countries

will undermine the acuon efforts to liberalize world trade and reverse

the nfaemtwn that had recently been gained for the launching of the New

Round.

Thailand wishes to also express our distress and concern that

this rise in protectionism in certain sectors in the US if not now

strongly resisted, will seriously undermine the Thai economy and be

counter-productive to the bilateral economic relations between Thailand

and the United States. Thailand wishes to further point out that

relations ...
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relations between Thailand and L1-e United States are deep-rooted and

multi-dinensional and that eoxnaic relations from an integral part of

this totality. A set-back an the economic front would deal a serious blow

not only to the political stability and security of this nation but would,

because Thailand is a front-line state, also undermine the stability of

this region, at the detriment of both our countries' long-term security

interests.

1. Thai-US Trade

Two-way trade between T ailand ad the United States is a

major camponent of bilateral ecoomic relations. Trade has been growing

satisfactorily with Thai imports from the US rising steadily to reach

US$ 1.39 billion in 1984 and while exports had grown slowly between

1980-1983 (5 per cent on an annual basis), they have recovered in 1984 to

reach US$ 1.28 billion.

It should be pointed out while the US is an important export

market and source of imports for Thailand, the opposite is not true. Thai

trade with the US is negligible, in relative terms, from the US point of

view. In 1984, US exports to Tha" _and was only 0.5 per cent of total US

exports whilee Thai products sold to the US account for 0.4 per cent of

total US imports. These figures suggest that the solution to the US'S

trade deficit cartrit be found with Thailand. It will instead reverse and

hinder the steady expansion of trade between our two countries that has

been so far achieved as well as further trade development in an open

environment.

56-287 0 - 86 - 10
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2. Textile

1. "Thailand is s'rously concerned over the proposed Textile

and Apparel Trade Enforce-pent Act of 1985 now pending before the US

Congress.

2. The ultimate purpose of this bill is to roll back imports

of textile and apparel into the US by a substantial percentage so as to

allow the US textile ad apparel industries to regain profits and to

ar-rest the rising trend of unemployment in this industrial sector.

3. Tailard believes that the assumptions behind the

rationale for this bill are false.

4. Far from being overwhelmed by imports, investments and

profits in this sector in the US reached a record level in 1984,

representing a 20 per cent increase over 1983. But for increasing use of

labour saving machinery, eLployment would have also shown similar increases.

While 1984 saw also an increase in imprts, partly reflecting increased

domestic expenditure and partly because of the strength of the US

currency, it has in ro way substituted for domestic products, which

continue to account for the greater share of the US market.

5. At t-je saie time, the practical result of t-e Bill would

impose a disproportionately large burden only on srall &-d medium

suppliers which together would not significantly contribute to the

reduction in textiles imports into the US. Te disproportionate burden cn

scire countries in comparison with their market shares is illustrated in

the following table.
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country percentage market share
estimated cutback in 1984

Thailand 64.4 1.84

Indonesia 80.7 1.54

Hong Kong 17.0 16.24

China 59.1 7.54

Pakistan 41.2 1.19

India 22.2 2.66

Korea 35.1 12.71

Singapore 2.6 2.04

Philippines 21.2 2.55

EC countries - 10.90

Japan 19.9 6.86

6. Equally false is the claim that total imports should not

exceed the level of growth of 6 per cent provided for the Multifibre

Arrangement. This claim ignores the fact that the 6 per cent rate of

growth is required only as a minimum in the case of products proven

to have caused rarket disruption; the other products continue to he

subjected to the market mechanisn.

7. In the multilateral context, the bill contradicts the

n..st important provision of the GATT since it discriminates among

supplying countries by its exclusion of the marber countries of the EEC,

Cana3a and Mexico. At the same time, it ignores and negates the current

US com mrents to the Multifibre Arrangement and calls into question the

wortli of all oomitments by a major encic power.

8. Furtherrore, the bill would induce other major importing

developed countries to follow suit to protect their own markets from

textile and apparel diverted for the US market.

9. Cn a
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9. On a bilateral basis, the bill would violate bilateral

agreements that have been entered into by the US with all exporting

develop'L.g countries, wiich provide for a mutually agreed procedure and

solution of market disruption. In the case of lTailard, exports of Thai

textile ard apparel to the US has been subjected to control and limitations

since 1971 and the coverage has widened from one item to 26 items

currently.

10. te immediate effect of the passage of this bill on

Thailand would be a drastic cut in income, foreign exchange earnings and

employment of well over 600,000 persons or a quarter of the total

industrial work force. Total exports by the US would be reduced by

15 per cent, thus further widening the trade dificit with the US.

II. %Tbe loss of income and capital generated by this drastic

cut would invariably result in the reduction of imports into Thailand of

the raw materials for this sector including cotton frcm the US. Imports

for other industries and consumption would also be curtailed.

12. Thailand, therefore, urges the US congress to reject this

bill and to consider the alternative arrangement based on a multilateral

approach, which has always had the support of ar-d been dampioned by the

US. Negotiation on the future of the Multifibre Arrangement has already

beg, - and, with the exception of a few countries, there was a general

agreement that although the Multifibre Arrange-ent has fallen short of its

objective of ensuring the orderly and equitable development of trade in

textiles while avoiding disruptive effects in individual markets and

production in both importing and exporting countries, the arrangement

has been useful.

13. 7hailand ...
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13. Thailand fully supports the extension of the Multifibre

Arrangement and will work for a multilateral solution to the serious

difficulties facing both the developing and the developed countries.

3. Canned Tuna

The recent indication that there is a move to substantially

increase a tariff on imported canned tuna, whether in water or in brine,

has caused much concern in Thailard. The move is one of several

attempts which have been mde in various forms to restrict or even

eliminate the importation of canned tuna from Thailand and other

countries, last year, proposals were made to increase the import tariff

to the rate of 35 per cent fran the current 6 per cent (imported within

the quantitative limit) and 12.5 per cent (for th-se imported in excess of

the limit). These proposals came after the decision of the International

Trade Carmission that imports of canned tuna did not cause injury to the

US canned tuna industry.

The fact that the proposals failed to win Congressional

approval is a clear testimony of the US comiritrent to encourage a healthy

international trading environment and development and has teen welcomed by

all exporting countries in the Third World. The renewed effort will

certainly not be in the interest of the US and the trading community

at large.

4. CVD ...
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4. CVD Investigations Against Thai Manufactured Exprts

Thailand's economic growth in the pest years owed much to the

strength of the agricultural sector and diversified industrial

development. The fast expansion in trade has played an important role in

stt-nulating the economy &-d the means to finance imports of capital and

consumption coods. Uncertainty in trade unavoidably disrupts trade and

injures inom-es and employment. Thailand has recently experienced a series

of allegations and investigations on our exports to the US. Two of our

important exports, textiles and canned tuna, are examples of such cases.

Investigation is now pending on our export of circular welded carbon steel

pipes and tubes which accounted for less than 0.5 per cent of total US

import in 1984. The Thai industries concerned feel that Thailand should

not be rmade to bear an -nOue burden of US dzY,-stic monetary and fiscal

adjustment.

5. Footwear

The recent recommendation of the International Trade

Ccwmission to the Administration to impose a five-year global quota on

imports of non-rubber shoes into the US, if approved, will seriously

affect Tailand and many snall exporting countries with less than 1% of

total US imorts. While recognizing the ITC's determination to protect

domestic industries and the concern of the US OCngress oler the national

eoxncy, the proposed re;,edial action tray not be in the long term interest

of the US, generate misallocation of resources and price distortions in

the US arket ard effectively discourage the growth of independent

producers in small exporting countries.
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6. Bonus Incentive Oommodity Eport Pr ranmmes

Thailand, which relies heavily on agricultural exports as a

main source of foreign exchange earnings, is gravely concerned over the US

commodity subsidy programffes such as the Bonus Incentive Commodity Export

Programres (BICEPS). We realize the BICEPS is aimed at regaining US

markets lost to EC subsidized exports. We are nonetheless concerned that

the original objective may be overlooked and the scheme extended to affect

other markets and some of our key exports as well as the possibility that

the Programme may become a permanent feature similar to the present

disposal of grain stock through international bidding by Oznodity Credit

Corporation (C(X).

Thailand therefore wishes to seek US assurances that the

scheme will not apply beyond those US markets which have been lost to the

EC subsidized exports. We wuld wish to be informed of the direction of

the application of the said Programes and request that prior

consultation be held whenever Tailand's market may be threatened or

affected.

Furthermore, Thailand is consistently concerned over the

adverse impact on world trade in agricultural products of various US

ocmmodity export promotion progranies either in accordance with the

"Public Law 480", the "International Development and Food Assistance Act

of 1975" or the "Payment-In-Kind". We view these agricultural export

subsidy policies as unfair trade practices in the same manner that the US

has imposed oountervailirg duties on our manufactured products. W wish

to see this imbalance redressed during the new round of multilateral trade

negotiations.
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_ 7. Suar

Thailard's sugar industry is heavily dependent on the world

market. About 1.4-2.7 million tons or nearly 70 per cent of Thai sugar

production are exported each year. unfortunately, world sugar prices

have been declining steadily and currently reTains at a very low level.

Thai cane farmers nurrbering about 200,000 families have been compelled to

sell their canes at prices Wbich are greatly below the cost of production

for the past 4 years. Barring natural calamities or other acts of God

which bring about high world prices, and with no outside help, the sugar

industry in Thailand is certain to face imediate disaster.

The present situation has been aggravated by the US imposition

of quotas for sugar in accordance with the Proclamation of the Import

Quota Programe since May 1982. Thailard's quota %as reduced from a peak

of 292,000 short tons in 192 to 39,200 short tons in 1983 and 42,588

short tons in 1984. Thailand fails to understand the rationale behind

such a sharp reduction ard has continuously requested bigger quota

allocation. But the response from the US has been that to increase

Thailand's quota would upset the formula used for global sugar allocation.

This attitude of finality taken by the US towards a friend

like Thailand is indeed discouraging. Thailand, therefore, would like to

request the US once again to seriously consider the possibility of

reviewing the formulation used and introducing a nore equitable and

realistic base period for global quota allocations. consequently, the

quota allocated to Thailand will better reflect both its existing

potential and its past performances prior to the May 1982 Proclamation.

By so doing, the livelihood of approximately 200,000 Thai families of cane

growers may be uplifted from their present dire state.
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8. C-3P
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a-z,-,inistrative ctts a i -e:e .t rite of Gs? utilization.

ajxinistered in a flexible a:-.er cD._sistent %6th Lhe &evelo. eta qeals

ari ojje:tives of beznficiary co-otries.
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ginmuGesia -nssu lunoii dso.- nilnu
THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THAI TEXTILE INDUSTRIES

454- 450 fuu&n (orWfsJfiv ud~,O,~l) s.'ws:ruiJ nsJirnvq It ns.3 32055 tous Anu: 1265 TDJEIC TH
454 - 450 s$kluivIl told 1 tism Washiolta hIbailr I langkis 1 I iaod Tel M9056 Toles 7 a269 TIDI[IC TH

on the Proposed LesiolatLon in U.S. Congress
The Textile arA A)psrc! Trede Infcrcesezt Act of 1985

While we appreciate the serious problem the U.S. ha because of Its

large deficit in int'r Af.on'l trnde, ze5.nly with Japan and other developed

countries, we are c'mc'-ee, th.Qt efforts to deal with t 1; problem are not

being directed at the real sources o the problem, but vill result in broad

protectionist measures wbich would adversely affect countries not contributing

to these difficulties, including Thailand.

Il particular, ve are concerned that measures being contemplated by

the U.S. Congress and the U.S. Government ay further restric't sms imports

from Th1iland wben In fact those Imports are already restricted or- unrelated

to the underlying trade deficit problem or problems experienced by specific

industries.

1. The Teotile and Apprel Trade Inforcemat Act of 1985 pending In

Congress would force a reduction in the already modeec levels of Thai exports

of th"es products to the U.S. despitee the fact that the level of ftai exports

io too small to hive any significant impact on the U.S. Industry. Vorcls a

reduction In Thai exports whebn the source of amy problem Is the major

suppuers such as the '3ig-Y vs (contitute more than 65 pierce of total

Imports) would Ismore the facts of the u-tter and would be uufat.

StJ d * Rd t I AbnsM i
mmO~TM Tn d Sft AsW
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The following charts summarize the twenty-two largest exporters

of textiles to thp U.S. The charts includes 1983 and 1984 figures, both

in million U.S% dl&ars and million square yards equivalent:

1984 1984 1983 1983
Country US$ Xil. 2 US$ Mil. 2

Taiwan 2,440.810 16.61 1,984.123 18.12

Hong Kong 2,390.588 16.24 2,051.437 18.74

Korea 1,872.130 12.71 1,514.561 13.83

China 1,110.340 7.54 923.202 8.43

Japan 1,009.498 6.86 810.960 7.41

Italy 736.014 5.00 374.216 3.42

India 391.997 2.66 291.784 2.67

Philippines 375.170 2.55 284.349 2.60

Singapore 300.674 2.04 200.589 1.83

United Kingdom 270.244 1.84 174.966 1.60

Mexico 264.739 1.80 178.688 1.63

Thailand 263.793 1.89 151.796 1.38

France 243.290 1.65 159.388 1.46

Indonesia 226.224 1.54 86.680 0.79

Sri Lpika 205.173 1.40 126.508 1.16

Brazi. 182.603 1.24 87.325 0.80

Domill.c-z .putllic 176.446 1.20 139.452 1.27

Germany 174.070 1.18 104.459 0.80

Pakistan 176.232 1.19 118.719 0.95

Hacao 174.403 1.19 129.943 - 1.19

Canada 167.307 1.14 116.521 1.06

Malaysia 156.883 1.06 87.400 0.79

Tnta' jk 22 13,469.511 91.52 9,975.548 91.11

4,: 1 :' 1,604.152 10.90 919.985 8.40

Tot :1 '.3;A 1,322.749 8.99 810.817 7.41

Total -..i 428.794 2.91 332.000 3.03

14,718.072 100.00 10,948.404 I 00.00Total Overalt
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1984 1984 1983 1983
Country (M.SYE) (___) (M.SYE) (Z)

Taiwan 1,578.113 15.55 1,402.139 18.20

Hong Kong 1,048.391 10.33 964.711 12.52

Korea 1,165.354 11.48 1,008.842 13.09

China 990.161 9.75 794.020 10.30

Japan 737.406 7.26 669.044 8.68 -

Italy 506.458 4.99 276.977 3'59

India 253.109 2.49 173.424 2.25

Philippines 241.661 2.38 191.330 2.48

Singapore 139.996 1.38 103.108 1.34

United Kingdom 139.889 1.38 90.279 1.17

Mexico 277.002 2.72 189.117 2.45

Thailand 211.326 2.08 121.775 1.58

France 103.253 1.01 67.439 . 0.87

Indonesia 268.042 2.64 84.155 1.09

Sri Lanka 115.692 1.14 67.413 0.84

Brazil 144.982 1.92 132.886 1.72

Dominican Republic 101.979 1.00 82.469 1.07.

Germany 288.646 2.84 165.880 2.15

Pakistan 304.736 3.00 218.126 2.83

Macao 62.663 0.62 51.085 0.66

Canada 299.611 2.95 161.897 2.10

Malaysia 93.115 -0.92 49.065 0.64

Total 22 9,214.700 90.77 7,114.246 92.32

Total EC 1,131.541 11.15 662.856 8.60

Total ASEAN 954.147 9.40 549.434 7.13

Total CBI 256.861 2.53 200.024 2.60

Total Overall 10,151.446 100.00 7.706.014 100.00o
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2. This Bill makes 1,ittle sense in terms of trade policy as it

penalizes Thailand for an import problem which it is not causing. Minor

suppliers such as Thailand are forced into reductions below 1984 levels

(64.4 percent), much greater than principal suppliers (e.g. Taiwan 48.0,

Hong Kong 17.0. Korea 35.1, China 59.1). Furthermore, there is no

apparent rationale for providing growth to some countries (Mexico, Colombia,

Peru, Chile, and even South Africa). While Thailand is forced into a

reduction, countries which are primarily responsible for the adverse U.S.

balance of trade (e.g. Korea and Japan) receive much more favorable

treatment than Thailand. In short, whether the logic of the proposal is

to protect U.S. industry or to address severe balance of trade problems,

the arbitrary nature of the proposed legislation imposes a disproportionate

burden on Thailand, a relatively minor player in the textile trade and in

the overall U.S. balance of trade picture. To summarize, such a discriminatory

and arbitrary approach is not well understood by us and it will definitely

have a severe adverse impact on Thailand's largest export manufacturing

sector.

Thailand wonders whether its emerging textile and apparel export

iiJustries will be allowed a place in the U.S. market or whether they will

be restricted because other countries which began exporting these products

before Thailand have disrupted the market. The appropriate U.S. response is

to deal with the imports that in fact are causing the problems (i.e. the

major suppliers) not to restrict the newcomers and small suppliers.

-J
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-Additional consideration should be made of the role of individual

countries in contributJng to the U.S. balance of trade defi it. RevtrLctions

of these exports may Impair Thai Imports from the U.S.. thereby failing to

resolve the tnderlyLng trade dc.ficit problem. For example, Thailand imports

about 5 percent of U.S. total cotton reports, mainly from Texas sAd

Celifornia, whieb Is equivalent to sbout 50 percent of our cotton Imports.

3. The Jenins Bill is inconsistent with the HFA In three Important

respects. First, Article 111, section 1 provides:

Unless they are ju#tified undex the provisions of the
GAT (including its A=cxes and Protocols) no new
restrictions on trade in textile products shall be
introduced by participating conntries nor shall existing
restrictions be intensified, unless such action is
justified under the provisions of this Article.

Section I refers to the Article III provisions authorizing the use of lcalJs"

to deal with cases of market disruption. Art'.cl. III does not contemplate

the Imposition of a global system of restrLctive quotes. Moreover, Article

III aind the call mechanisms are based on bilateral consultations, not the

unilateral Imposition of quotas. The primary purpose of the WOA ma to

reduce the use of unilateral trade restrictions.

Second, Article VI, Ctction I provides In part that:

Recognizing the abliaations of the participating
countries to pay special attention to the uceds of the
developing €owiries, it shall be considered appropriate
and consistent with equity obligations for those
Importing countries vhiclk-apply restrictions undat this
Arrangement affecting the trade of developing countries
to provide more favorable tears with regard to szch
rostrctios, Including elements such as base level and
growth rate, than for other countries.
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hJlse this provision urges preferentLal treatmt for developing countries,

the Jenkins Bill exempts the EC M Canada from its coverage. Th Bill

thus gives peirences to precisely the countries - the developed

cwtutrias - Ao not need the preferences.

Third, Article nII specifically limis the coverage of the MA

to cotton, wool, and man-cade fibers. Tbe Jenkins Bill seeks to impose

quot as oiaporte of silk, rmiei, and lin This exten lon is a clear

vlolatLoa of an express provision of the ICA.

Tb. Jenkins Bill also violets bilateral agzeants In afftut

uader tha WA. The alteration of base levels, changes in grovth provisions,

ad unilateral action by the U.So in contsavantilo of the terms of existog

.bat.ral constitute. violations of negotiated bilateral comitmsnts

entered Into by the U.S.

......... ]la a t these particular. points, vs would like to stress-....

the overriding spirit of the YA: that restrictions on trade In L z le

should be minimized; and where restriction. are unesoidable, they should be

thi. * AMsuI, E- 0tuey ag4eabled A.Aeral uaotiatto s. In tus rseat1imt ..

we would like to stress that Thtiland has cooperated with the U.S.

Covermnin in calls under the present bilateral agreement. Thailand haa

bossed ts- pein of the Mf eWa emt-+ - uaks only that thvw9t' EMU t

no 60 the sak.
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The siftle vot important priaciple In the GAI is the v~tion of

ut-fvored- ione s~tatu. TILS notion - that all countries should be

treated sWImlarly in International trade - permeates the entire GAT, sad

appears specifically in Article XZUI deaLag vith quantitatLve restraints.

Section I of Article XII provides that:

go prohibition or restriction shall be applied by any
contracting party ou the Importation of any product of
the territory of any other contracting party ot an the
exportation of ay product dastined for the territory

.-... any- oey etb ostyecting party unless the INo~t.tilo -

of the like product of all third countries or the
arorrtAtio of the like product of all thLrd countries
Ls similarly prohibited or restricted.

To the "ett the Jenkins Bill applies to som countries but not to all

countries, it vtLl violate this provision of the GATT.

The folloving chart reveals the viely different

.. mkl-smLU VIII have on various suppliers: --

TWXIZ LDIaTS IX 1985
COQH3AED TO 1984 COMAL WOS

Country Z Changie

Argentina +20.1

AuAW izall +14.5

Anstria +14.7

Barbados 442.3

UiUse +15.0

Bglwadesh + 2.8

Brshl - 40.5
Bulgaria +15.0
Costs Rico +10.G
ChLe +0.5

O.Ins -59.1
TAIWan -6

effect the
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Goloab1a + 8.8

Czechoslovakia +15.0

Dominican Republic + 9.3

Ecuador +312.5

Egypt +14.0

French West Indies +257.0

Finland +15.0

Germau Rep. Dem. +82.5

Grece 0

Guateata +15.0

Guy=& +94.4

wAti +11.7

Hong Kons -17.0

konduras + 9.1

Buz*U +10.2

Iceland +13.2

India -22.2

Indon"La -80.7

Iran "" + 1.0

Israel + 5.0

Jamaica +14.1
Japan -19.9

rar ....- 35.1

Leavard/Wlnward Islands +10.7

Mae&n + 5.6

Ml ysia + 6.5

Ma1~ +15.0

Mauritius + 3.9

Maxoi +14.0

mw Zealand +14.4

Npal + 1.0

icazugua Itnfinite

Paki.t4a -41.2

PSOMM + 1.0
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Peru + 9.9

a a -- 21.2

1- d:2.8

1, +12.9
+ 8.8

,,th I',+ ca 1.-! 4. 0

S V. 'v.: o-7.1

S!- LS. or e -- 2.6

S1th .eia + 1.0

SP?.io -14.8

Sri L 'nka + 5.3

Svitzerland +21.7

.rust Pac ! 1'-d + 1.0
"hT;i i z rid -5 it. 4

Tur:ey + 7.9

t'raguay +12.8

Yususlavia + 9.2

5. The Bill rcay :-ot be ccce .' be:se the r"ted States rlreay

has in place a cimprehensive system of import q-otas. Appioxr-zteiy 80

percent of apparel imports £ote the United Stat,.e a-e already under quotas.

T'-.'s c:isting systcez is ccr- stent .!.h the !T., and 6b,-u!d form the busis

for azy effort by the United States to control iaports of textiles and

apparel. Itoreover, the percentage of tctal i-ports urider q-iotas hss been

Increasing 'er the past few years.

In addition to these q.i&tas, the AC.Ir.'.t:r-ior hts ta.e-n a =---ber

of actions to reduce the level of textile imports Into the United States,

incldung;

1. new country of origin regulations

2. new phased entry regulations; and

3. stricter standards for enforcing calls
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The figures on growth of total textiles imports are snawhat

m eis eaing. The fact that total textile .mrcrts are grwr.g is not a sign

that the present system of bilateral textile agreezents uaeer the KFA is

not workirg. X'ach of this growth is noA--TlA flbers, su ch as silk, r±~Ie,

acd linen. These CIbers are not produced to any vubstan.at &g rea In the

united States. These i- -pcztt thtiticre do n, :zatv w!th V'e cl¢,tA:

products. Further. we feel that rea-cy for ouch problem could be discussed

in the coming negotiations of the MFA renewal within December of this year.

Moreover, mich of the growth in frpnrts from the -Pacifitc -Rn countries

t.s rtreL t growth permitted under the IFA, but which had not been

taken advantage of for several years. The fact that some countries did not

take adva-tnge of th2ir permitted levels of gr-wth in the rast sho.uLd net be

a basis for punishing those countries.

The United States has an elaborate system of trade laws. -If

textile Imports are unfairly traded (with unfairly lowd prices due either to

government subsidization or companies selling below cost), countervailing

duties and antidumping duties nay be imposed to offset the price advantage.

The dczestic industry tried to stop textiles Imports w1th a series of

co..tn-rrai3Ing duty cases a3ainst small c€4ppliera last fall, af which Thailand

is one 4f them. Further, we wo'ld like to stress the follcving points:

(a) In general, the domestic industry was uasu:c.ressful in

proving substantial levels of subsidization; that is why

it is now seeking legislative protection.
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(b) In particular, the ASEAN cotrles had extremely low

levels of subsidization:

Textiles r

Thailand Suspanoion 1.23%
Malaysia negative negative
ndonernia accession accession
Singapore negative negative
The Philippines acceisiods a:cesson

(c) The domestic industry cannot establish that it is being

injured by reason of textile imports; if they could shove

injury, the industry could ure section 201 of the Treda

Act of 1974. vhich provides protection to domestic

Industries that zre injured by fairly traded but injurious

imports.

6. The real problem ,we feel is the increasing domestic dernd and

overvalued dollar. There is a cpnseneuS that the real source of the

enorz~ws united States trade deficit is the overvalued dollar vhi-.h has

rendered U.S. domestic production uncunpetitive vis-&-vis the rest of the

world.

7. The Bill will not help the doestic industry because instead of

limiting total textile imports, It will relyy shift imports from those

countries covered by the Bill tQ those countries not similarly covered.

Of the total growth in textiles Imports for 1983 and 1984, a substantial

portion vas due to suppliers not covered by the Jenkins Bill, such as

Canada, the ZC, ard Mexico. Once the Pacific Pin suppliers are covered by

strict quota, these suppliers vho are not covered by the Bill

would continue their grovtb at an even faster rate, as long as the
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U.S. domestic production remains uncompetitive. Subsequently, not only

that it will not retrieve the lost Jobs, but erosion will also continue.

8. As you are veil aware, the Jen -Lns Bill go-Uld CCot the American

consumers approximately 414 billion per year. The average price of

clothing would increase substaotially. Sone estimates rage as lo as

others range as high as 50 percent.

9. The effect of the Bill on Thailand will be very devastating.

The abrupt sharp reduction of 64.4 percent vill Jeopardize more than

one-sixth of the 600,000 workers directly involved in the production. It

will reduce the total textiles and apparel export earnirgs of Thailand by

about one-fourth. The total textiles and apparel exports of 1nalland in

1984 was Just short of 20,000 million Bhat or about 10 percent of all of

Thailand's exports.

10. The base year of 1980 used was rather arbitrarily, taking the

lowest point of imports due to the weak dollar up to 1984 when the dollar

peaked a difference of more than 30 percent in real value, basing on:

I SDZ * US$1.30 in 1980 as compared with US$0.987 in December 1984;
or an increase of 31.8%

Now that the strength of the dollar is declining towar.a a more realistic

level, we believe that imports will decline and that your trade deficit

problems vill diminish accoidingly.
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11. In the Clo'Sal cate-xt, the 'Jenkins Bill' vould also be

counter-pzoductive to the expansion of world tra e which is vitally

needed for continued vorld prosperity. Forced reduction of the income

of s.ch a largse nv-:bsr of c,uatries, rnst of ;:')ose econc _Ics are M-%rket

oriented, vould red-ice world trade and would certainly incite retaliation

and counter-retaliation. Far fro= saving the U.S. textile industries, the

bill vouid introduce greater difficulties of vorld magnitude in an

already difficult time.

12. The National Federation of Thai Textile Industries fully concurs

with aad supports the extension of the Multlfiber Arrangement as the best

alternative to unilateral approach. We therefore urge the U.S. as

advocate to the principle of 'Tree in4 Fair Trade" to cooperate with cther

countries to find a solution on a multilateral basis that will be fair to

all concerned.

-J
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M.. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

THIS STATEMENT IS SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF GOVERNOR GEORGE R.

ARIYOSHI OF THE STATE OF HAWAII, GOVERNOR A.P. LUTALI OF THE

TERRITORY OF AMERICAN SAMOA, GOVERNOR RICARDO J. BORDALLO OF THE

TERRITORY OF GUAM, AND GOVERNOR PEDRO P. TENORIO OF THE

COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS IN RESPONSE TO THE

COMMITTEE'S INVITATION FOR COMMENTS ON S.680, THE TEXTILE AND

APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT BILL. THERE ARE CURRENTLY APPAREL

PRODUCERS IN HAWAII, GUAM, AND THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS.

OUR GOVERNMENTS ARE VERY CONCERNED THAT THIS BILL REFLECTS A

SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE IN ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TOWARDS ITS TERRITORIES. SECTION 4(4) TREATS "AN INSULAR

POSSESSION OF THE UNITED STATES" AS A "COUNTRY" FOR PURPOSES OF

ENFORCING TEXTILE IMPORT RESTRICTIONS. WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT

AMERICAN COMPANIES LOCATED IN AMERICAN TERRITORIES SHOULD BE

TREATED AS DOMESTIC PRODUCERS.

I. AKERICAN INSULAR POSSESSIONS SHOULD BE EXEMPTED FROM THE

DEFINITION OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

WE BELIEVE THAT CONGRESS IS AT THE CROSSROADS OF DEFINING A

NEW RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE U.S.

TERRITORIES. HISTORICALLY, CONGRESS HAS SOUGHT TO ALLEVIATE THE

FINANCIAL DEPENDENCY OF THE TERRITORIES UPON THE FEDERAL BUDGET

- 2 -
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BY PROVIDING INCENTIVES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE

TERRITORIES. THESE INCENTIVES HAVE BEEN NECESSARY TO ENCOURAGE

PRODUCERS TO LOCATE ON REMOTE ISLANDS WITH FEW NATURAL RESOURCES

AND A SMALL, UNTRAINED LOCAL LABOR FORCE.

HEADNOTE 3(A) OF THE TARIFF SCHEDULES OF THE UNITED STATES

(TSUS) IS AN EXAMPLE OF ONE OF THESE INCENTIVE PROGRAMS.

BASICALLY, IT PROVIDES FOR THE QUOTA-FREE AND DUTY-FREE ENTRY OF

PRODUCTS PRODUCED IN THE INSULAR POSSESSIONS SO LONG AS THEY DO

NOT CONTAIN FOREIGN MATERIALS TO THE VALUE OF MORE THAN 70% OF

THEIR TOTAL VALUE (OR 50% OF THEIR TOTAL VALUE IN THE CASE OF

GARMENTS). THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF HEADNOTE 3(A) INDICATES

THAT THE INTENT OF THE PROGRAM IS TO ENCOURAGE LIGHT INDUSTRY

AND ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS IN THE TERRITORIES. THROUGH THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT'S REPEATED EFFORTS TO RECRUIT INDUSTRY TO LOCATE IN

THE TERRITORIES SEVERAL MANUFACTURERS HAVE INVESTED MILLIONS OF

DOLLARS TO ESTABLISH GARMENT FACTORIES IN GUAM AND THE NORTHERN

MARIANA ISLANDS.

WE FEEL THAT SUCH AN ECONOMIC POLICY IS IN THE BEST

INTERESTS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. AT A TIME WHEN CONGRESS IS

STRUGGLING TO SLASH FEDERAL SPENDING, THE U.S. TERRITORIES STILL

RECEIVE THE MAJORITY OF THEIR FUNDING FROM CONGRESS. A POLICY

THAT ENCOURAGES PRODUCERS TO LOCATE IN THE TERRITORIES WILL

BROADEN OUR REVENUE GENERATING BASE AND DECREASE OUR FINANCIAL

- 3
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DEPENDENCE ON THE FEDERAL DOLLAR. ADDITIONALLY, TO THE EXTENT THAT

THE PACIFIC TERRITORIES ARE OF STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE THEIR PEOPLE

SHOULD NOT BE DISILLUSIONED ABOUT THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE

UNITED STATES BY LOSING EMPLOYMENT AND OFF-ISLAND INVESTMENT AS A

RESULT OF THIS BILL.

THIS COMMITTEE SHOULD REMEMBER THAT THE PEOPLE OF THE

TERRITORIES, WHILE LOCATED MANY MILES FROM WASHINGTON, D.C., ARE

AMERICANS. THE PEOPLE OF GUAM ARE U.S. CITIZENS; THE PEOPLE OF

AMERICAN SAMOA ARE U.S. NATIONALS AND, THE PEOPLE OF THE NORTHERN

MARIANA ISLANDS ARE INTERIM U.S. CITIZENS. FOR MANY YEARS THESE

PEOPLE HAVE BEEN TOLD THAT THEY ARE MEMBERS OF THE "AMERICAN

FAMILY." WOULDN'T YOU THINK THAT, AT A MINIMUM, SUCH MEMBERSHIP

WOULD ALLOW THE TERRITORIES TO TRADE WITH THEIR SISTER STATES

WITHOUT RESTRICTION? TO THE TERRITORIES IT SEEMS AS THOUGH WE ARE

MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY ONLY WHEN MEMBERSHIP EXACTS A HEAVY

PRICE FROM US. BECAUSE THE NORTHERN MARIANAS IS A MEMBER, IT LOST

ITS RIGHT TO CONTROL FISHING IN ITS ANCESTRAL WATERS TO THE STATE

DEPARTMENT WHEN THE MAGNUSON ACT WAS EXTENDED TO THE CNMI, SOLELY

IN THE INTERESTS OF UNIFORMITY. WHILE FOREIGN VESSELS PULL FISH

FROM LOCAL WATERS WITHOUT RESTRICTION, NEIGHBORING PACIFIC

GOVERNMENTS SELL THE RIGHT FOR MILLIONS OF DOLLARS EACH YEAR.

BECAUSE AMERICAN SAMOA IS A MEMBER, IT WAS REQUIRED TO ADOPT A

SYSTEM OF JURY TRIALS OVER ITS STRONG OBJECTION THAT IT WAS IN

CONFLICT WITH THE SAMOAN CULTURE. BECAUSE GUAM IS A MEMBER, IT HAS

- 4 -
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LOST MUCH OF ITS PRIME LAND TO THE UNITED STATES MILITARY, EVEN

THOUGH IT IS NOT IN USE.

THE BASIC TRUTH IS THAT THIS BILL UNFAIRLY DISCRIMINATES

BETWEEN THE CITIZENS OF THE TERRITORIES AND THE CITIZENS OF THE

SOUTHEASTERN STATES. WHILE WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE EFFECT

IMPORTS HAVE HAD ON EMPLOYMENT IN STATESIDE FACTORIES, WE DO NOT

BELIEVE IN ANY SENSE THE ANSWER COULD BE TO PUT AMERICANS OUT OF

WORK IN THE TERRITORIES. EVEN FROM A PRAGMATIC SENSE, THE AMOUNT

OF PRODUCTION IN THE TERRITORIES IS MINISCULE WHEN COMPARED TO ANY

FOREIGN COUNTRY. AND, THE AMOUNT WILL ALWAYS REMAIN SMALL DUE TO A

NUMBER OF FACTORS: THE LIMITED SIZE OF THE LOCAL WORK FORCE, THE

UNDERDEVELOPED ISLAND INFRASTRUCTURE, AND DIFFICULTIES IN

COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION.

11. THE FORMULA APPLIED TO THE TERRITORIES TREATS THEN WORSE THAN

A FOREIGN COUNTRY.

THIS LEGISLATION WOULD ALL BUT DESTROY THE GARMENT INDUSTRY IN

THE TERRITORIES -- A RESULT THAT THE MANDATED ROLLBACK IS UNLIKELY

TO HAVE ON ANY FOREIGN COUNTRY. NO TERRITORY WOULD BE CLASSIFIED

AS A "MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRY". 1985 TEXTILE IMPORTS FOR ANY

TERRITORY WOULD BE LIMITED TO THE 1984 LEVELS PLUS A GROWTH RATE OF

1% FOR IMPORT SENSITIVE ITEMS. THE TERRITORIES OF GUAM AND THE

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS PRODUCED WOOL, COTTON AND MAN MADE FIBER

SWEATERS ONLY IN 1984. SO, THEY WOULD BE SUBJECT TO THE RULE FOR
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IMPORT SENSITIVE ITEMS.

GUAM WOULD BE FROZEN AT ONLY 140,000 DOZEN SWEATERS; THE

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS AT A MERE 47,000 DOZEN SWEATERS. AMERICAN

SAMOA, WHICH HAS NOT YET BEGUN TO PRODUCE SWEATERS, WOULD RECEIVE A

QUOTA THAT IS A FRACTION OF THAT AMOUNT. THE UNWARRANTED RESULT OF

SUCH ROLLBACKS IN AN INFANT INDUSTRY IS THAT THE COST OF

ESTABLISHING A SMALL PRODUCTION FACILITY IS NOT JUSTIFIED BY THE

SMALL QUANTITY OF GOODS THAT CAN BE PRODUCED YEARLY. THE BOTTOM

LINE IS THAT THE PRESENT PRODUCERS IN THE TERRITORIES WILL BE

FORCED TO CLOSE DOWN THEIR OPERATIONS.

WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT THE APPLICATION OF THIS FORMULA TO THE

TERRITORIES IS UNFAIR. WE ARE APPALLED TO DISCOVER THAT THIS

FORMULA IS BEING APPLIED TO AMERICAN TERRITORIES WHEN IT IS NOT

BEING APPLIED TO SOME FOREIGN COUNTRIES, SPECIFICALLY CANADA AND

THE MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY. IF CHARITY

IS TO BEGIN AT HOME, THEN CERTAINLY IT IS THE TERRITORIES WHICH

FIRST SHOULD BE EXEMPTED.

THIS SUBCOMMITTEE SHOULD RECOGNIZE THAT THE RESULT OF THE

FORMULA IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A LOWER QUOTA FOR AMERICAN

TERRITORIES THAN MOST FOREIGN COUNTRIES. IT IS INSULT ENOUGH TO

TREAT AMERICAN TERRITORIES AS FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND PLACE THEIR

PRODUCTS UNDER RESTRICTIONS. BUT, TO RESTRICT THEIR PRODUCTION

MORE THAN THE PRODUCTION OF TRUE FOREIGNERS IS INTOLERABLE.

THE QUOTAS ESTABLISHED FOR FOREIGN COUNTRIES ARE A RESULT OF

- 6 -
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BILATERAL AGREEMENTS AND NEGOTIATION. THE 1984 LEVELS OF MOST OF

THE FOREIGN COUNTRIES WILL MATCH THEIR NEGOTIATED QUOTAS. WE WERE

NEVER GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO NEGOTIATE QUOTAS FOR THE

TERRITORIES. OUR NEW QUOTAS AS A RESULT OF THIS LEGISLATION WILL

REFLECT ONLY THE MINISCULE PRODUCTION OF THE FIRST YEAR OF

PRODUCTION IN THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS AND A LITTLE OVER FIVE

YEARS OF PRODUCTION IN GUAM.

WE HAVE NO NEGOTIATED QUOTAS BECAUSE THERE WAS NEVER ANY REASON

TO REGULATE SUCH SMALL PRODUCERS. A COUNTRY IS CALLED FOR

CONSULTATION WHEN ITS IMPORTS CAUSE MARKET DISRUPTION IN THE UNITED

STATES. NO TERRITORY HAS EVER PRODUCED THAT MANY GARMENTS. THESE

FACTS PRODUCE AN INTERESTING RESULT IN THE LEGISLATION. WHEN

QUOTAS ARE NEGOTIATED THEY ESTABLISH A NUMBER HIGHER THAN THE

THRESHOLD OF MARKET DISRUPTION. SO, THE 1984 LEVELS FOR FOREIGN

COUNTRIES WITH QUOTAS WILL ALL BE IN EXCESS OF THAT LEVEL.

HOWEVER, THE TERRITORIES WILL BE FROZEN AT A LEVEL NOWHERE NEAR THE

POINT OF CONCERN. IF THE FOREIGN COUNTRIES ARE ALLOWED TO CROSS

THIS THRESHOLD, ISN'T THIS FREEZE ON THE TERRITORIES PREMATURE AND

THEREFORE DISCRIMINATORY? WE BELIEVE THE TERRITORIES SHOULD BE

ALLOWED TO PRODUCE FREELY TO THE POINT OF MARKET DISRUPTION JUST AS

FOREIGN COUNTRIES WERE PERMITTED TO PRODUCE. AND, AT THAT POINT, A

QUOTA SHOULD BE NEGOTIATED FOR US. AT THE VERY LEAST, THE FORMULA

FOR THE TERRITORIES SHOULD BE VARIED SO THAT THE QUOTA IS IN EXCESS

OF MARKET DISRUPTION AND REPRESENTATIVE OF A LEVEL ESTABLISHED BY A

- 7 -
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BILATERAL AGREEMENT.

III. IT IS UNFAIR TO APPLY A FORMULA TO THE TERRITORIES BASED ON

1984 PRODUCTION SINCE ACTION BY THE ADMINISTRATION THAT YEAR

ALL BUT PERMANENTLY CLOSED THE INDUSTRY IN THE TERRITORIES.

DUE TO THE LOW LEVEL OF APPAREL IMPORTS FROM THE TERRITORIES,

NO TERRITORY WOULD BE CLASSIFIED AS A "MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRY".

SO, THE 1985 TEXTILE IMPORTS FOR ANY TERRITORY WOULD BE LIMITED TO

1984 LEVELS PLUS A GROWTH RATE OF 1% FOR IMPORT SENSITIVE ITEMS AND

15% FOR OTHER ITEMS. BECAUSE 1984 WAS THE YEAR THE INTERIM

REGULATIONS WERE INTRODUCED BY TREASURY, PRODUCTION ALL BUT CEASED

MID YEAR IN THE TERRITORIES. AS A RESULT, THE QUOTAS, BASED ON

ACTUAL PRODUCTION, WILL BE VERY LOW FOR THE TERRITORIES. IN 1984,

ONLY GUAM AND THE NORTHERN MARIANAS PRODUCED GARMENTS AND THIS WAS

LIMITED TO SIX CATEGORIES OF SWEATERS. ANY OTHER TYPE OF GARMENT

FOR THOSE TERRITORIES AND ANY TYPE OF GARMENT FOR AMERICAN SAMOA

WOULD BE SUBJECT TO THE FORMULA FOR MINIMUM QUANTITIES. IN THE

END, ALL GARMENT PRODUCTION IN THE TERRITORIES WILL BE LIMITED TO A

BARE MINIMUM. THE COST OF ESTABLISHING A PRODUCTION FACILITY IS

NOT JUSTIFIED BY THE SMALL QUANTITY OF GOODS THAT CAN BE PRODUCED

YEARLY. IN FACT, IT IS LIKELY THAT THE PRESENT PRODUCERS WILL BE

FORCED TO CLOSED DOWN THEIR OPERATIONS.

THE BENEFIT OF LOCATING SUCH INDUSTRY IN THE TERRITORIES IS

THAT THE HEAVY LABOR COMPONENT (KNITTING, FOR EXAMPLE) CAN BE DONE

- 8 -
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ABROAD WHILE LESS LABOR-INTENSIVE PARTS OF THE PROCESS CAN BE DONE

IN THE UNITED STATE TERRITORY AND THE ARTICLE WILL BE CONSIDERED

PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES. (GUAM HAS THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE

LAW; THE CNMI HAS THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT BUT THEIR OWN

MINIMUM WAGE LAW OF $2.15 PER HOUR TO SUIT THEIR DIFFERENT

ECONOMY.)

CONGRESS SPECIFICALLY ENACTED HEADNOTE 3(A) TO ENCOURAGE LIGHT

INDUSTRY AND ASSEMBLY OPERATORS TO LOCATE IN THE TERRITORIES. IN

RECENT YEARS, CONGRESS HAS RECOMMENDED RETAINING THIS PROGRAM

BECAUSE OF ITS CONTRIBUTION TO THE ECONOMIC WELL-BEING AND

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TERRITORIES. IN GUAM, SIGALLO PAC HAS 400

EMPLOYEES. IN THE NORTHERN MARIANAS THERE ARE 391 EMPLOYEES, AN

INVESTMENT OF 2.65 MILLION DOLLARS IN EQUIPMENT AND LONG-TERM

LEASES FOR 91,000 SQUARE FEET.

IN 1984, PRESIDENT REAGAN ORDERED THE COMMITTEE FOR

IMPLEMENTATION OF TEXTILE AGREEMENTS (CITA) TO DEVELOP A W7ANS FOR

PREVENTING THE CIRCUMVENTION OF BILATERAL TRADE AGREEMENTS. THE

TREASURY DEPARTMENT WITHOUT WARNINGS PUBLISHED CITA'S RECOMMENDED

REGULATIONS IN AUGUST OF 1984 FOR IMMEDIATE APPLICATION. TO THE

COMPLETE SURPRISE OF THE TERRITORIES, THE REGULATIONS APPLIED TO

INSULAR POSSESSIONS AS WELL AS FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

THE INTERIM REGULATIONS, WHICH HAVE SINCE BEEN FULLY ADOPTED,

ESTABLISH A STRICTER COUNTRY OF ORIGIN RULE. IN BRIEF, THEY

REQUIRE SUBSTANTIAL PROCESSING IN A COUNTRY OF ORIGIN. SPECIFICALLY

- 9 -
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EXCLUDED AS SUBSTANTIAL PROCESSING ARE COMBINING AND ASSEMBLY

OPERATIONS, THE BREAD AND BUTTER OF THE TERRITORIES. OUR

MANUFACTURERS HAD RELIED ON CUSTOMS SERVICE RULINGS THAT LINKING

OPERATIONS USED IN THE TERRITORIES QUALIFIED THESE PRODUCTS AS

ORIGINATING IN THE TERRITORIES. NOW THOSE OPERATIONS WOULD NO

LONGER BE ENOUGH. THE PANELS WOULD HAVE TO BE KNIT IN THE

TERRITORIES AS WELL. OTHERWISE, THE ASIAN COUNTRY DOING THE

KNITTING WOULD BE THE COUNTRY OF ORIGIN. THAT WOULD REQUIRE THE

USE OF THAT COUNTRY'S QUOTA AND THE PAYMENT OF DUTIES. THE

TERRITORIES DO NOT HAVE SUFFICIENT NUMBERS OF SKILLED WORKERS TO DO

THE KNITTING AND AS SMALL ISLANDS ARE NOT WILLING TO ALLOW THE

ENTRY OF SUCH A LARGE NUMBER OF ALIENS AS TO PERMIT KNITTING. SO,

SWEATER MANUFACTURING IN THE TERRITORIES BECAME NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE.

BY DECEMBER, TWO OF THE THREE FACTORIES IN THE NORTHERN MARIANAS

HAD SHUT DOWN.

IN VIEW OF THE DISASTROUS EFFECT OF THE REGULATIONS, A

TEMPORARY LIMITED WAIVER OF THE REGULATIONS WAS GRANTED BY

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT. HOWEVER, THE SUM IN THE NORTHERN

MARIANA IS ONLY 70,000 DOZEN SWEATERS AND THE SUM IN GUAM IS

160,000 DOZEN SWEATERS. BOTH AGREEMENTS EXPIRE IN NOVEMBER.

WORSE YET, THE STORY CONTINUES. THIS WAIVER IS ONLY OF THE

QUOTA VISA; SO, THE PRODUCTS ARE STILL FROM A FOREIGN COUNTRY.

THEY ARE DUTIABLE. THIS LAST MONTH THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT

ANNOUNCED ITS INTEREST TO CHARGE DUTIES AT SOME DATE AFTER

- 10 -
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OCTOBER 1, 1985. THE TERRITORIES FACE THE WORST OF ALL POSSIBLE

WORLDS. DUTIES OF THIRTY PERCENT OR SO ADDED ON TO THEIR COST OF

PRODUCTION WILL RENDER THEM INCAPABLE OF COMPETING WITH STATESIDE

MANUFACTURERS. AND, HIGH LABOR COSTS GUARANTEED BY OUR MINIMUM

WAGE LAWS WILL RAISE OUR PRODUCTION COSTS ABOVE OUR FOREIGN

NEIGHBORS. IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET, THE TERRITORIES CAN COMPETE

WITH ANYONE.

IT IS AGAINST THIS BACKGROUND THAT S.680 IS INTRODUCED. IT

SETS QUOTAS BASED ON 1984 PRODUCTION; BUT, PRODUCTION LARGELY CAME

TO A HALT IN THE LAST THIRD OF' 1984 FOR TERRITORIES. BECAUSE OF

THE REGULATIONS, FACTORIES COULD NOT OBTAIN WORK ORDERS. AT THE

MINIMUM, NEW MACHINERY WOULD HAVE TO BE SHIPPED TO THE ISLANDS AND

WORKERS TRAINED TO OPERATE THE MACHINES. 1984 PRODUCTION FIGURES,

THEREFORE, ARE CONSIDERABLY BELOW CAPACITY. TO USE THAT YEAR AS A

MEASURE IS EXTREMELY UNFAIR.

CONCLUSION

AS THE GOVERNORS OF THE AMERICAN LANDS IN THE PACIFIC BASIN WE

ARE ALARMED AT THIS LEGISLATION WHICH DISINHERITS THE AMERICAN

TERRITORIES. THE PEOPLE PENALIZED BY THIS ACT WILL NOT BE ASIAN

BUSINESSMEN, BUT AMERICANS - BOTH WORKERS AND INVESTORS. EITHER WE

ARE PART OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY OR WE ARE NOT. CONGRESS CANNOT

PICK AND CHOOSE ON A CASE-BY-CASE BASIS WHETHER FOR ONE LAW WE ARE

AMERICAN AND FOR ANOTHER WE ARE FOREIGN. IF WE ARE AMERICAN

- 1i -
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CITIZENS OR NATIONALS, WHO SERVE AS AMERICAN MILITARY OFFICERS, WHO

ARE SUBJECT ON OUR SOIL TO AMERICAN COURTS, WHO FLY THE AMERICAN

FLAG HIGHEST ABOVE OUR COUNCILS OF GOVERNMENT, THEN WE SHOULD BE

ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN AMERICAN TRADE.

EACH OF OUR STATE AND TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENTS STANDS READY TO

PROVIDE THIS COMMITTEE WITH ASSISTANCE TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC AND

RATIONAL TREATMENT TO THE AMERICAN TERRITORIES.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

GEORGE R. ARIYOSHI RICARDO J. BORDALLO
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII GOVERNOR OF GUAM

A.P. LUTALI PEDRO P. TENORIO
GOVERNOR OF AMERICAN SAMOA GOVERNOR OF THE NORTHERN

MARIAANA ISLANDS

ATTORNEY GENER OF THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS
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TEXTILE AND APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT
ACT

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Chafee, and Grassley.
Senator DANFORTH. This is the third day of hearings on S. 680,

the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.
Congressman Frenzel, we are delighted you are here. Please pro-

ceed.

STATEMENT BY HON. BILL F'RENZEL, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. FRENZEL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleas-
ure to appear before your subcommittee today.

I appear in opposition to S. 608, the textile quota bill. I do so on a
variety of grounds; the first is the additiona cost to the consumer.
The most frequently cited cost estimates are those prepared by the
International Business and Economic Research Corp., which indi-
cates that the current costs of tariffs and quotas of textiles to con-
sumers is now about $23 billion, and that the increase in costs
under this particular bill will run to nearly $3.5 billion a year or
over $15 billion in 5 years.

There are other estimates by the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, the FTC, and by the administration. The committee is famil-
iar with them. Suffice it to say, for now, that the cost to consumers
is unreasonable.

It is also true that quotas, as was true in the case of cars, are
going to raise the price-per-garment. As countries find they cannot
ship what they used to, they will ship the most expensive items
that they have.

But also note that in the letter to various Members of Congress
from the five Cabinet officials earlier in the year, a net loss to the
economy of $2 billion a year is indicated under this particular bill.
Pretty tough medicine, I think, to support one rather well-protect-
ed industry.

The second objection to the bill is that it deals with some of our
trading partners in an inequitable way. I think we have all heard

(985)
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the horror stories about the 80- to 90-percent reduction that Indo-
nesia would have to accept under this bill. I guess I am more wor-
ried about a couple of others-three, particularly. One is Thailand,
which fought with us in our last three wars, which is taking refu-
gees and holding off Communist governments on three borders, and
which will be absolutely wiped out by this particular bill. They will
take a 64-percent cut. They haven't got much else to ship us.

Second is the PRC. I was in Beijing a few weeks ago and was told
that China will of course continue buying things from the United
States after we pass this bill, but only things they can't buy else-
where. For the Chinese, by far the largest exports to the United
States is textiles. If they are unable to ship, they will be unable to
buy.

The third one is Hong Kong, which takes a pretty good hit under
this bill. The reason I mention them is because it is perhaps the
only country in the world that has no restrictions on our doing
business there, no tariffs or quotas on our goods other than booze
and cigarettes. It seems to me that is a pretty shabby way to repay
the only country in the world that actually has a free market and
believes in and practices free trade.

I want to just talk for a minute about South America. You know
the conditions in Peru, Brazil, and Colombia. They are affected
very strongly by this bill. If it is passed, who knows how they are
going to pay their bank loan interest? I certainly don't.

Finally, the Possessions. In 1985 when we stiffened the country-
of-origin regulations, they lost the duty-free status they had under
headnote 3(a) and for the first time had quotas assigned to them.
Now they will have reduced quotas. I must invite the committee's
attention to the fact that these are American citizens who are
going to lose their jobs-perhaps only a few hundred, for instance
on the Island of Guam, but it is still the largest single nongovern-
ment employer on that island.

When I was in Asia, it was continually thrown up to me that this
bill is called in Asia "The White Man's Bill." I didn't name it that;
they did. But they feel it is anti-Asian, and of course Asia is that
part of the world market where we think the best U.S. opportuni-
ties lie for the future. It seems to me that if we lay this bill on
them, we have big trouble. You know that it violates the MFA and
our bilateral treaties with 38 countries. I will not go into that.

I do want to talk a little bit about licenses and the number of
employees that will be required at the Department of Commerce,
the amount of backlog of applications we are going to have, at least
when it begins and probably continually, the difficulty there will
be for small importers who probably will not be able to obtain li-
censes, and the cost of the license system, whether it is a flat fee,
or whether it is an auction, cost will of course be added to the gar-
ments. We already have a high cost to each garment coming into
this country from countries under quota now, such as Hong Kong,
where the additional cost of a sweater is somewhere between $5
and $8 just for the Hong Kong producer to buy his export ticket.

Mr. Chairman, I think our tariffs are high enough in this indus-
try. They are over 22 percent on apparel, and they are over 9 per-
cent on textiles. The average tariff on all goods coming into this
country is a little over 3 percent. Eighty percent of all textile and
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apparel imports are under quotas now. We have had 300 new
quotas established in the last 4 years.

This industry has been protected since long before I was around.
I note we had our first VRA with Japan in 1957. We have exempt-
ed textiles/apparels from GSP and CBI. U.S. textiles are treated fa-
vorably in the Israel free trade agreement. And in the treaty now
pending, the Treaty of Free Association, they are also exempted.

I want to talk a minute about jobs in this, what is recognized as
a cyclical industry.

The job losses in the industry that are cited were mostly pre-
1982. As a matter of fact, most of the import increases occurred be-
tween 1982 and 1984. During that period our production was up as
well.

I am told that in the IBERC study it is expected that this bill
will save 71,400 jobs, however there will be a retail trade loss of
jobs of 61,000, and who knows how many others in retaliation
against industries, import industries, transportation and service in-
dustries? So the net gain is likely to be a net loss. Thirty-six States,
just looking at the retail loss alone, will lose jobs.

The jobs that are saved, Mr. Chairman, if you believe the study,
and there are plenty of studies for you to believe, will cost, in ap-
parel jobs, $66,000 per job, and in textile jobs about $27,000 per job.
Now, this is an industry that is not noted for high-wage employ-
ment, and it seems to me there are a lot of other cheaper ways if
we want to simply pay off a certain number of employees.

I would also suggest that TAA might be improved. I note your
committee is working on a program for that, to protect areas where
job losses are highly concentrated in small communities.

Finally, I would state that the areas most affected-North Caroli-
na, South Carolina, and Georgia-the last time I looked, in May,
had unemployment rates respectively of 5.4, 5.7, and 6.3 against a
U.S. rate of 7.0. Yet, this bill proposes to penalize all of the con-
sumers and taxpayers of the United States, which in aggregate has a
higher unemployment rate, to take care of alleged unemployment
rates in States which have less of an unemployment rate.

In general, Mr. Chairman, I think this is bad policy. It is a bad
bill. It is bad for the consumers. And it is likely in the long run to
be bad for the industry, because it will restrict competition. We
know what happens to our industry when that occurs.

I thank the chairman and the subcommittee for hearing my tes-
timony.

Senator DANFORTH. Congressman, thank you very much. We
have had 2 days of hearings so far. Advocates of this bill point out
that textile plants are closing rapidly, that every week or so a new
plant closes particularly in the Carolinas, that the people who are
employed in textiles and apparel often are women, minorities,
people in low-income jobs, and that frequently there is no other al-
ternative for them in the job market should their businesses close
down. What would you say to them? That the answer is trade ad-
justment assistance? Or would you say that maybe something else
should be done to relieve the problem of the textile and apparel
people?

Congressman FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, in the wide range of rem-
edies I believe the quotas are about the worst. Tariff increases are
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the next worst; and, from there on, whatever else you can do is a
little more positive.

I have heard from my colleagues, particularly one in North Caro-
lina, who tells me a plant closes every 11 days. If so, the State is
doing a remarkable job of absorbing unemployment, based on the
figures that are available to me. But obviously, everybody that is
unemployed is an enormous problem for the country and a person-
al catastrophe. I think a reworking of the TAA, which applies par-
ticularly to communities where a single industry or a single plant
dominates the employment scene, is probably one of the ways that
we can do that. I know you are working on one, and we are, too. I
don't know if they are area-specific or what they are.

You can never look a person in the eye who is out of a job and
wants to work, and can't get a job because of no fault of his or her
own, and find an adequate excuse. But the fact is that, as areas go,
unemployment does not seem to be as much of a problem there as
it is in other areas where we are not apparently wanting to resort
to such draconian measures of relief.

Senator DANFORTH. Congressman, thank you very much for your
testimony.

Congressman FRENZEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. The next witness is Senator Gramm.
[Congressman Frenzel's prepared testimony follows:]
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Testimony by Congressman Bill Frenzel

Senate Finance Committee

Monday, September 23, 1985

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify

in opposition to the Textile and Apparel Enforcement Act of

1985, S. 680. In my judgement, this bill is protectionist

in the worst sense. It is fraught with problems which I

would like to discuss briefly.

Consumer Cost-- The International Business and Economic

Research Corporation (IBERC) estimates that over a 5 year

period, the total cost of this bill to the apparel consumer

is 100 times more than any benefits derived by apparel

workers. Likewise, consumer cost to textile consumers would

be 25 times as large as any benefits derived by textile

workers. IBERC estimates a $3.4 billion consumer cost

yearly, or about $15.3 billion over 5 years. Other esti-

mates, including one by the Administration, have ranged even

higher, up to a $26 billion total. The price that consumers

will have to pay for each job saved is $66,019 and $26,934

for textiles. The average apparel/textile job pays about

$12,000 per year. The textile bill would have a
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devastating affect on lower income consumers. Not only

would they have to pay at least 10% more for their clothing,

but they would find fewer of the lower-cost items available.

The tighter the quotas, the more we will see higher-priced

items shipped to the US, As was the case with the Japanese

auto restraint.

Inequities of the bill-- Mr. Chairman, I am very

concerned about the impact of this bill on our trading

partners. Textiles and apparel are often the only items

these countries have to export. They have already experi-

enced tight quotas and minimum growth rates on many items

under the MFA. They already suffer from our high tariffs

and all of the other restraints we have placed on textile

imports. Many of the countries most affected strategically

very important for the US. This bill will curb their

ability to earn US dollars to purchase US products to

service their debts. One estimate is that $3.5 billion of

US currency will be lost for purchases of US exports.

Some examples of how this bill would hurt some of our allies

are:

Thailand--a 64% cut. Textiles are 10% of their exports.

100,000 jobs would be lost and social unrest increased.

Their cut is much more significant than that of the Big
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Three. Thailand also purchases 5% of US cotton exports--50%

of their imports.

PRC--56% cut. The country has told us it would retaliate.

Since MFN began for the PRC in 1980 and the exports were low

that year, it objects to basing the quotas on 1980 levels.

It has retaliated before, and states clearly it will do so

again.

Korea--35% cut. Textiles are 25% of their manufacturing

capability. MFA already has severe limits on Korea--l% on

wool and 2.5% on other categories. Korea has a $6.4 billion

debt service obligation--much to US banks. Most of its

cotton purchases are-from the US.

Hong Kong--ll% cut. Hong Kong is-free from all barriers to

US exports. It's import share has declined recently. It is

the one "pure" trading country in the world.

Indonesia--90% reduction. It has threatened retaliation of

what it calls a serious MFA violation.

Pakistan--40% of its manufacturing capability is tex-

tiles/apparel. It says it would retaliate.

Taiwan--47% cut. The bill would place 3% of its work force

out of work. They purchase US cotton, agricultural pro-

ducts, and high technology products.

Insular Possessions--A major inequity will occur for the US

insular possessions. After the Administration's 1985

executive order which tightened country of origin designa-

tion, those countries for the first time were assigned
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apparel quotas. In addition, since they lost country of

origin designation, and thereby lose the benefits afforded

to insular possesions under Headnote 3(a), they will have to

pay tariffs for the first time. Now this bill will cut the

already low quotas assigned to these countries - a triple

whammy for these people who are considered to be US citi-

zens. This bill prefers to treat them like foreigners.

Other Developing Countries--Many other countries including

Brazil, Bangladesh, Argentina, Columbia, Romania, Singapore,

Peru, and others have vehemently objected. All have huge

debts and heavy interest payments to US banks.

European countries.. .Nations outside of the EC have com-

plained, such as the EFTA nations, especially Switzerland,

Sweden, and Austria.

Even the exempted EC countries object to our jeopardiz-

ing the MFA. They say they rejected demands to limit

textile/apparel imports from the US in 1980 because they

recognized that much of the problem related to exchange rate

differentials. They also resisted limits on quotas when

imports rose 225% between 1970 and 1974. The EC has

been undergoing much greater restructuring of its industry

than we have faced.

This bill has been called the "white man's bill" in

the Far East because the Asian nations believe it is direct-

ed at them and may have a racial bias. It excludes the

current nations of the European Community, Canada, and the

CBI nations. Recently, imports of textiles and apparel have
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increased through these countries, and we can expect many

new imports of textiles and apparel as well in some of the

lower-wage countries where Far East textile/apparel opera-

tions will shift their production.

Mexico--Because US textile interests and investments are big

in Mexico, it-has favorable treatment in the bill. It will

recieve the higher growth rate that lesser developed coun-

tries receive, in order that the 807 operations owned by big

US manufacturers will be protected.

Treaty Violations--This bill violates the MFA, since it

eliminates the concept of direct negotiating with our

allies. It eliminates the principle that we must prove

market disruption before new quotas can be initiated, or

growth levels limited. It rolls back current quotas unilat-

erally which is clearly violative of the MFA.

The record shows that the MFA does work. Any loose ends

should be negotiated next year, including the question of

possible addition of silk, linen, and ramie. The share of

import market for the Big Three importers has declined,

according to the Department of Commerce. Taiwan went from a

23% share in 1980 to 18% in 1984. Korea from 17% to 13%.

Hong Kong from 22% to 16%.

Licensing System--Another inequity in the bill is the

complicated import licensing system set up to regulate

imports.- The number of employees needed at Commerce to--
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create this new bureaucracy would be overwhelming. There is

no way that needed requests for extra employees will be

honored by OMB in these times of severe fiscal problems.

The delays caused by entry applications piling up at Com-

merce would basically have the effect of eliminating most

imports. Also the fee system, either flat or auction, that

would have to be set up to regulate the licensing system

would be costly to importers and consumers, and worst of

all, it might eliminate many small importers completely.

The uncertainty this would create would force others out of

business. The cost of our own fees would, of course, be

added on to quota auction costs that are operating in other

countries. Several years ago, Canada tried an import

licensing system for a year but abandoned it due to the

chaos it created.

Supply Problems--The bill also does not account for

current supply problems. There are some garments that US

domestic manufacturers will not produce--perhaps due to the

complicated design of the garment, or of a short run re-

quest. The US industry does not always satisfy all of the

fashion needs of the US consumer.

Coverage--The bill's coverage is too broad. Specifi-

cally, it includes stuffed textile toys--the toy manufactur-

ers have strongly objected to this inclusion and many other

non-apparel textile items which should not be covered. Few

are made in this country. It would also limit the import of
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antique ethnic clothing which is not available in this

country.

It would further place silk, linen, and ramie under

quota for the first time. Silk is not made in this country

and is considered a luxury fabric which should not compete

with low-priced fabrics or garments. This bill would

literally force US consumers not to buy products which are

not made here. The import problem seems to be exacerbated

by the apparel industry itself which, according to its

industry association, imports 25% of its needs.

Unemployment--Despite my objections to this bill, I do

sympathize with the plight of the textile and apparel

workers who have lost their jobs. Particularly, I can

understand how devastating the loss of a textile plant is to

a small town that has very few employment opportunities. I

sympathize with them, just as I do with workers in other

major US industries, which are, likewise, going through very

difficult periods of adjustment.

While I also recognize that imports have had an effect

on employment in the US textile/apparel industry, I believe

that there are other factors as well that have contributed

to the decline of the industry. First of all, productivity

improvements have had an effect. Next, the overvalued

dollar must be blamed along with the general economic

turndown in 1984, a year with significant plant closings.

High inventories due to anticipated high consumer demand in
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1984, which did not occur, must also be blamed. Also some

of our trading partners just recently took advantage of

quota growth from past years which contributed to a surge in

imports during 1983-84.

While the unemployment figures are over the average

for all manufacturing, in 1984 textile employment increased

by 10,000 workers while apparel employment increased by

32,000 workers. This was the year that many textile plants

closed due to lower demand. The figures would tend to show

that productivity increases have Made the competitive parts

of the textile/apparel industry stronger.

Most of the job losses in the textile/apparel industry

occured before 1983. 75% of the import increases were

between 1982-84. During that time, domestic production went

up 15% (IBERC) resulting in the job increases above. This

suggests that productivity have had a lot to do with the

loss of employment in the textile/apparel industry.

Senator Jesse Helms, in his newsletter, estimates produc-

tivity improvements at 4% per year. IBERC also says that

14% of the initial employment gains of the textile bill

should be lost within 5 years due to productivity gains.

A chart done on the House side shows that from 1982 to

1985, US production, imports, and US employment are closely

related. US employment rises when imports increase and

likewise employment drops when imports drop suggesting that

general economic downturns have more of an effect on employ-

ment in the industry than imports.
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The IBERC study estimates jobs to be gained under S.

680 to be 35,272 in the textile industry and in the apparel

industry 36,141. In comparison, jobs lost in the retail

industry during the same period are 57,931 in apparel and

3,577 in textiles. We gain 71,413 jobs--but we lose 61,508

jobs. That does not even figure the jobs lost in importing,

transportation and other services, plus those lost through

retaliation. 36 states will lose jobs, according to IBERC,

if this bill passes. My own state of Minnesota will lose

1096 in retail only. I would expect many more jobs lost in

Minnesota's agriculture and high-tech communities through

retaliation.

In addition to the small net job gain, consumers will

pay $66,000 per job for apparel and $27,000 per job in

textiles, as I mentioned above. We have also forced other

sectors of the economy to suffer loss of exports due to

retaliation and we have also seriously risked our relations

with many needy developing countries.

Finally, the unemployment rate in the three states

allegedly most affected by textiles, North Carolina, South

Carolina, and Georgia, were respectively,_5.3%, 5.7%, and

6.3% in May of 1985, all under the average for the whole

country. If S. 608 is passed, consumers who stand a greater

chance of being unemployed elsewhere will be asked to pony

up 10%+ more for apparel purchases to save the jobs of

people less likely to be unemployed.
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I do not think we should ignore the plight of the US

textile/apparel industry. We should try to find retraining

programs, such as trade adjustment assistance, that can be

adapted to fit the special needs of the US textile/apparel

industry. We should also address the particular complaints

of circumvention , coverage, and quota growth during the

upcoming MFA negotiations.

We must get our own economic house in order to bring

down the value of the dollar and to maintain the right mix

of tax incentives to keep our industries competitive.

Current Protections--The US textile/apparel industry

recieves the highest protection in the nation. Its tariffs

are the highest--averaging 22.7% for apparel and 9.2% for

textiles (our average tariff on manufactured goods is 3.2%).

We would lose $800 million per year in tariffs if this bill

were passed. We have the MFA along with bilateral agree-

ments with 34 nations. The MFA has been extended twice,

each time providing for more quotas and lower growth limits

on sensitive products. 80% of our textile/ apparel imports

are now under quota. 300 new quotas have been initiated

since 1981. The combined cost of protection from both

quotas and the tariffs is $23 billion per year according to

IBERC. Textiles have recieved the longest protection of all

our domestic industries, beginning in 1957 when we estab-

lished a VRA with Japan. We have tightened our country of

origin regulations to eliminate quota
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circumvention. We have modified our call regulations to

make it easier to claim market disruption and thereby

initiate new quotas. We have kept textiles/apparel out of

the GSP, the CBI, and given them less favorable treatment

under the Isreal FTA. I don't think we can do much more

without seriously risking our relationships with our allies,

and without the expectation that the government owes all

injured industries this kind of extraordinary treatment.

The textile bill is looked upon as a quick fix. Not

only will it not accomplish any real relief to the domestic

industry, it will wreak havoc with rest of our economy and

seriously harm our foreign policy interests. We must very

carefully consider all of the negative aspects of the bill.

This is a bill which should never see the light of day. I

urge my Senate colleagues to vote against it.

STATEMENT BY HON. PHIL GRAMM, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Senator GRAMM. Mr. Chairman, thank you for giving me an op-
portunity to come before you today.

I would like to talk about two issues that are important to S. 680,
but which I think are fundamental to all the proposed protectionist
measures in the Congress. One has to do with the basic assertion of
the new protectionist that America is losing jobs due to the trade
deficit, and the second has to do with the fundamental assertion
that raising tariffs or setting quotas will improve the situation. De-
viating from my background as a schoolteacher to be brief, I would
like to go through and address those two issues, and then make a
simple proposal about a bill that I will introduce today or tomor-
row and that I may offer as an amendment to S. 680, that will ac-
tually increase American jobs by opening up markets rather than
closing them. But before I do that, let me touch on a couple of
major points that I think are almost totally neglected in the debate
about protectionism.

Seldom does a day go b that I don't open the Washington Post
or listen to somebody in the House or Senate talking about Amer-
ica losing jobs. The argument is that due to our trade deficit we are
sending millions of jobs abroad. In fact, I have heard a claim which
is verified only by repetition that says, "For every billion dollars of
trade deficit, America loses 25,000 jobs." And several times last
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week inmost of the Nation's major newspapers that figure was em-
ployed to project that we are losing 3.5 million jobs a year due to
this trade deficit.

Now, first of all, Mr. Chairman, that is totally false. There is no
evidence whatsoever to substantiate that, on net, the United States
is losing jobs to anybody. In fact, there is every evidence to sub-
stantiate the fact that we are gaining jobs at the expense of our
trading partners.

There is no doubt that if you are in an area which is facing stiff
foreign competition, and you are being undersold in price or out-
produced in quality, that there are companies going out of business
and that there are jobs being lost. But if you look at the aggregate
economy, in the last 3 years we have created 8 million new jobs, in
the most rapid period of economic growth in the 20th century in
terms of job creation except for the period 1940 and the first half of
1941 as we mobilized into World War II. So it is somewhat strange
that all of the people who are talking about America losing jobs
fail to look at the fact that there was only one period in the 20th
century where the United States has created more jobs than it has
in the last 3 years, during which the trade deficit has grown.

I guess the logic of the argument is that we are losing jobs and
the jobs are going to those two areas that have the biggest trade
surpluses-the European Economic Community and Japan. The
only problem is that, while it makes good political rhetoric to make
those assertions, there are no -facts whatsoever to back up these
claims.

In the last 3 years, Europe has stagnated as unemployment has
risen by 17 percent. In the last 3 years, while America's trade defi-
cit has risen and American employment has skyrocketed, unem-
ployment in Japan has risen-the percentage of unemployment-
by 12 percent. So, the truth is, there is no evidence whatsoever to
substantiate that in the aggregate the United States is losing jobs
because of.the trade deficit.

A second point I would like to make has to do with the assertion
that we can somehow improve on the situation by raising tariffs or
by imposing quotas. It is important to remember that we have a
freely set exchange rate, set on the world currency market by
people in the United States who are trying to buy foreign curren-
cies to undertake expenditures, to undertake investment and to
pay debts. It is also set by foreigners who are trying to buy dollars
to spend money in the United States, to invest in the United
States, and to pay debt here. And that the exchange rate is set so
that in dollar terms foreigners are trying to buy as many dollars as
Americans are trying to convert into the currencies of those coun-
tries.

This is a free market price that is set in the presence of a great
deal of information and almost instantaneous exchange.

If we imposed a quota, for example, under S. 680, the argument
would be made that this would not only help textiles but that it
would help employment. The truth is, that is not a fact. If we im-
posed a quota that forced Americans to reduce their consumption
of foreign textiles, that would represent a reduction in demand for
foreign currencies by Americans using dollars. That would mean
that the dollar would rise on the world currency market, not fall;
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and, while we would protect some jobs in textiles, we would do so
by raising the value of the dollar and making the United States
less competitive in those areas where we have a comparative ad-
vantage, where we have modernized, where we can compete on the
world market.

So the truth is that what we do through this process, if we adopt
S. 680, is to simply transfer jobs from those areas where we have a
competitive advantage, where we are selling on the world market,
to an area where we are buying on the world market.

I don't need to greatly elaborate on the fact that this is exactly
what Britain and France have done for 20 years. In protecting an
industry where they are not competitive, they have lowered their
competitiveness in industries where they are competitive, and in
the process, the world and those countries in particular have lost.

Finally, I want to make one more point before turning briefly to
a proposal for an amendment that I might offer on the floor.

It is asserted that we are in the process of experiencing the hor-
rors of becoming a debtor nation, that Ronald Reagan may be
asleep in the White House but the American people have come to
recognize that we are about to be a debtor nation.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make note that we were a
debtor nation between 1867 and 1914. After 1914, that debtor
status, mostly due to World War I, was reversed. During this horri-
ble period of being a debtor nation, we experienced the most rapid
rate of economic growth in the history of mankind. We had a
growth in labor productivity the magnitude and endurance of
which had never been experienced anywhere else during that
period. We went from basically an underdeveloped agricultural
nation to the richest and most powerful nation on Earth. During
that period, 20 million immigrants came to this country seeking op-
portunity and freedom, and found them both.

The truth is, there is nothing inherently bad or inherently good
about trade deficits. There is nothing inherently bad or inherently
good about being a net importer of capital. What is important is
why it is happening.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, in closing out my comments on
this general trade issue, that our problem is not the trade deficit
but the Federal deficit. Due to the fact that the Federal Govern-
ment is borrowing $200 billion a year, we are competing with the
private sector, driving up interest rates, and in the process we have
produced the highest real interest rates in the world. These inter-
est rates have acted as a magnet, drawing capital from all over the
Earth. We are drawing capital from Europe and Japan from people
trying to convert their currencies into dollars to invest at these
high interest rates. We have produced our excessive value for the
dollar, 40 percent above the purchasing power of the dollar in
terms of goods and services, and in the process created the major
cause of our trade deficit, the major cause of the overvaluation of
the dollar.

If we in Congress want to deal with the problem, it seems to me,
Mr. Chairman, that we ought to do it by dealing with the Federal
deficit, that to engage in protectionism not only invites retaliation
but will hurt the very people we are seeking to help.
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I noted in your question earlier that you talked about those who
might lose their jobs in textiles as being among the poorest manu-
facturing workers in the country. But I think it is important to re-
member that a quota on textiles or a tariff on textiles imposes a
very real cost on the poorest of our citizens. In fact, new data sug-
gests that families with below $10,000 of income are already paying
more in terms of taxes as a result of tariffs and licensing fees and
quotas than they are paying in terms of income taxes. So, we are
talking about the most regressive tax in our society.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I am going to introduce today or tomor-
row the United States Products Integration Incentive Act of 1985.
It is a very simple bill that recognizes many of our imports have a
lot of American content.

Currently, under the 807 Program, in imposing tariffs we take
this into account. For example, if we send cloth and zippers and
buttons, if we provide the cutting of the material and truck it to
Mexico and they sew it into trousers, then we take into account
U.S. content before imposing a tariff. But in imposing the quota we
do not take that into account.

My proposal, Mr. Chairman, is to take into account American
content in setting the quota and to give some advantage under ex-
isting quotas to those nations who are heavy users of U.S. content.
Most of those nations are in the Caribbean Basin, Mexico being the
biggest. In fact, there are over 1 million American jobs that are di-
rectly related to imports from Mexico; everything from our steel
which they convert into barbed wire, to about 50 to 60 percent of
all textiles coming in from Mexico which are American value con-
tent.

What this would do, Mr. Chairman, is simply change our quota
system to reflect our tariff system, so that if a pair of trousers
coming out of Mexico were 50-percent U.S. value content, those
trousers would count as only half a pair of trousers under the
quota system. We would effectively provide a stimulus for Ameri-
can jobs by buying trousers from Mexico rather than from some-
where else. Not only would that help in our effort to provide a
sound economic base in the Caribbean Basin, but I think it is per-
fectly in line with expanding trade to create American jobs. And I
thank you for your endurance of my long lecture.

Senator DANFORTH. Very, very good presentation, Senator
Gramm. Thank you.

Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I did not hear all of Senator

Gramm's testimony, but it certainly was excellent.
I think the points you make are good ones. Some of the people

seem to suggest this Congress is in full cry for every form of protec-
tionism, and I think some of the points you raise are very, very
good ones, and I appreciate your taking the trouble to come here,
Senator.

Senator GRAMM. Thank you.
If I could, Mr. Chairman, let me inject one other point: You have

legislation before this committee that would impose a 25-percent
tariff against South Korea and Brazil, the argument being that
they are running too big a surplus and that we ought to force them
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to reduce their surpluses or else impose a tariff. But what is ne-
glected in this whole analysis is that Brazil owes $102 billion. It
takes $11 billion to service Brazil's debt, in terms of interest, much
less to pay off any of the principal, So, to impose a protective tariff
on Brazil, which has run a $3.2 billion Surplus, on average, in the
last 3 years, a surplus that will pay about one-third of their inter-
est cost on their debt, or to Korea, which has run about a $2.5 bil-
lion surplus while it has run a deficit in its overall accounts where
they owe $44 billion, in essence would force those countries into
international bankruptcy. We would be the principal loser because
of a collapse of the world currency market.

So, I want to urge this committee to look at this bald assertion
that countries that are running surpluses are engaged in unfair
trade practice. The truth is, you can't pay interest to the United
States unless you run a trade surplus. And I think those two coun-
tries are very important in terms of our security position in South
America and in Northeast Asia. And I think it is important to look
at those countries and note that this idea that we simply impose
tariffs against countries with surpluses neglects the fact that you
can't pay off debt, you can't service that debt, unless you have a
surplus. Both of those countries have surpluses inadequate to serv-
ice the debt now. And if we imposed a 25-percent protective tariff
against them, in my opinion we would drive them both into bank-
ruptcy.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator, thank you very much.
Senator GRAMM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to echo the

point that Senator Gramm made about the deficits to the Unired
States. I mean, there is the problem. If we had our deficits under
contro], then I think we would be in a lot better position to be able
to complain about the trade situation in the world and the imbal-
ance of trade. But until we do what we can to straighten out our
own house, which we have decided not to do, unfortunately, and I
might say it isn't because of these three Senators here-we all
voted for that tough package, but it didn't go.

So, I just want to echo the point you made, Senator, that the key
point in all of this is the deficits of the United States.

Senator GRAMM. There is a strong factor here, Senator Chafee, of
the U.S. Congress not wanting to deal with the real problem and in
turn trying to blame it on foreigners who can't vote in American
elections.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator, thank you very much.
Next we have a panel. I know in our last panel Mr. Alan Reed is

scheduled for our last panel, but he has an appointment that he
has to make. So, I am going to move him up to the first panel,
which will consist of Mr. Alan Reed, vice president for general
merchandise, The Gap, on behalf of the American Fair Trade
Council; Mr. Art Ortenberg, chief executive officer, Liz Claiborne,
Inc.; Mr. Martin Tandler, president, Tandler Textiles, Inc.; Mr.
Robert Farah, executive vice president and president of interna-
tional division, Farah Manufacturing Co.; Mr. Michael Clayton, di-
rector of legal services and corporate secretary, Samsonite Corp.;
and Mr. Carl Davis, east coast counsel, Nike, Inc.
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Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, while these gentlemen are get-
ting squared away, could I make otle point?

It seems to me that what would be helpful, to me anyway, in lis-
tening to the testimony isn't just how consumers are going to be
affected. Yes; consumers are going to be affected; they are going to
pay more. But what I am also interested in is what you might call
the tangential or ripple effect of protecting one industry and hurt-
ing another.

Example: It is easier for me to deal with the steel industry, but
everybody comes in and says, "We must put up tariffs against
steel, because our steelworkers" who are making $22 an hour "are
losing their jobs because of imports from South Korea, Brazil, and
so forth."

Yet, if that steel tariff goes on, the situation results in the follow-
ing: a steel fastener maker in the State of Rhode Island who is
competing in an international market, providing jobs in Pawtucket,
RI, at $7.50 or $8 total an hour, is able to produce these fasteners
because he is using Korean steel. Now, when the tariff goes on the
steel, he is cut off from getting the steel that he makes his fasten-
ers with, and thus he loses out.

So, everybody said, "Oh, isn't it grand? You protect the steel-
workers." But somebody down the line who is using imported steel
to compete and sell his product in the United States, or possibly
abroad, loses out because the fasteners then are made in Brazil and
come in all made and undercut his market because he can't get the
lower price steel.

I am not asking this panel, but I know members of the other
panel are also present. So, as one member of this committee I am
interested in what the effect of this bill is going to be to others out
there who are trying to make a living, not solely the consumers but
also other employees who work for companies who are producing
goods from the imported textiles.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Reed, why don't you proceed and then

keep your eye on your watch. If you have to leave, fine. Stay as
long as you can.

STATEMENT BY ALAN REED, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GENERAL
MERCHANDISE, THE GAP, SAN FRANCISCO, CA, ON BEHALF OF
THE AMERICAN FAIR TRADE COUNCIL,. SAN FRANCISCO, CA,
ACCOMPANIED BY ROGER KASE. PRESIDENT, RETAIL DIVI-
SION, ESPRIT. SAN FRANCISCO. CA
Mr. REED. Good morning My name is Alan Reed, and I am the

senior vice president/general merchandise manager for the Gap
Stores, Inc., and I am also representing the American Fair Trade
Council.

The Gap is an apparel retailer that employs over 10,000 people
throughout 42 States. Out current sales volume is in excess of $520
million, and we sell 36 million garments. Of that, 70 percent is
domestically sourced merchandise.

I would like to focus my testimony this morning on a myth. It is
a very popular myth. It is the myth of the "greedy retailer." I
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think to really understand the myth it would be helpful if we could
clarify the structure, the cost structure, of the imported product.

I have taken a jean and actually color-coded it; it is not a new
fashion. This is a color code of the actual cost that the consumer
must pay for an apparel product. The white section at the top illus-
trates the cost of the actual manufacturing of the garment. This is
the price that the consumer pays for the actual fabric, for the
thread, the buttons, the zippers, and the labor cost that we pay to
the foreign manufacturer. This is the direct manufacturing cost,
represented by the white.

The red section represents the cost that the American consumer
is currently paying for the protectionist measures that are now in
effect. This takes the form of quota charges that we must pay to
the foreign manufacturers to allow us the right to import the gar-
ment to the United States, and it also takes into consideration the
tariff duties that are imposed by the U.S. Government upon impor-
tation of the garment into the United States.

So, this represents today to the American consumer, in a pair of
jeans that retails for $20, approximately $3 is going just for protec-
tionist measures as they currently exist. That represents about $24
billion for the entire industry. The red zone represents current pro-
tectionism.

The blue zone represents the amount of money that it costs us as
a retailer to do business; in this case it is about 50 percent of the
total garment value. This represents in The Gap stores alone
10,000 American jobs. It includes everything from the warehousing
costs, distribution costs, the freight costs to deliver it to the Ameri-
can consumers' communities, it includes the salesperson's cost to
actually sell and service the customer when they are in our store,
and it includes the advertising and communication expenses to ex-
plain the product benefits to the consumer. It also includes our fi-
nancing costs, our administrative, accounting and overhead costs.

The smallest section of the jean, right at the bottom, just the
cuffs, represents the proportion of the selling price that is actual
net profit to -the American retailer. In this case it is about 3 per-
cent of the garment's value.

When you look at the total value and the profit structure, you
can see that the domestic textile industry runs about 5.8 percent.

So, I think this example clearly illustrates that the myth of a
"greedy retailer" is just that, a myth. In fact, the American con-
sumer is paying a very dear price, the red section, for current pro-
tectionist measures. And the additional measures imposed by this
bill would in fact increase the cost that the American consumer
would have to pay; this red zone would actually expand.

Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Reed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Reed follows:]
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

The American Fair Trade Council (AFTC) is composed of companies

that are opposed to the enactment of S.680. AFTC is composed of

importers and retailers from the West Coast who have banned together

in opposition to the bill.

If enacted, this bill will --

* increase consumer costs by an estimated $3.4 billion
annually

* for the majority of states, cause net job losses, while
primarily benefitting three southern-states,

" create an expensive and complex licensing scheme that
would further raise costs to the retail customer and
unduly complicate the importing process; and

* require the creation of a bureaucracy and cost the
U.S. government nearly $800 million annually in reduced
tariff revenues.

* retailing is a highly competitive industry with
historically low profit margins. Competition benefits
the American consumer.
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TESTIMONY OF

ALAN REED

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Good morning. My name is Alan Reed and I am the Vice

President of Merchandise, The Gap, Inc. I am testifying today

on behalf of The Gap and the American Fair Trade Council.

The Gap, Inc. is a publically held corporation that

employs over 10,000 in 630 stores throughout the United

States. Last year we sold over $500 million dollars worth of

apparel from our stores (36,000,000 pieces) seventy percent of

thoae goods were purchased from domestic suppliers. Seventy

percent of the stores goods are made for The Gap under our own

label and twenty-five percent are made by Levi Straus &

Company. The Gap started with a single store in 1970, and has

grown steadily to its present size due to a simple success

formula. Our philosophy is to pass on the advantage of

purchasing low cost goods to our customers. The Gap is a

vertically integrated company that brings the maximum amount of

quality goods to the consumer at low prices. We have been

successful because our pricing system has allowed for access to

low priced foreign and domestic goods and this, combined with

sound management and a low profit margin, has resulted in our

growth.
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The apparel business is extremely competitive and the

beneficiary of that competition is the consumer. Most

retailers purchase the vast majority of their goods from

domestic sources, as does The Gap. Of course, we also import

apparel from overseas. All of these purchases, domestic or

foreign, are market-driven by the needs of our customers.

Their needs are variable; sometimes it is price; sometimes it

is quality; sometimes it is innovation; sometimes it is fashion

uniqueness. Whatever their need, it is our objective to meet

it. In a sense, we are the aggregator of goods for our

customers. If we are right, we make a profit. If we are

wrong, we do not. We, at The Gap, enjoy success because we

have brought value, style and quality to our customers.

Unfortunately, our ability to fill those customer needs has

been increasingly and severely restricted by a combination of

import controls, quotas, high tariffs, and administrative

directives which now regulate trade in textile and apparel to a

degree unmatched by any other domestic commodity or

manufactured product. As a result, retailing has been severely

hurt not only by all of the economic vagaries that have beset

the nation, but also by the additional problem of unnecessary,

unfair, and often unpredictable restrictions on our purchase of

goods from abroad.

Retailers deal with the existing restrictions and

other trade problems everyday. Competition in the retail

business is fierce. Retailers do not have the luxury of the
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guaranteed market share system sought by the domestic textile

and apparel industries. In fact, I know of no other industry

in this country that enjoys this unprecedented system of

legislated market share. Retailing is an easy access

industry. Ingenuity and hardwork still combine to produce

profits and successful companies. Retailing is still a tribute

to the values that this country was founded on. Competition

has successfully weeded out those companies that could not

compete. The Gap was built, in part, because its management

could adjust to America's changing lifestyle and adapt its

business to a changing economy

Because retailing is such a competitive industry,

profit margins have historically been very low. For example,

according to the most recent study prepared by the National

Retail Merchants Association, the pre-tax earnings of

department stores as a percent of sales were 5.83 percent, and

for specialty stores only 3.76 percent. Our own company is

considerably below these figures. This compares with 7.4

percent for nondurable manufacturing and 5.6 percent for

textile mill products. This legislation will hurt the free

market business with low profit margins, while further

protecting the most protected industry in America.

Competition for retailers means constant adjustments.

The old cartoons about the price wars between two retailers on

Main Street have been readily repeated all over America. Price
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is only orre engine that drives this system. The _oth-er is

quality. The retailer that can combine quality, quantity and

price can succeed in America. It is the customer who decides

who is successful.

I would like to try to correct some fundamental

misconceptions about the term "markup". First of all, there

are four retail accounting terms that are sometimes confused or

used incorrectly. The first is "gross margin", which is

basically the difference between what was received for a sale

and what the direct costs associated with that sale were. In

retail accounting this involves a consideration of purchases,

discounts, shortages, and ending inventory. The second term is

"profit", which is basically the gross margin number minus all

other expenses. The third term is "markup", which is not gross

margin and not profit, but an arbitrary number that is applied

to the retailer's purchase price for goods to arrive at an

initial selling price. If the selling price is later changed

(and when products are not sold the price is reduced in order

to promote a sale), this change is effected in retail

accounting terms by a "markdown". Keep in mind that the

retailer's goal is not to have the highest markup -- his goal

is to sell the product. Thus, if his initial markup is too

high, a markdown must be taken in order to reach the desired

goal.
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Let me further note that the "first cost" -- the price

the retailer pays to its vendor, whether domestic or foreign --

contains different elements for a domestic product than for an

import. As a result, the "markup" on these products will vary

to adjust for these different components. A domestic product

typically comes with direct advertising by the manufacturer, a

co-op advertising offer for the retailer, some or all of the

transportation paid, a return option, shorter lead time for

ordering, and other items, as well as a discount for payment

within certain agreed upon time frames. None of these are

available when a retailer goes overseas to buy a product. The

"markup" on imports, thus, tends to be higher to cover those

costs and a variety of expenses not included in the cost of a

domestic product.

It is misleading and disingenuous to compare the

markup on imported and domestic products. First, imports

involve significantly higher buying expenses. One of the

substantial costs is the difference in payment terms between

foreign and domestic purchasers. Second, the long lead time

required on imports raises their cost to retailers. Third,

risk factors are substantially higher on imports, defective

foreign goods must be retained by the retailer, and the

retailer takes the risk of change in fashion styles. Fourth,

the final cost of imports is harder to predict because of

currency fluctuations, changes in customs valuation, and the

like. Fifth, retailers directly assume many costs on imports

borne by manufacturers on domestic products.
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Keep in mind that the details of this discussion

regarding markups on imported products relates to only 30

percent of the products that were sold by The Gap. I think it

is obvious that retailers prefer to buy domestically.

I would like to make some specific points about this

legislation. There has been a substantial amount of

information supplied by both the supporters and opponents of

this bill on what it will do if enacted. In business, we call

this information overload and it generally results in chaos.

It is our view that legislation as sweeping as this must be

carefully and objectively looked at. We are concerned about

domestic production and jobs in the textile and apparel

industries. These workers are the type of customer to which

our products are aimed. Loss of their buying power will hurt

our business. Everyone knows that America is faced with high

trade and budget deficits and that many domestic industries are

struggling to adjust. This legislation though is not the

answer to their problem, and it is certainly not the answer to

the nation's pToblem. Protectionist legislation can only

trigger effects that will decrease domestic employment in other

sectors, increase cost to consumers and cause further

inflationary impacts. These impacts combined with the

potential for retaliation against our exports argue strongly

for a thorough and complete analysis of the problems of the

domestic textile and apparel industry before we trade jobs in
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textile plants for jobs in retail outlets. The rush to

judgement may be good politics back home, but it is poor

national policy. I would ask that this committee carefully

consider the enormous compilation of data and controversy and

to proceed in a rational way to determine the real problems

which this bill attempts to address; the balanced preservation

of a domestic industry without substantial harm to the rest of

the economy.

A retail company's single greatest resource is its

customers. There is almost a paternal sense about our

Company's relation with its customers. The Gap clearly wants

to make a profit, but it also wants to protect its position

with its customers so that The Gap will be here tomorrow, the

next day, and the next. I do not profess to be able to

accurately predict the economic outcome of this legislation but

I can say that this legislation is not good for our customers.

A recent International Business and Economic Research

Corporation assessment concluded that the restrictions will

cost apparel consumers an extra $2.4 billion annually and

textile consumers $1.0 billion annually. This is in addition

to the costs of the present protectionist measures, which have

been estimated by economists to currently cost the American

retail customer over $23 billion annually.

In the first five years of the proposed legislation,

the total cost to the apparel consumer has been estimated at

$11 billion in 1984 dollars, and to the textile consumer, $4

billion in 1984 dollars.
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It is estimated that apparel import prices would

increase on an average by 16 percent at wholesale and textile

import prices by an average of 33 percent. These increases

reflect both quota-induced price increases and product

upgrading as foreign producers concentrate on the export of

higher unit-value goods. These increases will also have an

upward effect on domestic product prices. There will not be

any net gain for consumers from this legislation, only

increased prices and decreased selection. It is in our

interest to have a strong domestic textile and apparel

industry, and it is in our interest to have fair foreign

competition. The Gap's interests are dictated by two

considerations - competition and our customers. We are opposed

to this legislation because it runs afoul of both of these

considerations. Protectionism io not good for competition, and

reduced competition is not good for the American consumer, our

customer.

In conclusion, I want to stress that the retail

apparel industry is highly competitive and the consumer is the

direct beneficiary of that competition.

56-287 0 - 86 - 12
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Ortenberg.

STATEMENT OF ART ORTENBERG. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
LIZ CILAIBORNE. INC.. NEW YORK. NY. ACCOMPANIED BY
EIGENE T. ROSSIl)ES. ESQ., ROGERS & WELLS, WASHINGTON,
)C
Mr. ORTENBERG. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the

committee. I am Arthur Ortenberg, chief executive officer and
founder of Liz Claiborne. Because of my extensive background as a
hands-on textile executive prior to starting Liz Claiborne and my
continuing involvement in global textile product, I am here to testi-
fy against this bill.

I believe it is a bad bill because it demands no assistance for the
jobless, it deludes us into an acceptance of our failure to compete
as solely an external circumstance, it requires no quid pro quo of
industry, it discriminates against developing Asian countries in
favor of developed European countries, it creates an illogical and
unworkable import license system when an efficient alternative al-
ready exists and is underutilized and underfunded, it encourages
further closing of foreign markets to our products, it will under-
mine the international banking system, it threatens international
political stability, it threatens and destroys at a stroke 34 separate
trade agreements.

This bill is an invitation, in my opinion, to global trade anarchy.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, you have my com-

plete statement. I would like to highlight some of the materials ap-
pearing on pages 16 through 22.

Domestic industry claims it has modernized. The fact is that only
:30 percent of the looms in place last year were of the modern
shuttleless variety. The fact is that millions of dollars have been
spent unwisely on non-market-relevant equipment. The fact is that
textile analysts have criticized-industry for its marketing failures.

Domestic industry claims imports have shut down plant after
plant. The fact is that many plants were shut down because they
were obsolete; the buildings themselves were structurally antiquat-
ed. Domestic industry claims that it is being unfairly forced to com-
pete with cheap foreign labor. The fact is that labor is only 10 per-
cent of the cost of one yard of denim. The fact is that innovation in
product is often more important than price.

Machinery cannot replace market-directed decisionmaking. Pro-
tection cannot replace good management.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Ortenberg.
Mr. Tandler.
[Mr. Ortenberg's written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR ORTENBERG

Executive Vice President, Liz Claiborne, Inc.

Before the

Subcommittee on International Trade

of the

Committee on Finance

on

S. 680

September 23, 1985
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SUMMARY OF THE TESTIMONY OF

ARTHUR ORTENBERG, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,

LIZ CLAIBORNE, INC.

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

ON S.680

SEPTEMBER 23, 1985

1. The U.S. is today engaged in trade competition of

unprecedented dimension. U.S. markets are in danger of

being captured by both developed and undeveloped

countries, armed with an array of export incentives to

help sell their products. Because of market loss and

technological and economic structural changes many

workers have lost their jobs. Others are in danger of

losing theirs.

2. S.680 fails to deal with the fundamental problems of

international competitiveness that are posed by this

situation.

- It demands no assistance for the jobless.

- It deludes us into an acceptance of our failure to

compete as solely an external circumstance.

- It requires no quid pro quo of industry.

- It discriminates against developing Asian

countries in favor of developed European

countries.

- It creates an illogical and unworkable import

permit system when an efficient alternative system

already exists and is underutilized.
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Summary Continued

- it invites further closing of foreign markets to

our goods.

- It will undermine the international banking

system.

- It threatens international political stability.

It destroys at a stroke 34 separate trade

agreements and forecloses all possibility of
future positive trade actions.

3. The problems of the domestic textile industry, far
from being caused solely by imports, can be laid to lack

of foresight, lack of flexibility and a lack of focus on

marketplace imperatives.

4. What is needed is not onerous and discriminatory
trade restrictions, but tough bilateral negotiations and
a realistic approach to the competitive handicaps we

suffer as a result of high budget deficits.

5. Liz Claiborne, Inc., is actively involved with both
representatives of apparel workers and textile mills in
seeking positive, long-term, attainable solutions. We

are also establishing grants at universities in states
most affected by textile and apparel job loss to better
understand the true nature of the problem and to then
implement positive courses of action in conjunction with

labor, industry, government and academe.

We must resist long-term, irreversible, politically
motivated actions if we are ever to regain our

international competitiveness in the textile apparel

sector as well as many other threatened industries.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am
Arthur Ortenberg, Executive Vice President - Operations
and a Founder of Liz Claiborne, Inc., a multi-product
apparel company. The greater part of my working life has

been in textiles, both as a manufacturer and as a

consultant. Prior to starting Liz Claiborne my accounts
as a consultant included Celanese Corporation of America,

Dan River Mills, B.R.W., tricot division of Lehigh Valley

Industries, the White Stag division of Warnaco,

Fabrizaar, a textile home sewing division of General
Foods, and others. My experience in and with the

domestic textile industry is lengthy and has been
intense. All of these years have been spent as a product
person. My job was to find out what the consumer wanted

and then to help create product that the consumer would
buy.

It is that marketplace background that brings me
here today to urge you to take a closer look at S.680 and
reject itl I ask you to closely examine what S.680 does

and does not do as well as the assumptions we are being
asked to accept as a justification for its enactment.

U.S. Competitiveness and Job Loss - At the Crossroads

The U.S. is today engaged in a trade war of

unprecedented dimension. U.S. markets are being attacked

by both developing countries and developed countries,
armed with an array of export incentives to help sell
their products. Many U.S. workers have already lost

their jobs. Others are in jeopardy of losing theirs.
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The members of this Committee are unquestionably

more acutely aware than the general citizenry of the

critical economic problems our country is facing today.

We have seen the relentless erosion of our industrial

base. We have seen industry after industry lose its

international competitive edge. We have seen the

American farm base begin to disintegrate. Once dominant

exporters of grain and a broad variety of food products

to the world, we are now losing markets as less developed

countries work toward self-sufficiency or more developed

countries devise artificial and unfair tactics to protect

their home farmers. And we have seen, most tragically,

the loss of jobs. These are not only statistics, these

job loss numbers, these are human beings. Jobs have not

only been lost in numerous industries region by region

but have been lost coast to coast. It is of no comfort

to an unemployed textile worker or steel mill worker or

machine tool worker that we have seven million more

people at work today than we had in 1979, when two

million manufacturing jobs have been lost during that

same period. Most severely:

Illinois 324,000 jobs lost.

Pennsylvania 287,000 jobs lost -- This in

a state that first saw its

coal mining base slip away

and is now shutting down its

blast furnaces.

Ohio 270,000 jobs lost.

Michigan 240,000 jobs lost. 1

1Greenhouse, Steven, "The Industrial Belt Searches
For Ways To Retool Its Image," New York Times, (August
18, 1985).
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Job loss and job gain are not sectional specific. From
industry to industry, from Boston to Boise, from New York
to California, the ranks of the newly unemployed or soon
to be unemployed swell. Most recently, for instance, the
following companies have presented us with this

discouraging news:

Texas Instruments
Commodore Electronics

Apple Computer

Data General

Intel Corp.

United Technologies

Clarke Equipment

Amfax

Goodyear

Sprint

Greyhound Lines

Union Carbide
Lone Star Steel

Textile and apparel jobs
this year alone:

2,000 jobs lost.

3,000 jobs lost in one year.

1,200 jobs lost.

1,300 jobs lost.

1,000 jobs lost.

2,000 jobs lost.

600 jobs lost.

1,500 jobs lost.

650 jobs lost.
600 jobs lost.

1,500 jobs lost

4,000 jobs lost.

3,000 jobs lost.

lost in the second quarter of

The State of South Carolina 3,000 jobs.

Georgia 1,800 jobs.

North Carolina 400 jobs.

Tennessee 600 jobs.

And just within the last weeks we hear that the Ford
Motor Company intends to lay off 10,000 people within the

next two years and that AT&T is planning to reduce its
work force by 24,000 people in the next two years.

34,000 jobs lost
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We have seen our ship building industry practically

disappear and with that jobs lost. We are living with

the continuing consolidation going on in steel and with

that jobs lost. Trouble in lumber, in tobacco farming,

in copper mining and on and on and more and more jobs

lost.

A Clear Understanding of the Problem is Critical to its
Solution

It seems to me that we have no choice as responsible

Americans as to what course of action to take. First we

must really understand why, as a country, in industry

after industry we have either lost the market or had it

taken away from us. Have we been completely victimized?

Is everybody, especially the Japanese, to blame? Or must

we undergo a period of agonizing self-analysis to

understand what we can and should do differently. Which

industries are undergoing structural global changes so

that, wish as we may, they will never be the same

again -- just as the introduction of new materials cuts

down on total demand for steel, just as the development

of fine glass conduction cuts down the apparent market

for copper. Which industries will need fewer workers as

technology increases productivity with lower labor costs?

When robatics are introduced into U.S. denim plants the

need for human hands diminishes. These are facts of

life, unpleasant, but facts of life nonetheless. We

cannot legislate away the effect of higher productivity

through plant modernization and the consequent loss of

jobs.
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We have a responsibility to those whose jobs are

lost, these people who through no fault of their own,

find themselves jobless. Generally, they comprise the

least mobile, the least skilled, the middle years in age

segment of our population and, consequently, the most

readily discouraged. With the loss of their jobs, very

often whole communities lose their vitality and

eventually their reason for being. Hcw did we get here

and what can we do about those dispossessed Americans who

are paying the price?

We must create and maintain an economy that is

vibrant and growing. We must systematically begin to

replace older, less desirable jobs with the newer and

more rewarding work opportunities. Finally, we must

provide the necessary training and assistance in

adjusting to these changes for those workers displaced.

Does the legislation before us move in a direction

consistent with these imperatives?

The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of
1985 - Serious Misconceptions

S.680 was introduced as a response to the loss of

market and loss of jobs in the domestic textile and

apparel industries. Its laudable purpose is to rectify

certain aspects of the 1981 Multi Fiber Arrangement that

have created import imbalances, that have encouraged
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island and country hopping and that have led to

fraudulent practices and quota circumvention. S.680

fails to solve these difficult problems. The authors of

S.680 claim that fairness in dealing with less developed

countries or non-major exporters was a primary

consideration in drafting the bill. The authors of S.680

argue that it permits imports from less developed

countries to increase 15% over their 1984 levels. What

those who wrote and those who support the bill neglect to

tell us is that this is true only for those categories

of apparel that:

1. Are considered non-sensitive, and
2. Those categories with specific restraints

limits.

The important categories such as women's and men's

shirts and pants, women's dresses and skirts, blouses and

sweaters, and many others are considered sensitive. They

are not a part of the growth package. For most non-major

exporters many textile and apparel categories are not

quantitatively restrained, but are a part of the

consultation call system. Thus the new specific

restraint levels mandated by the formula used in S.680

are being set on an extremely low performance base.

Consequences for Developing and Developed Trading
Partners - Unjustifiable Inequities

Indonesia, consequently, loses 85% of its current

export base, Pakistan S6%, Brazil 66%, the People's

Republic of China 57%, Thailand 55%, Taiwan 47%, the
Philippines 38% of its major categories, Korea 33%.

Perversely, because of their long apparel producing

history, Japan loses only 18% and Hong Kong 14%.
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Consider, for instance, a few startling consequences
of these cut backs. China from 331,462 dozen in
synthetic dresses is cut back to 15,453 dozen and whereas
cotton dresses were formerly unrestrained, the new
mandated limit would also be 15,453 dozen. Cotton skirts
are cut back from 174,158 dozen to 62,889. For most
exporting countries these kind of cut backs affecting those

categories in greatest demand are the rule rather than
the exception.

Now maybe these unilateral cut backs in exports of
struggling countries, some with crushing debt structures
such as the Philippines, Brazil and Korea, are
intentional. I find that hard to accept. The fully

industrialized countries of Europe are completely exempt
from any kind of export restraint. Also exempt is

Canada, Canada with whom we run a trade deficit second
only to our deficit with Japan. Not only is there no
moral justification for the further impoverishing of the
already impoverished, it is self-defeating. Apparel and
textile exports from the EEC have increased drastically
this year! More and more apparel facilities are being
upgraded and expanded from the exempt countries. As long
as the dollar does not dramatically readjust, we can

expect this repositioning to continue. If fear of the
phenomenal productivity potential of the People's
Republic of China motivated the 1980 base formula of

S.680, a lot of innocent bystanders are being severely
wounded in the process.
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An Import Permit System - Illogical, Unworkable,
Unnecessary - The Need For Full Development of AVVS

Next the bill mandates an import permit system,

vague in form but specifically the responsibility of the

Commerce Department. The rationale here, evidently, is
to provide certainty for importers and to prevent fraud.

The Commerce Department, with over 35,000 employees now,

with responsibility for activities as diverse as Travel &
Tourism, the Weather Service, and the Bureau of

Standards; the Commerce Department, accused by the

framers of S.680 of mismanaging our current trade

agreements, accused of permissiveness and of lacking the

will to rigorously enforce those agreements is the

government agency asked to devise and manage an import
permit system. The number of textile and apparel import

entries per month is 125,000. The number of quota

charges per month is 300,000. It is difficult to accept

that the purpose of S.680 is to create another

bureaucracy of monumental size and inefficiency.

Walter Lenahan, Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Textiles and Apparel at the Commerce Department, in his
testimony before the House Subcommittee on Commerce,

Consumer and Monetary Affairs, responding to a question
concerning import growth due to difficulties in

enforcement of existing bilateral agreements said, "In
1983 an automated visa verification system was developed

so that we could effectively compare foreign government
documentation with U.S. import documentation to better

monitor trade and stop fraudulent activity." Thus far
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the system is in place with Taiwan but the lack of funds
and personnel has stymied the further development of the
program. An intense effort to fully implement the
program is underway. Secretary Baldrige has committed

himself before various committees to developing the AVVS
controls with other countries with whom we have trade
agreements. Resources must be made available to proceed.

Silk, Linen, Ramie, Blends Thereof - A Need for
Distinctions

The third major departure from the current
arrangement is to bring non-restrained fibers such as

silk, linen and ramie under restraint. Previous

testimony has certainly been vocal enough as to the lack
of a silk or linen textile industry in the United States
because of the relatively high price of woven silk and
woven linen. Both luxury fabrics, their part in the
growth of imports of non-MFA fibers is negligible. The

rapid growth through the fourth quarter of 1984 and the
first two quarters of 1985 has been in knitwear, mainly
ramie, often blended with carded cotton, an inexpensive
yarn that came into its own because it has the aesthetic

of all cotton and thus burgeoned as an innovative
response to last years new country of origin regulations.

The great increase in imports of ramie/cotton sweaters is
an issue which the Administration is very aware of and
should properly be dealt with at Geneva.
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Irrespective of whose import penetration figures one

uses for 1984, whether it be those of the Greenville News,

23%;2 or the Los Angeles Times, 20% market penetration in

apparel and 6% in textiles;3 or those of the Commerce

Department which shows all textile and apparel at 21.5%

or apparel alone at 26.4% of domestic consumption, it is

significant to note that the recent infusion of non-MFA

fiber imports, largely in sweaters, would bring that

penetration up by approximately another 8%. It is also

significant to note that for those who have extrapolated

from 1984 import figures, exports of all fibers from

Asian nations declined during the first half of 1985.

Only Hong Kong showing an 8% increase, with China down

14%, Taiwan down 6% and South Korea down 5%.

The EEC on the other hand, exempt from the

provisions of S.680, showed an increase of 37%.

Unilateralism - An End To Trade Negotiations?

What is perhaps the most potentially damaging effect

of S.680 is the tearing up by the United States of 34

separate trade agreements just as the new MFA

negotiations are getting underway. This would represent

the unilateral imposition by the legislative branch of

the richest and strongest country in the world of new and

onerous trade restrictions.

2Foust, Dean, Milliken Spearheads Textile Ad

Campaign," Greenville News, (April 20, 1985).
3Los Angeles Times, (May 22, 1985).
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Next to the overriding issue of war and peace it
could well be that the single most important issue facing

the United States and the free world through the rest of

this century and well into the next is the issue of

global economic interchange. S.680, because it

forecloses negotiations, because it encourages trade

anarchy would have long-term negative results, the
dimensions of which are incalculable and unpredictable.

The Perception of Executive Malaise - Is Free Trade An
Anachronism?

Despite its fatal flaws we sit here in an atmosphere

so passionately charged that S.680 and who knows how many

other of the 300 bills dealing with trade may very well
be passed in this session. We are angry at the

Administration for its apparent lack of a long-term trade

policy to deal with the growing trade deficit, to deal
with trade barriers against our products, to deal with
dumping, subsidization, targeting, predatory pricing. We

are angry with the Japanese for capturing such a large
part of our market in product areas we once considered

exclusively ours. We are angry with the Japanese, the
Koreans, the Taiwanese, the EEC for selectively

protecting certain of their industries and products while

the United States is expected to be the only free trader
in the world. In textiles and apparel alone we accept

42% of all imports from the world's developing nations. 4

4Quote from an interview with Ambassador Charles
Carlisle, Women's Wear Daily, (August 6, 1985)
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Is it not reasonable to expect Japan and members of the
EEC to participate with us in absorbing some of these
imports? Of course it is! That is what tough trade

negotiations are all about!

Lumber, cement, carbon black, neckties, tobacco,

tuna, roses, rifles, telescopes, vinyl flooring,
semiconductors, telecommunications equipment, soda ash,
bicycles, shoes, ammonia products, copper, steel, tin,
iron, ferro-alloys, pasta, ethanol, New Zealand veal,
machine tools, wine, petro chemicals, fresh atlantic

fish, mushrooms, water beds. All products to p-rotect or
be protected against. As to a strategy or lack thereof,
legislators have been quoted in the press as follows:

"I don't know what the action will be but I doubt it will

be responsible."
5

and another --

"Congress will pass protectionist legislation if markets
don't open up even though we would just hurt ourselves."

6

and another --

5Rowen, Hobart, "Bonker Warns of Trade-Deficit
Backlash," Washington Post, (June 11, 1985),
Representative Don Bonker, State of Washington.

6Auerbach, Stuart, "French Minister Says Exports
Won't Be Cut," Washington Post, (May 15, 1985), Senator
Alan Simpson, State of Wyoming.
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"We can't go on the way we are -- eventually the system
will collapse. In the meantime we may enact some

dangerous legislation."7

and another --

"We will be shooting ourselves in the foot but we also

will be shooting them in the foot."8

and another --

"The international trading system as it exists today is
malfunctioning. Unless the system is made to work it is

doomed. The Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act did contribute to

the Great Depression. To repeat the same mistake less

than half a century later would be an act of great

stupidity."9

An issue of such staggering importance to the

economic well-being of the entire world threatens to

become a political football. That would be a tragic

occurrence

7Farnsworth, Clyde, "Tide of Protectionism In
Congress, New York Times, (July 3, 1985), Representative
Sam Gibbons, State of Florida.

8Browning!, E.S., "U.S. Congressmen 'Frustrated' After Talking
Trade With Japan," Asian Wall Street Journal, (July 3, 19P5),
Representative William Goodling, state of Pennsylvania.

9Garten, Jeffrey E., "America's Retreat From Protectionism,"
New York Times, (June 16, 1985), Senator John Danforth, State of
Missouri.
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Job Gain/Job Loss - A Balanced Look At Employment
Statistics

And so S.680 has become as symbolic as real, has
become a stalking horse for the venting of our

frustrations. As previously stated, job loss is not.
strictly a regional problem. Just as the

counterbalancing phenomenon of job gain varies

regionally. For instance, Massachusetts, once the home
of a significant textile and shoe industry after years of

painful readjustment, had the lowest jobless rate of the
country in July -- 4.4%. North Carolina, at a 5.4%

unemployment rate, is expected to create 84,150 new jobs

in 1985 despite the loss of 9,900 jobs in the non-durable
goods manufacturing sector. 10 New Jersey and New York
both came in well under the national unemployment rate of

7%, according to newly released figures for August, New
Jersey at 4;4% and New York at 6.1%. Illinois at 8.8%,

Ohio at 9.9%, and Michigan at 10.9% remain well over the

national average.11 Net employment growth for the state
of Georgia is expected to total 139,000 jobs this year.

12

All non-agricultural employment in South Carolina at the

10"Economic Gain Seen For North Carolina,"
Charlotte Observer,(May 30, 1985).

11Department of Labor Statistics, Charlotte Observer,
(August 3, 1985).

1 2 Walker, Tom, "82,000 New Jobs In 1985, 4% Annual
Growth Are Forecast," Atlanta Constitution, (August 12,
1985), Donald RataJzak, Director of Georgia State
University's Economic Forecasting.
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end of the last fiscal year was 53,000 higher than at the

end of the previous fiscal year, which means a gain in
jobs of more than five times the number of lost textile
and apparel jobs. 13  South Carolina's unemployment rate
of 6.7% at the end of July also remained under the

national average.14 The state of New York has had a net
gain of 377,600 jobs since 1979 topped only by

California, Texas and Florida. 15

So the news is far from all negative. If anything,

the regional job loss and job gain statistics would
indicate that, with the exception of the twice

traumatized state of Pennsylvania because of coal and
steel, the leading textile and apparel states, New York,
North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia are adjusting
in the aggregate to the structural changes taking place
in their economies.

1 3Morris, Earle, (State Comptroller), "Economy Let
Down -State Expectations," Greenville News, (August 11,
1985).

1 4Monroe, Jenny, "States Jobless Rate Tumbles to
Five Year Low," Greenville News, (June 27, 1985), Jack
Davis, Director of the State Employment Security
Commission.

1 5New York Times, (August 29, 1985), Samuel
Ehrenhalt, Regional Commissioner of the Federal Bureau
of Labor Statistics.
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The Domestic Textile/Apparel Complex - Past Protection
Has Created a Non-Competitive Domestic Mind-Set

But irrespective of favorable aggregate statistics
we must still deal'with plant closings and job loss. The
framers of S.680 consider imports to be the villain of
the piece. They believe the solution to the problems of
plant profitability is to restrict imports. This has
proven to be a delusion in the past, starting in 1932
with cotton fiber price supports and quotas, in 1956

through 1964 with cotton subsidies that made exported
cotton 25% cheaper to foreigners than to U.S. users, to
1957, the year of the United States/Japanese bilaterals
on cotton textiles, to 1961 and 1962 when the short-term
and long-term arrangements regarding international trade
in textiles stimulated the rapid growth of offshore

polyester/cotton production, and, consequently, man-made
fiber imports increased 1200% during the period of 1964
to 1971, to the 1971 arrangements with Hong Kong, Japan,
Korea & Taiwan on wool and man-made fibers. None of this
encourages any confidence that the passage of S.680 would
have any positive effect on the market relevance of the
domestic textile industry in the future. With all of the

talk about past capital investment our textile weaving
sector still has a long way to go. Of the 200,000 looms

in place last year, only about 30% are of the modern
shuttleless variety.16 European and Japanese looms are

16Schmidt, William E., "U.S. Textile Industry
Dresses Up To Counter Foreign Competition,"
New York Times, (July 15, 1985).
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three to four times faster than American machines, many

of which are now being junked. Typical of what happens

to an old mill that cannot be refitted with modern

equipment is the closing of Springs Mills 92 year old

Springsteen Mill in Chester, South Carolina because it

would shake apart from the pounding of the new equipment.

Even though most of the workers moved to another Springs

plant, 125 jobs were lost to technological upgrading.
17

The Fourth District in South Carolina, a district

which includes Greenville, Spartanburg and Union

Counties, has lost 5,000 textile jobs since 1980

according to the Daily News Record of July 17, 1984. The

article continues -- "One analyst predicts that more

textile plants in this district will close, but not

necessarily because of imports." "The district has a lot

of old textile mills," says Doug McKay, Administrator of

Research and Statistics for the South Carolina

Development Board, "and you look at the plants-that are

closing. They are old textile mills, closing because of

consolidations." 18

Plants, just as other business, languish for many

reasons -- poor management, poorly conceived capital

investments. Just as millions of dollars went into

double knit and warp knit equipment in the late 60's and

17Scott Kilman and Linda Williams, "The New Mill",

Wall Street Journal, (September 20, 1984).
18Burritt, Chris, "Import Issue A Hot Topic In South

Carolina Congressional Race," Daily News Record, (July
17, 1984).
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70's, because the knit boom was "here to stay." How many

of us are wearing polyester leisure suits today? How

many women are wearing patterned polyester pant suits

today? Imports did not shut down the Jonathon Logan

Spartanburg factory. It was poor decision making. And

imports did not make the leisure suit irrelevant. The

marketplace did. Just as the Crompton Company, one of

America's oldest weavers,- paid the price for misreading

the market, and I quote from the New York Times of

November 21, 1984, "Mr. Lord now acknowledges that it was

Crompton's reluctance to change its basic two product

mix, along with its failure to diversify and its refusal

to market aggressively that left the company vulnerable

to competition from abroad." "Crompton was definitely in

the wrong position in the wrong product line at the wrong

time," agreed Jeffrey Edelman, an analyst at Dean

Witter.19 The Daily News Record of February 19, 1985, in

describing the closing of J.P. Stevens' Piedmont, South

Carolina mill stated, "Although the company blamed the

'devastating effect' of low cost imported fabrics for the

fate of the Piedmont plant, sources noted that the

facility is an old multi-story mill that would be

extremely expensive to modernize."
20

19Hollie, Pamela E., "Crompton's Nemesis: Imports,"

New York Times, (November 21, 1984).

20.J.P. Stevens' South Carolina Mill To Close, 165

Jobs Cut," Daily News Record, (February 19, 1985).
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Former members of the New York merchandising staffs
of both United Merchants and Manufacturers and Riegel
Textiles would expand upon the reasons for the closings
of the UM&M Old Fort Mill and Bath Mill and Riegel's
closing of its Ware Shoals facility; poor management,

poor equipment mix, antiquated and market irrelevant

machinery. When obsolete plants are closed, when robots

and modern equipment replace people, the relationship of

the events to imports is indirect. The relationship to
the need to be competitive both domestically and

internationally is direct. Similarly, overcapacity

inevitably creates shake outs, just as the textile

industries' rush into denim in the late 70's did.

Bill Hervey, President of Blue Bells Wrangler

Menswear Division was quoted as saying, "John Travolta
climbed on a mechanical bull and America went crazy

buying westernwear. Everybody then geared up to try and
meet the demand and acted as if it was here to stay. It
was strictly an aberration that lasted for two to three
years."21 Clearly the impact of cheap imports on the

denim market, relevant though they are, does not remove

the onus of poor market judgement from our textile
managers. Lester Hudson, President of Dan River Mills,
speaking at a seminar on world market development last
April said, "We think we can compete on a world scale in

manufacturing textile fabrics even though wages are lower

2 1Foust, Dean, "Fickle World of Fashion Means Gamble
for Textile Industry," Greenvill6 News, (February 24,
1985).
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in some countries. Labor rates become less important
when labor becomes a smaller percentage of total costs.
Labor, for example, represents less than 10% of the total
cost of denim."

22

Capital Investments - Machinery Cannot Replace Market -
Directed Management

Indeed our textile industry has made large capital
investments over the last three decades. Mentioned
earlier was the rush in the 70's to double knit and warp
knit equipment. As John Wilcox, a consultant in the
Greensboro, North Carolina office of Kurt Salmon has
said, "The textile mentality is you can invest your way
out of anything. There's been too much investment on
technology and not enough on total business.023 Laura
Dean of Wertheim & Co. agreed, "Larger companies became
obsessed with machines that produced goods wider and
faster and didn't assess their role in future markets."

24

Robert Gregory, Jr., President of V.F. Corp. stated, "We
have more capacity to serve them than there are demands.
Even be-fore the recent import surge, textile companies
were geared up to produce 20% more denim for jeans than
consumer demand warranted."

2 5

22Daria, Irene, "Exec Says Short Run Production
Growing," s Wear Daily, (April 10, 1985).

23Foust, Dean, "Modernization: A -Blessing Or A
Burden?" Greenville News, (February 25, 1985).

2 4 ibid.
2 5 Foust, Dean, "Analyst - Demand For Textiles Has

Slowed," Greenville News, (February 26, 1985).
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Just as in any other industry, or any company within

any industry, the marketplace becomes the final arbiter
and all of the protective legislation in the world will
not help an industry that is geared to long runs, that
stresses efficient production of commodity product at the

expense of short runs, flexibility and fashion

relevance -- to a mill mind-set rather than a customer
mind-set. Robert Gregory, Jr. went on to say, "I think
the ultimate secret of survival in this business is that

people are going to have to spend less time in Washington

and more time with the consumer, finding out where the
business is and adapting to it." 2 6 Dame Hamby, the Dean
of the School of Textiles at North Carolina State

University adds, "We must stop depending on Washington to

solve our problems. We must objectively assess our

situation and take steps to turn ourselves around. And

most of all, turn around our attitudes that someone else

needs to solve our problems."
2 7

Current Realities - Why Are Our Textile Managers Buying
Imported Machinery - An Example of Desirable Equipment
Dominating A Market

Past industry protection has in effect encouraged
foreign adjustment not domestic adjustment. It has

encouraged foreign competitors to continually shift to
higher added value products. From cotton yarn, to cotton

2 6Foust, Dean, "Analysts Say Industry's Problems Go
Beyond Imports," Greenville News, (February 24, 1985).

2 7 Clune, Ray, "Textile Leaders Told To Get Rid Of
Negativism," Daily News Record, (February 25, 1985).
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fabric, to cotton shirts and pants, to polyester/cotton
blends in fabrics and apparel and so on. We have

encouraged the shift of production to new countries. We

have created a market awareness and flexible approach to
products abroad but not at home.

The innovativeness and diversity of consumer
oriented fabrics available in Europe and Japan, but not
available in the United States, is what has led my
company to purchases of non-domestic fabrics. There is a
parallel here with the position taken by textile industry
management in the case of purchases of foreign textile
machines. According to the Commerce Department it is

estimated that imports had grown to a 42% share of the
U.S. market at the end of 1984.28 our most modern
textile plants have become dependent on West German,
Swiss, Japanese and other foreign machine exporters.

"Where we can find it here we buy it here. Whenever we
have the opportunity to buy comparable machinery, we buy

in America," stated Burlington Chairman William
Klopman.29 However, Dale Ormsby, Burlington's Richmond
Plant Manager, couldn't find it here and Japanese water
jet looms were purchased because no U.S. machinery makers

produced the high-speed machines. "We don't have a
choice," he said. "It's not between a
Toyota and a Ford. The Ford isn't available."

30

2 8Matthews, Steve, "Textile Firms Often Buy Imported
Machinery," Charlotte Observer, (April 22, 1985).

29Ibid.

30 Ibid.
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Do Something - Anything!

Macro-economic issues that involve considerations of
national security and the long-term economic health of
the free world must be considered in the most politically

neutral atmosphere possible. Instead millions of dollars
are being spent, not only by the textile/apparel group
but by the retail group as well, to influence both the
general public and members of the legislature. How much
better served the national interest would be if those
dollars were spent on all parties working together to
solve our common problems while assisting those who are
suffering job and income loss. The creation of a

fortress America mentality such as existed in the early
1930's can only bring out the least humane and most
paranoid qualities of our national psyche. Our

frustrations are understandable, but the position that
poor legislation is better than no legislation

irrespective of how flawed or self-damaging is the

equivalent of saying that any medicine is better than no

medicine irrespective of how toxic or self-damaging.
S.680 is toxic medicine!

Meeting The Challenge - The Only Alternative To
Crippling Trade Wars

There are other routes to go. My company for one is
in the process of exploring some of those routes. We
have started a constructive dialogue with the

International Ladies Garment Workers Union for the
purpose of job creation. We are encouraging a number of

our offshore suppliers to open both stitching and
knitting operations in the United States with a guarantee

that Liz Claiborne will provide them with continuous

work. We are working closely with top management of a
number of our domestic textile firms to broaden their
product lines and to create, along with them, product
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that we feel will be appropriate for their marketplace
and ours. In all cases, all parties have demonstrated,
without exception, a high degree of cooperation and

openness. There is no question in my mind that our

long-term interests are mutual. We want to shape those

jobs that are consistent with a modern textile- and
apparel capability and to help put people back to work.

We are simultaneously funding a study at the

University of South Carolina designed to examine some of
the key issues associated with the industrial-to-service
transition currently occurring in the state with a focus

on the textile/apparel complex. There is another study
of similar issues that we have committed funds for that
is being planned at the University of North Carolina. It

is our aim to come up with actionable programs which all
affected groups will participate in -- textile companies,
large retailers in the area, labor, and the appropriate
state authorities.

As Lynn Williams, President of the United States
Steel Workers of America said recently, "The issue is not

change, but whether change will occur constructively

restoring our industries to health while caring for the
needs of those who have been wounded."

3 1

3 1Williams, Lynn R., "The Road To Industrial
Rebirth," New York Times, (September 2, 1985).
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Job Retraining - Job Relocation - Income Protection

We must certainly design a trade adjustment policy
that is not "short-term and compensatory but long-term
and adaptive." 32 Senators Bradley, Chafee, Grassley,
Heinz, Kerry, Moynihan, Roth and Syms have all urged the

extension and reformation of such a policy. Many states

have now created their own innovative programs typified
by the approach of the state of California's employment
training panel financed by unemployment insurance. There

are successful programs in which labor and management

have been working together such as the Nickel Fund

established in 1982 by the United Automobile Workers and
the Ford Motor Company.33 Senator Bradley has introduced

the concept of the "job security bank" to be funded by a

small import fee of 1% on all products from all
countries. Management of the Brown & Williamson tobacco
plant in Petersburg, Virginia in conjunction with local
labor unions and backed by a grant from the Federal

Government's Joint Training Partnership Act instituted a

job search program to cushion the blow of its planned
plant closing at the end of this year. 3 4  There is a
growing awareness that we all have a responsibility- to
those who have become victims of the restructuring of our

economy.

32Webster, Gloria, "U.S. Textile and Apparel
Dilemma; A Policy Overview," Harvard University, (1984).

33Serrin, William, "Jobless Workers Learn New
Skills," New York Times, (April 7, 1985).

3 4 Stone, Peter H., "Tobacco Company Helps Cushion
Blow of Plant Closing," Washington Post, (September 8,
1985).
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The New York Times, in a forceful editorial, stated

it clearly, "A prudent and humane society should neither

resist change nor cast aside its victims."
35

Balanced Responses

We must reexamine our assumptions about the world we

live in. While the attempt to create scapegoats may lead

us to dangerous actions, we must also avoid a sense of

defeatism and self-recrimination. Trade has become, as
Arthur Dunkel, Director General of GATT has said,
"managed.,36 We have every right to protect ourselves

from unfair trade discrimination, particularly in the
case of fully developed and newly industrialized

countries. Not only in our own interest, but in the

broader, long-term interest of our trading partners we
must insist on reciprocity. We must also feel free to

use those tools used by our competitors to further our
competitiveness, tools such as industry subsidization and

tax incentives. As Senator Bradley said in his testimony

before the Joint Economic and House Foreign Affairs

Committee on April 30th of this year, "Tough enforced
trade negotiations can change unfair trade practices."

We must continue to insist that the Executive Branch use

every legitimate means at its disposal to open markets

5"Our Qebt To The Displaced" New York Times,

(April 1, 1985).
3 6New York Times, (September 2, 1985).
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for our products. But while insisting that markets be
more open to our products, we must assume the burden of
tailoring products where required to those markets. We
must become hard knowledgeable sellers.

A Basic Problem of Competitiveness - A Non-Competitive
Educational System

We must reexamine our educational system. What

should we require in the way of language skills, of

knowledge of other peoples and their cultures? Governor

Riley of South Carolina, in the face of strong opposition

from numerous industry leaders, nevertheless, managed to

get a 1% increase in the state sales tax. The South
Carolina Education Improvement Act of 1984 was

responsible for the upgrading of high school students'
performance on the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills to
a point more than 150% greater than the state required.
To a large extent a report issued two years ago by the
United States Education Department called "A Nation At
Risk" citing the mediocree educational performance" of
many United States public schools stimulated the pressure

for the passage of Governor Riley's program. North

Carolina, despite the dramatic promise of the Research
Triangle, wust soon come to grips with its secondary
educational problems. A recent study by Alexander Grant

& Co., Chicago based consultants, shows North Carolina
43rd among the 48 contiguous states in the number of high

school educated adults. 13.1% of the state's population

cannot read.
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Clearly we have our work cut out for us. In

addition to upgrading secondary school education, there
are perplexing statistics concerning the emphasis we put

on professions. "For every 10,000 people in Japan, only

one is trained as a lawyer and 3 are trained as

accountants, but in the United States for the same 10,000

people we train 20 to be lawyers'i and 40 to be

accountants." 37  While on the other hand, according to
Derek Bok, President of Harvard University, "In Japan, a

country only half our size, 3C% more engineers graduate
every year than in all the United States."

3 8

Deficits -- Currency Imbalances - New Partnerships -
National Priorities

We must also come to grips with our high budget
deficit, a major cause of the too strong dollar. Not

only does the strong dollar out price many of our

products in foreign markets but it causes a growing gap
between U.S. wage rates and those of other nations

despite recent evidence of pay restraint in the United

37Schlossstein, Steven, Trade War, New York, New

York: Congdon & Weed, Inc., 1984. 296 pp.
38 Ibid.

56-287 0 - 86 - 13
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States, "Where the pay gap was once nonexistent -- as in
Sweden -- it is now substantial. Where once narrow -- as

in West Germany -- it is now very large indeed." 39

Unfortunately, productivity gains have not been

sufficient to offset the disparity in labor costs. This

is not to suggest that more and more give backs are in
order. Perhaps we should consider a new approach to the

relationships that exist between labor and management.
The new GM Saturn program or the success of the ESOP
program at Weirton Mills would indicate the value of a
close partnership between management and labor.

The budget remains a statement of our national

values and priorities and we are continually faced with

the choice of how we spend the wealth created by our
citizenry. As we spend more and more on weapons, so much

more proportionately-than any of our trade partners, we
further weaken our ability to be competitive.

Exporting - The Need for Reexamination of Policy

Perhaps the time has come to reevaluate our national

position as to the numerous roadblocks we throw up

against exports. Former Senator Howard Baker notes, "it

may well be time to reconsider the prohibition on sales
of Alaskan North Slope oil to Japan."40 Similarly, it

3 9Malabre, Alfred L. Jr., "High Wages Hurt U.S. In
World Markets," Asian Wall Street Journal, (July 31,
1985).

4 0Baker, Howard H. Jr., "Time For A Truce In The
Japan Trade War," New York Times, (August 21, 1985).
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may also well be time to tally the costs of cargo-
preference, cotton subsidies, the use of trade as a
political weapon, our anti-trust laws and the effects of
divestiture on competitiveness, and our rather rigid
approach to the export of products and technology that
fall within the definition of "militarily sensitive."

Positive Action - Individual States Devising Aggressive
Self-Help Policies

Governor Lamar Alexander of Tennessee has
demonstrated the job creating value of aggressively

courting foreign investment. The State of Michigan
brought the Japanese firm Hi-Lex Group, a subsidiary of
Nippon Cable, to Battle Creek after years of strenuous
wooing and has created 500 jobs and will soon double that
number.41 Two Japanese manufacturing companies are
creating jobs in Peachtree City, Georgia.42 The
reopening of the Westinghouse Electric plant in Elmira,
New York in conjunction with Toshiba will create 800 new

43
jobs. Governors of states throughout the United States
are acting vigorously and independently to reinvigorate
their industrial base. They need federal participation.

41Lehner, Urban C., "Welcome Invasion,"
Wall Street Journal, (May 10, 1985).

42Elmore, Charles, "Two Japanese Companies Are
Locating New Operations In Peachtree City," Atlanta
Constitution, (July 18, 1985).

43New York Times, (June 2, 1985).
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Throughout it becomes apparent that without a game
plan in which the Federal Government plays a supporting
role the future of our total industrial plant may be
compromised. Despite the fact that conservative

estimates predict a growth of 7 million jobs in the next

4 years44 and that our ability to create new jobs has
been the envy of the world, an industrial strategy for
the future is demanded.

On the Brink of Trade Chaos - S.680 Brings Us To A
Point of No Return

We have been and continue to be leaders in
breakthrough technology. We are richly endowed with

natural and human resources and we have demonstrated time

and time again that there is no conflict between
generosity and self-interest.

44Data Resources Inc., New York Times, (September 5,
1985).
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The passage of S.680 will bring us to a point of no

return in international trade.

It discriminates against developing Asian countries

in favor of developed European countries.

It threatens international political stability.

It will undermine the international banking system.

It invites further closing of foreign markets to our

goods.

It demands no assistance for the jobless.

It requires no quid pro quo of industry.

It deludes us into an acceptance of our failure to

compete as solely an external circumstance.

Whatever the political pressures of the moment,

however deep the desire for a quick fix, we must resist

in the interest of our country and of our world.
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STATEMENT BY MARTIN TANDLER, PRESIDENT, TANDLER
TEXTILES, INC., NEW YORK, NY

Mr. TANDLER. Good morning.
I am president and owner of Tandler Textiles, Inc., a New York

based firm which specializes in the sale of high quality fabrics to
designers like Liz Claiborne, Ralph Lauren, Brooks Brothers, et
cetera.

During the last 15 years I have been, I think, in the unique posi-
tion of sourcing much of our fabrics both in the United States and
in Asia and Europe as well. As a result, I would like to share with
you some of the observations I have made which I think are rele-
vant to your consideration of S. 680.

First, there are literally hundreds of fabrics which cannot be
made in this country. In my testimony I have enclosed samples of
three of them which look like fairly simple, straightforward fab-
rics-you have copies of them-but because of spinning, weaving,
and dyeing capabilities simply cannot be made here. This is not a
question of price; it is a question of quality. And it is the type of
quality that my customers demand.

Second, U.S. mills, as Mr. Ortenberg just pointed out, are entire-
ly production-oriented. They make what they can make and are
much less interested in what the consumers demand. They are run
primarily by the people who own them in the South and leave the
marketing as a secondary, unimportant kind of position.

Third, it is interesting to note that U.S. mills and converters in
the textile industry themselves import huge quantities of textile
themselves. They do this to make up for deficiencies in their own
production; they do it because of price; they do it because of qual-
ity. Sometimes they have inherent imbalances in their own plant
structure which they have created themselves-they have too
much finishing capacity and not enough weaving capacity-so that
they contribute a great deal to this trade deficit which they decry
themselves.

The U.S. textile industry does compete fairly successfully on
some basic market cloths and, given a currency situation which
would be more favorable to them, could compete in the world mar-
ketplace on these more stable commodity items.

It has been mentioned that other markets are restrictive in their
imports or their receptiveness to American products. I have never
observed this.

Take the case of Japan. Japan would be, in my opinion, open to
import American fabric if America made fabric worthy of import to
Japan. Europe does import a great deal of fabric to Japan.

In conclusion, I am committed to the improvement of the Ameri-
can textile industry. The U.S. textile industry today enjoys tremen-
dous protective duties already, and it has other competitive advan-
tages, including raw materials, proximity to the market, et cetera.
Increased duties and/or quotas will not encourage U.S. firms to
make higher quality fabric; quite the contrary, it is U.S. consum-
ers, retailers, garment workers, importers, brokers, and others in
import-related fields whose jobs and wallets need protection.

One last point in reference to Mr. Chafee's question: Most of the
textiles that my company does import into this country are made
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in garments here. If we cannot import the fabrics here, all the
people who make the garments will lose their jobs.

Thank you for your consideration.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Tandler.
Mr. Farah.
[Mr. Tandler's written testimony follows:]
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Summary Statement re Hearing on S.680
September 23, 1985

Submitted by Martin Tandler
Tandler Textile Inc.

I. Tandler Textile Inc. - An American textile company, annual
sales of $40 million. Design and sell high quality cotton
fabric to U.S. apparel manufacturers.

II. Desire to purchase U.S. good - Customers use fabric in U.S.
Prefer to avoid numerous problems of international trade.

III. Need to purchase up to 80% of fabrics outside U.S.

A. Lack of capital investment and short-sightedness of
management has resulted in product and process inferiority
in the U.S. textile industry. U.S. mills cannot meet
quality specifications available in Europe and Japan
(at any price).

B. Mass production orientation in U.S. precludes the ability
to provide necessary flexibility and quick response.

IV. Domestic textile industry already highly protected

V. Job loss substantial - Jobs will be lost with higher tariffs
in import industries as well as support industries (brokers,
transporters, U.S. garment manufacturers).

VI. Lack of export of textiles to Japan - Due to inferior quality
and higher price of U.S. goods, not to Japanese restrictions.
Japan does import from Europe.

VII. Currency Exchange - A lowering of the relative value of the
dollar will help U.S. mills to be more competitive with im-
ports on lower-priced goods. There will be little or no
effect on higher-priced fabrics.

VIII. Conclusion - The domand for high-quality fabric in the U.S.
cannot be supplied by U.S. manufacturers. Lack of import
of these fabrics will cut supply and jeopardize jobs as
well as raise prices to the American consumer.
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Written Statement for Submission to the
Finance Committee's Subcommittee on International Trade

Regarding the Hearing on S.680
The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985

September 23, 1985

Submitted by Martin Tandler
Tandler Textile Inc.

I am the sole owner and President of Tandler Textile Inc.,

a Delaware Corporation, headquartered in New York City with a

subsidiary office in Los Angeles. The Company's annual sales

volume is $40 million.

We are in the business of designing and buying fabrics

for sale to high-quality manufacturers of women's and men's

clothing. Our clients include hundreds of apparel manufacturers

including those which manufacture the finest and highest quality

clothing offered in the United States (Ralph Lauren, Calvin Klein,

Anne Klein, Brooks Brothers, L.L. Bean, Talbots, et.al.).

My experience has been mainly in designing and. marketing

high quality fabric; much of which is 100% cotton. Tandler

Textile owns no production facilities and as a result purchases

goods wherever they can be best made. We prefer to buy goods

made in America whenever possible because most of our customers

manufacture their garments in the U.S. However, approximately
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80% of our production is imported, mostly from Japan. This

lopsided percentage in favor of imported goods is due largely to

the fact that the quality of Japanese fabric is so far superior

to its American counterpart that often there is no comparison.

I have tried to work with the best American textile mills

for years, begging and pleading that they produce goods to meet

my clients' quality specifications. I would of course, prefer

to avoid the need to import fabric (and thereby also avoid the

attendant risks and problems of international trade). The best

mills in America have consistently refused my requests. They

have informed me repeatedly that they cannot and will not

produce fabric of the quality of that which I am currently

importing from Japan. Even offering to pay two to three times

the price I am paying the Japanese mills, the answer from the

United States mills is no.

I have enclosed 3 samples of our fabric with this statement.

(See attachments.) These are 3 types of fabric which, in spite

of how simple they appear to be, are not available in the U.S.

at any price. As stated above, I have discussed my needs with

many of the largest and highest quality domestic textile pro-

ducers. They do not have the interest nor the ability to supply

these goods. They have not developed the flexibility

to fill the needs of my Company - which needs are those of the
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fashion industry in general.

In addition to the inability to make comparable quality,

U.S. textile mills make other demands which make doing business

domestically extremely difficult. U.S. textile mills demand

larger minimum orders, offer fewer colors, rarely make excep-

tions to their "standard operating procedure" and even make

financing and credit procedures more difficult than Japanese

or European textile people. I have been a party to hundreds

of examples of these practices which have been going on for

years and which continue today. These conditions are best

summarized by American textile executives themselves who

issued the following statements in the September 18, 1985

issue of Women's Wear Daily

"Mills must pay closer attention to what their
customers want by becoming more fashion and
product development conscious." (Thomas J.
O'Gorman, President, Greenwood Mills Marketing
Co.)

"I don't think manufacturers or mills have been
creative enough either from the product stand-
point of from the process standpoint. . . The
industry is scared to death. It's a self-ful-
filling prophecy - we're not giving the consumer
something to buy." (Bertram C. Shlensky, Presi-
dent, Apparel Fabrics Division, WestPoint Pepperell)

Tandler Textile is sympathetic to the difficulties of the

U.S. textile industry and is committed to its prosperity and

survival. We have in the past and will continue in the future
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to attempt to work with U.S. producers. However, in order

for us to do so, U.S. textile producers need to, as they

themselves acknowledge, put their house in order.

In addition the domestic textile industry is already one

of the most protected industries in the U.S. in terms of tariff

and quota protection. More than 650 quotas from 31 countries

have been established. Per the Reagan administration, the

average textile and apparel tariff equals 22.3% versus an

average tariff of less than 5% for all other industries. With

tariffs already more than 400% higher than average, it makes

sense that there must be other reasons imports continue to be

a viable alternative to domestic production. Yet in spite of

all these advantages, the U.S. textile industry cannot compete

successfully in its own market with respect to high-quality

fabrics.

To limit further Tandler Textile's ability to purchase

these high-quality fabrics will not in any way insure or result

in the production of these fabrics by U.S. mills. It will

result in lost business for Tandler Textile and its network

of supporters (brokers, transporters, warehousers, etc.) and

our clients (U.S. garment manufacturers). In other words, it

will result in lost revenues and lost jobs.
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Regarding the effect of currency on the import of fabrics

into the U.S., it is my experience that the relative high rate

of exchange for the dollar does not very much affect the import

of high-priced quality fabric. It does, however, have more of

an effect on mass-produced, lower quality fabric. I conclude,

therefore, that if the value of the dollar should fa]l, it is

probable that large U.S. textile producers will fare better

against Far East and other off-shore competition. However,

fabrics of high quality such as the ones my Company imports

will continue to be imported because they simply cannot be

produced in this country.

It is also claimed by many that U.S. companies cannot

ompete with foreign textile companies because wages abroad

are so much lower than U.S. wages. This is true for many lower

quality fabrics (although as mentioned above, there are counter-

balancing advantages which U.S. companies enjoy) . It is

not true for high quality fabrics produced in Japan and Europe

where workers make comparable wages to their U.S. counterparts.

Lastly, there has been much talk about alleged unfair trade

practices with respect to availability of other markets to U.S.

goods. In my area of expertise, I can state with certainty that

both Japan and Europe are open to U.S. textile products but do
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not import them because they are inferior to fabrics they pro-

duce themselves. To illustrate this point, I cite the example

of Nino A.G., one of the largest textile producers in Germany,

which company exports 400% more fabric to Japan than it does

to the U.S.

In conclusion, the U.S. textile industry has demonstrated

to me time and time again that it cannot produce high quality

fabric irrespective of price. There is a demand for high

quality fabric and to curtail the supply of this fabric will

cause loss of jobs and revenue in the top quality" end of

the textile industry in the United States.

STATEMENT BY ROBERT FARAH, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AND PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL DIVISION, FARAH MANU-
FACTURING CO., INC., EL PASO, TX
Mr. FARAH. My name is Robert Farah. I am executive vice presi-

dent of Farah Manufacturing Co., which is a public company listed
on the New York and Pacific Stock Exchanges. Farah is a manu-
facturer, an importer, and an exporter, and employs a little under
6,000 individuals internationally.

For over 60 years and well before it became nationally fashiona-
ble, Farah has been a proponent of "made in. the USA." In fact, we
fought several legal battles with respect to a policy we have of
hiring U.S. citizens. Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, I am here to
speak today in opposition to S. 680.

We believe this bill is wrong. We believe this bill is the wrong
solution to an overpublicized, overmarketed problem. The bill is
discriminatory with respect to companies participEting in produc-
tion-sharing arrangements under the Tariff Schedule of the United
States item 807.

As has already been stated here today, the present trade deficit
is a symptom of the economic problems of the United States and
not a cause. The budget deficit, the strong dollar, and U.S. savings
are the principal causes of the present import problem, if there
really is a problem. The cost to the consumer of existing quotas
and tariffs, as has also been stated here today, are substantial.

Let me go through a sequence of events resulting from the imple-
mentation of S. 680:

First, we believe there would be a reduction of efficient supply.
Second, that would translate to an increase in prices not only to
the retailer but to the ultimate consumer, resulting in a drop in
demand and ultimately a loss in jobs. Every State in the Midwest,
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Mountain, West, and Southwest regions of the United States would
experience, more 'retail and other job losses than textile and appar-
el manufacturing job gains. Does enactment of S. 680, which is lim-
ited to a particular industry in a very limited number of States,
really make sense?

S. 680 provides for an import-licensing system which as of yet is
undefined. This will not only institutionalize, we believe, the in-
equities existing or that would exist regarding precisely who may
import but would establish a more onerous environment for our in-
dustry.

Farah is the single largest importer of 807 apparel in Mexico, yet
the largest part of it is United States labor-80 percent or so. Only
sewing labor is added in Mexico. Passage of 680 would stymie this
positive incentive to consume U.S. product.

For these reasons I would have to say that Farah would strongly
support legislation that Senator Gramm of Texas is proposing at
this time, and we feel that that is the positive sort of incentive that
needs to take place in any legislation rather than what we believe
is the destructive incentive that exists in S. 680.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing my opposition.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Farah.
Mr. Clayton.
[Mr. Farah's written testimony follows:]
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Testimony of Robert Farah,

President, International Division

Farah Manufacturing Company

My name is Robert Farah. I am an Executive Vice

President of Farah Manufacturing Company and I am

President of the company's International Division.

Farah is a public company listed on the New York

Stock Exchange and Pacific Stock Exchange which

sources product from domestic manufacturing from what

is known as Tariff Schedule of the United States Item

807.00 production sharing, and from direct imports.

Although Farah manufactures a number of apparel

products, its primary product is mens, young mens

and boys slacks.

Farah employs over 3300 individuals domestically and

a total of over 5900 internationally and is one of

the principal employers in El Paso, Texas, where its

major facilities are located. For many years, and

before it became nationally fashionable, Farah was a

vocal proponent of "made in the U.S.A." Indeed,

Farah fought a number of legal battles in order to

protect its policy of hiring U.S. citizens. In

recent years, however, Farah has expanded its

international operations both as an exporter of U.S.

products and in sourcing. Farah has become a

believer in the benefits of both free trade and

production sharing.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to appear

before you today to speak in opposition to S. 680,

the "Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of

1985." Farah believes that this Bill is the wrong

solution to an over-publicized and over-marketed

problem. This Bill discriminates against companies

participating in production-sharing arrangements

under TSUS Item 807.00, and enactment of this Bill

will have long-term detrimental effects on both the

apparel and textile industries.

The initial publicity surrounding S. 680 was highly

misleading, and thus a number of U.S. apparel

manufacturers, some of which appeared before this

Subcommi'cee, were at first unsure of their

position. Because of this confusion, some of these

manufacturers only recently truly understood both the

content and ramifications of the Bill. The very

substantial sums expended by the coalition supporting

this Bill had their effect in creating a

misconception concerning the Bill. Nevertheless, it

is hoped that "cool heads" will indeed prevail and

that this nation will not take what is now argued to

be only a short considered step - but what will

actually result in a very long and unsteady step that

/
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would cause severe harm not only to the apparel and

textile industry but also to the entire U.S. economy.

Let me briefly review a number of facts that have

been discussed with this Subcommittee - but which are

believed by Farah to have significant importance, and

then spend a short period discussing those specific

areas of concern in which Farah has particular

interest.

Fact:

The Multi-Fiber Arrangement was designed to assist in

resolving the precise issue that is now before this

Subcommittee. The Arrangement will shortly be

renegotiated, and any anticipatory action such as S.

680 would abrogate well over 30 bilateral agreements

to which the U.S. is a party. Farah believes this is

not responsible conduct for the acknowledged leader

in the world market place. Are we not acting

prematurely?

Fact:

The present trade deficit is a symptom of economic

problems in the U.S. and not a cause. The budget
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deficit, the strong dollar and savings are the

principal causes of the present import "problem" - if

there really is a problem. The question before this

Subcommittee must be, "has any responsible economist

said otherwise either in print or to this

Subcommittee?"

Fact:

Protectionist legislation such as S. 680 will most

assuredly invite retaliation. Such retaliation will

not only affect the apparel and textile industry but

a number of other U.S. industries as well. How can

we realistically not expect retaliation when we

roll-back textile and apparel imports from countries

such as Brazil - 66%, China - 57%, Thailand - 55%,

Taiwan - 47% and Pakistan - 36%? Do we really

believe that no action will be taken when we

significantly reduce the ability of these countries

to obtain dollars? Particularly in countries such as

Brazil, which has a very substantial U.S. debt, would

we not be preventing dollars from being obtained by a

country that would'only use those dollars to reduce

U.S. debt?
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Fact:

The apparel and textile industries are currently two

of the most protected industries in the U.S. Why

should these induztries be singled out for further

special treatment? The cost to the consumer of

existing quotas and tariffs is already substantial -

in the many billions of dollars. The sequence of

events which would result from the implementation of

this Bill would be as follows: (1) the reduction of

efficient supply (2) the increase of prices (3) a

drop in demand for such supplies (4) the decrease in

demand for support industries and finally (5) a loss

of jobs. Surely no reliable economist has testified

that an overall net gain in U.S. jobs would

ultimately result from enactment of S. 680.

Responsible commentators indicate that every state in

the midwest, mountain, west and southwest regions of

the U.S. would experience more retail and other job

losses than textile and apparel manufacturing job

gains. Does enactment of a protectionist trade bill,

the alleged benefits of which are not only limited to

a particular industry, but to a small number of

specific states, really make sense?
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Farah has a number of specific concerns regarding S.

680. These include:

Import Licensing Requirements.

The Failure to Consider TSUS Item 807.00 Imports.

The Extreme Roll-back for Mens and Boys Man-Made

Fiber Slacks.

The Misleading Representations Regarding Mexico

and the Caribbean Basin.

Turning first to:

Import Licensing Requirements.

S, 680 provides for an import licensing system which

as ye has been undefined. This will not only

institutionalize inequities regarding precisely who

may import, but will also establish a more onerous

regulatory environment for the apparel and textile

industry. The Bill provides that the Department of

Commerce will establish and administer an import

licensing system under which all importers of
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textiles and textile products would be required to

present an import permit at the time of entry.

Various import permit allocation methods that have

been discussed include an option system that requires

importers would be required to bid for permits and a

lottery system that enforces a "grandfather" clause

based on previous import levels. How does this

government plan to tell a particular manufacturer

what textile and apparel products it can import and

in what quantities? Would retailers get a

preferential "edge" due to direct sourcing? How does

any textile or apparel company prepare a business

plan in excess of one year when it doesn't know

whether it will lose a "bid" or make a bad "draw" in

a lottery? How are allowances made for large and

small companies, new and old companies, honest and

dishonest companies? Is the government or really the

market place the proper place for these decisions?

The Failure to Consider TSUS Item 807.00

Imports.

There is absolutely no concession in S. 680 to TSUS

Item 807.00 imports. As you know, TSUS Item 807.00

principally involves the assembly of U.S. components
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in other countries through production-sharing

arrangements. The proposed roll-backs and artificial

limits imposed on further imports contained in S. 680

are fully applicable to TSUS Item 807.00 imports that

are to be sold in the U.S. TSUS Item 807.00

production sharing has become a significant component

of our industry. Farah is the single largest

importer of TSUS Item 807.00 apparel from-Mexico.

This apparel is manufactured almost exclusively from

components made in the U.S. Essentially, the only

value added is sewing labor. But for the

availability of production sharing quota in Mexico

many of these apparel items would simply be

contracted off-shore, without the use of U.S. fabric,

thread, buttons, zippers and other trim items.

Because of U.S. imposed quota restraints no

additional U.S. owned "maquila" or twin plant

production facilities have been established in Mexico

in over a year. Mexico has expressed to Farah that

it is extremely concerned that the vast majority of

its apparel "exports" are really U.S. in-bond imports

that simply have value-added labor. Approximately

80% - 85% of the value of TSUS Item 807.00 Farah

imports are actually the reimportation of U.S.

product. How can the textile and trim manufacturers
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complain when substantial quantities of their

products are being used in such production-sharing

arrangements? Passage of S. 680 would stymie further

growth of an industry that provides a "positive"

incentive for the use of U.S. manufactured products.

Does this really make sense?

The Extreme Roll-back for Mens and Boys Man-Made

Fiber Slacks.

Certain categories of apparel and textile products

would be affected much more significantly than

others. Under S. 680, imports of mens and boys

man-made fiber slacks from the 12 major exporting

countries would be reduced by 501. Why mens and boys

slacks? Why are there not similar reductions in

other categories? This provision points to a

critical defect in the Bill in that the category

reductions and roll-backs are based solely on

existing export levels that are the result of

previous negotiations pursuant to the Multi-Fiber

Arrangement. These levels have no reasonable

relationship to apparel market categories in the U.S,

which are particularly affected.
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The Misleading Representations Regarding Mexico

and the Caribbean Basin.

Much of the recent growth in apparel exports in

Mexico and the Caribbean Basin countries has been

directly due to expansion of TSUS Item 807.00

activity by U.S. companies. The publicity given the

Caribbean Basin initiative has also had its effect.

This growth has been substantially in excess of the

6% cap per year contemplated by S. 680, and indeed

due to the "import sensitive" nature of a number of

these categories, a cap of 1% would be applied.

Remembering that U.S. components that are utilized

principally in these off-shore operations and that

approximately 80% of these countries' exports fall

under TSUS Item 807.00, does it really make sense to

artificially limit the use of U.S. components? The

answer is quite obviously that it does not. Mexico

and the Caribbean Basin are simply not net exporters

of indigenous textile and apparel products as the

findings of S. 680 would appear indicate. Without

U.S. participation, both in terms of technology and

"in-bond" components, the apparel industries in these

countries would not have blossomed as they have in

recent years.
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In summary, Farah believes that a number of the facts

that have been presented to this Subcommittee simply

cannot be refuted by the coalition supporting S.

680. Moreover, Farah has very specific concerns

regarding licensing, TSUS Item 807.00, the extreme

roll-back on mens and boys man-made fiber slacks, and

the inaccuracies projected regarding Mexico and the

Caribbean Basin. Discussion of these concerns will

hopefully be considered by the Subcommittee when it

reviews this Bill in a calm and rational environment

and that the members of this Subcommittee will

conclude, as we do, that this Bill must be rejected.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for allowing Farah to

speak in opposition.

STATEMENT BY D. MICHAEL CLAYTON, DIRECTOR, LEGAL SERV.
ICES AND CORPORATE SECRETARY, SAMSONITE CORP.,
DENVER, CO
Mr. CLAYTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Samsonite is an American company that produces and sells lug-

gage in the United States and throughout the world. We employ
about 2,600 American employees. Samsonite is celebrating its 75th

ear in the domestic and world luggage markets. We manufacture
luggage in the United States and 11 other countries in the world,

and export to virtually all countries in the free world. As an ex-
porter, we have encountered and dealt with the full range of for-
eign trade barriers to American-made goods that are similar to
those that are in the proposed legislation.

No doubt others have or yet will testify regarding the economics
of this proposed legislation, as Senator Gramm did earlier, so I will
not go into detail here other than, as background, to remind us all
that shutting the door on the imports as this bill would do does not
affect the cost of producing the corresponding product in America;
it just reduces the supply of the competitive goods, so, as the
market shrinks, it drives up the consumer's price.

However, unless the American market shrinks far enough to
drive up the price by about 67 percent, not a single new American
job, at least in the luggage industry, can be created. If the prices
cannot rise high enough to cover the cost to produce the goods in
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America, then the only other way to create American jobs is to
reduce the cost of the American product-that is, to lower the cost
of material, the labor, or the overhead. Certainly, nobody will sell a
product for less than the cost to produce it, much less hire anyone
else to make it. However, a viable, lower cost alternative to total
U.S. production is already in use. This is called coproduction.

Coproduction basically involves the production of the components
of a manufactured item here in the United States, the shipment of
those American-made components overseas where further process-
ing takes place, followed by importation of either the finished item
for resale or for further processing in the United States. Coproduc-
tion has been recognized as a manufacturing strategy for over-two
decades. Sections 806.30 and 807 of the tariff schedules, as Mr.
Farah has mentioned, recognize coproduced goods as basically
American-made goods, requiring payment of import duty only on
the value added in the assembly operations overseas.

It has been estimated that American jobs tied to coproduction
grew from 17,000 in 1970 to about 75,000 in 1980, and, as Senator
Gramm earlier testified, the estimate is about a million today.

The fabric components and hardware used in Samsonite's copro-
duced luggage is made in the United States. Some of these compo-
nents are shipped offshore for assembly. The finished product,
when imported into the United States, can compete effectively on a
price basis with wholly foreign-produced goods at about 10- to 15-
percent higher than the comparable foreign goods.

By imposing-quotas on all imported goods, the proposed legisla-
tion would also impose quotas on imported coproduced goods from
American components. The proposed legislation would eliminate or
dramatically reduce employment of Americans producing compo-
nents now being used in coproduced goods.

An exemption of goods assembled abroad from U.S. components
from the quota, however, would preserve these American jobs and
can be expected to create additional American jobs in the coproduc-
tion area to take up the slack caused by the blockage of other for-
eign imports.

We request, therefore, that the quotas in the proposed legislation
not be applied to coproduced goods; that is, products which are im-
ported under items 806.30 and 807 of the Tariff Schedules of the
United States.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Clayton.
Mr. Davis.
[Mr. Clayton's written testimony follows:]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

September 23, 1985

Presented by Mr. D. Michael Clayton
Director of Legal Services & Secretary

on behalf of Samsonite Corporation

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Samsonite is an American company that produces and

sells luggage in the United States and around the world. We

employ over 3,000 American workers. Samsonite has about 75

years of experience in the domestic and world luggage markets.

We manufacture luggage in eleven countries, and export to

virtually all countries in the free world. As an exporter, we

have encountered the full range of foreign trade barriers to

American-produced goods.

Besides producing domestically and overseas,

Samsonite engages in a manufacturing strategy known as

coproduction. Coproduction basically involves the production

of the components of a manufactured item in the United States,

the shipment of those American-made components abroad for final

assembly, followed by importation of the finished items into

the United States for sale. Coproduction has been a recognized

manufacturing strategy for over two decades. Sections 806.30

and 807 of the Tariff Schedules recognize coproduced goods as

basically American-made goods, requiring payment of import duty
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only on the value added in the assembly operations. It has

been estimated that American jobs tied to coproduction grew

from 17,000 in 1970 to 74,533 in 1980, the last year for which

data is available.

Samsonite manufactures the fabric and hardware used

in its softside luggage In the United States and ships some of

these components for assembly offshore. The finished product,

when imported into the United States, can compete effectively

on a price basis with wholly foreign-produced goods.

By imposing quotas on all imported goods, the

proposed legislation also would impose quotas on imported

coproduced goods made from American components. The proposed

legislation would eliminate or dramatically reduce employment

of Americans producing components now being used in coproduced

goods.

An exemption of goods assembled abroad from U.S.

components from the quota, however, would preserve these

American jobs and can be expected to create additional American

jobs in the coproduction area to fill any market vacuum that

would be created by import quotas.

We request, therefore, that the quotas in the

proposed legislation not be applied to coproduced products,

that is products which are imported under Items 806.30 and 807

of the Tariff Schedules of the United States.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE
SEPTEMBER 23, 1985

Presented by Mr. D. Michael Clayton
Director of Legal Services & Secretary
on behalf of Samsonite Corporation

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

In the International textile trade war, the Textile and

Apparel Trade Enforcement Act will be a shot heard around the

world! For this reason, we respectfully request Congress to

raise its sights above America's foot.

Samsonite is an American company that makes and sells

luggage domestically and around the world. We employ 2,444

Americans in domestic production and sales, 89 in so-called

coproduction, 62 in import trade, and 36 in export trade. We

produce luggage in eleven countries, and sell in virtually all

countries of the free world. In most countries, Samsonite is

the foreigner, exporting into the local market. As such, we

have dealt with protectionist measures as proposed in this Bill,

ranging from exceptionally high duties, to quotas and outright

prohibitions.

The Bill is presently aimed at America's foot, because it

eliminates more-merican jobs than it is possible to create, and

it requires the American consumer to pay dearly or this net
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reduction in American jobs in the hidden tax of increased

prices. It is intended to create American job, but so long as

this Bill would apply quotas to goods made by coproduction, as

it now does, it cannot create new American jobs.

Please note that Samsonite speaks about 75 years of

experience in the domestic and world luggage industries.

Although the absolute numbers will vary from one luggage maker to

another and from one industry to another, the economic principles

will remain the same. So in general, the result for other

luggage makers and industries would be expected to be comparable.

I will discuss coproduction after first explaining why we

believe this Bill cannot create new American jobs. The reason

is simple economics either the prices paid by each of us as

American consumers must increase to cover the cost (labor,

material, overhead) of producing in America products comparable

to the excluded foreign products, or these production costs

themselves must be reduced. Certainly, nobody will sell a

product for less than the cost to produce it, much less hire

someone else to make it.

In our experience, we have found that an imported textile

bag which would cost the American consumer $65.00 at retail,

would cost $109.00 if made in a low labor cost area of America.

Please keep in mind that the absolute dollar values are not as

important as the relative costs of imports versus American-made
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goods. Shutting the door on imports, as this Bill would do,

does not affect the cost of producing the corresponding product

in America ... it just reduces the supply of competitive goods.

That is, the market shrinks, driving up the consumer's price.

However, unless the American market shrinks far enough to

drive up the price by about 67% (in my example, to the $109.00

level), not a single new American job can be created. Also, in

the luggage business, non-textile alternatives (plastic luggage)

becomes very competitive at and before the same $109.00 level

... further regarding creation of American jobs in the textile

luggage industry.

If prices cannot rise high enough to cover the cost to

produce the goods in America, then the only other way to create

American jobs is to reduce the cost of the American product

lower the cost of material, labor, or overhead. After 75 years,

we believe we have reduced these costo as far as possible ..

but we would certainly welcome any help from Congress in reducing

them further. You can probably agree, however that our suppliers

and employees would rightly oppose any such action by Congress.

So why does this Bill shoot America in its foot, and how can

Congress ri.ise its sights?

By imposing quotas on all imported goods, the Bill also

imposes quotas on imported goods made from American components.
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Therefore, in addition to eliminating American jobs associated

with import trade (transportation, sales, etc.), the Bill also

eliminates American jobs which produce American components now

being used in imported goods. This area is known as

coproductionn," and has been recognized by Items 806.30 and 807

of the Tariff Schedules for over two decades. American jobs

tied to such coproduction have grown from 17,000 in 1970 to

26,000 in 1975, to 74,533 in 1980 (the last year for which I have

data).

Besides producing domestically and overseas, Samsonite also

coproduces using American components Isuch as textiles).

Certain production steps are done in America (e.g., raw material,

manufacturing, such as textiles and component manufacturing),

and other steps (usually labor-intensive assembly) offshore.

The resulting product, although 10 to 15% higher in price than

the comparable product without American components, is still

competitive enough ($76.00 vs. $65.00 for example), that it can

be sold domestically against comparable imported products.

Congress can raise its sights by not subjecting products

made from American components to the import quotas of this Bill.

Why? Because otherwise, not a single American job will be

created by this Bill, yet American jobs making components

(textiles, for example) will actually be eliminated. Excluded

goods made from American components would preserve American

56-287 0 - 86 - 14
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jobs, at a lower price to the American consumer ($76.00 vs.

$109.0). As a bonus, at the lower price, the American market

demand can create more American jobs in the coproduction area to

fill the void left by import restrictions.

By not excluding coproduction goods from these quotas,

Congress shall require by enactment of this Bill:

(a) elimination of existing jobs in the import,

coproduction, and component supply areas, and

then,

(b) as a precondition for the creation of even a single

additional American job (at least in the textile

luggage industry), either:

(i) payment by American consumers of about 67% higher

prices.

(ii) drastic pay cuts for American workers, or

(iii) greatly reduced prices for American materials.

We propose that the quotas in this Bill not be applied to

coproduced products, that ois products which are imported under

Items 806.30 and 807 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

States of America.
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STATEMENT BY CARL K. DAVIS, EAST COAST COUNSEL, NIKE,
INC.. PORTLAND, OR

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, Senator Chafee, I am Carl Davis, east
coast counsel for Nike, Inc. I have previously submitted written tes-
timony. I would like to summarize that now, but would ask that
the entire written statement be included in the record.

Senator DANFORTH. You don't even have to ask; it is done auto-
matically.

Mr. DAvis. Thank you.
Nike, Inc., is a U.S. company headquartered and incorporated in

the State of Oregon. At present we directly employ approximately
4,000 Americans. We manufacture, import, export, distribute, and
sell athletic footwear and apparel not only in the United States but
on a worldwide basis.

Nike is tremendously concerned about the far-reaching aspects of
this measure. My testimony today consists of three major points.

First, touted as a measure to protect apparel and textile manu-
facturers, the bill will also-by design or mistake-include textile-
style footwear.

Recently, the International Trade Commission conducted a 201
investigation concerning footwear. The petitioners could have in-
cluded textile footwear but did not, as there is no indication that
domestic manufacturers of such styles need or want this protection.
Even the prolog to this measure is void of any discussion of injury
to this group.

The type of footwear is often sold to low-income families and for
children's use. Because of these reasons, it should be excluded from
this measure.

Second, though claiming to be protective, the bill as written is
devastating to many categories of imports. Nike, Inc., is a large im-
porter of jogging or-warmup suits. At present these suits are cov-
ered by quota restrictions under two different categories-one cov-
ering jackets, the other trousers.

Under this system, Nike must compete with importers of higher
priced items such as ski jackets and dress slacks to obtain suffi-
cient quota to import these suits. This measure is so restrictive
that future imports of such items could be impossible. For example,
the quota available for warmup suits from Hong Kong would be
slashed by 46 percent on jackets, 62 percent on pants. Children's
warmups from Singapore by an incredible 89 percent. Such cuts
apply to the entire quota category. Higher priced items such as ski
jackets would take all available quota. Our warmup business would
be eliminated.

Third, and most importantly, price alone is not the primary con-
sideration that drives an American company like Nike to seek ap-
parel sources offshore.

When Nike first entered the apparel business, we sourced 100
percent of our apparel in the United States. As our business grew,
we found it increasingly difficult to deal with the inflexible atti-
tude of many domestic apparel manufacturers.

Manufacturers demanded minimum order amounts for each
fabric or color before they would produce items for us. These mini-
mums were often so high that it was impossible for a company en-
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gaged in the competitive sports apparel business to extend their
purchases to those limits. To do so would have required the elimi-
nation of certain styles or colors. Other manufacturers refused to
produce items to our specifications, requiring that our items be pro-
duced by one of their age-old techniques.

Confronted by these problems, we sought new sources. We found
those sources offshore, where the producers were much more flexi-
ble and would agree to our requests. We would like to do more
business in the United States, but it is not feasible.

In summary, passage of this bill will basically eliminate a major
portion of our apparel business and the resultant jobs in that busi-
ness.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
[Mr. Davis' written testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF CARL K. DAVIS

EAST COAST COUNSEL OF NIKE, INC.

BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SEPTEMBER 23, 1985

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you and the rest of the

members of the Subcommittee for having the opportunity to

present my company's view on this most urgent issue of import

relief.

Nike, Inc. is a U.S. company whose home office is based in

Beaverton, Oregon. Nike manufactures and distributes on a

wholesale and retail basis athletic footwear and sports related

apparel. The company employs approximately 4,000 persons and

has annual sales revenues approaching $1 billion. Approximately

20% of our sales revenues are derived from the company's apparel

division. The apparel line is produced by a combination of both

domestic and foreign apparel manufacturers. Consequently, like

many other companies in the apparel and footwear industries,

Nike is an American company which functions simultaneously as a

domestic manufacturer, purchaser, exporter and importer.

Kr. Chairman, I will focus my testimony on three major

points:
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First, let me state that Nike would prefer to purchase all of

its apparel line from domestic sources. However, we continue to

run up against many U.S. apparel manufacturers which are

unwilling to adapt to changing conditions in our industry and

increasingly unable to fulfill our apparel manufacturing needs.

Second, S. 680 covers a wide range of products beyond the

textile field including products in the automotive,

construction, furnishing and decoration, toy and footwear

industries. This bill is advancing protectionism in a sphere of

products which is much wider than the narrowly focused textile

and apparel industry.

Third, the decrease in the quota levels set forth in S. 680 is

far greater than required by the domestic textile industry and

will likely result in an "overkill".

1. Nike Has Found The Domestic Apparel Industry To Ae

Inflexible And UnwIlling To Meet The Changing Manufacturing

Requirements Of Our Industry

At the time Nike established operations in the apparel

business, we purchased 100% of our apparel products from U.S.

manufacturers. Today we still purchase 60% of our apparel

products from U.S. companies. Let me reemphasize that we would
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prefer to buy-our apparel products from U.S. companies and we

constantly attempt to locate suitable sources within the United

States. However, we have found many domestic manufacturers to

be extremely uncooperative and unwilling to adapt their

operations to meet our design, volume and timing requirements.

In short, these firms simply have refused to change from their

age-old manufacturing practices to be responsive to our needs.

Consequently, we have been fnced to purchase an increasing

volume of our apparel from overseas suppliers.

I am submitting as part of my testimony a report prepared by

Nike's Apparel Production Scheduling Manager, Dave Taylor,

describing some of the difficulties Nike has experienced in

dealing with domestic producers. This was not produced to be

used in this hearing. However, this log, as it were, is

handwritten testimony to our continuing frustration in dealing

with the domestic apparel industry.

One major problem which is reflected in the report and which

we experience commonly is that some U.S. manufacturers

repeatedly refuse to manufacture goods in accordance with our

specifications. For example, one of the mainstays of Nike's

apparel business is the fleece jogger or warm-up suit. In

attempting to locate a suitable domestic source for these suits

Nike was confronted by manufacturers who would produce the units

only on circular knit machines and without inset side panels as
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requested by the designers. Basically those manufacturers told

Mike to change their designs to meet the manufacturers'

specifications or seek other production sources. The sports

apparel market is extremely style conscious and competitive and

as a result minor design changes can determine the success or

failure of a product line. Forced to make the decision to

change the design or seek other sources of production, Nike

chose the latter. Foreign manufacturers were more than willing

to meet our specifications fully and thus became the prime

source of these suits.

Similarly# most U.S. manufacturers we have encountered

impose strict conditions on the minimum volume goods which they

will produce. For example, the minimum quantity of fabric which

offshore producers are willing to dye is 1000 yards per color,

while the typical domestic minimum volume is 6,500 yards.

Similar uncompetitive minimum piece requirements are imposed in

other fabric manufacture and apparel sewing applications. As

I've stated, this in an industry where style and color demands

change frequently; we are not in a position nor should we be put

in a position to purchase large volumes and be forced to endure

large inventories. Again, the foreign producers we deal with

are more than willing to produce at volume levels which meet our

requirements and needs. As Hr. Taylor's report states,

... for placket shirts (striped tennis shirts,

leisure shirts)# yarn must be dyed before being
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knit to the desired colors/designs. Domesti-

cally we must commit the minimum of 1500 yds.

per colorway of a design compared to 600 yds.

off-shore. At one yard/shirt we must purchase

shirts or commit to fabric for 1500 shirts/colorway

domestically off-shore only 600 shirts/colorway.

Again, in this case, tennis business is not

staggering in volume and we try to stay just

in front of the demand. In the weaker colorways a

purchase of even 600 shirts can be considered

large, so you can imagine what 1500 shirts/color-

way means."

Third, we have experienced repeated problems with timely

deliveries by several of our U.S. manufacturers. As the report

clearly indicates, many U.S. suppliers used by Nike are

notorious for being wholly unreliable in meeting delivery

deadlines. Consequently, even with the additional time

necessitated by shipment to the United States and delays in

clearing Customs, foreign produced goods consistently reach

Nike's distribution facility on a more timely and dependable

schedule than do the-domestically produced items.

In one particular instance Nike placed orders for a

coordinating women' short and shirt set with the shorts coming

from an overseas production source and the shirts from a U.S.
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manufacturer. The shorts, manufactured overseas to our

specifications, arrived on schedule. When the shirts arrived

two months late and in a different color than ordered, Nike had

no choice but to cancel all orders it had received for the sets.

In a business where seasonal and style changes are critical,

routine delivery delays can be disastrous for the

wholesaler/retailer.

Mr. Chairman, the domestic apparel industry has created many

of their own problems. American apparel companies such as Nike

have chosen to pay ocean shipping charges, encounter delays in

clearing U.S. Customs, pay high duties and deal with

manufacturing sources which can only be reached by long distance

communications rather than deal with inflexible domestic apparel

manufacturers. Price alone is not the only consideration that

has forced apparel companies to seek foreign sources.

2. The Scope Of The NTextile Bill Reaches Par BeyondO The

Textile And Aparel Industry To Many Other Product Arean

Despite the focus of S. 680 on the textile and apparel

industry, the bill extends to many other product areas outside

of the textile field and will have a far more harmful impact on

the U.S. economy than many subcommittee members may be currently

aware.
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As written, S. 680 would include not only textiles and

garments which are presently subject to controls, but would also

include such diverse products as furniture, floor coverings,

toys, headwear, luggage, trimmings, handbags and most

importantly, from Nike's standpoint, non-leather shoes. Textile

footwear is often lower-end footwear which is traditionally

purchased by low income families and most often designed for use

by children. I cannot believe that the drafters of this measure

intended to include footwear such as this which would cause the

resultant impact on American consumers who can ill afford price

increases on these products.

The prologue to this bill, which details the problem faced

by the domestic textile and apparel industry, does not mention

shoes nor indicate in any manner that imported textile footwear

is causing an adverse impact on the domestic shoe industry. In

addition, the recent 201 investigation conducted by the

International Trade Commission dealt only with the impact of

leather footwear imports. While the petitioners in that case

had the opportunity to request an investigation of all footwear,

they chose to restrict the focus of their request for relief

only to leather footwear. No one in the domestic industry has

requested protection yet the authors of this bill, without

stating any claim that protection is needed have, by design or

mistake, included the textile footwear industry in the grasp of

this bill.
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3. The Ouota Levels Set Forth Tn S. 680 Are Unrea1latic

The new quota controls established by this bill would be

devastating to a sports apparel company such as Nike. As I

previously mentioned, one of the mainstays of a sports apparel

company is warm-up suits. Presently, warm-up suits are imported

under two different quota classificationsj those including

jackets and trousers, even though the suits are matched sets.

Also competing for this same quota are importers of items such

as ski jackets and dress slacks. One prime source for warm-up

suits is Hong Kong. Under this bill the quota for mens' and

boys' jackets from Hong Kong would be reduced by 46%. For

trousers, the cut backs would amount to a staggering 62%. In

Singapore the quota available for womens' and infants' warm-up

jackets would be reduced by an unbelievable 89%. If quota

levels are slashed on products such as warm-up suits, which for

reasons stated above, cannot be domestically sourced, Congress

is choosing to tell this American company to get out of the

apparel business.
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Concl usi~on

In conclusion, Nike, believes in the benefits of protecting

an efficient and profitable domestic textile industry from

unfair foreign competition. We must take issue, however, with

protecting an industry which is no longer seems capable or

desirous of meeting the needs of the customers which it serves.

We urge this Subcommittee to reject the measure as presently

written.
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JUN 1 3 198S
40M EMORANDUM

TO. Dave Edwards

Judy Duggan
Eddie Gray
Kathie Collins
Dave Taylor
Tony Poplstein

DATE.

FROM:

DEPT:

RE:

June 11, 1985

Beth Corcoran

Cost Accounting

Contractor Purchases
Report

See attached Year-To-Date Contractor Purchases Reports for
the month ending May 31, 1985.

ilI"
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Apparel Division F IL E
October 11. 1983

Dear I

As Mke continues to grow. it becomes more and more important for us
to maintain a high level of consistency and quality in our products.

We have in the past asked you to achieve certain quality levels on various
fabrications that you produce for Mike. It i. becoming Increasingly evident
that you can not or vill not produce goods to our specifications, or our
specifications are out of line. To the letter I would say that our standards
are yell within the fashion Industry standards, so It must be one of the
first two choices.

My purpose here is to emphasize the fact that we need and expect your
full cooperation with regards to this problem. The people .Vho are
requesting fabric and gazuent samples from you for testing ire doing
so to help you achieve an obtainable level of quality for Mike production.

If you have any questions or problems with regards to our testing
procedures or the results of our tests, please let me know. It is my
Intention that we commicate freely on ths and other areas of concern.

S/a ere y.

John I. Voodman
Director of Domestic Productions

Mike Apparel Division
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Appaef Diisson

October 25, 1983

FILE

Dear

- shipped 659 dozen to us last week, leaving 2,238 dozen to be shipped by
IT/IS as per our agreement. This means that you need to continue to ship to us
at better than 700 dozen a-week to meet your commitment. According to my cal-
culations here this morning, you need to continue to ship at a rate of around
650 dozen a week on through 1/15/84 in order to be on time with December and
January orders. Let ie know if you disagree with-this.

Best Regards,

NIKE, INC.

Larry Stephens

Contract Administrator

lS/km

cc:
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FILE
Apparel 04vison

rJanuary 5, 198-

Dear

continues to be caught in a late delivery situation on their shij .
to Nike. Accordingioa.W gw as of 12/30/83, r still owes 1c1kel 1,257)

A dozen against the ir/Nov r orders, 1,238 dozen against the Decem e7-
orders, and 1,717 dozen aga nst the January orders. Based on your shipping

e u e o 1,000 dozen per week, this means you are running about two weeks
behind In total against the January shipments. Obviously, any October, November
and December orders are extremely late at this point.

The situation Is even worse when we look at the mix of the shipments we have
been getting compared to our needs. Steve Brrokshlre was In your plant today
with a very critical expedite list of several styles that are desperately need-
ed to cover some of our commitments to our customers. It Is imperative that

-,work to meet the needs on that list. Mike's patience with the late
shipments out of ., is now practically worn out and we must see some ship-
ments O specific style color sizes or we're going to see the delivery of the
entire Tennis line to our customers Jeopardized again because.of
Please get personally involved with the expedite list from Brookshire and re-
spond to me as to what can be done.

Regards.

NIKE, INC.

Contract Administrator

LS/dk

cc:
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FILE
Apparel DivisionL

November 4, 1983

Dear.

Shipments to Nike from for toe-eek-en gO10/28/83 totalledE zens
which is considerably short of thC.fO00 dozen eeded per week to be on t me y
12/15/83. 1 am sure you will be prepare o outline the delivery schedule to
the people In Beaverton next week. Let's stay in communication regarding this
schedule on a weekly basis.

Best Regards,

NIKE,,INC.

Contract Aministrator

LS/km

cc:
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Apparel Divisoon A

Dear

For the week endi 9 11/4/83, 1 show that .- shipped 2.866 dozen to Nike,
which again is c nsiderably short of the 6,000 dozen you need to be shippin .
The shipments e spread out over eight different periods. This Includes
the month of Ma , June and July, whT-l--you maintained are closed out and
complete. We are still looking for some "catching-up" type of shipments.

Please call if you have any questions.

Best Regards,

NIKE INC.

Larry Stens
Contract Administrator

LS/km

cc:
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Apparel Division

january 5, 1984 ~

Dear -

A - /83, we that .t1ll owes Nike some G O dozen against
oveabe orders, 6,30 dozen against peC -!m orders, and 12,900 dozen against

orders. TTs represents some 32-'plus that should be out of
by January 15, ir your deliveries are to be on time to us. It appears to me
that the delivery situation at ' " ' has deteriorated rather than improved
over the last three months. It is extremely hard for us to understand how this
can be happening with all the efforts that we are putting into this thing. Our
patience Is wearing very thin and shipments to our customers continue to suffer
greatly because or poor shipping performance.

After all these many months and years, is there nothing that can be done to im-
prove your deliveries? We must have some assurance - not just verbally - but
In some more tangible way that - intends to deliver on time to us.

What must be done? We don't know what else to do. Please respond.

Regards,

NIKE, INC.

Larry Sephen3

Contract Administrator

LS/dk

cc:
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November 23, 1983

Dear

I see that shipped just over 4,400 dozen for the week ending 11/18/83.
This would be a substantial shipment except that there was l1 no thing
shipped the oreviou w k. You still need to be doing better than 6,000)?ozen
F-wee tobe caught up by January orders. There is no way xou can catch uD
at the current rate of shipments. Jtu "

Could you get back to us in writing as to how you think your delivery position
should be by January 15th? Somehow, mist get caught up on this shipping
schedule. Please advise.

Regards,

NIKE? INC.

L arry Steph n.

Contract A istrator

LS/km

cc:
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April 25, 1984

Mr.

Dear

Enclosed are a few recent examples of Bill ing/Shipping
were passed on to me through our Receiving Department.
adjustments have been made.

errors. These
The appropriate

Apparently, information reflected on the Contents Label often times,
varies from the invoice (see attached highlighted documents). These dis-
crepancies prompt Mike to hispect 100% of your shipments. This
only slows down the receiving pro- s.

Any efforts to correct and/or clarify this situation are greatly appreciated.
Please call me if I can provide additional information or assistance. I
look forward to your response and help in solving these discrepancies.

Sincerely,

Dean Lambert
Production Schedullrg

DL/lk
Attachments
cc: .

o. - .
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MEMORANDUM

1/31/85

Bob,

Mother round of somewhat disturbing news concerning our fleece program
with . 4 %as surfaced. Apparently on style #7905 Boys fleece pant
(P.O. 127652) has neglected to sew up any size 'XL' - claiming
that the spec's and B.O.M. 's they received from NIKE did not specify

size IXLI on them.

This raises a couple 6f questions:

- How can our B.O.M 's go out minus important information?
- How can a Purchase Order that was cut in late Septemiber '84 for mid-
December delivery that called for size 'XL' not raise any red flags from
the . camp- especially during production of our order?
- %y are we just now finding out about this in late January through
our own inquiry + ~ wh no 'XL' had shippe It

What is so frustrating about the whole program is that in prior checks on)

our production with. everything was "on-time, 'ocuplete" etc...

It cooerits me that . does very little to inform our people in
the field of these types of problems until after the fact. If we are
serious about meeting cur deliveries and having a profitable relationship
with " '. I think walhave to be in there digging and monitoring our
production constantly ...

Let ire know your thoughts and concerns.

56-287 0 - 86 - 15
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F I L [,

February 19, 1985

Hr. Bob Rhen &
Mr. Steve Smith
Nike. Inc.
Apparel Division
8605 S.W. Creekside Place
Beaverton. Or. 97005

Dear Bob & Steve:

Thanks for taking the time to meet with last week. Per our
discussions I have defined the ground rules again here so that we all
understand what is required to make the program run as effectively as
possible.

1. Forecasts: Nike furnishes seasonal forecasts showing projected
usage in dozens by style.

2. Lead Times: Provided II, minimum production lead time is ten weeks.

Additional lead time of two weeks is necessary for printing. In the

past. Nike has provided 30 day lead time on goods to be printed. This

works well although the additional two weeks is still necessary in most
cases.

3. Kin1_asdyelots.- 0 dozen er colo per style is necessary for
productionn. In tgeS past weave allowed 100 dozen dyelota for

special circumstances and an additional 52 price increase. I think

that we would all agree that this has not worked vell because of
fall-out by size. I would recommend that we abstain from using th
approach unless absolutely necessary.

These are the basic guidelines. The supply agreement covers most of t e
other aspects of the formal relationship. I think we can all benefit

greatly if we realize the necessary constraints. If you should have ny
questions about these guidelines please let me know.

Very trul- -ours.

i , : .. .. -: - -- • . ...
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Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you all very much. In 1982
and 1983 there was a significant surge in imports of textiles and
apparel. Why was that?

Mr. REED. I would like to answer that. I think, really, the major
cause was consumer demand. When you look in the stores when
the consumer comes in, they place the order right there; they are
actually voting at the cash register.

There was a resurgence of consumer demand, the value of the
U.S. dollar was particularly strong, and we were able to go over-
seas and procure the best possible prices and quality products for
the consumer. And that is exactly what happened.

Mr. ORTENBERG. Can I add to that, please, Senator?
Senator DANFORTH. Yes.
Mr. ORTENBERG. There is also a technique in the Orient and off-

shore known as performance building. As restrictions are put on
the importation of any goods-and I am thinking of the number of
calls that took place in 1983 and 1984-island hopping, country
hopping, adaptation by our exporting partners becomes the rule. It
was inventory building primarily of low-cost merchandise that cre-
ated a deluge of imports; just as the country-of-origin regulations,
in my opinion, was the major cause for the importation of ramie
cotton sweaters from June 1984 through June 1985. To a great
extent, I think, it was an adaptation in addition to a much health-
ier economic environment.

Mr. CLAYTON. May I also add, with respect to the luggage indus-
try, that before that time the soft-styled luggage was primarily
made out of vinyls. There was very little market for the textile-
type luggage. Lt was during this time that the consumers' tastes
changed dramatically, creating a great demand for a product that
was not made here, and that's the textile luggage.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that the future of the U.S. tex-
tile and apparel industries is bright, or bleak?

Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Danforth, if we were to be focusing on cre-
ating larger markets for our products instead of protecting just one
market in the world, I think the future could be brighter. By a pro-
tectionist measure, we are protecting the U.S. market, perhaps,
again, at higher prices; but if we could do something such as what
was suggested earlier about making our products more competitive
in a worldwide market, I think that &he textile industry could have
a brighter future.

I know, at our company, exports have been very difficult for us
in recent years because of the extreme strength of the dollar. Earli-
er years when the dollar was not so strong, we had a much strong-
er export business. There is a large market available to us in the
world, much larger than just the U.S. market alone, and that
market, I think, if it were served by our industries would provide
plenty of jobs.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that the goal, therefore, should
be to reduce the value of the dollar?

Mr. CIAYTON. I think the goal should be perhaps to reduce the
deficit, which I think would drive down the interest rates and
make the dollar fall back down to more realistic levels.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Ortenberg.
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Mr. ORTENBERG. Senator Danforth, I think that "bright" or
"bleak" is not necessarily a proper description. I think that there
will be a consolidation of the U.S. textile industry. I think as the
U.S. textile industry becomes more market minded-and I would
say over the last 6 months our company has been attempting some-
how to reduce the polarization and radicalization of positions that
has taken part, I find that most of the major textile people we are
dealing with are indeed becoming more market oriented.

As far as I am concerned, I think it becomes a question of select-
ing your marketplace, seeing where your strengths are and, for
God's sake, putting an end to the polemics and the radicalization
that now exists in the industry.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, what do you mean by that?
Mr. ORTENBERG. For one thing, none of the parties who are sit-

ting at this particular table I think had any input whatever into
any of the legislation that we are now looking at and to the coun-
try-of-origin regulations. I think working together both with indus-
try, importers, manufacturers, and indeed apparel unions as such,
we can begin to define where this industry can be competitive and
where it cannot be. We cannot make all products, but indeed we
can make more innovative products at higher value and sell -them
not only here but abroad.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Davis, it seems to me you give an incredible indictment of

the American textile industry--they are not flexible, they are not
quick in responsiveness, they don't deliver the goods on time when
you order them, they won't give you the short runs. What is the
matter?

Now, we have had able textile people come before us talking
about modernizing their mills. This gets back to Mr. Ortenberg,
also, who says that these people modernize their mills, but all they
are interested in is modernization instead of responsiveness to the
market.
• Now, if we take the combination of what you and Mr. Ortenberg

said, it seems to me that the American textile industry is not very
bright. Is that your conclusion?

Mr. DAVIS. Well, Mr. Chafee, I think the statement is that they
are riot flexible. And I am certainly not trying to indict the entire
industry. We still manufacture in this country about 60 percent of
our apparel line. The problem is that, as our line has grown, we
have found more and more the American manufacturers to be in-
flexible, demanding that we make minimum purchases or that we
purchase their styles that they are capable of or are rooted in de-
signing and manufacturing.

For instance, one of our biggest segments of our industry is the
jogging suit or warmup suit. In this country, we have found that
manufacturers very often demand that we design these units so
that they be manufactured on a circular-knit machine.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, you say that in your statement. That is
what prompted my question. Here you say, "In attempting to
locate a suitable domestic source for these -suits, Nike was confront-
ed by manufacturers who would produce the suits only on circular
knit machines and without inset side panels, as requested by the
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designers." So they wouldn't give you what you wanted. I find that
incredible. After all, you are not some fly-by-night outfit; any order
you place is substantial. Now try us in Rhode Island; we will
produce what you want. [Laughter.]

And on time. The next point you make is that they send you the
material but not on time. Now, has America gone sour, or some-
thing?

Mr. DAVIS. Well, Senator Chafee, if you would refer to the at-
tachment that I made a part of the written testimony, I requested
our production scheduling manager to prepare a statement con-
cerning why he was seeking more offshore production. Included in
there he has definite examples of his attempts to do business with
American companies. You will find in there a series of letters to
one of the largest manufacturers in this country asking that they
meet their production-scheduling requirements. And you will note,
time and again they are behind. Even when they made additional
promises, they could not deliver the goods as scheduled.

Now, as I said, this does not occur with all manufacturers; but it
has in fact occurred in such frequency that it has driven us off-
shore to source at least a portion of our goods.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, Mr. Tandler, you make the same point.
You said the fabrics you seek-and you gave us three of these, are
in combed cotton. These high-quality fabrics won't be produced in
the United States, and yet, we hear from our manufacturers that
they can survive in that area, in the high-quality area; where they
get into difficulty is when they get into the mass-produced, so-
called more low-quality area.

Mr. TANDLER. Perhaps it is a question of definition, but I have
been specifically involved with these three fabrics, as well as
others, with the best textile mills in this country. We are talking
about it, and they simply cannot do this. This cannot be made in
this country, as I said in my testimony, irrespective of price. And
there are other fabrics of a higher quality-as I said in my testimo-
ny-hundreds of other fabrics, which literally fall into this catego-
ry. And you are starting from the beginning with spinning, weav-
ing, dyeing, and finishing, right through. And if you look at these
fabrics, these are very clean. You just won't get anything like
this-anything like it-comparable in this country.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, where will you get it?
Mr. TANDLER. These are all made in Japan.
Senator CHAFEE. Here is 100 percent combed cotton antigua.
Mr. TANDLER. These are all made in Japan, and they could be

made in Europe. And that's about it in the world today.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I find that a discouraging note.
Mr. TANDLER. It is.
In these yarn-dyed fabrics, for example, these colored woven fab-

rics, the minimum yardage that we need to order in Japan of these
fabrics is 1,000 yards per color. In the United States for any yarn-
dyed fabric-and it would not be of this quality, as I stated
before-you would need 9,000 yards of a color.

Now, in a fancy fashion business, you might not want to start off
with 9,000 yards. That is a lot, if you have an extensive line of
fabric.
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Senator CHAFEE. Well, I find it awfully hard to believe that there
is not a responsiveness to the demand in the United States amongst
our textile manufacturers, that if somebody wants 1,000 yards of 100-
percent combed cotton, antigua design, that somebody won't produce
it.

Mr. TANDLER. It is disheartening to me. I have spent the last 5 to
10 years trying to persuade the best, the biggest textile manufac-
turers.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I'm not sure I would try to persuade the
best and the biggest. I think I would try to persuade the best and
the smallest, maybe.

Mr. TANDLER. Also, I've gone the route. There is no textile firm
of any size that I have not worked with extensively.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, we will have to talk to the ATMI and see
what goes on here. Similarly, Mr. Ortenberg's statements about
American manufacturers being solely interested in production and
not consulting the market-that seems to be a terrible problem.

You all seem to sound the same note here, that our manufactur-
ers are not responsive to the market. That is your point, Mr. Orten-
berg.

Mr. ORTENBERG. Senator Chafee, I have been in the textile busi-
ness and apparel business for about 35 years. I have grown up with
people like Les Hudson of Dan River, who I find today to be very
responsive because of the pressures of the marketplace. I have
grown up with people like Bill Klopman and his entire company;
we know them well-Ben Samson of Picone, et cetera.

Unfortunately, this industry has historically been a mill-orient-
ed, commodity, long-run-minded industry. I would say it is only re-
cently, within the last 24 months, that we have seen some sort of a
shakeup and the attempt to become responsive, flexible, and to pro-
vide short runs.

The last 10 years, as the American career woman has emerged
and as telecommunications have made fashion instantaneously
available to people coast to coast, we have developed a brand new,
highly selective marketplace, and that marketplace is just not
going to take 37 singles, 50 percent polyester, 50 percent cotton
from Dan River forever and ever. It has always been the same
thing as the Ford Model T, "You can have any color you want, as
long as it's black." We see that changing, sir.

Senator CHAFEE. Again, I want to get to each of you to see if you
agree with the point Mr. Davis made in his testimony. I can't put
my finger on it, but somewhere in here he says that it is not a
question of price, the price isn't the problem. Don't you say that in
your statement, Mr. Davis, that it is the quality and the prompt-
ness and delivery and so forth? In other words, you are saying that
if American manufacturers could meet your requirements on styl-
ing and delivery schedules, that they could meet your price.

Mr. DAVIS. I think what my statement says is that price is not
the primary consideration, that we look at the entire aspect of the
problems we have had dealing with this industry.

-In order to go offshore, we have to deal with long-term delivery
schedules, coming across by ocean, ocean-freight rates, delays in
U.S. Customs, payments of customs duties. If we could eliminate all
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of those and get the same delivery, the same quality product at the
same scheduled date, then price becomes a lot less important.

Senator CHAFEE. What do you say to that, Mr. Ortenberg?
Mr. ORTENBERG. Absolutely agreed. And one of the things we

have discovered recently in working with Dan River is that giving
them high-quality innovative fabrics, their cost system, even on a
start-up basis, was close enough to a landed down price on a Japa-
nese yard of goods, and that certainly from our standpoint we plan
to work as closely with Dan River in the future to help them devel-
op innovative goods.

Senator CHAFEE. What do you say to that, Mr. Tandler? Do you
agree?

Mr. TANDLER. I am not familiar with the Dan River situation,
but in general, absolutely. Price is not the main obstacle. Price is
not a consideration absolutely for our customers, and I am in
agreement, absolutely.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, it certainly is a discouraging note regard-
ing American manufacturers. If they are not responsive now, in
these critical times, I don't know when they would be responsive.

Mr. REED. Senator Chafee, I think part of the inertia you are
sensing in the domestic industry is a direct result of the current
protectionist measures that are in force. Competition has proven to
be the real force that makes people want to get out there, be flexi-
ble, be aggressive, and respond to market conditions. And currently
there are protectionist measures there that are protecting the do-
mestic industry, and there is a lack of interest at certain times to
respond to the real needs of the consumer as they develop.

Senator CHAFEE. I am not sure I would agree with that. We have
had testimony from the manufacturers on the other side of this
issue who have shown they are dropping like flies along the way,
blaming the imports. So I wouldn't say that they are so shielded by
protectionist measures that they don't feel the hot breath of the
imports on them.

I notice in your demonstration that you showed maybe 10-12 per-
cent of the cost of the garment was due to protectionism, but that
does not give them protection, at least in their view. That is why
this bill is here.

Mr. REED. But there seems to be a lack of motivation in many
sectors of the industry to respond to the needs that we have. For
instance, we approached certain manufacturers of sweat products
trying to come up with a cotton sweatshirt. They insist that 50-50
is the right one, because they have been producing it for 20 years,
and that is what the consumer wants, and their business is ahead
20 percent, so why change? But the consumer is saying that they
want the different product, and the industry must respond to it.
And unfortunately, some of the foreign manufacturers are quicker
to respond.

Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Mr. CLAYTON. I suggest that perhaps there is a difference in the

way that the U.S. textile industry and the foreign industries are
set up. We find in our purchasing-and we purchase quite a bit of
American textile-that the spinning, the weaving, the dyeing, and
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the finishing operations are all done by separate companies, widely
separated geographically.

Senator CHAFEE. Do you mean here in the United States?
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, here in the United States.
Senator CHAFE. Well, we've got some vertical companies.
Mr. CLAYTON. True. But for the most part, the ones we keep run-

ning into seem to be just taking on one of those tasks; whereas,
where we find textiles overseas, we find that it is primarily verti-
cally integrated-all of them together, very close quality, and very
low costs, as a result, without having to have four different people
and transportation costs between involved.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I am not going to argue the merits of ver-
tical versus horizontal, but there is no question that we have the
horizontal system basically in the United States because that has
been the most responsive. They can jump faster than Cohn or
Spring or Burlington, or somebody else. At least, traditionally that
has been true.

But apparently something has gone wrong, somewhere.
All right, anything else, gentlemen? We welcome Mr. Gene Ros-

sides here.
Mr. DAVIS. Senator Chafee, if I might, the questions that you

have asked concerning the inflexibility of the domestic industry-
recently the University of South Carolina did a study concerning
this particular issue. I would like to obtain a copy of that study and
deliver it to you.

Senator CHAFEE. Do you quote from that study in here?
Mr. DAvIS. I do not. But I would like to obtain a copy of it

and--,
Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Ortenberg, or somebody, has a lot of

quotes from South Carolina studies, don't you?
Mr. ORTENBERG. Yes. We are in the process of funding a study

with the master of international business school, Jim Cains, down
at the University of South Carolina.

Senator CHAFEE. Is this the same one you are referring to, Mr.
Davis.

Mr. ORTENBERG. No, ours is just beginning, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. No, the one that I am referring to has been complet-

ed. I was going to say I would like to obtain a copy and provide it
to the committee to augment my testimony in this matter.

Senator CHAFEE. All right, that's fine. That's good.
Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
Our next panel consists of Sidney N. Weiss, international trade

counsel, American-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry;
James H. Lundquist, -president, Italy-America Chamber of Com-
merce; Mr. T.W. Hu, president, United Friends, Inc., on behalf of
the Taiwan Textile Federation, Republic of China; and Robert L.
McNeill, executive vice chairman, Emergency Committee for Amer-
ican Trade.

I must say, after hearing that previous testimony, if some manu-
facturers don't get in touch with Mr. Davis of Nike, they should be
chastised. There is an order there, if somebody will reach out for it.

All right.
Mr. Weiss.
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STATEMENT BY SIDNEY N. WEISS, ESQ., INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COUNSEL, AMERICAN-ISRAEL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND
INDUSTRY, INC., NEW YORK, NY
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Sidney Weiss, an international trade lawyer in New York

City. For over 5 years I was an attorney with the U.S. Department
of Justice in the Customs and International Trade sections and was
responsible for defending the determinations of the U.S. Govern-
ment in the areas of Customs, countervailing duties, and antidump-
ing duties.

I am testifying as international trade counsel to the American-
Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Inc., a U.S. nonsectar-
ian and nonpolitical trade organization representing over 500 com-
panies who trade and invest in Israel.

Our chamber has been awarded the U.S. President's E Award for
promoting U.S. exports abroad.

I would like to limit my comments today to the areas of concern
which are unique to the members of our chamber and which I be-
lieve have a profound effect on the future conduct of the U.S. inter-
national trade policy.

As you and the members of your committee know, since Novem-
ber 1983 the Governments of Israel and the United States have.
been negotiating an agreement to establish a free trade area be-
tween the two countries. The Free Trade Area Agreement has now
been approved by both Israel and the United States and has been
in effect since the beginning of this month.

The agreement includes phased duty reductions for every prod-
uct in the Tariff Schedules of the United States and the Tariff
Schedules of Israel. Among the most exhaustive negotiations be-
tween the United States and Israel in coming to an agreement on
the FTA were the negotiations on the textile and apparel tariff
provisions. That is because under the current tariff status, about 90
percent of Israel's exports enter the United States free of duty. The
only areas in which this is not true are chemicals and textiles and
apparel. The United States ensured in these FTA negotiations that
the United States textile and apparel industries were given the
maximum protection by moderating any possible growth in Israel's
exports under the FTA Agreement.

Accordingly, as part of the agreement, Israel agreed to eliminate
all export subsidies. In addition, all unfair trade practices continue
to be subject to U.S. countervailing duty laws, antidumping la' A,
and other U.S. trade laws. Any growth in Israel's textiles and ap-
parel exports to the United States, no matter how dramatic, could
never become even a minor factor in the United States market. For
example, Israel's exports of textile yarns and fabrics to the United
States in 1984 amounted to only $11 million. That is about one-fifti-
eth, one-fiftieth of 1 percent of total U.S. output. Israel's exports of
apparel to the United States for the same year amounted to about
$35 million; that is about one-twentieth of 1 percent of total United
States output. Thus, even if Israel succeeded in achieving a re-
markable expansion of its exports to the United States, their ratio
to total United States output could not conceivably reach 1 percent.
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In view of the fact that both Israel and the United States negoti-
ated in good faith during the FTA negotiations with regard to the
reduction in duties to the textile and apparel provisions, and be-
cause each side mode valuable concessions during the negotiations,
we propose that any country which has entered into a Free Trade
Area Agreement with the United States should be exempted from
S. 680. We propose the following language be inserted in the bill:

Any country having entered into a Free Trade Agreement with the United States,
pursuant to the provisions of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, shall be exempt from
operation of and compliance with this law.

In summary, Senator Chafee, in view of the fact that Israel in
these negotiations has made more concessions than asked of any
country under any of the proposed tariff legislation in Congress
today, I believe it would be unfair not to exempt Israel from the
effects of this bill.

Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Weiss.
Mr. Lundquist.
[Mr. Weiss' written testimony follows:]
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I am Sidney Weiss, an international trade lawyer in New York

City. For over 5 years, I was an attorney with the United States

Department of Justice, Customs, and International Trade Sections,

and was responsible for defending the determinations of the United

States Government in the areas of customs, countervailing duties

and antidumping duties.

I am testifying as international trade counsel to the

American-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Inc., a United

States, non-sectarian and non-political, trade organization

representing over 500 companies who are involved in exports to,

investments in, and imports from Israel. Our chamber has been

awarded the United States President's "E" Award for promoting

United States exports abroad. I am testifying today in reference

to the textile quota Bill, S. 680. As I will explain below, the

Chamber of Commerce believes tha-t if this Bill becomes law, it

should have a provision exempting those countries who have entered

into a Free Trade Area Agreement with the United States from the

effects of the Bill.

I would like to limit my remarks to the areas of concern

which are unique to the members of our Chamber and which I believe

have a profound effect on the future conduct of United States

international trade policy. As you know, since November 1983, the

Governments of Israel and the United States have been negotiating

an Agreement to establish a Free Trade Area between the two

countries. Our Chamber testified before this committee both in
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this Congress and last Congress for the passage and approval of

the Free Trade Area Agreement. The Free Trade Area Agreement has

now been approved by both Israel and the United States and has

been in effect since the beginning of this month.

The Agreement, which this country especially viewed as a

model of our commitment to the exercise of international fair

trade, both on a multi-lateral and bi-lateral plane, provides that

all duties on both countries' products upon entry into the customs

territory of the other should be eliminated, together with all non-

tariff trade barriers, subsidies, and other quantitative

restrictions.

The FTA Agreement includes phased duty reductions for every

product in the Tariff Schedules of the United States, with

reciprocal provisions under the Israeli Tariff Schedules. Among

the most exhaustive negotiations between the United States and

Israel in coming to an agreement on the FTA were the negotiations

on the textile and apparel tariff provisions. The United States

ensured in these negotiations that the United States textile and

apparel industry were given the maximum protection under the FTA

Agreement.

Accordingly, as part of the Agreement, Israel agreed to

eliminate all export subsidies. In addition, all unfair trade

practices continue to be subject to U.S. countervailing duty and

antidumping duty laws, as well as other provisions of our trade
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laws. Currently, about 90% of all of Israel's exports to the

United States enter the country on a duty-free basis under the

Generalized System of Preferences, the GSP. The only areas in

which Israel stands to benefit from the FTA are those areas such

as textile and apparel, and chemicals, in which duties can be as

high as 30% or more, and which are excluded from duty-free

treatment under the GSP. To this end, and in view of the

political and economic sensitivity of this issue in this country,

United States and Israeli negotiators spent approximately six

months in good-faith negotiations reviewing each item in the

Tariff Schedule of the United States relating to textiles and

apparel, and agreeing to the precise schedule of reduction and

elimination of duties over the next ten years. This surely was a

pain-staking effort fox both sides. The negotiating process could

have had only one reasonable goal. That is, to control, in some

measure, a moderate growth of Israel textile and apparel imports

into the United States which was the intended or anticipated

result of the negotiators.

Such a growth, no matter how dramatic, could never become

even a minor factor in the United States market. For example,

total exports of the Israeli textile industry declined from a peak

of 466 million dollars in 1980 to 387 million dollars In 1981 and

to 341 million dollars and 370 million dollars in 1983 and 1984

respectively.

Production in the Israeli textile industry has also been
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disappointing - the average annual growth rate between 1979 and

1984 was only 0.3% in textiles and decreased by 1.4% in apparel.

Total output in 1984 amounted to $800 million in textiles and to

$700 million in apparel.

Israel's exports of textile yarns and fabrics to the United

States in 1984 amounted to only $11 million, that is, only 0.3

percent of total U.S. imports or 0.02 percent of U.S. output.

Israel's exports of apparel to the United States for the same

year amounted to $35 million, that is, 0.2 percent of total U.S.

imports or 0.06 percent of U.S. output.

Thus, even if Israel succeeded in achieving a remarkable

expansion of its exports to the United States, their ratio to

total U.S. output could not conceivably reach 1 percent.

in view of the fact that both Israel and the United States

negotiated in good faith during the FTA negotiations with regard

to the reduction in duties for the textile and apparel provisions,

and because each side made valuable concessions during the

negotiations, we propose that any country which has entered a free

trade area agreement with the United States should be exempted

from S. 680. We propose the following language be inserted in the

Bill:

"any country having entered into a free trade

agreement with the United States purusant to

the provisions of the Trade and Tariff Act of

1984, shall be exempt from operation of, and

compliance with, this Law."
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STATEMENT BY JAMES H. LUNDQUIST, PRESIDENT, ITALY-AMER-
ICA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC., NEW YORK, NY, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY: GUNTHER VON CONRAD, ESQ., BARNES, RICHARDSON
& COLBURN, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. LUNDQUIST. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Jim Lund-

quist. I am appearing today as president of the Italy-America
Chamber of Commerce. With me is my counsel, Mr. Gunther von
Conrad.

Senator CHAFEE. How does somebody named Lundquist become a
representative of the Italy-America Chamber of Commerce?

Mr. LUNDQUIST. Well, you will notice that the second part of our
name is Italy-America. I guess that I'm that with a Swedish touch.

Senator CHAFEE. I see.
Mr. LUNDQUIST. But that point aside, I have worked with these

ladies and gentlemen for a quarter of a century, and at this stage I
am appearing as their president, and I am honored by that elec-
tion.

We are here today on behalf of an integral part of the U.S. in-
dustry. And in the knowledge that my full statement will be of
record, I will merely highlight one or two points, Mr. Chafee.

To a great extent, the United Kingdom and Italy have always
been a part of the United Ststes industry, and our exports of tex-
tiles go back to simple goods 75 years ago.

The position of Italian-made goods in the U.S. market is a com-
plement, as we have said in our statement, rather than a strongly
competitive factor.

And in any legislation designed to further restrict imports, we
think it is important to look at things on a specific basis.

In follow up to your analogy on steel, I would just like to point
out that the guts of our statement, as is true ir. most statements, is
in one of the tables, and it is table 3. In our table 3 we break down
the large categories serviced by Italian suppliers to American im-
porters, including cotton products, woolen products, and manmade
fiber products.

You will note in the columns that Italian-made goods are by and
large very much above in value and price than other items import-
ed from other countries, with the exception of those raw material
used by our tailors, our fine shops and others, to produce finished
goods. We have tried always to maintain fair prices-and it is an
unsubsidized industry-and I think you will find that is the case
with Western Europe generally.

We are extremely upset and concerned by testimony in that
other body that the legislation should be amended to delete the ex-
emption for Canada and Western Europe. This would be a mistake,
because it would then tend to deprive the United States of sorely
needed material and production, and thereby divert production
from Europe to other places; and of course the retaliatory aspects-
when you close down one market, another must accept it.

So, we are here today to support examination. And we sympa-
thize with our customers, the textile industry; but we oppose new
tariffs or quotas as being counter to the needs of the national eco-
nomic interest, and counter to the consumers and manufacturers.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Lundquist.
Mr. Hu.
[Mr. Lundquist's written testimony follows:]
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3h the Matter o6

PUBLIC HEARINGS BEFORE
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE OF THE
UNITED STATES SENATE

The Textile and Apparel
Trade Enforcement Act

of 1985,
Senate Bin 680

Washington, D. C.
September 23, 1985

STATEMENT OF THE
ITALY-AMERICA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.

ThIs submisson by the Textile and Apparel Committee of the Italy-America

Chamber of Commerce, Inc., (IACC) supports re-examination of existing International accor

In the Textile Sector which cover imports generally. We oppose, however, estabLshment

of new tariffs and/or non-tariff baners which would inhibit the trade In textiles and

apparel between the United States, Italy and Western Europe.

The Italy-America Chamber of Commerce, located at 350 Fifth Avenue, New

York, New York, is a U.S. a..ociation of business Interests involved in commerce between

our country and Italy. The IACC, founded in 1887, consists of almost 500 members

throughout the United States and is the oldest chamber of commerce in America. The

IACC Apparel and Textile Committee Is composed of 31 members doing business in all fifty

states accounting for approximately 50 % of textile and apparel imports from Italy. Our

U.S. business has been carded-on for over 75 years. IACC Committee members consider
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themselves an integral part of the American textile industry because our suppliers in itl

are traditional merchants who have established international recognition as skilled craftsmen

and fair competitors. Accordingly, this Statement will reaffirm the historic record of high

quality, high style Italian made products as a complement to U.S. production.

The Complementary Role
ofLWorts from Italy

During the past several years, total imports of textiles and apparel Into the

United States have accelerated sharply, both in absolute amounts and relative to the US.

market. The greatest increase in such imports has come from low-wage countries in the

Far East and elsewhere; frequently referred to as newly "emerging textile exporting

countries." A large part of these shipments to the United States are comprised of made up

or finished articles of apparel and other merchandise, whose principal appeal (from the

standpoint of the U.S. market) may be the price, or cost of the products to the distributor

or retailer, and ultimately to the consumer. A significant part of this trade results from

the practice of U.S. merchandisers, whether distributor, producers or large retail chairs,

of placing overseas orders for products that can be purchased at substantial savings (often

to U.S. specifications or desigrs), and which thus constitute a competitive advantage for

those engaged in such operations. Many U.S. manufacturer also supplement their lines

through use of such imports.

By and large, this contrasts sharply with the imports from Italy. Such imports,

and the trade of members of the IACC, basically consist of a relatively few categories

- mainly high-piced specialtIes. In contrast, importations accounting for the great bulk

of the total U.S. imports, are comprised of a much wider range of lower valued merchandise

for the U.S. mass market. While a large part of the imports from the major textile

producing countries are made up of finished articles having a relatively low wage labor

content, a very significant portion of the imports from italy consist of hqgh-quallty, and
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high labor and wage content products and secialties for further processing or for further

manufacture in the United States.

With respect to the finished products from ialy, much of the trade consists

of high-valued specialties not readily available domestically. Such specialities are, in major

part, sold in specialty stores, boutiqu s, or other individualized outlets, at prices that

cannot by any measure be regarded as price competitive with product sourced in the United

States or elsewhere. In general, Italy cannot and does not compete in the masS-market

for textiles and apparel that is increasingly being supplied by low-wage countries with the

help and assistance of the mass retailers in the U.S., as well as certain U.S. manufacturers

A clear indication of the modest role of the Italian trade is provided in Table

1, which shows the trend of the total imports of the United States - by the fiber content

of the merchandise - for the period 1981-19851 With respect to products wholly or chiefly

of cotton, for example, total U.S. imports rose by about 1.6 billin square yards (based on

the yardage equivalents of all imported articles, as compiled by the Department of

Commerce.) 'During the same period, the imports from Italy, which consistently were about

1% or lam of total imports from all sources, rrs by only thirty-four million yards. In

that period the imports from all other countries increased forty-seven times more than

similar receipts from Italy. It is, therefore, inconceivable that the Italian shipments could

be cause for concern given this disparity in the magnitude of the trade.

With respect to woolen products, Table 1, indicates an aggregate 1981-1985

increase in the imports from all countries of some seventy million square yards (expressed

in the yardage equivalent of all products). That increase was three times the Increment In

the receipts from Ialy in the same period, notwithstanding that italy long has been regarded

as the source of premium woolen fabris that are perhaps without equal anywhere in the

world.

1985 calculated at an annual rate based on the first six months of 1985.
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As for products of man-made fibers, the change in the imports since 1981

has been even more dramatic than that for either cotton or wool Table 1, also shows

that, from 1981 to 1985, the aggregate increase was some three bIlion s~juare yards; again,

that was over 11 times the modest increase in the entries from Italy in the same period.

Dtaly has but a small share of the U.S. market for all products containing man-made fibe ,

and a good portion of what it does sell consists for fibers and fabrics for further manufacture

in this country. Accordingly, it would be inappropdate to allege that the difficulties

complained of, relative to such imports, could be attributable in any way, to the Italian trade.

Other characteristics of the imports from Italy also are indicative of the fact

they are not harmful to the domestic industry. As noted above, a large part of the imports

are comprised of products such as specialized yarns, or quality fabrics used for further

manufacture in the United States by the producers of end products. A substantial portion

of the imports are comprised of finished specialties for which there is no domestic equivalent

in terms of quai-iyfinish, fashion or style or indeed [rice. It is clear that, in the

aggregate, the performance of Italy in various categories used by the Government to

establish GATT restraint levels through bilateral agreements and to monitor the trade in

these products overall, comports with rules of fair trade and helps rather than threatens

American producers.
Fifty-five different categories have been established to control and monitor

the imports of cotton products alone. (See Table 2). Italy accounted for les than one

percent of the total imports of cotton products from all sources in 1984; the great bulk

(81 percent) of that small or negligible percentage was in only eight of the 55 categories

used to control such imports. More importantly, nearly 30% of the Italian shipments that

year consisted of yarns and fabrics for further manufacture in the United States so that

even these small shipments do not constitute a net lost to any domestic textile industry

but are, in fact, beneficial to the manufacturing concerns in question
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As Table 2 further demonstrates, some 25 individual categories are used by

the Government to negotiate and monitor trade restraints or unfinished and finised articles

of wool. About 87 percent of the imports from Italy in 1984 were in only eight of these

25 categories, and over 49 percent of that t-ade was comprised of high-quality yarns and

woolen and worsted fabrics for further manifacture in this country. The great bulk of

the remaining imports consisted of woolen sweaters, dresses, and woolen suit coats for men

and boys. A very large part of the trade in these made-up, or finished articles consist of

high quality, high fashion products sold in secialty or boutique shops at prices far above

such articles produced either in the United States or abroad, and accordingly they cannot

be regarded as being directly competitive with any U.S. counterpart.

Some 47 categories are used to administer the import restraints on various

imported products of man-made fibers. In 1984, IWy had a significant trade performance

in only sx of these 47 categories, and as Table 2 demonstrates, over 31% of the imports

in 1984 was comprised of fibers, yarns, and woven fabrics for further manufacture in the

United states.

The Imports from Italy
Do Not Depress Domestic Prices

It is abundantly clear from the foregoing that thi great bulk of the Increase

in the importations the past few years have been from countries other than Italy - mostly

from low wage countries in the Far East and elsewhere. As Table 1 demonstrates, total

imports of pradcts of cotton rose by 1,647 tllion square yard equivalent, whereas the

imports from Italy increased by only 34 million. Imports of wool products from Italy ros

by only 23 million yards while the total entries from all sources rose three times that

amount. The disparity n the importations of man-made fibers was of even a greater

magnitude.

The IACC is fully aware of and sympathizes with, the concerns of the domestic

industry over ir~xeases in the level of importations. But it is clea that the depressant
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effects of these imparts on domestic output and upn prices is not attributable in any

quantifiable measure to the Italian trade. More importantly, the importations from Italy

do not have the same impact on domestic prices, as do the high volume imports from other

sources.

The significance of the disarity in the unit values of the imports from Italy

and those from other countries is clearly and conclusively demonstrated in Table 3. Using

1984 as a base, the table compares the average unit value of the imports from Italy in each

of the categories accounting for the bulk of the Italian trade with the comparable unit

values of the imports, in the same categories, from all countries combined. The wnit

values of the U.S. imports from Italy in each of the cotton categories in which Italy had

significant trade was corsistently higher, by a substantial amount, than the corresponding

unit values of the imports from all countries. For each of these categories the first cost

to the U.S. purchaser (i.e., the purchase price as indicated by the customs value) was from

1.5 to 3.5 times the first cost of simdlar articles procured from other sources. At the

final end user level, this differential is magnified substantially, as the duties, handling

charges, commissions, and other mark-ups are always added on as a percentage of the price

(or cost) at each point of transfer.

For woolen products the first cost for the imported Italian product was

significantly higher than that for all countries in seven of ten product categories significant

to Italy. It was about equal to the products of other foreign suppliers for the other three.

In the case of products from man-made fiber products, the first cost for

Italian products for use in further manufacture in the United States was somewhat lower

than other sources for three raw material categories, (categories 602, 604, and 612) but it

was substantially higher in two other categories (613 and 614 which cover certain woven

fabrics). 2

2. Statistical oc reporting errors made a comparison for the sixth item (category 669
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CONCLUSION

Based on all of the evidence it is Indisputable that the impxts from Daly,

and indeed from Western Europe, have not contibubed to the conditions of which the U.S.

textile and apparel industries complain. On the contrary, the nature of Italia imports Is

such that they have tended to stimulate U.S. demand, and hence, production, through either

emulation, or the use by American firms of high quality fabrics not available or not readily

available, from U.S. sources or produces.

The problems of the United States In the area of trade are complex, and

obviously, are not solely attributable to imports. As Congress is well aware, U.S. fiscal

policy, its effect on interest rates and, derivatively, upon the value of the dollar, is an

important element in the equation. The spread of technology and productive capacity

world-wide is another. Trade itself is becoming multinational as busiles decisions are

increasingly made to source parts or components of whole products in one country or area

providing the greatest comparative advantage or quality, while conducting the finishing and

marketing operations in another. American businessmen in particular, have long been In

the forefront of this trend and, accordingly, have contributed significantly to the growth

of imports. Imported textiles and apparel products are not pushed" into our country, they

are "pulled--n* by American businesmen.

This general phenomenon, has for years been clearly in evidence in the apparel

and textile industries. Retailers and U.S. manufacturers, preoccupy& with the mass volume

market, have increasingly imported directly from low-wage areas or have supplied U.S.

components for offshore asmbly where labor resources and profit marglns are greater.

U.S. manufacturers have seemingly been willing to abandon high quality lines which provide

lower profits. Better quality products generally require more time to produce, a greater

(cont.)
which provides for miscellaneous articles of man-made fibers) impracticable.
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capital nvstment and have slower growth potential in sales. As certain American fi

ificed quality for volume, the void was taken up by foreign supplies who recognized

the demand and the willlngness of the American public to pay relatively higher prices foc

products. Concurrently, high Interest rates and rampant inflation forced many medium and

small manufacturer of quality products out of bualness leaving an even greater voki to

be filled by imported products responding to oonsumer demands for better merchandise or

materials.

Other factors have had a major influence on changes In the past decade In "

the domestc apparel and textile industriem

The textile and apparel industies are highly v latile as a result of rapkfy

changing consumer tastes, demand shifts, and changes in life styles and fashion. Each

season is equivalent to launching a new business. If one happens to choose the wrong

fashion direction, or If a producer's product has lost favor, margins shrink rapidly and

returns on investment disappear.

This volatility alone mrakcl it difficult to attract new capital, yet the demand

for Investment funds In these indusies is greater than ever before. During the past

decade, great strides have been made in the development of sophisticated machinery designed

to computerize and robotize the apparel Industry. There has been a resistance on the part

of many clothing manufacturers, to Invest in these technological advances. At the same

time, these advances have also created new labor problems. In order to establLsh a new

manufacturing facility, a large capital investment is required and the technology skills

needed to adapt this equipment for each particular factory is extremely limited in the

United States.

Over the last decade, we know of no new quality clothing factories which

have been built in the U.S.A. Investing in an apparel manufacturing facility which requires

a large amount of capital. and needs an abundance of qualified labor may at best deliver

an inconsistent investment return; a situation that requires courage and the best available
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management and enterp'eneurial talent. The shortage of labor is, of course, exacerbated

by the fact that young Americans seem less inclined to seek employment in these industries.

This combination does not necessary appeal to inveors and an uncertain tax and flaca]

policies only provide further disincentives.

It would not be 6oesible for the better apparel industry in America to fill

remaining demand if additional strict limitations were placed on imported merchandise.

There are three basic reasons: First, there is not enough skilled labor currently available

at traditional wage scales; second, there are not enough willing investors, and finally, the

creativity in textiles and in certain types of apparel merchandising has, with rare exceptions,

always been sourced aboad,

The lack of interest or ability of the American clothing Industry to Increase

manufacturing facilities and improve their manufacturing techniques, has enabled high-

quality European manufacturers to slowly take their place. GFT (Gruppo Finanzlarl

Tessile), Ermenegildo Zegna, Benetton, Zanella, Marzotbo and Brioni, just to mention a few,

hAve built sLzable businesses which employ a large American staff to design, manage,

merchandise, and sell these products in the American market. The additional at-bome or

American support for such import interests in banking, factoring, accounting, advertisn,

pul relations, warehousing, clei house, consulting, shping and service indus

(i.e. computer and telephone), accounts for liberally thousands of jobs across America, and

millions of dollars in tax revenue.

Many U.S. producers also fail to address the basic iues, or root causes of

the problem: The growth of imported quality apparel has affected the retail community

as well. Large stores such as Federated Department Stores (owner of Bloomingdale'a),

Carter Hawley Hale (owner of NeLman Marcus), Dayton Hudson Corporation, Batus (owner

of Saks Fifth Avenue) and the May Department Storm, have unqu tionably come to depend

on imported merchandise to create much of the excitement necessary to attract cusomez.

In most case, apparel produced in Italy and Wester Europe represents the better quality
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of fashion-oriented products that have limited or no manufacturing equivalent in the United

States. Many fin specialty sores base between 501 and 80% of their b.xiness on

merchandise that is specifically designed and/or manufactured for them in Maly. These

stores have tried to convince American manufacturers of the need to develop more creative

quality merchandise. Unfortunately, the reported attitude of some large American

manufacturers in this particular industry is that there is not enough growth potential to

warrant the attention, effort, and investment that Is required.

As indicated, the basic problems in this industrial sector, as In others, are

complex. They are beyond the simpliic concept that resolution will come t measures to

roll-hck all imports or by an increase in the import duties. Such penalty arrangements

could have grave consequences on the retail community, on the whole economy, and on

our posture in world markets.

The textile and apparel industries of the United States have been, and are,

the most highly protected of any sector in the United States. The MFA provides a vehicle

for arrangements that could regulate the mass of imports from those countries that are

the cause of the problem as the domestic industries in question perceive them. The

Congress has already received promises from the Administration that this will be done.

The U.S. Special Trade Representative, an extremely able and experienced Diplomat-

Businessman, along with his Deputies, are ready to seek modification of current procedures

and begin action thereon this year.

Certainly, more is not required at this time.

Respectfuy submitted,
ITALY-AMERICA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.
Textile and Apparel Committee

Linda Cuono, Co-Chairperson
Luciano Moresco, Co-Chairperson
Roy A. Rossetti, Executive Secretary
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TABLE 1

TEXTILES AND APPAREL; US
IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION,
- TOTAL AND FROM ITALY.

COTTON WOOL

Year Total Italy V6 of Total Italy of
Total Total

(MILLION SQ. YD. EQUIVALENTS)

MAN-MADE FIBER

Total Itaby T Of
Total

1981 2573.6

1982 2447.7

1983 3000.9

1984 4063.6

JAN-JUNE i

1984 2130.9

1985 2110.6

I965
An Rate i

4221,2

10.8

11.6

13.8

27.7

1521

22.6

4X

,.":,

136.8

145.6

180.9

260.0

.7?. 102.0

1.1 103.2

45s2 1.1l. 206.4

9.0

14.1

19.0

42.3

6. 6"/

9.7"/.

10.w/.

16.3Z

3051 .9

3341.6

4524.1

5848.8

16.1 15.84, 2935.4

15.9 15.44 3020.6

31.8 15.4.

174.9

182,8

244.6

436.7

5.4
5. .5X

174.4 5,/.

219.4 7.3X

6040.0 438.8 7.3Z

Aggregate Change, 1981-1985 (Annual Rate)i

1647.6 34.4 69.6 22, 2988.1 263.9

Sources 1983-85 from data published by the Office of Textiles
and Apparel, Internatinal Trade Adtinistration,

:Oepartment of Commerce, Data for 1981-82 are from
the US International Trade Co Iisslon, as derived
from materials of the Office of Textiles and Apparels
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TABLE 2

IMPORTS FROM ITALY, BY AGREEMENT
CATEGORIES. 1984

COTTON

Total Number of agreement categories 55

Imports from All Countries 4,063,620

Imports from Italy 27,732 100,0
, of tot&l .7'

Principal categories from Italy (0)j

320 Woven fabrics of cotton, nes 91,190 29.5X
336 Cotton dresses 1,450 5.2X
340 Men's and boy's shirts, not knit 1,965 ?.IX
345 Cotton sweaters 3,190 11.,
349 Women's and misses slacics h shorts I1,21 4.0X
352 Underwear 1,115 4.0.
359 Misc, cotton apparel 1,852 6.4,
369 Misc. cotton manufactures 3,633 13.X
Tot'& , above items 22,516 91.2

Total Number of Agreement Categories 25

Imports from all countries 260,049

Imports from Italy 42,254 100o0'a
X of total 16.2K

Principal Categories from Italy (I8)

400 Wool tops and yarns 41767 11.3y.
410 Woolen and worsted fabrics 12,902 U05/
433 Mon' i boys suit-type Coats 1,144 2.71/o
435 . Coats for women and mises 1,142 2.7/,
436 Woolon dresses 1,607 3.A/,
443 Men's and boy's suits 3,907 9.Z.
445 Men's and boy's sweaters 4,373 tO,3
446 Other woolen sweaters 6,297 14.9?.
447 Trousers, shorts, for men & boys 1,102 24.K
459 Other wool apparel 1,648 3.9.
Total, above Items 30,890 92.0X

MAN-IMOE FIBER PRODUCTS

Total number of Categories 47
Imports from all countries 5,640,766

Imports from Italy 434,750 CLPOOX
X of total 7.ax

Principal Categories from Italy (6)

602 Yarn, cont. flblr, non-cellulosic, 81,669 18.71.
604 Yarn, non-cont,, non-collulosic 16,697 3.1
412 Woven fabric, canto non-cellulosic 21,359 4.9,
613 Woven fabric, spun ynonon-celluloslc 15,912 3.0"
414 Other woven MMF fabrics 961579. 19.IX
669 MIsc, manufactures of WIF 163,540" 3?.4X
Total, aove Items 395,956 8.44

Source CrApiled from data published by the Office of Textiles and
. Apparel, International Trade Adnmiistration Doept. of Co6mer
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TABLE

AVERAGE UNIT VA.UE OF IMPORTS, 1984
FROM ITALY, AND FROM ALL COLNTRIES

BY A3RE.VIEN CATEGORY

COTTON PRODUCTS Dollar$ Per Ratio
Unit Italy/All

MAJOR CATEGORIES FROM ITALY AND UNITS All
OF qUANTITYi Italy Countries

320 Woven Fabric# of cotton, nos (Syds.) 2.57 1.38 1.6
336 Cotten dresses (Co) 124.72 01.96 1.52
340 Men's & boy'S shirts, not knit (Dozi) 166.60 49.18 3.39
345 Sweaters (Do$) 170.59 104.42 1.63
348 Trousers, slackso shorts, WOI (Dai) 148.46 59.00 2.52
352 Underwear (Doi) 12.84 6.33 2.03
359 MisC. Cotten apparel (Lb) 19,97 5.93 3.37
369 Misc. Cotton manufacturac (Lb) 8.24 2.47 3.34

WOOLEN PRODUCTS

MAJOR CATEGORIES FROM ITALY AND UNITS
OF QUANTITYe

400 Wool tops and yarns (Lbs) 4.46 4.63 .97
410 Woolen and worsted #abr cs (Syds) 3.47 3.73 .93
433 Men's & boy's Suit-type coats (Doz) 623.70 3S6.07 1.70
435 Coats, women's and mosses (Do:) 745.28 293.64 2.54
436 Woolen dresses (Do) 398.61 281.53 1.42
443 Men's and boy's suits (00) 1037.38 709.63 1.46
445 Men' and b oy's swe&ers (0) 115.15 117.46 .98
446 Other woolen sweaters (Do) 165.69 143.37 1.16
447 M&B trousers, sTacKS & shorts (Dot) 293.76 189.03 1.55
439 Misc. woolen apparel (Lbs) 20.89 15.67 1.33

PRODUCTS OF AN-MAODE FleERS

?AJOR CATEGORIES FROM ITALY AND UNITS
OF OUANTITYi

602 Yarn, cont.fiber, on-cellulosic (Lbs) 2.19 1.36 .e
604 Yarn$ non-contin.fbrnon-cellulos(Lbs 1.43 1.62 .08
612 Woven #ab.0cont.fibNon-cellu. (Syds) .74 1.03 .72
613 Woven fab.,spun yn.,Non-cellu. ($ydS) 1.67 .70 2.30
614 0th wov. 11 fabe. (SqydS) 1.38 1.31 I.06
669 Misc. Ifrs. of iMl fiber (Lbs) 23.2k S

Source Compiled from data published by the
OffiCe Of Textiles and Apparel,
lnternatloil Trate Administration.

e Deleted because of substantial repcrtlng Or Statistical errors
making comparisons meaningless.
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APPENDIX

The Characteristics of
the imports from Italy

The unique and costly nature of most products imported from Italy are fully confirmed

by statements on the proposed legislation prepared and submitted by U. S. business firms

engaged in such trade. Excerpts from these statements follow because they unquestionably

reflect the characteristics of the Italian merchandise and the factors accounting for the

continuing demand.

One Importer states:

Our "Italian" supplier is a fabric producer. It produces the highest
quality level of printed natural fiber cloths such as silk, wool, cotton, linen,
and blends of these. The fabrics are used for accessories (ties/scarves)
women's wear and home furnishing. The 100% silk accounts for over half of
our imports.

There is no domestic American company which produces the kind of
fabrics our supplier produces, either in styling (amalgam of cloth design/color)
or intrinsic quality of goods, or printing quality. Hence, we do not cause
injury to any domestic operation. Indeed, American apparel manufacturers
use our goods to compete with imported apparel.

There is no domestic printing facility in the U. S. which can print the
designs given to us by American decorator fabric companies. We print designs
with 34, 40 and 47 screens! The nearest domestic equivalent is up to 26
screens; most average 22 screens. Hence there should be no restraints on
the importation of these goods.

The nearest domestic equivalent for printing decorator fabric is one
half our cost. Imports from the Orient cost from 1/2 to 2/3 less than our prices.

Hence we strongly urge the exclusion of Italian textile products from
all import restraints.

An importer of fabrics of cotton, linen, and cotton linen blends states:

Our line is well known to all the top American designers and we are
considered to be the top linen specialists in the world.

Fabrics such as ours constitute a highly specialized operation.
Comparable products are only made in Italy and marginally in France, Belgium
and Ireland.
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While some linen/viscose and linen/man-made fabrics are made in the
United States and the Orient, these consist principally of imitations of our
products from Italy and cannot be regarded as directly competitive.

Our products are sold only to U.S. manufacturers making high-priced,
high-fashion garments. They fill a special niche In the U.S. market and are
not directly competitive with the products of U.S. mills.

Another firm states:

We are engaged in the importation and distribution of private and
designer label men's and women's apparel. The demand for such merchandise
is based primarily on the "quality in make and fabric" of our Italian clothing.

It is important to understand that we sell our Italian clothing into a
market segment that is higher in price than other products and is not in
direct competition with any U.S. product.

An importer of wool, silk, and blended fabrics from Italy reported:

The market for our products is based upon Xte demand for quality
fabrics unattainable in the USA, and upon the service offered by the Italian
mills. Our suppliers will deliver runs as low as 110 yards per color and
design. The minimum in the U.S. is 640. This provides U.S. clothing
manufacturers with significantly greater flexibility and lower Inventory
requirements, and represents a real operating advantage not offered by U.S.
mills.

A major importer and distributor of Italian clothing states:

Our method of designing, merchandising and manufacturing men's apparel
can not be duplicated by any other apparel company. In addition, we have
succeeded in marketing our product to a sophisticated consumer who
appreciates our ability to provide a garment of unique quality.

Our singular distinctiveness lies in the fact that we are the only high-
quality vertical apparel manufacturer in the world. We begin the manufacturing
process by choosing only the finest natural raw materials that will be used
to create the fabric. This initial step is essential because it establishes the
characteristics that we feel are most desirable in the final fabric. The
garment will retain the characteristics that were built into the fabric. These
characteristics are: wrinkle resistance, drapability, durability, natural
resilience, and a built-in elasticity that are part of the secret in creating a
garment of unusual comfort and appearance.

The art of our manufacturing process requires the blending of two
worlds, the past and the present. The old tradition of Italian hand tailoring
and the latest in computer and robotic engineering work go hand in hand to
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produce the exceptional fit, look, and comfort for which there Is no substitute.
The silhouette of our suits or sportJackets is not available from any quality
domestic-manufacturer. In developing this silhouette, we have recognized and
satisfied the needs of a highly sophisticated consumer. This consumer Is not
interested in purchasing traditional American styled-clothing.

If trade restrictions prevented the importation of our product, it would
have a detrimental effect on the many of our retailers who depend on apparel
from our company for a large portion of their quality business.

American manufacturers have tried to duplicate our product by
purchasing such cloth. Unfortunately, even the better manufacturers have had
a difficult time working with the fine fabrics which are the essence of our
business. The manufacturing of these fabrics require a technological know-
how and highly skilled labor force which does not exist in most American
factories at the present time. Many American companies have ceased buying
these fabrics because of the problems they have had manufacturing with
them.***

Note: References to names and companies have been deleted but are available upon request.
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STATEMENT BY T.W. HU, PRESIDENT, UNITED FRIENDS, INC.,
WASHINGTON, DC, ON BEHALF OF THE TAIWAN TEXTILE FED-
ERATION, REPUBLIC OF CHINA, ACCOMPANIED BY MYRON
SOLTER, ESQ., SPECIAL COUNSEL, UNITED FRIENDS
Mr. Hu. Mr. Chairman, my name is T.W. Hu. I am the president

of United Friends, Inc., Washington, DC. I appear before you on
behalf of the Taiwan Textile Federation, which is made up of all
the 20 textile and apparel trade associations in Taiwan, in opposi-
tion to S. 680.

The Taiwan Textile Federation is strongly in opposition to S. 680
because:

One, S. 680, if enacted into law, would mean a substantial roll-
back of textile and apparel trade between our two countries. Such
a trade rollback not only will mean large numbers of workers
being laid off on the production lines in my country but will also
mean large numbers of layoffs in supporting industries on both
sides of the Pacific and on your Atlantic and gulf coasts.

Two, The American textile industry is already well protected
through (a) a higher than average tariff rate-average is about 22.3
percent for textile products versus 5 percent average for other
goods, and this is probably one of the main reasons the United
States is collecting more duties from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
Korea, as a group, than from all the EC countries; (b) no GSP treat-
ment for textile and apparel imports; and (c) import quotas under
bilateral agreements, at least for my country, for over 20 years.

Furthermore, enactment of S. 680 into law would mean a breach
of the United States' obligations under the MFA, and its obliga-
tions under the many bilateral agreements it has with many coun-
tries all over the world, most of them developing countries.

All of the above have been outlined in detail in the two written
statements submitted to the subcommittee. However, here I would
like to use my remaining minutes to tell you about actions my
country has taken to try to improve the trade balance between our
two countries.

In the past few years my government has taken the following
steps to facilitate the importation of goods into Taiwan:

One, staged reduction of the 20 percent uplifting of customs valu-
ation of imported goods. We are now at the last 5 percent uplift
stage. By next January 1, it will be down to zero. This action in
effect means a 20-percent net reduction on all import charges.

Two, placing more and more items on the automatic licensing
list. Out of about 27,000 items in our customs classifications code,
all of which used to require import licenses, there are now 8,400
items on the automatic licensing list. And of this amount, about
half of them are in the textile and apparel area. And there are
about another 3,000 items pending.

Three, substantial reductions have been made in import tariff
rates. For example, between 1984 and 1985, duties were reduced on
393 textile items. Average reductions range from 16 percent on
yarn and thread to 27 percent on apparel, to 34 percent on textiles.

Four, organizing from time to time procurement missions to the
United States to buy American products in various States of the
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Union. The latest mission arrived in Los Angeles last Saturday to
begin a series of buyings estimated to be worth $350 million.

We understand all of the above cannot immediately eliminate to-
tally the trade imbalance between our two countries, but they are
at least some good starts.

In view of these points, I respectfully urge the subcommittee to
reject S. 680.

Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Hu.
Mr. McNeill.
[Mr. Hu's written testimony follows:)
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TESTIMONY

OF

T. W. HU

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SEPTEMBER 23, 1985

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for

allowing me to appear before- you to express the concerns of the

people in the Republic of China on Taiwan, particularly those in

the textile and apparel industries.

My name is T. W. Hu. I am President of the United Friends,

Inc., an international business consulting company registered in

the District of Columbia. I appear before you on behalf of the

Taiwan Textile Federation, which is made up of all the 20 trade

associations in Taiwan engaged in the textile and apparel fields.

I was to be accompanied by counsel, Mr. Myron Solter;

however, Mr. Solter is detained by business in Taiwan and cannot

return on time. He thus begs to be excused.

The Taiwan Textile Federation is strongly opposed to S.680

because,

1. S.680, if enacted into law would mean a substantial

rollback of the textile anb apparel trade between our two

countries, built up through the diligent efforts of citizens of

both countries. Such a trade rollback not only will mean large

numbers of workers being laid off on the production lines in my

country, but will also mean large numbers of layoffs in
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supporting industries, like those in transportation on both sides

of the Pacific and on your Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

2. The American textile industry is already well protected

through:

a. A higher than average tariff rate -- 22.3% for textile

products vs. a 5% average for other goods;

b. No Generalized System of Preferences treatment for

textile and apparel imports; and

c. Import quotas under bilateral agreements for over 20

years.

Furthermore, the enactment of S.680 into law would mean a

breach of the United States' obligations under the Multi-fiber

Arrangement, and its obligations under the many bilateral

agreements it has with many countries all over the world, most of

them developing countries.

All the above have been outlined in detail in the two

written statements dated July 10, 1985 and September 12, 1985

submitted to the Subcommittee. These points have also been

repeated time and again by expert witnesses testifying before the

Subcommittee, so I will not bore you further. However, I would

like to use my remaining minute to tell you about the actions my

country has taken to try to improve the trade balance between our

two countries.

In the past few years, my government has taken the following

steps to facilitate the importation of goods into Taiwan&

1. Staged reduction of the 20% up-lifting of customs

valuation of imported goods. We are now at the last 5% up-lift
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stage. By January 1, 1986, it will be down to zero. This action

in effect means a 20% net reduction on all import charges.

2. Placing more and more items on the automatic licensing

list. Out of the 26,755 items in our Customs Classifications

Code, all of which used to require import licenses, there are now

8,416 items on the automatic licensing list. And of the 8,416

items, about half of them are in the textile and apparel area. I

understand that change with respect to another 3,000 items is

pending.

3. Substantial reductions have been made in import tariff

rates. For example, of the 488 textile duty classifications,

between 1984 and 1985, duties were reduced on 393. Average

reductions range from 16% on yarn and thread, to 27% on apparel,

to 34% on textiles. More reductions are scheduled to come.

4. Organizing from time to time procurement missions to the

United States to buy American products in various states of the

Union. The latest Mission arrived in Los Angeles last Saturday

to begin a series of tenders estimated to be worth 350 million

dollars.

All the above cannot immediately eliminate totally the trade

imbalance between our two countries, bat they are at least good

starts.

In view of these points, I respec-.fully urge the

Subcommittee to reject S.680.

Thank you again for allowing me to testify)jAm§-
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF THE TAIWAN TEXTILE FEDERATION

IN OPPOSITION TO S. 680

This statement supplements the statement of July 10, 1985,

filed with the Subcommittee On Trade of the Committee on

Finance on behalf of the Taiwan Textile Federation, 22 At Kuo

East Road, Taipei, Taiwan. The statement was prepared by Tsu-

Wang Hu, who is duly registered under the Foreign Agents Regis-

tration Act, Registration No. 3083 (United Friends, Inc.), and

by Myron Solter, Special Legal Counsel, Foreign Agent Regis-

tration No. 1970. The Taiwan Textile Federation (hereinafter

referred to as "TTF") embraces within its membership all the

,*ade associations in Taiwan engaged in the manufacture of

textile and apparel products. All textiles and apparel im-

ported from Taiwan into the United States are produced by

members of the organizations constituting the TTF.

The TTF wishes to thank the Trade Subcommittee for this

opportunity to present its views. We do not presume to attempt

to advise the United States Congress on what steps it should

take to solve the U. S. textile industry's problems. Our pre-

sence here expresses our deep concern over the unhappy conse-

quences to all of us that would surely follow from enactment of

S. 680 and H.R. 1562. We have a saying: "When the United

States sneezes, Taiwan catches cold". Because of the economic

power of the United States, any disorder, even minor, in its

body economic is certain to produce major impacts in Taiwan and

in many other of America's trading partners. It is this grave
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concern and the reasons for it that we wish to communicate to

you.

I. SUMMARY

The United States' textile and apparel industries are

having difficulties. Their production, shipments, and employ-

ment are down. Their prices and profits have been depressed.

Increased imports are concededly an important factor in

causing that distress. The domestic producers urge that the

existing quota system of the Multifiber Agreement (MFA) and

related bilateral agreements plus import duties averaging 22.3

percent, are not adequate to protect it from its present dif-

ficulties and demand further unilateral quotas that would roll

back 1984 import levels by some 40 percent.

We think, however, and submit, that the difficulties of

the U. S. industry are not perhaps as great as they are made

out to be, and that the solution lies in taking steps, both

unilateral by the United States and multilateral in cooperation

with the other major economic powers, to bring down the vastly

overvalued U. S. dollar to parity levels that will dampen the

driving force behind the import surge, make U. S. exports again

competitive, and permit the existing MFA system to work as

conceived.

Certain claims made by the domestic industry, particularly

in its refutation of the Administration's fact sheet of June

19, 1985, are not accurate and must stand correction.

It is not true that the Administration has not acted
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vigorously to enforce the MFA and the bilaterals. It has

instituted more than 300 new quotas since 1980, and the 99

market disruption calls it has made thus far in 1985, through

August, indicate that 1985 will be a record year for such

calls. The industry's attack on the Administration is really

an attack on the MFA system. But the import surge which the

industry complains the Administration has failed to stop was

produced by forces completely outside the contemplated scope of

the MFA system. It has been driven by the 100 percent

appreciation of the U. S. dollar against other currencies since

1980, which by making imports infinitely cheaper has shifted

the direction of export growth away from the Big-3 of Taiwan,

Korea, and Hong Kong toward the European Community and similar

countries, thereby shifting the bulk of the import growth away

from controlled to uncontrolled categories. Within the limits

permitted by the strong dollar factor, the Administration has

- made every reAsonable effort to protect the industry.

Nor has the industry lost 300,000 jobs-since 1980, as it

claims. Department of Commerce data for the most recent period

of 1985 show an increase of 34,000 jobs since 1980. It is true

that there has been an erosion of employment since the years

before 1980, but not nearly of the magnitude claimed by the

U. S. producers, particularly when adjusted for technological

unemployment resulting from improved labor productivity.

The industry contends that the existing duty rates,

averaging 22.3 percent ad valorem, afford the producers no

protection. That is nonsense. 22.3 percent ii 22.3 percent.

and it provides very substantial protection compared to the
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average of five percent that applies to the products of all

other industries.

The domestic industry claims that U. S. consumers would

not suffer from the proposed legislative quotas. On the

contrary, prices would rise -- sharply -- because textile and

apparel prices have been suppressed since 1980 and industry

.profits have fallen off sharply during 1984 and 1985. More-

over, low-priced imports would eventually be driven from the

market as foreign producers "trade up" to maximize unit profit

under more stringent quantity limits.

An immediate effect would be the loss of about seven

billion dollars in exports and/or investment funds that would

not return to the U. S. to help keep interest rates down. A

subsequent effect would undoubtedly be the loss of another

seven billion in exports from retaliation. The combined direct

effect of these trade losses would be 350,000 U. S. Jobs (con-

sumers), loss of one billion in tax revenues, loss of four

billion in consumer disposable income, and 14 billion dollars

less GNP.

The U. S. industry's claims of no detriment to U. S.

consumers are therefore untrue and irresponsible.

Claims of "unfair" trade based on other countries'

barriers to U. S. exports do not apply to Taiwan, because

Taiwan is rapidly reducing or eliminating its tariff and non-

tariff barriers to U. S. exports. 4,326 tariff items

pertaining to textiles and apparel no longer require import

licenses (are on automatic licensing), and duty rates were
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substantially reduced in 1985 on 393 of the 488 textile and

apparel duty classifications.

Enactment of the legislative quotas contemplated by S. 680

would patently exact a high price from the U. S. economy (with

corresponding negative impacts in Taiwan and other countries).

If these stiffer quotas would definitively solve the problems

of the U. S. textile and apparel industries, there might be

some Justification for working that harm. But the fact is,

this legislation entirely misses the real cause of the problem.

The real cause is the extraordinarily strong dollar and the

irresistible import stimulus which it entrains. The strong

dollar is, in turn, caused by the U. S. federal budget deficit,

attendant high interest rates, foreign borrowing to finance the

deficits, and similar such complex and sometimes intractable

problems. The ultimate solution can only be specific actions

by the U. S. Congress and the Administration to get the dollar

down, including an international cooperative effort.

It is our hope that this committee, and the Congress, will

seek this true solution and will not allow itself to be misled

into ineffective and enormously harmful quotas.

I. THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY MISAPPREHENDS IMPORTANT FACTS

AND CONSEQUENCES

In June of this year, the secretaries of State and

Commerce, the United States Trade Representative, and other

cabinet level officials registered the Administration's

opposition to S. 680 and H.R. 1562 ("The Textile and Apparel
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Trade Enforcement Act of 1985") and made public a fact sheet

supporting its position. Similar arguments have been made by

other organizations, including our July 10, 1985. statement to

this committee on behalf of the Taiwan Textile Federation.

In hearings before the Ways and Means Committee of the

House of Representatives in July, the domestic textile and

apparel industries presented "Answers to the Adminislation'a

Fact Sheet on Implications of the Textile Quota Bill". The

domestic industry's "answers" in some respects do not accord

with the facts, misapprehend the probable consequences of quote

legislation, and ignore the only effective long-term remedy.

This part corrects and places in perspective the main points

made in the domestic industry's answers.

A. It Is Not True That The Administration Has Not Acted

Forcefully To Protect The Domestic Industry

When it is complained that the Administration has not been

assiduous in protecting the domestic textile industry, it is

actually a complaint against the mechanisms of the MFA and the

bilaterals. The increase in imports that has occurred since

1980 was contemplated by the agreements in the sense that

controlled imports are only those specific category limits on

particular countries that were negotiated plus restraints added

from time to time on the basis of market disruption calls.

There is no doubt that, within the scope of these agreements.

the Administration has used every reasonable means to control

the growth of imports.
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What was not contemplated was the effect of the overvalued

dollar as the irresistible force driving the increase in

textile and other imports. This factor is treated separately

in Part IV below. Not only has the overvalued dollar produced

an increase in textile imports beyond that contemplated by the

negotiators of the MFA and the bilaterals, it has also

distorted the expected trade pattern by shifting the increases

from lower-cost suppliers, such as the "Big-Three" (Taiwan,

Korea, and Hong Kong), to higher-cost suppliers, such as the

European Community, and has been a major factor in the rise of

uncontrolled versus controlled imports. This is seen from

Table No. 1.

Table No. 1. U. S. Textile Imports, Percent

Change, January-June, 1984, to January-June, 1985.

Category Total Taiwan Bip-3 EC Contrl'd Uncontrl'd

0-Total + 1.27 - 9.95 - 9.22 +36.97 -10.49 +27.27
1-Apparel + 5.28 - 6.22 - 5.00 +49.43 - 3.82 +65.26
2-Non-

Apparel - 2.15 - 1.98 -15.90 +35.92 -19.70 +18.10
li-Yarn - 4.63 -35.37 -36.62 +51.77 -43.67 + 5.24
12-Fabric -10.03 - 0.72 -10.71 +30.84 -18.54 + 8.67
14-Other +13.15 -24.27 -19.74 +49.89 -14.77 +19.74

Source: Major Shippers Report, June, 1985, Office of
Textiles & Apparel, Department of Commerce.

It is strikingly apparent from Table No. 1 that the recent

growth in textile and apparel imports has occurred primarily in

the uncontrolled categories and that a large part of this

growth has occurred in imports from the EC whose prices the

overvalued dollar has most advantagously affected. It is also

equally evident from this table that Taiwan and the other two

big-three countries have suffered very significant cutbacks in
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their exports to the United States.

But despite the hampering effect of the strong dollar, the

Administration has made vigorous efforts to aid and protect the

U. S. textile and apparel industries. More than 300 new quotas

have been put in place. As the incease in imports has

accelerated, so, too, has the Administration accelerated the

number of market disruption calls:

Year No. Of Calls

1981 18
1982 38
1983 112
1984 109
1985(Jan-Aug) 99

Source: 1981-1984, U. S. International Trade Commission.
1985, Office of Textiles and Apparel, Department
of Commerce.

Based on the first eight months, it is probable that 1985 will

see more calls than any year in the history of the textile

agreements.

Demonstrably, the Administration's-efforts have succeeded

quite substantially in slowing the rate-otgrowth of imports,

as is evident from Table No. 2.

Table No. 2. U. S. Textile And Apparel Imports, Quantity

And Rate Of Growth, 1981-1985 (millions of SYE).

Year Quantity Percent Change

1980 4884.373 --

1981 5775.307 +18.2
1982 6104.365 + 5.7
1983 7706.014 +26.2
1984 10151.446 +31.7

(Jan-Jun) 1984 5163.303 --
(Jan-Jun) 1985 5228.815 + 1.3

Source: Ibid.
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Here we see that. on the basis of the first half of this

year, the 1985 rate of increase in imports has been slowed to

1.3 percent as compared to 31.7 percent for 1984, and 26.2

percent for the preceding year. While other factors, such as

market forces, may have contributed to the decline, the

principal factor has been the additional restraints put in

place by the Administration under the agreement mechanisms.

Absent the uncontrollable effects of the strong dollar, the

cutback manifestly would have been quite severe.

B. It Is Not True That 300,000 Jobs Have Been Lost

By The Textile-Apparel Sector Since 1980

Domestic industry representatives frequently assert that

the textile-apparel sector has lost 300,000 jobs since 1980,

which presumabably means a reduction of 300,000 in the number

of persons employed in those sectors. That claim is not

supported by the facts, as Table No. 3 shows.

Table No. 3. Employment In The U. S. Textile And

Apparel Industries, 1980-1985 (thousands)

Year Textiles Apparel Total

1980 737 1,079 1,817
1981 712 1,059 1,771
1982 642 983 1,625
1983 741 1,163 1,904
1984 746 1,197 1,943
1985(Hay) 701 1,149 1,850

Source: Survey Of Current Business, U. S. Department of
Commerce, Vol. 65, No. 6, June 1985, and preceding
issues. May seasonally adjusted.
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Thus, the authoritative data of the Department of Commerce

show, not a decline of 300,000 persons employed in the textile

and apparel sectors, but an increase of 34,000 such employees

between 1980 and May, 1985.

Average hours worked, in Table No. 4, show a modest

decline.

Table No. 4. Textile and Apparel Industries,
Average Hours Worked Per Week, 1980-1985.

Year Textiles Apparel

1980 40.1 35.4
1981 39.6 37.8
1982 37.5 34.7
1983 40.4 36.2
1984 39.9 36.2
1985 39.2 35.1

Source: Ibid.

Thus, hours worked in apparel fell only 0.8 percent

between 1980 and 1985, and hours worked in textiles fell only

2.2 percent -- hardly declines of a magnitude that would

support claims of a 300,000-person loss -of jobs. In truth,

there has been a decline in the number of persons employed in

the textile and apparel industries since the period before

1980, which, however, especially when adjusted for substantial

improvements in labor productivity, falls very far short of the

exaggerated claims of the domestic industry.

C. The Existing 22.3 Percent Average Tariff On Imported

Textiles Affords Substantial Protection To The

Domestic Industry

The domestic textile and apparel industry claims
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entitlement to the higher tariff protection it enjoys "because

of the import sensitivity" which its products have. All other

U. S. industries make do with a protective tariff averaging

only about 5 percent; and some of those industries are equally

or even more import sensitive than the textile and apparel

industries. Thus, when considering special measures to grant

this industry quota protection over and above that already

provided by the MFA and the bilaterals, the exceptionally high

tariff which the industry already enjoys must be factored into

the equation. It should not be omitted from consideration, as

the domestic industry urges, as exceptional protection to which

the industry is entitled as of right because of its import

sensitivity.

To the further claim that the protection afforded by the

tariffs is being eroded by the strong dollar to "only a

fraction of the protection" these rates provided at the time of

the last escape clause recommendation by the International

Trade Commission, it must be remembered that most of these

tariffs are ad valorem and maintain the same percentage cost

impact whether prices rise or fall, and those that are specific

become an even greater protection as import prices fall. The

argument that 22.3 percent of protection is not 22.3 percent of

protection therefore is simply not tenable. The industry's

relating of rising imports to the strong dollar problem is,

however, quite correct and this cause is discussed at length in

Part IV, below.
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D. Contrary To The Domestic Industry's Claims.

Consumers Would Pay Dearly For Additional

Quota Protection For the Textile And Apparel

Industries

The domestic industry contends that additional quota

protection for its products would not raise prices, would not

provoke retaliation by the United States' trading partners, and

that the detriment to textile workers if additional quotas are

not imposed would outweigh damage to other consumers. These

assertions are not supported by the facts.

1. Prices Would Rise Sharply

Textile producers' prices have been depressed for several

years, relative to general price levels in the United States,

and corporate profits in the industry have been declining since

1984, which is seen from Tables 5 and 6.

Table No. 5. Producers Price Indices Of Textiles
And Apparel And All Commodities, 1980-1985.

Textiles All Com-
Year & Apparel modities

1980 100.0 100.0
1981 108.8 124.5
1982 11 1.5 128.7
1983 111.8 128.7
1984 114.4 131.7
1984(May) 114.7 132.2
1985(May) 114.8 131.5

Source: Ibid.
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Table No. 6. U. S. Textile Industry. Quarterly
Profits, 1983-1985.

Millions
Year quarter Of Dollars

1983 I 241
II 461

IlI 483
IV 376

1984 I 413
II 535

II 363
IV 309

1985 I 191

Source: Ibid.

It is thus quite evident that textile managers are under

strong pressure to raise prices, and it may accurately be

assumed that they would do so within days of the imposftion of
new import quotas.

It is also evident that the prices of imported textiles

and apparel will rise with the imposition of additional quotas.

In quota situations, exporters have historically sought to

maximize unit profit by following domestic industry price

increases upward, first with products of the same quality as

those hitherto exported, then eventually "trading up" to higher

quality products to maximize the amount of profit per unit.

Trading up coincidentally damages domestic producers by

increasing competition in the higher-end product lines where

domestic industry usually has more favorable comparative cost

advantage.

Thus, consumers would very quickly be subjected to price

increases in both domestic and imported articles and lower-end

articles would tend to be driven out 6f-themarket. Domestic

claims to the contrary defy both experience and logic.
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2. It Cannot Be Assumed That The Textile

Exporting Countries Would Not Retaliate

As we noted in our Statement of July 10, 1985, to this

Committee, the rollback in textile and apparel exports to the

U. S. which S. 680 would impose would represent a loss to

Taiwan of about one billion dollars in dollar exports and a

loss of about 7 billion dollars to all textile exporting

countries. Even if the exporting countries did not retaliate

as they are entitled to do under the GATT, the rollbacks

represent 7 billion dollars annually in potential U. S. exports

which will not be sold and/or funds which will not return to

the U. S. as loans to finance the trade deficit and

coincidentally help keep U. S. interest rates down. The

overall damage to the U. S. in terms of loss of jobs in U. S.

export industries, loss of GNP, loss of tax revenues, and loss

of disposable consumer income, while difficult to quantify

precisely, is obviously quite substantial.

But in addition to that loss to the U. S. economy,

additional losses from retaliation can be expected. In reply

to that statement, the U. S. industry urges that retaliation

could be forestalled by a GATT waiver similar to that utilized

by the European Community when it took comparable action in

1977.

We suggest that it would be unrealistic to assume that

retaliation could be thus forestalled. The present mood of the

textile exporting countries is different from that of 1977.
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textile exporting countries is different from that of 1977.

The losses which S. 680 would inflict upon most of them are

substantially greater now than in 1977. Import penetration in

the U. S. was only 23 percent in 1983, while penetration in the

EC had reached 46.7 percent, making a far more sustainable case

for waiver in favor of the EC (U.S. International Trade

Commission data). We think it doubtful, if the U. S. should

break the faith implicit in the MFA and the bilaterals by

enacting this legislation, that any significant number of

textile exporting countries would sign a waiver foregoing

retaliation.

The domestic industry argues that, even if the textile

exporting countries should retaliate, it would have little

impact in the United States because of the recent decline in

U. S. agricultural and other exports suitable as targets for

retaliation. That decline results primarily and directly from

the strong dollar, which situation will eventually be remedied.

The United States is still a highly efficient producer of

grains and other agricultural commodities and of high-tech and

other innovative products, and as the U. S. dollar regains a

more reasonable parity with other currencies, those exports

will rise -- that is, they should rise if not subjected to

retaliatory restrictions in other countries.
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3. If S. 680 Should Be Passed. Detriment

To the U. S. As A Whole Would Far Exceed

Any Detriment To The Textile And Apparel

Industries

In summary, enactment of the Textile And Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act would,_as a certainty, produce the following

chain of consequences:

1. Textile and apparel imports would be rolled back by 40

percent Immediately.

2. The U. S. would lose exports and/or capital inflows

equal to approximately seven billion dollars annually.

3. Retaliation, if in full and of equal measure, would

produce the loss of another seven billion dollars in annual

exports.

4. Using the same hypothetical factors used by the

Commerce Department to relate trade volume to loss of jobs and

to other impacts on economic values in the U. S., a 14-billion

dollar reduction in exports, would cost 350,000 U. S. jobs,

lower tax revenues by about one billion, lower consumer

disposable income by 4 billion, and lower GNP by 14 billion

dollars.

The foregoing losses, while hypothetical, nevertheless

indicate the rough magnitude of the mischief and damage which

S. 680 would cause to the United States. This damage would be

now, in 1986, not in the speculative future of 1990 in which

the domestic industry's fantasy estimate of 1,890,000 Jobs lost

is placed.
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Certain it therefore is that the losses entrained by S.

680 would far outweigh whatever damage failure to pass this

legislation would cause to the textile and apparel industries

in the remote future.

III. TAIWAN IS RAPIDLY LOWERING ITS BARRIERS TO TEXTILE

AND OTHER IMPORTS

The domestic textile and apparel industries frequently

point to the United States' negative trade balance in textiles

as evidence of "uptairness" in the textile trade and as a

factor justifying further import limitations in the United

States. Attention is also frequently called to tariffs and non-

tariff barriers to U. S. exports generally -- with Japan the

most frequently mentioned target -- as additional justification

for import restrictions including more stringent textile

quotas. But, the negative trade balance argument misconceives

the essential nature of trade, and, at least in the case of

Taiwan, the U. S. export barrier argument is misplaced because

Taiwan is rapidly lowering its tariffs and NTB's.

It is wholly unrealistic to believe that the United States

or indeed any country can expect to export an equivalent value

of the same- products that it imports, e.g., textiles for

textiles. In the heat of controversy, it is apparently easy to

forget fundamental simplicities, such as the fact the vast bulk

of trade is driven by price differentials based on comparative

cost differences. If cost patt-erns in the United States are

such that broad categories of textiles can be imported more
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cheaply than domestic textiles can be produced, there is very

little possibility of equilibrium in a "textile balance of

trade". Only if the U. S. dollar should undergo a deep

devaluation could foreign demand for large quantities of U. S.

textiles develop.

Thus, the domestic industry's "textile balance of trade"

- argument is not valid.

But, in any event, Taiwan is rapidly reducing its barriers

to imports, not only from the United States, but from its other

trading partners as well.

There are 26,755 items in the Taiwan Customs Classificn-

tion Code. Of those, 8,416 items are classified as automatic

licensing, that is, import licenses are automatically granted

upon application. Of the 8,416 automatic licensing items, more

than one-half, 4,326, pertain to textiles, apparel, and other

similar products, as follows:

Category No. Of Items

Textiles and 4,233
apparel

Leather apparel 33
Fishing nets 4
Typewriter 3

ribbons
Luggage, handbags, 53
& flatgoods

Source: Taiwan Textile Federation

An additional 3,087 general items are scheduled to be placed

under automatic licensing in the near future.

Large reductions are also being made in import duty rates.

For example, of the 488 textile duty classifications, between

1984 and 1985 duties were reduced on 393, 6 are free, and 89
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remained without change. Table No. 7 shows the average percent

reduction by broad product categories.

Table No. 7. Average Reduction Of Textile Import

Duties In 1985 (in percent).

CatenorZ Percent Reduction

Fibers 17
Yarn & thread 16
Textiles 34
Apparel 27
Other finished 39

products

Source: Taiwan Textile Federation.

Consequently, although "unfairness" in the textile balance

of trade context is not a valid argument for further restric-

tion of textile imports, if should not in any event be

applied to Taiwan because of the rapid steps being taken to

reduce or eliminate its barriers to U. S. and other countries'

exports.

IV. THE REAL PROBLEM OF THE DOMESTIC TEXTILE AND APPAREL

INDUSTRIES IS THE 100 PERCENT OVERVALUATION OF THE

U. S. DOLLAR, AND MORE IMPORT QUOTAS WILL NOT SOLVE

THAT PROBLEM

The increase in U. S. imports of textiles, and indeed of

most other products, between 1980 to 1984 has been price

driven. The single most important, and perhaps only, force

driving this movement has been the appreciation of the U. S.

dollar to levels unprecedented in recent history, Attempting

to cap that pressure with more textile quotas might afford the
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domestic industry but momentary relief, but would do nothing to

remedy the underlying cause, which would very quickly resurface

to continue the erosion of the textile industry. Quota

legislation is like pasting a bandaid over the surface

manifestation of a deep-seated infection, which will continue

to fester and grow. After all, the domestic textile and

apparel producers have been protected by stringent quotas for

quite a long time, but those quotas have not prevented the

present situation. It is far wiper for the Congress, and the

Administration, to identify the true cause of the underlying

problem accurately and to address it with specific remedies.

The U. S. dollar has apprted steadily since the second

quarter of 1980:

Table No. 8. Index of U. S. Dollar Versus 22 OECD
Currencies, Quarterly Average, 1980-1985

(May 1970 = 100, Trade Adjusted Average).

Quarter
Year I II III IV

1980 89.3 81.0 82.0 85.0
1981 99.5 106.4 111.9 107.7
1982 114.8 118.9 124.2 124.9

-1983 125.1 127.6 132.6 133.8
1984 137.2 142.6 150.1 155.9
1985

Source: Survey

162.8

of Current Business, supra.

Incredibly, the U. S. dollar in the first quarter of 1985 stood

101 percent higher than it did in the second quarter of 1980,

creating a powerful vacuum sucking in imports of all products.

Remedial action by the United States must address the causes of

the overvalued dollar, not treat merely the symptom.
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The main factor in pushing up the dollar has been the

rising federal budget deficit and its derivative effects on

interest rates in the United States. In 1984, the deficit

stood 194 percent higher than in 1980.

Table No. 9. Deficit In The Federal Budget

1980-1984 (billions of dollars)

Year Deficit

1980 59.6
1981 57.9
1982 110.7
1983 195.4
1984 175.3 -

Source: Survey Of Current Business, supra.

The secondary and very important factor is the deficit in

the United States' trade balance, the financing of which from

foreign capital sources has the effect of further bidding up

dollar exchange rates, which in turn worsens the situation and

maintains a vicious circle. Actions can be taken to break that

circle.

For example, the U. S. Treasury in 1984 removed the

withholding tax on interest payments to foreigners, eased

Treasury regulations on mandatory identification of buyers and

holders of U. S. securities, and placed two billion dollars of

Treasury securities abroad at a price 30 basis points below

domestically available Treasury securities of comparable

maturities, As a result of such actions, U. S. Treasury

securities held by foreigners increased from 33.9 billion in

1983 to 56.9 billion in 1984.

The Treasury Department, of course, has the responsi-

bility to cover the deficit. However, these actions had the
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effect of adding to the upward pressure on the dollar, and are

cited to show that there is room for various steps that can

be taken by the Congress and by the Administration to attack

the real causes of the distress being felt by the textile and

apparel and indeed many other industries in the United States,

including those export industries whose difficulties constitute

the obverse of the coin.

Ultimately, it seems likely that the problem will have to

be solved by cooperative efforts by all the economic powers.

Only the United States has the economic "clout" to engender

such a cooperative effort, and we urge that it be started now.

The first step in that program is not to pass S. 680 and its

companion legislation in the House of Representatives.

Respectfully submitted,

TAIWAN TEXTILE FEDERATION

Tsu-Wang Hu

United Friends, Inc.
1511 K Street NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 628-1191

MoSolter

Attorney At Law
16001 Partnership Road
Poolesville, MD 20037
(301) 428-8110
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STATEMENT BY ROBERT L. McNEILI, EXECUTIVE VICE CHAIR-
MAN, EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE, WASH-
INGTON, I)C
Mr. MCNEILL. Thank you, Senator Chafee. I am pleased to be

here this morning to express the opposition of the Emergency Com-
mittee for American Trade to S. 680.

While the people that make up the membership of my group are
sympathetic to the plight of those domestic producers and workers
who are adversely impacted by competitive imports, we believe
that the correct and preferred way to provide protection for that
industry is through the renegotiation and the extension of the
Multi-Fiber Arrangement [MFA], which, indeed, is under discussion
presently in Geneva.

The MFA and its predecessor arrangements have the very great
benefit of having been negotiated pursuant to the GATT. The
GATT umbrella, therefore provides immunity, if you would, from
retaliation on the part of those exporting countries who are party
to the large number of bilateral quota arrangements negotiated by
the United States and others pursuant to the MFA.

If S. 680 were to pass, then the United States would unilaterally
be imposing its own grid of legislated import quotas that would
place us in violation of our commitments under the GATT and sub-
ject the United States to retaliation on the part of exporting coun-
tries.

Since the 60 members that I represent account for about over
one-half of total exports from the United States each year, it is my
members who in part would have to pay the price of economic re-
taliation on the part of our trading partners.

We are further concerned in ECAT with the damage that pas-
sage of S. 680 would do to overall U.S. trade policy. We are hopeful
that the United States and its trading partners will initiate a new
round of trade negotiations. The chances of a new round of negotia-
tions would be severely impaired should the United States take
such action as contemplated in S. 680.

There are a number of objectives that we in ECAT would like to
see accomplished through a new round of trade negotiations, in-
cluding new codes on such things as the protection of intellectual
property rights, and a number of other nontariff barrier areas. The
prospects for getting benefits for the United States through such
negotiations, would be torpedoed were S. 680 to be enacted.

So, in brief, Mr. Chairman, we are opposed. We would hope that
the industry would be satisfied with the renegotiation and exten-
sion of the MFA. That certainly seems to be a more commonsense
approach.

I thank you.
[Mr. McNeill's written testimony follows:]
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Emergency Committee for American Trade 1211 Connecticut Ave Washington DC 20036 (202)"59-5147

S UMMARY

1. The Emergency Committee for American Trade (ECAT)
opposes enactment of S.680.

2. While sympathetic to the plight of those experiencing
severe import competition, ECAT believes that the
preferred way to regulate trade in textiles and
apparel is through renegotiation and extension'of the
MultiFiber Arrangement (MFA).

3. Import relief through the MFA avoids the retaliation
against U.S. exports that would occur through enactment
of legislated Import quotas. Such retaliation would
be most harmful to the national economic and political
Interests.

4. Enactment of the bill would cause dramatic damage to
U.S. trade policy interests, including the likely
torpedoing of a new round of trade negotiations that
is essential to furthering U.S. economic Interests
through the development of rules that will provide
greater equity in the international trading system.

56-287 0 - 86 - 17
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to

express the opposition of the Emergency Committee for

American Trade (ECAT) to S.680, a bill that would

establish a grid of quotas for imports of textiles and

apparel products.

While sympathetic to the plight of those domestic

producers of textiles and apparel who are experiencing

severe import competition, we firmly believe that the

preferred way to regulate trade in textiles and apparel

is through renegotiation and extension of the MultiFiber

Arrangement (MFA), which expires in July, 1986. Indeed,

preparations for such negotiations are underway.

The MFA and its predecessor arrangements have been

negotiated under the auspices of the GATT. The numerous

bilateral restraint agreements negotiated by partici-

pating countries under the MFA umbrella, therefore, have

the "blessing" of the GATT. The practical consequence of

this "blessing" is that the bilateral quota agreements

are not violative of the GATT and, therefore, not subject

to retaliation.
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The quotas called for in S.680 would unilaterally

abrogate U.S. participation in the MFA and place us in

violation of our GATT obligations. Exporting countries

would have a clear right to retaliate against their

imports from the United States. International trade

disputes of the kind that could be set off by passage of

S.680 would severely impact the economic health of our

members who are among the nation's largest exporters and

overseas investors.

The Multi-Fiber Arrangement

Since 1974, the U.S. textile and apparel industry

has benefited from unprecedented import protection under

the MultiFiber Arrangement (MFA). The MFA was negotiated

within the GATT framework, and over 40 developed and

developing countries are signatories. In 1981, the MFA

was extended until July 1986. The developed country

participants in the MFA are the United States, Canada,

Japan, the EC, Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden, and

Switzerland. Of these, only Japan and Switzerland do not

restrict imports. Australia and New Zealand do not

currently participate in the MFA, but both restrict

imports. Japan's textile and apparel exports are

restricted under the MFA by the United States.
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The United States has bilateral quota agreements

with 34 nations under the MFA program. Import growth

under these agreements is generally limited to 6 percent

annually for each controlled category. For the "big

three", Taiwan, Korea and Hong Kong, growth is limited to

one-half of one percent to two percent. Throughout the

1981-85 period, the United States has increased the

coverage and scope of the quota controls on textile and

apparel Imports.

The U.S. Government h-as committed vast resources to

the administration of the program. Computer technology,

document requirements, visa verification systems, customs

enforcement, and rules of origin regulations have been

enhanced to control the import of textiles and apparel.

Approximately 80% of all textile and apparel imports

from developing countries are under quota. Additional

protection is provided by average tariffs on textiles and

apparel of 22.3%, compared to average U.S. tariffs of

under 5% for other sectors.

Textile and Apparel Imports

Imports of textiles and apparel increased by 65% in

the 1982-84 period due to the overvalued U.S. dollar and
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to strong economic recovery. Import growth, however, has

recently stabilized, and imports for the first seven

months of 1985 actually show a modest decline of 1.26%

compared with the first seven months of 1984.

The strong U.S. dollar and consumer demand in

1983-84 created unprecedented import growth. Import

increases in the 1982-84 period for sectors other than

textiles and apparel Include: non-ferrous metals 53%,

non-electrical machinery 71%, motor- vehicles and parts

58%, chemicals 58%, and rubber and plastics 52%.

Despite strong import competition during the

1g82-1g84 period, U.S. textile and apparel Industry

output increased in response to strong consumer demand.

U.S. mill production increased from 9.4 billion pounds in

1982 to 10.8 billion pounds in 1984, or 13 percent.

Proposed Legislation

The proposed Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement

Act requires an extreme rollback of U.S. imports.

Compared with 1984, import levels would be reduced nearly

40 percent for the major suppliers. Percentage

reductions for the 12 largest suppliers (Brazil, Hong

Kong, Indonesia, South Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan,

China, India, Japan, Pakistan, Singapore, and Thailand)
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already controlled under the MFA would range from 9% to

85%.

The bill would allow virtually no growth for other

smaller supplier nations such as Israel. Canada and the

EC are presently exempt from the quota provisions of the

bill, although they presently account for approximately

15% of U.S. imports. All countries would be subject to a

new complex import licensing scheme, which would be a

serious nontariff trade barrier that in itself might

invite retaliation.

Consumer Costs

The Reagan Administration estimates that the bill

would increase consumer costs for textiles and apparel

by $14 billion per year. Prices of imported textiles and

apparel are estimated to increase by 15 to 30 percent.

The $14 billion cost increase is in addition to the $23

billion price tag of existing restraints under the MFA.

Domestic Production and Employment

Gains in U.S. production and employment from the

bill would be small, less than 4 or 5 percent according

to Administration estimates. The International Business

and Economic Research Corporation (IBERC) estimates that
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the net domestic Job increase from the bill, between

textile and apparel manufacturing jobs gained and retail

jobs lost, would be 9,000. The cost to the consumer for

each job is estimated to be $1.5 million.

Impact on U.S. Exports

The passage of the bill would risk retaliation

against U.S. exports by the adversely affected countries.

In 1984, U.S. exports to the 12 largest foreign suppliers

of textiles and apparel were $54 billion. Likely targets

of retaliation and the value of 1984 U.S. exports to the

12, would be corn and wheat ($5.1 billion), aircraft

($3.0 billion), and cigarettes and tobacco ($750 mil-

lion).

There is already evidence that countries such as

China will decrease their purchases of U.S. products in

response to U.S. restraints on textiles and apparel. In

1982, for example, China cancelled large grain purchases

from the United States in response to the unilateral U.S.

imposition of restraints on textiles and apparel.

Furthermore, once a country retaliates against the United

States and reduces imports as in the case of grain, the

loss of market share for U.S. exports might be permanent.
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Even if the impacted suppliers took no overt

decision to retaliate, the effect of the bill would be to

reduce their dollar earnings by $3.5 billion, a large

portion of which would have gone to purchase U.S.

products.

A further threat to U.S. trade would emerge if, as

Is being suggested, the quota bill were extended to

include textiles and apparel from the EC and Canada. A

"globalization" of the restraints would bolster the

partisans of protectionism everywhere.

Damage to Overall U.S. Trade Policy

The bill would have serious consequences for U.S.

trade policy and for the viability of the GATT system.

The bill would unilaterally abrogate the MFA, 34 U.S.-

bilateral restraint agreements negotiated within the

framework of the MFA, and the GATT. Large new cracks

will open in the GATT system if the quota bill passes.

This bill is particularly ill-advised since a new

MFA negotiating session began in late July in Geneva.

Since the present MFA expires in 1986, the negotiations

are designed to lead to a new framework for textile

trade. The interests of the U.S. industry will, as they
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have in the past, be reflected In the position of the

U.S. negotiators. The passage of the bill now before

Congress would torpedo these negotiations.

Furthermore, the type of unilateral U.S. action

contemplated in the quota bill would seriously damage

U.S. efforts to advance its trade policy agenda. The

bill would foreclose cooperation from developing coun-

tries and would result in enormous losses in U.S. exports

to them. The U.S. call for a new GATT trade round would

be met with deaf ears from the textile exporting

countries injured by the quota bill. In addition, U.S.

bilateral negotiations aimed at achieving various trade

goals with such suppliers as South Korea, Brazil, India,

and the ASEAN group would fail. Consequently, U.S.

efforts to move trade negotiations forward on services,

high technology, performance requirements, intellectual

property and other issues, would be irreparably

undermined.

Results such as those just suggested would certainly

not serve the national interest. It is almost certain

that the economic interests of ECAT members would suffer.

Such damage can be avoided by not legislating S.680 and

by extending the MFA in a manner that will accommodate

the basic needs of the U.S. textile and apparel

Industries.
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Senator CHAFEE. Mr. McNeill, the companies you represent are
exporters to Brazil, Hong Kong, Indonesia, South Korea, the Philip-
pines, Taiwan, China, India, Pakistan, and so forth.

Mr. MCNEII.. Yes, every country in the world, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. And your point is that there would be retalia-

tion that would cause American employees to suffer?
Mr. McNEIL,. Yes, Senator. The fastest growing markets until

the recent international debt crisis for U.S. exports were in those
particular countries and other developing countries of the world. I
think they were accounting for 40 percent of total U.S. exports.
They are vitally important markets, the large.;t growing markets
in the world. All of them are in difficulties, and I believe their dif-
ficulties would be compounded very drastically should their access
to the U.S. market be curtailed for apparel and textile shipments.

Senator CHAF.EE. Mr. Lundquist, hasn't there been quite a dra-
matic increase in the European textile exports into the United
States? In other words, even though you are part of the, the Multi-
Fiber Agreement [MFA], it is my understanding that the European
countries are not an-this is my word-not an effective part of that
MFA. You can correct me on this, but it is my understanding that
those countries in Europe have not abided by the MFA, or we
haven't enforced it, put it that way.

Mr. LUNDQUIST. Thank you very much. I think it's an eye for an
eye. But, on your point, yes. Speaking for Italy, in certain catego-
ries imports have risen, but here again it is a question of which
period you examine: if you examine the last decade you will find
that the producers in Italy retrieved part of what had been lost.

Now, there is a very important point here that I think should be
addressed. Fabrics and made-up goods from Western Europe are
drawn into this market; they are not pushed into this market. Any
textile manufacturer would concede that singular and unique
point.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, you had better make that unique point a
little clearer to me, that they are drawn and not pushed.

Mr. LUNDQUIST. All right.
I have something at a price. It is a fungible commodity. I drop

that price-I push it into your market.
I have something that has uniqueness and style to it, and the

consumers take a liking to it, and it is pulled into the market. I am
sorry I was so imprecise the first time.

Senator CHAFEE. No, that's what I thought you said, and I am
not sure I agree with you. Are you saying in Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, it is pushed into our market, that we don't seek it?

Mr. LUNDQUIST. Of course not. And if I failed to identify my sub-
ject, it is Italy. I was referring to the Italian and Western Europe-
an made goods, Mr. Chairman. I can't comment on that, but I do
know that the prices are dandy if you want a long run of some-
thing or if you are interested in products that are highly competi-
tive here.

I am saying that we shouldn't take action that will materially
and negatively affect traditional suppliers if we consider action
against those who have come in and if they have usurped part of
the market. I can't make that judgment, but I can tell you with a
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certainty that Italian-made textiles are a historic and unique part
of our market.

In terms of the statistics, we have never exceeded 16 or 161/2 per-
cent of any category of imports, even with our sharp increases. And
you will notice on that table 3 to which I adverted-

Senator CHAFEE. Now, 16 percent of total imports into the
United States?

Mr. LUNDQUIST. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Or 16 percent of the U.S. market?
Mr. LuNDQuIsT. Sixteen percent of total imports in those catego-

ries. Yes, sir.
Now, in our table we have tried to calculate-and I won't take

the time to go through it-where Italian prices are above and
below the average unit import value in a category. And this is why
I said we tend to support your steel analogy. Wool tops and yarns
were below. That means we bring a perfectly made product at a
reasonable price to enhance U.S. manufacturing. Woolens and
worsteds were below; but, when it gets to made-up goods like suits
and so forth, we are almost to 100 percent above the normal import
volume.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, are you on table 3 again?
Mr. LuNDQUIST. Yes, sir. And I am in the woolen category, where

in the right-hand column it shows for wool tops and yarns that
Italian prices are 97 percent-that means slightly below the aver-
age price.

But when it gets to goods that compete with our sewers and
stitchers and tailors, our prices are way above. In other words, we
are dealing with yarns and woolens at very competitive prices, to
enhance the supply here and to assure that Italian quality fabrics
are in the market; while at the same time, when we compete with
our textile industry per se, our prices are in line and reflect the
high quality of our garments.

We are very proud of Italian tailoring, right straight up and
down the line.

Senator CHAFEE. All right, fine. I think the points each of you
have made have been good, Mr. Weiss and his points and each of
you. Thank you for coming here, gentlemen.

The final panel will be Mr. Thomson, accompanied by Mr. Has-
senfeld, Mr. Fortino, and Mr. Reams; Ms. McManus, accompanied
by Mr. Wasserman; Mr. Wagner, accompanied by Mr. Lewin; Mr.
Lehman, accompanied by Mr. McGrath; and Mr. Trust, accompa-
nied by Mr. Wool and Mr. Dietzel.

I want to take this opportunity to especially welcome Mr. Has-
senfeld, whom I have known for many years and have worked
closely with, who, amongst his other virtues, is a native Rhode Is-
lander.

All right, Mr. Thomson, why don't you proceed.
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STATEMENT BY DOUGLAS THOMSON, PRESIDENT, TOY MANU.
FACTURERS OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY ALAN HASSEN-
FELD, PRESIDENT, HASBRO, INC., PROVIDENCE, RI; JOE FOR.
TINO, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR OPERATIONS, KENNER
PRODUCTS, CINCINNATI, OH; AND TIMOTHY REAMS, SENIOR
VICE PRESIDENT, MATTEL, INC., HAWTHORNE, CA
Mr. THOMSON. Good morning, and thank you very much.
My name is Douglas Thomson. I am the president of the Toy

Manufacturers of America that represents about 90 percent of al
the retail sales of toys and games here in the United States. We
appreciate the opportunity to come and speak on this particular
issue.

I have submitted prepared remarks, Senator Chafee, which I
won't read through, but I'd just like to summarize. And I brought
along a well-known trade expert to demonstrate particular points
that we have in mind.

The first point is that toy products don't belong in this bill. Tex-
tile proponents appear to understand that and agree to it. The in-
dustry was not consulted in any way before toy products were in-
cluded in this bill, and we have traditionally never been in the
area of textiles when it came to legislation.

This industry is a growth industry; in fact, we lead the world in
the development and marketing of toys. We are proud of this. We
are one of the few industries in the United States that is under
pressure to do this, and we have been able to-through a series of
marketing methods and through the combination of sourcing over-
seas and manufacture domestically--to produce a growth industry
which moved up in dollar value 50 percent last year.

We cannot do this unless we source overseas and supplement our
domestic production here in the United States.

Numerous American jobs depend upon overseas sourcing, and I
will demonstrate this in a moment. The American public enjoys
the lowest price at retail for comparable products of anywhere in
the world as the result of our ability to distribute in volume, to
market in volume, and to source overseas and combine with our do-
mestic manufacturing. And I would like to illustrate this, if I may,
ver briefly, with this particular trade expert, the Cabbage Patch

The Cabbage Patch Kid, prior to being introduced in a volume
basis in 1983, was made in Georgia by hand by American workers
in a sculptured form, with very limited production and employing
p erhaps up to 100 people, and selling for anywhere from $75 to
$100 per unit. Coleco Industries of West Hartford, CT, introduced
this item in 1983, and in the United States alone has shipped over
35 million of these products since 1983 and its introduction.

This is a worldwide product; it is a household name. They are
shipped into the United States in bulk, inspected, finished, pack-
aged, quality inspected, and we estimate there are about 2,500 jobs
alone that have been produced by this introduction of Cabbage
Patch Kids into the United States.

In addition to that, the popularity of the product has allowed for
licensing of the name through any number of other products, and
we are estimating at the present time that there are probably
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15,000 to 20,000 people in the United States involved with the li-
censing, the promotion, the advertising, the selling, the retailing,
and other activities of this particular product. This would simply
not have been able to have been done if we had not been able to
source it overseas. Restrictions on products like this would inevita-
bly raise the price, reduce the supply, it would not help the textile
industry in any way whatsoever, it would not add, in all probabili-
ty, one additional job in the United States, and in all probability it
would reduce the employment.

I have with me today Mr. Hassenfeld, who you have mentioned,
the president of Hasbro Industries, but also he is the chairman of
the Toy Manufacturers of America. We have two other executives,
Mr. Tim Reams from Mattel of Hawthorne, CA, and Mr. Joseph
Fortino of Kenner Products of Cincinnati, OH, and we would ap-
preciate the opportunity to let them discuss their particular prod-
ucts. Tha--lk-you very much.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Let's do this. Why don't you, Mr. Has-
senfeld, make some comments, and tell us a little bit about your
situation and how this legislation, if unaltered, would affect your
company?

Mr. HASSENFELD. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I am Alan Hassen-
feld, president of Hasbro and chairman of the Toy Manufacturers
Association of America. I have already submitted in writing a
statement, but I do wish to add some further comments today.

First, our association represents over 250 toy companies in the
United States. Approximately 90 percent of all toys which are sold
at retail are represented by those companies that are a part of the
association.

Never have we been a part of the textile industry; yet, to the sur-
prise of all in our industry and until we began to tell our story
down here in Washington, most Members of both the House and
the Senate had no idea, no conception that the toy industry had
been put into both the House version and the Senate version,
Senate 680.

So, too, those who have drafted the bill, the textile lobbies and
the textile associations, so, too, they agree that they do not believe
that we should have been included in this bill, and have made
overtures to us that we should be taken out.

Yet, even though everybody believes that we shouldn't be here,
yet here we are, fighting for our life.

This young lady who is sitting in front of me has entertained
many a child for over 50 years. Her name is Raggedy Ann. Rag-
gedy Ann today is being imported from overseas She basically
costs approximately $4 to make and to land; by the time overheads
are added, she is sold by us at about $7.25, and in turn retails for
approximately $11.99. This same product being costed in the
United States would cost approximately $8.20, pure fabrication, no
overheads allocated. By the time overheads are allocated, it would
cost $16 and in turn have to retail for approximately $26.99, an in-
crease of over 125 percent.

There are many other products that are similar in nature to this
on the component side, such as doll's dresses, plush animals, skins
for plush animals. All of these have many, many jobs at stake here
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in the United States. These jobs are in the design area, the engi-
neering area, the manufacturing area.

This bill was meant to protect American workers. The one
unique thing about this bill if the toy industry is included: it will
do anything but protect American workers in our industry; but in-
stead, it will have a devastating effect on a loss of jobs for our in-
dustry.

Robert Frost wrote a wonderful poem which is quite apropos; it
is called "Mending Walls." He wrote: "Before I build a wall, I'd ask
to know what I was walling in or what walling out."

Mr. Chairman, please understand the irreparable damage to our
industry if this wall is built without understanding the facts we lay
before you. We are in a very serious situation.

Thank you for hearing.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Hassenfeld.
I think it would be helpful if you would just take your own com-

pany regarding jobs. This is what this whole business is about: it is
aboutjobs. That is why the proponents are pushing this legislation
so vigorously. So, take your own company-how many people do
you employ, how many people would you not employ or what your
decline in employment would be, if that nice young lady Raggedy
Ann went from $11.99 to $26.99.

Mr. HASSENFELD. First of all, I doubt -that there would be a
market for Raggedy Ann in this size at $26.99. As a matter of fact,
I know that there wouldn't be a market. It would be the same
thing as asking if there would be a market for Cabbage Patch dolls
and what the consumer could pay-maybe $129 for one Cabbage
Patch doll rather than the $39 or the $29 they are paying today.

As far as Hasbro Industries is concerned, I would imagine that
between the State of Washington, the State of Rhode Island, and
the State of Massachusetts, we would be looking at a loss of jobs
probably in the vicinity of 600 to 750 out of a total employment
now of approximately 4,500 people.

Senator CHAFEE. I see. So, percentagewise, it is a pretty good
drop.

All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Hassenfeld.
I'll tell you what, let's do this here. Let's take the other gentle-

men and Ms. McManus, and then we can shift around.
Ms. McManus, why don't you proceed?
[Mr. Thomson's and Mr. Hassenfeld's written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

DOUGLAS THOMSON, PRESIDENT

TOY MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA

When S.680 was drafted, plush toys were included even though their

value and character are not determined by textile content. It is

the appearance and play value which determines the product's

marketability. There seems to be substantial agreement among the

textile proponents of this bill that the toys in question should

be excluded, and we respectfully request that such action be taken.

The toy business can be described as a fashion business - except

that much of our retail sales fall in the fourth quarter of the

year. It is always difficult to predict the public's reaction and

interest in products as they approach the holiday season. And,

without restrictions, we come under a certain amount of public

criticism for shortages of some popular products in the marketplace.

In my judgment, import restrictions can only contribute to further

difficulties in meeting demand and, in all probability, higher

prices as supply is shrunk. It is doubtful that restrictions would

add additional manufacturing jobs because the retail prices needed

simply will not support the cost of U.S. labor. However, restrictions

could easily have a negative effect on the many planning, warehouse,

inspection, sales, marketing and promotion positions created by the

growth of the toy industry, as consumers shift their discretionary

spending.

The Textile and Apparel Enforcement Act of 1985 was drafted to limit

imports of textile and apparel products such as trousers, blouses,

shirts, skirts and sweaters which are currently subject to the

restrictions of the Multi-Fiber Arrangement. Plush toys and dolls
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The Toy Manufacturers of America (TMA) appreciates the opportunity

to appear before this committee to discuss S.680. My name is Douglas

thomson and I am the President of the toy trade association which

represents over 250 members manufacturing and importing toys and

games. We estimate that our members account for over 90% of dollar

sales of toys and games in the United States.

The U.S. toy industry leads the world in the development and marketing

of toys. Our brand name products are found in virtually every

country in the world and our marketing methods are looked at as

benchmarks.

The products are heavily labor oriented since they are generally

small for use by small hands, require authenticity, decorations and

minute details. The industry has grown steadily and members have

developed programs for sourcing from overseas those products

requiring extensive hand labor to supplement larger, machine-made

products manufactured domestically. The result is that identical

well-known toys are less expensive to the U.S. consumer than anywhere

else in the world. Dolls, stuffed animals and dolls' clothing are

particularly labor intensive and are largely manufactured overseas.

Congress has recognized that developing countries need opportunities

to manufacture products such as these, and has granted duty free

status to these products through the Generalized System of

Preferences and the Caribbean Basin Initiative. Most of these

products are manufactured in Korea, Haiti, Taiwan and Hong Kong.
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have never been subject to these restrictions. The textile content

of these products is miniscule when compared to the total U.S.

textile consumption. Thus, to include these toys and doll products

within the scope of the Textile and Apparel Enforcement Act of 1985

would devastate the U.S. toy industry while having little, if any,

effect on domestic textile production.

THA therefore believes that toys, dolls and dolls' clothing must

be excluded from the provisions of the Textile and Apparel Enforcement

Act of 1985. This can easily be accomplished simply by deleting

Subpart E of part 5, Schedule 7, from the bill's coverage, since

all. the effected toy products fall within this subpart, which

contains no products of interest to the textile and apparel industry.

TKA submits that Congress should not take sides in favor of one

industry to the detriment of another through the enactment of this

legislation. The exclusion of toy and doll products from this bill

would save the U.S. domestic toy and doll industry from incalculable

harm and would have no discernable effect on the U.S. textile

industry.

Thank you for your time and interest.
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STATEMENT OF

ALAN G. HASSENFELD, PRESIDENT
HASBRO INC

My name is Alan G. Hassenfeld. I am both the President of Hasbro Inc.,

Pawtucket, Rhode Island and the 1985 Chairman of the Toy Manufacturers of

America. I appreciate being afforded time to discuss with you my concerns

about the inclusion of certain toys and dolls'clothing in S680 Textile and
Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.

Mr. Thomson has put forth an overall view indicating we do not believe it is

appropriate to include these products in any group on which import restric-

tions are to be considered. I vquld like to add my voice to support his

statement and to mention several specific points which I trust you will take

into consideration.

For many years, now, toy fir" have gradually moved to offshore sourcing for

those items of high labor content which cannot be manufactured economically

here in the United States. These are required to met consumer price points,

supplement domestic manufacturing and sustain the growth of our industry. The

positioning of the American Toy Industry as the world leader has created

numerous jobs for American citizens. My firm, Hasbro Inc, has grown very
rapidly in recent years and we now employ close to 4,000 people in the United

States.

The toy industry is characterized as being both a fashion industry and

seasonal. Up to 60% of our retail sales fall in the fourth quarter of the

year. This requires long lead times for production buildups and heavy

inventories to support consumer demand. Combine these features with an often
short product life, the fickleness of consumer tastes and the importance of

combining domestic and overseas production for customer service and you can

see how delicate the process becomes to try to insure success. Too, our

products are sold in advance at a fixed price. Thus uncertainty of supply and

price which come from quotas or allocations would be extremely detrimental to
the health of the business.

I would like to emphasize again that we understand that there is widespread
agreement for the exclusion of toy products from this bill. The major textile

trade associations have agreed that it was not the intent of that industry to

request consideration of toys, dolls and dolls' clothing for restrictions. To
my knowledge, no one in the toy industry was ever contacted about our views

before the bills were introduced.
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Consideration should be given to the unique pricing in the toy industry. As a

result of the huge volume developed by our marketing techniques - we estimate

that we shipped over two billion toy units in 1984 - the American consumer is

able to enjoy the lowest price in the world for an identical product. Loss

leaders of popular, well recognized name toys are seen regularly in newspaper

advertisements all over the country. Retail margins are substantially below

most other consumer goods. Wholesale prices have consistently lagged behind

the Consumer Price Index. This is because volume, plus overseas sourcing, plus

supplemental domestic production plus efficient distribution has allowed us to

stay below other world inflationary pressures. Import restrictions can only

lead to reduced supply, interference with the system and, in all probability,

higher prices.

I have brought samples of some of my products to illustrate these points.

I hope that this committee will exclude toys from this legislation.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

STATEMENT BY GAIL McMANUS, ADMINISTRATOR, IMPORT DIVI.
SION, PAUL REED, INC., NEW YORK, NY, ACCOMPANIED BY
JACK G. WASSERMAN, ESQ., COUNSEL, FREEMAN, WASSERMAN
& SCHNEIDER, NEW YORK, NY

Ms. MCMANUS. Good morning, Senator Chafee.
My name is Gail McManus. I am the import administrator of

Paul Reed of New York City. Our company is one of America's
largest domestic manufacturers of women's pants. Every week we
produce over 100,000 pairs of women's pants. And yet, we oppose S.
680 as presently written.

Our ability to import coordinating blouses and sweaters not
available in the United States has increased our domestic produc-
tion.

Paul Reed began almost 30 years ago as a domestic manufacturer
of moderate priced women's pants. "Moderate priced" means at the
lower range of the price scale. In 1983 we responded to our custom-
ers' requests that we add moderate priced blouses and sweaters to
coordinate with our pants. The styling details required by our cus-
tomers, pushed U.S. production out of our price range, we there-
fore, went offshore for these particular fashion-image blouses and
sweaters. Our company has benefited without any adverse impact
on other domestic producers of blouses and sweaters.

I emphasize-our company has been able to increase its domestic
production. We have been able to hire and create new jobs for new
employees, and for the first time we have been providing the
American consumer with related sportswear at a moderate price.

On the other hand, passage of the proposed legislation will pre-
vent us from acquiring apparel items not available in the United
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States. It will delay further expansion of our domestic production,
and it will prevent us from providing the American woman with
fashion sportswear at a moderate price.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Ms. McManus.
Let me ask you this right now: I believe you were here during

the prior panel.
Ms. MCMANUS. Yes, I was.
Senator CHAFEF. And heard those witnesses. And you yourself,

your company, went out to seek a new line from domestic manufac-
turers. You said, "We discovered the cost of producing these impor-
tant items pushed the price higher" than you could be competitive.
What was your experience with the American manufacturers? You
heard the laments of those in the prior panel about the inability of
American manufacturers to produce on time the correct runs, the
styling, and so forth; what was your experience? Was it solely
price?

Ms. MCMANUS. Our experience has been involving labor. We re-
quire many styling details-extra pockets, extra pleats, stitching
details, which are labor costs, pushing the price of our product
beyond the price that our consumer can afford to pay.

Senator CHAFEE. So, what forced you overseas was price, not fail-
ures of the manufacturers in the other areas?

Ms. MCMANUS. The main consideration was price. The second
consideration was that we found American manufacturers reluc-
tant to add the extra stitching, the extra seams, the extra pockets,
and the details that we require for this fashion-image product.

Senator CHAFEE. What do you mean "reluctant to add it?" Be-
cause it was contrary to their usuadt-procedures?

Ms. MCMANUS. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. If they were going to be paid for it?
Ms. MCMANUS. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. They just didn't like changing their ways?
Ms. MCMANUS. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. All right, thank you, Ms. McManus.
The next witness is Mr. Wagner.
[Ms. McManus' written testimony follows:]
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON S.680
INTERNATIONAL TRADE Textile and Apparel

Trade Enforcement
September 23, 1985 Act of 1985

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS
OF ORAL TESTIMONY BY GAIL McMANUS

I." PAUL REED, INC. is one of America's largest domestic
manufacturers of moderate-priced traditional women's
pants and has annual sales of approximately $100 mil-

lion.

2. PAUL REED, INC. began importing certain types of blouses
and sweaters in 1983 because competitive apparel items
were unavailable from-domestic sources.

3. Paul Reed's new import program (a) increased domestic

production in 1985 by more than 12 percent over 1984 with
an increase in American production jobs, (b) created

over 100 new jobs and dozens of allied service jobs at

our new warehouse and (c) provided the American consumer
with moderate-priced clothes not available from do-
mestic sources.

4. Each of these beneficial results was achieved without

any adverse impact on other domestic producers.

5. The proposed legislation will delay future expansion of
our domestic production by restricting our acquisition
of complimentary items not available in the U.S.
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My name is Gail McManus. I am the Administrator of

the newly created Import Division of Paul Reed, Inc. of New

York. I am accompanied by Jack G. Wasserman of Freeman,

Wasserman & Schneider, trade counsel to our Company.

Our Company is one of America's largest domestic

manufacturers of women's pants; every week we produce over

100,000 pairs of pants in New York City. And yet we oppose any

additional import restrictions, particularly quotas which will

seriously restrict the growth of our domestic production.

Some background is necessary to understand our po-

sition.

Paul Reed was established almost 30 years ago. In

1985 our sales will approach $100 million. Our growth and

reputation have been principally built on the manufacture and

sale of "moderate-priced" traditional women's pants. In our

industry the term "moderate price" means a price which falls

within the lower-end of the price range.

In 1983 we decided to respond to our customers'

requests that we add moderate-priced blouses and sweaters to
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coordinate with our pants. We wanted to satisfy our customers'

growing demand for "fashion-image" clothes by women in Ameri-

ca's workforce who could not afford "better" or "designer"-

priced clothes.

For this reason, we researched numerous American re-

sources to explore the possibility of acquiring sweaters and

blouses with a fashion-image which could be sold in the same

price range as our pants.

Specifically, our marketing personnel sought to ac-

quire hand-knitted and "full-fashion" sweaters -- not "cut-

and-sewn" sweaters. (There is a big difference between these

types, and I will supply illustrations to the Committee's

staff.) After an exhaustive review of- existing. American

resources we discovered it was not possible to buy either hand-

knitted or full-fashion sweaters in the United States because

the cost of hand-knitting pushed the cost of production beyond

our price range and there is an absence in the United States of

the special equipment needed to produce a "full-fashion" swea-

ter.

Our attempts to acquire U.S.-produced blouses are a

similar story. Again, it was important to our customers that
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we offer contemporary, fashionable blouses with the styling

details desired by American women. Once again, however, we

discovered that the costs of producing these important styling

details pushed the price of domestically-produced blouses well

above the prices which would be compatible with the prices at

which we sell our domestically-produced pants. The blouses

which we could acquire in the United States could not be sold

with the pants which we produce in the United States.

Therefore, we went "off-shore" for these types of

sweaters and blouses. As a result our 1985 domestic production

of pants has increased more than 12 percent over our 1984 pro-

duction creating additional American jobs in our domestic

factories. Second, our Company was able to create over 100 new

jobs in the New York metropolitan area (and this does not

include either the construction jobs created when we built a new

warehouse in New Jersey or the dozens of allied jobs which will

be required to service our new facility). And third, we are

providing the American woman with fashionable, career-oriented

sportswear at a moderate price.

Based on our experience, we believe we can predict

the impact which the passage of the proposed legislation will

have on our Company -- and on other domestic manufacturers who
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also import to round out their lines and compliment their

domestic production.

First, the proposed quota system will prevent us from

acquiring apparel items which are not available in the United

States. It is one thing to consider restricting imports which

are competitive with domestic articles, but the proposed Bill

will prevent us from selling sweaters and blouses to the

American consumer at prices which they can afford.

Second, the Bill will delay future expansion of our

domestic production. Again, I emphasize that our ability to

import these sweaters and blouses permitted us to grow, hire

more employees, and satisfy the American consumer without any

adverse impact on other domestic producers of blouses and

sweaters.

Third, on a broader level, additional import re-

strictions will principally reduce the importation of low and

moderate priced apparel since foreign producers will shift to

higher-priced, higher-value exports. Thus, the hardest hit

American consumer will be the customer who wants lower-priced

merchandise.

We very greatly appreciate this opportunity to

appear before you and I will attempt to answer any questions

which you might have.
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STATEMENT BY RICHARD WAGNER, VICE PRESIDENT AND GEN-
ERAL MANAGER, KNOLL TEXTILES, NEW YORK, NY, AND
PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION FOR CONTRACT TEXTILES, ACCOM-
PANIED BY MARTIN J. LEWIN, ESQ., MUDGE ROSE GUTHRIE AL-
EXANDER AND FERDON, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. WAGNER. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Richard Wagner. I am vice president and general

manager of Knoll Textiles of New York City, a wholesaler of do-
mestic and imported decorative fabrics for interior furnishings. In-
terior furnishings fabrics are used in the manufacture of draperies,

-upholstery, and wallcoverings for both commercial and residential
markets.

I appear today as president of the Association for Contract Tex-
tiles and as a member of the Decorative Fabrics Association in op-
position to S. 680.

Our association is a part of a broader industry of over 450 compa-
nies wholesaling interior furnishings fabrics. The interior furnish-
ings fabric industry is separate and distinct from the apparel fabric
industry, as textile manufacturers cannot readily shift production
between apparel and nonapparel fabric.

Products in the interior furnishings market are of uniform high
quality and compete on the basis of style and availability, not
price. Domestic mills producing interior furnishings fabrics are
highly valued, quality resources, with significant competitive ad-
vantages over foreign resources.

Domestic mills predominate in our market. Domestic purchases
allow wholesalers greater control in the production of merchandise,
provide greater opportunities for quality inspection, and quicker
deliveries. These advantages are particularly important for custom
fabrics.

The tremendous growth of our industry in recent years has
helped many domestic mills, particularly smaller New England
mills which would otherwise have been in serious trouble.

Senator CHAFEE. You are coming close to home now, Mr.
Wagner.

Mr. WAGNER. I certainly am.
Senator CHAFEE. Keep going.
Mr. WAGNER. At present, at least 80 domestic mills produce inte-

rior furnishings fabrics. Although most interior furnishings fabrics
sold in the United States are American made, imports are extreme-
ly important to the viability of our industry.

Our industry has become a fashion industry, requiring strong
product differentiation, and has grown because each company pro-
vides a unique product line in competition with other wholesalers.
Imports provide the variety necessary for each company's survival.
Without imports, the industry would lack diversity, demand for in-
terior furnishings fabric would contract, and sales would decline.
Smaller domestic mills would suffer as the smaller wholesalers, no
longer able to compete, would disappear.

In essence, in this industry imports and domestic production
complement each other, and each would fare worse without the
other.
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S. 680 would be extremely harmful to our industry. It would
impose quotas for the first time on silk and linen fabrics. It would
significantly cut back trade from sources such as Japan, China,
India, and Thailand-in some products by up to 95 percent. It
would impose quotas for the first time on suppliers and potential
suppliers such as New Zealand, Australia, Switzerland, Portugal,
Spain, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Ireland.

S. 680 would also impose import licensing schemes which, our
companies are ill-equipped to handle and which would place our
companies at a competitive disadvantage against large apparel
fabric importers.

An amendment to S. 680 not to exempt the EC and Canada
would be devastating, as it would force major cutbacks on Germa-
ny, the United Kingdom, and Italy, among the most important of
our foreign sources.

We believe S. 680 would be extremely harmful to our industry. S.
680 is fatally flawed, and it does not distinguish between imports
which may be harmful to the American manufacturers and im-
ports which are not; or, as within our industry, imports which actu-
ally help American manufacturers and industry.

The current system, under the MFA, provides the flexibility
needed in the real world to avoid needless dislocations and at the
same time protect injured industries.

We urge that S. 680 be defeated.
Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Wagner.
Mr. Lehman.
[Mr. Wagner's written testimony follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommitte:

My name is Richard Wagner. I am Vice President and

General Manager of Knoll Textiles, of New York City, a division

of Knoll International. Knoll Textiles is a wholesaler of

domestic and imported decorative fabrics for interior

furnishings. I appear today as President of the Association

for Contract Textiles and a member of the Decorative Fabrics

Association in opposition to the Textile and Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act of 1985, S. 680.

The Association for Contract Textiles (ACT) is an

organization of 23 companies, who, like Knoll Textiles,

wholesale fabrics for the commercial decorative interior

furnishings market. These fabrics are used in the manufacture

of draperies, upholstery, wall coverings, and partition

coverings for businesses; upholstery for aircraft and in

health care and hospitality facilities. The Decorative Fabrics

Association (DFA) is an organization of 43 members involved in

the wholesale of decorative interior furnishings fabrics

primarily for residential use. Both associations are part of a
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broader industry of over 450 companies wholesaling interior

furnishings fabrics.

The U.S. Non-Apparel Fabric Industry

The interior furnishings fabric industry is separate

and distinct from the apparel fabric industry. Interior

furnishing fabrics and other fabrics manufactured for

industrial and residential markets are produced in different

mills from apparel fabrics, using different machinery, and

involving different skills. Textile manufacturers cannot

readily shift production from apparel fabrics to non-apparel

fabric, or from non-apparel fabrics to apparel fabrics.

The non-apparel mill sector is a significant and

growing segment of the American textile industry, often

overlooked in the hysteria over imports. Sixty percent of

domestic mill consumption of fibers is used in the production

of non-apparel textile products. Non-apparel textile fiber

consumption in 1983 and 1984 was at its second and third

highest levels in the past ten years, and when consumption of

non-apparel fiber in exported textile products is excluded,

consumption for domestic production in 1984 was at an all time

high, 26 percent above 1982 recession levels (see Table 1).

Imports are not a significant competitive factor in

the U.S. non-apparel fabric market. Imports accounted for only

about 4 percent of this market in 1984.
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The Importance-of Domestic Production in the
Interior Furnishing Fabric Industry

Unlike the apparel fabric market where price is often

a determinative factor, in the non-apparel fabric market, both

domestic production and imports are high quality, high value

merchandise. For commercial furnishings, wool and silk fabrics

are most commonly used. In the house furnishings market,

expensive cotton fabrics are also used extensively. These

products compete on the basis of style and not price.

Availability of distinct fabrics is also a key consideration.

Domestic mills producing fabrics for our market are

highly valued, quality resources, with a very competitive

product, and have significant competitive advantages over

foreign sources. Interior furnishing fabric wholesalers prefer

domestic fabrics and buy them where available. At present, at

least 80 domestic mills produce interior furnishings fabrics.

Domestic purchases allow wholesalers greater control

in the production of merchandise, provide greater opportunities

for quality inspection, and quicker deliveries. These

advantages are particularly important for custom products.

Domestic mills are often vertically integrated, particularly in

the production of woolen and worsted fabrics, being involved in

every stage of the production process from the fiber to the

finished product. This simplifies the wholesaler's sourcing.

Our companies have established close workinq relationships with
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these mills, which are able to provide the special production

we need in small runs.

My own company's experience illustrates the

importance of domestic fabrics for our industry. Eight years

ago, when I first joined Knoll Textiles, 65 to 70 percent of

the company's sales were imports, because the company qrew out

of Knoll International's overseas operations. Knoll's sales

have grown 6 1/2 times since then because we recognized che

advantages of domestic production and shifted our product mix

heavily towards domestic fabrics. Imports now account for only

a quarter of our sales.

Knoll's growth in recent years is part of a broader

pattern of growth of the interior furnishings fabric industry

generally. Domestic mills have benefited tremendously from our

industry's growth. Many of the domestic mills producing these

fabrics are smaller New England mills previously manufacturing

woolen and worsted apparel fabrics. Prior to their changeover

to interior furnishings fabrics to service our industry, these

mills were in trouble due to a combination of competition from

southern mills and imports. These previously troubled

companies expanded their operations as a direct result of the

increased demand for interior furnishing fabrics, and are

currently operating at or near capacity. The expansion of the

interior furnishings fabric sector parallels the expansion of

the non-apparel fabric sectors generally. As a result,

56-287 0 - 86 - 18
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domestic textiles manufacturers are shifting production from

apparel fabric manufacturing to this sector to take advantage

of their comparative advantage in this growing market.

The Importance of Imports to

Interior Furnishings Fabric Wholesalers

Although most interior furnishings fabrics sold in

the United States are produced domestically, imports are

extremely important to the viability of our industry. A major

reason for the growth of this industry in recent years is the

increased emphasis on fashion in business and home furnishings

and the increased demand for interior furnishings fabric for

business and home decorating. Our industry requires strong

product differentiation and has grown because each company

provides a unique product line in competition with other

wholesalers. Imports provide the diversity of product

necessary for each company's survival. Each country's wool has

different characteristics and create distinct fabrics.

Traditional skills and designs for silk and cotton fabric

production also differ by country and are difficult to

reproduce. Without imports, the industry would lack variety in

their product lines, demand for interior furnishing fabric

would contract, and sales would decline. Smaller wholesalers

in particular would not be able to compete against larger

companies if more basic products predominate. Smaller domestic

mills would suffer as the smaller wholesalers disappear. The
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result would be a smaller interior furnishinqs mill industry

dominated by bigger companies. In essence, in this industry,

imports and domestic production complement each other, and each

would fare worse without the other.

The Harmful Impact of S. 680

S. 680 would be extremely harmful to the interior

fabrics industry. Imports of silk fabric, an important product

in our industry, would become subject to quotas for the first

time, as would linen fabric used in residential interior

furnishings and commercial wall coverings. Imports from Japan

and developing country suppliers of interior furnishings

fabrics, and of yarns used for domestic production of these

fabrics, would be cut back substantially. For example, imports

of wool fabrics from Japan would be cut back 24 percent, while

imports of wool yarns would be cut back 95 percent.

Important developing country suppliers of cotton and

silk fabrics for the residential market -- India, China and

Thailand -- would, like Japan, also be subject to substantial

reductions to quota.

Under S. 680, imports of wool fabrics from New

Zealand and Australia, sources of growing importance which are

not exempt under S. 680 (the bill exempts only Canada and

countries currently members of the European Economic Community),

would become subject to quotas for the first time, as would
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imports from Switzerland, another non-exempt developed country.

Imports from other potentially important, non-exempt developed

countries, including Portuqal, Spain, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,

Finland, and Ireland, would also fall under quota, precluding

their development as useful suppliers of diversified products.

In addition to cutbacks and new restrictions in

trade, S. 680 would also require that the Secretary of Commerce

develop an import licensing scheme covering all textile and

apparel imports from all countries. Such a scheme could cause

serious hardship to interior furnishings fabric wholesalers

which are ill-equipped to undertake the necessary paperwork,

recordkeeping and administration which would be required. An

import licensing scheme would also disproportionately harm the

numerous small businesses which comprise a major portion of

this industry, as these companies will not be able to compete

with large fabric importers in obtaining quotas.

Finally, an amendment of S. 680 to include Canada and

EC countries under the bill's quota provisions wou.d be

devastating to our companies. West Germany, Italy, and the

United Kingdom are major sources of imported fabrics for our

industry. Were these countries not exempt, they would be

defined as "major exporting countries' and would subject to

major cut backs in trade in fabrics and yarns. For example,

wool tapestry and upholstery from the United Kingdom would be

cut back 62 percent from its 1984 level woolen and worsted
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fabrics from West Germany would be cut back 86 percent and wool

tapestry and upholstery 55 percent woolen and worsted fabrics

and wool tapestry and upholstery from Italy would all be cut

back 83 percent. Domestic mills producing interior furnishings

fabrics would also be harmed by quotas on imports of wool yarns

from these countries. Imports from United Kingdom would be cut

back 65 percent from their 1984 level, imports from Italy would

be cut back 91 percent, and imports from Germany would be cut

back 81 percent.

CONCLUSION

In sum, interior furnishinqs fabric wholesalers view

S. 680 as fatally flawed. The bill would drastically reduce

imports of fabrics and yarns from key suppliers and impose

quotas on these and other important suppliers and protential

suppliers. These trade restrictions would apply to products

not previously restricted, as well as to products already

subject to restrictions. Trade would be cut back and quotas

imposed on these yarns and fabrics automatically, despite the

fact that these products do not compete with domestic

production, despite the fact that domestic mills producing

similar fabrics are healthy and growing, and despite the harm

which would result both to domestic fabric wholesalers and

domestic mills producing these products.
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Legislation, no matter how carefully crafted, will

inevitably produce these consequences, as it cannot take into

account the particular circumstances surrounding trade in

specific textile products, or predict future market and trade

conditions in the industry.

Necessary flexibility in regulation of textile

imports can only occur when actual market conditions are taken

into account. The current system of regulation under the MFA

is designed to provide this flexibility by enabling the U.S.

Government to restrict trade of specific products from specific

sources which disrupt the U.S. market. We urqe that this

flexibility be preserved by rejection S. 680, to avoid needless

injury to our industry and to other similarly situated

industries.
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TABLE 1

NON-APPAREL TEXTILE FIBERS SUPPLY AND DEMAND, 1974-84
(Quantities in millions of pounds, raw fiber basis)

Domestic Mill
Consumption of

Non-Apparel Fibers

6,210
5,745
6,524
6,669
6,964

7,125
6,555
6,532
5,667
7,028

7,109

Domestic Mill
Consumption of

Non-Apparel Fibers,
excludingqetp9orts

5,702
5,321
6,037
6,228
6,493

6,504
5,902
6,083
5,337
6,659

6,730

Year

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

1984
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STATEMENT BY LEONARD LEHMAN, ESQ., COUNSEL, BARNES,
RICHARDSON & COLBURN, WASHINGTON, DC, ON BEHALF OF
THE AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL KNITTERS CORP., AND COM-
MONWEALTH GARMENT MANUFACTURING, INC., SAIPAN, COM-
MONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS, ACCOM-
PANIED BY MATTHEW T. McGRATH, ESQ., BARNES RICHARD-
SON & COLBURN, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I am Leonard Lehman of Barnes,

Richardson & Colburn, and I am appearing on behalf of American
International Knitters, Inc., and Commonwealth Garment Manu-
facturing, Inc. These companies are small producers of apparel lo-
cated on the Island of Saipan in the Commonwealth of the North-
ern Mariana Islands, or CNMI, an important insular territory of
the United States.

Essentially, these two manufacturers constitute the present tex-
tile and apparel industry of the Northern Marianas. The passage of
S. 680 in its present scope would repudiate the United States policy
of encouraging the economic development of the CNMI, the Trust
Territories of the Pacific, and the other insular territories with the
status of possessions of the United States. It would effectively
eliminate the benefits specifically granted to the CNMI by Con-
gress under general headnote 3(a) of the Tariff Schedules of the
United States. It would deal a particularly serious blow to the
small apparel industry of the Northern Marianas.

With the limited resources and opportunities in the CNMI for in-
dustrial development and employment for its citizens, Congress
should not recede from the United States special commitments to
insular possessions by treating them as foreign countries and plac-
ing severe restrictions on their ability to produce new jobs and at-
tract capital investment.

We support and adopt the sentiments already expressed before
this committee in this regard by Resident Representative Tenorio
of the CNMI, Delegate Blaz of Guam, Governor Bordallo of Guam,
Lieutenant Governor Waihee of Hawaii, and Attorney General
Kosack of the CNMI.

Imports from the Northern Marianas account for a miniscule
portion of apparel consumption in the United States and pose no
threat to mainland producers. Production on Saipan is limited pri-
marily to cotton and acrylic sweaters. These are necessarily pro-
duced from components manufactured elsewhere at this time, since
the CNMI does not yet have the indigenous capability to draw and
weave constituent yarns and fabrics in the territory. Total imports
of sweaters into the United States accounted for about three-tenths
of 1 percent of total U.S. imports in the relevant categories be-
tween November 1984 and July 1985; however, even this minor
volume of trade, and the local economic activity that it represents,
has been subjected to strict limitations under the recently promul-
gated change in Customs regulations regarding rules of origin for
textile quota purposes.

The special relationship of the United States with and its unique
obligations to the CNMI is a status of long standing, established
under the UN Trustee Agreement, perfected in the Covenant of the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and embodied
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with respect to trade in headnote 3(a) to the Tariff Schedules of the
United States. This provision encourages the economic develop-
ment of the CNMI through duty-free treatment for apparel imports
as long as they do not contain foreign materials in excess of 50 per-
cent of their total value. This requires a substantial local-value
input through productive activity in the Northern Marianas in
order for the goods to qualify for duty-free treatment.

Any fears of the U.S. mainland apparel producers that these
companies could be used as conduits or transshipment points by
Asian suppliers to increase their exports to the United States in
circumvention of quota restrictions are just unfounded. Officials of
the United States Customs are located in the Marianas and can
readily detect any intentional fraud or avoidance of United States
duty and country of origin laws. Thus, enforcement is already more
rigorous than with respect to goods imported from foreign coun-
tries. In addition, there is not enough water and electricity avail-
able to support large-scale industrial development that would con-
stitute a threat to U.S. industry.

Mr. Chairman, the American International Knitters and Com-
monwealth Garment Manufacturing companies request that S. 680,
section 4(4), be amended to exclude the term "insular possessions of
the United States" from the definition of "country," so that our
possessions are not treated as if they were foreign countries for the
purposes of this bill.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Lehman. I am
sympathetic. Forty years ago I was a marine on Saipan, so I know
the territory fairly well.

Say, what is the population of Saipan?
Mr. LEHMAN. About 15,000 is the total population.
Senator CHAFEE. Does that include Tinian, or just in Saipan

alone?
Mr. LEHMAN. Mostly in Saipan, I believe.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Mr. Trust.
[Mr. Lehman's written testimony follows:]
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SUMMARY

1) American International Knitters and Commonwealth Garment
Manufacturing are producers of apparel in the Commonwealth of
the Northern Marianas. Products from the CNMI are intended by
Congress to receive duty-free treatment under General Headnote
3(a) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States, in order to
assist the economic development and encourage employment in the
islands.

2) S.680 would place severe restraints on any local development
in the CNMI since, by treating the Marianas and U.S. insular
possessions as foreign Ocountries", it would place unrealistic
and unfair quota limits on apparel made in the CNMI.

3) The inclusion of insular possessions in the coverage of the
bill would repudiate the Congressional intent embodied in
Headnote 3(a) and would be contrary to the obligations of the
United States to the Trust Territories of the Pacific.

4) The volume of imports of apparel from the CNMI is so insignificant
as not to threaten market disruption.

5) There are sufficient safeguards against the use of the CNMI to
transship goods in violation of U.S. Customs laws, through on-
site presence of U.S. Customs officials. Furthermore, products
of the CNMI do not threaten the U.S. industry since local
businesses must comply with U.S. wages and labor standards, and
physical limitations prevent the expansion of CNMI industries
to a substantial size.

6) Section 4(4) of S.680 should be amended to exclude "insular
possessions of the United Statesm from the definition of
countryy.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Leonard Lehman

of Barnes, Richardson & Colburn, appearing on behalf of American

International Knitters, Inc., and Commonwealth Garment Manufacturing

Corporation. These companies are small producers of apparel located

on the island of Saipan in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana

Islands ("CNMI"), an important insular territory of the United States.

In fact, these two manufacturers constitute the textile and apparel

industry of the Northern Marianas.

The passage of S.680, the so-called Textile and Apparel Trade

Enforcement Act of 1985, in its present scope would repudiate the

U.S. policy of encouraging the economic development of the CNMI, the

Trust Territories of the Pacific, and the other insular territories

with the status of possessions of the United States. It would

effectively eliminate the benefits specifically granted the CNMI by

Congress under General Headnote 3(a) of the Tariff Schedules of the

United States. This bill would deal a particularly serious blow to

the small and important apparel industry of the Northern Marianas.

with the limited resources and opportunities in the CNMI for

industrial development and employment for its citizens, Congress

should not recede from the United States' special commitment to

insular possessions by treating them as Oforeign countries and

placing severe restrictions on their ability to produce new jobs and

attract capital investment.

We support and adopt the sentiments already expressed before

this Committee by Resident Representative Tenorio of the CNMI,

Delegate Blax of Guam, Governor Bordallo of Guam, Lieutenant Governor
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Waihee of Hawaii, and Attorney General'K. .ck of the CNMI. S.680,

as proposed, treats the CNMI and other strategically important insular

possessions in a manner less favorable than Canada and the member

states of the European Community, even though the clear intent and

long-standing purpose of Headnote 3(a) has been to treat articles

from these possessions in a manner more favorable than even the GSP,

Caribbean Basin, and Israel Free Trade Programs. We ask that this

Committee not yield to runaway protectionist sentiment, and to exclude

all U.S. territories treated as "insular possessions" from the

coverage of the bill.

The Volume of Imports from the
CNMI is Insignificant

Aside from the fact that under the policy and purposes of

Headnote 3(a), imports from the Northern Marianas should not be

examined in the same manner as those from foreign countries, it

should be noted that imports from these possessions account for a

miniscule portion of consumption in the United States, and pose no

threat to mainland producers. Production on Saipan is limited

primarily to cotton and acrylic sweaters. These are necessarily

produced from components manufactured elsewhere, since the CNMI does

not yet have the indigenous capability to draw and weave constituent

yarns and fabrics in the territory. Total imports of sweaters into

the United States from CNMI reached 35,000 dozen in the period

November 1984 through July 1985, or only about .3% of total U.S.

imports in the relevant categories. However, even'this minor volume

of trade and the local economic activity it represents has been

subjected to strict limitations under the recently promulgated change
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in Customs regulations regarding rules of origin for textile quota

purposes. Directives by the Chairman of the Committee on

implementation of Textile Agreements have established annual quotas

for the importation of sweaters, determined by Customs rules to

originate in foreign countries, of 70,000 dozen from the CNMI and

160,000 dozen from Guam. Under the new Customs regulations, sweaters

in excess of the latter quantities will be subject to the quotas of

the countries in which the fabrics are manufactured. This change of

administrative practice and policy has already diluted the intended

benefit of Headnote 3(a) and eliminated any possibility that apparel

imports could adversely affect garment production on the mainland

of the United States. The direct inclusion of territories treated

as insular possessions in the definition of countries treated as

'foreign countries under this bill would provide Congressional

blessing to such regressive limitations on economic development

within these possessions, as if they were in fact "foreign countries".

The CNMI has a Special Status

The special relationship of the United States with - and its

unique obiligation to - the CNMI is a status of long standing,

established under the U.N. Trusteeship Agreement, perfected in the

Covenant of the Comnonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and

embodied, with respect to trade, in Beadnote 3(a) to the Tariff

Schedules of the United States. This provision encourages the

economic development of the CNMI through duty free treatment for

apparel imports, as long as they do not contain foreign materials

in excess of 50% of their total value. This requires a substantial
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local value input through productive activity in the Northern Marianas

in order for the goods to qualify for duty-free treatment, and the

intended benefits of the special duty treatment have begun to be

realized. Having established their operations in the last two years,

our clients are expanding with the goal of manufacturing garments

entirely in the Marianas, with a decreasing reliance upon foreign

components. They have made investments in the CNMI upon the invitation

and encouragement of the Commonwealth and, they have chosen the

Marianas over alternative sites in Southeast Asia. Most importantly,

these companies are training natives of the Mariana Islands so as

to establish a truly indigenous industrial base and new local labor

skills.

Congress intended this special provision of the Tariff Schedules

to work just as it has in the case of the CNMI. However, its benefits,

and the hopes they offer for stable employment opportunities, are

being reduced. As we have indicated, the Committee on Implementation

of Textile Agreements has limited exports to the United States under

revised country of origin rules. Now, the Congress has proposed to

treat these possessions as foreign countries.

Even for apparel made entirely in the CNMI, S.860 would severely

restrict imports by basing quota limits on 1984 trade levels, when

apparel shipments from the Marianas had just commenced. This cut-

off of newly established activity is not only illogical and unfair,

it would render nugatory the U.S. obligations to the U.N. Trust

Territory.

There can be no doubt that the purpose of 3(a) is being served

in the CNMI; it would be unfortunate if this program were undermined
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for so small a volume of trade, through the ironic classification

of the CNMI as a "foreign country".

Current Safeguards Will Prevent Any Market Disruption

Any fears of the U.S. mainland apparel producers that these

companies could be used as "conduits* or transshipment points by

Asian suppliers, to increase their exports to the United States in

circumvention of quota restrictions, are simply unfounded. Officials

of the U.S. Customs Service are located in the Marianas, and can

readily detect any intentional fraud or avoidance of U.S. duty and

country of origin laws. Thus, enforcement is already more rigorous

with respect to these territories than for goods imported from foreign

countries. The CNMI strictly controls immigration, so there can be

no large influx of foreign nationals to control the, jobs created by

these manufacturers. By virtue of CNMI's status as an insular

possession, employers are required to comply with U.S. labor laws

concerning wages and working condition&. In fact, employment

opportunities for the inhabitants of the Marianas avoids the necessity

for the U.S. government to provide unemployment compensation.

Finally, the most effective safeguard for the mainland industry is

the simple physical constraint on substantial expansion in the

Marianas. There is not enough water and electricity available to

support large-scale industrial development. The rather limited

opportunities for local development rest on the type of light industry

which has found a foothold In the garment factories with the assistance

of Headnote 3(a).
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Conclusion

The CNMI has begun to develop economic independence by using

the benefits provided by Congress under Headnote 3(a). S.680 would

depart from the historical relationships between the U.S. and the

CNM4I, and arrest its development. In addition, the physical

limitations and administrative enforcement measures already in effect

will prevent any threat of displacement of mainland U.S. apparel

manufacturers.

Therefore, American International Knitters and Commonwealth

Garment Manufacturing request that S.680, Section 4(4) be amended

to exclude the term "insular possessions of the United States" from

the definition of "countryO.

STATEMENT BY MARTIN TRUST, PRESIDENT, MAST INDUSTRIES,
INC., WOBURN, MASSACHUSETTS, ACCOMPANIED BY SHELDON
WOOL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT. MAST INDUSTRIES, INC.,
AND AL DIETZEL, VICE PRESIDENT, THE LIMITED, INC., CO.
LUMBUS, OH
Mr. TRUST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee.
My name is Martin Trust. I am the founder and president of a

company called Mast Industries. In 1978 we merged with The Lim-
ited, Inc. I am submitting my statement on behalf of The Limited,
Inc., as a director.

We are the largest women's apparel specialty retailer in the
United States. We have about 2,500 stores, operating under the
names of The Limited, Limited Express, Victoria's Secret, Lane
Bryant, and others. We employ about 17,000 people, and we do
about $2.5 billion a year in volume. We sell about 100 million gar-
ments a year. We are opposed to this legislation for a lot of rea-
sons.

To the extent that this legislation is being promulgated for the
purpose of protecting American jobs and for trying to get a fairer
deal with our international trading partners, we think it fails on
both scores.-

With regard to fair trade treatment, this bill really doesn't pe-
nalize those who violate fair trade practices. What it does is it pe-
nalizes a lot of people, some of whom are our best trading partners
and others of whom are really underdeveloped countries that need
help.

With regard to the creation of American jobs, we find that this
bill doesn t really solve the fundamental problems that make
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American apparel and textile products somewhat noncompetitive
in the world market.

We think that this bill also gives a false sense of security to a lot
of American apparel companies, which desperately need to improve
their marketing efforts and their technology if they are going to
create more sales and create more jobs.

It also shelters the inefficient as well as the efficient American
manufacturers, putting the apparel and textile industry on a some-
what permanent life-support system, discouraging or at least defer-
ring necessary capital investment and productivity improvements
that we think are essential if our industry is to come out of its dol-
drums.

It is useful for us to note that, to the extent that this bill reduces
the amount of apparel imports allowed into the country, it will be
the lower priced products that suffer, and those are the products
needed most by the lower income families.

We do think Congress and the administration can help American
textile and apparel industries without violating international
agreements or undermining relations with friendly, countries.

A couple of suggestions might be things like modifying the 806
and 807 programs so that we can export more fabric produced in
the United States. As you know, right now, unless we cut the fabric
in the United States, we can't ship it offshore and then bring it
back paying duty on the value-added or.ly. it is kind of hard for me
to figure out why we do that. Why don't we allow good producers of
textiles, of which there are several in this country, to ship their
goods wihout making it mandatory to cut it here?

We can obviously make money available for job retraining where
industries are obsolete, or where technological advances require re-
training. We can provide through tax and other incentives encour-
agement for capital investment in the textile and apparel produc-
tion equipment that makes us competitive.

We think that instead of penalizing a broad assortment of coun-
tries, it would be a whole lot fairer if we determined which coun-
tries are in fact violating fair trade practices, and then aim our
penalties at them.

As a final comment I would like to relate to you che way I see
the import market as a businessman whose job it is to provide
large quantities of fashion apparel for women.

Let me first say that we get about 25 percent of our product from
the United States. A couple of weeks ago, one of our divisions
asked us to find 4 million sweaters for them by the end of Decem-
ber. There was just no way in the world that I could find those in
the United States.

Another division asked us to find 200,000 sweaters for them by
the end of November. So far I have only been able to locate 25,000
in the United States.

I think, also, it is a common myth that we buy products from
overseas because they are cheaper. I would tell you, in the last 5
years it has been my experience that speed of delivery is as impor-
tant-maybe more so-than price. And it is unfortunate to note
that I can often get a shipment from a supplier 8,000 miles away
quicker than I can get it from a guy who is 10 hours away by truck
from our warehouse.
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We have capacity problems, in that I just can't get the supply in
the quantities we need from a number of domestic suppliers. And
you have already heard the question addressed in terms of flexibil-
ity. When we want to add buttons or bows or pleats or pockets to a
garment, because the fashion dictates that that is what the con-
sumer wants, we are often told by the domestic manufacturers that
this is just not what their employees can do.

Finally, gentlemen, I think you ought to be aware of the fact
that up-grade in quality, in my experience at least over the last 5
years, is a major reason that imports have grown. They are getting
very good at what they do. And to the extent that we in the United
States don't recognize this is a world market, and that the con-
sumer is king, and that unless we give the lady what she wants,
she is not going to buy American products regardless of the
amount of protection that we impose.

Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you, Mr. Trust.
[Mr. Trust's written testimony follows:]
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF MARTIN TRUST
PRESIDENT OF MAST INDUSTRIES, INC.

ON BEHALF OF
THE LIMITED, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Sub c mittee on International Trade, my

name is Martin Trust. I am President of Mast Industries, Inc.,

which in 1978 merged with The Limited, Inc. I submit this

statement on behalf of The Limited, the country's largest

women's apparel specialty retailer with almost 2,500 stores and

several mail order businesses in the United States. We employ

approximately 17,000 people and sell about 100 million garments a year.

The Limited appreciates this opportunity to present its views in

opposition to S. 680, alio known as the Textile and Apparel

Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.

The Limited would like to begin by making clear to this

Committee that as citizens we indeed share the natural concern

you and all your Congressional colleagues must feel for the

preservation of a strong American economic base and employment

for American workers. The question, of course, is whether

the proposed bill is likely to achieve those objectives. Upon

careful examination of S. 680, we must conclude that the bill

not only fails to achieve these objectives, but seriously

threatens to impose further harm on an already troubled U.S.

retail industry.

The domestic textile and apparel industries have singled out

import competition as the perpetrator of their suffering. It is

indeed easy to point an accusing finger and to ignore the obvious

problems of an all too strong dollar as well as weak, non-

imaginative U.S. industry management. It is also quite tempting
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to want to wave a magic wand and provide a "quick fix" to the

domestic industry via a protectionist measure transparently

masquerading as a trade enforcement measure. Unfortunately,

the realities are that there exist no quick and simple solutions

to the problem. In fact, the proposed bill would only add to the

staggering amount of protection currently afforded to the textile

and apparel industries: An independent study by Washington University

in St. Louis reveals that present protectionist measures cost the

American consumer $23 billion a year, $19 billion of that amount

from tariffs, and $4 billion from import restraints under the

Multifiber Arrangement (MFA).

We think it important to dispel the simplistic notion that an

American textile and apparel i.dustry collectively Ls suffering at

%he hands of U.S. importers. When one considers the individual

problems of the textile industry and apparel industry in light

of consumer supply and demand, a more balanced perspectie comes

to light. Hence, in order to achieve a proper analysis of issues, we

must clearly distinguish between the textile and apparel industries.

In its role as supplier to The Limited and other retailers,

Mast must weigh its choices between purchases made in the United States

and those made abroad. In fact, about 25 percent of our product

is sourced in the United States, and our domestic production ib

growing at least as fast as our imports. We have always been

dedicated to buying product in the most appropriate market, and we

continue to purchase from those segments of the U.S. textile and

apparel industries (fabrics, hosiery, jeans, pants and shirts, to

name a few) which strive to be both efficient and competitive.

We are substantial users of domestic textiles, which are then
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converted into apparel products in U.S. factories as well as in

offshore factories. As American textile producers have become

more responsive to our needs, business with them has been growing.

The same will be true with regard to the American apparel producers--

as they become more responsive and efficient--their business will

also improve.

Responsiveness is no trifling matter, since our business views

the world in terms of what the American consumer wants--not what

we as manufacturers would prefer to make nor what our legislators

would prescribe. Consumers are today more discriminating than

ever. They recognize and want high-quality, fashionable garments

at reasonable prices. At times, fashion will dictate highly

constructed garments which would not be appropriate to make in the

U.S. The reason for this is that garments of complex construction

are labor-intensive, with high U.S. labor costs creating a dis-

advantage for the domestic apparel industry and low labor costs

creating a natural advantage for foreign producers. The U.S. apparel

industry, on the other hand, is able to exploit its own natural

advantage in connection with less complicated garments: Because of

its proximity to the domestic market, it can communicate more

quickly with customers, respond to their needs with faster deliveries

than is possible from overseas markets, and compete price-effectively.

it follows then that the domestic textile industry should

be exceptionally competitive in the world market in that it is

capital-intensive, which makes it a natural industry for the U.S.

Hence, if the United States wishes to place its resources where it

will do the most good, we believe the domestic textile industry
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would be worth nurturing for long-term viability. We could

accomplish this by simply amending item 807.00 of the Tariff Schedules

of the United States. Item 807.00 provides that articles assembled

abroad in whole or in part of U.S. fabricated components are dutiable

upon reimportation based upon the full value of the article less the

cost or value of the U.S. components. To qualify under Item 807.00,

textiles have to be cut in the U.S. before they are exported for

assembly abroad. If you broaden Item 807.00 by eliminating the U.S.

cutting requirement (which, incidentally, is not a labor intensive

operation), then very competitive American textile products, such as

corduroys, denims, velveteens and polyesters, could be shipped abroad

and reimported in apparel form, with duty paid only on the added

value. Clearly the domestic industry would be best served by free

trade measures such as this, rather than less desirable protectionist

legislation which would rankle tho international community. This would

be a spur to the domestic textile industry, which is presently troubled

more by the strong U.S. dollar, rather than by low wage rates overseas.

Proponents of S. 680 have claimed that the comparative

advantage of lower overseas labor costs has resulted in larger

profit margins for the retailers, who allegedly are not passing

cost savings on to American consumers. This simply is not

true. It is the previously mentioned tariffs and import restraints

under the MFA which sharply reduce such profit margins. One has

only to pick up the July 5th Wall Street Journal to learn that

retailers suffered a bad second quarter, and that three of the

last four quarters have been dismal. So much for the allegation

of huge retailers' profits.
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In any event, the domestic textile and domestic apparel

industries are unable to produce every textile and apparel product

demanded by American consumers. Foreign manufacturers fill a need,

be it price, quality, or fashion. American consumers want, and

deserve, a choice. If the Congress goes ahead and further restricts

the market through more drastic quota reductions, then the prices on

those affected imported products will rise higher than some consumers

are able to pay. This is certainly not in the best interest of

the American consumer or other workers who benefit from international

trade.

Notwithstanding the troubled U.S. retail industry and current

protectionist measures, S. 680 would impose new stringent quotas

and cutbacks through a global quota system, creating an arbitrary

dichotomy between "major" exporting countries and smaller exporting

countries. A major exporting country is defined as a country

capturing 1.25 percent or more of U.S. imports in 1984, which amounts

to just one-quarter ef one percent of the U.S. market. Major

exporting countries will only be allowed one percent per year

growth on a base significantly reduced from their 1984 levels of

trade. Not surprisingly, many so-called "major" exporting countries

will see their trade plummet, as well as future growth curtailed.

Textile and apparel exports from Brazil, for example, would be

reduced by more than 58 percent, while similar exports from Indonesia

would be reduced by 72 percent. Such reductions do not occur

within a vacuum: When one considers the heavy debt obligations owed

to the U.S. by some of the major exporting countries, the

curtailment of their textile and apparel exports has an indirect,
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adverse impact on the U.S. economy.

While the global quota legislation has unpleasant consequences

for exporting countries with more developed economies, the

legislation threatens further economic hardship for poverty-stricken

countries like Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and India. The textile

and apparel industriesareanatural industrial opportunity--indeed

in most cases the first industrial opportunity--for developing

countries. To crush the opportunity to develop their natural

base with harsh restrictive legislation will inevitably depress

the economic ability and will of those countries to trade with

us in agricultural and those industrial products which are our

natural base.

The smaller exporting countries, those capturing less than

1.25 percent of U.S. imports, ostensibly are given better treat-

ment than major exporting countries. The legislation would allow

them a 15 percent growth rate in 1985 and a 6 percent growth rate

thereafter on some products. With the exception of articles from

Caribbean counties and Mexico, however, all "import sensitive"

articles would be restricted to the same 1 percent yearly

growth rate as other exporting countries. Inasmuch as import

sensitive categories account for 40 percent of textile and

apparel imports, and 60 percent of apparel imports alone,

smaller exporting countries will only receive a 1 percent

growth rate for many of their exports. Given the small base

that they presently have, and the introduction of new quotas
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on products not previously controlled, the "better treatment"

accorded to the smaller exporting countries becomes illusory

upon closer inspection.

Another defect in the legislation is its flagrant disregard

of international agreements, painstakingly negotiated over many

years. Passage of S. 680 would be tantamount to an announcement

by the United States to the world community that it is henceforth

abrogating the Multifiber Arrangement, other bilateral textile

agreements, and the GATT. The Reagan Administration realizes that

it cannot unilaterally reduce quota levels at this late date without

contravening these agreements. The Administration, through its

Cabinet-level Economic Policy Council, has castigated the proposed

legislation, citing, amog other things, the bill's violation of

our international obligations.

This complete disregard of our international commitments

will not be without significant repercussions. The proposed bill

sadly seems to invite retaliation from abroad. We know through

past experience that countries such as China will respond with

agricultural embargoes. In the not too distant past, the U.S.

expressed its desire to expand its trade relationship with China.

Legislation that would unilaterally cut back textile and apparel

imports from China by as much as 56 percent would be a major

setback to this relationship; and given the bad feelings

engendered by the promulgation of the recent Customs country of

origin rules, the legislation would be viewed by the Chinese

as "adding insult to injury". In addition to agricultural

embargoes, an impact will be felt on a broad range of individually

competitive industries, including high-tech electronics. Many
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of the developing countries targeted by this bill represent major

opportunities for U.S. export growth-opportunities that could be

lost through foreign retaliatory measures.

Foreign retaliation means more than lost U.S. export opportunities:

It also translates into a loss of American jobs. Many U.S. jobs

depend upon international commerce, such as those associated with

shipping, warehousing, retailing, wholesaling, manufacturing,

banking and telecommunications. In short, the notion that protection

saves jobs is a fallacious one.

Protecting market share by a stringent quota system is, rather,

an expensive method to maintain jobs. -The Federal Trade Commission

has estimated that textile jobs protected by quota arrangements

cost the U.S. economy roughly $35,000 for each job protected.

Adjustment assistance and retraining programs for displaced workers

seem less expensive, and a more permanent solution.

And who pays the price for the subsidization of these textile

jobs and for the stringent quotas? The U.S. consumer, naturally.

As previously mentioned, It is an unfortunate fact of life that such

costs are passed on to the consumer. In a nutshell, quotas mean

higher prices for U.S. consumers. And unreasonably restrictive

quotas mean even higher prices. Recent experience with the Japanese

automobile quota system proved this economic truism.

In addition to bearing the cost of subsidizing textile jobs

and of stringent quotas, the American consumer is walloped again by

S. 680's creation of an import licensing system. Aside from

the inevitable consumer costs, a licensing system would create
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a bureaucratic nightmare for importers and an administrative

nightmare for Customs import specialists at the ports. The

taxpayers, too, would have to pay for additional manpower at the

Department of Commerce, the agency in charge of administering

the licensing system.

It is the consumer, again, who suffers at one of the most

ill-conceived provisions of S. 680--the provision which

would include non-MFA fibers such as silk, ramie, and linen,

within the quota scheme. A reduction to imports of these

materials would only harm American consumers since silk, linen

and ramie have never been domestically produced in large quantities.

Imports of thesu products have never harmed U.S. manufacturers.

Hence this provision should be dropped immediately.

The Limited's concern is that, notwithstanding the American

consumer's desire for choice, United States trade policy is

drifting into the hands of extremists. As the world's largest

and still the most efficient and productive country, we clearly

stand to reap the largest benefit from a broad and fair free

trade system, and will lose the most from unrestrained protectionism.

Admittedly, many Americans believe that other countries are

taking advantage of us. These feelings make it harder for those

who want maximum liberalism in trade arrangements to defend their

position against narrow protectionist interests. Ironically,

certain countries perceived as least cooperative in liberalized

trade, such as the European Economic Community, are exempted from
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coverage. On the other hand, the ones who will be hurt are

precisely those developing countries like China, and those small

emerging entrepreneurial economies like Hong Kong and Singapore,

who have worked most diligently to achieve a fair, mutually

beneficial, and expanding trade base.

With respect, The Limited believes that what really is needed

is a trade policy that will fight with patience for the responsible

high ground: A policy that will work with equal vigor for continuing

trade liberalization to the benefit of all countries--but most clearly

the United States--and the tough elimination of unfair discrimination

against U.S. exports. Such a policy renders unnecessary legislation

reminiscent of Smoot-Hawley and its mutually destructive trade wars.

Within our desired trade policy, there is plenty of room to provide

targeted support for those segments of American industry, including

textiles, which, while currently troubled, can look to survive

profitably into the 21st Century. Every state in the Union would

benefit from such a responsible trade policy. It is manifestly clear

that the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 has

none of the characteristics of such a policy.

Thank you.
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SUMMARY

I. S. 680 is a costly protectionist measure transparently masquerading

as a trade enforcement measure. It not only threatens to impose further

harm on an already troubled U.S. retail industry, but seriously threatens

the deficit-plagued U.S. economy and debt-ridden economies of foreign

nations trying to develop.

2. In singling out import competition as the perpetrator of their

suffering, the domestic textile and apparel industries have glossed over

the obvious problems of an all too strong dollar as well as weak, non-

imaginative U.S. industry management. When one considers the individual

problems of the domestic textile and apparel industries, in light of

consumer supply and demand, a more balanced perspective comes to light.

In order to achieve a proper analysis of issues, we must clearly distinguish

between the textile and apparel industries.

3. A free-trade measure, such as an expansion of Item 807.00 of the Tariff

Schedules of the United States, is a far more suitable way of assisting the

domestic textile industry than the protectionist legislation, whict ..

certainly will have adverse consequences within the international trade

community.

4. inasmuch as the domestic apparel industry is unable to produce every

apparel product demanded by American consumers, foreign manufacn-urers fill

an important need, be it price, quality, or fashion. S. 680's new

stringent quotas and cutbacks will cause imported goods to rise in price.

This is not in the American publics interest.

5. S. 680's curtailment of foreign apparel exports has an adverse

impact on the U.S. economy, given the heavy debt obligations owed to the

U.S. by targeted foreign countries, and the ensuing inability of foreign

countries to purchase U.S. exports of certain industrial and
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agricultural products. The flagrant disregard of our international

agreements will invite foreign retaliation, and result in the loss

of American jobs.

6. The American consumer currently shoulders the burden of subsidizing

U.S. textile jobs and stringent MFA quotas. Th2 Federal Trade Commission

has estimated that textile jobs protected by quota arrangements cost the

U.S. economy roughly $35,000 for each job protected. S. 680 unfairly

would add to this burden with new quotas and cutbacks, an export licensing

system, and extended coverage to non-MWA fibers.

7. What is needed is a responsible trade policy that will work with

equal vigor for continuing trade liberalization to the benefit of all

countries--but most clearly the United States--and the tough elimination

of unfair discrimination against U.S. exports. It is manifestly clear

that the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 has none

of the characteristics of such a policy.
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Senator CHAFEE. Now, as I read your statement, first of all on
page 1 you touch on something that I certainly agree with, that
une of our problems is the strong dollar, which of course relates di-
rectly back to our deficit.

But then you say you also blame the nonimaginative manage-
ment of U.S. industry.

Mr. TRUST. Yes, sir..
Senator CHAFEE. Could you amplify on that a little bit? You

touched on it, and you heard the testimony of the prior panel.
Mr. TRUST. Yes.
I believe that in my experience the prior panel hit upon the

issues, and that is why I didn't want to repeat them. They have
really covered the waterfront.

American manufacturers have got to become market-driven. The
ladies who go out and shop for our goods have an enormous choice
of product when they go into the average shopping center today.
And to the extent that American apparel or textile producers are
mill-driven and factory-driven and production-driven, we think
they are out of sync with the world.

It is kind of amazing to me that we haven't learned our lesson
from the automobile industry. Japanese cars ain't cheap. They're
good. And Hong Kong sweaters ain't cheap; they're good. And we
shouldn't kid ourselves to think that we've got a whole bunch of
Japanese working in Osaka for a bowl of rice a day and that's why
we are able to bring their products in inexpensively. It is just not
the case.

So, I think the point the other panel made about becoming re-
sponsive-I have noticed in the last 12 months apropos of one of
the comments one of the other panel members made, that Ameri-
can people and one company in particular, TEXFI, who was almost
down the tubes 3 or 4 years ago, now suddenly has a new president.
He was up to see us. He is alert, responsive to the market, and we
are doing a whole lot of business with him. I wish there were more
of those people around.

I also would point out, Senator Chafee, that the ripple effects
that you had brought. up before are serious for us. You know, if we
have to cut back on apparel products sold in our stores, and we
have to push out about 100 million garments a year to our store
operations, if we only get 60 of them or 70 million of those prod-
ucts, what about all the things that go with apparel products?
What about the hosiery that we make down in North Carolina?
What about the polyester products that we buy out of Georgia? All
of that stuff goes as well.

Senator CH:AFEE. I wasn't able to read all your testimony here,
but it seemed to me that around page 4 you were recommending
that the United States concentrate on the long runs and the mass
production. I may have missed it here, but on the bottom of page 3
you say, "It follows that the domestic textile industry should be ex-
ceptionally competitive in the world market, in that it is capital-
intensive, which makes it a natural industry for the United States
Hence, if the United States wishes to place its resources where it
will do the most good, we believe the domestic textile industry
would be worth nurturing for long-term viability."
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And then of course you talk about amending 807, and I think
that makes sense. In other words, so that if we produce the yarn
that was shipped overseas that was included in the product, that
that would be considered as a U.S. component, which apparently it
is not now, which seems very odd.

Mr. TRUST. I think the point I was making with respect to-the
long-term viability of the textile industry is, we really see the busi-
ness in two segments. We think there is an apparel industry in this
country, and we think there is a textile industry in this country.
And unfortunately, they are not combinable.

The textile industry, in our opinion, makes very good stuff. We
make excellent fabrics for denim, we make excellent corduroys, we
make excellent velours, we make excellent polyester fabrics. We
are good at it; we should do everything we can to nurture that in-
dustry.

On the apparel side, we are not as competitive, particularly in
the sweater area. We are better in the bottoms area. We make an
enormous amount of jeans in Alabama, we make an enormous
amount of jeans in Georgia, because we are good at that; it can be
mechanized, we can put up operations that are very efficient. That
kind of business will always be a U.S. business, in our opinion, and
trade legislation will not change that. Where we are bad at some-
thing, for example in the sweater area, there is equipment today
that can be bought that is computer-controlled, it turns out phe-
nomenal amounts of merchandise. There needs to be capital put
into that kind of an operation in order to make us competitive in
the world market.

You know, the funny part about it is, here we are, a country that
is able to turn out goods in the southern part of this country and
deliver it in hours. And here we are chasing off to Hong Kong and
Taiwan. God knows, we have two factories in Mauritius. Most
people don't know where the hell Mauritius is. And we are bring-
ing product out of there because we have such a difficult time get-
ting American m anufacturers to respond.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, let's hear from-this is a little difficult,
we've got a full house here.

Why don't you go ahead, Mr. Reams?

STATEMENT BY TIMOTHY REAMS, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
MATTEL, INC., HAWTHORNE, CA

Mr. REAMS. My name is Timothy P. Reams. I am senior vice
president of Mattel, and I am here to speak on behalf of Barbie,
the world's most famous fashion doll, and the related line of prod-
ucts.

I would like to emphasize two points. First, products imported by
Mattel and affected by this legislation are typically not manufac-
tured in the United States. They do not compete with products
manufactured in the United States, and our cost analysis indicates
that they would not likely be manufactured in the United States.

Two, Mattel produces complete product lines. Those product lines
typically consist of large, complicated products that are domestical-
ly sourced, either manufactured in the United States or manufac-

56-287 0 - 86 - 19
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tured from products produced in the United States, and lower cost
imported products which balance the product line.

An example of this is, again, our Barbie products. We manufac-
ture accessories in the United States or from products sourced in
the United States. That includes dollhouses, swimming pools, auto-
mobiles, bicycles, and the like, and those are supplemented with
Barbie dolls in doll costumes imported.

For 1984, approximately 33 percent of the total Barbie line was
in accessories.

We believe that if this legislation is enacted it would adversely
affect our manufacturing here in the United States and therefore
jobs in the United States, in the manufacturing sector, in the retail
and wholesale sector.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Reams.
Why don't we take Mr. Fortino from Kenner Products?
Mr. Fortino.
[Mr. Ream's written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

TIMOTHY REAMS, SR. VICE PRESIDENT

MATTEL TOYS

Mattel Is a multi-national toy company employing over 28,000

people worldwide, 5,000 in the United States. Our manufacturing

operations are located in the United States and in many other countries

of the world. The manufacturing facilities are supported by materials

that are fabricated in several additional countries other than those

involving manufacture or assembly. Mattel produces complete lines

of products such as the Barbie doll and a full line of accessories

rather than a single product such as a large doll. Various articles

included in a particular product line are typically sourced In several

countries. Some of the articles in any product line are critical to

the success of the line in the marketplace. A restriction on

availability of part of a line, for whatever reason, will affect the

total production of all articles in the line. Any reduction in

production will, of course, mean some loss of jobs in the country

in which the production decrease incurs.

The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 is a

broad-based act placing restrictions on products which restrictions

will not implement the policy criteria of the Act. As stated in the

legislation, the policy of the Act is:

1. to prevent further disruption of the United States textiles
and textile products markets

2. to prevent further damage to United States textile and
apparel manufacturers;

3. to prevent the further loss of jobs by United States
workers; and

4. to implement the objectives of the Multi-Fiber Arrangement
by requiring the effective enforcement of import levels
of textiles and textile products contemplated by the Multi-
Fiber Arrangement.
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Mattel was quite surprised to discover that the provisions of

this Act extended to subpart E, part 5, schedule 7, T.S.U.S., the

tariff section that includes modelss, Dolls, Toys, Tricks and Party

Favors. Specific item numbers affected encompass doll clothing,

dressed dolls, doll skins, stuffed animals, animal skinr, etc. Mattel

respectfully submits that the inclusion of subpart B, part 5, schedule

7, T.S.U.S. in this Act does little to support the policy or objectives

of the Act and would, in fact, result in the loss of jots in the

United States.

In order to illustrate our position, we have chosen to show how

this bill will affect the Barbie line of do.Ls and accessories.

Vital to this line is Barbie doll clothing. The amount of textile

yardage used in Barbie doll clothing compared to the current level

of imports of textiles and textile products, which is stated in the

Act to be 9,800,000 square yard equivalents in 1985 is miniscule.

Barbie doll dresses have never been made in the United States since

the Barbie line of products were launched in 1958. The increase in

the level of imports of textiles and textile products in recent years

cannot be attributed to Barbie doll clothing. Similarly, imports

of Barbie doll clothing have not caused the loss of U.S. jobs.

On the other hand, restricted imports of Barbie doll clothing

will affect U.S. employment. In 1984, Barbie sales accounted for

24.3 percent of total U.S. sales of Mattel products. Using a ballpark

analysis, approximately 1,250 Mattel employees in the United States

are dependent on Barbie sales. However, the potential job lose, if
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restrictions are placed on the import of Barbie doll clothing will

extend beyond Mattel. The U.S. manufacture of Barbie accessories

would be curtailed, advertising dollars would be scaled back, vendors

producing raw materials for both U.S. and Mattel's Mexican border

operations would be affected, and licensees manufacturing products

for the Barbie line would feel the pinch. Even transportation

employees, customs brokers and retail clerks would be affected, to

some degree.

It is difficult to predict the impact that this legislation

will have on the import of Barbie costumes, if enacted. If we assume

that Barbie doll clothing would be limited to the level of 1982

imports, the potential loss of sales (wholesale) will be approximately

$275 million in 1986. This would close one distribution center in

the United States, 6,000 employees would lose their jobs overseas,

and domestic taxes would be reduced by $39 million.

The inclusion of subpart 9, part 5, schedule 7, T.S.U.S. in

this bill is a shotgun approach to a problem that was not created,

not contributed to, by the toy industry. A specific Barbie doll

dress industry has never existed in the U.S., and there isn't a doll

dress industry in existence in the U.S. today. Aside from the

potential Job loss, it is unfair to saddle an industry with the

import restrictions, administrative costs, and market disruptions

of absolute quotas when the industry affected did not contribute to

the problem. The overkill in this bill by the inclusion of subpart

E, part 5, schedule 7, T.S.U.S. should be eliminated.
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STATEMENT BY JOSEPH FORTINO, JR., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
FOR OPERATIONS, KENNER PRODUCTS, CINCINNATI, OH

Mr. FORTINO. Senator Chafee, I am Joseph Fortino, Jr., senior
vice president of operations for Kenner Products. My company is
grateful for this opportunity to present its views to the Senate Fi-
nance Committee.

Kenner employs 2,000 hourly and salaried workers in its facili-
ties in Cincinnati, OH. In 1985 alone, approximately 375 to 400 of
these employees worked solely on the packaging and distribution of
stuffed toys manufactured in foreign locations.

Kenner and many of the other U.S. toy manufacturers operate in
what we call a twin plant concept-that is, a portion of the manu-
facturing work on these toys is performed offshore and a portion is
performed in the United States. It is only the availability of low-
cost foreign-manufacturing operations which makes possible the
economically feasible production and sales of these products.

Our company's position is very similar to the statements you
have heard from other members of the toy industry. We, Kenner,
cannot market a saleable product produced solely in the United
States, for the added cost to this product would not be accepted by
the consumer.

The passage of Senate bill 680 into law would have a significant
negative impact on the U.S. labor force employed in the value-
added and distribution functions of our company and our industry.
The jobs of 375 to 400 American Kenner employees packaging and
distributing our stuffed toys would be lost. Additionally, there
would be a ripple effect throughout our company, affecting salaried
workers in the staff areas of engineering, design, marketing, qual-
ity control, finance, and administration.

I have not attempted to estimate the additional lost jobs within
these functional areas.

In addition to the jobs lost at Kenner, we purchase approximate-
ly 10 to 12 million dollars' worth of U.S.-manufactured production
supplies each year in support of our stuffed toy line. This would
also be eliminated by the passage of Senate bill 680.

We are only one company. The cumulative effect upon all U.S.
toy manufacturers and their suppliers would be dramatically
higher. Everyone agrees that the inclusion of toys in Senate bill
680 was a mistake. Let's not let that mistake become a law. A sub-
stantial number of U.S. jobs are at stake.

Thank you for your assistance on this important matter.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Fortino. I am aware

of this problem, and I will certainly do all I can to straighten it
out.

[Mr. Fortino's written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

JOSEPH FORTINO, JR.

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OPERATIONS

KENNER PRODUCTS

Mr. Chairman, I am Joseph Fortino Jr., senior vice president of
operations for Kenner Products.

Kenner Products is grateful for this opportunity to present its
views to the Senate Finance CommAttee.

We feel the inclusion of toys in S. 680 is an oversight. The

House and Senate sponsors of this legislation agree with us. So

do representatives of the domestic textile industry. We hope

that the committee also will agree that it is inappropriate to

cover toys in this legislation and will delete these products

from any bill that is reported out of committee.

The bill as presently drafted would extend textile quotas to

stuffed toys that are imported from our primary sources. This

imposition of quota would result in dramatically higher prices

for stuffed toys to the U.S. consumer but would result in no

benefit whatsoever to the U.S. textile industry.

Congress is focusing on trade legislation this year because

domestic manufacturers are concerned that imports eliminate

American jobs. That problem, however, does not exist in the

stuffed toy industry because most stuffed toys have been

manufactured outside of the United States for many years.

Virtually all U.S. toy companies source their stuffed toys

overseas because of the highly labor-intensive nature of the

production process. Only a few companies that specialize in

large stuffed toys or in special collectors items still produce

these items in the United States. These companies would not be

adversely affected by deleting toys from the Bill.

On the other hand, domestic jobs would be lost if stuffed toys

are not excluded from this legislation. Kenner employs 2000

hourly and-salaried workers in its facilities in Cincinnati.

Most of these jobs depend upon the availability of low-cost

foreign imports. Kenner's engineering, design, marketing,
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quality control, financial, and administrative staffs are all

based in Cincinnati, and a substantial number of the hourly

workers unpack toys shipped in bulk from overseas and repack them

in smaller containers to be sent to retail stores. If S. 680 is

not amended, many of these jobs would be lost. Our competitors

also would be forced to reduce their work forces.

Certain support industries also depend on the availability of

low-cost imported toys. Jobs in domestic transportation,

corrugated cardboard, printing, machinery, etc. would also be

lost if low-cost importedtoys were not available.

The Care Bears manufactured by Kenner are a case in point. Care

Bears are manufactured in Korea and Taiwan.- If. S. 680 is

enacted without change, it will be virtually impossible for

Kenner to continue manufacturing this popular product in the

Orient. We could manufacture Care Bears at other locations, but

production costs -- and consumer costs -- would escalate

dramatically, thereby putting Care Bears out of the economic

reach of most American parents. We would eventually be forced to

discontinue the entire line.

Congress has long recognized that stuffed toys are manufactured

overseas. Stuffed dolls imported into this country are presently

exempted from customs duties. This exemption was established two

years ago in legislation sponsored by Rep. Frank J. Guarini

(D-NJ).

At the time the Guarini bill was enacted, the Congress recognized

that imposing customs duties on stuffed toys could only add to

the cost the U.S. consumer had to pay for toys without producing

any countervailing benefit for the U.S. textile industry.

S. 680 as presently written would reverse this policy. It would

impose a quota system on stuffed toys that would place price

controls in the hands of the overseas companies that control

quotas. Quotas -- ntot product -- would be bought and sold, and

this process would lead to increased manufacturing costs and

increased consumer costs.

Kenner hopes the Senate will continue to recognize that stuffed

toys are not import sensitive by deleting stuffed toys from

S. 680.

We thank you for your assistance in this important matter.
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Senator CHAFEE. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, because I have to

go preside over the opening of the Senate from 12 to 1, 1 didn't
have a chance to hear all of your testimony. But would it be a fair
assessment to say that if S. 680 passes, that the long-range job loss
is greater in unrelated and related industries compared to the jobs
saved in the textile industry? Is that what each of you is basically
trying to tell us?

Mr. THOMSON. Senator Grassley, let me take a shot at that.
Right at the present time, the textile industry literally has very

few jobs, if any jobs, that are related to the toy industry. The
amount of fabric that is involved is very miniscule compared to the
large volumes that they do in apparel and graygoods and all the
other things. So we see this as a net loss, as a complete loss, job for
job, that as we are restricted in bringing these items in, if the price
rises the consumer simply isn't going to provide them, so we are
going to produce fewer. And when the supply goes down, the price
normally goes up. We will have just a net loss, a complete loss, of
these jobs that Mr. Fortino has mentioned and Mr. Hassenfeld and
Mr. Reams.

Senator GRASSLEY. That is the consensus of you all. I can tell by
the way you are shaking your heads.

Mr. HASSENFELD. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRUST. Senator, I would add the fact that the sense we have

is that not only do we lose in respect to the way the toy manufac-
turers have expressed it but, to the extent that this boils over into
other areas, obviously there is going to be retaliation of one sort or
another. And if ultimately soybean producers get hurt, the ripple
effect of that into their areas certainly can't help this economy.

We believe, based on our understanding of what foreign govern-
ments are thinking about us, they are going to have to come back
and get their pound of flesh some way.

We are very concerned, because none of us understand how that
is going to be extracted; but we believe that it can't be beneficial to
other segments of the American economy, and right now I guess
the farm segment of the economy is not in great shape to begin
with. Certainly, impacting them further would not be helpful.

Mr. HASSENFELD. Senator Grassley, just to go one step further, I
would say that for the whole toy industry we are in unanimity on
opposing the inclusion of the toy indust-y-as-part-of the textile in-
dustry.

At the present time it is almost axiomatic in the sense that all of
the toys that we are talking about enter the United States not GSP
but free of duty. And if there had been, when this legislation was
passed 3 or 4 years ago to allow these products to come in duty free
into the United States, there would have been a lobby or a hullaba-
loo basically not to allow this to happen. But there was none.

Ms. MCMANUS. Senator Grassley, I would like to emphasize
again that our domestic production did increase, and we did create
jobs within our company by adding an import division.

Senator GRASSLEY. I am from an agricultural State and Mr.
Trust brought up agriculture. I wouldnt expect you to be experts
on agricultural trade but, because of your relationship with people
who are involved, I would ask if there are any specific points you
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could make in regard to international trade generally that Mr.
Trust made, that there might be some retribution that would be
negative to agricultural interests in my State-not in my State-I
should say U.S. agriculture generally that I would like to have you
respond to.

Based on the fact that we have not had agricultural groups testi-
fy against this bill, even though it is my understanding from staff
that we have had letters from agricultural groups in opposition to
the bill.

I just wondered if by their lack of testifying, if you could fill in
from your relationship with people in other countries how their po-
litical leaders might see possible retaliation against agriculture-
and specific references that you could make.

Mr. TRUST. I think my general comment, Senator, was prompted
by two specific instances. One is the fact that in our association
with the Japanese-we have an office in Osaka. The Japanese, in
our discussions with them, have indicated that they are going to
have to look for ways of cutting back on U.S. imports. And I gather
from their comments on agriculture, that is a major area of their
importation.

The second specific instance relates to a Chinese group we enter-
tained in Boston about a week ago. They were from the Kwan Dum
Province, and pointed out that they are looking around for ways
that they are going to have to impact their imports from the
United States. And clearly, agriculture, again, whether it is or-
anges or soybeans or wheat, are the areas that they will have to
look at.

So I relate it to those two specific countries. Beyond that, I don't
have any other specific areas.

Senator GRASSLEY. I appreciate that, and it is very helpful to
have those specific conversations you have had.

Have any of you anything else to add to that?
Mr. HASSENFELD. Yes, Senator Grassley, if I may for a second. I

don't think you can take S. 680 alone as it pertains to the farmers;
I think you have to look at all of the trade bills that are being pro-
posed. And if you go and isolate one bill and one bill and one bill,
all of them together must have some type of disastrous effect on
our trade relations with our partners around the world. You
cannot live in isolation. If you basically go after and want to do
damage to the Japanese-again, we might not perceive it as
damage to the Japanese, but they perceive that we are going
against them-they have to try to protect themselves. There must
be-the minute that you go away from a laissez faire policy and
begin to put up the walls, someone will try to put up further walls
to protect their own economies. It must be.

Senator GRASSLEY. I don't have any other questions, but I would
make a closing comment, that all of you at times would feel that
certain mechanisms that are on the books for the enforcement of
free trade, to see that it is fair trade, I am sure you all agree that
those should be enforced. Maybe we don't need any more laws on
the books, but there has surely been a lack of interest here in
Washington under more than one administration in enforcing and
using enforcement standards that we have. And, as bad as you
might see these bills being, I am sure that you would also have to
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agree that there probably would be very little movement on the
part of this administration or probably any other administration to
the enforcement of the laws.

Like the speech the President is giving this morning or the news
conference that was held yesterday afternoon by the foreign minis-
ters of the leading three economic countries in the world, none of
that would probably be happening if it hadn't been for some pres-
sure from Congress here in these bills that we are discussing now
and what is being carried on in the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
I have a question for Mr. Wagner.
If the MFA, the Multi-Fiber Agreement, is such a flexible regula-

tory framework, why is it that the textile industry is complaining
so vigorously about a surge in imports? Can we get the conclusion
from that that the MFA isn't working too well?

Mr. WAGNER. That would be my conclusion, yes, that it is not
being enforced.

Senator CHAFEE. Oh. You think it is not being enforced, rather
than-I mean, you think as an agreement the tools are there, but
the United States for example, on its part, or the members of the
MFA just aren't enforcing it?

Mr. WAGNER. Yes. And the tools are there to deal with each in-
stance on an individual basis.

Senator CHAFEE. I see.
All right, gentlemen and lady, you have done a good job, and we

appreciate your coming down and testifying. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[The following statements were submitted and were made a part

of the hearing record:]
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EXECOT VI SUNNAR
of

Statement in Opposition to

Textile and Apparel T%ade Nnforeement Act of 1985
(s. 680)

by
Import Coittee

of the National Handbag Association

The U.S. industry producing handbags of textile

materials is not a distinct Otextiles" industry but is part of a

larger U.S. handbag industry. Handbags of textile materials along

with a myriad of other materials compete in a single market with

handbags of leather and plastics, which together account for

approximately two thirds of domestic shipments of handbags.

Virtually all domestic producers manufacturing handbags of textile

materials manufacture handbags of other materials as well,

particularly leather.

The imposition of quotas and reductions in trade of

textile handbags under S. 680 would not benefit a "textiles*

industry, but would be extremely harmful to U.S. handbag importers.

Imports of cotton and man-made fiber handbags from "major"

exporting countries would be cut back substantially, in some cases

by as much as 90 percent, and imports of textile materials not

indigenously produced in the United States such as silk, linen,
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burlap and jute would also be cut back substantially. In addition,

the import licensing scheme established under S. 680 would create

an onerous administrative burden on U.S. handbag importers, many of

whom are small businesses, and would place them at a competitive

disadvantage against larger importers and retailers of handbags and

other products competing for the same quota with handbags.

The U.S. handbag industry does not need import relief,

as domestic shipments of handbags have grown in 1983 and 1984.

However, it would harm many domestic manufacturers of handbags who

import textile handbags to supplement their product lines.

For these reasons, the Handbag Import Committee opposes

S. 680.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID HARARI

Vice President of Same Corporation

On behalf of the Import Comittee

of the National Handbag Association

The Import Committee of the National Handbag

Association ("The Handbag Import Committeew) wishes to express

its opposition to the the Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement

Act of 1985 (S. 680). The National Handbag Association (which

itself takes no position on S. 680) consists of 102 companies

involved in the domestic manufacture and importation of

handbags, belts, and personal leather goods, including 42

importers and 28 importer-manufacturers of these products.

The Handbag Import Committee opposes S. 680 because

it would impose quotas and severely cut back imports of

handbags despite the fact the U.S. handbag producing industry

is not a "textiles* industry and despite the fact that the U.S.

handbag producing industry does not need protection from

imported handbags manufactured of textile materials.

The U.S. Handbag Industry is Not a "Textiles" Industry.

The U.S. handbag industry is not a "textiles"

industry as that term is commonly understood. Handbags are

manufactured of a wide range of materials, the most important
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of which include leather, plastics (vinyl and polyurethene),

and straw, as well as textile materials, including textile

materials not commonly produced in the United States such as

silk, linen, burlap, jute, and such exotic products as banja (a

heavy cotton upholstery fabric from India). In addition,

handbags are manufactured of a myriad of other materials:

metal, wood, lucite, caning, wicker, horsehair, rubberized

cotton, beads. Handbags manufactured of various materials all

compete in the same market. Within the U.S. handbag market,

numerous factors determine the relative importance of various

materials used in handbag production. As fashion accessories,

handbags are subject to significant shifts in the relative

importance of materials as a result of changes in style. Style

changes and costs also result in longer term trends in favor or

against certain materials. For example, improvements in

styling and material quality led to increased usage of

synthetics in the early 1970's, while more recently, rising

costs of these materials resulted in a shift away from

synthetics and an increase in the use of the leather in handbag

manufacture. Even within narrower submarkets--i.e., luggage,

large casual bags, tailored day bags, formal day bags, evening

bags, travel bags, etc.--handbags manufactured of different

materials compete with each other.

The U.S. handbag industry is generally recognized as

a leather goods industry. The U.S. Census Bureau classifies
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handbags and purses under SIC 3171, part of SIC 31, "leather

and leather products." In fact, no breakout for statistical

purposes exists for textile handbags. Instead, these products

are part of a miscellaneous grouping "other materials, except

precious metal" for handbags not of leather or plastics. The

most recent data breaking down the handbag industry by segments

in the 1982 U.S. Census of Manufacturers, show leather

accounted for approximately 47 percent of domestic shipments,

up substantially from 25 percent less than ten years before.

Plastics, while declining in popularity, were nevertheless the

second most popular material used in handbag manufacture

accounting for 22 percent of domestic shipments, with other

materials accounting for approximately 14 percent and handbags

of unspecified materials accounting for 21 percent. Similarly,

a recent survey of U.S. purchases showed-leather accounted for

45 percent of the surveyed sales, vinyl 25 percent, and canvas

19 percent, with miscellaneous materials accounting for the

rest.

U.S. handbag producers typically do not specialize in

the manufacture of handbags of a single material. Apart from a

few manufacturers producing leather handbags exclusively,

virtually all domestic handbag producers who are NHA members

manufacture handbags of more than one material, with most using

leather and either vinyl or textile materials or both.
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In sum, a separate textiles handbag industry does not

exist in the United States. Handbags in a wide range of

materials are manufactured by the same domestic producers and

compete in the same market along with an equally diverse range

of handbag imports. Moreover, textiles are not the most

important material in the manufacture of handbags in the United

States, being overshadowed both by leather and plastics.

In view of the structure of the industry and the U.S.

market, the imposition of import restrictions on handbags of

textile materials would principally benefit non-textile handbag

production in the United States and would harm handbag

importers by limiting the availability of an important group of

products for many importers.

The Impact of S. 680 on U.S. Handbag Importers.

The enactment of S. 680 would have an extremely

harmful impact upon U.S. handbag imports, reducing importations

across a wide range of products. Cotton handbags are

classified in the "basket" category for "other cotton

manufacturesm--Category 369. Under S. 680, a single quota

would be imposed on all imports under this category from each

exporting country, and imports under Category 369 from the most

important sources of cotton handbags would be cut back

substantially: U.S. imports from China would decline by 79.2
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percent from 1984 levels; imports from Taiwan would decline

89.7 percent; imports from Korea would decline 25.4 percent.

Imports of man-made fiber handbags are part of

Category 670, luggage, handbags and flat goods of man-made

fibers. These products would also be cut back substantially

under the Bill. The precise amount of the cutback is

impossible to calculate as the U.S. Government did not collect

statistics on the quantity of U.S. imports in products under

Category 670 in 1980, the base year for determining quotas on

imports from "major" exporting countries under the Bill.

However, the Luggage and Leather Goods Manufacturers of

America in their Statement of September 12, 1985, requesting an--

exemption from the 1980 base for luggage and flat goods,

estimated that imports from Taiwan would be cut back 60 percent

and imports from Korea would be cut back by 75 percent under

the S. 680 formula.

Imports of handbags in silk, linen, burlap, jute, and

other fibers--products not subject to the imposition of quotas

under the MFA--would be cut back enormously and extremely

restrictive quotas would be imposed under the Bill. These

products would be classified in a single category covering all

"other textile products" not of MFA fibers, and would be

subject to a single quota for the full range of such products.

The precise amount of the cutbacks from "major" exporting

countries is impossible to determine because of the broadly
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defined scope of this category and the incompatible import

statistics on these products. However, the minimum quota under

the Bill for this category would be one million square yard

equivalents--a minuscule amount for the numerous products

covered under the category.

S. 680 would also require the establishment of an

import licensing scheme for all textiles and textile products.

Such a scheme would be disasterous for U.S. handbag importers.

The administrative documentation and recordkeeping needed to

obtain these licenses would be enormously burdensome for these

importers which are typically small companies. Handbag

importers will be forced to compete in many cases with

im[* rters of textile products other than handbags, including

large importers and retailers.

The U.S. Handbag Industry Does Not Need Import Protection.

There is no economic data available on the U.S.

producers of textile handbags as a distinct industry, and it is

extremely difficult to develop useful data by material because

of the large number of small establishments which make up the

handbag industry. In this regard, the U.S. International Trade

Commission in a recent study on flat goods, luggage and

handbags of man-made fibers (U.S. ITC Pub. 1737, August, 1985)

concluded there is no definitive listing of firms of these

industries and that the data it collected on the handbag

industry in all likelihood significantly understated its size.
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However, U.S. statistics on the U.S. handbag industry generally

show the industry is growing. Domestic shipments of handbags

and purses grew from $623 million in 1982 to $646 million in

1983 and $700 million in 1984, an increase of 3.7 percent and

8.4 percent respectively.

Domestically produced handbags are competitive with

imports in the U.S. handbag market in areas where U.S.

producers are able to capitalize on certain strengths such as

quality, proximity to customers, short order response time, and

more fashion awareness. In the case of textile handbags,

domestic producers capitalize on these advantages, particularly

turn around time between orders and delivery, and remain

competitive in many products. This contrasts with the plastic

handbag market which has declined overall in recent years while

the textiles handbag market has grown. Under these

circumstances, no justification exists for the imposition of

quotas and cutbacks in imports of textile handbags which would

result from enactment of S. 680.

The enactment of S. 680 would reduce the availability

and diversity of textile handbags in the U.S. market, thereby

reducing demand for handbags and increasing their price. This

would harm not only importers of these products; domestic

handbag manufacturers themselves would be harmed. It is

estimated that over 50 percent of U.S. handbag manufacturers

import handbags to supplement their domestic production. Thus,

the loss of imports would undermine the viability of these

manufacturers as well as the viability of importers generally.
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SU:M ARY OF BREAD FOR THE WORLD'S STATEMENT O0 THE TEXTILE
AND APPAREL TRADE ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1985

1. Bread for the World, a nationwide grassroots, anti-hunger Christian
movement believes that international trade provides a chance to break
the cycle of poverty, hunger and economic injustice by providing jobs
for workers, enhancing competition, and providing foreign exchange for
international transactions.

2. We believe that the protectionist nature of the Trade Enforcement
Act of 1985 would hurt (a) low income producers, exporters and consumers
of textile and related commodities in the United States and (b) the
poorest Lextile exporting developing countries and their poor people in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. The Trade Act would exacerbate the
numan and social costs in LDCs relying heavily on the most needed
foreign exchange abroad for tie payment-of their huge debt burden and
interest rates.

3. We aold strongly that Trade Enforcement Act violates the Multi-Fibre
Arrangement (KFA) between the U.S. and 42 textile and apparel producing
developing countries. This violation of U.S. international obligation
is morally unjustified and invites retaliation from MFA members. Such
retaliatory measures as may be taken, would be harmful to U.S. consumers.
Essentially, the budget of some 21.2 million people in abou_ 7 million
household already in the low-income bracket and receiving food stamps
to supplement their poor living conditions would be hardest hit.

4. We believe that tariffs and quotas almost always lower world
well-being. It creates a monopoly tnat leads to higher prices, lower
output, and greater national losses.

5. Bread for the World is therefore opposed to the legislation in its
current form. Our members believe that the remedy to the problem of
textile and apparel industry, like those of other sectors, lie somewhere
else.

6. We believe that the root cause of the problem revolves around two
issues (i) the over-valued dollar, and (ii) U.S. deficit spending and
flawed monetary policy.

7. While opposing the current Trade Act, Bread for the World recommends
te expansion of the Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) to enable U.S.

.4orKers and businesses hurt by foreign trade competition adjust to
long-term shifts in the global economy.

8. Rather than increasing protectionism, Bread for the World believes
tnat wnat is needed to protect U.S. workers without hurting our low-income
consumers and people in LDCs is finding solution on the over-valued
dollar and U.S. deficit spending. The legislation serves only to
treat the symptoms of U.S. problems, and not the root cause.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Subcomittee on

International Trade of the Senate Finance Comittee, we appreciate

this opportunity to be able to express our view on the Textile and

Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 (S. 680 and H.R. 1562). We

are particularly concerned about its effect on (a) low income

producers, exporters and consumers of textile and related commodities

in the United States and on (b) the poorest textile exporting

developing countries and their poor people in Africa, Asia and Latin

America,

My name is Dominic Kwang Ntube. I am a policy analyst on trade

and finance issues with Bread for the World. I am also a Bread for the

World resource person on African "fairs.

Bread for the World is a nationwide grassroots, anti-hunger

Christian movement with a membership of over 48,000. Iie movement

recognizes that the hungry, whether found in the slums of Cairo in

Egypt, in the cities of the U.S. or in a textile factory in Dhaka,

Bangladesh have a shortage of lobbying advocates on U.S. government

policies affecting them. We therefore seek to help fill this gap,

and lobby on issues affecting those with little or no opportunity to

be heard but who bear consequences of policies ficmulated by others.

Mr. Chairman, Bread for the World recognizes the importance of

international trade for alleviating poverty and hunger. Trade provides

a chance to break the cycle of poverty, hunger and economic injustice

by providing jobs for workers, enhancing competition, and providing

foreign exchange for international transactions. We believe that

trade is one of the most common manifestations of the economic inter-
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dependence of the South (developing countries) and the North (industrialized

countries). Thus, Bread for the World members have worked on inter-

national trade issues, including the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI).

Our members also strongly supported the renewal of the reformed

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) which passed Congress, October 4,

1984. We particularly support its "land for food" provision that

requires that appropriate U.S. agencies work with GSP beneficiary

countries to ensure that increased agricultural exports do not come

at the expense of production of food for local consumption.

Breaa for the World-is becoming increasingly concerned with the

growing protectionism in developed countries (DCs), like the United

States, against exports from poor developing countries (LDCs). For

the past few years, the administration, despite its preference for

free international trade, has implemented new import barriers in

four major industries: autos, textiles and apparel, sugar and steel.

The general tightening in 1981 of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA)

controlling trade in textiles and apparel, and new protection in

sugar, have affected developing countries' export prospects at a time

when tneir need is acute for foreign exchange to make payments on

heavy external debts. We are thus particularly concerned with the

Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985.

Mr. Chairman, our understanding of the content of this Trade

Act is tnat quotas would be established for all textile imports on a

category by category basis. These quotas would be applicable to all

countries except Canada and EC members. The bill defines two categories

of exporters: "major exporting countries" are defined as those whose

exports to the U.S. account for 1.25% or more of total U.S. textile and

apparel imports while "exporting countries" are defined as those whose
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exports represent les than 1.25% of total U.S. textile and apparel

imports. (Set Appendix I) We understand that major exporting countries

would, on a product category basis, be limited to 12 growth from the

level that would have occurred in 1984 if imports had grown by 62 a

year from 19U1-84, or, if the exporters had an agreement with the U.S.

Limiting growth to less than 62, the country's 1964 level of imports.

Imports from thereon could grow by 12 annually. On the other hand,

"exporting countries" in the first year of the new quotas would be

permitted to increase on a product category basis no more than 152

annually above their 1984 levels, except in categories defined as

"Import sensitive". Import seaitive goods are defined as those imports

wuich equal 402 or more of U.S. production. Growth in Imports of

these categories would be restricted to l above 1984 levels, and

could increase thereafter by 1I annually. The legislation also

contains provisions which would require the Comerce Departmoent to

issue regulations governing the entry of textile and apparel imports,

and also to establish an import Licensing system wherein all importers

of textile and apparel would have to pay a fee for import licenses.

Mr. Chairman, the Trade Act provides Lttle or no allowable

growtn for any of the exporting countries. Overall, apparel imports

from countries targeted by the legislation (category I and II) would

be reduced by 202, while textile imports would fall by 302. Some

of the major exporting countries will experience sharp cuts well

over j02. According to research on the subject by experts already made

available to the Chairman during the hearings, there would be an 85% cut

back of shipment from Indonesia, 66% from Brazil, 57% from China and 47%

from Taiwan. (Appendix 1) Further, whiL. the trade law does not roll back

imports from smaller suppliers of textiles and apparels such as

banblacesh, Haiti and Lesotho, the quota effectively eliminates 2 eny
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meaningful growth opportunities from then in the future.u The International

Business and Economic Research Corporation (IBERC) a Washington, D.C. based

research organiztion which has conducted a study on the Trade Act confirms

this fact. The study also indicates that if the proposed legislation had

been enacted in 1983, Bangladesh textile and apparel exports to the United

States in 1964 would have been only 31 greater than their 1983 volume and

78 smaller tas their actual level of 1984. Bangladesh is highly dependent

on the U.S. market as over 75Z of that country's textile and apparel

exports are sold to the U.S.

According to a June 25 article in the Now York Times, five U.S.

cabinet officials have warned that this textile quota bill that now

comands cosponsorship of a majority in both houses of Congress would

impose a "very higb cost" on consumers, violate international obliga-

tions, invite retaliation and provide the domestic Industry with

"unprecedented" protection. A letter to mabers of Congress signed

by Treasury Secretary James A. Baker 3rd, who is also chairman of the

President's Economic Policy Council, Secretary of State George P. Shultz,

Commerce Secretary Malcolm Aaldrige, Labor Secretary William Brock and

Acting United States Trade Representative Michael B. Smith, estimates

that the legislation would cost consumers $2 billion annually, and

tnose who would be hardest hit are low-income families. According to

the Labor Department's latest available statistics in Interview Survey

1980/81 - Bulletin No. 22-25, a household with income of $5000 in

1980/81 spent $636 annually on apparel, footwear and services including

shoe reairs and dry cleaning. A 3X increase in the price of textile

and apparel due to a quota indicates that such a family, after an

adjustment made for Inflation, will now spend an extra $27, bringing

tne total to $636 + $27 - $663 annually, Such an increase will

affect the budget of mainly tne 21.2 million people in about 7 million

nouseholds (1984) slredy in the low-income bracket receLving food
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.Xr. Chairman, the World Bank's 1984 World Development Report

ea mates that oy the year 2000 there will be some 600 million people

living in "absolute poverty." Former World Bank President Robert

tlc.Namara defines absolute poverty as "a condition of life so characterized

by malnutrition, illiteracy, disease, high infant mortality, and low

life expectancy as to be beneath any reasonable definition of human

decency." Hr. Hclaara's prophecy is true today. In fact midway through

the United Nation's 3rd Development Decade, a vast majority of 2.5 billion

people located mainly in developing countries, have witnessed a sharp

decline in their living standards. A billion of these people are facing

a decline in per capita food production, consumption is declining below

acceptable nutritional standards, while at the @sme time LDCs are facing

significant international debt payment difficulties to the point of

insolvency. The vrencning effect of these difficulties in terms of human

cost is difficult to capture in words. World view recently focused on

Ethiopia and other parts of Africa and the world was provided with a grim

picture of the acute human tragedy caused by hunger. While poverty is

worst in most African countries, conditions are not much better in

Bangladesh, Indonesia, Haiti, Brazil and the Philippines, all of which

are textile and apparel producing and exporting countries that would

oe affected by the quota trade bill. The question that immediately comes

into one's mind is why so many of the world's people are poor and hungry.

r. Chairman, one answer which has emerged in recent years is

that a major culprit is structural inequities in the international

economic system. Structural inequities, such as the current pattern of

trade relations, effectively prevent the conquest of hunger, poverty,

inflation and unemployment and result in a continuous widening gap

between the rich and poor.

This answer is increasingly the consensus position of poor
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developing countries leaders. Convinced of the inequity of the present

order, they have, as you know, since 1964 called for a "New Inter-

national Economic Order (NIEO). They contend that LDC purchasing

power is declining steadily, due to the low and fluctuating prices of

tne raw materials they export and the increases in the cost of in-

dustrial technology, oil, and other items they import. They cite

their countries' small and declining share in world manufacturing and

trade, and point with bitterness to tariffs, quotas and other trade

barriers which bar their nations' products from ready access to in-

dustrialized country markets. They also stress that they are dependent

on growing export industries to pay off their escalating debts to the

developed world. They claim that they are unequal participants in

global political and economic decision-4making institutions, such as

the UN Security Council, the World Bank and the International Monetary

Fund (Lg).

Bread for the World members appreciate the concerns expressed by

the poor LDCs and believe that trade is one main solution to the

frustration of these countries. Bread for the World therefore thinks

trade is important for LDCs for tree main reasons: (i) exports pay

for imports of food and of machinery and other items necessary to

increase productivity. These imports can be paid for only with money

earnea by exporting goods such as textile and apparel; (ii) LDCs access

to outside markets allows these countries to take advantage of economies

of scale, and (iii) export earnings are much larger and more dependable

than "foreign aid" and other outside assistance - providing more Jobs,

increased skills and consolidate the independence of these poor countries.

Allowing developing countries' exports, therefore, is a far better

solution than asking Congress for a moritarium on the $200 billion (1984)

owed by these countries to U.S. private and official institutions.
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ri. Chairman, bread for the World regards trade therefore as a

hunger isque and a main way to break the cycle of poverty and starvation

in the LDCs. Host of these countries continue to face wrenching

LDf austerity measures. The iapact of such measures are shifted to

low income people at the periphery of the state and international system.

Take for example, Brazil - a country that would be affected by the law.

Its debt burden was $79.6 billion in 1983. In 1985 it is projected to

be $100 billion with a debt service ratio of 43% in 1982 (See Appendix IV).

Families see their children starve each day. In fact, about 1,000

children starve in Braail every day. And the logic is that you =st

pay the debt and to pay this debt you must work more, eat less, in

order to export th resources, soybeans, meat, textile and apparel,

etc. Gains fro exports go not only to pay the debt but also pay interest

on the principal. In 1983 all Latin America countries were paying

$30 billion to tne indu strialized countries on interest alone. This

is a transfer of capital from a people that most need the capital. With

Brazil's huge debt burden of $100 billion one can imagine the devastating

effect of a 66Z cut on textiles and apparel imports from that country

to the U.S. It would not only mean a sharp cut in production and foreign

exchange of one of Brazil's main exports but also implies that the

country would be unable to reschedule its debt and honor interest payments

on principal. There would also be a down-turn on all the indicators of

poverty and development in that country. (See Appendix V) Infant mortality

would be on the rise, and so would life expectancy, literacy, caloric

intake, poor education, hunger and starvation, abject poverty and

political instability that would threaten the very foundation of

camocracy the world over. Other countries such as Indonesia with a

per capita income of $580, Pakistan with a per capita income of $380

and a debt burden in 1983 of $23 billion (Appendix VI). and Bangladesh

whicn would experience a sharp cut of 56% in exports of textile and

auoarel with a per capita income of only $130 in 1983 dropping from $140
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in 18i (Appendix V), face the same acute teething problems as Brazil.

All of these countries and others would experience serious setbacks in

their economic development with the imposition of import quotas on the

main industry that provides these poor countries with their primary source

of foreign exchange which is crucial for international transactions

and payment of their debt.

H4r. Chsiran, before I conclude, let me refer to the work of

Prof. William R.- Cline of the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced

International Studies (SAIS) and also of the Institute for International

Economics. In Trade Policy in the 1980., which Prof. Cline edited, a

mmber of issues have been outlined-on the textile and apparel industry

relevant to the present discussion. Whether in the U.S, or textile

exporting LDCs, according to the book, the workers in this industry are

predominantly women. In the U.S. specifically, such women are usually

over 50 years old. They are also those with no more than elementary

school education and in the U.S. they are predominantly minorities.

In the apparel manufacturinS industries, they reside in predominantly

urban, inner-city areas or single-industry rural towns. These workers

cannot easily shift to other employment. Textile labor both in the

U.S. and developing countries is mobile. They cannot pick up and

move easily to new jobs. Thus the unemployed workers most often

becomes workers witnout a job for an inedifinite period. For LDCs

relying only on one export co=oodty, a quota brings additional hardship

as the country can not easily diversify its exports and markets. In

tnese countries, the Prof. Cline's analysis indicates that quotas on

textiles spell disaster for many families. A market monopoly created

by the quota, as indicated earlier leads to higher prices of textile

and apparel. The beneficiaries of such higher prices in the form of

'economic rents' or profits will eventually ue large textile and
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apparel corporations in the U.S. From this analysis of this industry

and the impact of a quota on textiles, one may further ask what would

happen to the farmers and herdsmen wno supply cotton, flax and wool

in LDCs? How about the small factories that harvest silk from

caterpillar cocoons and whose livelihood depend on working in these

factories in LDCa? What would be the fate of interior designers,

garment manufacturers, upholstered furniture manufacturers, industrial

producers in the U.S.? What about those making such products as

conveyor belts and filter cloths, retail merchandisers in the U.S. of

textile fibers, fabrics and finished goods? Mrbat would become of

the 2.1.2 million Americans and the nearly one billion people starving

in developing countries if such a proportionately large portion of

their family budget on clothing - $636 (1980/81) is increased by

*27 in 1985? And what would be the fate of the governments of these

poor countries hard pressed witn h.,ge debt burdens?

Hr. Chairman, whatever the case, tariffs and quotas almost always

lower world well-being. They lover the well-being of each nation and

as a general rule, whatever a quota or tariff can do for a nation, some-

thing else can do it better. Bread for the World is therefore opposed

to tne legislation in its current form. Bread for the 'iorld members

believe that continuous imposition of tariffs and quotas on imports

from developing countries does not benefit the U.S. economy as a whole and

is detrimental to U.S. relations with the affected nations. The remedy_

lies somewhere else and includes tackling the problems of the over-valued

dollar, U.S. deficit spending and flawed monetary policy. Bread for

the World continues to advocate expansion of the Trade Adjustment

Assistance (TAA) to enable U.S. workers and businesses hurt by foreign

trade competition adjust to long-term shifts in the global economy.

Nis, coupled with a sounder, full-employment economic policy, rather

than increasing protectionism is what is needed if we are to protect

our workers without hurting our low income consumers and People in

developing countries. This bill serves only to treat the symptoms

of U.S. problems, and not the root cause. Thank you very much

Mr. Chairman.
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APPENDIX I;

A) Major Exporting Countries;

Indonesia

Brazil

China

Thailand

Pakistan

S. Korea

Japan

Philippines

Hong Kong

India

Singapore

Taiwan

B) Exporting Countries:

Colombia

Dominican Republic

Israel

Lesotho

Sri Lanka

Spain

Bangladesh

Egypt

Haiti

Ialaysia

Peru
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Appendix III

SUMMARY OF PRESENT VALUE OF COST EFFECTS OF INCREASING
IMPORT QUOTAS ON APPAREL AND TEXTILES

(Millions 1984 dollars)

A. Apparel

(1)

Year Total Cost

1 $2,386
2 2,294

- 3 2,206
4 2,121
5 2,040

Total
5 years $11,047

(2) (3)
Cost of

Emploxent Chanes
SManuf. Retai

$106 $130
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

$106 $130

B. Textiles

Year-

2
3
4
5

Total
5 years

(1)

Total Cost

$ 950
913
878
845
812

$4,398

(2) (3)
Cost of

Employment Changes
Manuf. Retail

$1790
0
0
0

$179

$ 8
0
0
0
0o8

Source: International Business and Economic Research Corporacon.

(1)-(2)+(3)
Net

Welfare
Loss

$2,410
2,294
2,206
2,121
2,040

$11,071

(1 )-(2)+(3)
Net

Wel fare
Loss

$ 779
913
878
845
812

$4,227
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trade (a)

Appendix IV - "Major Exporting Countries"

Textiles and clothing GNP per cap. Total Debt 1983
% of merch. exports 1982 1983 $U.S. millions

1981 (b) $U.S. (c) (d)

Indonesia -85% 1% 580 560 21,768.8(e)

Brazil -66% 4% 2,240 1,890 79,580.1

China -57% 2% 310 290 --

Thailand -55% 10% 790 810 9,731.1

Pakistan -36Z 41% 380 390 23.071.1

S. Korea -33% 30% 1,910 2,010 --

Japan -18% 4% 10,080 10,100 13,659.4

Philippines -14% 7% 820 760 223.7(e)

Hong Kong -12% 42% 6,340 6,000 21,429.2

India -11% 23% 260 260 1.243.6(e)

Singapore -9% 4% 5,910 6,660

Taiwan -47% -- 2,540 --

(a) Source: International Business and Economic Research Corporation
(b) Source: 1984 World Bank Development Report
(c) Source: 1985 World Population Data Sheet of the Population Reference
(d) and (f) Source: World Debt Tables, The World Bank
(e) Excludes: private nonguaranteed external debt, and transactions with
Trust Fund loans
(9) Source: Quarterly Economic Review vol. 1, 1984

Debt Service Ratio (f)
(total debt service to exports
of goods and services)1982,1983

10.6 12.8

43 28.7

9

16.4

13.1

13.1

.8

Bureau Inc.

the IMF with

11.3

21.9

12.3

15.4

14(1985) (9)

1.3

the exception of
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Major

GNP per capita
1983 SU.S.(a)

560

1,890

290

810

390

2,010

10,100

760

6,000

260

6,660

Appendix - V
Exporting Countries

Infant Mortality Rate Life Expectancy Rate
per 1000 (b) at birth(b)

102

73

67

51

121

32

7

51

10

94

11

53

64

67

63

so

67

77

64

75

55

72

(a) Source: 1985, 1984 World Population Data Sheets, The Population Reference Bureau
(b) Source: 1984 World Bank Development Report

Indonesia

Brazil

China

Thailand

Pakistan

S. Korea

Japan

Philippines

Hong Kong

India

Singapore

V



Textiles and
Clothing % of
Merch. Exports
1981 (a)

8%Colombia

Dominican
Republ i c

Israel

Lesotho

Sri Lanka

Spain

Bangladesh

Egypt

Haiti

Malaysia

Peru

GINP per cap.
Su. s.(b)
1981 1983

1,460 1,410

1,330 1,380

5,090

510

320

5,430

140

690

300

1,860

1,310

5,3b0

470

330

4,800

130

700

320

1,870

1,040

Appendix V,

Exporting Countries

Total Debt 1983 Debt Service Ratio
$U.S. millions(c) (total debt service to

exports of goods and services)
1982 1983 (c)-

8,147.1 17.6 21.3

2,403.2 22.7 --

15,148.8

145.2

2,207.0

4.184.5(d)

15,530.8(d)

433.5(d)

10,665.2(d)

7,931.5(d)

21.0

2.5

10.2

10.9

26.0

5.7

5.6

36.4

19.6

2.5

11.9

14.7

34.0

5.3

5.8

19.6

(a) Source: 1984 World Bank Development Report
(b) Source: 1985 World Population Data Sheet of the Population Reference Bureau Inc.
(c) Source: World Debt Tables, The World Bank
(d) Excludes: private nonguaranteed external debt and transactions with the IMl with the exception
of Trust Fund loans

6%

16%

6%

56%

7%

3%

8%

Infant
Mortality
Rate per1ooo (a)

Life
expectancy
at birth(,)

64

62

74

53

69

74

48

57

54

67

58

54

65

16

94

32

10

133

104

110

29

83
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Statement in Support of S. 680

Submitted to the

Subcommittee on International Trade

of the

Committee on Finance

U. S. House of Representatives

by the

Northern Textile Association

211 Congress Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02110

September 25, 1985
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The Northern Textile Association represents manufacturers of
woolen, elastic, and cotton fabrics, pressed wool and needled-punched
felts, and flock producers and processors located primarily in the
Northeast, but also in many other regions in the country. Members of
the Association strongly support S. 680, the Textile and Apparel
Trade Enforcement Act of 1985, which would provide the needed relief
from imports so badly required for our domestic industry to survive in
the changing international marketplace.

Imports of textiles and apparel increased 25 percent from 1982
to 1983, and by 32 percent from 1983 to 1984. Such dramatic increases
in imports have resulted in the loss of 3080,01 jobs in the United
States textile and apparel industries since 1980. According to a study
completed by Data Resources, Incorporated, a prominent economic
forecasting company, 947,006 additional American workers will be out
of work by 1990 If imports continue to grow by half'the 1984 annual
rate. This clear indication of pending chaos for our domestic economy
can no longer be ignored and deserves your immediate attention.

The Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 would
correct a situation that has clearly been out of control since 1980.
The Multi-Fiber Arrangement, originally created in 1974, intended that
developed countries such as the United States allow reasonable growth
of imports for developing countries. Twenty-five percent and thirty-
two percent annual rates of import growth are not reasonable rates of
growth. S. 688 recognizes the need for developing countries to
export their textile and apparel products to the American market. The
bill would allow for continued strong import growth for smaller
exporters.

The Northeast textile and apparel industry has suffered
enormously because of record imports over the past several years.
Employment in this region's textile and apparel industry has declined
17.3 percent from 1978 to 1984. Closings of the Berkshire Hathaway
100 year-old plant, and Homestead Woolen's New Hampshire plant resulted
in 600 layed-off employees alone.

Many of our nation's textile workers live in small communities
which are dependent upon the textile mill as a major source of
employment. To expect these workers and communities to adapt to the
changing marketplace by attracting new industry is inconceivable. Many
of the employees are skilled or semi-skilled in occupations which are
not directly transferable to other industries. Their families,
moreover, live a decent standard of living which would not be possible
in the absence of employment in textiles and apparel.

A recent study completed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
revealed that 26 percent of textile workers, and 14 percent of apparel
workers layed off between January, 1979 and January, 1984 were still
out of work at the end of that period. Given this situation, it is
certainly not true that service industries will absorb the great job
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loss of our textile and apparel industries should imports continue at
current rates.

It is unfortunate that S.680 is referred to as'protectionist.' The language of the bill recognizes that
international market pressures will continue to promote high
import levels. The legislation would continue to allow the
importation of textiles and apparel whose aggregate quantity is
slightly less than half of total American consumption.
"Protectionism" is more accurately used to describe Brazil's
policy regarding American textile exports, or Japan's policy
regarding American agricultural and machinery exports.

Opponents of this legislation often argue that it will cost
the American consumer in the form of higher prices. This is
absurd. Not only have prices of domestically-produced textiles
and apparel been historically about half the U.S. inflation rate,
but a recent study of retail store prices completed by Market Research
Corporation of America indicates that imported and domestic apparel
items are generally priced the same, and in some cases, the imported
items are more expensive.

The domestic textile industry is proud of its achievements in the
areas of occupational safety and health, where it ranks third among
manufacturing industries, and in environmental preservation. Efforts
over the past fifteen years to reduce external effects of textile
manufacturing on either worker health or the local waterways and air
have been greatly successful. The industry, moreover, engages through
its trade associations, in a spirit of productive cooperation with
local, state and federal government regulatory agencies.

Capital investment in the textile industry has also been
impressive over the past few years. In the face of historically low
rates of inflation for textile and apparel products, and reduced
market share because of imports, the industry has continued to look to
the future by investing $1.7 billion in 1984 for capital improvements.
Automated manufacturing technology is a vital part of our industry's
efforts to compete, and, given the adequacy of a market for our goods,
will reap profits for many years to come.

It is the domestic market which the United State textile and
apparel industries count on for the future. Foreign governments have
imposed import restrictions which in many cases completely eliminate
any export opportunities for. our industry. If 8. 680 is passed into
law, we will be able to continue to supply the domestic market with
quality, low-priced products for many years to come. In addition, the
continuity of employment which is so important to the many textile and
apparel workers in this country, many of them women and minorities,
will be realized.
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CALIFORNLA COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE

17 Jack Londo Squas
Oak.d, CA 9407 (415) 452400

T M& Stop W, PC Box 2097, Termna AnnexLos Arqolo, CA 90051 (23 617-24

October 6, 1985

To: All Members of the Senate Finance Committee
All Members of the House Ways and Means Committee

cc: Hon. Clayton Teutter, U. S. Trade Representative
Hon. Malcolm Baldrige, Secretary of Commerce
Hon. James Baker, Secretary of the Treasury
Hon. Strom Thurmond, U.S. Senate
Hon. Ed Jenkins, U.S. House of Representatives
All Members of the California Congressional Delegation

From: Arch Hardyment, President
Harry B. Endaley, Chairman, Legislative Committee

The California Council for Internatlonal Trade ("CCIT"), which
includes some 800 members from all regions of the state of
California, is the state's leading non-profit, private sector
association devoted exclusively to. the healthy expansion of
international business. CCIT has previously expressed to you its
deep concerns and misgivings about the Textile and Apparel Trade
Enforcement Act of 1985 (S. 680 and H.R. 1562) but, in view of
its continued active consideration by both chambers of Congress.
CCIT feels compelled to reiterate the nature of these concerns.

The continued retrenchment ad dislocation of the domestic
textile industry is, without question, a suitable object of
Congressional concern. Nevertheless, the Textile and Apparel
Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 (the "Act") is a misapplication of
that concern and is fundamentally defective for a variety of
reasons. All of these reasons are of concern to the state of
California.

A. The United States textile industry suffers from an
inexorably declining comparative advantage. This
industry is not the victim of unfair trade practices
but instead of low labor costs overseas and low
labor productivity in the U.S. The only effective
solution is for the industry itself to attempt to
offset this declining advantage through automation
and the employment of advanced technologies which will,
in themselves, result in serious labor displacement.
There is reason to believe that such of the current
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job losses in the textile industry is in fact due to
such attempts to automate which, if the intent is to
preserve our textile industry, is a healthy response
and not a deleterious one. CCIT believes that
the role of Government in this context should be
to fashion a program whereby perhaps the Government.
but far more preferably private industry, will retrain
textile workers to keep up with advances in their
current fields or to learn new ones. The role of
Government should not be to attempt to preserve
a declining industry in aspic, thus defying the
impact of world competition.

CCIT is also concerned that the Act, like any
protectionist legislation, will subject other
sectors of the economy to retaliation, will
simply reshuffle jobs from industries which
are competitive to the textile industry, which
is not, and will impose costs on the consumer and
additional burdens on the U.S. taxpayer.

(1) California exporters may suffer greatly as a
result of passage of the Act. Our state's leading
exports, including cotton and other agricultural
products, electronic components, petroleum
products, office machines, scientific
instruments, aircraft and other items, are all
subject to the very real possibility of
retaliation if this bill is enacted. The People's
Republic of China has strongly intlmated that they
will retaliate and others would probably follow
suit. As indicated above, the effect of
retaliation will be to damage those industries in
which we enjoy a comparative advantage in favor of
one in which we do not, a curious Congressional
purpose.

(ii) CCIT accepts the view that protectionism generally
tends to reshuffle jobs and not to save them. In
this case, jobs and job opportunities will be lost
tn a wide variety of sectors, including Importing,
shipping, domestic transportation and our vital
export industries. Estimates we have seen place
the estimated job losses in the retail and other
industries ams nearly equivalent to the estimated
job gains In the textile industry, which seems to
us an inappropriate exchange.

(iii) We are also concerned about the costs to the
economy of this legislation. Some leading
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economists estimate that each job saved by
protectionism can cost the economy $50,000
to $100,000 or more. These resources should,
we believe, be directed to a more appropriate
purpose. The costs to the consumer of this
legislation are also manifest and would be
measured in the tens of billions of dollars.

C. CCIT does not propose In this communication to consider
the technical problems of this legislation, such aa its
failure to address the problems of imports from the
European Economic Community and Canada, which are a
substantial part of the textile story, the fact
that it very likely violates numerous bilateral
agreements adopted under the framework of the
Multifiber Arrangement ("MFA") sad the MFA itself, and
the undesirability of creating anev bureaucratic
scheme to license textile imports. We simply urge
that this legislation be voted down and that
Congressional energies be turned toward Congress's real
responsibilities: elimination of the current $200
billion budget deficit snd substantial cuts in
spending. These are the solutions for the trade
problem, for the one will eliminate the artificially
high cost of the United States dollar on the exchange
markets, and the second will free up resources for the
private sector and lower the cost of U.S. production,
helping to make our industries competitive again at the
world level. These efforts will benefit the textile
industry far more than unwise and defective pieces of
trade legislation.

Arch Hardyment Harry B. Endaley Q
President Chairman,

Legislative Committee
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OCIOtB 4, 1985

'he International Trade Sub-OCmnittee
of the Senate Finance Ccmnittee,
United States Senate,
Washington, D.C. 20510.

For Inclusion In The Hearing Record
For S.680

September 23, 1985

To:

Hearing Date:
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EMBASSY OF THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH

Washinglon. D C

sador

ICOY THE TEXTILE BILL SHOULD NOT APPLY TO BANGLADESH

The Honorable Ed Jenkins(D-Ga.) recognizes that

accelerated U.S. imports of textiles and apparels

from Bangladesh oaports with the ' Jenkins/ThurrWd'

bill. ('Imports are Killing the Textile Industry', The

Washingtcn Post, 8-31-85 at A-19). The Cbcerrcent of

Bangladesh appreciates this concession to Bangladesh's

peculiar - and we hope short-lived- status in the

world, which is characterized by the following.

1. Bangladesh is the most crowded nation in the world,

behind the city- states of HcMn Kong and Singapore.

Bangladesh's 100,000,000 people live in an area the size

of Wisconsin. To be burdened with equal density, de

continental United States would need host the entire

world' s population.

II. The per capita income of Bangladesh is $126 - less than

a candy bar a day in the U.S.

III. Bangladesh has more than 30% uneployment.

IV. Bangladesh had a 1983-84 balance of payment deficit of

$1.053 billion - 13.6% of its GNP. The Uhited States,

Bangladesh's major trading partner, contributed to this

since it exported to Bangladesh twice as much as it

imported. Interestingly, a major U.S. export to Bangladesh

is cotton and used clothing!

V. The balance of payment deficit slashed Bangladesh's

foreign exchange reserves; from $552 million in March,

1984, to $397 million just 8 months later.

VI. The United States correctly observes that [T] overeom

its large trade deficit and to re&ce depedence on foreign

aid, Bangladesh sm izes the development of export-oriented
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industries." (Department of State Backgroud Notes, 7-84,

emphasis at 6,) This policy caoports with the U.S.

4uinstration's repeated promptings for Bangladesh to

promote and encourage private enter rise investments. In

1982, Bangladesh denationalised muh of its textile indkistry,

a significant share of textile mills reverting to their

former owners.

VII. Free enterprise is rking in Bangladesh which had

undertaken a socialist eoomic policy at its inception.

VIII. The textile indus try is critical for Bangladesh. The

textile industry employs 200,000 people, directly and

indirectly, 901 of wan are woen, and provides over 8%

of the oountry's limited export earnings.

IX. Jute currently provides Bangladesh with more than half

of its total export earnings; Bangladesh being the world's

top exporter of jute. But, according to the U.S. State

Department, jute may be a "dying commodity", in light of

increasing ocmetition from synthetics. (U. S. Driasy/

nhaka Airgram to Departet of State, Washington, D.C.

3-31-84,at 9).

X. Bangladesh is responsible for about .25% of all U.S.

ganients imports. Ile legacy of Ham Ycr, Taiwan, and

Korea should not cripple Bangladesh's infant garment

industry.

XI. 7he political effects of a healthy Bangladesh economy

are in the U. S. interest. reducing the uwriploymawt

rate wold help ensure political stability, while

increasing vnwqpIqynmt could push the nation to the

brink of ccmmu.nis if not social anarchy.

XII. - Bangladesh is a non-alligned nation with strong U.S. ties.

The State Departbmit describes U.S. - Bangl relations

as warm and positive.* (Department of State Backirmid
Notes). As previously stated, the U.S. is Bangl 's
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major trading partner. Since 1971, the U.S. has provided

Bangladesh with about $2.3 billion in ecomdc and food

assistance. Communist aid to Bangladesh is dwarfed by

aid from the West and the Middle East.

XIV. rdrbattled against the calamities that form the world's

view of their country, the Bangladeshis - a hardworking

people - have at last found a suitable means for weaning

themselves fron outside assistance. (I,rically, the

17th century Bangladeshis prospered through sales of

silk fabrics and muslin weaves; a trend halted by the

British introduction of machine-made textiles.) the

people of Bangladesh prevail upon the understanding

and good-will of the Aeerican people to allow this

struggling nation growing space for its textile industry.

Mindful of the legitimate concern of the U.S. textile

and apparel workers to avoid market disruption, Bangladesh

will establish increased category diversification as

soon as practical.

A. Z. M. OBAIDU.LA KHAN
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September 20, 1985

The Honorable
Robert Packwood
Senate Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Buildinq
Room 219
Washington D.C. 20510 Re:Trade Subcommittee Hearing;

S.680

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed herewith please find six copies of the
written comments of interested Caribbean Basin countries on
S.680, currently scheduled for hearings before the Trade
Subcommittee on September 12 and 23. These comments address,
in a general way, the potential impact of proposed textile
restrictions on countries in the Caribbean Basin. We hope
that you will consider our collective viewpoint as you
analize this proposed legislation.

Sincerely,

inAguras

7

, .Pablo Mauric --vergu-,
El Salvador

Keith Joinson
Jamaica

P.D. Laurie
Barbados
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Gabriel De La Guardia
Panama

Dr. Adrie nd
HAITI

Edmund Hawkins Lake
Antigua and Barbuda

Eulogio Safaella
Dominican Republic

Enclosures.

cc: Honorable Sam Gibbons,
Chairman
House Ways and Means Committee
Subcommittee on International Trade
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WRITTEN COMMENTS OF THE

CARIBBEAN TEXTILE PRODUCING COUNTRIES

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

REGARDING

S.680; THE TEXTILE+AND APPAREL TRADE

ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1985

September 12 and 23, 1985
Washington, D.C.
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I. Overview

On January 1, 1984, the United States Government fully

implemented the free trade and tariff provisions of the

Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act. To date, 22 countries

have qualified as CBI eligible.* While CBI trade incentives

excluded textiles and apparel by the specific terms of the

legislation, textile manufacture has been identified by almost

every international economic consultant as a primary area where

Caribbean countries enjoy a comparative trade advantage with

respect to the United States export market. Not surprisingly,

efforts are underway in many of our countries to consolidate or

modestly expand the scope of our textile exports to the United

States.

The Caribbean Basin Initiative provides 12 years of tariff

incentives for CBI nations. Yet a review of trade statistics

one and one-half years after CBI designation reveals that living

standards in CBI countries have not improved and progress in

* Antigua/Barbuda, Barbados, Bahamas, Belize, British Virgin
Islands, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Haiti, Jamaica,
Montserrat, Netherlands Antilles, St. Christopher/Nevis, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent/Grenadines, and Trinidad/Tobago(Caribbean).
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Panama(Central
America).
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creating new export industries is lagging greatly behind the

expectations that accompanied passage of CBI.

It is clear that much of our current economic difficulty

stems from erosion in export earnings associated with a sharp

decline in major commodity trade on which our countries depend

so heavily. This decline has been caused by a number of factors

and has offset any positive U.S. trade gains for CBI countries.

If the CBI is to realize its promise as a trade rather than

an aid program, trade protectionism must be avoided. CBI

countries must be free from concern about the pursuit of

long-term industrial strategies with U.S. and foreign

businessmen and free from fear that established trade policies

will be abrogated and duties or quotas reimposed. We have

already witnessed the introduction of legislation in this

session of Congress to repeal or modify certain aspects of the

CBERA. It is our primary purpose in these written comments to

indicate our concern over any amendment or repeal of the CBI and

express our strong opposition to new trade restraints against

CBI produced goods not included in the original CBI

legislation. U.S. private investment in our region will be
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severely curtailed if the impression is created that the CBI

trade incentives are ephemeral and subject to periodic

modification by the U.S. Congress.

II. S.680: Textile Export Levels from CI Countries

In 1984, the value of all U.S. imports from the Caribbean

totalled $5.5-billion, up slightly from a figure of $5.3 billion

in 1983; Textiles and apparel accounted, in the aggregate, for

$239 million of value in 1984 and $192 million in 1983.*

Textiles represented therefore, only 4 percent of total U.S.

dollar imports from CBI countries last year. It cannot be said

that our region is a proximate or even a distant cause of the

domestic market disruption referred to by the sponsors of S.680.

The largest CBI exporter of textiles to the U.S. is

the Dominican Republic which supplied only 1.23 percent of total

U.S. imports last year. Next was Haiti with 0.79 percent. The

* Report by the U.S. Department of State on the Caribbean Basin
Initiative Progress to Date, Doc. #5954, July 1985.
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total percentage for all twenty-two CBI countries is

considerably less than 4 percent of total U.S. textile imports.

These U.S. Department of Commerce figures should confirm for the

committee the infancy of the textile industry in the Caribbean

region when compared to those textile exporters in the Par East

and Europe. Not one of the 22 CBI eligible countries is a major

textile exporter to the U.S. under the terms of sec.(4)(5) of

S.680. It is most important that this exemption be retained and

preserved for modest expansion of our existing industries.

III. Specific Provisions of S.680

While we do oppose the concept of additional textile

restraints, we have noted that the drafters have already given

some consideration to the particular problems faced by CBI and

other developing countries. If the Committee does act on this

bill, additional thought must be given to the difficulties that

will be caused by capping(even at a more liberal level) the

exports of CBI countries with developing textile industries.

Permitting a 6 percent growth adjustment in exports in a given

year for a CBJ country may seem generous on the surface when

compared to I percent growth for developed countries, but if a

country has little or no textile production today, the practical
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effect of such a restraint may be to preclude altogether the

construction of even a small textile facility. Given the small

amount of exports from CBI countries, it would seem that more

liberal limits could be accomodated without any appreciable

impact on total U.S. imports.

The U.S. Customs Service finalized new country of origin

rules in March 1985* that were designed to ensure that U.S

quotas on garments were not evaded by transshipment through

third countries. The adoption of these value added requirements

should provide an added degree of safety to U.S. trade officials

in monitoring textile imports. Thus, allowance of a more

liberal CBI textile import policy can assume with confidence

that any new exports will be attributable to a substantial new

textile investment rather than transshipment from large

producers who have already filled their quotas for a given

period.

IV. Potential Conflicts with Existing Textile Agreements

Several CBI textile producers have already negotiated

textile agreements with the U.S. Government regarding certain

*T.D. 85-38; 50 Fed.Reg.No.43 p.8710 et seq., March 5, 1985.
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categories of apparel. S.680 as presently drafted may operate

to interfere with the specific provisions of these agreements.

For example, some agreements provide that if a country

shortfalls in one year in a given category, the foregone volume

of allowable imports may be carried over to a subsequent year.

We would urge that the Committee protect the flexibility that

has been carefully bargained for in the context of these

particular bilateral agreements in any legislation that may be

reported.

V. Handicraft Textiles and Traditional Folklore Textile

Products

We would note that the provisions of S.680 make no

allowances for the import of handloomed fabrics or textile

products of the cottage industry variety outside the framework

that is outlined in the bill. Many CBI countries --

particularly the smaller, poorer islands -- have an ability to

produce and supply a U.S. demand for these relatively unique

items. Certain countries have experienced great difficulty in

obtaining a proper U.S. Customs classification for handicraft

kits, bati1k, and handloomed items. If the Committee does report

a bill, we would urge that handicrafts and traditional textile

items be clearly excluded from the quota limitations and that

z
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classification procedures be simplified and clarified.

Currently, some handicraft kits designed to be assembled by the

ultimate purchaser are being dutied as a textile product, even

though the yarn or material is of U.S. origin.

VI. Section 807 and S.680

S.680 does not address how the proposed quota limitations

would interact with Sec. 807 of the U.S. tariff law. Almost all

textiles currently exported to the U.S. from Caribbean countries

are produced from fabric of U.S. origin and reexported to the

United States. Again in the case of the two largest Caribbean

producers the ratio of total 807 exports to the United States in

1983 was $137 million out of a total of $139 million from the

Dominican Republic and $73 million out of $80 million for Haiti.

This type of textile trade creates jobs in the United States as

well as the Caribbean. If it is indeed the desire of the United

States to encourage textile trade under the ambit of Sec. 807,

it would seem that the newly proposed quota restrictions ought

to be considerably more liberal with respect to those countries

who have a higher percentage of Sec. 807 trade with the United

States. Otherwise an incentive may be indirectly created that

would encourage the demise of Sec. 807 trade and the consequent

filling of permissible quotas with garments produced from
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non-U.S. fabric. Such a development would operate to the

detriment of both CBI oountries and U.S. workers.

VII. Conclusion

The points enumerated above constitute our general concerns

on S.680. Though textiles are dutiable items under the U.S.

tariff law even if of Caribbean origin, CBI countries oppose

restrictions in the currently drafted legislation that would

restrict by quotas the future growth of a very small industry in

which we do possess a comparative trade advantage. Given the

recent declines in U.S. trade experienced in our traditional

export sectors, we must hope for improvement in exports of

textiles and light manufactured goods. Given the very high rates

of unemployment in the C.B.I. growth in the labor intensive

textile sector is almost imperative if our economies are to

improve. In many cases, employment in the textile industry is

the only viable work option for women in our countries. Further

restraints on textiles will only increase our employment

problem, ultimately resulting in increased immigration to the

United States from our region. It is to be hoped that the

current legislation, if it moves forward, can be modified in

such a fashion so that our present and future plans for modest

textile development are not disrupted.

0


